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1.

The Prosecution submits these materials in compliance with the ORDER TO
THE PROSECUTION TO FILE DISCLOSURE MATERIALS AND OTHER
MATERIALS IN PREPARTION FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF TRIAL
dated 1 April 2004.

2.

In compliance with Order 1, a list of the pseudonyms of each witness the
Prosecution intends to call at trial appears under Cover Sheet 1.

3.

In compliance with Order 2, a report indicating:
a. the number of witnesses for whom witness statements or summaries have
been disclosed;
b. the date upon which statement or summary was disclosed; and
c. the total number of pages of each statement or summary
appears under Cover Sheet 2.

4.

In compliance with Order 3, a table appears under Cover Sheet 3 indicating:

a. a summary for each witness appearing on the list under Cover Sheet 1;
b. the count or counts in the indictment to which the witness will testify; and
c. an estimated length of time for the evidence in chief of each witness.

5.

In compliance with Order 4, a table appears under Cover Sheet 4 detailing the
exhibits the Prosecution intends to tender in evidence at trial.

6.

In compliance with Order 5, a copy of each documentary exhibit appearing in
the table under Cover Sheet 4 appears under Cover Sheet 5. As a result of
technical difficulties the exhibits numbered 60,80,82,83, Ill, 112 and 119
as noticed under Cover Sheet 4 have not been reproduced here. These items
will be provided as soon as possible.
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COMPLIANCE REPORT

COMPLIANCE REPORT
Witnesses disclosed to date number 207. This chart shows:
•
•
•
•

The date of statement or summary
The date disclosure was made
To whom disclosure was made
The number of pages of each statement or summary

TF2-001

25111102

17/04/03

HN

30/07/03

MF,AK

28/11103

1104/04

HN,MF,AK

1

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

11101103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

6

19111102

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-003

30/01103

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

4

TF2-004

10/04/03

17/04/03

1

13/01103

30/07/03
26/04/04

HN
MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

10/04/03

17/04/03

TF2-002

TF2-005

08111103

16/02/04

HN
MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

14/01104

16/02/04
26/04/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

30/07/03

23/01103

1

8

7
1

3

1

10

24/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-006

27/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

TF2-007

29/11/02

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

3

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

10/04/03

17/04/03

HN

1

30/07/03

MF,AK

27/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

28/11/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

11

03/02/03

17/04/03

2

30/07/03

HN
AK MF

08/04/03

17/04/03

HN

2

29/11/03

30/07/03
16/02/04

MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

1

22110/03

17/04/03
30/07/03
16/02/04

HN
MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

3

21/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

26/11/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

7

23/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

4

5/04/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

19/01/03

17/04/03

HN

5

TF2-008

TF2-009

TF2 - 010

TF2 -011

TF2-012

10/04/03

2

1

30/07/03
16/02/04

MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

16/11/02

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

13

15/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

27/11/02

17/04/03

HN

1

30/07/03

MF,AK

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

26/11/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

15

27/11/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

10

18/12/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

9

18/12/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

16/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

132

17/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

110

28/03/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

8

25/04/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

19/05/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

03/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

4

23/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

5

14/07/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

29/11/03

TF2 - 013

TF2 - 014

3

1

35{b
12/08/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

19/12/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

9/01/04

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

15/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

10

19/11/03

16/02/04
16/02/04

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 -016

16/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

TF2 - 017

10/04/03

17/04/03

HN

1

30/07/03

MF,AK

18/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

2/12/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

8

18/12/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

18/12/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

6

17-18/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

27/03/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

4

25/04/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

17/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

33

18/01103

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

27

18/01/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

21

24/11/02

17/04/03

HN

2

TF2 -015

TF2 -018

4

30/07/03

MF,AK

17/04/03
30/07/03
17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MK,AK
HN
MF,AK

05/04/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

29/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

04/02/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

11

13/01/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

9

05/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

16/10/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

27/01/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

16/10/02

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

7

TF2-024

19/01/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

5

TF2-025

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2-019

10/04/03

TF2-020

26/11/02

TF2-021

TF2-022

TF2-023

5

1
4

16/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

23/10/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

9

TF2-026

18/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

TF2-027

16/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

10

15/01/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-028

18/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

TF2-029

16/11/02

17/04/03

HN

10

30/07/03

MF,AK

5/11/03
15/01/04

16/02/04
16/02/04

4

26/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN,MF,AK
HN
MF,AK
HN
MF,AK

05/04/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-031

26/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

TF2-032

19/01/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

TF2-033

11/01/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

9

19/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-030

6

4

TF2-034

19/01103

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

10

29/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

31101103

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

29/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

19/01103

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

5

28/11103

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

27/11102

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

30/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-038

01102/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

TF2-039

19/11102

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

HN
MF,AK

10

10/01103

17/04/03
30/07/03

21111103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-040

11101103

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

4

TF2 -041

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

13/01104

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-035

TF2-036

TF2-037

7

17/11/02

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

6

TF2-042

10/01/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

9

TF2-043

29/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

10

28/11/03

16/02/04
16/02/04

HN
MF,AK

1

30/09/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

19/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-045

18/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

TF2-046

18/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

14/01/04

16/02/04

2

TF2-047

24/10/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK
HN
MF,AK

TF2-048

17/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

15/01/04

16/02/04

HN
MF,AK

1

16/10/02

17/04/03

HN

5

30/07/03

MF,AK

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN

TF2-044

TF2-049
TF2-050

16/10/02

8

MF,AK

10

9

2

TF2-051

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 - 052

23/10/02

17/04/03
30/07/03
17/04/03
30/07/03
16/02/04

HN
MF,AK
HN
MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

5

18/10/02
13/01/04

5
2

TF2-053

19/11/02

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

TF2-054

08/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

2

TF2-055

10/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 -056

13/11/03
05/04/03

18/11/03
17/04/03
30/07/03

HN,MF,AK
HN
MF,AK

9
3

01/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

05/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

6

01/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

06/04/03

17/04/03

HN

1

TF2-059

07/04/03

30/07/03
17/04/03
30/07/03

MF,AK
HN
MF,AK

2

TF2-060

07/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

4

07/05/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-057

TF2-058

9

28/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2 - 061

07/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

2

TF2 - 062

07-08/04/03

17/04/03

HN

4

02/12/03

30/07/03
16/02/04

MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

1

09/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

4

30/09/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

11

07/05/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

29/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

08/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

28/11103

16/02/04

HN,
MF,AK

1

TF2-065

08/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

TF2-066

17/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 -067

06/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

8

30/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

17/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

01112/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-063

TF2 -064

TF2-068

10

06/04/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

5

TF2-069

06/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2-070

07/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 - 071

05/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

5

TF2 - 072

17/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

1

TF2 -073

17/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03
26/04/04

HN
MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

1

7/04/03

6

TF2 - 074

06/04/03

17/04/03
30/07/03

HN
MF,AK

3

TF2-076

03/04/02

30/07/03

2

TF2-077

21/07/03

30/07/03

HN
MF,AK
HNMF,AK

TF2-078

07/04/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

23/03/04

1104/04

HN,MF,AK

1

21/07/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

08/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

01/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

10-11105/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

23

TF2-079

11

1

15/05/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

23

TF2-0S0

OS/05/03
OS/03/04

30/07/03
26/04/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

5
1

TF2-0S1

07/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

4

30/09/03

IS/11103

HN,MF,AK

7

21111103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

7

29/01104

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

09/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

OS/05/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

25

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

11105/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

7

27/05/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

6

04/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

96

13/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

39

TF2-0S4

19/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-0S5

19/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-0S6

29/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

5

TF2 - OS7

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-0S2

TF2-0S3

12

21/05/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

3

21/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

5

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-089

21/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-090

20/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 - 091

23/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-092

21/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-093

20/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-094

20/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-095

23/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -096

29/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2 -097

20/05/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-098

20/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -099

22/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2 -100

23/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-101

06/04/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

09/04/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2 -088

13

TF2 -103

10/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

6

TF2 -105

20/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -106

19/05/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -107

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2 -108

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

27/07/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2 -109

28/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2 -110

27/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -111

21107/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

19/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

5

29/06/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2 -112

19/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2 -113

17/06/03

30/07/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-114

18/11102

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

5

TF2-115

10/04/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

2

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

04/08/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

8

28/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

29/03/04

1104/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-116

14

TF2-117

20/05/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-118

15/07/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

4

20/08/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

5

24/09/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

3

23/09/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-121
TF2-122

20/09/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-123

23/09/03

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-124

09/05/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

10

02/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

17/11103

18/11103

HN,MF,AK

1

07/08/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

24/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

01110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

13/10/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

1110/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

5

9/10/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

25/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-119
TF2-120

TF2-125

TF2-126

TF2-128

TF2-129

TF2-131

15

TF2-133

01110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

09/10/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-134

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-135

24/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

25/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2 -139

17/11103

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-140

29/06/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-141

10/05/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-142

06/09/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-143

01110/03

18/11/03

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-144

07/04/02

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

05/11103

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

15/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-145

30/06/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-146

14/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-147

15/07/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

7

19/03/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-136

16

TF2-148

10/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

15/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-149

07/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-150

09/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

Tf2-151

10/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

14/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

09/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

15/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-153

07/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-154

07/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

16/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-155

05/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-156

7/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-157

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-158

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

18/02/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

Tf2-159

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

Tf2-160

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

Tf2-161

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-162

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

20/02/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-152

17

35)0
TF2-163

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

Tf2-164

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

Tf2-165

27/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

5

TF2-166

27/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

6

Tf2-167

27/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-168

27/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

Tf2-169

28/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-170

29/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-171

29/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-172

29/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

3/03/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-173

29/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

5

TF2-174

30/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

7

TF2-175

30/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-176

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-177

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-178

03/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

Tf2-179

23/01/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-180

20/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-181

28/11/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

18

TF2-182

21/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-183

22/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-184

22/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

03/03/04

1/04/04

HNMF,AK

1

TF2-185

21/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-186

21/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-187

9/02/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-188

9/02/04
25/9/03

16/02/04
26/04/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

1
2

11/11/03

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

24/09/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/10/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

09/05/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

9

28/02/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

9

05/03/04
13/03/04

1/04/04
1/04/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

4
2

TF2-191

10/10/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-192

3/12/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-193

22/05/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

6

Tf2-194

09110/03

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-195

16/01/04

16/02/04

HN,MF,AK

4

TF2-189

TF2-190

19

TF2-196
TF2-197

9/02/04
19/06/03

16/02/04
16/02/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

1
2

TF2-198

18/02/04

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-199

20/02/04

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-200

19/02/04

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

4

04/03/04

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2-201

20/02/04

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

8

TF2-202

11/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-203

27/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

2

TF2- 204

25/09/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

24/09/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/10/02
25/09/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

2

01/10/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

13/10/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

01/10/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

24/09/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

11/11/03

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

1

TF2-205

TF2-206

TF2-207

TF2- 208

TF2-209

20

TF2-210

3/03/04

18/03/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-211
TF2-212

21/05/03
15/07/03

1/04/04
1/04/04

HN,MF,AK
HN,MF,AK

3
8

TF2-213

02/12/03

1/04/04

HN

1/04/04

MF,AK

1
TF2- 214

22/07/03

1/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-216

16/04/04

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

3

TF2-219

22/01/04

26/04/04

HN,MF,AK

4

21

COVER SHEET 3

WITNESS SUMMARIES

PSEUDONYM
TF2-001

TF2-003

TF2-004

COUNT(S)
1&2
5
6
7
6
8

TIME
1hr.

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
Witness saw two police officers being killed by Kamajors. Witness learned that 3
soldiers who were being held as prisoners were killed by Kamajors. Witness saw
Kamajors looting.

1hr.

1&2
3&4
6
8

1hr.

Witness brought by uncle and initiated in Kenena, 1997 by Kamo Brima (rebels
captured father and killed grandfather), told was joining for "protective reasons",
received military training in Zimmi. Witness fought in Kenema, Zimmi; describes
the big, men ofCDF as Sheku Kalloh, BJK, e.O. Mamoh, Musa Idrissa, Tagawafrom whom witness took commands, states others on top of these. Witness states
other initiators included Kunduwai Bangura, Kam Munihu, Kam Bimba and many
others.
Witness joined the Kamajors in 1996 at the age of 10. Witness states that, in Zimmi,
they shot an Alpha man and burned his wife alive. Witness states that there were
many civilians in Zimmi and the ones that worked with the Junta were punished.
Witness was initiated and received weapons training. Witness will testify that he
fought in Telu Bongor, Pujehun town and Zimmi. Witness states that most ofthe
fighters were older than he but some were younger. Witness saw HINGA NORMAN
in Telu Bongor and Zimmi. Witness states that all the big bosses reported to HINGA
NORMAN.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-005

1&2
6
8

4hrs.

TF2-006

3&4
6
8
1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 - 007

TF2-008

6

1hr.

4hrs

I

States that NH was in charge of everything and was a one man show; also that he
commanded the death squad along with ALLIED KONDEWA and MOININA
FOFANA. Witness personally heard HINGA NORMAN instructing Kamajors to
target civilians who worked with the junta or mined for them and treat them as
enemies. Witness has knowledge that child soldiers as young as 12 were used in
fighting.
HINGA NORMAN issued a press release stating that all those working with the RUF
would be seen as collaborators and would be treated as the enemy. Witness
personally heard HINGA NORMAN instructing Kamajors to target civilians found to
have been working with the junta or mining for them and treat them as enemies.
Witness' Commander told him that many civilians were killed in the battle for
Tongo.
Witness was told that HINGA NORMAN had instructed frontline commanders to kill
anybody who ventured out in the highways during the Black December operations.
Witness was fleeing Bo when Kamajors attacked. Kamajors accused Witness of
being a rebel and amputated four of his fingers with a machete. Witness saw child
soldiers amongst those who attacked him.
Witness was in Fengehun village, Bo, in 1998 when Kamajors mutilated and killed
his father. He saw his father tied up by a rope, with blood oozing from his head as a
result of his ear having been cut off. Witness' father was subsequently taken to a hut
in the village, tied up and burned along with the hut.
Witness will testify that the War Council met daily to discuss complaints relative to
the conduct ofKamajors during the war. Witness states that "a good number of
atrocities committed by Kamajor Operational Field Commander had the blessing of
HINGA NORMAN." Witness reports that ALLIED KONDEWA threatened to kill
members of the War Council because they were checking on Kamajors.
Witness personally heard HINGA NORMAN give instructions to do whatever was
needed to capture Koribundo, including burning the town. Witness heard HINGA
NORMAN say, at Base Zero during a speech: "if you see police, cut offhis hand."
Witness will give evidence that HINGA NORMAN, at a town hall meeting in Bo,
took responsibility for the killing of 2 civilians.
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I PSEUDONYM

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-009

6
8

Ihr.

TF-I0

1hr.

TF2 - 011

1&2
3&4
5
6
6

1hr.

TF2-012

6

Ihr.

TF2 - 013

1&2
6
8

2hr.

TF2-014

6

4hrs.

TF2 - 015

1&2
3&4
6

Ihr.

I

Witness joined the Kamajors in 1996 and was initiated by Kamoh Brima. He fought
for three years in Tunkia, Gbima and Kenema. HINGA NORMAN knew he was a
soldier because a list of names was sent to him along with a request for food supplies.
Witness was one of the several child soldiers in his unit.
Witness was a home with her husband when the Kamajors came into her house and
took her husband out and murdered him. She was also present when the Kamajors
looted houses.
Witness heard HINGA NORMAN openly said at Base Zero and in Bo town in 1998,
that he should be held responsible for the excesses of the Kamajors.
Witness was present at a meeting in Koribondo Barray where HINGA NORMAN
commended Kamajors and admitted that he sent them to capture Koribondo. HINGA
NORMAN went further to say that he was responsible for the destruction of
Koribondo and not the Kamajors. HINGA NORMAN said he was annoyed at seeing
a lot of houses standing since he was only expecting to see 4 houses. He further said
the Kamajors were not to be blamed for the burning of houses or looting because
they were only acting under his instructions. Also present was MOININA FOFANA.
Witness saw Kamajors looting and burning houses.
Witness fought at Tongo (Black December Operation) and saw Kamajors bring Chief
Conteh not far from his guard post and then return with only his head and organs.
Witness had orders to kill persons with weapons in their home. Witness fought with
a lot of small boys.
Witness was instructed at Base Zero to kill all captured rebels and collaborators as a
result of which there were many such killings.
Witness saw looting at several locations and heard HINGA NORMAN give direct
orders that certain targets were to be looted.
Witness was in Tongo area when it was attacked. Kamajors gathered civilians at the
NDMC HQ, segregated and removed various individuals throughout the night
(particularly those in uniform) and hacked others to death. The following day,
Witness fled the HQ and was traveling amongst a group of people when they were
stopped at a bridge in Kamboma by Kamajors. Kamajors 'chopped' or shot all of
these people as well as the Witness and left him for dead.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
TF2 - 016

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

Witness saw Chief Arona Konowa, tied and paraded around town by the Kamajors
and later saw the disemboweled, dead body of Chief Konowa.

TF2 - 017

1&2
5
6

4hrs.

TF2-020

1&2
3&4
6
1&2
5
6
7
8

1hr.

Witness was told by HINGA NORMAN that if the Kamajors succeeded in
eliminating the RUF, they would run Sierra Leone for three years. Witness will
testify to looting and burning, the use of child soldiers, and that HINGA NORMAN
said that "rape was a part of war and civilian women were rations." Looted items and
a captured soldier were handed over to HINGA NORMAN in presence of MOININA
FOFANA and ALLIED KONDEWA. HINGA NORMAN told Witness to kill any
civilian in Bo who was a collaborator. HINGA NORMAN made these statements in
the presence of ALLIED KONDEWA and MOININA FOFANA.
Witness heard HINGA NORMAN (with MOININA FOFANA and ALLIED
KONDEWA present) say that Bo Town, Koribundo and Freetown Highway (which
included Taiama and Kebe Town) were to be attacked, any rebels or collaborators
were to be killed and no Prisoners of War were to be taken.
HINGA NORMAN, in the presence of ALLIED KONDEWA and MOININA
FOFANA, told Witness to loot houses in Bo and return the loot to HINGA
NORMAN. Looted items and a captured soldier were handed over to HINGA
NORMAN in presence of MOININA FOFANA and ALLIED KONDEWA.
Witness was fleeing Bo after the Kamajor takeover and saw the Kamajors use
machetes to hack 5 people, 4 people died as a result. Witness was threatened as part
of a group of civilians.
Witness was captured and initiated in 1996 (along with 6 others, the oldest was 11
years old). ALLIED KONDEWA initiated Witness who says he joined because he
didn't have a choice. Witness saw Kamajors kill a Fullah man and the murdering of
police officers in Kenema. Witness was in Freetown for two weeks when he was
brought to Freetown to fight. In Bonthe district, Witness heard HINGA NORMAN
say "if you capture an enemy, kill him." Witness fought in the Masiaka-Port Loko
highway, Kenema, Darn and Freetown.
Witness will testify that HINGA NORMAN came to Bo to talk to soldiers. HINGA
NORMAN used to visit all the Kamajors camps in the area. HINGA NORMAN
encouraged him to fight and supplied him with arms and food.

TF2 - 021

1hr.
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I PSEUDONYM I

COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -022

1&2
3&4
6
8

1hr.

TF2-025

1&2
3&4
6
1&2
5
6

1hr.

TF2 - 027

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-028

1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2-026

1hr.

I

Witness was a Tongo resident when the Kamajors came. Witness saw Kamajors
slaughter civilians with machetes. He saw many others shot when Kamajors opened
fire on them, and he later saw the dead bodies of others. He heard Kamajors say that
HINGA NORMAN told them that when he entered Tongo he didn't want to see any
civilians, that they should all be killed. Witness saw Kamajors kill three civilians,
based on tribal origin, at checkpoints on the road out of Tongo. Witness saw three
civilians with camouflage fabric wallets murdered. Witness was amongst a crowd of
people that Kamajors fired on at NDMC HQ. Witness saw child soldiers 10-12 years
old fighting in Tongo.
Witness fled Tongo in August, 1997 when the Kamajors pulled out and returned to
Lalehun in early 1998. Witness saw ChiefConteh's severed head being carried
away.
Witness was a Tongo resident in January, 1998 when the Kamajors took Tongo.
Witness saw a captured rebel called Cobra killed as well as others who were accused
of being rebels. Witness was told to drag the bodies into the bush. He also saw
another person killed.
Witness was made to transport looted property from Tongo on the orders of the
Kamajors; he also saw Kamajors loot houses.
Witness lived in Tongo throughout the war. He was herded into NDMC HQ as
Kamajors took over. Once inside, Kamajors sorted civilians by tribe and ordered
civilians to point out who the rebels amongst them were. Those pointed out were led
away and he never saw them again. The next day, civilians were ordered to dig
graves and Witness could see bodies being carried to the grave.
Witness was kept with a group of civilians in Tongo when the Kamajors chose
people, especially young men who they alleged were rebels and took them to the
back of a fence after which the witness never saw them again. He also witnessed the
killing by gun shots or machete of other civilians in the crowd with whom
he was kept.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-029

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 -030

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-032

1&2
5
6
7

1hr.

TF2- 033

1&2
6
7
6

1hr.

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-034

TF2 -035

1hr.

I

Witness was resident of Tongo when the Kamajors came in late 1997. He was taken
to NDMC HQ. Witness was amongst a group of civilians into which Kamajors
opened fire killing several. Witness heard a Kamajor say that HINGA NORMAN had
given orders to kill all Tongo residents. He witnessed a young boy taken away by the
Kamajors and never saw the boy again. Witness saw many civilians dead around the
HQ on the day after the attack.
Witness was a Bo resident when Kamajors came in February, 1998. She watched as
her husband was mutilated and killed by Kamajors. Kamajors had tried to chop off
both of his hands and feet and they were hanging by flesh. When Witness went to
see him the next morning he was dead.
Witness will testify about Kamajors attack on Koribondo. One oftheir commanders
gave the orders for the houses to be burnt. Another ground commander was also
involved in the looting and burning of houses. Witness found out on his return that
his house along with many others had been burnt. HINGA NORMAN came and had
a meeting in Koribondo where he said that he sent the Kamajors to burn the town
with the exception ofthe court barray and mosque but the Kamajors did not do well.
Witness was informed that a man called Kafa1a was killed between Koribondo and
Bendu for being a rebel collaborator. Abema, a Kamajor, was killed for not operating
as a Kamajor.
Witness was present when the Kamajors entered Kenema. Witness saw Kamajors
kill four police officers.
HINGA NORMAN gave instructions to destroy all houses in Koribondo with the
exception of 4 houses because every house in Koribondo had rebels or SLA or their
relations. These instructions were given at Base Zero. MOININA FOFANA and
ALLIEU KONDEWA were all present. Upon entering Koribondo, Witness saw a lot
of houses burning, which he says was done by Kamajors. Witness will testify that
ammunition was supplied at Base Zero, but if you didn't take diamonds to HINGA
NORMAN you did not get ammunition.
Witness was a resident of Tongo Field and saw a twelve year old boy killed by the
Kamajors along with a large number of other civilians.
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I PSEUDONYM

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2- 036

1&2
5
6
7

Ihr.

TF2 -037

1&2
3&4
6
7
1&2
6
8

1hr.

1&2
6
7
1&2
6
7
1&2
3&4
6
7
1&2
3&4
6
7

1hr.

TF2 -038

TF2-039

TF2-040

TF2 - 041

TF2-042

Ihr.

I

Witness will give evidence about Kamajors burning houses in Koribondo, including
his own. Witness saw Kamajors kill one Limba man for allegedly tapping palm wine
for the soldiers. Witness will testify that collaborators were usually tried and
sentenced in one house and handed over to a killer in another. Witness was present
when HINGA NORMAN came to Koribondo and said that he was not expecting to
see so many houses standing. He said that he had instructed the Kamajors to destroy
everything except the mosque and that it was the presence ofthe junta in Koribondo
which led to the attack on Koribondo.
Witness, and another individual, was beaten and threatened with death for suspected
of being a police officer from Bo.
Witness was told that 3 of his colleagues had been killed by Kamajors. Witness
heard that Kamajors were looking for police because they were 'junta" police.
Witness was forcefully conscripted by the Kamajors and taken to Guinea where he
saw ALLIED KONDEWA and HINGA NORMAN during his training and initiation.
HINGA NORMAN brought food and guns. HINGA NORMAN told the troops in
Guinea to treat the rebels in the same manner as the rebels treated the Kamajors.
Witness saw Kamajors kill two children in Tanihun. Also saw Kamajors kill rebels
captured in Segbema.
Witness was in Kenema and was there when the Kamajors took the town. He
assisted with the burying of the murdered police officers.

1hr.

Witness was in Kenema and will testify that the Kamajors killed numerous police
officers. Witness helped bury the dead bodies of six officers.

1hr.

In February 1998, Witness was in Kenema and survived a Kamajor attempt to behead
him. Witness' colleague died in the same attack.

1hr.

Witness was in Kenema in February/March 1998 and she personally witnessed the
killing of three police officers.
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I PSEUDONYM

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -043

6

4hrs.

TF2-044

1&2
3&4
5
6
7
1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-046

Witness was a Kamajor in Koribondo and present during all 4 attacks until it was
taken on the 13th and 14th February 1998.
Witness is aware of killing of civilians on the bus which was attacked as a result of
Black December operation.
Witness will testify that they were commanded to take Koribondo at all costs even if
it meant destroying the town completely. This order was given by HINGA
NORMAN. Kamajors looted everything. Witness saw some Kamajors with looted
items and reports were made to HINGA NORMAN, who replied that they should be
thankful that at least there were a few houses left standing.
Witness was in Kenema when the Kamajors took the town. Witness saw dead police
officers and heard Kamajors say that they were going to kill all police officers.
Kamajors arrested and detained Witness, then cut and tortured him. He saw
Kamajors with property looted from his home.

1hr.

Witness personally saw the execution of two women by firing squad who were
suspected of being wives ofjunta soldiers. Witness was also called out by Michael
Cole to see the bodies of 50 collaborators killed by Kamajors. Witness also saw 7
people killed by burning tires placed around their necks. He was segregated from 60
of his other non-Mende colleagues by the Kamajors while escaping from Tongo to be
told later that they were killed. Also as he walked away from the non-Mendes, he
heard gunfire. Witness gives the names of20 non-Mende people that were left
behind and never heard from again.
Witness was in Tongo when Kamajors took over the town and told everyone to go to
the NDMC HQ. Witness saw a Kamajor kill a captured soldier. The following day,
Witness saw the bodies of other dead soldiers with military ill's on their chests.
Witness was involved in the burial of several victims.
Witness was in Tongo during Operation No Living Thing ("... Operation No Living
Thing, whether dog or mortal man-nothing was to be spared".). Witness watched as
her brother was killed by a Kamajor.

TF2 - 047

1&2
3&4
6

Ihr.

TF2-048

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 - 051

1&2
6

4hrs.

TF2 -052

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-053

1&2
6

1hr.

TF2 -056

1&2
5
6

1hr.

TF2-057

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-058

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

I

Witness will testify as to the structure and command responsibility ofHINGA
NORMAN, ALLIED KONDEWA and MOININA FOFANA.
Witness received reports ofKamajor atrocities, but disciplinary efforts where
thwarted by HINGA NORMAN.
Witness was aware of a truck load of Coffee and Cocoa that was captured and
brought to Base Zero, and also a Mercedes Benz car.
Witness was forced to go to the NDMC HQ by the Kamajors along with many other
civilians after Kamajors took Tongo Field. Witness watched as many people were
taken by Kamajors to a field and never returned. Witness was later detained for eight
days by Kamajors as he was suspected of being a collaborator.
Witness was a resident of Tongo Field who took refuge in the NDMC HQ during the
two Kamajor attacks in November. While at NDMC HQ, Witness saw two men
executed after being pointed out as being juntas. His son was taken away by
Kamajors and he has not seen him since.
Witness was the head of the Limbas in Bo in 1998 and had to go to the Kamajor
commander, on several occasions, to ransom Limbas. Witness saw the killing of a
Limba man by Kamajors. In the capacity as Limba Tribal Leader, he received many
reports of killings of Limba civilians. In March/April 1998, Witness saw Limba
tribesman taken and held for ransom by Kamajors while their houses were burnt
because they were thought to be collaborators. Witness states that policemen were
killed at checkpoints the Kamajors had set up and he saw the bodies of 8 policemen.
Witness' house was looted and all of his property taken by Kamajors.
Witness was a Bo resident during the Kamajor attacks. Witness, along with his
brother, was ordered imprisoned by MOININA FOFANA and kept on water only
rations for a period of25 days. After being taken away by Kamajors, Witness'
brother and 2 other detainees were never seen again. Witness will also testify to a
murder he saw take place at a checkpoint he was at as well as other things he saw
when passing through a series of checkpoints.
Kamajors stopped the Witness and her husband and gouged out her husband's eyes.
She was told that Kamajors had cut off her husband's head and danced with it on a
stick. Witness also saw another individual being killed with machetes by the
Kamajors and another chopped dead body.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)
TF2 -059

TF2-060

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
6
8

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
1hr.

Witness was fleeing Bo when he witnessed Kamajors kill 6 men by hacking them
with machetes. Witness was robbed, beaten and threatened with death by Kamajors
during a screening for collaborators.

2hrs.

Witness was initiated when he was 9-10 years old and ALLIED KONDEWA was
present. Witness will testify to seeing the killing of many people believed to be
rebels and to receiving instructions from ALLIED KONDEWA to kill people who
were not Mende.
ALLIED KONDEWA also gave order to do sacrifices and Witness saw them.
Witness fought in Njanjahun Gboko, Bo and Freetown. Witness states that there
were about 50 small boys in his group.
Witness was present in Bo when Kamajors entered in February 1998.
Witness saw multiple killings, mutilations and lootings by Kamajors and he attended
public meetings in Bo held by HINGA NORMAN and attended by MOININA
FOFANA.
Witness heard HINGA NORMAN say at a meeting held in Bo: "Kamajors joined the
society to protect their mother land. The Temnes came to this land, this is not their
land, they have to go back to their own land. Whatever you want to do to these
Temnes, Limbas, do it."
Witness saw people being tied up and their throats cut and others who had tires put
on them, petrol added and then burned.
Witness saw many lootings and heard HINGA NORMAN give orders, at public
meetings held in Bo and attended by MOININA FOFANA, to burn the houses of the
Temnes and Limbas. Witnesses will testify that two brother-in-Iaws' houses were
burned and land sold by Kamajors.
Witness will give evidence that armed Kamajors from the 19th Battalion broke into
his house, fired shots and beat up his uncle. The group included MOININA
FOFANA who was the commander of the 17th Battalion which was on Mahi Boima
Road near HRS school.
Witness will give evidence on Kamajor initiation rituals including the killing of a
pregnant woman.
Witness will testify to the initiation of small boys of the age of 5-7 years of age.
Witness was taught how to use guns, ann and disann, cock and fire.

TF2-062

1&2
5
6
7

2hrs.

TF2-063

6

4hrs.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
TF2 -064

1&2
3&4
6
8

1hr.

TF2 -065

1hr.

TF2 -067

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
3&4
5
6
8

TF2 -068

6

4hrs.

1hr.

I

Witness fought in Bo. He will testify that they went around from place to place for a
long time killing rebels. In a village behind Tikonko village, "we killed a lot of the
rebels there, only men. We left all the women. We killed the men with a knife."
Witness will say that Kamajors taught small boys how to hide, how to cut and kill
human beings and also to go 'in a group of small boys and grab the rebel and one of
us would cut his throat." Witness states that they did this one time. Witness will
testify that small boys were organized in groups and there was a small boy's group
leader who did the cutting of the man's throat.
Witness is a Temne who was living in Bo at the time ofthe Kamajor take over.
Witness saw Kamajors chase a man down and kill him. Witness was beaten,
suffering permanent hearing loss as a result, his possessions were looted, and he was
robbed by Kamajors.
Witness was a resident ofBo when Kamajors took it in February, 1998. He saw
Kamajors kill men and women, Temnes in particular, as well as disembowe1ings and
mutilations. Witness was arrested on more than once; on one occasion, he was kept in
jail for 26 days.
Witness saw his father and other family members arrested by Kamajors. Sometime
after March 1999, Witness saw Kamajors looting his home and the home of his
uncle.
Witness states that HINGA NORMAN, MOININA FOFANA and ALLIED
KONDEWA did not punish those who were committing atrocities.
At Talia, Witness found HINGA NORMAN who, Witness states, was in charge.
HINGA NORMAN appointed the director of war, Battalion commanders, Director of
Operations and Platoon commanders. He appointed the High Priest, ALLIED
KONDEWA.
Initiation ofKamajors and military training took place at Base Zero. HINGA
NORMAN was in charge of training and sometimes came with military instructors to
do training. They were training in the use of weapons.
Witness will testify that he saw a looted car at Base Zero and ALLIED KONDEWA
using it. HINGA NORMAN saw the car as well.
Witness also saw a truck loaded with coffee and Cacao that was seized by Kamajors
and taken to Ta1ia. The truck was turned over to the High Priest and the Director of
War, MOININA FOFANA. HINGA NORMAN was informed of this seizure.
~
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TF2 -069

TF2-070

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
3&4
5
6
6
7

1hr.

Witness lived in Bo during the Kamajor occupation. Witness was beaten and
threatened by Kamajors. His home was looted and property stolen by Kamajors.

4hrs.

Witness will confirm many ethnically motivated killings that took place in and
around Bo. Many Temnes were murdered, property looted, and houses burned as
they were alleged to be supporters of the Junta. Witness will testify to the setting up
of checkpoints in and around Bo and that people fleeing attack were screened on
ethnic bases and once identified as non Mendes, were instantly labeled collaborators
and killed. Those killings took place at checkpoints manned by MOININA
FOFANA's boys and Witness states that he knew about the atrocities.
Witness says that Kamajors burned house in Bo. Kamajors looted properties and
shared them amongst themselves.
Witness will state that the CDF, particularly the Kamajors, moved away from the
idea ofprotecting people to attacking and killing them.
Witness was in Bonthe when the Kamajors took over 1998. He will testify that after
September 15th 1997 an attack was launched by Kamajors on villagers from Bonthe
Town and three were immediately killed and eaten by the Kamajors. The remaining
were to be eaten in installments. The three victims were Bockarie Kpaka, Samuel
Kamara (a Blacksmith in Bonthe Town) and one Junisa. Witness will testify that in
January 1998 in Bonthe Town, a Guinean businessman was killed between
Gbongoma and Molaikaika, Sitia Chiefdom, Bonthe District. Witness found
Mohammed's body shot with his back cut open. Witness buried the corpse.
Witness will give evidence that HINGA NORMAN had gone to Bonthe via
helicopter and made a speech to the people saying that it was useless to complain
about the Kamajors saying 'that working with the Kamajors was like working with a
cutlass and it cuts you, you drop it, but later you pick it up and work with it again'.
Witness will give evidence that the Karnajors received arms and ammunition from
the army through HINGA NORMAN.
Witness along with other Kamajors attacked and captured Bo from Kenema in
February, 1998. Witness will testify that Kamajors were looting and burning houses.
There were reports of killings at checkpoints manned by Karnajors especially the
killings at Bakapu and Gbaiian done by Kamajors for money and diamonds. All these
incidences were reported to MOININA FOFANA.

TF2 -071

1&2
6

1hr.

TF2 -072

6

4hrs.
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I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
1&2
6
7
1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

Witness was a resident of Moyamba who will testify to the murdering of two traders.
Kamajors looted Witness' home and took his car.

Ihr.

TF2 -079

1&2
5
6
7

4hrs.

TF2 -080

1&2
5
6
8

2 hrs.

Witness was a resident ofBo when the Kamajors entered in 1998. She and her
husband were beaten and tortured; Witness' husband was taken away by Kamajors
and she later saw his mutilated, dead body. Witness was told that her son was also
arrested and killed by Kamajors. Witness' house was looted and burned to the
ground.
Witness will testify that the Death Squad did everything ranging from killing to
looting to vandalizing and that they were created to carry out the worst jungle justice.
HINGA NORMAN created the Death Squad and allowed it to continue despite the
fact that he had heard complaints about it. Witness will also say that the instructions
given by HINGA NORMAN, in the presence of ALLIED KONDEWA and
MOININA FOFANA, for most towns (i.e. Black December, Tongo, Koribondu)
were to attack it, occupy it, kill the collaborators and take property for the Kamajors.
HINGA NORMAN gave instructions to attack juntas and collaborators in Tongo,
take their property and create roadblocks so the junta can't pass with vehicles.
Witness heard HINGA NORMAN say to Kamajors, on more than one occasion,
"wherever you go, fight and take whatever is yours"; MOININA FOFANA and
ALLIED KONDEWA were also present.
Witness was initiated into the Kamajors at Bumpe Village along with many others, a
mixture of initiates from ages 12 to 20 years. Witness heard some of the boys yelling:
"Leave me alone, let me go!" He had to pay a registration fee for joining which he
paid to ALLIED KONDEWA's secretary.
He saw and participated in killing civilians, looting and burning. In 1999, Witness
fought at Mogbongo village and Mile 91. In March and April of 1999, Witness'
group ambushed rebels, killed them and kept their weapons. Witness states that one
time they captured three boys and a woman rebel. They tied them up, took them
away and cut their throats. At Camp Charlie, ALLIED KONDEWA's right hand man
gave the order to kill everyone, so every civilian or rebel that was seen was killed. At
night they started burning all houses.

TF2 -073

TF2 -078

I
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -081

1&2
6
8

1hr.

TF2 -082

1&2
5
6

4hrs.

TF2 -086

1&2
3&4
6
5
6

1hr.

TF2 -087

TF2 -088

1&2
3&4
5
6

4hrs.

1hr.

I

Witness is a 16 year old who fought as a child soldier after being initiated by
ALLIED KONDEWA. He watched Kamajors kill his father and then felt he had to
join the CDF or be killed by them. Witness had gone with his father to get food when
they were intercepted by the CDF in dress garb. They accused his father of being a
spy, beat him, had him dig his own grave and killed him. Witness ran away and felt
he had to join the CDF or be killed by them.
Witness was a member of the Kamajors. He states that children were made to cut
throats of prisoners because ALLIED KONDEWA did not want ammunition wasted
on them. Witness says that HINGA NORMAN gave him instructions not to spare
any living thing; "kill them all whether they are human beings, domestic animals,
everything that had life should be killed." Witness was aware that looting was going
on because he saw it happening and he made an effort to return looted goods to
civilians. HINGA NORMAN gave him direct orders to destroy all ofthe houses in
the town.
Witness was a Bonthe resident in 1997 after the Kamajors took the town. Witness
was mutilated and left for dead in the same incident in which Witness' friend was
killed.
Witness has information as to the structure of the Kamajors and the beginnings at
Base Zero.
Appointments to committees were made by HINGA NORMAN & MOININA
FOFANA. Orders went directly from HINGA NORMAN to the District
Administrators who then passed them on to the Chiefdom Commanders.
Complaints ofKamajor excesses were passed on to HINGA NORMAN but nothing
came ofthose reports, a case in point was the looting of drugs from Mattru Jong
Hospital. He states that HINGA NORMAN, MOININA FOFANA and ALLIED
KONDEWA had information about misdeeds in general but that nothing was done
about them.
Witness is a resident ofBo District whose son was killed and his body parts used in a
sacrificial manner. Witness reported the incident to HINGA NORMAN who said:
"whatever a Kamajor does should be left to God". Kamajors looted and robbed
Witness' house.
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I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -091

3&4
5
6

1hr.

Witness was a Bonthe resident who was held by Kamajors. Witness saw Kamajors
looting property from houses. Witness was abducted by Kamajors and forced to cook
for them.

TF2 -092

3&4
5

1hr.

TF2 -096

1&2
6

1hr.

Witness will testify that he was taken from church by Kamajors who undressed him
and left him naked. Witness will testify that Kamajors accused him of supporting the
Juntas and he was levied a huge sum to save his life. The money was paid to
ALLIED KONDEWA. Kamajors burnt down his house and looted Le. 2,000,000
from him.
Witness was a resident of Talia when the Kamajors first arrived. Witness personally
saw ALLIED KONDEWA kill two civilians by shooting them.

TF2 -103

5
6

1hr.

TF2 -105

1&2
5
6

1hr.

TF-I07

6

1hr.

TF2 -108

1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

I

Witness was resident in Bonthe when Kamajors were at Base Zero. Witness was told
of the killing of a young boy named Kekuru which he reported to the Kamajor
commander who did nothing about it. Witness saw Kamajors looting and burning
houses in his village. ALLIED KONDEWA came to his village and threatened them
with death if they didn't contribute food.
Witness will testify that he was in Bonthe when Kamajors attacked. He saw
Kamajors shoot a man just behind the Mission on Lime Street. Witness observed
Kamajors looting and burning houses. Witness saw one Kamajor beating the Town
Chief.
Witness was aware ofHN involvement in the freeing of Kamajors who were taken
into custody for murder. Also provides information relative to AK and the execution
of a civilian.
Witness was abducted from her parent's home in Bonthe District in 1998. Witness'
parent's property was carried away by the Kamajors. Witness was taken to Talia
where she was raped and forced to "marry" a kamajor. Witness saw the killing of 6
civilians. Killings in Talia often took place on the instruction of ALLIED
KONDEWA or Kamoh Lahai. Witness was the subject of sexual violence and she
witnessed it.
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I

COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -109

1&2
3&4
5
6

2 hrs.

TF2 -111

6

4hrs.

TF2-115

6

2 hrs.

I

Sometime in 1998 in the Dry Season during the AFRC regime, Kamajors from Talia
attacked Witness' village and she was abducted together with other people and taken
to Talia. Witness saw HINGA NORMAN and ALLIED KONDEWA in Talia.
In Witness' presence one civilian was arrested and brought to Talia by the Kamajors.
ALLIED KONDEWA gave orders that he should be burnt to death because he was a
rebel and he was killed. She also saw another man killed by Kamajors.
In Talia village, one of the Kamajors forcefully took her to be his wife. Witness will
testify that she was "virginated". Witness will testify of other young women brought
to Talia who were forced to have sex with Kamajors. According to Witness, some of
the young girls who refused to have sex with the Kamajors were killed. Kamajors
took these women as their wives and carried them to the war front. Kamajors also
brought girls and women for ALLIED KONDEWA.
According to Witness, HINGA NORMAN arrived in Talia within three months of
the AFRC coup. HINGA NORMAN and ALLIED KONDEWA established the Base
Zero. When HINGA NORMAN came to Talia he came with a great number of
Kamajors. ALLIED KONDEWA, HINGA NORMAN, and MOININA FOFANA
were all based at Talia. ALLIED KONDEWA was in a separate house which the
chiefdom people gave to him. MOININA FOFANA and HINGA NORMAN were
staying another house. ALLIED KONDEWA was the highest ranking Kamajor as he
was responsible for initiations.
Witness was arrested sometime in 1998 and detained at the police station in Bo on
the orders of the Bo District CDF Administrator. It was alleged that Witness had
knowledge of the killing by Kamajors of two civilians in his area. Witness recalled
seeing the two men riding on a bike coming through the town from one check point
but could not tell whether they left through the other check point. The two men
subsequently went missing and were presumed killed by Kamajors in his village.
Witness was released after a few days. He met HINGA NORMAN on his way out of
the police station. HINGA NORMAN inquired from him and he explained what had
happened. HINGA NORMAN was unhappy with the Bo District CDF Administrator.
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I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -116

1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2 -118

6
8

1hr.

TF2 -119

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
6

1hr.

1&2
6
1&2
6

Ihr.

TF2-121

TF2-122
TF2-123

1hr.

1hr.

I

Witness was a resident of Bonthe Island who was present when Kamajors entered in
February, 1998. A Kamajor told Witness that he just killed a young boy shortly after
Witness saw him leave with the boy. Witness heard shots fire and then heard
Kamajors reporting to their commander that they had shot dead a tailor accused of
making clothes for the Junta. Witness later saw the tailor's dead body. Witness was
threatened and ordered to be killed. Witness attended a meeting where civilians
complained to ALLIED KONDEWA, but as far as Witness knows, ALLIED
KONDEWA did nothing about it.
Witness was initiated along with other small boys, who were maybe 5-6 years old.
After initiation, Witness was trained in Gambia for three weeks. The trainees were
not younger than 9; the 5-6 year olds were not trained. ALLIED KONDEWA was
present for the training. Witness saw MOININA FOFANA at Gambia who told him
that boys his age were allowed to fight.
Witness was in Bo on February 15, 1998. Just before Kamajors attempted to kill
Witness, they advised him that HINGA NORMAN had given instructions that all
police officers were to be killed. Kamajors made three separate attempts to kill
Witness who suffered serious injuries as a result.
Witness was a Bonthe resident when the Kamajors took the town in 1998. Witness
was present when the Kamajors shot and tortured to death a man who they accused of
being a rebel collaborator.
Witness was in Bonthe when the Kamajors took the town in 1998. Witness saw
Kamajors kill 2 men.
Witness was in Bonthe when Kamajors took the town. Witness saw Kamajors beat
and then kill his friend.
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TF2 -124

1&2
6

2hrs.

TF2 -125

3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2 -126

3&4
6

1hr.

I

Witness will testify that he, along with many others under the age of 15, was initiated
by ALLIEU KONDEWA. They were trained to cock and fire, dismantle and
assemble weapons.
Witness will testify that MOININA FOFANA introduced the element oftribalism
into the war. MOININA FOFANA gave orders to Witness' Commander to separate
captured rebels or civilians by race and if anyone is a Mende they would let that
person through but if you were from the other tribes, you had to wait. Then they
would sort the people not allowed to pass through by the different tribes. They
would take the Temnes into the forest and kill them. Manning a checkpoint, Witness
was among other Kamajors when about fifteen Temnes, both men and women were
killed.
Witness will testify that he saw some Kamajors in the Bo area drink human blood,
cut out the human heart, eat it and eat the human flesh.
Witness will testify that once rebels were captured, they were killed in front of the
other captives to terrorize them and the rest of the prisoners would be killed also.
Witness will testify that on Friday, 26th February, 1999, Kamajors armed with guns,
sticks, and cutlasses entered her compound with one Peugeot car marked 'CDF'
Koribondo's transport and put members of her household under gun point whilst the
Kamajors broke into her husband's garage. Witness will testify that one of the
attackers identified himself as Director for the Kamajors and that he has been
instructed by HINGA NORMAN to remove two cars from her husband's garage.
On that same morning, the same group of armed Kamajors with a new leader
appeared at her compound and put them again under gunpoint and demanded the
documents to the two vehicles already taken away by them. Witness submitted the
documents and the entire house was ransacked. Pots, tea kettle, toaster, cooker, and
perfumes were all carted away onto an awaiting vehicle.
Various appeals were made to HINGA NORMAN to return the vehicles which he
was later seen driving.
Witness was abducted from Gambia around 1996/1997 and taken to Gbap (Bonthe).
Witness was confined and raped multiple times by Kamajors. She was also forced to
cut wood and cook for them. Anytime the captured women resisted, they were beaten
and threatened. Witness heard that MOININA FOFANA used to visit the camp and
brought the Kamajors logistics.
~
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I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -128

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 -129

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 -131

1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2 -133

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

I

Witness was captured by Kamajors when they invaded Bonthe town sometime in
1998 around the Ecomog invasion of Freetown. Witness' daughter was accused of
being a rebel and killed. Witness was captured by Kamajors and repeatedly raped.
She stayed with the Kamajors for about a month and escaped.
At Mopete, the Kamajors were going from house to house selecting women to marry.
She met MOININA FOFANA in Goba town.
Witness was captured by Kamajors from Sondomie in the Pujehun District and taken
to Bonthe. Witness was raped by Kamajors and kept as a wife.
According to Witness, 3 pregnant women were used as a sacrifice for their Kamajor
"husbands" to become members of a society headed by ALLIED KONDEWA. The
sacrifice was performed by ALLIED KONDEWA.
Witness will give evidence that she had to hide in the bush with her parents and other
villagers because Kamajors were doing things like looting and raping. Witness will
testify that she was captured and taken to Talia by one Kamajor. She was held in a
hut in Base Zero and was raped multiple times by Kamajors. Witness states that her
parents were killed at Base Zero. She made a report about the rapes to some older
women at the Base. They told her that they would inform the top commanders
namely MOININA FOFANA & ALLIED KONDEWA. MOININA FOFANA later
remarked that it was part of the war.
Witness will confirm that she saw MOININA FOFANA & ALLIED KONDEWA at
the camp having meetings with Kamajors.
Witness will give evidence that sometime in 1997, she and her parents were captured
by Kamajors and taken to Sogbini chiefdom.
Witness will testify that she was asked to be the Kamajors wife but she and her
parents refused. Witness will give evidence that one of ALLIED KONDEWA's
Kamajors raped her. Witness' mother was raped when she protested against her
daughter being raped. Witness cried and her parents protested, at which point he shot
and killed both of them while she watched. Witness will testify that she could not run
away because when the Kamajors went to fight, they left an armed Kamajor on
guard. Witness was forced to stay with a Kamajor for about two months and now has
a child from that relationship.
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I PSEUDONYM

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -134

3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2 -135

3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 -136

3&4
6

1hr.

I

Witness will testify that in the dry season of 1997, a group ofKamajors attacked
Blama and Witness was captured and abducted. She was taken to Base Zero at Talia.
Witness will testify that every morning Kamajors used to rape her. Witness would
scream for help but no one would respond. Witness states that at one time ALLIED
KONDEWA observed one Kamajor having sex with her. Witness screamed loudly
for ALLIED KONDEWA to rescue her but he left the scene without saying a word.
Even the leaders such as ALLIED KONDEWA use to rape captured women and
girls.
Witness will testify that every morning ALLIED KONDEWA took out his Kamajors
for morning parade and it was during this parade Witness got to know HINGA
NORMAN. ALLIED KONDEWA introduced HINGA NORMAN as his boss.
Witness will give evidence that she saw HINGA NORMAN providing food and
ammunition and talking to the Kamajors.
Witness will testify that she spent six months with the Kamajors and attempted to
escape but was captured by one of the Kamajors who took her to their boss in Talia.
She will also testify that Kamajors went to the nearby villages to loot properties
belonging to innocent civilians.
Witness will testify that some time in 1997, Kamajors accused her of being a soldier
and that she was blind folded and forced into a house. Then for 1 month she was
raped continuously by many men a day.
Witness escaped and was captured again by another group. The boss man himself
raped the Witness for 3 nights. When Witness was freed, she and a group of other
women went to MOININA FOFANA to report this as he was the director of war.
MOININA FOFANA told them to gloss over it because it was happening to many
women.
Witness will testify that she was captured during the dry season of 1997 by Kamajors
at Gambia and accused of being a rebel. She was made to fetch wood and subjected
to beatings and other forms of mistreatment. While there, Witness states that she was
raped many times by the son of one of the commanders, who took her to be his wife.
When he went to the battle front, other Kamajors would rape the Witness; sometimes
2 or 3 on the same day.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
TF2-140

6
8

1hr.

Witness will testify that when he was under the age of 15 he took part in 3 attacks on
Koribundu.

TF2-142

5
6
1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
6
7

1hr.

Witness was a member of the CDF during the Freetown invasion. He will testify that
he saw looted property being carted away from a compound by Kamajors.
Witness was in Tongo when Kamajors ordered everyone into NDMC HQ where he
saw Kamajors hack people to death. He also saw the killing of civilians at a
checkpoint in Kenema. Witness' children were attacked and beaten by Kamajors, his
houses burned to the foundation and a third house looted.
Witness will confirm that he was told by some people that they had received an
instruction from HINGA NORMAN that they should kill all police officers because
the police were not in support of them (Kamajors). Witness said he had to advise
them not to kill any policeman because that was not the reason why Kamajor society
was formed.
Witness confirmed that Kamajors committed many atrocities in Bo town. He
confirmed the burning of houses of the Northerners by Kamajors.
Witness will testify that HINGA NORMAN was aware of atrocities committed.
Witness was in Bonthe during the Kamajor taking of the town in mid February, 1998.
He will testify to the ransoming of hostages and killings that went on there.

TF2 -144

TF2 -145

TF2-147

TF2-148

1&2
5
6
1&2
5
6
8

1hr.

2hrs.

1hr.

1hr.

I

Witness was a Kamajor who fought in Kenema and Tongo. Witness' Commander
said that MOININA FOFANA ordered that they proceed to attack Kenema and the
instructions were to kill all captured combatants and their collaborators, bum their
houses, and seize their property. In the battle for Tongo, Witness states that many
individuals were executed for being collaborators, rebels or soldiers and for tribal
reasons. Witness fought with child soldiers.
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TF2-149

3&4
7

2hrs.

TF2-150

1&2
6

1hr.

TF2-151

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2-152

TF2-153

TF2-154

1&2
5
6
1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

1hr.

1hr.

I

Witness will testify that HINGA NORMAN was aware that there was a lockup in the
CDF office. HINGA NORMAN used to visit the CDF office, and he used to talk to
all heads of office. HINGA NORMAN came to Kenema about once every two
months.
Witness will give evidence that there was a general policy of understanding within
the ranks of the CDF that collaborators should be punished. Witness heard of people
being burned on tires, of people being beaten at the task force command office, and
of arbitrary arrests, in the context as punishment for collaboration.
Witness was a Kamajor who went to the SS Camp when the Kamajors captured it
from the rebels. Witness has information relative to the killing of collaborators and
POW's.
Witness returned to Kenema after the Kamajor intervention in February 1998.
Witness observed three separate incidents of Kamajors killing civilians. On more
than one occasion, Witness was arrested, beaten and threatened to be killed while
detained.
Witness watched as Kamajors launched a RPG bomb into the front of their house,
looted and vandalized it. Kamajors found two tenants in the home who they hacked
and killed.
In a separate incident, Witness was arrested, detained and watched as Kamajors
killed another detainee. Witness was threatened to be killed and cut in the neck by a
Kamajor.
Witness was a victim in Kenema Town of Kamajor looting and burning. Witness
also saw Kamajors kill an individual.
Kamajors came looking for the Witness' father at their home in Kenema in
February/March 1998. Witness watched as Kamajors launched a RPG bomb into the
front of their home, looted and vandalized it. Kamajors found two tenants in the
Witness' home who they hacked and killed. In a separate incident, Witness was
arrested, subjected to screening based on tribe, and then watched as Kamajors killed
two more civilians.
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I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-156

1&2
3&4
5
6

1hr.

TF2-157

1&2
5
6
7

1hr.

TF2-158

1&2
3&4
6
7

1hr.

TF2-159

1&2
3&4
5
6
7

1hr.

TF2-160

3&4
5
6
7

1hr.

I

Witness was in Bo when the Kamajors took over. Witness was the only survivor of
the group of 4 men who were killed at time Witness #11 lost her husband. Witness
suffered serious physical injuries. Witness also saw a Temne man be killed by
Kamajors. Witness' property was looted and he saw other civilians property being
looted and burned.
Witness was in Koribundo when Kamajors attacked in February, 1998 and when
HINGA NORMAN made a speech at the town barrie. Witness heard HINGA
NORMAN say the Kamajors did not do well as there were still houses left standing
and everyone in Koribundo should have been killed (even the ants) because they
were here with the soldiers. Witness saw Kamajors kill several residents of
Koribundo.
Witness' father was tortured and killed by the Kamajors when they took Koribundo
in February, 1998. Witness attended a meeting at the town barri presided over by
HINGA NORMAN. At this meeting HINGA NORMAN told the townspeople: that
he was the party responsible for ordering the Kamajors to conduct themselves as they
had; inasmuch as the people of Koribundo had supported the SLA they were being
subjected to the treatment being meted out by the Kamajors; he was in fact
disappointed in the Kamajors due to the fact that while he had instructed them to kill
every living thing in the village and to destroy all but three ofthe buildings located in
Koribundo and they had not followed his orders completely.
Witness will testify that on a Friday in February 1998, Kamajors attacked Koribondo.
Witness heard Kamajors say that they were acting on instructions from HINGA
NORMAN.
Witness will testify that the following Saturday, he saw Kamajors kill 5 Limba
people along Blama Road; two were shot and three were beaten to death. Witness
says that at 7:00 that same night, he saw Kamajors bum 10 houses on B1ama Road.
Witness states that women were killed because they were accused of being Junta
wives. Their heads were displayed at checkpoints and bodies dumped into a well.
Witness was a resident ofKoribundo when the Kamajors entered in February, 1998.
He heard the Kamajors were looking for him as a collaborator so he fled to Bo.
Upon his return, he was beaten on two occasions by Kamajors. Witness attended a
meeting where HINGA NORMAN stated that he was responsible for what the
Kamajors did.
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I PSEUDONYM
TF2-162

TF2-163

TF2-164

TF2-165

TF2-166

TF2-167

TF2-168

TF2-169

TF2-170

I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
1&2
5
6
7
1&2
6

1hr.

1hr.

1&2
3&4
5
6
7
1&2
6

1hr.

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
3&4
6
1&2
3&4
6
1&2
6

1hr.

1&2
5
6

1hr.

1hr.

1hr.

I

Witness was a resident ofKoribundo during the Kamajor takeover in February of
1998. Witness saw the Kamajors kill two civilians by beating them to death with
sticks. Witness was also present when the Kamajors began burning and looting the
homes of townspeople.
Witness will give evidence that he was informed about three graves containing the
bodies of three people from Koribundo that the Kamajors had killed. The Witness
was also informed that the chief of Goambu named Kafalla was killed by the
Kamajors during this attack.
Witness will give evidence that after the Kamajors captured Koribondo, he was
arrested and whisked off to their HQ. While enroute Witness saw another group of
Kamajors beating a Limba man who was killed and decapitated.
Witness will testify that the commander ordered his Kamajors to bum his house.
They looted his properties before burning the house.
Witness was a resident of Moyamba in July of 1997 when Kamajors took over.
Witness was present when Kamajors killed and decapitated one man for being a
collaborator. Witness also saw Kamajors bum to death another person.
Witness was a resident of Moyamba in 1998 when her father was mutilated by
Kamajors and later died. Witness' home was looted and Witness was beaten with a
cable by Kamajors.
Witness was a resident of Moyamba on February 5, 1998 when Kamajors took over
the town. Witness saw Kamajors kill numerous civilians; including his 312 year old
grandson. His daughters were captured and his son was shot.
Witness was a resident of Moyamba on February 5, 1998 when Kamajors took the
town. Witness watched as Kamajors killed his wife and looted from his home.

1hr.

Witness was a resident of Moyamba Town when Kamajors took over in 1998.
Witness saw the head of a victim paraded around town.

1hr.

Witness was a resident of Bradford in March of 1998. He saw Kamajors kill a
civilian by first chopping him and then shooting him in the face. Witness also saw
Kamajors looting.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
TF2-171

3&4
5
6

Ihr.

I

Witness was in Moyamba in FebuarylMarch of 1998 when a letter was received by
the townspeople telling them that HINGA NORMAN had not paid the Kamajors and
that therefore the Kamajors were to engage in Operation Pay Yourself. Witness fled
the town but was captured by Kamajors who recruited him to carry looted property.
Witness fled to avoid the task and was shot by the Kamajors sustaining permanent
Injury.

TF2-172

1&2
5
6

Ihr.

TF2-173

1&2
3&4
5
6

Ihr.

TF2-174

1&2
6
8

Ihr.

TF2-175

6
8

1hr.

TF2-176

1&2
3&4
6
7

1hr.

Witness was in Bradford, Moyamba in April, May, 1998. Kamajors caught Witness'
brother and proceeded to torture him. Witness heard gunshots and his brother
moaning and crying in pain; he later discovered his brother. Witness tried to save his
brother by taking him to a hospital, but he died en route. His farm was looted.
Witness will give evidence that he saw Kamajors shoot and kill his aunt and loot his
aunt's property. Witness was shot in the arm.
Witness saw HINGA NORMAN get stuck behind a broken down vehicle on the
Mabang bridge in Moyamba. HINGA NORMAN got out of his vehicle and started
yelling and then his bodyguards starting shooting indiscriminately. Witness saw two
people get shot.
Witness was appointed a member of the Kamajors in Moyamba after the ECOMOG
intervention. He's aware of the command structure in Moyamba District. He
attended many meetings at which HINGA NORMAN was present. Witness confirms
that he also saw ALLIED KONDEWA and MOININA FOFANA in Moyamba.
Witness states that there were many Kamajor child soldiers.
Witness was a Kamajor who served in Moyamba after the coup in 1997. Witness'
son was initiated into the Kamajors and used as a soldier; Witness is aware that many
children under the age of 15 were used as soldiers.
Witness heard HINGA NORMAN'S speech wherein he said that he had given orders
that no living thing should survive in Koribondo and that the civilians were not to
blame the Kamajors for the burnings and atrocities but should blame him. He also
heard HINGA NORMAN say that the people of Koribondo were being punished
because they were collaborators.
Kamajors tied Witness' hands and beat him.
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I PSEUDONYM I COUNT(S)

I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -179

6

1 hr.

TF2-180

1&2
3&4
5
6
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-182

8

Ihr.

TF2-183

1&2
3&4
6

Ihr.

TF2-184

3&4
6

Ihr.

TF2-186

1&2
6

1hr.

TF2-181

Ihr.

I

Witness' statement relates to an incident in late 1998 in Mabonda Village, Shenge in
Moyamba District. Witness recalls fighting between Kamajors in Kagboro Chiefdom
and those in Bumpe Chiefdom which led to some Kamajors being arrested and taken
to the District Officer's office in Moyamba. While there, Witness and others saw the
corpse of a woman brought in who was said to have been killed in the fighting.
Witness and others were also informed that her son had been thrown into a fire by
Kamajors. Witness gives the chain of command of the Kamajors in his area which
runs up to MOININA FOFANA and HINGA NORMAN.
Witness was a Moyamba resident. Witness' husband was beaten by the Kamajors as
Witness watched and her husband later died. Their property was looted and Witness
and her children were forced to carry it for the Kamajors.
Witness will testify that she was arrested and detained by Kamajors around
Christmas 1997 on allegation that she was ajunta collaborator. During the arrest she
was mercilessly beaten all over her body and face. She heard Kamajors mentioning
the names ofHINGA NORMAN and MOININA FOFANA as their bosses. Witness
was informed that there were instructions from the Kamajor high command to have
her killed. Witness heard from her brother how her husband was killed and his head
hung on a stick by the Kamajors.
Witness served as a child soldier for the Kamajors.
Witness was a Bradford Town resident in Moyamba District in 1998. Witness was
with her brother and son when the Kamajors arrested them and shot her 5 year-old
son, killing him. Her brother was also shot. Witness also saw the killing of two other
civilians by Kamajors.
Witness was present at a bridge that was blocked when HINGA NORMAN arrived
and Kamajors started shooting randomly. Two people were injured by gunshot
wounds. HINGA NORMAN was shown the injured but he merely walked away
without saying a word.
Witness will give evidence as to the killing of Mr. Thomas by the Kamajors in
Moyamba. Witness will testify that MOININA FOFANA came to Moyamba and
made a speech at the Court Barrie, whilst Witness and others were forced to listen.
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I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2 -187

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2 -188

1&2
3&4
6

Ihr.

TF2 -189

1&2
3&4
6

1hr.

TF2-190

6

I

Witness will give evidence that in November 1998, she and three pregnant women
were captured by Kamajors. One of the Kamajors took Witness and made her one of
his three wives.
Human sacrifices were done by ALLIED KONDEWA and his Kamajors. ALLIED
KONDEWA would rub the blood ofthe victim on their faces. Witness will testify
that she saw five pregnant women in all being sacrificed.
Witness will testify that ALLIED KONDEWA met her at a junction and forced her
into the bush by the water side and threatened to kill her if she resisted, and then
raped her, at that time she was pregnant with child.
Witness will give evidence that she was abducted by Kamajors. Witness was ordered
to carry loads or threatened with death. She carried the loads to Tihun. At Tihun,
Witness was told that she was going to be taken as a wife by one of them, she refused
and he threatened to kill her, so she agreed. She did not try to escape because she
was threatened to be killed if she tried to escape.
Witness will give evidence that while at Talia she met ALLIED KONDEWA, the
Chief initiator who said he was going to kill her mother for attempting to escape.
Witness begged for her mother's life. ALLIED KONDEWA took her into his room
and raped her all night.
Witness was captured by Kamajors. Witness' husband was killed by a Kamajor.
Witness was taken to Talia where she was forced to "marry" a Kamajor. Women
from neighbouring villages were also taken to Talia as "wives" for the Kamajors. In
Talia, Witness saw ALLIED KONDEWA and HINGA NORMAN.
MOININA FOFANA and HINGA NORMAN came to Talia in a helicopter together
with an unknown number of persons and soon thereafter a lot ofKamajors started
coming to Talia. A Death Squad was formed for the security of Base Zero and posted
at the border; they had one gray helux vehicle.
The Death Squad reported to the War Council through a member ofthe War Council
who was very close to HINGA NORMAN. He provided the Death Squad with food
supplies. Witness was responsible for taking instructions from the base to the various
commanders at the war front.
Witness heard about complaints made against the Death Squad to HINGA
NORMAN.
HINGA NORMAN brought arms and ammunitions to Base Zero for the Kamajors.
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, COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-191

6

4hrs.

TF2-193

6

I hr.

TF2-195

3&4

1hr.

6

TF2-198

1&2
3&4
5

Ihr.

6

7

TF2-200

6

4hrs.

I

Witness will give evidence that he was taken prisoner, along with many women and
children, and physically beaten repeatedly for one month by Kamajors because they
accused him ofbeing a collaborator who had mined diamonds for the RUF. Was told
by captors that HN had to be consulted before they could release him.
Witness will testify that he saw three accused collaborators executed and tortured in
1998 by the Kamajors.
Witness was present when the Kamajors looted his house.
Witness will provide evidence as to the command structure of the CDF in terms of
national office as well as local commanders in the Southern and Eastern provinces.
Witness was a Moyamba resident during the Kamajor takeover in the dry season of
1998. Witness was beaten and suffered physical injuries as a result ofKamajors
believing he was a rebel collaborator.
Witness was a resident of Koribondo on February 13, 1998 when the Kamajors
attacked the town. Following the first attack, Witness fled to Bo where the Kamajors
arrested him as a collaborator and beat him severely. Witness' brother came to his
defense and was tortured and killed by Kamajors who forced him to witness the
killing. Witness returned to Koribondo and attended a speech at the town barray
delivered by HINGA NORMAN where he took responsibility for the actions in the
town as well as the killings as a collective punishment. Witness saw the houses
which had been burnt by the Kamajors.
Witness says Kamajors would come to the court barray and say they were above the
law and had orders from HINGA NORMAN & ALLIEU KONDEWA. Complaints
about the Kamajors were made to Witness 2-3 days a week. Some were channeled
through the court clerk, or to the court chairman. This happened in 1997, 1998, 1999,
until 2000 when they finally disarmed. A letter of complaint that Kamajors were
harassing civilians, looting property, etc. was directed to HINGA NORMAN.
Kamajors were killing innocent civilians, looting people's properties, raping women
and young girls, and beating people all over the chiefdom. If reports by Witness,
Kamajors they would say that their actions were instructions directly from ALLIED
KONDEWA and HINGA NORMAN.
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TF2-201

6

4hrs.

TF2-202

1&2
5
6
3&4
6

I hr.

TF2-205

3&4
6

I hr.

TF2-206

3&4
6

I hr.

TF2-204

I hr.

I

Witness will testify that HINGA NORMAN held a meeting in Talia in October 1997
to decide what the command structure should be. In that meeting, HINGA NORMAN
named the posts that were available, and he asked Kamajors to choose. HINGA
NORMAN announced that the war council would be appointed and explained what
their role would be. It was MOININA FOFANA who was directing and
commanding the Death Squad. HINGA NORMAN later gave commands to the
Death Squad, as did MOININA FOFANA.
HINGA NORMAN gave instructions to the commanders not to come back until they
capture Koribondo. In the case of both Koribondu and Tongo, ALLIED KONDEWA
had been instructed to prepare charms for those attacks. HINGA NORMAN gave
instructions that they should capture Bo and Kenema. Witness will give evidence that
he heard HINGA NORMAN say that they should take police as their enemy.
Witness says that in a war situation someone declared your enemy is like any other
enemy in war. Witness will give evidence that HINGA NORMAN visited Kenema
from 1998 through 200 I at least once every two weeks, sometimes staying for days.
Witness saw his brother being tortured and mutilated to death. After the murder of
his brother, the Kamajors went to the brother's house and looted a large sum of
money from within.
Witness was captured from Malima Shebureh by kamajors and taken to Malima a
few miles from Pujehun. Witness' parents were killed. She was raped and forced to
"marry" one Mohamed Dabo. Witness had two still births while with Mohamed and
suffered serious complications from the second birth.
Witness was abducted in early 1998, around March and taken to Bauya Junction. She
was forced to "marry" one Captain Blood. ALLIED KONDEWA was in charge of
the camp at Bauya Junction. MOININA FOFANA used to visit the camp from time
to time. Witness reported her abduction to MONINA FOFANA's guards but they
said that this was part ofthe war and so they should bear it.
Witness was captured by the Kamajors in Mokosie village. She was raped and forced
to "marry" a Kamajor called Vange. Witness heard that other women were captured
and raped. Witness saw ALLIED KONDEWA but did not make a report to him as
she was afraid.
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I COUNT(S) I TIME I SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

TF2-207

3&4
6

1 hr.

TF2-208

3&4
6

1 hr.

TF2-209

3&4
6

1 hr.

TF2-210

1&2
3&4
5
6
1&2
3&4
6
1&2
5
6
ICR
3&4

1hr.

TF2-214

TF2-216

TF2 -217
TF2 -218

TF2-219

1&2
6
8
6

1hr.

2 hrs.

1hr
1hr

1hr

I

Witness was abducted from Pujehun during Johnny Paul Koroma's time for being a
rebel woman. Witness was raped by two kamajors. She was subsequently forced to
"marry" a kamajor. She had two children with him. She ran away after her kamajor
"husband" died.
Witness was captured by the Kamajors during Johnny Paul Koroma's time. He
mother was killed by the Kamajors. She was raped and forced to "marry" one Kasila.
Other women were captured and taken to Gbap. She heard the Kamajors saying "this
is my woman. I got her from mission."
Witness was abducted by Kamajors at the time when the AFRC was fighting the
CDF from Mattru Jong and taken to Moyawa. She was raped Kuku Sila. Kuku told
her that he was going to take her to his boss ALLIED KONDEWA in Talia because
she was a rebel. Witness managed to escape when they got to Talia because HINGA
NORMAN arrived in a helicopter.
Witness was at Bradford Town in Moyamba in late 1998. He watched as his aunt
was shot and killed by Kamajors and as his property was looted by them.

Witness was a passenger on a bus in Bo District when the bus was stopped by
Kamajors at a checkpoint. The passengers were taken from the bus and several of
them were shot by Kamajors.
Witness has information on the killings of suspected rebels in Moyamba. Witness
will testify that HINGA NORMAN removed him from his position within the CDP
because he refused to kill a woman.
Witness will testify to the commission of sexual violence by Kamajors in Bonthe
District.
Witness will testify to killing of civilians by Kamajor child soldiers. Witness also has
information about HINGA NORMAN's knowledge of the use of children as fighters
by the Kamajors.
Witness has information relative to HN and AK intervening in criminal proceedings
on behalf of Kamajors either arrested or under investigation.
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COVER SHEET 4

EXHIBIT LIST

1

Letter

Letter from Regional Secretary (East) and Regional
Co-ordinator (East), dated 22 March 1998.

2

Letter

Letter to Hinga Norman from Allieu Kondewa dated
29 June 2000.

3

Note

Note book seized from one ofthe locations used by
Hinga Norman.

4

Map

Hand-drawn map with the title "Air Line Direction to
Sierra Leone, Lower Bambara and Dodo Chiefdom,
Kenema District Root "A" (SIC).

5

Map

Hand-drawn map with the title "Air Line Direction to
Sierra Leone, Lower Bambra and Dodo Chiefdom,
Kenema District. Root "B" Direction (SIC).

6

Memo

CDF Internal Memo from "National Director of War
and Operations, Moinina Fofana to National
Coordinator CDF, dated 19 March 2001.

7

Letter

Letter from Wellington, J.O., Permanent Secretary,
Office of the President, to the "Head ofCDF", dated
30 October 2000.

8

Statement

Statement by Raffieu Bendu concerning alleged
crimes committed by Kamajors.

9

Statement

Statement dated 23 July 1998 by Salaymatu Bendu
concerning alleged crimes committed by Kamajors.

10

Statement

Statement dated 23 July 1998 by Turay Mohamed
concerning alleged crimes committed by Kamajors.

11

Statement

Statement dated 16 April 1999 by Turay Idrissa
concerning an incident involving alleged crimes
committed by Kamajors.

12

Statement

Two pages of a statement by Will Junisa regarding
allegations of crimes committed by Kamajors

13

Statement

Statement by Konnie Donald Tom, CDF Chiefdom
Ground Commander, about the alleged attacks by
Kamajors.

14

Statements

Collection of four statements (8 pages in total) made
by Turay Issa; Conteh Boizy; Turay Imurana
(Murana); Ke1fala Woodie respectively.

15

Statement

Statement ofBendu Brima alleging attacks by
Kamajors on him and his family in July 1998.

16

List

Distribution list for initiators for July 1998.

17

Letter

Letter written by Charles S.E. Moiwo, National
P.R.O. CDF/SL, to authorities including Kondewa,
dated 13 July 2000.

18

Message

Paraphrase of coded message from District
Administrator CDF Moyamba, dated 12 May 2000,
regarding the capture of Songo area and request for
supplies. Contains handwritten notation from Hinga
Norman that arrangements for supplies should be
made.

19

Letter

Eugene Cowan's "Petition for Assistance to Retrieve
Land Cruiser Vehicle Registration No. EL 15168"
sent to CDS 2 March 1999

20

Letter

Petition sent by TF2-125 to Chief of Defence staff,
dated 28 February 1999. The petition was forwarded
to Deputy Defense Minister Hinga Norman with a 2
page cover letter by OC Medani, Commander for
Chief of Defense Staff, 3 March 1999.

21

Document

Document signed by Mohamed Jalloh titled
"Kamajors Loot Private Dwelling House and shop at
Portee".

22

Documents

Documents (5 pages in total) related to the beating of
Emmanuel Fillie, British High Commissioner's
Driver, on 5 March 1999 by CDF Combatants.

23

Document

Curriculum Vitae of Samuel Hinga Norman.
Contains biodata and other information about career
of Hinga Norman.

24

Newsletter

Sierra Leonean Newsletter published by the
Movement for Restoration of Democracy in Sierra
Leone (MORDSIL), dated 11 August 1997.
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25

Letter

A letter written by J.S. Keifala, Secretary Eastern
Union, signed both by Keifala and Hinga Norman,
dated 17 March 1999.

26

Radio Message

Text of 3 radio messages sent from District Admin,
CDP, Bo June 1999.

27

Situation Report

Copy of the text of a radio message (Situation
Report) sent Dist Admin CDP (SL) Headquarters
Pujehun in Zimmi to National Coordinator (Hinga
Norman) in October 1999.

28

Radio Message

Copy of the text of a radio message sent out by
National Director of Transport CDP (SL), 23 June
1999.

29

Radio Message

Text of a radio message sent from CDP Headquarters
Kenema to the national CDP Headquarters, Preetown
- attention National Director of War, 2 April 1999.

30

Radio Message

Text of a radio message sent from CDP Headquarters
Bo - to the National Co-ordinator and info to Moinina
Pofana; dated 19 April 1999.

31

Radio Message

Text of a radio message sent by Hinga Norman to
Dist Admin CDP (SL) Bo; dated 15 April 1999
regarding the raising of manpower.

32

Radio Message

Text of a radio message sent by Dist Admin Pujehun
CDP (SL) at Kenema sent to Dist. Admin Bo; dated
15 April 1999 asking for urgent provision of 500 men
for operational purposes.

33

Letter

Letter written by Allieu Kondewa, sent from Civil
Defence HQ, Tihun Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe
District, dated 31 July 1997.

34

Investigation Report

An investigation report by 15 ECOMOG Brigade
Kenema authored by Captain A. Abukakar and dated
20 December 1998. The report was forwarded to
Vice President, Republic of Sierra Leone, Kenema
under a cover letter signed by Major A. N. Nwadiaro
on 26 December 1998.
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35

Letter

Letter addressed to Allieu Kondewa from Sumaila
Turay-Jabbie of CDF, Bumpe Ngao Chiefdom, dated
13 December 1997.

36

Letter

Letter titled "From High Priest Dr. Allieu Kondewa
to Deputy Minister of Defences."

37

Letter

Letter sent from "Death Squad Unit, Tisana", signed
by Bob Tucker and addressed to Dear Chief.

38

Passport

Sierra Leone Passport Number S005865, issued in
the name of Samuel Hinga Norman.

39

Memo

Memo from the Commander in Chief (SLCDF) to the
Honourable Chief Sam Hinga Norman dated 23
November 1997 titled "enlistment of executive
members of zone II front line, assault rifles and shotguns in possession."

40

Memo

Memo from the Secretary General SLCDF, Abu
Konuwa, to Hinga Norman dated 16 November 1997,
titled "Situation Reports as at 16 November 1997,
and the violation ofthe Conakry Peace Accord by
Both the AFRC and the RUF".

41

Letter

Letter from the Administrative Officer,
South/Western region, Bonthe Moyamba District,
dated 18 November 1997, titled "Administrative and
War Report on the A trip to Mano Dasse."

42

Letter

Letter from Mustapha S. Sankoh, Deputy Director
and Admin Officer War Council, from the SLCDF
South/Western Region, Bonthe Moyamba District
dated 22 November 1997 to the Head Office, Talia
Town Bonthe District, titled "Administrative and
War Report within Bonthe and Moyamba District."

43

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a dead body of a
male of African extract found inside a Sierra Leone
Service Passport Number S005865, issued in the
name of Samuel Hinga Norman.

44

Photograph

Photograph of King Dr. Allieu Kondewa together
with another person.
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45

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Saidu Duaivian.

46

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Joseph Abdulai.

47

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Robert Sevalie.

48

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Musa Share.

49

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Foday Lasana.

50

Letter

Letter from Allieu Kondewa to Chairman of Bo
District CDF dated 4 September 1998.

51

Personal note book

Reports a number of killings committed by kamajors.
Refers to a meeting in Base Zero where Hinga
Norman said that he was to blame for everything that
kamajors are doing.
Refers to a meeting of some executive members of
the CDF where it was discussed that in order to win
the war a human being should be sacrificed.

52

Report

Report of War Council meeting held in Kenema on
the 20 and 21 April 1998 submitted by TF2-068.

53

Letter

Letter from TF2-005 to Hinga Norman dated 20
March 1998.

54

Letter

Letter from the Commander of the Fifth Battalion
Koribondu to the 38 Battallion HQ dated 11 October
1995.

55

Report

Undated report from TF2-073.

56

Letter

Letter from the Permanent Secretary Ministry of
Agriculture & Forestry in Freetown, signed by P.A.
Gaima to the Commissioner of Police in BO, dated
16 March 1998.
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57

Letter

Letter dated 16 March 1998 to the National Director
of Operations Civil Defense Force (CDF) Southern
Province, BO. Copied to the Ecomog Commander
Southern Province Bo, the Chainnan of the Civil
Defense Force, Southern Province, Bo, and Mr. M.
B. Kamara Deputy Chief Conservator of Forest,
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Freetown.

58

Letter

Letter from the Pennanent Secretary, Ministry of
Agriculture signed to the Deputy Minister of
Defense, Freetown, dated 14 August 1998.

59

Letter

Letter dated 11 August 1998 addressed to the Acting
Chainnan NCC/CDF Defence Headquarter's in
Freetown from the Chief Conservator of Forests in
Freetown.

60

Report

Witness' report on atrocities committed by Kamajors
implicating Hinga Nonnan.

61

Report

Report from Hassan Sherrif, commander of the 4th
Batallion CDF, to Deputy Defence Minister, dated 31
October 1998.

62

Letter

Letter from Witness to Officer in charge, Moyamba
Police station, dated 8 March 1999, reporting general
incidents of anned robbery and murders by
unspecified perpetrators.

63

Report

Report submitted by CDF National HQ to Chainnan
of national Co-ordinating Committee-CDF for the
attention of President Kabbah.

64

Report

Report addressed to SCSL about atrocities and
human rights violations committed by Co Julius
Squire and other commanders.

65

Letter

Letter of appointment from Hinga Nonnan to
Witness dated 11 February 1998.

Receipt

Receipt dated 3 March 1998 for Le 500,000
presented to the CDF Kamajors from the Bonthe
Community.

66
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67

68

Letter

Letter

Letter of appointment for CDP regional
representatives on the ceasefire monitoring
committee approved by Hinga Nonnan.
Letter setting out actions ofKamajors in Bonthe
District.

69

Letter

Letter referring to the suspension of some personnel
of the Special Forces High Command on charges of
gross insubordination to the Chainnan and mutiny.

70

Letter

Letter from Mohamed Tarawally to Hinga Nonnan
dated 10 July 1998.

71

Letter

The last page of an apparently 5 page letter written
by Moinina Pofana (sic), Director of War/ Ops, Base
Zero, Sierra Leone request to the addressee for
supplies and ammunition.

72

Letter.

Letter addressed to "ChiefNonnan" written by Dixon
S. Kosia, Deputy Coordinator, Lugbu CDF, Upper
Saama, Lugbu Chiefdom, Bo District re: request for
anns and ammunitions for laying an ambush on Bo,
Pujehun, and Sumbuya Highways", dated 29
September 1997.

73

Document

"Travelling Pass" dated 16 December 1996 (sic,
should be 1998) issued by Civil Defence Southern
Region - Bo, 14th Battalion - Koribondo.

74

Letter

Letter written circa June 1998, by "Representatives
of the Bo District Kamajors Southern Province, Bo".
The letter is addressed to "CDP/SL National Office,
Preetown" through "National Coordinator, Hon, Sam
Hinga Nonnan, Freetown".

75

Document

Document titled "Civil Defence Force, Bo, Sierra
Leone, List of Security Personnel Attached to the
National Co-ordinator CDP Sierra Leone, Bo
Headquarters, 12 New Gerihun Road, Bo".
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76

Document

Document titled "CDF / SL Northern Region
Structure ...." showing how many District
Commanders, Battalion Commanders and Company
Commanders exist in each ofthe Districts of
Bombali, Port Loko, Tonkolili and Koinadagu.

77

Document

Document titled "Bo District Battalion
Commanders". List of CDF Battalion Commanders
in Bo District.

78

Document

Document titled "Bo District Company
Commanders". This document contains a list of
Company Commanders in Bo District.

79

Document

Document titled "Moyamba District BNS,
BN/Commanders, Cdoms". This document contains a
list of 7 CDF Battalions, Battalion Commanders and
respective Chiefdoms in Moyamba District.

80

Document

Document titled "Official Postings" addressed to The
Chairman, Committee for Identification,
Documentation, Recovery and Release of Looted
Properties".

81

Document

Document titled "Civil Defence Forces Sierra Leone,
Monthly Logistics Supply Returns". This document
relates to April 2001 and is dated 7 May 2001. It was
"Signed and Collected for Distribution By: Moinina
Fofanah, Director or (sic) War CDF (SL)".

82

Document

Document dated 23 September 1997 addressed to
Sam H. Norman, Dept. Defence Minister.

83

Letter

A letter consisting of a single sheet dated 15 October
1997 written by Andrew Harding and addressed to
Sam H. Norman, Deputy Defence Minister.

84

Not Used

85

Report

Daily Front Line Report dated 2 October 1997 from
Alpha K. Siaka, Secretary General. The report is
addressed to "S.H. Norman, Deputy Minister of
Defence".
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86

Letter

Handwritten letter dated 18 November 2000 from
High Priest Dr. Allieu Kondewa (sic).

87

Documents

A set of two documents comprising complaints
against CDF by Madam Miata Fofanah for looting of
her family property.

88

Document

An incomplete fax which appears to be the last page
of a complaint lodged against CDF by Joseph Sinnah
for looting his property at 9 Willoughby Lane,
Brookfields, Freetown on 17 July 2000.

89

Documents

A set of two documents. The first document is a 3page typed document titled "Summary of Decisions
taken at the Workshop on CDF I Community
Relationships - 17 June 1999 and 18 June 1999".
The second document is titled "seven point
undertaking by Chief Norman - National CoOrdinator CDF/SL and Deputy Minister of Defence."

90

Letter

Letter dated 16 August 1999 written by the National
High Priest Dr. Allieu Kunduwa (sic, Kondewa) and
his Deputy Dr. Jibao Amara to Dr. Mosses M.
Hakawa.

91

Not Used

92

Letter

Letter dated 20 June 2000 written by the National
High Priest Dr. Allieu Kundowa (sic, Kondewa) to
National Coordinator, Civil Defence Forces (Hinga
Norman).

93

Document

Document dated 8 January 2001 and titled "Ruthless
Behaviour of Kamajors in and around Rokel village"
written by Amadu Mannah, Chief Police Officer,
Western "D" Division, and addressed to The
Regional Commissioner (West) with a copy to the
CDF representative Joint Coordination Centre (lCC).

94

Letter

Letter dated 10 January 2000 from National High
Priest, Dr. Allieu Kundewa (sic, Kondewa) addressed
to The Director of Personal (sic, Personnel) CDF ISL
arguing against the possible disbanding of the
National Task Force Office.
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95

Letter

Letter dated 10 January 2000 from National High
Priest, Dr. Allieu Kundawa (sic, Kondewa) addressed
to The National Public Relations Officer CDF I SL
recommending the Mohamed Mansaray and Samuel
Lahai as persons responsible for collecting all
supplies and condiments meant for all CDF I SL
Initiators.

96

Letter

Letter dated 6 July 2001 from the CDF Director of
Personnel, Andrew N.K. Harding addressed to The
Director of Logistics CDF, titled: "Reminding you
for Unsettled Outstanding Bills".

96(A)

Document

Bill for ID Cards

96(B)

List

Names of registered CDF children on the c.A.W.
program.

96(C)

List

List of wounded Kamajors at Brookfields Hotel,
Freetown.

97

Letter

Letter dated 24 April 2001 written by the Moinina
Fofanah, National War Office, Bo, addressed to
National Coordinator, Civil Defence Forces (Hinga
Norman).

98

Certificate

A "Certificate of Training" issued by The Civil
Defence Force of Sierra Leone to "Francis
Kpanabom 0798". The certificate is dated 10
February 1998 but bears no signature.

99

Certificate

A "Certificate of Training" issued by The Civil
Defence Force of Sierra Leone to "Soloman Maoah,
0799". The certificate is dated 10 February 1998 but
bears no signature.

100

Document

Document titled: "Battle Front Report Pujehun
District, Date: 18 June 1997, Time: 1045 PM". The
document is signed by Sam Hinga Norman.

101

Document

Document titled "Front Line Report, Pujehun
District, dated 19 June 1997."

102

Document

Document titled: "Front Line Reports, Pujehun
District; dated 20 June 1997."
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103

Document

Document titled: "Front Line Report, Pujehun
District, 21 June 1997."

104

Communique

Communique issued by the CDF relating to child
soldiers and Communique from meeting ofthe Joint
Committee on Disarmament Demobilization and
Reintegration, 15 May 2001.

105

Document

Document titled: "Report From Front Line, Points to
Ponder".

106

Document

Document titled: "Reports From Front Line,
Covering Period 13 July 1997 - 19 July 1997, Date:
18 July 1997, Attention: COS"

107

Document

Document titled: "Minutes of Meeting held between
Chief Norman and the Delegation ofKamajors From
Bo District on the 26 July 1997 at Gendema - Bo
Water Side Mano River Bridge.

108

Letter

Letter dated 12 August 1997 written by Hinga
Norman and addressed to The Chief of Staff,
ECOMOG, Monrovia.

109

Document

Document dated 27 August 1997 titled "Very Urgent
Front Line Request". It is written by Hinga Norman
and addressed to The Chief of Staff, ECOMOG,
ECOMOG Headquarters, Monrovia, Liberia. The
document is not signed.

110

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed by Sam Hinga Norman dated 8
September 1997 and addressed to The Commander,
Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG Headquarters,
Monrovia, Liberia. The second document was written
and signed for by Hon. M.L. KaHon, Chairman, Adm
(Administration Wing). It bears the heading "Sierra
Leone Civil Defence Force, Emergency Front Line
Report From Jendema, Mano River Bridge".

111

Document

Letter written by Sam Hinga Norman, and addressed
to Commander, Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG,
Monrovia, Liberia; dated 26 September 1997.
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112

Documents

A set of documents the first of which is dated 26
September 1997, written and signed by Sam Hinga
Norman, and is addressed to The Chief of Staff,
ECOMOG Headquarters, Monrovia, Liberia. The
second document is list titled: "Civil Defence Forces
Sierra Leone: Requisition for Arms and Ammuntions
(sic, Ammunitions)".

113

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed by Sam Hinga Norman dated 17
September 1997 and addressed to The Commander,
Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG Headquarters,
Monrovia, Liberia. The second document bears the
heading "Sierra Leone Civil Defence Force,
Emergency Front Line Report From Jendema - Mano
River Bridge".

114

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated
29 September 1997 and addressed to The
Commander, Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG
Headquarters, Monrovia, Liberia. The second bears
the heading "Sierra Leone Civil Defence Force,
Emergency Front Line Report From Jendema - Mano
River Bridge" (dated 29 September 1997).

115

Document

Document titled "Very Urgent Request for Special
Operations". It is written and signed for by Sam
Hinga Norman, dated 6 October 1997, and is
addressed to The Commander, Nigerian Contingent,
ECOMOG Headquarters.

116

Document

Document titled "Progress Report / Request". It's
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated 6
October 1997 and is addressed to The Commander,
Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG Headquarters,
Monrovia, Liberia.
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117

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated 3
November 1997 and addressed to The Commander,
Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG Headquarters,
Monrovia, Liberia. The second document bears the
heading "Sierra Leone Civil Defence Force,
Emergency Front Line Report From Jendema - Mano
River Bridge" (dated 3 November 1997).

118

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated
14 November 1997 and addressed to The
Commander, Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG
Headquarters, Monrovia, Liberia. The second
document bears the heading "Sierra Leone Civil
Defence Force, Emergency Front Line Report From
Jendema - Mano River Bridge" (dated 21 November
1997).

119

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated 3
November 1997 and addressed to The Commander,
Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG Headquarters,
Monrovia, Liberia.

120

Documents

A set of two documents, the first of which is a letter
written and signed for by Sam Hinga Norman dated
17 December 1997 and addressed to The
Commander, Nigerian Contingent, ECOMOG,
Monrovia, Liberia. The second document bears the
heading "Sierra Leone Civil Defence Force,
Emergency Front Line Report From Jendema - Mano
River Bridge" (not dated).

121

Letter

A letter of appointment dated 20 February 1998. The
Letter is signed by Sam Hinga Norman and copied to
the War Council.

122

Letter

Letter dated 24 February 1998 from The Director of
War, 1i h Battalion Commander- Koribondo at Base
Zero. The letter is signed by Moinina Fofanah and
copied to the Coordinator, The Director of
Intelligence and The Chairman - War Council.
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123

Letter

A handwritten letter from the Civil Defence Force,
dated 12 November 1997. The letter is signed by
King Dr Allieu Kondewa and approved by Moinina
Fofanah.

124

Letter

A handwritten letter from the Civil Defence Unit
Madina HlQ dated 16 October 1997. The letter is
passing on information about the arrival of Hinga
Norman at Talia Yawbeko with ammunitions for
operations.

125

Pass

Bonthe District Civil Defence Kamajors HQ, Tihun,
Sogbeni Chiedom pass, dated 14 November 1997.
The pass certifies that the holder is an initiate of King
Dr Allieu Kondewa, the High Priest and requests that
all privileges be accorded the holder.

126

Document

Handwritten document bearing the caption
"Guidelines to operate on after the capture of B"
dated 20 February 1998.

127

Letter

A handwritten letter from Mohamed Sesay, Madina
Town, Bum Chiefdom, dated 13 July 1997.

128

Letter

Letter from Moinina Fofana, Director of War, Civil
Defence Force, Sierra Leone to All Battalion
Commanders CDF SL dated 15 May 1998, signed by
Fofana titled "request for troops" from all CDF
commanders.

129

Letter

Letter from the representatives of the War Council
now resident in Dassamu Village, Bumpeh-Ngao
Chiefdom to Commander for the Special Operation Koribondo, dated 18 February 1998.

130

Document

Handwritten pages containing a list of looted items
from Addala - Tikonko.

131

Letter

A handwritten letter from Witness TF2-087, dated 4
May 1999.
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132

Letter

Letter from Civil Defence Force Sierra Leone Koribondo addressed to the Director of War, Camp
Zero, Gola Forest, Sierra Leone, dated 18 February
1998.

133

Letter

A letter to the Regional Coordinator, CDF Forces
Southern Region, Bo, dated 17 April 1998.

134

Document

A handwritten note dated 15 August 1997.

135

Letter

Letter from the Regional Coordinator CDF/SL Bo,
dated 17 April 1998.

136

Letter

Letter from C.O. Commander Gondama Base to Zone
Commander, dated 12 March 1998.

137

Document

A short handwritten note from e.o. Gbassay
Ansumana, dated 3 November 1998.

138

Letter

Letter to the War Commander dated, 15 January
1998, requesting arms and ammunition.

139

Letter

Letter from the Director of Operations - South to The
Battalion Commanders, dated 4 March 1998, and
copied to The Chairman War Council and The
National Director of Operations.

140

Letter

Letter from Kamajors in Hoya, Kwamebai Krim
Chiefdom, dated 18 August 1997.

141

Letter

Letter from CDF Bagbo Branch-Ngolapon, Southern
Province to an unknown addressee dated 7 August
1997, signed by the General Secretary and Adviser.

142

Letter

A letter from W.S. Kalil of Fulawahun to Yeiwa
Turay of Koribondo, dated 4 March 1998

143

Letter

Letter from The Director of Operations - J. A.S.
Koroma to The Acting Battalion Commander, all in
Bo. Letter is dated 31 August 2000 and is copied to
The National Coordinator CDF/SL The Director of
War CDF/SL and The High Priest Dr Kondewa.

144

Letter

Letter from TF2-0 11 in Kenema to Commander TF2082 dated 19 Apri11998.
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145

Pass

A Pass from The Battalion Commander CDF/SL 5th
Battalion Headquarters Koribondo to "Those it may
concern at Highway Gates", dated 23 March 1998.

146

Letter

Letter from The Deputy Director of War, to The
Battalion Commander CDF/SL Koribondo, dated 28
February 1998.

147

Letter

Letter from the General Spokesman for the CDF/SL
Sumbuya Base, dated 11 March 1998.

148

Letter

Handwritten note inviting Commander to a meeting
with Sam Hinga Norman during an impending visit
to Bo.

149

Letter

Letter from the Chairman War Council, Bo to the
Commander 17th Battalion, dated 4 March 1998.

150

Letter

Letter from the Deputy Coordinator CDF/SL
Sumbuya (Bum Branch) Base, dated 30 May 1998.

151

Letter

Letter from the Base Commander Sierra Leone CDF
Bun Chiefdom Bonthe District Torma Base.

152

Letter

Letter of appointment from The National Coordinator
Civil Defence Forces HQ in Base Zero, dated 11
February 1998.

153

Distribution List

A list showing distribution oflogistics to CDF
personnel.

154

Distribution List

A list showing distribution of logistics to CDF
commanders for the month of September 1998.

155

Letter

Letter from the Madam Munda Fortune Kasilla II
Battalion Bo to The Deputy Minister of Defence
(National Coordinator-CDF) dated 27 September
1998.

156

Letter

Letter of Appointment from The High Priest of The
Civil Defence Forces Sierra Leone to Mr Mualim
Allie Sesay, dated 4 November 1998.
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157

Letter

Letter of Recommendation from The High Priest of
The Civil Defence Forces Sierra Leone to The
National Coordinator in respect of Mualim Allie
Sesay, dated 26 July 2000.

158

Letter

Letter of "Recommendation" from The High Priest
of The Civil Defence Forces Sierra Leone to The
National Public Relations Officer (PRO) in respect of
Dr Mohamed Mansaray (Initiator) and Mr Samuel
Lahai (Secretary), dated 10 January 2000.

159

Letter

Letter of "Recommendation" from The High Priest of
The Civil Defence Forces Sierra Leone to The
National Public Relations Officer (PRO) in respect of
Dr Mohamed Mansaray (Initiator) and Mr Samuel
Lahai (Secretary), dated 13 January 2000.

160

Declaration

Declaration of commitment signed by Samuel Hinga
Norman, to the Release of Child Combatants and
Child Abductees by various Factions, March 2000.

161

Calendar

CDF Calendar for the year 2001 depicting photos of
senior figures of the CDF.

162

Report by the Regional
Reconciliation
Committee (RRC)
Southern Region

Report on unacceptable behaviour of CDF in the
Southern Region, August 2000.

163

Letter

Letter to the Commissioner of Police, Sierra Leone
Police Force East, Kenema referring to a "list of
suspects in Kenema Prison accused of Junta
collaboration", dated 13 July 1998.

164

Letter

Letter of Petition against termination from office,
dated 1 July 2000.

165

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 23 June
1997

166

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 14 July
1997

167

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 31
March 1998
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168

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 15 June
1998

169

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 30 April
1999

170

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 9
October 1999

171

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 20
November 1999

172

United Nations
Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 7
August 2000

173

United Nations
Document

Report of the UN Secretary General on the Situation
in Sierra Leone, 21 November 1995 (S/1995/975)

174

United Nations
Document

Second Report of the UN Secretary General on the
Situation in Sierra Leone, 5 December 1997
(S/1997/958)

175

United Nations
Document

Third Report of the UN Secretary General on the
Situation in Sierra Leone, 5 February 1998
(S/1998/1 03)

176

United Nations
Document

Fifth Report of the UN Secretary General on the
Situation in Sierra Leone, 9 June 1998 (S/1998/486)

177

United Nations
Document

First Progress Report ofthe UN Secretary General on
the Situation in Sierra Leone, 12 August 1998
(S/1998/750)

178

United Nations
Document
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Map

Hand-drawn map with the title "Air Line Direction to
Sierra Leone, Lower Bambara and Dodo Chiefdom,
Kenema District Root "A" (SIC).
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Map

Hand-drawn map with the title "Air Line Direction to
Sierra Leone, Lower Bambra and Dodo Chiefdom,
Kenema District. Root "B" Direction (SIC).
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Memo

CDF Internal Memo from "National Director of War
and Operations, Moinina Fofana to National
Coordinator CDF, dated 19 March 2001.

FROM:

'rhe National Director of 'war and Oper-ations,
Civil Defence Forces (SL}
42 Mahei Boima Ro~d - Bo.

iI'{' •

The National Coordinator C.D.F. (S1)
C/o Ministry of Defence,
State Avenue - Freetown.

SUB:

APPOINTMENT

• -! •

00000804
19th March, 2001.

I wish to write on the aboTe topic and to inform you that I have
appointed Mr. Hassan H. Feika as General Battalion Commander, for
Pujehun District.
copy of this letter, all Paramount Chiefs in Pujehun District and
C.D.F. (S.L~ AdmL"1istrato-;-[or Pujehun Distri:t are informed
accordi2J.gl].
By

ri!ftg:l:;~
(: ~~~y~~), 0

~~C2!~1~~lilJi.,.'r~:~~'t'~'~'.i...
'~lfiHFlI ~::(-, ,-:-; <'1:).'
~'~,lt\Al'\

c •c • :

All Paramount Chiefa - Pujehun District.
District AdmL'1.. - Pujehun District
Director Personnel - Freetown

"

••

1iilgistics -

"

N.P.R.O. - Freetown
Director of

Intelli::;en'.:~

Director of Welfare

7

Letter

Letter from Wellington, lO., Permanent Secretary,
Office of the President, to the "Head of CDF", dated
30 October 2000.

Ministry of Pu?sidcutl"!

State House
Freetown
Sierra Leone

Yd. 2287/ 1!/22!179\i

R I! (. ;11 !'.t/s M/3

C;OVERNIYIENT UF SllW.IZA

U:()NI~

.~

~
~fl/l;l:
T~ Hctld uflhc C~
~

..... '.

..-- .. '

00000807

C/O Ministry DC I)cCcnce
.";Iillcr Terrace
rrec[own

Dcor Sir

RE: STATE SECUHlTY CONCICIZNS
I write unJcr the instrllctiollS of the Minister 01' SUllc, l'rcsidellti,l[ !\flalrs to
rcrcr to the ahove subject and to 5ubpel1(1 extracts or~a letter I'rolll the C11icfo['Civil
AlTairs, United Nations Mission in Sierra Lcone (UNAivlSlL,) as fullow:):
(f!n both the Secretaty Genera! of the United Natiom' latest report 011 Sierra Leonc
and the Security Council's reso!ution r 32 r (2000), it W,lS decided, amongst ot/len:
to assist in coordlmtion with the Government of Sier ra Leone, through the presence

1

of UNAMSIL and within the framework of its mandate, tile efforts of lile
Government to extend state authority, restore law al1cl order and fllrt/Jer staLJilise thrc
situation throughout tile country;'

within its capabilities. alld areas of c!ep/oYl11el1t; to afford protectioll CO civil/a/IS under
threat of physical violellce.
In the discharge of its mandate, UNAMSIL hJS been made aware of repom of
misconduct, some severe from CDF and SLA. These miscol1(!uets includc incidents of rJpc,
looting, arbitrary detemiol15, SU!l1mary execution, extortion of money and person,]!
belongings, theft o( vehicles Jnd the continued recrllitmel1t of children (or tile purpose of
fighting,
To further assist tile Government of Sierra Leolle to restore law and order ,1Ild
promote respect of human rights by all, . J. . .misconduct
coll1!nittee has been estaLlllshed within
.......
'
UNANSIL. The comll1ittee would very ll1uc!J appreciJte meeting wltl] your represel1tatioll 01,
if you deel71 it necessary, with yocu- honouraole self to discuss the above mentioned a/legaciolJ5
and eXJmine ways to improve internal disciplinary 11IeaSUres or tile SLA ,md (DF.!J

"I'f..--~~

00000808
In the circumstance, [lis Excellency the Prcsidcl]t ufthe IZcpubJif of SielT(~
Leorle bas advised tbat an lit:""""ent lllcetin be be IJ ,j.)J.L.!Jlllrsda y tttN(;velll ber, 20()()
10 a.lll. at the LOdge,. -lill Station to discuss Ille issues raised
Please endeavoUl" to atlelld and

01] til])C,

.J'YV'b-If-l

GTON

PlK~M1\NENTSECRETARY

Cc:

The Minister of Stale, Presidenli,ll !\ IT,lil'S
The Secretary to tbe Presidcllt
The SeeretClry to the Vice President

,

•

,1 \

8

Statement

•

Statement by Raffieu Bendu concerning alleged
crimes committed by Kamajors.

9

Statement

•

Statement dated 23 July 1998 by SalaYmatu Bendu
concerning alleged crimes committed by Kamajors .
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Statement

Statement dated 23 July 1998 by Turay Mohamed
concerning alleged crimes committed by Kamajors.
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Statement

Statement dated 16 April 1999 by Turay Idrissa
concerning an incident involving alleged crimes
committed by Kamajors.

12

Statement

Two pages of a statement by Will Junisa regarding
allegations of crimes committed by Kamajors
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Statement

Statement by Konnie Donald Tom, CDF Chiefdom
Ground Commander, about the alleged attacks by
Kamajors.
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Statements

Collection of four statements (8 pages in total) made
by Turay Issa; Conteh Boizy; Turay Imurana
(Murana); Kelfala Woodie respectively.
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Statement

Statement of Bendu Brima alleging attacks by
Kamajors on him and his family in July 1998.
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Distribution list for initiators for July 1998.

~

D

~

r<l

)

DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR fNITIATORS (CDF/SL FOR
THE MONTH OF ~
1998.
NO.

DISTRICT

NAME OF INITIATOR

QTY. OF
RICE
(BAGS)

CASH FOR
CONDIMENTS

1

Bo

Dr. Alieu Kondewa
High Priest

10

Lel00,000

2

Bo

Dr. Jibao
Deputy High Priest

9

80000

3

Kenerna

Karnoh Brirna Bangura

8

80000

4

Bo

Madam Munda Fortune

7

60000

5

Bo

Janig Lahai Bangura

7

60000

6

Kenerna

Yankuba Vandi
(Sacramento)

7

60,000

7.

Kenerna

Lahai Massaquoi

5

50,000

8.

Kenerna

Kamoh Muniru Sandy

6

60,000

9.

"

Karnoh M. Kelfala

5

50,000

10.

"

Karnoh Alieu Sesay

5

50,000

II.

K

Karnoh Alieu Kowah

4

40,000

12.

Bo

Dauda kororna

5

50,000

13.

Kenerna

Fodei Kararnoh Kororna

5

50,000

!4

Bo

Kamoh B Lukullay

5

50,000

I'

IJo

Sheku Kailie Bombowai

5

50,000

16

!3o

Kamoh i\:lustapha Idriss

5

50,000

DATE RECEIVED

~
SIGNED

f

es-

C)

\~

cCl

LHSTR!t

r

!.

Jl

!>:n L\ rem

( lI'

t.

D..\ iT RUTh, Ii;

Sf

(BAGS,)
11'

~

J\lohame(i S

130

For Family
TOTAL

100

Le I,000.000

REMARKS: This is to certify that we the above signed Initiators have received in full our allocated supply for the month of .~.~
from our respective District Administrators and therefore append our signatures or Right Thumb Prints.

.

d

Ie;:

. 1~-WiVvvY---:-~
C

In

~r~~:~;~~rlll;:~

National Logistics Otlicer - CDF

1998

Witnessed by: ,,~.
Charles S.B. Moiwo
National P.R.O. - CDF/SL

Approved
National Coordinator/CDF
Director General of Defence

~

l
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Letter

Letter written by Charles S.E. Moiwo, National
P.R.G. CDF/SL, to authorities including Kondewa,

dated 13 July 2000.

From: . The N.P.R.O, CDF/SL
To

Th~ District Admin. High Priest CDF/SL Director of Transport -

Kosseh Hindowa
Dr. Alieu Kondowa
Joseph Fefegula

0000087Q
13 th July, 2000

Dear Sir,
This is to inform you that we saw a letter from Rtd. CPO M.S. Dumbuya
poportedly written by Mamah Munda Fortune to him informing him about the seizure of
ECO 106 at Mandu by Kamajors denied her involvement in it (Mama Munda)
The high command of the CDF/SL and the Chief of Defence Staff Sierra Leone
Army met with the Vice President and a decision was reached that the CDF should send a
team of investigators to Bo to effect the following:(I)

To arrest the vehicle and it driver back to the Defence Headquarters
(DHQ)

(2)

To invite Madam Munda Fortune to Freetown for further investigation.
t£U<:.,0~
You were also asked to investigate the .~ of the driver of the said
vehicle and report to us.

(3)

(4)

In this regard you are asked to travel to Freetown with the team of

investigators to submit your report to the CDFI SL High Command for
onward submission to High"'a'tithorities.
(5)

"

In the light of the above you are kindly asked to co-operate with the team
from DHQ accordingly.

Yout- usual co-operation is highly solicited to reach the truth of this matter.

e.c.

Vice President
Deputy Minister of Defence
Chief of Defence Staff V-Rtd c.p.a. M.S. Dumbuya

18

Message

•

Paraphrase of coded message from District
Administrator CDF Moyamba, dated 12 May 2000,
regarding the capture of Songo area and request for
supplies. Contains handwritten notation from Binga
Norman that arrangements for supplies should be
made.

3cgD3

() uO 7..~
--: _.:>-;:-.:-..:.~
:>··.<.:\·,,\:,L:';,JR,
"/ / , "\\.c > ...
'"
.

PARAPHRASE OF CODED

l\tES§~iitpE!

\i)

.•

.' J,

,

':'/',

;/

\

FROM:

DISTRICT ADMIN. CD.F. MOYAMBi)

INFO:

TO:

NATIONAL CO-ORDINATOR CDF/SL

DATE RECEIVED: 12/512000

MIN. OF DEFENCE

TIME RECEIVED: 0855 HRS

DATE DESPATCHED: 11/5/2000
TIME DESPATCHED: 1855 HRS.
~

C:-IJS;'{1;l. i:/b<;'A!~
\

CDF. OF 111512000 (.) A COMBINED TEAM OF FIVE HUNDRED BOIMOY AMBA

(

~

KAMAJORS HAVE CAPTURED SONGO AREA

THIS

A.M.

(.)

SAME WILL

ADVANCE ON MAKOLOHIFREETOWN HIGHWAY NEXT A.M. ON THE RIGHT
FLANK

FROM

FREETOWN

(.)

LOGISTICS

ARE

URGENTLY

NEEDED

(.)

PLEASE AIRLIFT THE FOLLOWING URGENTLY (.) FIFTY PACKETS TEN
BOXES SHOT-GUN CATRIDGES AND SEVEN THOUSAND ROUNDS NATO
AND

Twd

HUNDRED GALLONS OF DIESEL, FIFTY GALLONS PETROL, TWO

HUNDRED AND FIFTY BAGS OF RICE, AND ASSORTED DRUGS (.) ABOVE
LOGISTICS ALREADY WILL SEE US THROUGH TO FREETOWN (.) REGARDS
(. )

/I .n ~{>rr
f,.__

l; ",;,,5)

it"-',ce;;:.:::::;~_v.~<1

..i(£.<~J'#""'"~ :~~e, 1'-tdi
/!.t I- ,,:/-1.. ./. &-:.$ f. &-tJ".'

"'-A:~~.
'1'<.•

!.A>I"7-<.{.-",~• •

t·,·j·t ;~' .
t~~~

[. ...-!t,-€J.c!
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Letter

•

Eugene Cowan's "Petition for Assistance to Retrieve
Land Cruiser Vehicle Registration No. EL 15168"
sent to CDS 2 March 1999

o s
champion ~nd rompany ltd
49 Siaka ~tevens ~treet
Freetown
~ierr8 Leone
2nd March, 1999
The C.D.~
Defence Heed nuarter
cockrill
l='reetown
sierra Leone

'l'o:

near

~lr

with all due respect, I humbly submit to you a letter of
petition as refered to above.
e"the 11th January, 1999, the ~bove eei~ vehicle was taken
at youyi Building Ground by a Kamejor whose
name is
Allieu Tarawally who I made to understand is the Kamajor
•
Task l='orce commander. He first took this vehicle to
Brookfields Hotel grounds where he is still staying , but
had since then changed the location of the vehicle.

-

l.re have met him personally with all rel evant documents to
substantiate our claim but to no avail and had even gone
to the extent to compenciate him for securing the vehicle
we still cannot get his cooperation.
In this regards ~lr, ,.,e are left with no other alternati'lle
than to forward his complain to higer authority.
we kindly seek your utmost and timely
assistaince in other for us to retrive our vehicle.

~inally ~ir,

Thanks for your cooperation in advance.
erely

CC:
F.C
Force provo Mashell
C.D.F

20

Letter

,

Petition sent by TF2-125 to Chief of Defence staff,
dated 28 February 1999. The petition was forwarded
to Deputy Defense Minister Hinga Norman with a 2
page cover letter by OC Medani, Commander for
Chief of Defense Staff, 3 March 1999.

Mrs. Annie Campbell
12A Upper Tcngbeh 1nWTl
Freetown
28 th February. 1999

The Chief of Defence Staff
Sierra Leone Armed Forces
Cockerill
Freetown

00000878

Dear Sir,

REPORT OF LOTTING, MOLE§TATION, AND GUNPOINT
On Friday, 26 th February, 99 at 2 P.M., seven men came with a white van marked CDC
14 IBM Koribondu. At my compound gate they forced to open and carol:: in saying our
boss st:nds m; Hinga Norman to demand Mr. Claude Campbell's Vehicles and should N
handed to ECOMOU officials. When asked why'! One oft~m shouted saymg. "hreah
her teet then she will understand." I was put under gunpoint with my ward Musa kargho
and my sister Lucian Johnson. They demanded the vehicle key from us and took the
metallic blue Benz 3000 V boot with registration number WU 33619. They tOok two
motor car batteries. one tapolin. some money, 10 gallons diesel,S spare tires, and tools
trom all the five cars including the jerks. speakers from the white trackers 4 in number - 2
big and 2 smaH one new ~ar battery and Went away. One Tamba drove the car frum
BrookfieJds Hotel. The matter WCtS then reported to the neart:st ECOM()(r Ottice;r:,
checkpoint.

00 Saturday. 1OJO a.m., another group came they were 10 in number wilh a CDF

whit~

Vdll and tuld me they have got the repon so I should explain..I did explam and they asker!
me to meet them
, at Brookfields hotel in half an hours time so I went agam to the
ECOMOG Otlicers at th~ check point and re-reported the matter. The ECOMOCr OH)c':!
accompanied us to tht: Brookfields hotel and investigated but the ho~,., CIt 'he Kamalor-camp at Brookfields hotel told us that they did not sent anyone on such L!IJ\.·I·~lll(ill.

On our way we saw one of the men who came to our house in the morning and the
EC01vIOG Oflicers interrogated him and he confessed that he only came with the nos,
•.me Cummander Abe who is now at a meeting but told us to go at 4 p.m. Wht:ft
commander Ali wiJl be available. He will be able to explain well. So we returned With
the ECOMOG Otncers.
Before the 4 p.m. appointment they came back to the house in my absence and forced
their way through and met Lucian Johnson and took one white tracker jeep away and the)
told Lucian to tell me about the keys for the other vehicles if not they will kill all of us.

Again at about 6.30 p.m., they came with one Sierra Leone Police jeep (hlue) they were
ten 1I\ number with 11 middle age man. fhis man asked for the own!;;l U I' 1l,e house and
about the vehicles. I narrated everything tahim that transpired between tne prevlou~
CDU groups and me. He told me they were investigating and he will relay all to the
higher authorities and he will bring back the answer to me. One of them told me that,
their hoss has no vehicle if! could give one to them and he also askt:d mt: about the
uu":UIllt:nts ~)f the vetuclt::>. i wId them that 1 have sent them to be photo cupled
!-I('
<l\!v\sed me nol llJ allow any body to demand anything here again. He promlseo It> orin\!.
seeunty to me. J"hey in::>pected the other 3 vehicles and asked for tht, lyres and hal1ene:-.,
r told them that tht: previous CDU have taken evt:rything. They came With IWlI
l:iCOMOG (H1i cers rhe ECOMOG Ofiicers asked whether I have documents hecaust'
the white tracker is at Brookfields hotel and the metallic blue Benz is at Cockenl so that
they will claim the vehicles. They went away promising .to.co~ back on Sunda)
afternoon with a word from their boss.
, " . , ., , ' ,

0000 o.S 79

At 6.45 a.m., on Sunday 28 th February 199'J. I was asleep when a heavy notse woke me
up. I was kamajors at my two gates shouting for me to open or else they will kill us so I
sent for the gate key and my ward opened the gate and they rushed into my l:omp~:)Und
surrounded the entire house. Some of them went upstairs, and they deployedthen:tSelve~
all (lvt:r the house inside the 100m. kitcht:n ell: threatening that I was keeping mceting~
here as they were \1lt()rmt:d. 1 then responded that it is a black lie. as j am not CVt:11
Interested al'xlul tnose thtngs lor we are religious people and my husbulll1 I~m J.lrohlcn;
and sll:k and it IS only three: ot us :-Itaymg nt:re so he said they will ~(),n" to' 'Ile l(' L.,"Ji~1 i
explain and they want to stay here and they must see tbat they removt: liS IIU,,: drK! I-.i!l
me. So they took my money for cement Le43,OOO, my sisters Le5,OOO. c\)mputers. la,\
r.:la:.::hinc:s. type wTiter in its case, perfumes, electric tea kettle, jewlleric;, watches.
spcctades. satellite parts from the satellite dish. shoe::>. 'llano mattress. and 'i(' ma:;) other
Itt:m~ which J cannot name until such time and threatened to come back tClr the vehicles.
One of them declared that it IS wrong tor the others to loot beca~e they are sent to searcl'
lor ammunition and they thr~tened to put the house into flames:'ifwe don t lea\!(; the
house and they went at about 8.05 a.m. - I again reported at rhe'ECOMOU checkpolDt
and they ::;aid lhey saw them but lied that they are coming here.

......
At the present time I feel threatened and unsafe and I humble request security in view of
the incessanl t hrea{ of being shot by the kamajors aq,d also to use your goud otfices l~l
retrlt:vt: lIly prupt:rtles which have been looted fron(my house.
Yours faithfully,

JI (~l-'- '-f k)(~iJ
Mrs. Annie Campbell
Cc:
ECOMOG Commander
ECOMOG Freetown Garrison Commander

_.,

tI~·

RESTRICTED

DEFENCE HEADQUARTERS

~

00000876

Armed Forces ofthe Republic of Sierra Leone
Cockerill North
Wilkinson Road
Freetown

DHQ/SLI 107/21A
See Distribution

Tel: 230124

03 March 1999

ALLEGATION OF LOOTING AND MOLESTATION
AT GUN POINT BY KAMAJORS
1.
I am directed to forward to you for necessary action the attached petition from
Mrs Annie Campbell alleging repeated raid on her house, illegal confiscation of her
property and constant threat to her life and that of her family by individuals claiming
to be Kamajors. The CDS reques~ that necessary investigation be carried out to
identifY and punish the individuals concerned and measures put in place to forestall
further occurrence.
2.

Above for information and further action please.

f

rP~\A'lD~
OC MEDANI
Commander
for Chief of Defense Staff

Encl:
1.
Copy of Mrs Annie Campbell petition
Distribution:
External
('
Action:
Hon Deputy Minister of Defense ~
Information:
His Excellency, President, Commander-in-Chief
1
RESTRICTED

,
RESTRICTED

Vice President
National Security Adviser
Deputy Inspector -General of Police
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Internal:
Information:
File

2
RESTRICTED
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Document

•

Document signed by Mohamed J allah titled
"Kamajors Loot Private Dwelling House and shop at
Portee",
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On I ricl:lv I )/!U/l}{), three ems 10ad'_'11 I"lith j':aIIJajlll'; ;lITiv'.::d :It uur "hOI) 'll
I'!I' 17U Hni Hlllt'll FI'ad. !'Illkc. Wt.'lIillglllll. They \I(:IC led b/ theil CC"lll1l:1Ildel
one T1IUfll.i\S UA\/IU Li\f-JULL\, Tiley \Icnt uul with (he plctc"l Iliat tlley WCI':
ck:1Ilill.i!, Ihc c'ily, Arter lhat. they told tllc ShIll' boy Iklt 111l:\ \',Cl'; going tu UC'.:lII'Y
the s,lid I.HE.'lIli:;es, !.JlII tl1at they ,,11(l1ild k;I\'C\\itliin 2'1 11',Iurs,

On Sliliday 17/10/99, tiley caille willi :1 rcinforv;d lealll to OCl'UPY tile place,
hey arrived ill three "chicles: (I) Toyola Ililux (\\'hilc) NO.:\;\CJJ(,. (n Landrmcr
Discovery (lnd the s,lid vehicle or their Leader TllOMAS LA"NGDA a Peugeot
F:nl1ilial' em' 11Hnkcd CUI' but lhey \',Clt' Icsi::;kd. Ikli.,llC leaving. Illey lold liS llml
would CUllIC b;1l'k on i\\ond<1Y.

'j

Tile matter \Vas then reported to the Kissy j'olice Station ~1f1d tile boys Wl'l'C
reporl un the Ii.Jll()\vilig day, which was 011 MOllday.

f\·I~dical Forms to

given

On Tvlonday Ihe tR'1I Uclobcr, 1999, at lllJout 1.30p.I11., one Long D;\F Truck
Reg. No.ECOtO<i, and one Land Ctlliser (UF belonging 11.J TllCH\..\AS DAVID
L,;\NCiBA arrived at the scene. \VilllOut asking anybody, lhey started the looling
sprce. They looted everylhillg inlhe house and lhe shop. including a store renled to
(Inc Nigerian businessman. Also, lhey robbed flom the Daily Cash Dravver the Sll1l1 uf
UJi-:,'JOO,OOO/OO, (Thirty-eight t\lillion LC()Ilcs), U.S.:t 16, 21)0 (SixtCCil TlicUS81H',
Two Hundred U.S. IJollars) ami Tlvo 1I1IIIdrcd allJ Filly Thousand Guifl('<l F"':,I1('
((..if< 250,()/JO).
i\m,thl:1 ,"/II)P l\llClld:\l11 MI)!li\I\IL'J) .I/\L\.I.I\I \\110 tcccnily

;ltri"'t'd

(ml1l

to :;cd n Vi:;a lo tll(C; l.i.:;;I\. \'.<~S ';u illl!;I\" killul. I Ie '1,'as ,::(11,(1 I'. ilb <1 :c,i',:K
hie; 11(1';~ ,lIld :iiJc. I k ,<Is') 11<1\\ hi:; \"',l\l::l ~ll;\icIJcd rWill Ilis pocket \', Ilie]; .,.• 'Iilalwd
US,.~; I.:,(J() (One 'I IJOW;:lIld, I in: Iltilidrui US [)(lI];],,1. Thi,ty T1;'IW;;\Il\! (r'iiIlC;lIl
h:llj('~, (d' .. ':J,rH)!.J, 1'.:11 ~l !"llIS:I1)'! L('l1ll'~"; (I C l'l,l): :j i k III::: hi': "\'1 i';' \\:11[11. I!i:
CiUjllCl
Oil

r k II t".Cll II i:; S1iI'puc, ',\ ;1': ! :'K"ll Ir\ ;III: K illllajl \I;,
\\'llcil IJI_~ all':'llll'lc,l I') W:I 1>:I(j; Iii:; \"ilk!. lli:.'y ell ;lggr.o.! Ililll I." 1.11<.' It'ilel. ;llld
\)111.' olll!': !<:IIII;ljlil (,Ull'111:111(\CI." s:lid 'Ld u::; I.ill hill", Illi::

Iw:\1 llilll Jllcrcik~;.,;ly.

buy i:;;

i',~~;i,lillg

liS".

'11,1' 1l):>il(~1
1,· 1'1,.::\1,:. id~'lllir:,I'(CII

i!;

sli11 hi'lll, !IJ\JLtd illtll I,y the

;1Ilt!

IJI()!;'.~'_I!!c IIi';

anl;:;tul \Viill Slll:IC

:,1' III'.'

1001((1

(,1111':;1:'.
iieilis

ill

t'l,jiC'.'

l\iJl:'yl\'

\\hile

:';I.li11"

11)(1\'(";

,11<.'

:IIJ,k,'.\;IV

,,['llll' 1'~:l1llllj",,; hi C

tlteil lll.;lud::.

Signed:

~.,.·

.
1\lOHAMED JALLOH
House Owner
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Documents

,

Documents (5 pages in total) related to the beating of
Emmanuel Fillie, British High Commissioner's
Driver, on 5 March 1999 by CnF Combatants.

I

CIVIL D:2FL'1JCE

FO:-cC~;;S

OF

sr;;:-~;L\ L,;;0I1~:

Il'l·_'-=LLrlG~i'IC2~3R.-\NCl-{
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c/o l:inistry of:Jefence
St;=tte ,"venue,
.i:'Te e tOVi11.

9th Larch, -1999.
FPcOT::

DLmC'_~'OR

rL',;;LLJ:G~HCE:

?U:

?U:': ~'1 ';.' lU1'l ,L PFllJ CDF ~ SL)

Ci,'

+)~~

• L

~.J

L

•

•

CDF'~.3L)

31:<::.TI::G uP IIi-\. .2:]"1: 'l'JU':L

(J:lr.rE:~

'Jl:"P
:"Ol\1;"'l"':'l'11\1'
'J,y
,.
:) 'c
.1
J.!
,Ju
\..... _ J
.. ~
v._._.
...1\

...

;\T lj,lrn:3i1

COt,,:'D:,\"'1,',,1"I'C'
l.J.:J.~ _ _'.,\
...J

On Friciay, 5th j;larch, 19':JlJ, at about '(.jO p.m., tl1ree Kam"lJors lead
by ;\1pha tie Coker (alL13 BlOOd) arres ted. [';r. Srnmanuel and his children
for 'breaking curfew 3t 'Ne l "" England. In the process, j'lr. '2mm:,o,nuel 'Jas
assaulted while he was tryinc to pro~ect nis children from narrassment.
T·lr .::<:mrnanuel ',-!as hovrever orour;ht to Brookfields i1otel. "'[here 'le '.':2,5
l1'lnded over to [,!lr .3teverc 30\'/8 t;'L': Operc1t:"ol1"Jl CODnnnder.
I,'r. SO\"!C1 on the ot'1'2r 1l.:::~d warned I"ir. ::::m.nLnuel to o'Dey tje curfev,,'

2S

it is through such chances tile eneri1ies woule:, ','{ant to inliltr;J.te. Also
he strictly w:::r?r~ed tile 'thre::: Karnajors th-:ot C.D.F. should not be u::ea
2S 3. threat to t~e Deople of Sierra Leo~e.
FIl'UIr(}S:
In th,e process of this investisation i tl\2S noted t~l'::t tile
three ( 5) 1\.a:ri3jors, n:~L1ely: ;'\1Ph<:', E .-:0ker, ::Jlyv-o"'1ius and_.J.'r(jlb!l~d" ere
all,? ttached to/t:le Special TJ.sk Force headec;l'1Jy ,"u.li
arm" l.'l_
2. T~Ft th.:tls}-SpecL:l tasltJeffce bOYS do no~/g:J to i\ r !'ro
at
,;2. terloo::, ./Tl'ley are jUsy in 1;'ree town, g0r1-ng abou'co:nn:Cl "cering
vehicles a'nd other valli-:';~J..e nro~r}.J-~~ ftom Df'0ple. '"'tho
)(' ? Th;'"t.l they are ?ore 12-nked~ to I~" ~~{"n ~'o~~;;r 8~-:;uthori~ieG ,
~. C.J.F, They :l3.Ve no reg2rd for p:.ccple llke ~1:e-~RH'fflR, n.emoLc1:!.,
egce)t'tl1lect~J unior Ji'aram±;t;y.
4. Th;;,t lD this m:::tter, thoo'Je nc~Ined. sbove actually molested 2mm:1nuel
even though the matter was lster amicably settled by Steven Sowa •

•

~(~COJ.I,:'::'1tJ.TImJ3: Tnat arrangerr,ent be m2.de for the repatri:ltion of
these special task force boys immediately to their original base at

Zin1D1i.

2. Th~t :) ~tter of apology is sent to the liigll Cor,lmission" :':9r the
action of~~boY3 aod 3130 an undertaking be made that such will not
occur in future.
3.And severe punishment be taken against the three CUlprits for their
misbeh3v'our.

s;;

e-- C-K-. e:;; 7

CIVIL DEFmCE FORCES OF SIERRA LEONE

INTELLIGENCE BRANCH
0/0
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Ministry of Defence
Stat. A.venue,
Freetown.
9th March, 1999.

fROM a DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE CDF(SL)
TOs
THE NATIONAL PRO CDF (SL)

REFs BEATING OF MR. EMMANUEL (DRIVER AT BRITISH
HIGH COMMlssION) BY C,D,E, CQMATAJiTS
On Friday, 5th Marehj 1999, at about 7.30 p.m., three Kamajors lead.
by llpha H. Coker (Uias Blood.) arrested Mr, Emmanuel and hi. ohUdren
tor breaking curfew B't1New England, In the process, Mr. &nmanuel waa
assaulted. whUe he was trying to pro1ec't his children ~ barrassment.
Mr. Emmanuel was however brought to lb"ook1'ielda Hotel where he wall
handed ever to Mr. S'tnen Sowa the Operational Commander,

Mr, Sowa on the other hand warned Mr. Emmanuel to obey the curtew as

it is through suoh chance. the enemies would want to intiltra te. Also
he strictly .,~ed the three Kamajors that C.D.F. should not be used
as a threat to· the people of Sierra Leone •

.lINBINGSt. In the proce.s of this investigation 1t was noted th.at the
tnree (3T Kamajors. namely a Alpha H. Coker, Slyvanus and Mohamed ~
all at'tached to the Speoial T.a8k Force head.ed by All!e Tara~-'$ •.
2. That tbAa~apee1al talB.. .!orce boys do not go to war tront at
Waterlooo, They are ~-1n Freetown, going about commandeering
vehicle. and other valuable properties from people.
3. That they are more linked to ECOMOG than to our own Authorities
1.e. C.D.r. They have no regard for people like ltennie Torma, Kemoka1,
••capt Alli. or JW1ilr Tarawally.
4. Tl'1e.t in this matter, those named above actually molested Emmanuel
even though the
, matter was later amicably settled by Steven Sowa.
~~IONS!

That arrangement be made for the repatriation of

~5I=;;P;~8I ~ask force boys immediately to their original baae at

Z1mm1.

2. That a .l.Jt~ter of apology 1s sent to the High Commls81orn-.d'.or the
ao't1on of . . boys abd uso 8ft undertaking be made 'that such wUl not
oocur in tuture.
3.And seve. . punishment be takenaagainst the three culprits for their
misbehaviour,

/~~6F="~.{"ftE·. ""
..

,~,

.'

.

~1- ~ I.;(-~:,

A\l8UJlltin•. :~gobie "(~\.
..~~o of rrit.l"JI~ oe

\~/,(~."\1 to -, ••••.. _--0 ~/
'v
.•

>;-.~~'~
...
''''ENCr:
F·OQ··'Z",?
~
~

~':"~' ..

6 March 1999

The Hon
·Captain Hinga Norman
Deputy Minister of Defence

British
High Commission
Freetown
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- .--- LWFire-t'(}.e¥..~my-seriousCQncem-about
an· incident. whkh-Occurred-at _
New England yesterday evening which involved my driver at the High Commission
Mr Emmanuel Fillie and his family and members of the C.D.F.
I attach for your information a report on the incident prepared by the Head of
my Close Protection Team Staff Sgt. Lamont.

It is particularly disturbing that this incident should take place just 2 days
after I had met the members of the C.D.F. with you at Brookfields. You will recall
that in the remarks which I addressed to the assembly, I reminded the C.D.F. that
in carrying out their important duties they should not adoJ?t the method of "the
enemy" by harassing the people ~d violating their human rights. I appreciate the
difficult task which the membeJiofthe C.D.F. are performing and I have been in the
forefront of 1irying to obtain more support for them. However incidents such as
occurred last Friday make this more difficult.
The name C.D.F. is well chosen and I suggest that there should be as much
emphasis on the first word Civil as the other two, Defence Force.

Peter Penfold
BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER

Attachment

Paul Lamont
Close Protection Tearn leader
British High Conunission
Spur Road
Freetown
Sierra Leone
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British High Commissioner
Sir,

Incident involving Mr Emmanuel Fillie, British High Commissioner's driver - 5 March
1999.
1.
This report covers the details of an incident involving Mr Emmanuel Fillie, the British
High Commissioner's driver and members of the Civil Defence Forces from the Brookfields
hotel, Freetown on 5 March 1999.
2.
About 1915 hrs I received a telephone call at home from the British High Commission
night receptionist, infonning me that Mr Emmanuel Fillie's father had telephoned the High
Commission in a distressed state to inform us that his son (Emmanuel) had been arrested by
the Kamajors for violation of the curfew. I informed the residence security that I was going to
go to the Brookfields hotel to establish the details of the incident and to help facilitate Mr
Fillie's release from arrest if needed.
3.
About 1930 hrs as I approached the hotel a vehicle came out of the hotel car park.
This vehicle appeared to be full ofKamajors, they were sitting in the boot of the vehicle and
the back seat and front seats were also full. As I came level with this car one of my team
members signalled for the vehicle to stop as we were going to ask where Mr Fillie was. On
getting out to speak to the Kamajors we were met with shouts of' we are Kamajors'. The
occupants of the car continued to shout this over and over again. As I was about to speak to
the Kamajors we noticed that Mr Fillie and his nephew Junior were in the back seat of the
vehicle. I instructed Mr Fillie and his nephew to get out of the vehicle and to get inside our
vehicle. This they did. I also at the same time told the Karnajors that we were going to take
Mr Fillie home. The Kamajors agreed to this and then drove off
4.
We then drove Mr Fillie home, and once there I asked him the circumstances involving
his arrest. He informed me that various children including members of his own family, had
been late back from collecting water from the nearby stream. Apparently there had been no
water in the New England area that day. At around 1810 hours a group ofKamajors had made
the children sit down and were beating them. Mr Fillie went down to collect his children and
attempted to talk to the Kamajors to explain what had happened. They would not listen to him
and started to beat him with a rifle. One of the Karnajors fired his rifle three times into the air.
5.
Mr Fillie stated that a scuffle then broke out between him and a member of the
Kamajors whilst he was trying to protect the children. The Kamajors continued to beat him on
the back of the legs and torso with rifle butts as well as kicking him. He was then thrown into

00000885
the back of a vehicle with his nephew Junior and taken to the Brookfields hotel. Whilst this
was going on not only was Mr Fillie's wife and child there but also his parents witnessed this
attack. One of the Kamajors who identified himself only as 'Blood' continuously asked him for
his 'calendar' . "which Mr Fillie stated that he had one in the house but that he did not carry
one with hit
6.
On reaching the hotel Mr Fillie was again kicked and rifle butted by the Kamajors. He
was also subjected to having the back of his ankles whipped with a blunt object. At the hotel
he was questioned a senior member of the CDF who identified himself as Stephen Sowa as to
where his ID card was. Mr Fillie then produced his TO card to verify he was who he said. It
was at this point that the Kamajor who had earlier asked him for his 'calendar I stated that
Emmanuel was a liar, as when asked earlier he had not produced his 'calendar' ( this Kamajor
obviously does not know the difference between an ill card and a calendar). Mr Fillie then
explained again what had happened, and also that he worked for the British High Commission.
It was at this point that the Kamajors started to apologise for the 'misunderstanding' and they
offered to take Mr Fillie home and asked that he not tell anyone of the incident.
7.
I have inspected the injuries to Mr Fillie and although I am not a Doctor, I can tell that
he has very bad bruising to both his ankles and to the rear of his legs. Emmanuel was in a very
distressed state when we took him from the vehicle. When we dropped him at his home Mrs
Fillie was there and she to was very distressed. It would appear that Mrs Fillie had also been
assaulted by the Kamajors as she had bruising to her arm where she had been struck by one of
the Kamajors.
8.
This is an account of the events as related to me by Mr Fillie. I would like to also add
that the Kamajors who carried out this attack, again visited Mr Fillie's home after we had left
again asking him not to mention to anyone what had happened.
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,

Curriculum Vitae of Samuel Hinga Norman.
Contains biodata and other information about career
ofHinga Norman.

I

CURRICULUM VITAE
NAME:

SAMUEL mNGA NORMAN

DATE OF BIRTH:

1ST JANUARY, 1940

PLACE OF BIRTH:

NGOLALA

VILLAGE,

00000886

MONGHERE,

VALUNIA

CHIEFDOM, SOUTHERN PROVINCE
NATIONALITY:

Sierra Leonean

MARITAL STATUS:

Married with 6 children

EDUCATION:

Monghera Native Administration School - Talato
1947 - 1949
Military Elementary School - Murray Town
Barracks, Freetown 1949 - 1954
Military Secondary School (Boys Platoon) 1954-1958
Wireless Operator's Training Instructors
Course - Western Germany 1959-1960
Mons Officer Cadet School Aldershot - U.K. 1966
UNICEF Farmers SUMMIT - Bo 1990

,

United Nations UNFPA Population Programme Freetown - 1995
Proliferation of small arms workshop Republic of South Africa - 1996

WORK
EXPERIENCE:

Joined the Sierra Leone Anny
as a boy soldier
Horton Investment Trust
World Courier INC
Director, Samco Int.

2

1954-1972
1975-1982
1982-1984
1984-1988
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APPOINTMENTS:

Staff Officer, Military Headquarters

1966

ADC to H.E. The Governor General
State House

1967

Company Commander (Bravo Coy)
1 RSLR

1967

Adjutant 1 RSLR

1968

Manager, Horton Investment

1978-1982

Manager, World Courier Inc

1982-1984

Managing Director Samco Int.

1984-1988

Liaison Representative Government
of Sierra Leone and Valunia Chiefdom

-

1989

Proprietor/Co-ordinator, Ngo1ala
Integral Development Project-Mongheri -

1989

Regent Chief of Jaiama-Bongo

1993

Deputy Minister of Defence and Minister
responsible for Internal Affairs

1996

INTEREST:

•

Agricultural Activities
Politics
Reading

3
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Newsletter

Sierra Leonean Newsletter published by the
Movement for Restoration of Democracy in Sierra
Leone (MORDSIL), dated 11 August 1997.

]'he l'lovement for the Restoration of Democracy in Sierra Leone (MORDSIL)
~/()lume 1

No, 1

August II, 1997

The l'vlovemcnt f(x the restoration of
democracy
m
Sierra
Leone
Cfvl0RDS IL) is a Non-aligned
;\'loverutmt fbrmed in the aftermath

of the May 25 coup that overthrew
the democratic government of Sierra
Leone.i'vl0RDSIL seeks to unite all
civil defence forces in Sierra Leone

Page I
and also to bring all diplomatic and

other pressure to bear on the AFRC
to stand down,

KAMAJORS EXHIBIT CAPTURED
WE.APONS AND PRISONERS
The Kamajors on August 6, 1997 displayed prisoners of

'Nar, uniHJrnls. arms and t1rmmmition to foreign journalists
at Faim which they captured from the combined forces of
the AFRC during the recent raid on Zimmi

Among the captured items were large quantities of single
barrel Shot guns, RPG bombs, Apple grenades, AK 47 and
58 rifles, Stick grenades, AK ammo, Cartridges, Military
uniforms and two prisoners. None of the Kamajors was

If/hi Ie - bearded Chier Nill'man, the man hehind the Kamajor
B[l('
successes
l(amajors in the presence (~{

Aware of the fact that a lot of lies have been propagated by
the AFRC about the current control ofBo Waterside and
Zi111mi, MORDSIL wishes Sierra Leoneans to know the
twth, the \\.. hole truth and nothing else. In deed there was
battle at Bo Waterside but tlH~ AFRC was crushed
decisively and one of the councilmen, Sam Bockarie
(i\ilosquiLoJRUF) was shot and faces the risk of amputation
a taste of his own medicine. The Kamajors captured one
Toyota Hilux van v"ith the CCSL sellI.

After six years of senseless rebel war that bas ripped
our country apart and led to the needless deaths of
thousands of poor Sierra Leoneans, the "National
Army" has shamelessly closed ranks with the same
rebels against whom they allegedly fought in Kailahun
District up to the hour of the coup and turned their
guns at the Kamajoffi, Kapras and innocent tax payers
who pay tor their up-keep. This strange relationship
between the partners of the AFRC have aptly proved
the ordinary Sierra Leonean right that, indeed, the
"National Army" are "Sobels", a name ascribed to
them from the early days of the rebel war

Thousands of Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia,
August 7, 1997, staged a big solidarity march on
Monrovia in support of the unconditional and
immediate reinstatement of President Tejan Kabbah
The demonstrators presented their petition to the
ECOMOGFieId Commander for General Sani
Abaclla, ECOWAS Chllirman, and copied the \Ilider
international community, appealing to them to use the
military option if it is the only way to force the
unacceptable, unpopular and the notorious regime out
of power.
According to the refugees spokesperson, the angry but
calm demonstrators had already packed their bags and
baggage in readiness for repatriation when the coup
took place "This situation has greatly embarrassed us
and is causing us untold sufferings", one refugee
remarked.
All the demonstrators calTied placards some of wbich
read thus: AFRC MUST GO NOW',,,, i\1R. AMBASSADOR
WHO DO YOU SER\/E. DEMOCRACY OR fLINT A" MIt
AMBA$,s,ADOR WHY YOLm. FREQUENT VISIT TO
BOPOLIJR.lJ..F ('AMP? DOWN DOWN AFRC UP UP

Te..ian.l<.alttbah

Succumb to the AFRC .. for the struggle shall not

FoHmving the collapsed negotiations in Abi<Uan, MORDSIL
the Security Coundl, ECOWAS, OAU and the
Commonwealth to condemn the junta's continued
intransigence to unconditionally restore power to President
Tejan Kabba
Sicrra Leoneans view the International
Community stance of sanction as a double punishment for
the common man whose property including food stuff:
money, vehide havc been looted by the AFRC "Sobels"
The AFRC "Sobel" are by no means bothered about the
sanction. Sanctions to them is viewed as a way of slowly

Hmvever,

kill ing tbe people who have vowed not to be loyal to the
jumfL ~'lORDSIL is, however, worried about the A.FRC
continuing violence, threats and genocide against the
civilians, foreign nationals and NGOs. We are therefore
calling on the OAU and ECOWAS to mandate an
immediate and decisive military' intervention to bring the

1'0 you theRUF now the so caned Peoples
Army (P.l\.) you still have a package in Abidjan
Accord, Quit the junta now and spare yourselves and
the people of SierTa Leone another blood letting If you
persist, hmvever, and cause any further force to b{~
Llsed." then you stand the chance
losmg the
demobilization and reintegration benefits
To you the men and women of the National
Army you still have an opportunity to surrender to

£COI\:10G or join the {vmitia \',-'ing of MORDSIL . 'rhe
junta is illegal and the offices are only causing untold
hardship and death for their O'ivn selfish gains In the
interest of your families, friends and your country
please stop destroying your father land fhr posterity
You are only making a bleak history for your own
generation.

junta down. This is the only way out of this quagmire.
Sierra Leoneans are impatiently awaiting ECOMOG to
Sierra Leoneafl.'i would not want a repetition of the Burundi
Scenario in ,sierra Leone. When Pierra Buyoya overthrew
the Hutu-led-governme.nt a little over a year ago, aU the
states of the Great Lake regiOll denQullced the coup and
resolved to isolate that regime.

But when the coupists

maintained their grounds, sanctions were relaxed and
normal trade and other international relations are now
booming while Buyoya entrenches himself in power. In fact
Buyoya was invited. and aitended the Harare OAU Summit
in July 1997 What do Johnny Koroma and his cronies care
if the entire nation is plunged in darkness or if people die
of diseases and starvation. As far as the rebel regime is
concerned the answer is NOTHfNG! They would not mind
to wade through slaughter to the throne.

Yours faithfully,
~'lother Sierra Leone

l
·S"·(·'O.·p P·R
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Battalion, Kenema and 48 NCOs killed in
Zimmi Battle.
Details - next week

NEXT ISSUES
•

MORDSIL meets President Tejan
Kabbah.

Dear TrU{; Sierra Leoneans,

MORDSIL is appealing to all Sierra Leuneans to
trust their hopes and nott11eir fears .. for ours is a noble and
legitimate course. Please don't allow anytriviaIities to
detract tiS because above all elsc.. " Siena Leone first. Let
no amount of threats and intimidation make you

•

Lt S.BaJ.umd atl.unidentified Captain of

•
Let's congratu late ourselves fbr the sustained
resistance to the Junta and aU their empty justiiications,
Thanks also fbr ignoring Karefa - Smari, Abass Bundu,
Pallo Bangura and their likes.

"

•

Sierra Leone Ambassad()l'to Liheria
in dirty deals 'vvith EX-RUF
Combatants.

MORDSIL visits Reftlgees
Guinea.

•

Special tribute to the Late
Demby.

•

War fi'ont this week.
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Letter

A letter written by J.S. Keifala, Secretary Eastern
Union, signed both by Keifala and Binga Norman,
dated 17 March 1999.

~jl\t\~J~fij[~O~~~fiF{~ LfO~·
(:-It~S. Keifala, Road Transport Authority, Kissy Road, Freetown
Tt:I:-250093/25! 056

The Resident Minister
Eastern Province
Kcnema.

00 00 9'
th

17 March 1999.
Dear Sir,

AUTHORITY TO PERFORM c.n.F INITIATION
The Ea!?t~rn Union in consultation with the Deputy Minister of Defence have authorised
the undennentioned people viz:1.
2.

Mohamed Abdul-Rahman Kabba
Abu Bakarr Sherif

to perfonn the initiation of C.D.F.
All Paramount Chiefs and Local Authorities in the Eastern Province are therefore urged
to give them their fullest co-operation until further notice.
Yours faithfully,

1. S. '~"'l.lQ.la
SECRET4RY

(Deputy Minister of Defence)

Mr. Maigore C. KaHon
(Chainnan Eastern Union)
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Radio Message

t

Text of 3 radio messages sent from District Admin,
CDF, Bo June 1999.
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Situation Report

•

Copy of the text of a radio message (Situation
Report) sent Dist Admin CDP (SL) Headquarters
Pujehun in Zimmi to National Coordinator (Hinga
Norman) in October 1999.
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Radio Message

Copy of the text of a radio message sent out by
National Director of Transport CDF (SL), 23 June
1999.
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Radio Message

•

Text of a radio message sent from CDF Headquarters
Kenema to the national CDF Headquarters, Freetown
- attention National Director of War, 2 April 1999.
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Radio Message

•

Text of a radio message sent from CDF Headquarters
Bo - to the National Co-ordinator and info to Moinina
Fofana; dated 19 April 1999.
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Radio Message

•

Text of a radio message sent by Hinga Norman to
Dist Admin CDP (SL) Bo; dated 15 April 1999
regarding the raising of manpower.
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Radio Message

•

Text of a radio message sent by Dist Admin Pujehun
CDF (SL) at Kenema sent to Dist. Admin Bo; dated
15 April 1999 asking for urgent provision of 500 men
for operational purposes.
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Letter

•

Letter written by Allieu Kondewa, sent from Civil
Defence HQ, Tihun Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe
District, dated 31 July 1997.
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Investigation Report

An investigation report by 15 ECOMOG Brigade
Kenema authored by Captain A. Abukakar and dated
20 December 1998. The report was forwarded to
Vice President, Republic of Sierra Leone, Kenema
under a cover letter signed by Major A. N. Nwadiaro
on 26 December 1998.

·.-~.'.'.

RESTRICTED

00000906
Headquarters
15 ECOMOG Brigade
NIGCON - ECOI<40G
PI-lB 3

Reservation Road
Kenema
Sierra Le.ne

Tel: 215
The Honourable Vice President
Republic of Sierra Leone

'Gb Dec

KENEMA

98

Sir
HANDING OVER OF MR KBK M.AGONA NATIONAL TASK FORCE COJliJ1ANDER
CIVIL DEFENCE FORCE AND THE REPORT OF

INVESTIGATIUN CARRIED OUT ON HIS

ACTIVI1'IES IN KENE¥iA

= am directed to handover Mr.

1.

Commander, Civil Defence Force

KBK Magena,

al~ng

with the report Qf investigation carried

out on his activities within and ar_und
dispos.l.

the NatiQnal Task Force

KENE¥~

for yeur perusal and further

I am further to infGrm you that this Headquarters highly appreciates

your willingness to dispose

~f

this matter in the best interest of law abiding

and loyal citizens of the Eastern Province whese security is our paramillunt

2.

Thanks for your fatherly CGncern and ce-operatiQn.

'."" .

•
Yeur

Ai'-j

Major
fer Cemmander

EnclQsure:
Report

1.

~f

Investigation en the activities of Mr KBK Magona - 1 copy.

Copy to:
DH~
H~

SL
ETFSL

CDF Kenema

RESTRICTED
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Mt4

~

thea w1UW1. j d&p

1"

quoted aa

down-. ~

tll)B.t. .

aay_

••1r .... - 1
.~ ~nl"

CRkmc deb atata.l'lt. ~t ot ~ pre.-t *11. he ... 11M1ft(' nella "tt'tt.-nt aU••"'"
to it. Cb1.C Deb ll'aDQ (hDUr ra.Jor 1a1t1&1m.') taritet .-. ~ te ttl-- hmure 'lh_ lie
leamt tta:t 1t

-.c

)II:' ~

tbat 184 tile

t~

1JI . . to.

wt

)fr . . . . , . t81."ned, . . . . . .

1Iw1ta't1oa.

At.
va.
nM

!M 0111II dey. "

IOCItDG I4e

(-.ott Jza~ ant
. .~ to ra14

. . . tzoIQe

led _

1M •

to r1M out wIlo
~ led
. . fir_. 111_ ColI_Mer HIlt

110M lI01cl.l.eB to IMoIa

eol41erB to tell . .

r1r~.

t:UJ'

rettJlOM11tle t •

aat at'ralW JIr

he 111. .17 oolle0te4. lootH hoe ltiB 'I1otbB
1

c

tllAt Mr

1Ibee JIIr _ _ . . &1"rHted slot

of tbJIII

wft .11Ma' fton• .a hoII M. d1ftctly or

R"cSTP I"TF.IJ
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troa his oohorle. 'l!le i t
Writ . . .t.a",q %'etuawd, to tbe 0WDen vito personall,. 1oqe4
• ao-plain 60 HQ. 1 S Ecc:JIO«
GIl Il1Il.

S.

f fb~ orr 1" ~o 96 which led to the arrested, detentioa 4IDt

Frio%' to the 1Mit

8QbNqueat 1BYuUgaUoa, . .1ft of OC-'Pla1Da "'" .... \0 HQ 1§ 'Ecnmc Me on Mr MIa'b7 iMiT1dMJJ1 aD4
inolw\1JIg EO(IlIOO mo,_, orn..... or CDl'" Kenema dietrio't ....

lit.,.

1., ab1din« oitlsene 1n and a%OUDd

h~. AWOUft«

o'ther i:Illap, Mr Magona

'Wl!LB

aoeuaed

.r

oa~t fn lqwtul ar.rest uteAUon, extortion _4 .:lst cu.. kUing of l1UlOCftt peo~.
who he taged RUF/JUNTA oolD\eaton at his SS Caap (near JIto& %'i..er bridge) d."t1on
centre. 'T'h• • • •ende1' 1~ ECOMOG M. -.lIed a .eating with the CD1' otrtciala wh1eh Jtr - . .attended. Jllring tM . .t1rJg ClOIIPlaine . . . 'al188fLUona ...re . .de by EC(JJI{OO duty ottlo,,"/
801dl." on regular l)8.trole in t.ne.... of using the DepaV Det8ftCe Minister-. " e OT nhlcle
to .ffect arrests and tenor!_ 1DDocell people duriD« cuotev hau.ra U81J1g bie ~j.r
loyaUe. in the Tau 1ol'Oe (CU,. 'l!Ul IIDJ' r:..... Dt-triot ottlo1a1. aooa." h1ll....111« h1ll
~lIk Force groap to O801lM CJOIl.t..doa -.one 'theta azul Plt the . . . ot CDF to dbnPllte. Jill'

'"

~

brougbt the !sRe ot a1Jth&lMl1q ot oatredge. bfJUed. to CDF KeMW.l Dillb-tet vb!.

he

b8IIdlin« tQ

_8

.1l~

COIIPla~

tile

on the 1.".. ot unlMtul amate, hazaII. . .t

.... all other fo:ru o• •acuity breaches brought asainet 'Mr

l30ard ot Ihqu1ry (Bel) 1nT01v1ng CDr :NpreMntat1

utter. 'lbe BOI report which indioted Mr Jof.acona

Macona. tt

waa deold.d 'ttlat a

'be iMtitv:ted to inY.. tJ.aat8 the

aeDt to the tiDF BQ and no &cU. . . .

tak. . against h1. in ori.%' 1;0 forestall future oO<nU'enoe.

r._.

6.

C10aeq mnitQ'Nd aoU..lt18. of Mr MqoDa lIhowed '\hat he O1'gafti. .d .eT1.8 ot ... tine.
wi th the IOlajor (CDlP) 10p1 to h1ll 1a
ad eDYUoft v1 th the lIon1 &111 ot n1mt%'tiic
1o~0Il40G

acUy! ties in til. ......a

h'aY11Ioe of Si8r:ra Leone. Be e.barked on the seizure ot

veapona trOll ....jore other 1tIaft the OMS...-u..under ,~~~ 'l'uk: l'oroe tor~' lint

known to h1_. 'ibe 1nf'o'N&Uon reaarding the • • tin« aad seizure or weapons from kqajorll

vere 0ClI1f1l'lll8d \y Chief ra.ota !te.!1IIlh (the 1I08t ""lor kaujor initiator) 1n his IStateaeat
as attached. JCaIIOh 1lraueh said ha warDed lilr MagoM. to desist trom
at

COI'I1'roYlt~ ECOMOG

etheNi" he vas

soin8 to haye It rol18b w1 th

hol~1tlfl;'

meetings aimed

him. Ka.tIlOh fu:e.1IIah also

pa.elaud. tt.anU t'7 1 !PC tube and 1 GHttG (all serviceable) a66zea fi'om h h 1ca.Iajosoll lII.Ild

tw. *Fu'.

N~"d

WM'PO"8

T8B1dwt while h. iB in ECOMOO custody. '!bou~ he denied fl'9izlng

trOll _ _ jors under KallIOb B:l"all1Bh, hovt"Ver on px'eftentation of the said weapons tQ

by Kpmoh B:ra.1mah, he vent flat on gI"OUJtd ,leading for forgiyeneFlB.
}'nmn~s

7.

'Ihe follo....ing findings "'era ~ ov.t of the irwest1ga.t10UI

a.

Mr K:BK Magana b

the

em'lL

National TaR Force COIMIIllnder based in Kene1lll1.

b. Mr Magrma took up appointment as the N2.tion3.1 Task Forc(~ Commanner CDFjSL in
september 98 and since theY". Jaw abiding citczens in Kenema have seen no peace.

c.

It., d1aoanred that on

14 Dec 98,

Mr MR8Qn& led a truok load of kaWljortl to and

rlil.ided a pe.lmwine Joint along KOroGah street 1n Kene. . where
2
RF.STR ICTED

SOlOO

flhotfl were released

00000909 .

IIES'ftlreml

4. He adm1tt.d ....." he .... Il18 - " j o r Cl'<*P t11'H
the fleeing peoplC) at the pal_11se Join,.

He adlUtted !oroefWl

e.

_u.GUoa ot pencmal

.ot.

-~

CJ-3iFw

the air in orlft to

OD

_to»>

etteats and Marijuanah (cane.bi-Sa"tva>

trofI the palml1aa Joint.
f.

He however alleged 'that the f'1ring a' C!>F office was made by Moris Sesaay (ta.a.1or)

g.

Mos't of the i 'telDl!l looted/foroe~ oolleo~ by Ma80J'1ll vere recovered !'rom hill aDd

hie group and
h.

l~edlately

handed oYer to the owners,

'Ibe two people he arrested and detained on the allege.t1on

ot dealing

in 'tile

4ac

were ha.nded over to the police for further a.ction.

}-i Ma~Qna is Mende

i.

by tribe and lails frc~ Pujphun in r~ura chiefdom of Kenema

District.

KaIIOlI Bra11118.h conf1rlD8d that Mr

j.

JIfa«ona held serie. ot _eting with kamajors 107&1

am

to him a.nd a.lso seized veaPOM trOlft kaajon !lOt o1J8rating under him with soul

cd

eabotagiD« P.COMOG operatione and security dt up. in and around Eastern Province of

Sierra Leone.
k.

Acooding to

Ka.m -.i.-h (Mr

JlI".agoaa'. intlator) 11' Mr ~na continue to retl&in

around I . . . . area, it will lte eufflcult

1.

tor ECOJllOC to operate . .aces.tully.

EYell thoagh 1"11' Mqona 4en1ed kUling anybody at the 'ffi CaQ there aft strong

..,,14..... "en within the ka_jor
He abo admitted

lB.

.ell11:i~ vea~n.

troops in the bush. Hov•

to

I)qoh

gro!1l)1I

.,.r. a

f'r01l

tha.t he ca.iUed 1he aot.
Jta_~Orll

to

IlI..Dd ola1lled 1'8-1s8U.1II« _ _

lev Wll&pone Uke RM, GPMG . . AK

S8

1m. MloJIIiDg

l!r&1w&h t ..."oJ:fvere ftOGftred In hie hoase.

Its dbooyered that " j o n opera'Ung under the _. liional CDP 'nLBk Flaro. an attn

ft.

aned. aDd atwa,.. pro'teoW
known to Mr

~

go1Jlc to f1ch'

-Ofti' a, the

tron, for rea. .

lte8t tI

Magona.

CONCLUSION.
8.

'!here 18 no doobt that dnoe the asaumption of duty

a8

National CUF Task Foroe eo.aBdex

M:r Magana baa .cle life Virtually miserable not only to law abiding eitiwen. w1thin Iene-a

and environ bui; also _de o-perat1ons/aeour1ty arre.ngementR and ooordinations ~1fr1oult to
hoth "'~r-"fV" rl_nd CW inh'aa-. PJ:oy1aotp His recent uttersnae9 notably the 1l1e~1 arreetlit,

detention, terrorism, eei'Ure ot
_eti~

<\1118d at

wea~s from

eabo~ }:COWIOG

k-.ajo*e, misused of

k~majo*s

ann ho1din! of

security and operations arf' just., few to mention

•

T'T'CClr·1}""nA.':'!CN I

9.

Its recollllllendad thatl
a.

Y:r Ma.gana. be kept out of the scene until the war il!l oyer.

b.

Ma.ter Moria Seesay and Mob.aaIIned Rallon who participated in the incident 01

11

Deo

98 and detained together with Mr M'agona be releseed to the CUP 1JIuIedintely.
••

'!be rines belonging to Mr

back.

Ma~ns.

ano the two kamajon detained with him

b~

collected

00000910
n.

C'TJF a.uthority Ahoulrl be advbed to eduoa.t8

its

_Wlberl on the dange-r

or

r1rln~

r.hf'ir wee:pOl1B in th".? town especially at thia perloc.'1 of the year.

e.

:Its also opined that Mr Magona' 8 private vehicle now in cus tody of the ; COMOG

~''!("I(

nI, be handed CNer to CIlF offially.

',.~

'j

capt
Ule

JJistribu tiona
Internal

Actions
HQ

15

T·COi(CX~

Bde

Informations
15 ECOMOG Me Pro Pi

CUl' KenetllB. Distriot• .z........
______
CTIF EC, K9neffi2.
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Letter

,

Letter addressed to Allieu Kondewa from Sumai1a
Turay-Jabbie ofCDF, Bumpe Ngao Chiefdom, dated
13 December 1997.
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Letter

•

Letter titled "From High Priest Dr. Allieu Kondewa
to Deputy Minister of Defences."

FOOM

HIGH

PRIESI' DR. AlLlEU KONDEWA TO DEPUTY
MINIsrER'OF DEFENCES

00000913

I

t.

am very serry t. explain myself te you as you were even net geing

find me in Be teaay.

I HIGH PRIEST DR ALLIEY KONDEWA, I am a werrier, all what has met me
in Be is te my surprise.
was transperting my

Te start with I had a vehicle at BASE ZERO

KAMAJORS." __ rer long:" _ it was in my

Mr Daramy Regers bld ECOMOO te take that Vehicle frem

~e

which
in Be •

pessessi(u~

and infact erdered

the Arrest ef my beys and they were lecked up at Brigade Head-

~uarters

in a

guaid rlllem.

I went te ledge my cemplain to the Resident Minister Hen. Feday Sesay and

breugh~a war Tanker te fight me rer the said

later ECOMOG

t. held my peace and went back

Vehicle.

I had

heme.

Since I never feared them, later Mr. Daramy bld me, he was geing te get
a Vehicle fer me but uptill new I have net ge. the Vehicle.
a letter inviting me and when I

Later he wrete me

turned up he again erdered that the

Mercedes

Benz car be taken frem me ferth with.

Further more, Mr Daramy gave me a Junta house at Be Ne2 where I was
Residing, he has again liriven me eut ef the heuse in my absence witheut even
given me lieu of netice.

Again S-ir, withinijiltse'.days , he has

erdered

ECOMOG ta make a check peint nearer te my resident enly te provoke me.

•

Infact

at night presently stenes are being threwn at my resident every mid. night which
I am

,.: sure Mr Daramy Regers is creatiD6 all these preblems fer me.

Even yesterday I saw
in the

h~use

I

~lady

whe went t. check me that she has her preperties

was residing which was a gress chick te my p.sitiGn.

I knew frem start I am net a bad man but I have now suspected that there is

nebedy te talk for me in

the S.L.P.P. Gevernment.

Even new, I have dispatched my families whe are travelling on re.t te my heme
Talia Y.rbec..
me but
the

Se, I have knewn that you breught me ta B• • nly t. disgrace

G.d will decide.

~

I knew t what I have done.~ the Kamajors,. So

that gave me the miracle 'rill also be

the

~

that will help me in the

whele situation.
May led bless us in the

6erv~e6

of the nation..

HIGH ERIEST DR. ALLIEU
.'¥.. KONDEWA
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Letter

•

Letter sent from "Death Squad Unit, Tisana", signed
by Bob Tucker and addressed to Dear Chief.
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Passport

Sierra Leone Passport Number S005865, issued in
the name of Samuel Hinga Norman.
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This passport contains
32 pages.
Ce passeport contient
32 pages.

PASSPORT

.
. ..

SERVICE PASSPORT
PASSEPORT DE SERVICE

· REPUBLIC OF
SIERRA LEONE
No. of PASSPORT
No. du PASSEPORT
NAME OF BEARER
NOM DU T1TULAIRE

r.l

(Maidan name)

Given at'
this.

.

li/NiTll.
NORmpN

f

ACCOMPAGNE DE SA FEMME
(N.6)
I

j and
.......................

.

lmg~.GRmu/!!il...

r

ACCOMPANIED BY HIS WIFE

PA1I8!'ORTOONTROl OFflCfll
rREF:TOWIf. 8IU". I.rn'l(

S 0058
n ...
.
0, ;).,

... . '2m . day of
IJIRY199.5

by

I.' da

c:~~~~~ f

NATIONAL STATUS

cmZEN OP 'lIRE R~CBUC OP
SI"~~A

lEONE AND THE
COMMONW11.ALTH

NATIONALITE

L.\I

.:...0

~

~

·. •.. .. ·• .,· . .. .. . ·...... .• .•
· ·· .. . ··..
·.
.~

1jo'

,

•

•

~

-~

)-.'1

.4'.:i

•
•, "
j' • •

• U

. •

1 ..

2

.,

3

DESCRIPTION -SIGNALEMENT
Bearer-Titulaire
Profession
Profession

Wife-Femme

I

r~/~

Place and date
of birth
Lieu ~t date
dena ISS ance

.

Af

nJQIfI6H.EIlE
f, f, J'l0

Height
Taille

t.

\

5ft. 9

in.

Colour of hair
Couleur des cheveux

.SLRCK

t
f

CHILDREN Name-Nom

UsualSignlture
of S."SI
Signllfufe

du Titulaire
Usual Sign8turt!
of Wife

Signature
de sa Femme

---.:

'-""--

ft.

. :D/~

Colour of eyes
t
Couleur des yeux \

Special peculiarities
Signes particuliers

ENFANTS

Date of birth- Date de naissance

Sex-Sexe

~~.
v

j~(_~~;. -"t--t~ ).\;14"iLI;

~

•

Bearer
(Titulaire)

Residence t ..f?I1,J..Et11t1E
Residence \

r;n-

. "-":'l'"
~~J'l,~',"~' ,...""
~,' ~,.
~
-

'.V,-'.

.
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Wife
(Femme)

(Photo)

. eOtJ1t'!~'~

~

P<J

\:<l

~r

.

(. f' •

4

5

COUNTRIES FOR WHICH THIS PASSPORT IS VALID
PAYS POUR LESQUELS CE PASSEPORT
EST VALABLE

RENEWALS
RENOUVELLEM ENTS

OOCJ0921

-

~ ~,\,\
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V,'ld "" tra"ltoall Oountrles of

tlleworlduitl.ofhl,wlilleiidorsed· .
end 8ub,lHt t. any ,I.. or Olner
..... ·'lffryregvllltll'H'llfOfr,on"t"'e81r"~.
VI~lterl

s
s
N

The validity of this passport expires:
Ce passe port expire Ie:

If.

mal'

OBSERVATIONS

2000

NOT VALID FOR TRAVEL TO, OR THROUGH,
COUNTRIES FOR WHICH A MILITARY, OR

unless renewed.

CONTROL COMMISSION. OR OTHER SPECIAL

a mains de renauvellement.

PERMITIS REQUIRED, UNLESS SUCH PERMIT
·~O~'.-

u

t
a l

Issued at
dtllivrtl

..£IlEETONJti..

u,
date
dale

t12m

l

ml1Y

.fIAS,£ID:~.LBEEN OBIAIN.!'Q".-==,,",, :,

....

fUR fHI:'l\ t:NDOiOEMENT AS TO THe;
VALIDITY OF..1 HIS PJ\SSPORI-HUlILD iE
MADE WITHOUT PRIOR REFERENCE TO I
THB PRINCfPAL IMMIGRATION OFFICER f
FREETOWN, SIERRi\ LFOi"E
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CURRENCY AUTHORISATIONS

!!Q!!!
1. SielT1l leon'll pessports Irtl issued and renewed by the competent
authorities In Sierra leone and by the Dlplom.tic Mission. lind Conlul,t..
of Siemt Leone abrold to whIch Ipplication should be made. PauPOru

00000943

.Mluld not be sent from on, country 10 anothe' by poll
2. They Ire 8v,il.ble for five years in U'8 first instance uril"' othefW1••
• Weet end may be renewed for 8 further consecutive period of five yetrl
from th. dlle of expiry provided the total perIod of validity of ten yq,.,
from the original date is not eXClutded. The fee for renewal is leo <4.00.
P."porulr. not valid beyond lenyeart from lh, original datllofluue.lf 8t

Inv lime the PSSlpart conlains no funher spaee for visas.' new PIt.pon
mUit M obtlined.

3. They Ire only available for travel 10 the countries named on peo--.4.
but may be endol1Jed for addition. I countries. The poueuion of,8 P"sport
-0 .ndorsed does not exempt the holder from complillneewilh 8nyimmigTll.

tJon regulations in force in the territorie, named or from tM n8CMlJity of
obtaining II visa Of permit wt1ere required. Passports endors&d as val~ for
the British Commonwealth life ello IVllilable for travelling 10 tflftit01"(
und-.: British protection Of rrust&elhip.
REGlSTRAnON AT CONSULATES ABROAD
Silll'T'& Loone eirizent who are residenl abroed should It Ihe 8.rtiest
opportunity register their names and eddr~ses II the nellrHt Diplomatic
Million 01 Consulate of Sierra Leone. Failure to do 10 may in I period of
emergeC1CY rellull in difficulty or delay in according- them the aDistance and
protection to which they are .Mtilled. Changes of 8ddr~! or depenure
from the country ahould also b. notified to the Minion or Consulata.
CAunON

'N

This paupCH1. ",m.in$ th. prop.rty ofrha Government of Sierra Leon, .nd
mar b. withdr.wn .t.nr time.
It Is a valu,hle doctJm,nt ,nd should not b. altered in anr way or a(lowed
to paa' into the pouen/on of.n unauthorised p."on. "'rHt or dntrDyrtd.
the fact and circumstances shotJld be immedl.t./y r.ported'o the fJ6••ptHt
Office. Freetown, or the Si.". Leone Mluion or Consu/a'e ,nd to th~ (oc,'
polin. N_w pUlfporn can only b. inued in $uch ca,.u. ,ft" .Jtheu.r1"•
• nqUliiu.

..
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Memo

t

Memo from the Commander in Chief (SLCDF) to the
Honourable Chief Sam Hinga Norman dated 23
November 1997 titled "enlistment of executive
members of zone II front line, assault rifles and shotguns in possession."
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Memo

.

Memo from the Secretary General SLCDF, Abu
Konuwa, to Hinga Norman dated 16 November 1997,
titled "Situation Reports as at 16 November 1997,
and the violation of the Conakry Peace Accord by
Both the AFRC and the RUF".
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Letter

,

Letter from the Administrative Officer,
SouthlWestern region, Bonthe Moyamba District,
dated 18 November 1997, titled "Administrative and
War Report on the A trip to Mano Dasse."
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Letter

Letter from Mustapha S. Sankoh, Deputy Director
and Admin Officer War Council, from the SLCDF
South/Western Region, Bonthe Moyamba District
dated 22 November 1997 to the Head Office, Talia
Town Bonthe District, titled "Administrative and
War Report within Bonthe and Moyamba District."
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Photograph

43

,

Photograph of what appears to be a dead body of a
male of African extract found inside a Sierra Leone
Service Passport Number S005865, issued in the
name of Samuel Hinga Norman.

••

44

Photograph

t

Photograph of King Dr. Allieu Kondewa together
with another person.

q

••

45

Photograph

f

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Saidu Duaivian.

_----_._--------

.............................
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Photograph

,

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Joseph Abdulai.

,

47

Photograph

f

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Robert Sevalie.

••

48

Photograph

,

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name of Musa Share.

49

Photograph

Photograph of what appears to be a child soldier by
the name ofFoday Lasana.

••

50

Letter

•

Letter from Allieu Kondewa to Chairman of Bo
District CDF dated 4 September 1998.
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Personal note book

Reports a number of killings committed by kamajors.
Refers to a meeting in Base Zero where Hinga
Norman said that he was to blame for everything that
kamajors are doing.
Refers to a meeting of some executive members of
the CDF where it was discussed that in order to win
the war a human being should be sacrificed.
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A woman receives psychological and medical treatment in a clinic to assist rape
victims in Freetown. In January 1999, she was gang-raped by seven revels in her
village in northern Sierra Leone. After raping her, the rebels tied her down and
placed burning charcoal on her b~dy. (c) 1999 Corinne Dufka/Human Rights
Watch

I was captured together with my
husband, my three young children
and other civilians as we were fleeing
from the RUF when they entered
Jaiweii. Two rebels asked to have
sex with me but when I refused, they
beat me with the butt of their guns.
My legs were bruised and I lost my
three front teeth. Then the two rebels
raped me in front of my children
and other civilians. Many other
women were raped in public places. I
also heard of a woman from Kalu
village near Jaiweii being raped only
one week after having given birth.
The RUF stayed in Jaiweii Village for
four months and I was raped by three
other wicked rebels throughout this
period.
-Testimony to Human Rights Watch
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DEFINITION OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE, RAPE AND SEXUAL SLAVERY
In this report
Sexual violence is an overarching term used to describe "[aJny violence, physical or psychological, carried out

lJu-ough sexual means or by targeting sexuality. ,,] Sexual violence mcludes rape and attempted rape, and such acts
as forcing a person to stnp naked in public, forcing two victims to perform sexual acts on one another or harm one
another in a sexual manner, mutilating a person's genitals or a woman's breasts, and sexual slavery.
Rape as defined in the appeals chamber judgment of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) in the 2002 Foca case is "[tJhe sexual penetration, however slight: (a) of the vagina or anus of
the victim by the penis of the perpetrator or any other object used by the perpetrator; or (b) [of] the mouth of the
victim by the penis of the perpetrator; where such sexual penetration occurs without the consent of the victim.
Consent for this purpose must be consent given voluntarily, as a result of the victim's free will, assessed in the
context of the surrounding circumstances. The mens rea is the intention to effect this sexual penetration, and the
knowledge that it occurs without the consent of the victim.,,2 The appeals chamber rejected the "resistance"
requirement argued by the appellants as it is justified neither m law or fact, and stated that the use of force in itself
is not a necessary element of rape. The coerClve circumstances present in the Foca rapes, which were committed
in circumstances similar to the crimes of sexual violence perpetrated in Sierra Leone, made the victims' consent
to the sexual acts impossible. The use or threat of force often removes any requirement that a vlctim show
resistance and most jurisdictions have discarded the idea that a rape victim must resist under all circumstances as
impractical, if not absurd. This definition also underscores that rape is an attack on the physical integrity of a
woman and not an attack against her honor or that of her family or community.

Rape was defined m the judgment of the Akayesu case at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) as "[tJhe physical invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which are
coercive" and is not limited to the insertion of a penis into a victim's vagina or anus or the insertion of a penis in
the mouth of the victim 3 This definition, however, has been criticized for being too broad and has not been
included in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).
Sexual slavery, defined by the 1926 Slavery Convention and the 1953 Protocol amending the same convention,

refers to "[t]he status. or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of
ownership are exercised, including sexual access through rape or other forms of sexual violence.,,4 The Statute of
the ICC includes the trafficking of women and chlldren in its definition of enslavement. S

I United Nations, Contemporary Forms ofSlavery.' Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-like Practices during Armed
Conf7ict, Final Report submitted by Ms. Gay 1. McDougall, Special Rapporteur (New York Umted Natlons, 1998),
E/CNA/Sub 2/1998/13, pp. 7-8
2 Prosecutor v Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir Kovac and Zoran Vukovic (Foca case), Appeals Chamber Judgement, June 12,
2002, IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/1, paras. 127-133
] Prosecutor v Jean-Paul Akayesu, Judgement, ICTR-96-4-T, September 2, 1998, para. 688.
4 United Nations, Contemporary Forms of Slavery' Systematic Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-like Practzces dunng Armed
COnf7ict, p. 9 Sierra Leone ratJfied the Slavery Convention on March 13, 1962.
j Article 7 (l) (g) lists enslavement as a crime agamst humanity wnh the definition given in Article 7 (2) (c). Rome StatUte of
the International Criminal Court, opened for slgnature July 17, 1998, Article 7, repnnted in 37 I.L.M. 999 (1998) The Rome
Statute entered into force on April 11, 2002 and the ICC has the authority to prosecute the most serious international cnmes
from July 1, 2002
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1. SUMMARY
Throughout the anned conflict m Sierra Leone from 1991 to 200 l, thousands of women and girls of all ages,
ethnic groups, and socioeconomic classes were subjected to widespread and systematic sexual violence, including
individual and gang rape, and rape with objects such as weapons, firewood, umbrellas, and pestles Rape was
perpetrated by both SIdes, but mostly by the rebel forces. These crimes of sexual violence were generally
characterized by extraordinary brutality and frequently preceded or followed by other egregious human rights
abuses against the victim, her family, and her community. Although the rebels raped indiscriminately irrespective
of age, they targeted young women and girls whom they thought were virgins. Many of these younger victims did
not survive these crimes of sexual violence. Adult women were also raped so violently that they sometimes bled
to death or suffered from tearing in the genital area, causing long-tenn incontinence and severe infections. Many
victims who were pregnant at the time of rape miscarried as a result of the sexual violence they were subjected to,
and numerous women had their babies tom out of their uterus as rebels placed bets on the sex of the unborn child.
Thousands of women and girls were abducted by the rebels and subjected to sexual slavery, forced to
become the sex slaves of their rebel "husbands." Abducted women and girls who were assigned "husbands"
remained vulnerable to sexual violence by other rebels. Many survivors were kept with the rebel forces for long
periods and gave birth to children fathered by rebels. Some abducted women and girls were forcibly conscripted
mto the fighting forces and given military training, but even within the rebel forces, women still held much lower
status and both conscripted and volunteer female combatants were assigned "husbands" For civilian abductees,
aside from sexual violence their brutal life with the rebels included being made to perfonn forced labor, such as
cooking, washing, carrying ammunition and looted items, as well as fann work Combatants within the rebel
forces had considerable latitude to do what they wanted to abducted civilians, who were often severely punished
for offenses as minor as spilling water on a commander's shoes. Escape for these women and girls was often
extremely difficult: In many instances, the women and girls, intimidated by their captors and the circumstances,
felt powerless to escape their life of sexual slavery, and were advised by other female captives to tolerate the
abuses, "as it was war." The rebels sometimes made escape more difficult by deliberately carving the name of
their faction onto the chests of abducted women and girls. If these marked women and girls were caught by progovernment forces, they would be suspected of being rebels, and often killed. Even though many women did
manage to escape, some escaped from one rebel faction or unit only to be captured by another. An unknown
number of women and girls still remain with their rebel "husbands," although the war was declared over on
January 18, 2002.

•

The main perpetrators of sexual violence, including sexual slavery, were the rebel forces of the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF), the Anned Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and the West Side Boys, a
splinter group of the AFRC. Human Rights Watch has documented over three hundred cases of sexual violence
by the rebels; countless more have never been documented. From the launch of their rebellion from Liberia in
March 1991, which triggered the war, the RUF perpetrated widespread and systematic sexual violence. Its
ideology of salvaging Sierra Leone from the corrupt All People's Congress (i\PC) regime quickly degenerated
into a campaign of violence whose prinClpal aim was to gain access to the country's abundant diamond mines.
The AFRC, which consisted of disaffected soldiers from the Sierra Leone Anny (SLA) who m May 1997
overthrew the elected government of President Ahmad TeJan Kabbah, were also responsible for subjecting
thousands of women and girls to sexual violence, including sexual slavery. After the signing of the peace
agreement in Lome, Togo, m July 1999, sexual violence, including sexual slavery, continued unabated in RUFcontrolled areas and was also perpetrated by the West Side Boys, who operated outside of the capital, Freetown.
The human rights situation worsened after the May 2000 crisis when fighting broke out again, until relative peace
was re-established, with D.N and British assistance, by mid-2001 The prevalence of sexual violence peaked
during active military operations and when the rebels were on patro!. Even in times of relative peace, however,
sexual violence continued to be committed against the thousands of women and girls who were abducted and
subjected to sexual slavery by the rebels. No region of Sierra Leone was spared
Human Rights Watch has documented only a limited number of cases of sexual violence by pro-government
forces, the Sierra Leone Anny (SLA) and the militia known as Civil Defense Forces (CDF), the latter consisting
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of groups of traditional hunters and young men who were called upon by the government to defend their native
areas. Human Rights Watch has not documented any cases of sexual vlOlence by the SLA prior to 1997. This may
in part be due to the fact that survivors would have often found it difficult to distinguish between rebel and
government soldiers, as the latter frequently colluded with and disguised themselves as RL""F forces. Sexual
vIOlence was committed relatively infrequently by the CDF, whose internal rules forbid them from having sexual
mtercourse before going to battle and who believe their power and potency as warriors depends upon sexual
abstinence. Some of this internal discipline, however, was lost as CDF moved away from their native areas and
traditional chiefs and were given more responsibility in national security. Human Rights Watch has documented
several cases of rape by the largest and most powerful CDF group, the Kamajors, who operate predominantly in
the south and east.
Human Rights Watch has documented several cases of sexual violence by peacekeepers with the United
Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), including the rape of a twelve-year-old girl in Bo by a soldier of
the Guinean contingent and the gang rape of a woman by two Ukrainian soldiers near Kenema. There appears to
be reluctance on the part of UNAMSIL to investigate and take disciplinary measures against the perpetrators.
Reports of rape by peacekeepers with the Economic Community of West African States Monitonng Group
(ECOMOG), the majority of whom were Nigerian, deployed at an earlier stage in the war, were rare. Both
ECOMOG and UNAMSIL peacekeepers have sexually exploited women, including the solicitation of child
prostitutes, whilst deployed in Sierra Leone.
Rape in wartime is an act of violence that targets sexuality. Moreover, conflict-related sexual violence serves
a military and political strategy. The humiliation, pain, and fear inflicted by the perpetrators serve to dominate and
degrade not only the individual victim but also her community. Combatants who rape in war often explicitly link
their acts of sexual violence to this broader social degradation. The armed conflict in Sierra Leone was no
exception. The rebels sought to dominate women and their communities by deliberately undermining culhlral
values and community relationships, destroying the ties that hold society together Child combatants raped
women who were old enough to be their grandmothers, rebels raped pregnant and breastfeeding mothers, and
fathers were forced to watch their daughters being raped.
To date there has been no accountability for the thousands of crimes of sexual violence or other appalling
human rights abuses committed during the war in Sierra Leone. The 1999 Lome Peace Agreement included a
blanket amnesty under Sierra Leonean law for offenses committed by all sides, as the price for the Ru""F!AFRC
agreeing to lay down I.rms. The United Nations (U.N.) stated that it did not recognize the Lome amnesty insofar
as it purported to apply to international crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and other
serious violations of lDternational humanitarian law.
Two important transitional justice mechanisms, the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) have been established with U.N. assistance and are tasked with investigating
the human rights abuses, including sexual violence and sexual slavery, committed by all parties during the war.
Both bodies were operational by the third quarter of 2002. The SCSL, a hybrid national and international court, is
mandated by the U.N. Security Council to try "persons who bear the greatest responsibility for serious violations
of intemational humanitarian law and Sierra Leonean law" committed lD the Sierra Leonean conflict smce
November '30, 1996. As the SCSL is likely to try only a very limited number of persons, due to funding
constraints, a clear and comprehensive prosecutorial strategy is essential, with a strong affirmation that genderrelated crimes will be thoroughly and competently investigated and rigorously prosecuted as cnmes against
humanity or war crimes The TRe, provided for under the 1999 Lome Peace Agreement partially to offset the
comroversial amnesty it also included, has the mandate to establish an impartIal historical record of violations and
abuses of human rights and international humanitarian law from the outset of the war in 1991, promote
reconciliation, and make recommendations aimed at preventing a repetition of the violations committed The final
report on the findings of the TRC should highlight the crimes of sexual violence committed tr.Joughout the entire
country dunng the armed conflict and make recommendations to strengthen the promotion and protectlOn of
women's human rights.
Human Rights Watch
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Sexual violence has remained Sierra Leone's silent war crime. Until recently, little attention has been paid
either nationally or internationally to this less visible human rights abuse, although sexual violence was
committed on a much larger scale than the highly visible amputations for which Sierra Leone became notorious.
The underreporting is a reflection of the low status of women and girls in Sierra Leone as well as the mternal
shame that survivors suffer and their fear of rejection by family and communities. Women and girls in Sierra
Leone are subjected to structural discrimination by practice, custom and law. They face discrimination in terms of
education and employment, in the political arena, and in other walks of life. Both customary law, which governs
the majority of the population, and general law, which was inherited from the United Kingdom and is primarily
applied in Freetown, discriminate against women and girls in terms of family law, as well as property and
inheritance rights. In addition, the provisions pertaining to rape under general and customary law offer madequate
protection. The misinterpretation of the complicated provisions of general law by the police and couns means, for
example, that those who are alleged to have sexually assaulted a minor are generally charged with "unlawful
carnal knowledge of a child," for which the sentence is lighter, rather than rape. Under customary law, the
perpetrator is generally required to pay a substantial fine to the victim's family as well as to the chiefs. The victim
may also be forced to marry the perpetrator.
The concept of sexual violence as a crime in itself is a very recent one in Sierra Leone's patriarchal society.
Only rape of a virgin is seen as a serious crime. Rape of a married woman or a non-virgin is often not considered
a crime at all: as in many countries, there is often a belief that the woman must have consented to the act, or she is
seen as a seductress The virtual destruction of Sierra Leone's already corrupt and inefficient court system and
police force during the war, moreover, created a climate of impunity that persists, allowing perpetrators of sexual
violence (as well as other crimes) to escape Justice.
The lack of attention to conflict-related sexual violence means that few assistance programs have been
established for women and girls who were subjected to sexual violence, including sexual slavery. Survivors not
only live with the severe physical and mental health consequences of the abuses suffered, but also fear ongoing
non-conflict-related sexual violence, largely perpetrated with impunity. International donors and nongovernmental
organizations should work together with the government of Sierra Leone to establish programs (health care,
education, adult literacy, skills training, trauma counseling, and income-generating schemes) that will help to
rehabilitate the survivors of sexual violence. To combat impunity and work toward changing societal attitudes
toward sexual violence, the government of Sierra Leone should, with the technical and financial support of the
mternational community, revise its discriminatory laws to ensure that they meet international standards. The
constitution also needs til be reviewed and the provision exempting personal and customary law from the
prohibition against discrimination removed. In addition, the government should take steps to improve the
response of the legal system to ongoing sexual and domestic violence, including strategies for effective
prosecution and protection. A nationwide public awareness campaign also needs to be undertaken to educate the
general population on women's human nghts.
Women have a crucial role to play at this critical phase in Sierra Leone's history, bm they will only be able
to contribute fully in a civic culture in which women and girls are respected as equal partners and gender-based

abuses are not tolerated.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS
To the Government of Sierra Leone

•

Take all necessary measures to ensure that former rebels release all women and girls abducted during the
armed conflict who continue to be held. Provide these women and girls with the necessary social and
economic options to enable them to leave these often abusive relationships.

•

Prioritize the nationwide establishment of reproductive health clinics for women and girls that can provide
testing and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, along WIth other services.

•

Revoke or revise existing laws (general, customary and Islamic) that discriminate on the basis of gender and
ensure that they meet international human rights standards. Take the necessary steps to amend the
constitution to remove the provision exempting personal law and customary law from the prohibition on
gender-based discrimination. Provide training on these new laws for the judiciary, police, prosecutors, and
staff of local courts.

•

Establish an inter-ministerial task force with representatives from nongovernmental organizations to deal with
the conflict-related sexual violence and related current problems facing women, with the aim of improving the
social, medical and legal responses to women's and girls' needs.

•

Take steps to improve the response of the legal system to ongoing sexual and domestic violence, including
strategies for effective prosecution and protection, such as recruiting and training more female police officers,
allowing nongovernment doctors to examine victims and providing legal aid to victims.

•

Mainstream gender within the government and government policies Launch a nationwide public awareness
campaign on sexual and domestic violence against women to dispel the prevailing societal attItudes to sexual
and domestic violence against women.

•

Provide training on human rights and international humanitarian law, with a focus on women's human rights
issues and gender-based crimes, to members of the security forces.

•

Repeal the provision in the 1999 Lome Peace Agreement Act that grants amnesty to all warring parties, so
that individuals who committed acts of sexual violence (and other crimes) during the war may be prosecuted
in the domestic courts.

•

Cooperate fully wi.th the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

•

Establish an independent national human rights commission as provided under the Lome Peace Agreement
that will contribute to the promotion and protection of human rights beyond the lifespan of the Special Court
for Sierra Leone and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

To Members of the African Union and Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)

Provide military personnel participating in peacekeeping operations in Sierra Leone (and elsewhere) with
training in human rights and international humanitarian law, including a focus on women's human rights
issues, and gender-based cnmes. Ensure that peacekeepers understand the U.N. Code of Conduct for
peacekeepers, whIch provides that peacekeepers should not commit any act that could result in physical,
sexual or psychologIcal harm or suffering to members of the local population, especially women and children.
Prosecute any nationals that have been repatriated from Sierra Leone for crimes of sexual violence III line
with the zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitation by anyone employed or affiliated with lJi'-iAMSIL
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•

Issue a statement, Jointly, if possible, declaring your willingness to support the SDecial Court for Sierra Leone
and to surrender any alleged war criminals to it. Commit to extraditing to Sierra Leone individuals illdicted by
the Special Court, take the legal steps that may be necessary to ensure that this can happen (for example, by
amending extradition laws), and otherwise cooperate with the Special Court, for example, by locating
witnesses or providing information.

To Members of the International Community

•

Prioritize the funding of reproductive health clinics for women and girls that can provide testing and treatment
for sexually transmitted diseases, along with other services.

•

Greatly increase funding for legal reform programs, including training, to ensure that both the laws and
domestic courts meet international standards, as well as for programs that will establish better medical, legal
and social support services for survivors of sexual violence.

•

Monitor all aspects of the Special Court for Sierra Leone to ensure that cases involving sexual violence and
sexual slavery are fully prosecuted and that survivors and wimesses of sexual violence receive necessary
protection and support throughout the judicial process and post-trial period. Cooperate with the court and take
the necessary steps for the extradition or surrender of persons indicted by the Special Court for Sierra Leone.

•

Fund the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and monitor it to ensure that conflict-related sexual violence
and sexual slavery are fully investigated and properly documented by the TRC ill a gender sensitive manner.

•

Prosecute military personnel, who have been repatriated from Sierra Leone in line with the zero tolerance
policy on sexual exploitation by anyone employed or affiliated with UNA.l\,.1SIL.

To the Special Court for Sierra Leone

•

Conduct thorough investigations into incidents of sexual violence against women and girls including sexual
slavery during the war for possible prosecution under the court's mandate. Ensure that gender-integrated
teams investigating these acts have competence in investigating rape and conducting interviews with rape
victims, who should only
, be interviewed by experienced female investigators.

•

Ensure the gender crimes investigators conduct compulsory gender sensitization training for all staff, and
provide more in-depth training for staff members dealing most directly with survivors of sexual violence.
Ensure the gender crimes investigators have access to all cases under investigation, even the ones not
previously identified as gender cases, to provide guidance and expertise.

•

RecrJit a staff member with expertise in Juvenile justice who can provide training on juvenile justice issues
and interviewing skills for staff dealing most directly with young children.

•

Establish a strong Victims and Witnesses Unit with protection and support for prosecution and defense
witnesses. Protect and support the victims and witnesses not only during the investIgation and trial phase but
extend this to post-tnal protection, where appropriate.

•

Provide judges, prosecutors and defense counsel with strict guidance to prevent them from unnecessarily revictimizing witnesses on the stand or releasing their identity publicly in VIOlation of protective measures.

To the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

•

Recruit an experienced gender advisor with expertise in sexual violence, and ensure staff of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission is gender balanced at all levels.
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•

Recl1lit a staff member experienced in dealing wnh child victims and perpetrators who can provide tralIllllg
on how to interview young children.

•

Investigate and document fully gender-based abuses committed throughout the country Ensure survivors of
sexual violence are heard in a manner that ensures their dignity and safety, and aVOIds any re-traumatisation.
Guarantee the confidenciality of these hearings when confidentiality is requested.

•

Highlight gender-specific abuses in the final report on the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission as well as recommendations on legal reform to ensure that the domestic laws and cou,"'is meet
international standards; on human rights training for the judiciary and law enforcement officers; and on the
assistance needs of survivors.

•

Promote public awareness of gender-based crimes through the media umbrella organizations, NGOs and
mobile community outreach teams as well as the creation of an information and resource center.

To the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL)

)

•

Investigate fully any allegations of sexual violence by UNA..MSIL personnel, which will serve to enforce the
policy of zero tolerance for any such acts perpetrated by anyone employed or affiliated with UNA..MSIL.
Establish a mechanism with the Sierra Leone Police whereby cases of sexual exploitation by persons
employed or affiliated with lTNAMSIL are immediately reported to the relevant lJNAMSIL staff member,
including the provost marshal and gender specialist in the human rights section. Establish a mechanism to
follow up on cases that have resulted in military personnel who commit such crimes being repatriated to their
country of origin to ensure that states properly prosecute the offender Civilian staff that have perpetuated
sexual violence should be fired and their misconduct properly recorded in their personnel file so that they are
not rehired in another U.N. mission.

•

Provide in-depth gender sensitization training to military and civilian staff and ensure the human rights unit
systematically monitors and reports on issues of gender-based violence. Ensure that peacekeepers understand
the U.N. Code of Conduct for peacekeepers, which provides that peacekeepers should not commit any act that
could result in the physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to members of the local population,
especially woment'lIld children.

•

Collaborate with the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations to revise the U.N. Code of Conduct and
the Military Observer Handbook, ensuring that the zero tolerance policy for sexual exploitation by persons
employed or affiliated with U.N. missions and the consequences of such acts are clearly stated in these
guidelines. Compile similar guidelines for civilian staff.

•

Provide capacity building with a focus on women's human rights issues to national women's groups and
human rights organizations across the country under the guidance of the gender specialist in lJNAMSIL
human rights units.
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III. METHODOLOGY
ave, three hundred women and girls were interviewed by Human Rights Watch as part of ongoing research
and for thIS report. For a variety of reasons, including the lack of an ideological aspect and the limited ethnic
dimension to the civil war in Sierra Leone and the all-pervasiveness of abuse, victims of human nghts abuses,
including survivors of sexual violence, generally feel free to talk very openly about their experiences. 6
Great care was taken with the victims to ensure that recounting their experience did not further traumatize
them. Vlhile we sought as much information as possible from each mterview, the well-being of the interviewee
was always paramount and some interviews were cut short as a result. The interviews were conducted in private
settings in the presence of a female interpreter. The interviews with survivors were mostly conducted in Krio, the
lingua franca of Sierra Leone, or in one of the other languages spoken by the different ethnic groups and
interpreted into English. In most interviews only females were present and in the few cases where a man was
present, it was with the permission of the interviewee. In order to guarantee the confidentiality of all information,
interviewees are not identified by name.
In addition to the survivors, government officials, law enforcement officers, lawyers, key figures from the
rebel forces, health personnel, religious leaders, and representatives of local and international nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) working in the areas of human rights, women's rights, and health, as well as U.N. officials
were interviewed.
IV. BACKGROUND

The Civil War
Sierra Leone is a coastal West African country that shares borders with Guinea and Liberia. It has a
population of close to five and a half million (July 2001 estimate) composed of sixteen ethnic groups7 These are
the Fullah, Gola, Koranko, Kissi, Kono, Krim, Krio, Limba, Loko, Mandingo, Mende, Sherbro, Susu, Temne, Vai
and Yalunka. The Mende, in the south, and the Temne, in the north, are the largest ethnic groups (around 30
percent each). The Krio, who are descendants of freed slaves, were settled in the area of Freetown (now the
capital) in the late eighteenth century and make up 10 percent of the total population. The educated Krio minority
generally still occupies a higher social and economic position and has traditionally been resented by the other
groups. Sierra Leone was a British colony, and English is Sierra Leone's official language. Krio, largely based on
English vocabulary but ~th its own grammar, is the first language of the Krios as well as Sierra Leone's lingua
franca. Though there are no reliable figures, Sierra Leone is a predominantly Muslim country (around 60 percent)
with the remainder of the population practicing indigenous religions (10 percent) and Christianity (30 percent)8
In 1961, Sierra Leone gained its independence from the United Kingdom. For most of the next three decades,
Sierra Leone was governed by the All People's Congress (APC) dominated by the northern Temne and Limba
ethnic groups, which came into power in 1967 9 The corruption, nepotism and fiscal mismanagement under the
one-party rule of the ~AYC led to the decay of all state institutlOns and the impoverishment of Sierra Leone's
population, notwithstanding the country's large deposits of diamonds, gold, rutile, and bauxite. Frustration with
government corruption and mismanagement led to the formation of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in
1984. The RUF claimed to be a political movement with the aim of salvaging the country and overthrowing the
A..Pe. Its invasion of Sierra Leone from Liberia on March 23, 1991 triggered the civil war that was to last ten
years.

6 Women and gIrls who have been raped can be presented and/or perceived elther as victims or survwors and there IS an
ongomg debate as to which is the more appropnate term. In this report, both terms are used LDterchangeably WIthout
slglllficant distinction.
7 See http://www.odcl.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/sl.html.
8 See http://www.state.gov/g/drlirls/irf/200l/S730.htm.
9 See generally, l.A.D Alie, A New His/ory orSierra Leone (New York: St. Martin's Press. 19901
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At its inception, the RUF consisted of a mIxture of middle class students with a populist platform,
unemployed and alienated youths, and Liberian fighters from Charles Taylor's National Patriotic Front of Libena
(N1lFL) , who had helped Charles Taylor in his quest to become the president of Liberia. A lesser-krlOwn covert
sponsor of the RlTF was the Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP), with Its ethnic base among the Mendes from the
south, which also sought the ovenhrow of the Me lo The RlJF was led by Foday Sankoh, a former army corporal
who had been imprisoned in 1971 for his alleged involvement in an attempted coup against the AYe. Sankoh had
also reportedly received training in Libya with Taylor. I I The RUF initially consisted of two small groups of only
150 combatants in total. As the RUF captured border towns and villages in Kailahun and Pujehun districts, they
used tactics similar to those used to terrorize civilians during the Liberian civil war: seizing and summarily
executing chiefs, village elders, traders, government agents and suspected SLA collaborators. 12 The violence and
looting or "jah-jah," especially by the Liberian mercenaries within the RUF, was sanctioned by Sankoh who
justified them as reward for the mercenaries' support. 13 The RUF's ideology of salvation quickly degenerated into
a campaign of violence whose principal aim was to gain access to the country's diamond and other mineral
wealth. From the very beginning, the RUF's campaign of terror included sexual violence and sexual slavery,
committed on a widespread and systematic basis.
In April 1992, APC President Joseph Momoh was overthrown in a military coup by twenty-six-year-old
army captain Valentine Strasser, who formed the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC). Strasser vowed to
end corruption and create opportunities for all Sierra Leoneans. The new regime, however, was as corrupt as the
old. The RUF continued to gain strength and was joined by numerous soldiers from the Sierra Leone Anny (SLA)
who were disgruntled with their poor conditions. These soldier-rebels or "sobels" discarded their uniforms at
night to loot but wore government uniforms and continued to work for the government during the day. The
"sobels," who included officers, also provided weapons, ammunition, and intelligence to RlJF forces.
Starting in January 1991, Momoh and later Strasser embarked on a recruitment drive that swelled the army's
ranks to approximately twelve thousand, aiming to dislodge the RlJF including by offering its youthful
constituency a lucrative alternative. Many of the new soldiers were unemployed drifters, petty criminals, and
street children as young as twelve. Given the inability of the undisciplined and ill-trained SLA to drive out the
RUF, in March 1995, Strasser invited Executive Outcomes (E.O.), a South African private security company, to
fight the RlTF and guard the mining areas, in return for concessions over their production. The RUF was by that
time approaching Freetown and controlled most of the diamond mining areas. By December 1995, E.O. had
retaken a number of key diamond areas and began to collaborate with the pro-government militia known as the
Civil Defense Forces ~CDF), of which the Kamajors are the largest and most powerful.
The CDF movement began with the establishment of the Eastern Region Defence Committee in 1993-4 and
was greatly expanded in 1996 when regent chief Hinga Norman was appointed deputy minister of defense in
Kabbah's government and head of the CDF, with the government providing the CDF with training, weapons and
14
food. The CDF movement consists of groups of traditional hunters and young men who were used by the
govemment to defend their native areas. The Kamajors operate mainly in the south and east, the Tamaboros in the
far north, the Gbettis in the north and the Donzos in the far east. Civilians who Joined the CDF underwent
initiation ceremonies, which were said to bestow magical powers, making them immortal and invincible. 15 Units
of fighters were initially deployed only in theIr own chiefdoms to ensure their loyalty and discipline and make the
10 Paul Richards, Fighting for the Rainforest· War, YOUlh and Resources m Sierra Leone (London: The International African
Institute in association with James Currey and Heinemann, 1996), p. 7. When the RUF first invaded from Libena, villagers m
Kailahun were ordered to cut palm fronds-the symbol of the SLPP-"in support" of the rebels.
I' Ibrahim Abdullah and Patrick Muana, 'The Revolutionary DOIted Front of Sierra Leone," in Christopher Clapham (ed),
/ifncan Guen-Was (Oxford James Currey, 1998), pp. 173-178
12 IbId, p. 178.
IJ IbId., p. 180
14 Ibid., p. i85. By 1999, the CDF had grown mto a movement of an estimated fifteen thousand fighters who had to Je
disarmed and demobilized.
IS Ibid. This is a throwback to the venerated esoteric Mende cult of mvincible traditional hunters who were glven power
through initiation ceremonIes Tnese Dowers enabled the hunters, inter alia, to turn into an ammal m order (Q catch their prev
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best use of their superior bush knowledge. The CDF, in contrast to the SLA and the RUF, had the support of the
local civilians and were very effective, overrunning main RUF camps in late 1996 with the support of E.O. and
the ar:ny.
In January 1996, Strasser was overthrown by his deputy, Brigadier Julius Maada Bio. Bio initiated peace
negotiations with the RlFF, which had begun to suffer a number of defeats, as well as a program to return Sierra
Leone to civilian rule. In March 1996, elections were held, and Ahmad TeJan Kabbah of the SLPP, who pledged
to bring about an end to the war, became president of Sierra Leone.
In November 1996, the RUF and Kabbah's government signed the Abidjan Peace Accord, which provided
for a ceasefire, disarmament, demobilization, an amnesty to the Rill, and the withdrawal of all foreign forces.
The cease fire was broken m January 1997, however, when serious fighting broke out in southern Moyamba
district. In January 1997, Sankoh was arrested in Nigeria on an arms charge and imprisoned by the Nigerian
government.
In May 1997, fourteen months after assuming power, President Kabbah was overthrown in a coup led by
Major Johnny Paul Koroma, who formed a new government called the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(AFRC). Koroma had escaped from prison, where he had been held following an earlier attempted coup in
September 1996. The AFRC suspended the constitution, baIll1ed political parties, and aIll10unced rule by military
decree. Days of looting by soldiers followed the coup, which also ushered in a period of political repression
characterized by arbitrary arrests and detention. An attempt by Nigerian and Guinean troops (who had been in
Sierra Leone since 1995 as part of bilateral security accords to give support to the NPRC), supported by South
African mercenaries, to oust Koroma failed. 16
The AFRC consisted primarily of disgruntled ex-SLA soldiers who had become disillusioned by President
Kabbah's decision to cut back support for the military. Koroma also cited the government's failure to implement
the peace agreement as the reason for the coup. The SLA accused Kabbah of having put greater confidence for the
country's defense in and giving more economic resources to the CDF than to the army. Formalizing an alliance
between the army and the rebels based on joint opposition to President Kabbah and the SLPP, the AFRC invited
the RUF to Join its government in June 1997.
From exile in Guinea, President Kabbah mobilized international condemnation for and a response to the coup
makers. In response to a plea from Kabbah, hundreds of Nigerian troops based in Liberia as part of the Economic
Community of West Afri~an States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) moved to Freetown, reinforcing ECOMOG
colleagues already based at the Freetown airport to defend it from attacks by the RlFF. Nigerian vessels stationed
off Freetown shelled the city, reportedly killing at least fifty people. Nigerian forces were, however, eventually
forced to withdraw from around the capitaL In August 1997, following the l,YRC's announcement of a four-year
program for elections and return to civilian rule, which represented a breakdown in negotiations initiated by the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), ECOWAS established a strict economic embargo
agamst Sierra Leone. ill October 1997, the U.N. Security Council adopted a resolution also imposing mandatory
sanctions on Sierra Leone, including an embargo on arms and oil imports, which ECOMOG forces were
mandated to enforce.
After negotiations in Guinea under the auspices of ECOWAS, the Kabbah government-in-exile and the
RUF /i~.FRC signed an agreement on October 23, 1997, providing for the rerum to power of President Kabbah by
April 1998 The RlTF/i\FRC, however, undermmed the implementation of the accord by stockpiling weapons and
attacking the positions of ECOMOG forces. In February 1998, ECOMOG forces together with Kamajor militia
launched an operation that drove the RUF/AFRC forces from Freetown. In March 1998, President Kabbah was
16 See Human Rights Watch/Africa, "Getting Away WIth Murder, Mutllation and Rape," A Human Rights Watch Shorl
Reporl, VoL II, NO.3 (A), June 1999, p. 8 for a discussion of the role of foreign mercenanes in the armed conflict. See
Human Rights Watch/Africa, "Transition or Travesty? Nigeria's Endless Process of Return to Civilian Rule," A Human
Rwhts Watch Shari ReDort, voL 9. no. 6, October 1997, for a diSCUSSIOn of the Nigerian intervention in Sierra Leone
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reinstated. Over the succeeding months ECOMOG forces were able to establish control over roughJy two-thirds
of che co unt..ry , mcluding all regional capiIals: as of mid-1998, the ECOMOG contingent in Sierra Leone was
composed of approximately 12,500 troops, predominantly Nigerian with support battalions from Guinea, Gambia,
I7
Sankoh was transferred to Sierra Leone from Nigeria and incarcerated in July 1998. In
Ghana and Niger
October 1998, the Supreme Court of Sierra Leone tried and sentenced Sankoh to death for his role in the 1997
coup.
Once expelled from Freetown, the A.FCRlRTJF rebels tried to consolidate their own positions in other parts of
the country. The Kabbah government, which had negligible forces of its own, had to rely on ECOMOG to stay in
power. Through a senes of offensives, the Rill/A.FRC managed to gain control of the diamond-rich Kono district
and several other strategic towns and areas. By late 1998, the rebels had gained the upper hand militarily and were
in control of over half of the country, including all the mineral-rich areas. From this position, the RlIF/A.FRC
launched a major offensive on Freetown in January 1999.
The battle for Freetown and ensuing three-week rebel occupation of the capital were characterized by the
systematic and widespread perpetration of a wide range of abuses against the civilian population, and marked the
most intensive and concentrated period of human rights abuses and international humanitarian law violations in
Sierra Leone's ten-year civil war. At least five thousand civilians were killed and one hundred civilians had limbs
amputated, including twenty-six double arm amputatlOns. Thousands of women and girls, including girls as young
as eight, were raped and subjected to other forms of sexual violence. In addition, the rebels used civilians as
human shields, both while advancing towards ECOMOG positions and as a defense against ECOMOG air power.
They also burnt whole neighborhoods, often with the residents in their houses.
Government and the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces also committed serious human rights abuses, though on a
lesser scale, including over 180 summary executions of rebels and their suspected collaborators Prisoners caken
by ECOMOG, some of who had surrendered and many of whom were wounded, were executed on the spot often
with little or no effort to establish their guilt or innocence. Officers to the level of captain were present and
participated in the executions. ECOWAS officials have yet to initiate a formal investigation into these killings.
As the RUFIA.FRC were driven out of Freetown in February 1999, they abducted thousands of civilians, who
were used to carry looted goods and ammunition, forcibly conscripted into fighting or used for forced labor.
Thousands of girls and women were used as sex slaves by the rebels and forced to "marry" rebel husbands. As
they moved eastward, the rebels continued to commit egregious human rights abuses, including killings and
amputations, particulai-ly in the villages around the towns of Masiaka, Lunsar, and Port Loko.'8
In the months following the January invasion, and as a result of intense international pressure, Kabbah's
government and R UF rebels SIgned a ceaseflfe agreement on May 18, 1999,19 followed by a peace agreement m
20
Lome, Togo, on July 7, 1999 Sankoh was released from prison by the Sierra Leonean government to participace
in the peace negotiations The accord, brokered by the U.N., the Organization of African Unity (OAD), and
ECOWAS, committed the Rill/A.FRC to lay down its arms in exchange for representation in a new government.
Sankoh was given the chairmanship of the board of the Commission for che Management of Strategic Resources,
21
National Reconstruction and Development (CMRRD) and the status ofvice-president Johnny Paul Koroma was
made the chairman of the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP), provided for under Article 6 of the
peace agreement 22
17 See Human Rlghts Watch, "Sowing Terror: Atrocities against Civilians in Sierra Leone," A Human Rlghls Walch Short
Report, VallO, No J (A), July 1998
IS See Human Rights WatchJAfnca, "Gettmg Away with Murder, Mutilation and Rape," for a comprehenslve report on the
Januarv 1999 mvaSlOn.
19 See the annex to U.N Security Council report, S1I999/585, May 18,1999

Lome Peace Agreement at httpllsierra-Ieone.org/lomeaccord.html.
Artlcle 5 (2) of the Lome Peace Agreement.
~
22 The RUF delegation to the peace talks in Lome mcluded members of the AFRC who were also appointed as mlDlsters as
part of the a~reement to share Dower
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The peace agreement also included a general arnnesry for all crimes committed by all parties during the civil
war until the signing of the peace agreement. 13 At the last mlllute, the U.N. secretary-general's special
representative attending the talks added a hand-written caveat that the U.N. held the understanding that the
amnesty and pardon provided for m Article 9 did not apply to international cnmes of genocide, crimes against
humanity, war crimes and other serious violations of international humanitarian law. In addition, the peace
agreement mandated the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and a national human
rights commission.
The United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL), initially established in July 1998 to
24
monitor the military and security conditions, was transformed into a much larger peacekeeping mission In
October 1999, months later than had been planned, UNOMSIL, which at its maximum deployment included 192
military observers as well as a small human rights unit of four persons, was transformed into the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) lJNAMSIL was mandated to maintain the peace and monitor the ceasefire
and had a maximum authorized strength of 6,000 military personnel, including 260 military observers 25 The
human rights unit was authorized to expand to a total of fourteen human rights officers. Two further Security
Council resolutions followed, increasing the authorized troop strength to 11,10026 and then 13 ,000 I7
The peace process was marred by cease-fire violations, mIssed deadlines and infighting within rebel ranks.
The RUF/AFRC failed to comply with several commitments, including the release of all civilian abductees. There
was a relative decrease in human rights abuses following the peace agreement, although the RUF/AFRC
continued to terrorize the civilian population in the north and east, which largely remained under its control.
Sexual violence, in particular against the thousands of abducted women and girls, cominued. In addition, a
splinter group ·of the AFRC known as the West Side Boys established numerous bases in the Occra Hills near
Freetown, from where they staged looting raids. The West Side Boys abducted hundreds of civilians, including
girls and women, whom they raped and kept as sex slaves. In August 1999, they took hostage for one week fortytwo members of a U.N.-led delegation composed of ECOMOG soldiers, religious leaders, aid workers, and
journalists, who had gone to the Occra Hills to have abducted children released to them
The Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) program progressed slowly, with only 25,000
Olit of a toral 45,000 combatants demobilized by May 2000 28 There was also considerable delay in the
deployment of U.N. peacekeeping forces, with only 8,700 peacekeepers deployed by the same month. The peace
process then broke down completely, When, in early May, the RUF captured over five hundred UNAt\1SIL
peacekeepers and military observers deployed in the north and the east, holding them for several weeks 29 The
conflict erupted again throughout the country and many of the combatants, including child combatants, who had
been disarmed and demobilized, were re-conscripted. The human rights situation deteriorated sharply with
numerous reports of RUF abuses, including murder, widespread rape, abduction, forced labor, and looting. During
a demonstration in Freetown to protest the collapse of the peace process and hostage taking of the peacekeepers,
twenty-two civilians were killed outside the house of the RlTF leader, Sankoh. On May 17, 2000, several days

Lome Peace Agreement. Under Article 9 (1) of this agreement, the Government of Sierra Leone was required to grant
Saukoh absolute and free pardon. Article 9 (3) refers to the amnesty granted to all combatants of the RUF/SL, ex-AFRC, exSLA or CDF for any crimes they may have committed m pursuit of their objectIves (See below, p. 61, for a disc'J.ssion on the
amnesty).
24 U.N Security Council resolution 1181, SIRES/1181 (1998), July 13, 1998
25 UN Secunty Council resolution 1270, SIRES/lnO (1999), October 22,1999
26 U.N Security Council resolution 1289, S/RES!l289 (2000), February 7, 2000
27 U.N. Secunty Council resolution 1299, SIRES/1299 (2000), May 19,2000
28 U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian AffaIrs (OCI-IA), Sierra Leone Humamtarian Situation report, May 29,
2001. See http//wwwreliefint/w/Rwbnsf/s/4A58557840970841 C 1256A5C00504 4 1B.
29 The hostages in the north were released on May 28, 2000. The hostages in the east, however, were not released until June
29, 2000 Two hundred and thirty-three peacekeepers and military observers who had been encircled by the RUF were finally
freed by the U.N. mIlitary operatIon "Khukri" on Julv 15,2000
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after the demonstration, Sankoh was arrested by the gover[1~'TIent and held in custody, together with over 12S
members of the RUF, without charge, using powers under a state of emergency declared in 1998.
There was also a disturbmg intensification of abuses by pro-government forces. The Sierra Leonean
government caused numerous civilian casualties through helicopter gunship attacks during May and June 2000
against the RlJF strongholds of Makeni, Magburaka, and Kambia Abuses by both the government forces and the
RUF caused the displacement of some 330,000 civilians from behind rebel lines. Civilians leaving RlTF territory
were often captured and accused of being rebel sympathizers by the CDF. Whereas previously sexual violence
against women had been very uncommon among the CDF, numerous cases of sexual violence were reported,
including gang rape by Kamajor militiamen and commanders
wnen, in May 2000, it seemed as though the fighting would threaten Freetown again, several hundred British
soldiers were rapidly deployed to Sierra Leone-in the first instance to evacuate foreign nationals who wished to
leave, but also to secure the airport, allow reinforcement of the U.N. contingent, and assist in the reorganization of
the pro-government forces as an effective fighting force. At their maximum, there were more than 1,200 British
soldiers in Sierra Leone, though they began to withdraw within two months of the first deployment UNAMSIL
was rapidly brought up to strength: by June 5, 2000 there were 11,350 U.N. troops in the country.

)
.J

At the behest of Johnny Paul Koroma, the West Side Boys m May 2000 bnefly fought on the government
side to prevent the RUF from entering Freetown. However, they continued to commit human rights abuses, and in
August 2000 abducted eleven British soldiers of the International Military Advisory and Training Team (IMATT)
and one SLA officer. In September 2000, the West Side Boys bases were destroyed during an operation by British
paratroopers to free the captured soldiers. Numerous West Side Boys, including their leader, were arrested and
incarcerated.
From September 2000 through April 2001, RUF rebels and Liberian government forces acting together
attacked refugee camps and villages accommodating several hundred thousand Sierra Leonean and Liberian
refugees just across the border with Guinea. Following the attacks, Guinean security forces and the local
population retaliated against the refugees, frequently looting, raping, and unlawfully detaining them. Guinean
forces also responded to these RlTF raids by killing and wounding dozens of Sierra Leoneans in indiscriminate
helicopter and artillery attacks in the rebel-held areas in the north of Sierra Leone. Guinean troops conducted
several ground attacks during which several civilians were gunned down and girls and women were raped.
t

In November 2000, the government and RUF signed a cease-fire, which committed both parties to restarting
the disarmament process, the reestablishment of government authority in former rebel-held areas, and the release
of all child combatants and abductees. On March 30, 2001, the U.N. Security Council authorized the further
expansion oflJN.!\JvlSIL to 17,500 military personnel, including 260 military observers. These forces, contributed
by Bangladesh, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Ukraine, and Zambia, were deployed into RUF
strongholds, including the diamond-rich Kono district 30 The DDR program recommenced in May 2001, and by
the end of 2001 over three thousand child soldiers, abductees, and separated children had been released by the
RUF and the CDF.
During this period, serious human rights abuses continued to be committed, though on a reduced scale
Fighting between the RUF and the CDF broke out in the east of the country in June through August 200 I, leaving
tens of civilians dead. RUF forces commItted scores of serious abuses including rape, murder, and abduction. The
victims of these abuses mcluded Sierra Leoneans returning from refugee camps in Guinea; Guinean civilians who
were attacked during the cross-border raids by the RUF from September 2000 through April 200 I, and Libe,uns
flee1l1g renewed fighting in Lofa county of Libena from April 2001. While the RUF released or demobilized more
than 1,500 male child combatants, they were reluctant to release Sierra Leonean and Guinean female abductees,
mOST of whom are believed to have been sexually abused.

JO

UN Secunty Council resolutIOn 1346, SIRES/13d.6 (200]), March 30, 200 1
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The human rights situation continued to Improve in 2002, with the disarmament and demobilization phases
declared completed. By January 2002, 47,710 combatants had been disarmed and demobilized. On January 18,
2002, the armed conflict was officially declared to be over in a public ceremony attended by many dignitaries. In
addition, the state of emergency was lifted for the first time in four years on February 28, 2002. Following the end
of the state of emergency, the government charged Sankoh, 3....'1d the other RlTF and West Side Boys members held
in custody since May 2000, with a number of crimes, including murder and related charges. The resettlement of
internally displaced persons (IDPs) and returnees from Guinea and Liberia was ongoing as of the writing of this
report. By July 2002, approximately 250,000 refugees and IDPs had been resettled. The RlTF transformed itself
into a political party and nominated presidential and parliamentary candidates for elections held on May 14, 2002
In the elections, President Kabbah' s SLPP was re-elected for a second term and faced the challenge of
rebuilding the country and its economy After a decade of war, Sierra Leone ranks last our of 162 countnes in
terms of life expectancy at bIrth; adult literacy; combined enrolment in primary, secondary and tertiary education;
and GDP per capita 31 Fifty-seven percent of Sierra Leone's population struggles to survive on only US. $1 per
d ay 32 Unemployment is rampant and the current economy is driven by the presence of lTNAMSIL and other
international organizations. Investors who could create desperately needed jobs remain cautious given the rampant
corruption that permeates all levels of Sierra Leonean society and their concerns about regional security

Women and Girls under Sierra Leonean Law

The Sierra Leonean Legal system
Three systems of law-general, customary, and Islamic-co-exist in Sierra Leone.
Genera! Law
General law consists of the statutory law (codified) and common law (based on case law) mainly inherited
from the United Kingdom, the former colonial power. General law is administered through the formal court
system, which follows the usual Commonwealth structure, under which the High Court hears more important
cases, and magistrates courts the less important ones, both civil and criminal. There is an appeal system, first to
the Court of Appeal and then the Supreme Court, which is the ultimate court of appeal and also hears cases
relevant to the interpretation of the constitution. The Court of Appeal and Supreme Court are located in Freetown.
A High Court and magistrates courts are constituted in Freetown. The High Court was re-established in Kenema
33
and Bo in 2002 and there are magistrates courts in Bo, Kenema and Port Lok0
The court system in the
provinces, which had a liIP-ited infrastructure before the war broke out in 1991, was virtually destroyed during the
war-the High Court has not held hearings outside Freetown for six years-and was only gradually being
rehabilitated from 2002. Access to the judiciary for rural Sierra Leoneans is further limited by their lack of funds
for lawyers, or even transport money.

Only a small number of women, primarily those who reside in the Western Area (where Freetown is located)
and women with sufficient funds, have access to the formal court system. As many general law provisions have
not been updated since colonial days, the protection that general law affords women is often only marginally
better than that provided under customary or Islamic law.
Customary Law
Customary law is defined by the 1991 constitution as "the rules of law by which customs are applicable to
partIcular communities in Sierra Leone.,,34 Although there are sixteen ethnic groups in Sierra Leone, a general
treatment of customary law is justified, as there are many fundamental similarities between the customary laws of

31 Umted Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Human Development Report 2001 Making New Technologies Work
for Human Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 141-144
32 Ibid., p. 15l.
33 An itmerantjudge covers the High Court in both Bo and Kenema.
34 The Constitution of Sierra Leone (1991), Chapter XII - Toe Laws of Sierra Leone, Section 170 (3). See hrtp:!!wwwsierraleone. org!consti tution- xii. html.
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these ethnic groups.35 Customary law has not been written down or codified and is only applied by the local
courts. 36 These courts operate in the provinces and not in the Western Area, which is hIstorically where the K.cio
and the British colonizers settled. A chairman presides over the local courts with the assistance of chiefdom
councilors who are knowledgeable in customary law. The chairmen in theory should be mdependent from the
paramount chiefs who used to preside over the local courts before reforms were introduced both pnor to and after
37
independence
Customary law officers who are trained lawyers are supposed to review decisions of local courts
and provide training to the personnel of local courts. The government Law Officers' Department, however,
remains chronically understaffed, and few of the customary law officers' posts are filled.
As the majority of Sierra Leoneans live in the provinces, customary law governs at least 6S percent of the
population in relation to issues not reserved by statute to the magIstrates courts or High Court. In practice, issues
that should be dealt with in the magistrates courts and High Coun are also dealt with under customary law. In
addition to problems accessing the formal court system, rural Sierra Leoneans, in particular, have historically
always preferred to administer justice amongst themselves to ensure that good community relations are
maintained in villages where the other residents are invariably relatives by marriage or descent, rather than
turning to outsiders.

)

Although customary law is not applied in the formal court system, it is recognized and there is some
interaction between the two systems. There is the right of appeal from the local courts to the District Appeal
Court, where a magistrate sits with two assessors who are chiefdom councilors from the given area of the local
court and are knowledgeable about the customary law in their respective areas 38 The assessors advise the
magistrate on questions of customary law, with the decision remaining with the magistrate. Likewise, a decision
of the District Appeal Court can be appealed to the High Court, with the High Court Judge being advised by
assessors with expertise in customary law 39

Islamic Law
Islamic law has been recognized by statute in Sierra Leone in relation to marriage, divorce, and inheritance
40
among Muslims Otherwise, Islamic law, if applicable at all, is considered part of customary law. In this report,
Islamic law is therefore treated as part of customary law except when referring to the specific areas dealt with by
the Mohammedan Marriage Act, and cases involving Islamic law are heard by the local courts. Criminal sharia
law is not applicable in Sierra Leone.

.

Constitutional Status of Women
.
In theory, Sierra Leonean women are granted equal rights to men under the 1991 constitution, which
provides as one of the "fundamental principles of state policy" that the state". [s]hall discourage discrimination
on the grounds of place of origin, circumstances of birth, sex, religion, .... ,,41 The equal rights of women are again
underscored in the human rights chapter of the constitution. 42 Under Section 27 of the constitution, however,
H. M. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law (Freetown: Atlantic Printers Ltd., 1983), p. 6
See [963 Local Courts Act.
J7 RIchards, Fighling for the Rainforest, p. 46
J8 SectlOn 29 (1) of the 1963 Local Courts Act and Section 76 of the 1965 Courts Act.
39 Section 31 (1) of the 1963 Local Courts Act.
40 The Mohammedan Marriage Act (Cap. 96 of [he revised laws of Sierra Leone, 1960) deals with marriage, divorce, and
intestate succession. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 20. Intestate successions occur when the deceased
J5

J6

dId not leave a will.
The Constitution of Sierra Leone (199;), Chapter II - Fundamental Prmciples of State Policy, Section 6 (2) See
http://www.sierra-Ieone.org/constitutlOn-ii.html ender Section 8 (2) (a),"
[e]very citizen shall have equality of rights,
obligations, and opportunities before the law .... " and specific safeguards of equality before [he law in terms of health care,
employment and educatIOn are provided under SectIOn 8 (3) (d); SectlOn 8 (3) (a), (c), (e) and Section 9 (1) (a), (b) and (2)
respecti vely.
42 Ibid., Chapter III - The Recogni[ion and ?rotectlon of Fundamental Human RIghts and Freedoms of the lndividual Section
l5 See http://www.sierra-leone~org/constitution-iii .html. Section l5 provides that "every person in Sierra Leone is e~titled co
the Eundamencal human rcghts and freedoms of the individual, that IS co say, has the right, whatever hIS race, tribe, place of
ongin, political opmion, colour, creed or sex, but subject to respect for the rights and :-reedoms of others and for the public
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discnmination is pennitted, inter alia, under laws dealing with "adoption, marriage, divorce, burial, devolution of
property on death or other mterests of personal law," which have direct bearing on the rights of women, as well as
4J
under customary law
This important contradiction in the constitution-similar to that in many African
constitutions-has contributed to the low status of women in Sierra Leone, as it legitImizes the application of
discriminatory customary law. No protection from discriminatory customary law can be sought under the
constitutlon on the basis of sex Customary and Islamic laws also continue to be widely applied, notwithstanding
the fact that legislation provides that general law should prevail over customary law when customary law is
"repugnant to statute or natural justice, equity, and good conscience ,,44

Marriage
The rights of married women remain limited, particularly for those married under customary and Islamic
4S
laws, which govern most marriages. Women married under the general law have comparatively more rights
A married woman's position under customary law is comparable to that of a minor: a woman is generally
46
represented by her husband who has the right to prosecute and defend actions on his spouse's behalf Sierra
Leonean women can gain status through marriage as well as through their role as mothers: a woman's status
within society and the polygynous household increases with the number of children she bears. Sierra Leone has
one of the highest birth rates in the world, with the average number of children born to each woman estimated at
47
6.5 Most households are polygynous, apart from the monogamous Christians (approximately 30 percent of the
population); under customary law, a husband can marry as many wives as he wishes. Muslims (60 percent of the
population) can marry up to four wives.
Under customary law, a girl is considered of marriageable age once her breasts have developed, her menses
have started and she has been initiated, which could mean as young as twelve. Marriages are usually arranged,
and the consent of the bride-to-be is not considered essential in most ethnic groups, but the consent of the
48
girl' s/woman' s family is required The fact that a girl is considered "ready" for marriage at such a young age
and her consent is not sought has contributed to the common practice of early forced marriages. Men wishing to
marry do not need to seek consent from their own parents. The statutory age of marriage under general law is
twenty-one years.

interest, to each and all oft~ following--(a) life, liberty, security of person, the enjoyment of property, and the protection of
law; (b) freedom of conscience, of expression and of assembly and association; (c) respect for private and family life, and (d)
protection from deprivation of property without compensation."
43 Ibid., Section 27. Subsection 27 (l) provides that "Subject to the provisions of subsections (4), (5), and (7), no law shall
make provision which is discriminatory either of itself or in its effect." Under Subsection 4, however, the protection provided
under Subsection 1 does not apply" ... (d) with respect to adoption, marriage, divorce, burial, devolution of property on death
or other interests of personal law, or (e) for the applicatIOn in the case of members of a particular race or tribe or customary
law WIth respect to any matter to the exclusion of any law with respect to that matter which is applicable In the 'case of other
persons." Discrimination IS also permitted against persons who are not citizens of Sierra Leone or naturalized Sierra
Leoneans. According to Dr Tucker, former Chairperson of President's Kabbah's Advisory Committee, the original intent of
Section 27 was "to preserve certain areas of segregation which are embedded in traditional practices and are generally
acceptable to both sexes, such as the segregation between male and female secret societies What was taken up in the
constitutIOn was more extensive than what was rntended." Human Rights Watch rnterview with Dr. Tucker (Consultant on
the Law Development Program funded by the U.K's Department for Intemallonal Development (DFID)), Freetown, April
25,2002

Section 2 of the 1963 Local Courts Act and Section 76 of the 1965 Courts Act.
Marriages under the general law are governed, inter alia, by the Chnstian Marriage Act, (Cap 95), the CiVIl Mamage Act
(Cap. 97), and the Matrimonial Causes Act (Cap. 102).
46 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 98. Under customary law, a Sierra Leonean woman is always under
the guardianship of a male relative.
47 UNDP, Human Development Report 2001, p. 157. This figure is based on births recorded for 1995-2000.
48 Consent IS a very relatIve term, as girls generally will find it very difficult to disobey their parents' wishes, which can
result In severe punishment, including ostracism from the immediate and extended family.
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Under Islamic law, a male or female dependant can be given 1D marriage against his or her will, and the legal
guardian of an adult woman has the right to object to her choice of husband if the prospective husband is not of
equal birth 49 Under customary law, a dowry is usually paid to the wife's family. Under Islamic law, the dowry is
50
paid to the bride, although the contract is conduded with the legal guardian of the bride-to-be.
Under customary law, a wife can only refuse to have sexual intercourse with her husband if she is physically
ill, menstruating or suckling a young child. She can also refuse mtercourse during the daytime, in the bush or
during Ramadan.
Under customary law, a wife's decision-making powers are limited since she is obliged to always obey her
husband. This lack of decision-making power means that women m families where the breadwinner is the man
[md it very difficult to influence decisions on how the (generally) little income that the family makes is disbursed
Under customary law, a married woman must ask her husband for permission to work outside the house or visit
her family. In families where the woman has been given permission to work outside the house and is the
breadwinner, it seems that the added responsibility has not necessarily come with increased decision-making
power.

)

A wife, especially in rural communities, is expected to cultivate food for herself and her children, whilst the
51
husband's responsibility is limited to providing accommodation and clothing
A wife residing in an urban area
is generally given a lump sum of money by her husband to start a small business, usually petty trading. If the
business fails, the wife must refund the capital to her husband. Given the heavy work burden on women, however,
there is little opportunity for women to seek remunerated work outside the house.
Divorce and Death ofHusband
Under customary law, both parties can bring divorce proceedings either extrajudicially or judicially before a
52
local court, but in practice women are generally not as free to do so as men Only the husband has the right to
S3
divorce through unilateral repudiation A wife married under customary or Islamic law may, however, seek
54
dissolution of marriage on grounds of impotence of the husband, for example.

Under customary law, the dowry is refundable upon divorce. Dowries paid to poor families are sometimes
set purposely excessively high to ensure that the wife's family will not sanction a divorce given their inability to
repay the dowry, again highlighting how little control women married under customary law have over their
lives 55 Under general.law, a husband is expected to pay alimony for his wife and children on divorce, which both
parties may initiate 56
When a husband dies, the widow is expected under customary law to undergo a mourning period and
57
rituals It is only after these rituals that widows are considered purified and can remarry. Some ethnic groups

Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), pp. 161-2.
Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, p. 161.
51 Full maintenance of his wife is only the responsibility of the husband during the rainy season (approximately betvveen the
months of May and November) or when his wife is sick or nursing a baby. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law,
pp.l06-7.
52 Judiclal divorces are rare as they are more expensive. Ibid., pp. 146-149
53 Ibid, pp. [43-4
54 Schacht, Inrroduction to Islamic Law, p. 165.
55 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 79. Strict tribal Muslims do not reqUIre that the dowry be repaid on
divorce.
~6 Chnstian Marriage Act, Cap. 95 of the revised Law of Sierra Leone, 1960, s. 7 (2), s. 15 (1) (b), and s. 5 respectively.
)7 A widow must mourn for forty days. Her head IS shaved or, in some chiefdoms, disheveled and her body IS washed wlth
the same water used to wash her husband's corpse. In some chlefdoms her body is smeared with mud to indicate he,
mournlDg After either one week or forty days for stnct Muslims, WIdows are taken to a stream to be ce,emonially washed.
49

50
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still insisT that if the widow remarries, she does so within her deceased husband's family, otherwise all marriage
.. 58
payments are re fu n d aOle.
As Sierra Leone is a patrilineal society and the husband has custodial rights over children, children are
handed over to the husband's family head upon his death. 59 Under Islamic law, the mother has the right to care for
60
a boy child until the age of nine and a girl child until she comes of age
Under customary matrimonial property law, a wife is generally only able to keep her own possessions and
her self-acquired property in the event of divorce or death. A wife is generally not entitled to keep property
61
acquired through the joint efforts of husband and wife and has no rights over the matrimonial home Nor can a
wife inherit under Islamic law: either the eldest son or brother or the official male administrator of the deceased
inherits 62 Under general law, a wife is also only entitled to one third of her deceased husband's property, if he has
not made a will.
This denial of inheritance rights of women is a major problem given the large number of war widows who
are now able to return to their villages of origin, but have no access to land.

Domestic Violence
Societal attitudes to domestic violence are another indicator of the status of women and girls in society;
physical violence against women and children is common in Sierra Leone. Indeed, under customary law, a
husband has the right to "reasonably chastise his wife by physical force. ,,63 If the husband is persistently cmel and
frequently beats his wife to the point of wounding her or causing her great pain, the wife can divorce her husband,
but under customary law a single act of physical and brutal force is permitted. A population-based assessment of
war-related sexual violence in Sierra Leone carried out by Physicians for Human Rights among 991 femaleheaded households in camps for displaced people found that, although 80 percent of women surveyed expressed
that there should be legal protections for the rights of women, more than 60 percent of the women believed that a
husband had the right to beat his wife 64
Rape as a Crime under General Law
The laws governing rape in Sierra Leone are very confusing even for persons working in the criminal justice
system, such as members of the judiciary and police force. They are also archaic and date back to the British 1861
Offences Against the Person Act. Under this Act, rape is defined as "the unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman
without her consent by force, fear or fraud. ,,65 Penetration (however slight) is required to constitute the crime of
66
rape In addition, although a child is defined as a person under the age of sixteen,67 Sierra Leonean law makes
the extremely unhelpful distinction between unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl under the age of thirteen and
The Mende, Krim, Sherbro, Vai, Karonko and Yalunka adhere to this custom, whereas the Ternne, Susu, Limba, Loko,
Kissi and Kono aUow a widow to select her own husband and do not require a refund of the marriage payments if she marries
outside her deceased husband's family. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 138.
59 If the couple was married under general law, the custody of the children is often determined by the courts, which generally
grant the mother custody of the children.
60 Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, p. 167. In practice, the mother and children will stay with whomever has the money
to provide for them.
61 As customary marriages are generally polygynous, a divorce with one of the wives would result in the dissolution of the
whole household if she were to ask for a refund for her contribution to building the house. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Famzly
Customary Law, pp. 113-120.
62 Mohammedan Marriage Act, Cap. 96 of the revised laws of Sierra Leone, 1960, s. 9.
63 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Family Customary Law, p 152.
64 Physicians for Human Rights, War-related Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone' A Population-based Assessment (Boston:
Physicians for Human Rights, 2002), p. 55 (hereafter referred to as PHR report).
65 Offences Against the Person Act, 1861 (24 & 25 Viet. c 100), s. 63. Unlawful carnal knowledge refers to sexual
intercourse between unmarried persons. The law does not actually forbid or make sexual intercourse between unmarried
persons a punishable crime, but it only recognizes the right to sexual intercourse for married couples.
66 Ibid.
67 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act (1926), CaD 31 of the revised Laws of Sierra Leone 1960, s 2.
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unlawful carnal kn.owledge of a girl berween thirteen and fourteen years of age. The law IS unclear abom unlawful
carnal knowledge committed against persons aged between fourteen and Sixteen, although the few cases involving
68
thiS age group that have gone to trial have reportedly been prosecuted as rape
Nor is the age of consent explicitly stated, although it is presumably by necessary implication sixteen years
old. Marital rape does not exist under Sierra Leonean statutory law, and most Sierra Leoneans firmly believe that
69
it is the duty of a wife to have sex with her husband even if she does not want to
Unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl under the age of thiIteen, whether with or without her consent, is a
70
felony and carries a maximum sentence of fifteen years of imprisonment Unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl
between the ages of thirteen and fourteen, whether with or without her consent, is, however, only considered a
misdemeanor and carries a maximum sentence of two years 71 The language "with or without her consent" refers
only to cases of unlawful carnal knowledge that do not constitute rape; for example, an eighteen-year-old man
who has sexual intercourse with a thirteen-year-old girl with her consent

)

The police and judiciary seem to have misconstrued the meaning of the law. When an offence of rape against
a girl under the age of fourteen is reported, the police and judiciary tum to either Section 6 or 7-depending on
the age of the victim-of the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act and determine that the girl did not consent
Based on her age, they then charge unlawful carnal knowledge and not rape. This mislllterpretation therefore leads
to a lesser charge for the rape of a child than for the rape of an adult 72
Rape of a person over the age of sixteen is considered a felony and carries a maximum sentence of life
irnprisonment 7J Indecent assault-sexual assault without penetration-on or attempts to have carnal knowledge
of girls under the age of fourteen years carry the same maximum sentence as unlawful carnal knowledge of girls
74
between the age of thirteen and fourteen i.e. only two years of imprisonment No person can be convicted of
unlawful carnal knowledge, indecent assault or attempted unlawful carnal knowledge "upon the evidence of one
witness, unless such witness be corroborated in some material particular by evidence implicating the accused."75
The law pertaining to the abduction of girls for immoral purposes applies to any unmarried girls under the
76
age of sixteen Abduction of girls for immoral purposes is a misdemeanor, carrying a maximum sentence of two
years of imprisonment
In addition to the Jegal confusion that exists in general law concerning rape, attempts by women to obtain the
prosecution of rapists are frustrated by the collapsed state of the judiciary and the lack of effective law
enforcement, which has contributed to the ongoing climate of impunity for offenders.

Human Rights Watch interviews with Abdul Tejan-Cole (human rights lawyer and acting coordinator for the national
nongovernmental organization Campaign for Good Governance), Freetown, February-May, 2002.
69 As the right co have intercourse between a husband and wife is recognized, a husband cannot be guilty of rapmg hIS wife
unless he has been legally separated from his wife. See also PHR report, p. 55.
70 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, s. 6
71 Ibid., S. 7. If a man were legally married to a gIrl under fourteen years of age,sexual intercourse with her would not be an
offence.
n Human Rights Watch interview with Bill Robens and Anne Hewlett (respectively cr:me adViser and cnminal mvestigation
tramer with the Commonwealth Community Safety and Security ProJect), Freetown, May I, 2002.
73 Offences agamst the Person Act, s. 48.
74 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, s. 9. Section 9 stipulates that "whosoever commits an indecent assault or attempts to
have carnal knowledge shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on convictIOn before the Supreme Court be liable for
lmpnsonment, with or without hard labour, for any penod not exceeding two years." Consenl is no defense to a charge of
indecent assault of a child under fourteen years.
68

75

IbId., s 14.

Ibid., s. 12. There are also problems with the term "unmarried" because abductIOn of persons should obVIOusly be
prohIbited irrespectIve of theIr marital status.
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Prosecution ofSexual Violence under Customary Law
The manner in which rape is dealt with under customary law is indicative of the societal values towards
sexual violence and the low status of women and girls in Sierra Leone. Although all serious criminal cases should
automatically be tried under general law, rape cases continue to be prosecuted under customary law in the local
77
courts.
Under customary law, when a case is brought to the local court, the perpetrator is generally required to pay a
substantial fine to the victim's family as well as to the chiefs. "Virgin money" is payable to the victim's family if
the victim was a virgin. In some communities, in particular Muslim communities, the victim is forced to marry the
offender, as a girl who is not a virgin is considered less eligible for marriage. Traditionally, in some ethnic groups,
both the victim and the perpetrator will be made to undergo a purification ceremony. For the victim, the
purification ceremony is supposed to restore her virginity and for the perpetrator to cleanse the guilt. Any man
who invades the husband's exclusive sexual rights over a wife compensates the husband, and not the wife, for
"woman damage.,,78
In addition to applying discriminatory laws, the local court system is problematic as women of some ethnic
79
groups do not have direct access to the local courts, but must be represented by a male guardian The situation is
further exacerbated as the chainnen and chiefdom councilors of the local courts are generally all male, which
makes it difficult for women to bring cases of sexual violence as the women are often embarrassed and their cases
are generally dealt with insensitively by the male court staff. The local courts are also prone to interference by the
chiefs as well as the concerned parties, especially in cases dealing with sexual violence.

Many people in rural areas prefer to settle the case between the families and do not go to court. In cases
settled between the two families, money or goods are given to compensate the victim's family. Paradoxically, the
giving of gifts or money to a rape victim may even elevate her status within her family.
Some families tum to the local chiefs who can arbitrate between the two families but have no right to impose
any fines. In practice, however, the local chiefs have been known to impose fines.

Discrimination against Women and Girls in Practice
In addition to being subjected to discriminatory laws, all women and girls face structural discrimination in
Sierra Leone's patriarchal society, which accords automatic respect to its older male members. As a result of the
low status accorded to th~m by law and by custom, women in Sierra Leone face substantial discrimination in
practIce.

Education
Systemic discrimination against women starts in childhood, when many parents prefer to spend their scarce
resources on the education of their sons rather than their daughters. According to the United Nations Development
Programme's (lJl',mp) Gender-Related Development Index, females account for only 21 percent of the combined
primary, secondary and tertiary gross enrolment ratio, compared with 32 percent males 80 This gender disparity
illustrates not only that fewer girls attend school but also that their education is discontinued at an earlier age than
boys. This is reflected in the literacy rate of persons over fifteen years: only 20 percent of females are literate
compared to 40 percent of males 81

Under Section 13 (I) of the 1963 Local Courts Act, the local courts have no Jurisdiction in seduction act;ons, which
includes any act intended to lead the wife astray. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Family Customary Law, footnote 34, p. 121
78 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 5
79 Human Rights Watch interview with Dr. Manane Ferme (Lecturer, Department of Social Anthropology, Cambridge
UniverSIty, U.K.), Freetown, April 19, 2002.
80 UNDP, Human Development Report 2001, p. 213
81 Government of Sierra Leone, The Status of Women and Children in Sierra Leone' A Household Survey Report (ivfJCS-2)
(Freetown: 2000), p. 30. The literate population includes those who are able to read "easily" or "WIth difficulty." Only 30
percent of the total Dopulation over fifteen years IS literate.
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The high illiteracy rate among women can in part be explained by the higher demand for female labor in the
family. Girls are required to work in the house at an early age given that their mothers have to take care of the
household and the children and do farm work. Another contributing factor to women's illiteracy is the harmful
traditional practice of early forced marriage, which is very common in the provinces (see below).

The Workplace
82
Sierra Leone has ratified numerous international labor conventions. Some discriminatory practices, such as
restricting the right to maternity leave to married women, which was the norm in the formal sector in the 1970s,
have been prohibited by law. Extremely poor working conditions, however, persist in Sierra Leone for the
majority of workers. In addition, women working for male bosses continue to be subjected to sexual harassment.
According to the president of the Sierra Leone Labour Congress, the trade union federation, much work remains
to be done to ensure the full and even application of the labor laws, especially in the provinces. 83
Sierra Leone's rural population is primarily engaged in subsistence farming, with women constituting 80
84
percent of the labor that produces 70 percent of the nation's food
This agricultural labor is generally not
remunerated by cash wages and women have unequal access to land or technology. In Sierra Leone, the different
ethnic groups continue to operate under communal and family land holding systems. Women can use the land for
subsistence farming but the control and management of the land and any property on it is vested in the male head
of the family. With the post-war resettlement process underway, war widows returning to their villages of origin
often lack the legal means or community support to reclaim their families' properties. As women have little or no
property to offer as collateral, their access to credit is limited. Women therefore tend to rely on traditional sources
of credit such as rotating savings, which only provide smallioans 8s
Due to the limited number of educated women, which is partly the result of the high demand for girls to
perform household tasks at a young age, the preference of sending boys to school, and early forced marriages, few
women are represented in the better remunerated professional or managerial jobs. Sierra Leone's crushing poverty
and high unemployment have also meant that positions that in the West are perceived as women's jobs are often
held by men in Sierra Leone, leaving even fewer openings for women. In the formal employment sector, women
therefore constitute only 40 percent of the clerical staff and a mere 8 percent of the administrative and managerial
s6
cadre In the informal sector outside agriculture, where the cash returns are low, women are mainly involved in
petty trading, soap making and tie-dying. Given the lack of opportunities for remunerated work, women tend to be
heavily dependent on their husbands.
The breakdown o·f community values as the result of the war, combined with cultural practices, also serves to
make girls and women vulnerable to abuse and sexual exploitation, which has historically been rampant in Sierra
Multilateral Convention (no. 29) concerning Forced or Compulsory Labor, as modified by the Final Articles RevislOn
Convention, June 28,1930,39 UNTS. 55 (entered into force May 28, 1947); Multilateral Convention (no. 105) concerning
the Abolition of Forced Labor, June 25, 1957, 320 U.N.T.S. 291 (entered into force January 17, 1959); Multilateral
Convention (no 100) concerning Equal Remuneration for Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value, June 29,
1951, 165 UN.T.S. 303 (entered into force May 23,1953); Multilateral ConventlOn (no. Ill) concerning Discrimination m
Respect of Employment and Occupation, June 25,1958,362 U.N.TS. 31 (entered into force June 15, 1960). Sierra Leone
has not signed ConventlOn 47 (40 hour week), Multilateral Convention (No. 95) concerning the Protection of Wages, July I,
1949 (entered into force September 24,1952), Multilateral Convention (No. 102) concerning MiDlmum Standards of Social
Secunty, June 28, 1952,210 U.NTS. 131 (entered into force April 27, 1955) or Multilateral Convention (No. 182)
concerning the Worst Forms of Child Labor, although a social security system for both the public and private sector was
recently established.
83 Human Rights Watch mterview with Uriah O. H. Davies, preSIdent of the Sierra Leone Labour Congress, Freetown, April
14,2002.
84 Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs, National Policy on the Advancement of Women (Freetown:
Government of Sierra Leone, 2000), p. 7.
8S Ibid., p. 15 Rotating schemes are schemes whereby groups of women pool their resources and each member of the group
has access to the funds on a rotatmg basis.
36 Ministry of SOCIal Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs, NatIOnal Policy on Gender Mainstreamzng
(Freetown:
Government of Sierra Leone), D .)
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Leone Many women and girls have been driven to prostirution as a result of the increased poverty caused by the
conflict and their lack of other opporrunities and skills.

In the Polirical Arena
Discrimination against women is evident in the political arena. Women were not granted the right to vote or
stand for election for any political office until after independence in 1961. Given their economic dependence on
men, it is also much more difficult for women to raise the necessary campaign funds. In the Northern Province,
women continue to be excluded from contesting and voting for the elections for traditional leadership positions
(although there are reportedly several female chiefdom councilors)88 Out of the 149 paramount chiefs in the
country, only three are female, all based in the south.
Under the new block voting system which was introduced for the 2002 elections, 112 parliamentary seats are
elected by popular vote. An additional twelve parliamentary seats are reserved for paramount chiefs who are
elected in separate elections by chiefdom councilors. There are presently only eighteen female parliamentarians,
including two female paramount chiefs. This does represent an increase over the previous government, which had
a total of eight women parliamentarians, including two female paramount chiefs. At government level, there are
only three female ministers and three female deputy ministers, which is a marginal increase from President
89
Kabbah's previous Cabinet

Harmful Traditional Practices and Their Impact on Women's and Girls' Health
Early forced marriages
90

The health of many women and girls in Sierra Leone is compromised by early forced marriage
Early
forced marriages are very common in the provinces, where men often sponsor a girl from birth (paying for school
fees, clothes, etc.) and marry her after she has been initiated (see below for an explanation of the initiation
process).
Early forced marriage is one of the factors contributing to Sierra Leone's high maternal mortality rate, since
young girls have several children before their bodies are fully mature. At 1,800 maternal deaths per 100,000 live
births, Sierra Leone's maternal mortality rate is one of the highest in the world. This mortality rate translates to
91
approximately 4,000 maternal deaths per year based on a total population of five million
Girls who are forced to marry early not only miss out on education, but also on skills training opportunities
and are therefore highly d~endent on their husbands.
37 Human Rights Watch interview with a highly respected international observer who has worked in Sierra Leone for two
decades, Freetown, February 27, 2002.
88 Only persons paying tax can contest and participate in elections for paramount chiefs who are elected from ruling houses.
The paramount chieftaincy system was mtroduced by the British Colonial Administration to administer the various
chiefdoms in the Protectorate (i.e. the whole of Sierra Leone excluding the Western Area). Although there is reportedly no
law against women paying taxes, women in the Northern Province have historical1y not done so probably due to lack of
opportunities to find remunerated work. The tax is a negligible amount that women are willing to pay to ensure their
eligibility for these elections. Human Rights Watch interview with Joseph Hall and Honerin Muyoyatta from the National
Democratic Institute (NDI), Freetown, March 22 and 23, 2002.
39 The three ministerial posts are Minister for Social Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs, Mimster for Trade and Industry,
and Minister of Health and Samtation. The three female deputy ministers are in the Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender and
Children's Affairs, the Mimstry of Trade and Industry, and the Ministry of Works, Housing and Technical Maintenance. The
new government was sworn in on July 12,2002.
90 Early forced marriages are marriages whereby the consent of either party is not sought or more commonly whereby the
consent of the girl IS not sought and whereby one or both spouses is/are under the age of consent (which under international
law should not be less than fifteen years of age). This harmful traditional practice contravenes anicJe 16(3) of the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of DiscriminatIOn Against Women (CEDAW), which states that the betrothal and marriage
of a child shall have no legal effect, artic Ie 16( I) and (2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and article 23 (3) of
the International Covenant on Civil and PolitIcal Rights (ICCPR), which says that "[nJo marriage shall be entered into
WIthout the free and full consent of the intending spouses"
91 Government of Sierra Leone, The Status of Women and Children in Sierra Leone, D. 63.
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Female Genital Cuttzng
Sierra Leonean girls as well as boys are traditionally initiated into secret societies at adolescence. The secret
societies that perform the initiation rites take the adolescents into a sacred place III the bush where they are
circumcised and taught about traditional practices. The male and female societies are segregated and males are not
supposed to know what happens in female secret societies or vice versa.
TraditionallY, initiation for girls entailed spending an extended period (up to two years) in the bush with girls
of the same age, being taught various cultural skills (dancing, singing, drama, arts and craft, how to use local
herbs, how to respect elders, etc.) and being a good wife (cooking, cleaning, child welfare, hygiene, fishing, etc.)
by older women. Girls who undergo initiation through the secret societies are treated with deference after having
completed the ritual and are feted by their communities. 92 Today, the duration of the initiation ceremony has been
greatly reduced, minimizing the skills transfer aspect, and thus focusing on the cutting itself Because it was not
always possible to hold the ceremonies during the war, initiation rites are now often practiced on adults, girl
mothers, and pregnant girls-whereas traditionally it was seen as a rite of passage into adulthood for adolescent
girls, who had to be virgins. In recent years, girls and/or adult women who do not wish to be initiated have been
abducted and circumcised by force by female members of the community.
Ninety percent of Sierra Leonean women have undergone female genital cutting, which can have major
health repercussions, including pain, injUry to adjacent tissue of the urethra, hemorrhage, shock, acute unne
93
retention, and infection Longer-term health effects include recurrent urinary tract infections, pelvic infections,
infertility, keloid scar, and problems during childbirth 94 The high prevalence of conflict-related sexual violence,
which causes trauma to the genital area, can only have served to aggravate these health repercussions and both
have in turn contributed to the increased spread of sexually transmitted diseases, including Human
Immunodeficieny Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS).
This harmful traditional practice, which is contrary to provisions of several international human rights
instruments, continues to be practiced due to the significant societal pressure exerted by adults as well as peers 95
Girls who have not been initiated are seen as less eligible for marriage and many future husbands sponsor the
initiation of their bride-to-be.
Societal Attitudes to Sexual Violence against Women and Girls
The low status of women and girls is highlighted by the prevalent societal attitudes towards sexual violence.
The notion of sexual ~iolence as a crime is a very recent concept in Sierra Leone. It is still widely believed that
only rape of a virgin is rape, which in Krio is called "to virginate." Rape of a non-virgin, on the other hand, is not
considered rape, and there is often a belief that the woman must have consented to the act or is a seductress.
Marital rape is not recognized under either customary or general law in Sierra Leone.

92 Human Rights Watch mterview with Dr Mariane Ferme, (lecturer, Department of Social Anthropology, Cambridge
University, U.K.), Freetown, Apn119, 2002.
93 Dr Olayinka Koso-Thomas, The Circumcision of Women: A Strategy for Eradication (London and New Jersey: Zed Books
Ltd., 1992), p. 19 The type of female genital cuttmg performed in Sierra Leone IS clitoridectomy (removal of the prepuce of
the clitoris) and excIsion (removal of the prepuce, the clitoris and all or part of the labia minora). The extreme form of
mfibulation is not practiced lD Sierra Leone.
94 U.S Agency for InternatlOnal Development (USAID), Report on the First Donors Meetmg For FGlvflFGC Elimination
(Washmgton DC.: USAID, 2001), p. 12.
9S Female genital cuttmg violates the right to be free from violence (Article I of the CEDAW) and the right to bodily integrity
(Article 6 of the CRC). Under Article S (a) of the CEDA W, states are called upon "to modify the social and cultural patterns
of conduct of men and women, with a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practlces
which are based on the Idea of the inferionty or the superiority of either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and
women." Article 24 (I) and (3) of the CRC also reqUIres states to abolish traditlOnal practices that are harmful to the health of
chIldren. General Recommendation 19 of the CEDA W Committee also links traditional attitudes which subordinate women
and vlOlent practices, including female gemtal cuttmg, that "... JustIfy gender-based violence as a form of protection or
control of women."
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Given the lack of statlstics about rape cases before the war, it is impossible to establish the historical
prevalence of sexual violence, but several doctors reported to Human Rights Watch that, before the war, they only
96
treated a limited number of young girls who generally had been raped by older men According to the doctors
interviewed, many cases of rape before the war occurred within the extended family and were considered family
matters. They were rarely discussed or reported, in order to ensure that the victim's chances of marriage and
obtainmg a good dowry were not destroyed. Rape was also apparently unlikely to occur within a village
community, where everyone knew each other and the shame attached to the offender would be too great. Rape
outside the extended family was more likely to be committed in environments where there were mixed ethnic
groups, such as in mining areas or larger towns. The cultural definition of rape and lack of reporting, however,
may have led to the understanding that rape rarely occurred before the war. Sexual exploitation, however, has
always been rampant in Sierra Leone, where economic options for women are limited and which has traditionally
condoned a high level of promiscuity, despite the high value placed on virginity. With the increased poverty
caused by the war, sex has become even more of a commodity97
The societal attitudes to rape and the low status of women have meant that no cases of conflict-related sexual
98
(See also below at p. 61 for a
violence and few cases of non-conflict-related sexual violence are prosecuted.
discussion on the amnesty mcluded in the Lome Peace Agreement.)

V. SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS DURING THE CIVIL WAR

Prevalence of Sexual Violence during the War
Throughout the ten-year civil war, thousands of Sierra Leonean women and girls were subjected to
widespread and systematic sexual violence, including rape and sexual slavery. A survey of 991 female heads of
households in communities of displaced persons carried out by Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) in 2002
found that approximately one of every eight household members (13 percent) had been subjected to one or more
mcidents of conflict-related sexual violence; among the actual respondents to the survey, the prevalence rate of
conflict-related sexual violence was 9 percent (94 out of 991 ).99 Based on this prevalence rate, as many as 50,000
to 64,000 internally displaced women may have been subjected to sexual violence as a result of the war. lOO
Adding extrapolated data for other types of victim, PHR calculated that as many as 215,000 to 257,000 Sierra

.

Human Rights Watch Interview with Dr. Olayinka Koso-Thomas, Freetown, February 25, 2002; Dr. Noah Conteh,
Freetown, March 1,2002 and Dr. Bernard Fraser, Freetown, March 3, 2002. The latter two doctors practiced in the provinces
as well as in Freetown.
97 Sex can be bought for as little as U.S $0.50 United Nations High CommlsslOner for Refugees and Save the Children UK.,
Sexual Violence and Exploitation: The Experience of Refugee Children in Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone
(Geneva/london: UNHCRlSC-UK: 2002). Human Rights Watch has some concerns about this report as the report does not
provide an adequate review of the context, including the status of women and girls within the given coumries. Given the low
status of women and girls in these countries, the sexual exploitation is much wider than reported: the ?ower dynamic means
that men of all walks of life, such as teachers, pastors. police, businessmen as well as aid workers or peacekeepers, exploit
giris and women. It would also appear that the short-tenn solutions proposed do not adequately address the underlying
structural issues, such as poverty, lack of educatlOn or alternative means of mcome generation for many women.
98 It was not possible to obtam reliable statistics as reporting and recordmg of cases by the police and judiciary are not
consistent.
99 PHR report, p. 2. The PHR repon captures some of the different types of sexual violence that women were subjected to. Of
the mnety-four internally displaced women reporting their own expenence of sexual vlOlence to PHR, interviewees reported
among other things: rape (89 percent); being forced to undress/stripped of clothing (37 percent); gang rape (33 percent);
abduction (33 percent); molestation (14 percent) and insertion of foreign objects into genital opening or anus (4 percent). It
should be noted that the definition of rape used by the PHR report differs from that used throughout thIS report. The
definItion used lD this report, as mentioned above, is that used by the IntematlOnal Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia, in the Foca case.
100 Ibid., p. 3, As PP.R points out this figure might be an underestimate due to deliberate non-disclosure of sexual violence
and the lack of orivacy in some of the interviews, despite efforts made to ensure privacy,
96
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Leonean women and girls may have been subjected to sexual violence in the conflict period 101 Although these
figures are necessarily no more than estImates, they do give an indication of the widespread nature of sexual
violence dunng the war.
Human Rights Watch has primarily documented sexual violence committed during the latter stages of the
war when the organization had a full-time presence in the country, beginning April 1999. This does not mean that
sexual violence was at its worse during this period. Since that time, Human Rights Watch extensively documented
crimes of sexual violence during the January 1999 invasion of Freetown as well as ongoing human rights abuses.
Human Rights Watch has also received numerous reports of sexual violence dating from earlier in the war.
Perpetrators
Survivors of sexual violence mostly reported being raped by rebel forces, but were at times not able to
identify which rebel faction the perpetrators belonged to or whether-especially given the frequent collaboration
between soldiers and rebels-the perpetrators were indeed rebels or rather soldiers from the Sierra Leone Army
(SLA). In addition, survivors explained that they often deliberately did not want to look at their rapists out of fear
and because they did not want to make eye contact. For example, D.T., a twenty-five-year-old woman raped by
four rebels, including one child combatant, said that she would not be able to recognize any of the perpetrators, as
she was too afraid to look at them (see below at p. 36).102 A. B., a thirty-year-old who was raped by two rebels,
also said that:
When you are with these people [rebels], you do not ask questions. I did not even look into their
faces. Many of them rubbed black chalk on their face and when you looked at them would say,
"What are you staring at'Z"I03
Rebel Forces
The RUF committed crimes of sexual violence-often of extreme brutality-from the very beginning of the
war when they invaded Sierra Leone from Liberia in March 1991. RUF rebels committed crimes of sexual
violence in the course of their military operations, during which thousands of women and girls were abducted and
forced to "marry" rebel "husbands." These abducted women and girls were repeatedly raped and subjected to
other forms of sexual violence throughout the duration of their captivity, which in many cases lasted years.
During captivity, these women and girls were also made to carry out forced labor, including carrying heavy loads,
cooking, cleaning, etc. Many women and girls have given birth to children fathered by rebels. Especially during
the early years of the war, the RUF were assisted bv Liberian forces, who also committed rape and other sexual
violence.
•

0

The /\..FRC committed crimes of sexual violence from May 1997, using the same tactics as the RUF. Sexual
violence by the RlJF and the AFRC continued to be committed after the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement on
July 7, 1999, and they were joined in this by the West Side Boys, a splinter group of the AFRC formed after the
signing of the Agreement. An unknown number of abducted girls and women still remain under the control of
their rebel "husbands" who did not want or feel able to relinquish the "families" they had founded in the bush; in
many cases the abductees' own families would not have welcomed them back.
Sexual violence peaked during the rebels' military operations, which occurred countrywide as the rebels
sought to capture more territory. After capturing a town or a village, the combatants rewarded themselves by
looting and by raping women and girls, many of whom they later abducted. Crimes of sexual violence committed
during and following military operations, such as "Operation No Living Thing" and "Operation Pay Yourself'

101 Ibid., pp. 3-4. PHR's calculation is not inclusive of all categones of victim: to the IDP women reporting conflict-related
sexual violence, PHR added non-conflict-related sexual violence among non-displaced women, assuming a prevalence rate of
9 percent.
102 Human Rights Watch interview, Foriah, March 6, 2002.
103 Human Rights Watch intervlew, Bo, February 9. 2000
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that took place m 1998, have been documented by Human Rights Watch.
Human Rights Watch has also
extensively documented the January 1999 invasion of Freetown by the RlJF!AFRC, during which sexual violence
was systematIcally committed against women and girls on a massive scale. The sexual violence committed during
January 1999 serves as an illustration of the widespread narure of sexual violence committed by the rebel forces.
Among the perpetrators were child combatants, and many of the victims were also children. Members of the
Small Boys Units (SBUs) within the rebel forces were known to be particularly cruel and committed egregious
human rights abuses.
Although there are no exact figures for the number of women and girls subjected to sexual violence during
the January 1999 invasion, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) and the Sierra Leone chapter of the Forum for
African Women Educationalists (FAV/E Sierra Leone), a nongovernmental organization that has been treating
survivors of sexual violence since 1999, provided medical treatment and counseling to 1,862 female survivors of
sexual violence who had been raped and/or abducted during the invasion. According to MSF, 55 percent of these
survivors reported having been gang raped and 200 had become pregnant. 105
As the RUF!AFRC rebels controlled most of the countryside apart from pockets of government-controlled
areas m the south and some key towns, including Bumbuna and Freetown, at different times throughout the war,
women and girls living in these rebel-held areas were also subjected to sexual violence when the rebels went on
patrol or simply sought to assert their domination over the population. Women and girls in government-controlled
areas also lived in fear of rebel hit-and-run attacks, during which many women and girls were subjected to sexual
violence and abducted. Women and girls residing in Freetown were "spared" until the January 1999 invasion by
the RUF!AFRC

Pro-Government Forces
Human Rights Watch has not documented any cases of sexual violence by the Sierra Leone lvmy (SLA)
prior to the time of the 1997 AFRC coup. According to the survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights, of
seventy-five women and girls who reported having been raped and identified the rapists' affiliation, only three
said they were raped by SLA soldiers. l06 This may in part be due to the fact that survivors would have often found
it difficult to distinguish between the rebel factions and the SLA. With the "sobel" phenomenon, the SLA soldiers
would disguise themselves as rebels (the rebels were also known to disguise themselves as members of the SLA
or the ECOMOG peacekeeping force).
Human Rights Watch has documented only a few cases of sexual violence committed by the pro-government
Civil Defence Forces (cDF). The CDF movement consists of groups of traditional hunters and young men
organized into militia They were initially only deployed by the government in their own chiefdoms, in order to
ensure their loyalty and discipline and make the best use of their superior bush knowledge. 107 The government
provided training, weapons and food to the units. The relatively small number of identified cases of sexual
violence perpetrated by the CDF may be related to the CDF's internal rules that stipulate that warriors cannot
have sexual intercourse before going to battle, as they would lose some of their protective powers that are
bestowed on them during their initiation ceremonies. These powers are meant to make the fighters invincible and
Immortal During the initiation ceremonies, the fighters are also instructed not to harm civilians, and required to
take an oath to that effect. Thus, it is likely that the pro-government forces did not actually commit sexual
violence on a widespread and systematic basis; however, the low number of identIfied cases may also be partially
due to Human Rights Watch's human resource constraints, faced with the overwhelming number of abuses
committed by the rebel forces. Research on the CDF was mainly conducted in the south where the Kamajors, the
104 See Human Rights Watch, "Sowing Terror: Atrocities against Civilians in Sierra Leone," A Human Rights Watch Report,
July 1998
105 Human Rights Watch intervIew WIth MSF, Freetown, March, 2000
106 PHR report, p. 48. and Table 5 on p. 52. See also Binta Mansaray, "The Invisible Human Rights Abuses in Sierra Leone:
Conflict-related Rape, Sexual Slavery and Other Forms of Sexual Violence," June 2001. On file wlth UNAMSIL human
nghts section.
10i The Kamajors operate predominately in the south and east, the Tamaboros in the far north, the Gbettis in the north and the
Donzos in the far east. See aiso "Background" section.
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largest and most powerful group of the CDF, are based. In recent years, as the Kamajors have been moved away
from their villages of origin and the influence of their traditlOnal chiefs, they have become increasingly
undisciplined and cases of rape by KamaJors have become more common.

Peacekeeping Forces
Human Rights Watch has documented several cases of sexual violence by UNA1\1SIL peacekeepers,
including the rape of a twelve-year-old girl in Bo by a soldier of the Guinean peacekeeping contingent in March
200 1 and the gang rape of a woman by two Ukrainian peacekeepers in April 2002 near Kenema (see below).
There appears to be reluctance on the part of UNAMSIL to investigate and take disciplinary measures against the
perpetrators. Reports of rape by ECOMOG peacekeepers, the majority of whom were Nigerian, were rare.
Both ECOMOG and tTNAMSIL peacekeepers have sexually exploited women and solicited child prostitutes.
Sexual Violence Committed by the Rebel Forces

"Virgination"-Targeting Young Girls
The rebel forces subjected women and girls of all ages, ethnic groups, and socioeconomic classes to
individual and gang rape. Although the rebel forces raped indiscriminately irrespective of age, the rebels favored
girls and young women whom they-believed to be virgins. This was evident not only by their actions, but was also
explicitly stated by them as they chose their victims. As in many countries, Sierra Leonean society places a high
value on virginity. Girls who have been "virginated" and are therefore no longer virgins, are considered less
eligible for marriage. M.B., a fifteen-year-old girl from Freetown, described how RUF/AFRC rebels deliberately
sought out virgins for violation during the January 1999 invasion of Freetown:
We were hiding in the mosque when two rebels dressed in civilian [clothing] entered. It was dark
but they shone their flashlights looking for girls and said, "Weare coming for young girls ... for
virgins, even if they tie their heads like old grandmothers, we will find them." They also said that
if the people did not hand over the young girls, they would open fire on all of us. 108
Some victims explained that female rebels physically checked girls to see whether they were virgins. 109
M.W., a thirty-eight-year old nurse who was captured by the RUF/AFRC during the January 1999 invasion of
Freetown and forced to treat wounded rebels and civilians, said that the youngest rape victim she treated was "a
little nine-year-old from Calaba Town [an area of Freetown]. Her perineum was bleeding and had been badly torn.
Every day we gave he~ sit baths and she eventually recovered. ,,110 The consequences of sexual violence for virgins
can be particularly severe as these testimonies highlight, although mature women also reported experiencing
similar consequences. 1 I I
R.T. was about sixteen when she was brutally raped vaginally and anally by ten RUF rebels in the forest near
Koidu in Kono district in January 1997 RT developed vasico-vaginal fistula (VVF) and vasico-rectal fistula
(VRF) from her brutal gang rape:
I was hiding in the bush with my parents and two older women when the RUF found our hiding
place. I was the only young woman and the RUF accused me of having an SLA husband. I was
still a virgin. I had only just started my periods and recently gone through secret society. There
were ten rebels, including four child soldiers, armed with two RPGs [rocket propelled grenades]
and i\K-47s. The rebels did not use their real names and wore ski masks so only their eyes were
108

Human Rights Watch mtervlew, Freetown, May 1, 1999.
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It should be noted that virgmlty can not be medically proven.

110 Human Rights Watch intervIew, Freetown, October 21, 1999 The victim probably suffered from vasico-rectal fismla (a
tear or opening tn the tissue between the recmm and the vagma, usually resembling an open blood vessel), which would have
left her incontinent.
III International humanitarian law prohibIts all rape and other acts of sexual violence, of course irrespective of whether the
victim was a virgin or not.
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visible The rebels said that they wanted to take me away My mother pleaded with them, saying
that I was her only child and to leave me with her. The rebels said that "If we do not take your
daughter, we will either rape or kill her." The rebels ordered my parents and the IWO other women
to move away. Then they told me to undress. I was raped by the ten rebels, one after the other.
They lmed up, waiting for their turn and watched while I was bemg raped vaginally and in my
anus. One of the child combatants was about twelve years. The three other child soldiers were
about fifteen. The rebels threatened to kill me if I cried.
My parents, who could hear what was happening, cried but could do nothing to protect me. I was
bleeding a lot from my vagina and anus and was in so much pain. My mother washed me in warm
water and salt but I bled for three days. I can no longer control my bladder or bowels as I was torn
below. We stayed in the bush until ECOMOG took over Koidu. When we came out of the bush,
even adults would run away from me and refused to eat with me because I smelled so badly. I had
an operation in 2000 but it did not work. Before I got a catheter in 200 l, I had no friends, as I
smelled too bad. I am still in pain and have a problem with vaginal discharge. I also have
mghtmares and feel discouraged. \ 12
This extreme sexual violence is illustrated also by the following testimony by F.B., who describes the
resultant deaths of eight young girls in one Liberian refugee camp alone (no doubt many others died from similar
treatment during the war). F.B.'s testimony also illustrates the RUF's connection to Liberia and the role of
Liberian mercenaries in the RUF movement F.B. was a ten-year-old girl living in Mana village in Kailahun
district near the Liberian border when the RUF accused civilians in her village of helping the SLA Her family
decided to flee to Liberia in November 1991, but was fired upon by the rebels as they fled. At least fifteen
civilians were killed, including her father and several women with babies on their backs:
Only six of my family survived; my mother, one brother, two sisters, one uncle, and me. After
hiding and fleeing through the bush for three days, Mohammed, my uncle, found SOmeone with a
boat to help us cross over to Liberia. We crossed into Vahun where there was a sort of refugee
camp. We were there for two weeks and terrible things happened. We thought we had escaped
from the rebels but we found many of them there. They controlled the camp. Even though food
was being air dropped, the rebels took it alL They took everything we had, our money, salt, and
all our food. The rebels were mixed Sierra Leoneans and Liberians.
About a week after arriving, the rebels came into our house in the evening and took my fifteenyear-old sister away. My mother stayed up the whole night. The next day my uncle went from hut
to hut looking for her. He called her name and heard her groaning inside a hut He picked her up
and carried her home. When my mom saw her she burst out crying. I was only ten and didn't
know anything about man business. My sister was crying all the time and couldn't walk. She
cried, "Oh mother, I'm going to die." My mother just held her and told her it would be O.K. My
uncle exchanged five gallons of palm oil so we could get some salt, which my mother later mixed
with water and had my sister sit in. She was bleeding a lot. She told me they had tied her mouth
and raped her many times, but I didn't know what rape was
After that my uncle shaved my head, gave me trousers and made me look like a boy. V/hen I was
walking around a camp I saw a few girls aged under twelve years old, lying on the ground with
their legs spread open and blood coming out between their legs. Some had their dresses pulled up
and others had cloth stuffed in their mouths. During the two weeks I was in Vahun I saw eight
girls like this. Sometimes their family would come and wrap them in white so I knew they had
112 Human Rights Watch mterview, IDP camp caned "Lebanese Camp," March 2, 2002. Women and glrls with obstetric
fisrulae suffer from a constant wetness that results m gemtal ulcerations, frequent infections and a terrible odor. These fisrulae
generally require surgery although occasionally they spontaneously heaL
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died. Other urnes no one picked them up and they stayed there for days until someone buried
them. There were so many gIrls who had lost their parents and were there alone, so no one would
come for them.
I saw the rebels catching young and even older women. Once they caught an old woman. She
said, "No, leave me I'm too old for this business." But they made fun of her saying, "Oh look,
we have caught a young Bundu [initiate into secret society] girl here" Other times I heard women
screammg in the middle of the night Everyday people were dying-from hunger, illness, and this
rape. After that I had dreams about a dead person coming to hurt me
The only reason we stayed that long was because people were still moving across the border and
we figured things were even worse in Sierra Leone. Besides, the rebels stopped us from going
back home, and we did not know anyone in Liberia so we would have died of hunger. 1 13
M.M. was only eleven when she was abducted, together with her aunt and her aunt's four children, when
Koidu was attacked during the dry season l14 in 1994. M.M. had not yet experienced her first period or been
initiated into secret society:
I was raped by seven child combatants, who were aged between fifteen and sixteen years old, on
the way to Kailahun. I was raped in my vagina and anally. Other rebels and also civilians saw me
being raped but the civilians were too afraid to protect me. My aunt put native herbs on my
genital area but I bled for five days. The RlTF had medicine but would not give it to us civilians.
My aunt carried me on her back, as I could not walk because of the pain. It took us five days to
reach Kailahun. A rebel commander wanted my aunt to be his wife but she refused so he killed
her. In Kailahun, I was not raped again. Since my rape, I have only experienced irregular periods
and my belly is always swollen like I am pregnant 115
M.F. was abducted from Koinadugu town in Koinadugu district in September 1998 when the RUF/AFRC
attacked the town. She was only thirteen at the time and was brutally raped both vaginally and anally by five RUF
rebels. During the same attack, the RUF killed over thirty older women:
I was only thirteen and a virgin. They forced me to go down on my hands and knees with my
bottom in the air and raped me both vaginally and anally. Five rebels raped me on that first day.
My clothes whe bloodied and it hurt to urinate and defecate afterwards. The rebels who raped me
promised to take me to Freetown and give me money and dresses. They gave me nothing after
they used me. I was given to one of them, Mohammed, as his wife. We stayed in Koinadugu town
for four days. I was with my parents but could not tell them about the rapes although my mother
heard me being raped.
The R1.JF said they came to kill civilians who were ungrateful and talked bad about the RUF. The
RUF cut my grandmother with a knife and beat her with a pestle. She died. The RlTF told the
older women to go to the mosque to attend a ceremony. More than thirty women, some of whom
had children, went to the mosque. The RlTF set fire to the mosque. /ulOther old woman was rolled
into a mat and the mat was set on fire. 116

I I] Human Rights Watch IntervIew, Bo, Febmary 9, 2000 Bundu IS one of the secret societies that initiate girls and perfonn
female genital cuttmg.
114 The dry season in Sierra Leone is approxImately between November and May.
115 Human RIghts Watch mterview, Lebanese Camp, March 2, 2002.
116 Human Rights Watch interview, Kabala, March 7. 2002.
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Rape Victims Subjected to Multiple Human Rights Abuses
Rapes were often preceded by or followed by other human rights abuses against the victim, her family
members and/or her community. Hardly any family was unscathed by abuse during the war. The PER repon
highlighted that 94 percent of the 991 female-headed households surveyed had experienced at least one serious
human rights abuse during the ten-year period ll7 M.P., who was twenty-four years old when the RUF attacked
Jaiweii village in Kailahun district in May 1991, testified:
I was captured together with my husband, my three young children and other civilians as we were
fleeing from the RUF when they entered Jaiweii. Two rebels asked to have sex with me but when
I refused, they beat me with the butt of their guns. My legs were bruised and I lost my three front
teeth. Then the two rebels raped me in front of my children and other civilians. Many other
women were raped in public places I also heard of a woman from Kalu village near Jaiweii being
raped only one week after having given birth. The RUF stayed in Jaiweii village for four months
and I was raped by three other wicked rebels throughout this period.
The rebels, who spoke Liberian English, said they were fighting for the SLPP to be in power.
When the RUF first entered Jaiweii, they accused my husband of giving information to the SLA,
so they tied his hands behind his back and beat him mercilessly. They kept him tied up and
continued to beat him. After six days, he died and they threatened to kill me if I cried. The RtJF
also shot three other men whom they accused of giving information to the SLA. My three
children all died because they became sick and there was no medicine. The older one who was
five years died one week before the two younger ones who died on the same day They were only
three and seventeen months old. IIB
M.P. added that the RUF had said that they could do whatever they want with women whom they "owned."
A.J., a fourteen-year-old student, was abducted by the RUF from Pujehun and was held by them from February to
May 1994. She was first tortured, caged, and then brutally raped:
On February 3, 1994 at around 8:00 p.m., the RUF attacked Pujehun. There was lots of firing
because theSLA was deployed here. As we were fleeing, we ran straight into a group of over one
hundred RUF. They were dressed in civilian clothes and nearly all had guns. Among those rebels
was one named Maliki, who was actually from Pujehun. RUF Commander Bai Bureh started to
select several people from our group. As he was doing the selecting, Maliki told him to choose
me because if th~y let me go, I would go back to Pujehun and tell the SLA that he was there.
They chose eight of us, four young men and four young women, including three of my cousins.
They told the rest of the civilians to go back into the bush and said that if they found them the
next day they would be killed. We were taken to their camp.
Two weeks later, the four young men managed to escape. When the rebels found out, they
blamed us for what happened. They said the boys were really SLA solders that were there to get
information on the RUF. I was then tortured by a Liberian RUF commander named e.O Rackin.
He said I was "bright and bold" and must have known how they escaped. He interrogated me,
asking me if the boys were SLA's. During the interrogation he cut me in twenty-one places with a
knife !Dcluding a deep cut on my left breast. He drew a small, small circle in the dirt and told me
to step inside and walk around in it. Any part of my body left outside he stabbed with a knife.
Then a commander called Momoh Rogers, who was the battalion commander, ordered that my
cousin and I be put in a wooden cage smaller than one square meter. He said that if our brothers
117 PHR gave the followmg examples of serious human rights abuses: beating, bodily injury, amputation, torture, killing,
forced labor, captured for less than one day, sexual assault without rape, rape, abduction, burned dwelling, looting. PHR
report, pp. 45-47
118 Human Rights Watch interview, Lebanese IDP Camp, March 2,2002.
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who had gone to tell the SLA came to attack, it would be very easy for them to kill us. The cage
was what the village people used to store their husk rice in and it had almost no ventilation. We
were only let out to defecate. They told me I had to pee on myself in the box They poured water
into the cracks but it was never enough and was dirty Sometimes they dropped cassava and
boiled bananas into the cage, feeding us like we were animals. The stab wounds I had got infected
and I got sores all over my body. They were painful and smelled very badly.
After about two weeks in the cage, one of Patrick's bodyguards took me to e.0 Patrick's house.
When I saw him, I told him about the sores on my feet and breasts. I told him I was ill pain and
asked for treatment. e.0. Patrick told me to shut up and ordered me to go into the house. He
turned to his bodyguard and said that if I refused, I was to be taken behind the house and
executed. When we got inside, Patrick told me to lie down on the floor. Then he forced himself
upon me. I was a virgin. He was violent and rough. Then he told me to turn over and give him my
behind. But I told him I could not lie down because my breast was so swollen. So he brought a
chair and told me to stand up and lean onto the chair. Then he stood behind me and tried to shove
his penis into my vagina. The first time he did this I fell over onto my chest, which was so
painful I started bleeding from my chest wound. Then he told me to get up and said if I did not
hold the chair firmly he was going to kill me. He took a long time doing that thing to me. I was
crying from the pain of my breast and because it was painful, being the first time. He told me to
shut up. As he was sexing me he accused my brothers of being spies and said he was going to kill
me and that he was only waiting for the others to come from the frontline to do it.
e.0. Patrick asked if I had done sex before and I told him "No, I am a school-going girl" Then
he said, "Well, tonight you are gomg to have sex, because you are going to be killed and you
should do it before you die." I was terrified. I started crying. All I could think of was my death
and all that guy could do was do that thing to me. After he was satisfied, I was taken back to the
cage. 119
A.M. was eighteen when she fled Freetown with her two children, two sisters, and brother after the 1997
AFRC coup. Not only was she first forced to watch the execution of three male civilians by Nigerian ECOMOG
soldiers in Fadugu, Koinadugu district, but also the rebel execution of her brother and sister. The RUF tned to get
her to eat her brother's liver and heart. Her sister's head was also placed on her legs:
After the reblls were driven out of Kabala by ECOMOG, the rebels spread to different towns,
including Mongo, Badela, and Dankawali. One day I went with my brother to wash in the stream,
as I was afraid to go by myself. We heard shots, which my brother thought must have come from
ECOMOG soldiers. I was afraid. We met three rebels with guns who accused my brother of being
a SLA soldier. "Superman" was the commander. They beat my brother with their gun butts and
took off his clothes. "Superman" forced my brother to go down on his hands and knees and made
me sit beside him. They cut his neck from the back and then took an axe and cut his back. They
removed his heart and liver and put them on my hands. The heart had more shape and the liver
was flat. They tried to force me to eat them but I refused to.A..nother rebel, Colonel Titus, a
mercenary who spoke Liberian English, arrived and told the others not to force me to eat my
brother's heart and liver. He said he would show me how they will deal with me. He said they
should abduct me. They took me back into the village of Dankawali where we met my
grandmother on her veranda. She was tied up and she said that another rebel commander, Hakim,
had carried my two children and small sister away in the first group.
The rebels had abducted another group of twenty-five persons and held them by the cotton tree.
My big sister was under the cotton tree. I told her that the rebels killed our brother. Colonel Titus
slapped my sister and told her not to cry. They killed my sister and two other women and placed
119 Human RIghts Watch mterview, Puiehun, Februarv 12,2002.
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their CUI off heads on my legs. The rebels also locked some villagers in the houses and set all
houses on fire. 120
H.K., a sixteen-year-old student, was abducted from Freetown during the January 1999 invasion. She was
taken to Makeni where she was "virginated" and forced to be the wife of Colonel "Jaja," a twenty-two-year-old
half-Liberian who threatened to kill her entire family if she escaped. H.K. was brutally tortured after Colonel
"Jaja" accused her of stealing his money, which was in fact taken at gunpoint from her by "Supennan," a
notorious rebel commander and his bodyguard called "Yellowman." She described what happened afterwards:
Then the rebels took me into a stream and tied me to a tree in the water. They told people to beat
me. I was in water up to my head. "Jaja" said the boys should cut down the tree and let me drown.
I was there for several days, maybe up to a week or so. Once a water snake swam by and ate my
foot in the water. When I was tied there, Jaja cut my neck and put cocaine into my body. He also
gave me marijuana cigarettes to smoke. Finally he untied me and put me in an old container
where I stayed for several days. While in the guardroom Jaja and Alhaji "Cold Boots" came
several times to give me drugs. 12l
The rebels often used psychological torture against civilians by, for example, making them clap or sing in
praise while watching family and friends being killed, raped or mutilated. They further exerted their domination
over civilians by not allowing them to show any emotion, and threatening to kill anyone who did. In 1997, when
K.M. was abducted by the RUF from Kabala in Koinadugu district, her brother was shot in front of her. The RUF
accused him of planning to escape. She was not allowed to show any emotion and was forced to throw his body in
the river. In 1999, K.M.'s husband was killed in front of her by RUF Captain Solvelar in Yomandu in Tonkolili
district, when a child combatant accused her husband of not doing his job properly. As Captain Solvelar shot
K.M.' s husband, he warned her not to cry otherwise she would be killed. Later in the same year, K.M.' s baby was
killed in front of her in Kambia district by a rebel captain who wanted to rape her:
Captain "Danger" pulled my baby from my back and before I could do anything, he sliced my
child in two. I was told not to cry as otherwise I would be killed as well. 122
Rape with Objects and Other Sexual Torture, including Sexual Mutilation

The rebels frequently used objects, including weapons, burning wood, and hot oil, to rape or otherwise
torture (including sexually torture) women and girls, sometimes resulting in their death. In 1994, J.M., an elderly
man from Giehun village· in Kailahun district, witnessed the killing of nine civilians accused of plotting to set
Foday Sankoh up for a government ambush. One of those civilians, a woman named Janneh, was alleged to have
been one of Sankoh' s "wives." J.M. described how rebels brought her mto the village square, forced her to lie
down and then poured boiling palm oil into her vagina and ears:
The RUF rounded up about seventy of us civilians, including Abi and Janneh, and accused us of
making a plot to arrest Sankoh. The cornrnmander said we were to be killed but that first he
would do an investigation. First he called upon Abi who accused Janneh of calling people in
Freetown to arrange something against Sankoh. So Janneh was the first to be killed. The rebels
grabbed her, stripped her and threw her down in front of the whole village. Several of them pulled
her legs apart and held her tightly. They poured a pan of boiling palm oil into her vagina and then
into her ears. This terrified us. She started shaking all over and was bleeding from the nostrils and
mouth. While on the ground they struck her with a gun and danced around her saying, "When you
were loving with the old man [Sankoh], you didn't show us any respect, but now your time for
punishment has come." She died about an hour later. The rebels said they were sent by Sankoh
who was living in Kailahun about seven miles. Nothing small or big happened without his
Human Rights Watch interview, Kabala, March 9, 2002.
Human Rights Watch mterview, Freetown, October 12,1999.
121 Human Rights Watch intervlew, Kabala, March 7 and 9, 2002.
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krlOwledge. After killing Janneh they poured hot oil in the mouths, eyes and noses of three other
villagers, and then shot five others I guess Janneh must have known all of Sankoh' s secrets. i2J
M.F, the thirteen-year-old who was raped by five rebels (see above, p. 30), witnessed how her stepmother's
mother was beaten by the RUF with a long pestle in Momoria village in Koinadugu district in 1998. The rebels
then shoved the pestle into her anus. M.P. said that her stepmother's mother was still alive when they left her with
the pestle in her anus, which was bleeding. 124 One woman also reportedly had pepper put in her vagina as the
RUF suspected her of being the wife of a SLA soldier. Rebels inserted burning firewood into the vagina of
twenty-five-year-old F. T. and another woman during the January 1999 invasion of Freetown:
On 21 January 1999, I went to a neighbor's house to buy rice, as I had not eaten for over two
days. The rebels had been in the area and as I bought two cups from my neighbor, we heard the
rebels coming again. My neighbor told me to leave quickly so that he could lock up his house.
men I left with another woman and a man, we met a group of ten rebels who surrounded us.
They were dressed in full combat [uniform] and asked us where we were going in Kiio.
The rebels asked us what we could give them, so the man took out all his money and gave it to
them. He was then allowed to go. As the other woman and I did not have any money, they told us
to take off our clothes at gunpoint. We begged them not to harm us. The rebels then told us to lie
on the dirt ground and open our legs. They put their guns to our throats and stomachs to make
sure that we followed their order. Once we were on the ground all the rebels surrounded us, and a
tall rebel well over six feet went to the kitchen of Parliament House and took a piece of burning
firewood from the fire. He then squatted down and with his two hands inserted it into my vagina.
Then he returned to the fire and got another piece and then a third. I felt like I was being stabbed
inside.

)

He did the same to the other woman. mile they did this to us, I heard them say "This is the way
we are going to fuck you. Weare not able to do to you half of the things we do to people in the
provinces. You bastard civilians, you hypocrites; as soon as you see ECOMOG, you start to point
fingers at us. "
They left ShOlily afterwards and I managed to drag myself to a nearby house with blood gushing
from my va~ina. I went to a clinic where the doctor removed bits of firewood from my vagina. I
feel so unhappy and fear my husband will find another wife to satisfy his sexual desire. The
treatment is very slow and I do not have money for treatment. There are sores inside me. I can not
sleep at night or walk more than one hundred yards. 125
H.K., the sixteen-year-old Freetown student forced to be the wife of Colonel "Jaja," had an umbrella shoved
up her vagina as part of the torture that followed her being accused by "Jaja" of stealing his money:
men Jaja came home, I told him what happened and instead of believing me, he blamed me and
accused me of having stolen the money. He dragged me out of the house into the street and
started beating me. He caused a great scene. He stripped me, tied me up and hit me again and
again with a stick. He also beat with the butt of his gun. Then he took an umbrella and pushed it
up inside me two times-he shoved it up into my privates-hard. Many people were standing
around watching and even some of the other rebels told him to leave me He went crazy. He
started shooting up in the air. I lay there for a few days, naked and bleeding. I was three months
pregnant but after this I aborted. I bled for over a month. Once a boy named Junior carne by and
put hIS hand inside my vagina. He brought out his hand, which was all bloody and said, "Look at
Human Rights Watch mtervlew, Freetown, November 11,1999.
Human Rights Watch interview, Kabala, March 7, 2002.
125 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown. Mav 21. 1999.
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your blood, you're sick." All the civilians seeing this felt sorry for me, but of course they couldn't
say anything
Rebel forces were known for mutilating pregnant mothers to find out the sex of the unborn child. According
to witnesses, they would bet large sums of money, and the rebel who had rightly guessed the sex of the unborn
child after the women's belly had been cut open would keep the money. Some women were cut open alive, but
sometimes the women were killed before the rebels cut their abdomens open. K.M. who was abducted during the
1997 attack on Kabala, witnessed the killing and sexual mutilation of a pregnant woman near Kono in Kono
distnct (see above):
They captured a Koranko woman who was pregnant. Two RUF, Captain "Danger" and e.0. "Cut
Hand" argued about the sex of the child. They bet 100,000 leones [approximately U.S.$50] on the
sex of the child. Then they shot the woman dead and opened her belly. The RUF held up the baby
with the placenta, which they shook in the air. The baby cried and then died. I wanted to run away
but my husband said that the civilians would think that I was a rebel and that they would kill
126
e
m.
Fifteen-year-old FK. was raped by the RUF in Lunsar in Port Loko district in May 2000 and witnessed the
sexual mutilation of a pregnant woman as well as the killing of her three male relatives, and six amputations:
I was raped when the RUF attacked Lunsar in May 2000 by four rebels including one man called
"Put Fire," who had made me his rebel wife from 1997 to 2000. One of the other rebels was
called "Kill Man No Blood." While I was being raped, the rebels found my three male relatives
who were hiding under their beds. They stabbed them with their bayonets and then shot them.
They raped me in my bedroom and then brought me into the living room. Three men and three
women were also brought into the room. They were put in line and then the rebels gave them the
choice between their life or their money. The rebels strip searched each one and then killed them
on the spot. The group was forced to watch as each was killed.
One of the women was six months pregnant and slightly disabled. She was last in the row. When
it was her tum, she was stabbed in the neck and fell down. The rebels started to discuss whether
she was carrying a boy or a girl. They bet on the sex of the baby so they decided to check it. Kill
Man No Blood split open her belly. It was a boy One of the other rebels took the baby out and
showed everyone'that it was a boy. The baby was still alive when he threw it on the ground next
to the woman but died shortly after. As the rebels took me away, I saw six men who had just been
amputated. Some had an arm cut off below the elbow, others above the elbow. They were
screaming, "Please kill us, don't leave us this way.,,127

Sexual Violence with the Added Element of Violating Cultural Norms
The rebel forces have used sexual violence as a weapon to terrorize, humiliate and punish, and to force the
civilian population into submission. The rebels sought complete domination by doing whatever they wanted with
women, including sexual acts that, by having the additional element of assailing cultural norms, violated not only
the victim but also her family or the wider society. The rebels have forced civilians to commit incest, one of the
biggest taboos in any society. One survivor witnessed the RUF trying to force a brother to rape his sister in
Sambanya village in Koinadugu district. When the brother refused to do so, the rebels shot him. 128 Fathers were
forced to rape their daughters. Fathers were forced to dance naked in front of their daughters and vice versa. In
Sierra Leone, postmenopausal and breastfeeding women are presumed not to be sexually active, but rebels
violated this cultural norm by raping old women and breastfeeding mothers. Child combatants also raped women
who could have been their mothers or in some instances even their grandmothers. Many rapes were committed in
Human Rights Watch interview, March 7 and 9,2002.
Human Rights Watch intervlew, Freetown, May 25,2000
[28 Human Rights Watch intervlew, Kabala, March 9, 2002.
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full view of other rebels and civilians. Victims were also raped in mosques, churches, and sacred places of
mitiation.
During the January 1999 invasion of Freetown,
RUFiAFRC rebels:

A.c.

was forced to watch the rape of his daughter by

The rebel in charge was a thirty-year-old ex-SLA known as "Amos." I knew him from before. He
had plasters on his face. The others were called "Junior" and "Blood," who did most of the
talking They gathered five young girls together, including my fifteen-year-old daughter, and put
them in the back room. They asked us for five million leones [approximately US. $2,500J
otherwise they threatened our girls would be killed. We managed to collect 350,000 leones
[approximately US. $175J, which we gave to them.
Then they brought out the girls. They pushed my daughter and a seventeen-year-old on the bed in
the parlor and started tearing off their clothes. I peeked through a crack in the door and could see
them fighting with my daughter. They put clothes in her mouth so she would not scream. The
rebels punched, slapped her and knocked her head with the butt of their rifle. Then one of them
opened the door and asked who the fathers of the girls were. One of them took us and lined us up
right in front of the bed and said, "Don't you want to see what we do to your daughters')" We
begged them to leave them alone but they said, "If you continue to talk, we will bum this house
and kill everyone of you." A rebel had his gun pointed at us the whole time and there were two
more at the door. Amos raped my daughter and Blood raped another girl. Then the rebel with the
gun and the one guarding took their turns. My daughter was crying but they covered her mouth
and told her to shut up. Blood then told the girls to get dressed and they took them away. 129
S.G., a fifty-year-old widow, was raped by a teenage rebel called Commander "Don't Blame God" and
subsequently had both arms amputated in Mattru village in Bo district prior to the 1996 elections:
I pleaded but Commander Don't Blame God said he was going to kill me if I didn't lie down. I
told him it had been such a long, long time since I had sex. During the rape I was pleading with
him saying, "Don't kill me, please don't kill me." He was so rough with me. Then he took me up
a big dune above Mattru village. As we were walking, he said he was going to kill me. I pleaded
with him and J1e then said, "I've changed my mind, I'm going to give you a letter." Once we got
there I saw many more rebels, about twenty. I was stripped naked down to my underwear. It was
humiliating. Then they asked me to sit down and wait. Commander Don't Blame God said: "I
have a letter for you but wait for the cutlass man to come." Then the one with the machete came
and told me to put out my left arm. It took them three chops with the cutlass to cut off my arm.
After this I begged them not to cut my other arm but they struggled with me and a rebel held it
down and cut it off. The cutlass man said, "We belong to Foday Sankoh's group" Then one of
them took my
very,
a left arm and put it under mv
• vagina and kicked me twice in the vagina
very hard. 13
~

DT was gang raped by a child combatant and three other RUF rebels in the rainy season in 2000 near Foriah
village in Koinadugu district:
I was hiding in the bush from the rebels with about fIfteen other villagers when the rebels found
us The rebels separated me from the others because my nine-month-old son was crying. A child
combatant ordered me at gunpoint to put my son down. He then raped ::De. I do not know how
young he was but he had not yet been circumcised. He was maybe as young as twelve. Then three
other rebel men raped me. When I was being raped, I made no movement as they might think that
!~9 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 3, 1999.
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I was trying to resist. I was bleeding after being raped by four males. After being raped, the rebels
forced me to carry a heavy load and walk to Kania town. I escaped the same day and returned to
the farm. I explained to my husband that I had been raped but he was happy to accept me back. IJI
R.F, a thirty-three-year-old farmer, explained how she felt after she was gang raped by West Side Boys,
!Dcluding four child combatants, at Petifu village in Port Loko district in November 1999:
Four children between ten and twelve years used me. They were so small I could barely feel them
inside me. The small ones tried to imitate the older ones and one of them kept saying, ''I'm trying
it, I'm trying it." It was the war that brought that humiliation. I kept comparing them to my own
children; my first-born son is ten. I forgave them because they are children. It was not of their
own making. They must have been drugged. 132
In December 1994, thirty-year-old A.B was abducted with six other women from Yonibani in Tonkolili
district by the Rill when they launched a surprise attack with the collusion of the SLA. The RUF made the
women carry looted items to their camp, where A.B. stayed for a week before escaping. She herself was
repeatedly raped by two rebels, including one Liberian, and witnessed the rape of an old woman with gray hair:
At least four of the women I had been abducted with were raped. Before they raped me, the rebels
went for an old woman with white hair. When, she realized what they wanted, she took off her
headscarf to show her white hair and said, ''I'm old, I have stopped having sex." At first the
commander said the rebels should not touch her because she was old. But the other rebels got
annoyed and started insulting the commander saying, "Fine, you can fuck any woman you want,
anytime you want, but now that we have one we want, you say no." The commander finally said
that they could go ahead so all five rebels, including a small boy of fifteen years raped her. One
was on his knees with his trousers down while the others stood around watching.
When I saw that I felt sick. When I saw a young boy and that old woman, I realized they could do
anything and that they were going to do the same thing to me. But I guess I was lucky as only two
did it to me. IJ3
S.1., a wealthy forty-five-year-old woman, was raped by RUF rebels, including a child combatant, and then
burnt in late January 1999f in Manjoro village in Bombali district:
Thirty rebels attacked our village. The rebels said that we, the civilians don't want peace. I saw
them kill three people and were it not for God, I would have been the fourth. Then they burned
thirteen houses and looted all our things. I ran with my four children to the house in the bush
where we tend to the cows. We slept there with the cows for a few days but then seven rebels
surprised us there. The commander of this group was called e.0. Caca Scatter. He was a Mende.
Others were speaking Mandingo and Ternne.
They started stealing what few possessions I had and then e.O. Caca Scatter said that I should be
raped. When I heard that order I pleaded, "Please, don't do that one to me." But they said they
would do whatever they wanted. Four raped me and the last one to rape me was a fifteen-yearold. I could have given birth to him, he was so young. He put a knife to my throat and said he was
going to kill me but the e.0. said I shouldn't be killed.
Then they tied my hands behind me and e.0 Caca Scatter burnt me. He scooped up hot charcoal
from the fire we had been cooking with and tried to bum my face with it. I struggled and turned
Human Rights Watch interview, Foriah, March 6, 2002. The rainy season starts in May and ends
Human Rights Watch interview, POrt Loko, November 27,1999.
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my face so he burned my chest instead. He did this four times on my front and seven times on my
back. Each time they picked up the charcoal and held it on my body until it burned deep mto my
skin They left me with my skin burning but I could not roll on the ground for fear it would catch
fire and bum me even more. When they started to bum me I pleaded for them to kill me. I started
screaming and my children came around to try and save me. They took two of my children, gave
them looted property to carry and took them away. That is the last I have heard of them. 1J4
T.B., a fifty-year-old woman was abducted from Freetown during the January 1999 invasion and made to
walk to Magburaka in Bombali district. There, a RUF/.A.FRC rebel raped her until she developed an abscess m her
vagma:
In Magburaka, I was first raped by three rebels. While doing it they called me a bastard child and
that civilians wanted to bum them all alive. After that I was taken as a wife by a commander
called "Bird Bod" who was in his thirtIes. He raped me every day. They were always on drugs.
He said he didn't have a wife so I cooked and washed for him. He roughed and beat me and used
to put his fingers violently up inside me. He would get an erection while he was doing this and
would sometimes rape me afterwards. I think this is how I started to get boils-I had five or six of
them. It started to create an ulcer. Over the two months I was with them it got worse and worse. It
was terribly painful but Commander Bird still raped me and put his fingers up me even though I
had this problem. I don't know why the RUF would treat an old woman like me in such a way.
The abscess got very swollen and started to hang down between my thighs. I could barely walk. It
started to smell very bad and it was then that the commander finally drove me away I walked for
two to three weeks through the bush going from village to village until I got to Masiaka. In every
village I went, the women felt for me and would give me food and make a bath of herbs and salt
for me to soak in. Then when I felt strong enough, I would walk to the next village. When I
reached Freetown, I received medical treatment. My husband has accepted me back and feels
sorry for me. 135
Breastfeeding mothers were also not spared by the rebel factions even though in Sierra Leonean culture,
women are not supposed to have sexual intercourse until their children have been weaned and can walk, which
can take up to three years IJ6 Sierra Leoneans believe that doing so will weaken the breast milk and the ability of
the child to fend off i~fection. Women whose infants died from malnutrition after they-the mothers-had been
raped frequently attributed the death of their child to the fact that they had been raped. It is also a specific crime
for a man to commit adultery with another man's wife while she is breastfeeding. Traditionally, the guilty spouses
are thought to be under a curse and will suffer misfortune. 137 A.B., who was raped by two rebels and witnessed
the rape of an old woman, tried at first to dissuade the first rebel from raping her by telling him that she was a
breastfeeding mother with full breasts, but the rebel said he did not care. lJ8 M.e. was breastfeeding her two-weekold baby when she was brutally gang raped bv RUFiAFRC rebels in early January 1999 near Mabang in Tonkolili
district; she breastfed her baby while being raped. She suffered a prolapsed uterus 1J9 as a consequence of the rape:
At the time of the January 1999 offensive, my husband who is a policeman was based in Mile 91.
I became very worried about him and decided to travel to [md him. I left Bo on January 8. I had
just given birth to a baby girl two weeks before so was still feeling very weak but I desperately
wanted to find my man.
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, September 17, 1999.
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I arrived late in the evening. Then all of a sudden we heard firing. There was confusion and
armed rebels captured me. They took me to their bush camp in a place called Mabang. T:1ey
started sexing me two days later. I tried to fight and told them to leave me, but several times they
put a pistol mto my vagina. I gave myself up to God and asked that he save me. The first day,
about ten sexed me. After the first day there were fewer men, between three and six a day. Every
day they came and stood in line waiting to rape me. All together there were over thirty different
men. They were aged between seventeen and twenty-five years old. The younger ones were rough
and most of them seemed to be on drugs. I think these were RUF people. Most of them seemed to
be Mendes. I saw many young girls in their camp. I guess the lucky ones only had one rebel. But
1'm from Bo and wouldn't allow myself to be together with one of them. I told them I wasn't a
Kamajor and that my husband was a policeman and they said, "Oh policemen are our enemies ...
we've killed them all. Forget about your husband."
Sometimes they tied my legs to my arms with my legs spread and raped me one after the other.
They said since I was from Bo and I was a Kamajor's wife that they were going to rape me to
death. [Sometimes] I held my baby Hawanatu in my arms while they were raping me. When she
cried they said they wanted to shoot her so I gave her the breast.
They raped me for two or three weeks and then in early February, my vagina came out [i.e. she
suffered a prolapsed uterus]. It was so, so painful. I can't tell you how much it hurt. When this
happened, I thought I was going to die. In order to get it to go back in I had to lie down and push
it back in. To urinate, I had to lie down. They provoked me and made fun of me. They said now
my Kamajor husband will not be able to have sex with me. A wife of one of the commanders told
a villager to help me escape which they did. He took me to a nice woman in another village away
from the rebel area and after explaining my problem, she helped me so much. She gave me herbs
and tried to cure me and my baby who by that time was vomiting and very sick. It's only God
that helped keep my little Hawanatu alive. He decided that this little child is mine to keep. Later,
when I was stronger, I made it to Freetown and had an operation for my prolapsed uterus. I feel
much better now. 140
Rebels also raped pregnant women. In polygynous marriages, pregnant women generally stop having sexual
intercourse with their hu$ands once their pregnancy has been confirmed, to protect the fetus. R.F, the thirtythree-year-old farmer gang raped by West Side Boys at Petifu, Port Loko, in November 1999 (see above, p. 39),
was six months pregnant at the time. As the result of the gang rape she delivered prematurely, causing the baby's
death:
I went with Isatu, her husband and my five-year-old son to harvest rice in Isatu's village, Petifu.
We traveled by boat and at night to avoid the rebels. When we were resting having worked all the
next day, we heard the rebels. They were all over the village and told us to give them our rice and
palm oil. Several of them started hitting me on the head with their guns. Three were wearing
uniform, the others wore civilian clothes. They spoke all different languages.
One of them tied a rope around my waist like a goat and pushed me out of the door screaming,
"Show me where your people are." My little boy was left sleeping on the bed. Seven of the rebels
then led me about a mile out of the village, screaming at me to tell them where we had hidden the
nce and palm oil. I told them I was a stranger there but they did not believe me. They took me
into a small farmhouse where they all used me. This went on for a few hours until the cloth I was
lying on was soaked. I could barely walk. Then they ordered me to get up and dragged me like a
sheep back to the village

140 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, Seotember S. 1999
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Once back m the village, they put me in a house and more of them started raping me. I was used
by at least twenty rebels. I think the whole unit raped me throughout the night. The only one who
did not use me was the commander. He kept coming in and saying, "Have you had your turn?"
He was the one they kept calling "Commander."
When one of the Temne speaking rebels was raping me I said, "Please brother, talk to these
people and ask them to leave me." But he said he could not do anything. Another rebel pulled out
a knife when he was on top of me and said if I said anything he would kill me. I told them I was
pregnant and said, "Can't you see? I have a six month belly." But they said, "We do not care. We
see your belly but so what." Two of them told me to stoop down, but I couldn't and they just
pushed me down and used me. After many had used me one of them said, "Oh, there is no more
sweetness there," so they turned me over and did it to me from behind. Three of them did it to me
like that, and now when I go to the toilet it is so painful; I am still bleeding and it feels like my
insides are coming out. One rebel had sex with me several times. He said he was punishing me
for not having shown him where the rice and palm oil was hidden. I yelled for the commander
and complained, saying, "He wants to kill me, tell him to leave mel" but he said, "We have killed
others that are better than you." I did not complain after that. They kept saying they were about to
stop fighting-that they really want peace and that after peace comes, they won't do these things
any more.

)

In the early hours of the morning, they finally left. They wanted me to carry their looted items but
I could not walk. They took other people whom they used to carry the looted goods. At one point
I tried to get up but could not, I slipped and fell down to earth. By this time I had started bleeding.
I felt my baby trembling in my belly. A few hours later the water broke and then I started to have
contractions. I have five children and had never even had a miscarriage. I had about three hours
of labor before giving birth. The little thing shook for a minute or so and then it died. It was so
beautiful; it had fine hair and the face was so pretty. I wrapped it with a cloth. I could not bear to
look whether it was a boyar a girl. I was gushing out blood and shortly after I delivered the
pla<:enta. I felt dizzy. I was barely able to walk.

Later when I had a little more strength I covered my baby and threw it in a pit latrine. I felt so bad
for throwing it away like that but I did not have the strength to bury it properly. After thinking
everything over, I am only angry at this war and thankful that I still have my life and that the life
of my child [her five-year-old] was spared. It's only God that saved him. He was lying on the bed
the whole time. 141
Forced Pregnancies
Many women and girls became pregnant as the result of the rape(s) they were subjected to. Although some
women were reportedly able to abort without the knowledge of the rebels using traditional herbal treatments, the
majority had no choice but to carry the child to full term. M.W., the abducted nurse already quoted above (see p.
28), said that many girls who had been raped had miscarriages that might have been self-induced with herbs. LS.,
a twenty-seven-year-old student who was abducted by the AFRC during the January 1999 invasion, tried to abort,
but was unsuccessful:

When I got pregnant I didn't tell my rebel husband for months. I asked a woman who knows
about medicine to give me herbs to abort the baby, but it never worked and after my belly started
to swell, he found out. He warned me that if I tried to flush the baby out, he'd kill me. He said he
wanted the baby and that he hoped it would be a boy.141
M.W., the abducted nurse, also mentioned that medical personnel were instructed by a rebel doctor, Dr.
141
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Lahai, not to perform abortions, give birth control, or advise that traditional herbal treatments be taken, as the
rebels felt that too many people had died and they needed to increase the population. 143 Many women did have
miscarriages because of the brutal rapes and trauma they were subjected to by the rebels, as well as the difficult
conditions in the bush.

Forced Abortion by West Side Boys
Human Rights Watch has documented one case of forced abortion by the West Side Boys, the splinter group
of the A.FRC that took power in the 1997 coup. Twenty-year-old M.K. was abducted from Magbele village in Port
Loko district in July 2000, when she was four months pregnant. She was raped by four West Side Boys and was
made the wife of a rebel who forced her to abort:
I was abducted with two other civilians, including my brother-in-law, by the West Side Boys.
They were all wearing uniforms; some uniforms were new, and others wore old ones. We were
taken to their base in Magbele Junction where there were many other abductees. At nighttime one
of the rebels called Umaro Kamara came to me and said he wanted to have sex with me. He spoke
nicely with me and said that he wanted to take me to Makeni and make me his wife. He raped me
that day. The rebels saw that I was pregnant and said to Umaro, "We are not going to work along
with any pregnant woman, we should kill her." Umaro said that he wanted to take me as his wife
and that I should be given an injection instead. Umaro called me and tried to convince me to get
rid of the baby. He said, "They will kill you if you do not agree so you better have the injection."
I was taken to the doctor who gave me an injection and some pills. Two days later I started
bleeding. I felt weak and had pain all over my body. Then I lost the baby.
When Umaro was on patrol, three other rebels raped me. When we moved out to go to another
base, I saw the body of my brother-in-law. After one day I started bleeding again so Umaro took
me to the doctor who gave me another injection. When we reached Lunsar, Umaro wanted to
make me his wife. Even while I was bleeding, Umaro used me. He told me to wash myself before
rapmg me. 144

Rape by Female Combatant
Human Rights Watch has documented a case of a female rebel manually raping female abductees. The
virginity checks performed by female rebels on abductees prior to their "virgination" by male rebels, noted above,
also constitute rape given that penetration occurred without the consent of the victim. More of such abuses may
have been committed but not reported due to shame, as expressed in the testimony below. The rebels captured
sixteen-year-old F.P. on January 7, 1999 when-as she was fleeing the fighting in central Freetown with two
other girls-she ran into a patrol of five heavily armed rebels, including one female rebel. They knew the female
rebel from before as Aminata; she had lived in their neighborhood before the 1997 MRC coup. She had joined
the rebels at that time and had not been seen since the MRC was driven out of Freetown in February 1998 F.P
remembered having had an argument with her several years ago. The rebels called her "CO. Sally." F.P. was
taken with her sister and another girl whom she did not know to a rebel base. Her friend was raped by five men,
which she was made to watch. F.P.was also "virginated" by male rebels and sexually molested by "CO. Sally,"
along with another girl, also called Sally:
CO. Sally came into the room where we were kept and said, ""Why are you hollering? These are
my boys, why are you refusing them?" Since we knew e.O. Sally, we asked her to help us get
away, so finally on January 10 she took us at gunpoint to another house. She made us cook and
wash for her. Once she told us to go into a room and take off our clothes. She had an RPG [rocket
propelled grenade] on the ground as well as a gun. We took off our clothes and then she took two
long sticks and tied our hands to them straight out from our shoulders. She stood us in front of her
and asked if we remembered her to which I answered, "No." Then she said that she remembered
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, October 21,1999.
Human Rlghts Watch interview, Port LokoIDP camn, Julv 13,2000.
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me and that we had fought last time we had met each other. She made me put one leg up on a
drum and then she fingered me with two fingers. I was so embarrassed and ashamed. I asked her
why she was doing this but she screamed at me to shut up. She did not touch herself or say
anything, but kept on fingering me. Then she called Sally and did the same thing to her. When
she was finished, she left us standing there with our arms tied. A little later she fingered us again.
It did not seem sexual to me and I do not know why she did it. An hour later a young rebel came
and said he thought he was hearing gunshots from ECOMOG. e.O Sally ordered the boy to untie
us as "I have punished these people already "i45
Rape and Other Sexual Violence against Boys and il1en by J\lfale and Female Rebels
According to FAWE Sierra Leone, boys and men were also raped by male rebels. FAWE Sierra Leone
treated fourteen boys aged between nine and fifteen years old who had been raped, but suspects that there are
more cases. Due to the stigma attached to homosexuality in Sierra Leone, male victims of rape feared they would
be perceived as homosexuals and therefore few boys were willing to report it. Human Rights Watch has not
documented any of these crimes of sexual violence, which were apparently committed on a much smaller scale
than sexual violence committed against women and girls. FAWE Sierra Leone did not want Human Rights Watch
to interview the boys they had treated as they feared that interviewing them would re-traumatize them. 146

Human Rights Watch documented two cases in which female rebels forced men to have sexual intercourse at
gunpoint. One case involved a female rebel forcing a male civilian to have sex during the January 1999 invasion
of Freetown, and the second involved a RUF female training commander and male conscripts in Kana. Cases of
these crimes of sexual violence were also reported by FAWE Sierra Leone. It is impossible to determine the
prevalence of this type of sexual violence, but-given the general level of violence within the rebel forces and the
power that female combatants had over civilians-Human Rights Watch believes that such incidents did happen
more often than has been reported, albeit again on a much reduced scale compared to male combatants raping
female civilians.
Abduction, Sexual Slavery, Forced Labor, and Conscription

Abduction
The rebel forces used abduction as their primary method for recruitment. During an attack on a town or
village, rebels typically rounded up civilians as they tried to flee or were found hiding. Men were abducted to
carry the looted items as well as being forcibly conscripted. The abducted children were also given military
training and forcibly ~onscripted.
In thousands of cases, women and girls were abducted after being subjected to sexual violence. The rebels
often killed family members who tried to protect their women and girls. Abducted women and girls described
being "given" to a combatant who then took them as their "wives" (see also "Sexual slavery" section, below).147
Abduction of civilians continued for the duration of the armed conflict. In the early years of the conflict, the RUF
went on hit-and-run raids, returning to their base camps with looted items and abducted civilians. As the RUF
took over more territory, an increasing number of civilians were abducted. As their ranks increased with more
men and boys being forcibly conscripted, so did their abduction of women and gIrls. The AFRC and West SIde
Boys used the same tactics. Some women had the extreme misfortune of escaping from one rebel faction, or unit,
only to be abducted by another. One such victim, thirteen-year-old M.F. (see above, p. 34), who was first
145 Human Rights Watch intervIew, Freetown, May 18, 1999
146 Human Rights Watch mterview with Christiana Thorpe (founding Chairperson of FA WE Sierra Leone Chapter),
Freetown, March 22, 2002
147 The PHR report found that 9 percem of women reporting having themselves experienced sexual violence had been forced
to "marry" their rebel "husband." PHR report, p. 2. These types of mamage are similar to marriages by capture, which were
common at the turn of the nineteenth to twentieth centuries. In tribal wars, the conquerors would kill the male inhabitants of
the vanquished village and capture the women who subsequently became the wives of the conquerors. The "marnage" was
validated by the captor's public declaration of his intention to cohabit with his captive. Such a wife was regarded as a slave
and her chIldren could not Lnhem from their father. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Famzlv Law, p 29
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abducted from Koinadugu by the RUF/AFRC and gang raped, was driven out of Makeni in October 1999 when it
came under attack by the RUF. She was subsequently abducted by the West Side Boys and raped by t\vo child
combatants. 148

Sexual Slavery and Forced Labor
Women and girls were primarily abducted to be the sex slaves of the rebels and to perform slave labor. The
survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights found that 33 percent of the interviewees reporting war-related
sexual violence had been abducted and 15 percent had been subjected to sexual slavery. Consistent with fairly
common practice among the Sierra Leonean male population at large, many rebels had polygynous "marriages,"
including with abducted women whom they had forced to "marry" them. Rebels also changed "wives" frequently
when they tired of them or when their "wives" were too ill to perform their tasks (a consequence of the brutality
that they were often subjected to). Victims interviewed by Human Rights Watch reported attaching themselves to
one rebel to avoid gang rape and be given a degree of protection. The more highly ranked the commander, the
more protection a woman had. Women and girls, however, remained vulnerable to sexual violence by other
rebels. M.F., the thirteen-year-old who was gang raped by the RlTF/AFRC in Koinaduguwas raped by t\vo other
commanders when her "husband" Mohammed was out on patrol.
Women who were "married" to high-ranking rebels benefited not only from "protection" but also were able
to exert power over others. The women and girls often benefited from the looted items that their rebel "husbands"
gave them, and took part themselves in looting raids to steal clothes, shoes, and Jewelry. Not all were abductees:
some women and girls voluntarily joined the rebel forces and sought to benefit from their relationship with the
rebels, i.e. from the looted goods or escaping from their parents (some girls would use a relationship with a rebel
boyfriend to gain freedom from parental control, by threatening to involve the boyfriend in their dispute over
parental restrictions). Such women consenting to marry a rebel were probably still vulnerable to sexual violence
from other rebels.
Numerous victims described being subjected to abuse or forced to work by commanders' wives. FA'NE
Sierra Leone also reported that female combatants "married" to rebels killed new abductees if their "husbands"
showed a preference for them. A.I., the fourteen-year-old student who was abducted in Pujehun and tortured by
the RUF from February to May 1994 (see above, p. 31) is an example of how some "wives" were treated by other
female abductees or combatants:
I was put under the control of Commander Patrick,' a Liberian. He was married to a woman called
Neneh who was vfery jealous of me. Once, after the commanders had gone to the war front, Neneh
told one of our guards to open up the cage where I was being held and take me out. She said, "My
husband is interested in you. If you accept him to have sex with you, I'll kill you, so be
forewarned." Neneh and Patrick have one child. She told me she'd joined the rebels voluntarily.
She said, "You are just a captive. Do you think I was abducted'! I was not abducted. I joined
voluntarily. So you have no right to fall in love with my husband. ,,149
A few victims also described how some of these women, usually the wives of commanders, used their power
to try and protect, and at times facilitate the escape, of other abductees. For example, M.e., who was brutally
raped by rebels in early 1999 in Mabang and suffered a prolapsed uterus (see above, p 38) was helped to escape
by a commander's wife who felt sorry for her. L5o
Abducted women were made to carry out forced labor during their captivity, including cooking, cleaning,
washing clothes, and carrying heavy loads of ammunition and looted items. In many instances, womenintimidated by their captors and the situation they were in-felt powerless to escape their lives of sexual slavery,
and were advised by other female captives to tolerate the abuses, "as it was war." The rebels often deliberately
Human Rights Watch mterview, Kabala, 7 March 2002.
Human Rights Watch interview, Pujehun, Februarv 12,2000.
150 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, SePte~ber 5, 1999.
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marked abducted civilians with the letters "RUF" or "i\.FRC" carved mainly onto their chests. This made escape
more difficult because, were they to be caught by government forces, they would likely be suspected of being
rebels and killed. Some women used traditional herbal remedies to remove their markings, and international
organizations have also perfonned surgery on these victims to remove the scars.

Relationships between Rebels and Abductees
The relationships that developed between the abductees and rebels were very complex and varied. Most
relationships were obviously very volatile, as described by 1.S., the twenty-seven-year-old student who was
abducted by the AFRC in the January 1999 invasion (see above, p. 40). She stayed with the AFRCIWest Side
Boys until August 1999 when she was able to escape:
We stayed there for months and they were always going on attacks in the Port Loko area.
Occasionally e.0. Blood was nice to me and I had to kiss him and play love with him. But I
could never tell him what was really in my heart; that I missed my family and wanted to escape.
Other days he would beat me for nothing. He did the same thing to his other "wife." Neither of us
could complain. 151
H.K. was assigned as the wife of "Jaja" and was so badly treated by him that even the other rebels
sometimes tried to prevail on him to be less violent:
Jaja was already "married" to another abductee, and when she saw what he had done to me, she
escaped. He always beat both of us. He used to sex me twice every night. He made me take his
penis in my mouth. I tried to refuse him but he always threatened to kill me. He was actually an
SLA soldier but had joined the RUF. His C.O. was Colonel Stagger, who used to criticize him for
how he treated us. Colonel Stagger used to say, "Look, when we take these kids, we should take
care of them and now you beat her for nothing." Jaja used to say it was not Stagger's business.
Stagger's own abductees were treated pretty well. He never beat them. 152
Some women fled at the first opportunity. Other women, especially those who had children with the rebels,
found it difficult to leave these abusive relationships. Many women and girls experienced their first sexual
relationship with their rebel "husband" and may have developed aspects of the "Stockholm Syndrome," whereby
the hostage identifies with the hostage-taker. They adjusted to the level of violence with the rebels, which over
time became "norrna~" in order to survive. l53 Others feared that their "husband" might seek revenge if they
escaped and returned to their family. The rebels instilled fear in their "wives" by telling them that their families
would not accept them back. The abductees also feared to some extent that they would be blamed for what
happened to them. For some women who had lost their families, the rebels became a surrogate family. As many
rebels had themselves lost their families or could not return to their villages of origin, given that they had in some
cases committed human rights abuses in their communities, they did not want to relinquish their surrogate
families or their slave labor.
As the women and girls were never registered in the Disannament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR)
program and there was insufficient documentation of this large category of victims throughout the armed conflict,
it is unclear how many girls and women were abducted. It is now impossible to establish how many remain under
the control of their rebel "husband" or have returned to their village of origin.
The ones who have remained involuntarily will only re-examine their situation when alternatives become
available. Women who wish to sever links with ex-combatants have few alternative economic or sOClal options.
They are a very vulnerable group that has little or no means of support. They are often not able to return to their
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, September 17,1999
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, October 12, 1999.
153 A group of female ex-combatants and abducted women, for example, defined to Human Rights Watch domestic violence
as "wounding or losing consciousness."
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villages out of fear, lack of funds and social stigma, especially if they have given birth to children fathered by
rebels. The women are therefore often forced to remain in siruations in which they are vulnerable to continuing
abuse. Numerous victims end up being commercial sex workers, selling their body for as little as U.S.50~
Exploited girls and women can end up abandoned with several children to raise by themselves by the time they are
in their early twenties.
Rebel Control over Abductees
Life with the rebels was very tough. Civilian abductees, in particular, were treated ruthlessly. The RlTF
established a military police system and courthouses to administer a form of justice to those who contravened
RUF rules of behavior. Some of the RUF rules were written, but the rules, trial and punishment were to a large
extent arbitrary, dependent on the particular commander Interviewees reported that severe punishment was meted
out for small incidents such as spilling water on a commander's shoes (one week in a cell with daily beatings) or
not lodging complaints through the official channels (imprisonment in a dungeon). "Courthouses" were
established to try both combatants and the civilians. 154 A rebel was expected to provide for his "wives" and
children during their captivity even if he had taken on another "wife" or "wives." If a rebel reneged on his
responsibility, then he could be put in a cell and beaten to death. Civilian women who were tried by the court
were raped and beaten if they did not have a commander to stand up for them. According to K.M., who was
abducted by the RUF from Kabala, Koinadugu, the three male rebels who presided over the courthouse in
Burkina, a training camp in Kailahun, would arrange amongst themselves who could rape the women. She also
said that one woman was raped to death by six rebels. 155
Forced Conscription: Female Combatants
Women and girls were also forcibly conscripted into the rebel fighting forces. The RUF established military
training camps for women. During active fighting, female combatants were sent into battle after the men and the
Small Boys Units (SBUs). There were only very few high-ranking female commanders in the rebel forces and a
much smaller number of female combatants than adult men or boys. Female combatants had more power than
female civilians: combatants, including female combatants, who had received military training, had substantial
power to do whatever they wanted to civilians. Within the rebel forces, however, women still held much lower
status: female combatants were assigned "husbands."
Forcibly conscripted female combatants were in many ways as vulnerable as civilian abductees, and may
have decided to stay with their rebel "husbands" for the same reasons as their civilian counterparts i.e. shame,
lack of alternative options" and economic dependence on their "husbands."

RUF Officers' Responsibility for Sexual Violence
In addition to their individual criminal responsibility, rebel commanders can bear direct command
responsibility for crimes of sexual violence and sexual slavery, for ordering the rape and abduction of women and
girls (see below, p. 60, for a discussion of the principle of command responsibility in international law). e.o
Caca Scatter, for example, ordered the gang rape of S.1., the wealthy forty-five-year-old woman (see above, p.
37). A.I., the fourteen-year-old student, was tortured, caged and brutally raped by e.O. Patrick (see above, p. 43).
S.G., the fifty-year-old widow was raped and had both arms amputated by Commander "Don't Blame God" (see
above, p. 36).156 Indeed, the organized way in which victims frequently describe being rounded up and taken, as
well as the number of rebels involved in these abductions and the number of victims abducted, suggests an
element of premeditation and planning on the part of the RUF, A..FRC and West Side Boys command. Victims
also frequently described being specifically selected to be given to a commander or being sexually abused in the
presence of commanders, which again suggest that sexual violence was committed under the direction of and with
the consent of members of the rebels' hierarchy. 1.S., the twenty-seven-year-old srudent who was abducted and
Abdullah and Muana, "The Revolutionary Umted Front of Sierra Leone," p. 189.
Human Rights Watch interview, Kabala, March 7 and 9, 2002.
156 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 3, 1999. Under Article 6 (1), persons are held individually responsible for
the planning, instigating, ordering, committing or otherwise aiding and abetting in the planning, preparation or executlOn of a
crime referred to in articles 2 to 4 of the statute.
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gang raped by the West Side Boys from January to August 1999 explained how Commander "Blood" had
initiated the "wife" selection process:
One of the commanders said he was going to amputate all of us too. But another commander,
e.O. Blood, said, "Don't kill them, let's chose them as wives." Then we were divided up. The
one who seemed to be in charge, e.O. Blood, chose me. When he looked at me I was frightened.
His pupils were huge-he was high on drugs. He took me to a house and told me to lie down on
the ground. He said if I did not allow him to have sex, he would kill me. He took out a knife and
said he would not even waste his ammunition on me. He would just chop me to pieces. I knew he
meant what he said. He forced my clothes off and used me twice. He was rough and after the
second time I begged him to leave me, but he said he did not care. My insides hurt so much. Then
he used me from behind. Other women were being raped in the same room. They [the West Side
Boys ] dJ'd not care. 157
According to the survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights, thirty-four of the ninety-four survivors
directly reporting sexual violence believed that their attackers' commander was aware of the attack. ISS While it is
difficult to generalize from this figure, it does tend to confirm the findings of Human Rights Watch that sexual
violence and slavery, which were committed on a widespread and systematic nature, were part of the rebel forces'
military strategy to dominate, humiliate and punish the civilian population.
The RUF has made occasional efforts to declare rape a cnrne within certain areas under their control and
disciplined ordinary soldiers accused of raping. The disciplinary measures included summary trials followed by
execution. These efforts failed to prevent sexual violence in practice. One commander, for example, prevented at
least temporarily the rape of an eight-year-old girl who was abducted by a ten-year-old child combatant by
ordering the child combatant to only use the young girl "for cleaning and cooking for now. ,,159 A.B. witnessed the
gang rape of an old woman, which the commander had originally tried to stop but then allowed to happen (see
above, p. 37).
Senior male and female figures in the RUF interviewed by Human Rights Watch mainly denied that sexual
violence had happened, explaining that the women joined the RUF movement voluntarily and fell in love with
their rebel "husbands. ,,160 A key figure in the AFRC admitted that he had heard of cases of sexual violence and
blamed it on the breakdown of law and order. 16l He also said that none of his men had expressed any remorse for
the human rights abuses they committed. In the vast majority of the cases documented by Human Rights Watch,
those who committed'rape were not disciplined or punished in any way
Sexual Violence Committed by the CDF
As already noted, there are relatively few reported cases of rape committed by the CDF. The CDF were
reasonably disciplined during the war, although their discipline deteriorated when they were deployed in
chiefdoms outside their own native areas. Sexual intercourse is believed to act against the protection bestowed on
the fighters during their initiation ceremonies. However, Human Rights Watch has documented se~eral crimes of
sexual violence by the Kamajors, the CDF based in the Southern Province.
In March 1998, a forty-five-year-old Temne man, M.B., witnessed the rape of a young Temne woman called
Jeneba by the Kamajors in Kenema town. The Kamajors also mutilated and killed Jeneba. M.B. explained that
during the ECOMOG intervention to restore the democratically elected government in 1998, Kamajors accused
members of the Temne and Limba ethnic groups of being RUF/AFRC supporters and persecuted them. According
to M.B., the KamaJors identified Temnes and Limbas as such by their last names and publicly beheaded or
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stabbed to death numerous alleged rebels. The Kamajors also ate some of their victims, believing that this would
bestow additional powers to them. The accused had no means to defend themselves, as ECOMOG initially backed
the Kamajors and did not realize until later that the killings were camed out along tribal lines. After receiving
death threats, M.B. sought refuge in the house of a chief who was Temne and the father of Jeneba. A group of
about eight Kamajors came to the house, looking for Jeneba, and accused her of having a sexual relationship with
an AFRC fighter:
I saw Jeneba being raped by one Kamajor, while the others were standing around watching. Then
the Kamajors threatened to kill us if we did not stop looking at them, so we went into other
houses to hide. From there we could not see what was going on but heard Jeneba screaming at the
top of her voice, and when the Kamajors had gone we came outside and found Jeneba dead. She
was naked and her hands and feet had been mutilated by a machete. 162
On February 17, 1999, J.K., a thirty-one-year-old woman was raped by two Kamajors in a small village in
Bonthe district. A group ofKamajors entered J.K.'s house looking for her brother, who had not been home for the
past three years:
One of the Kamajors called Kinie said that they had been told that my brother was in the village
and was planning to attack them. I assured them no one knew where he was. During this
argument, the other civilians in village became afraid and fled into the bush. As soon as the
Kamajors forced their way into my bedroom, I followed them to check up on what they were
doing. Kinie and another Kamajor whose name I did not know pushed me to the ground, tearing
off my clothes. I screamed for help but no one came to my rescue. Even my father who was in the
house was unable to help me. They both raped me while the others stood around laughing. When
they left the village, they looted some goats and chickens. There was no one to report the incident
to and I had no money to pay for a hospital visit. I decided to leave everything to the Almighty
163
GOd.
In another incident, at least three female civilians were raped, including by a Kamajor commander. In July
2000, M.S. and twenty-five other passengers were taken off a bus at Bauya in Moyamba district, beaten, and
accused of being RUF rebels. All their possessions were taken off the bus and inspected by the Kamajors but they
did not find any incriminating goods. Their possessions were stolen by the CDF. In the evening, M.S. was locked
in the guardroom at the CDF
, office with nine other women and her young child:

Twenty CDF came to the guardroom and told us, the women that we could choose between
[being] raped or killed. I was raped by a young CDF on the ground of the guardroom. I told him
that I was a suckling mother but he did not care. My baby was in the room when he raped me. He
made me stoop like an animal. He said, "I am a government man so no one will ask me anything
about this." My breast milk has gone bad now. I could hear another woman who initially refused
to be raped being beaten with the torch. She was raped by two CDF called Mohammed and
Ahrned. 164
In the same incident, an older high-ranking CDF commander raped a thirty-five-year-old trader, R.K.:
Mr. S. raped me all night. He raped me five times. I cried as I was not used to doing that even
with my husband He was rough and did it from behind like an animal in a bad way. He accused
me of being a RL'F commander's wife. I told him my husband is a Gbetti [part of the CDF]. 165
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Human Rights Watch also interviewed B.R., a Kamajor fighter who reported witnessing the rape of t\Vo
civilians that took place in 1997 and 1998. He also witnessed the killing of a captured RUF female combatant,
who died after being raped with a stick. B.R. explained that the rape that took place in 1997 happened when a
patrol of six Kamajors, including B.R., met a group of female civilians in the bush:
Some of the women started talking bad things about the Kamajors and said that we were taking
food off people. Then one Kamajors went for this woman. I saw him raping her. He had stripped
her naked and she was screaming. I did not want to see it or be a witness but I had to rush there.
At one point I thought he was killing her. 166
The incident was reported to the high priest, one of the main Kamajor initiators who decided that the offender
had to be punished. B.R. explained that the punishment was called "walking the highway," which entailed the
offender being made to walk slowly through fifty Kamajors lined up on two sides, with the Kamajors flogging him
with canes. B.R. said that the victim would have reported the rape to the Kamajor high priest, but that he and the
others on patrol decided to report it first, othenvise it would have made them equally guilty of the crime. The rape
committed in 1998 involved a young Kamajor raping a t\l!enty-year-old woman. B.R. explained that the offender
was given a trial, during which he admitted to having committed the crime. He was subsequently locked up in
prison (probably a local prison).
)

In another instance, B.R. explained how a twenty-five-year-old female RUF combatant captured in Tonga in
Kono district was brutally killed by the insertion of a long stick in her vagina after the Kamajors had cut off her
ears and nose and gouged her eyes out with a machete. The Kamajor commander allegedly wanted to teach the
woman a lesson and said that: "This stick is your husband and is screwing you. Are you enjoying it? Just say your
last prayers, as you are going to die bit by bit. ,,167
Sexual Violence Committed by International Peacekeeping Forces
Human Rights Watch has documented several cases of rape by the international peacekeeping forces.
Human Rights Watch was informed of a rape committed by a Guinean peacekeeper, Sgt. Ballah, by two reliable
sources, including the Sierra Leone Police (SLP), who had interviewed the twelve-year-old victim. The victim
was raped on March 26, 2001 when she asked for Sgt. Ballah's assistance in securing a ride to Freetown at the
checkpoint that he was manning. The rape was perpetrated in Bo, the area of deployment of the Guinean
peacekeeping contingent. Sgt. Ballah was charged to court on the same day. Unfortunately, the SLP dropped the
case and the offender l"as sent back to Guinea. Human Rights Watch was not able to locate the victim.

In February 2001, a Nigerian peacekeeper reportedly raped a sixteen-year-old girl in Freetown. wilen
Human Rights Watch investigated the case, the SLP claimed they had not been able to trace the perpetrator for
questioning. UNAMSIL claimed that the Nigerian contingent and UNAIviSIL Civilian Police Section had
investigated the matter and that the plaintiff had subsequently dropped the charge.
Human Rights Watch interviewed a witness to an alleged rape by two Ukrainian peacekeepers that took
place on April 3, 2002 in the village of Joru in Kenema district. K.S., a fifty-five-year-old female farmer testified
that she as well as others in her village had witnessed the gang rape:
Late at night I came out of my house to ease myself [urinate]. Maybe I had been woken up by a
big white truck that had stopped about fifty meters away from my house. I hid and watched what
was happening; there were people inside. I noticed t\l!o white men and one black lady inside the
truck. Clearly there was a struggle going on. I could hear her yelling at them to "leave me alone"
in what sounded like a Liberian accent, but I can not be sure. The door was open and one of them
was on top of her. The lady was really struggling. I saw that one of them was holding her down
while the other was raping her. I was able to see because in the process the men had opened the
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown Julv 31 2000.
Human R'ights Watch interview, July 31, 2000~ Th~ CDF generallv killed any RUF that they had captured.
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door to the car and the light had come on. I am sure they were raping her and she was fighting
with them to stop it. I stayed and watched this go on for several minutes. I later learned a few
more people were also watching what was going on. In fact we talked about it the next morning.
Then, perhaps afraid of being watched, the two whites moved their truck further down the road ...
past my house, further down the road going out of town. Maybe they thought that because there
were no houses around, we would not see what they were up to. They stayed another thirty or so
minutes in this second location. I saw both of them have their turn on her, but I did not see any
guns. After they were finished, I saw one of them drag her out of the cabin and put her in the back
of the big truck. I can not remember if one of them got in the back with her but I think so. Then
they drove off
The next morning when I went out to go to the mosque, we found one of her black shoes that she
must have kicked off while struggling with those men. The shoe was near the first place they had
stopped. We took it to the police but they never came to ask us any questions. We are all a bit
frightened of those UNAMSIL people now. We tell our girls never to get in a truck with them or
the same thing might happen to them. 168
Neither the SLP in Joru or UNAMSIL in Kenema conducted a proper investigation into this alleged gang
rape, both claiming that the absence of the victim prevented them from conducting their investigation. The
UNAMSIL human rights section was not aware of this alleged gang rape until Human Rights Watch informed
them, and to date has also not conducted a thorough investigation.
On June 22, 2002, a fourteen-year-old boy was allegedly raped by a Bangladeshi peacekeeper near the Jui
transit camp for Sierra Leonean returnees located outside of Freetown in the Western Area. The rape occurred
when the victim and his friends were fishing with several Bangladeshi peacekeepers near the camp. The offender
was reported to have taken the boy away from the others in the group before raping him. The victim's friends
reported that the boy looked disheveled after rejoining the group and immediately told them what had happened.
The offender gave the victim the equivalent of U.S $0.25 to silence him. The boy reported the rape to the SLP on
June 24 and a medical exam carried out on the same day confirmed penetration had taken place.
The SLP were involved in the case for ten days, until the UNAMSIL provost marshal took it over. The
provost marshal conclud~d that there was no conclusive evidence to link the crime to the perpetrator. After
reviewing the case, the UNAMSIL force commander concluded that while the evidence was inconclusive, the
circumstantial evidence was strong enough to conclude that the peacekeeper had violated military discipline, and
as such issued an order of repatriation. It is not clear to Human Rights Watch whether this violation will be
recorded on the offender's file. According to a reliable source, the investigation by the police and lJNAMSIL was
conducted in an insensitive manner and members of the Bangladeshi contingent spoke with the victim while the
UNAMSIL investigation was ongoing, even though they should not have had access to him. Nor did UNA.MSIL
follow up with the victim or his family to apologize, provide compensation, and explain the outcome of the
.
..
169
mvestlgatlOn.
TJNAMSIL investigations into allegations of sexual violence by peacekeepers indicate a lack of appreciation
for the seriousness of the problem of sexual violence. Human Rights Watch urges UNAMSIL to fully investigate
any allegations of sexual violence committed by UNAMSIL military or civilian personnel. The human rights
section should systematically monitor and report on sexual violence, including cases involving UNA.V1SIL
personnel. UNA.\I1SIL should establish a mechanism with the SLP whereby allegations of sexual violence by
persons employed or affiliated with UNAMSIL reported to the police are immediately reported to the relevant
UNAMSIL staff members, including the provost marshal and the gender specialist in the human rights section.
UNAMSIL should reciprocate by reporting cases known to it to the SLP. UNAMSIL should ensure that states
168
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report within the prescribed six months on follow up to cases involving military personnel that have resulted in
the alleged perpetrator being repatriated to his country of origin, in order to ensure that states prosecute the
accused. This will serve to actually enforce a stated "zero tolerance" for sexual exploitation by UNAJv1SIL staff
and persons affiliated with UNAMSIL, which to date has had no teeth and therefore no impact on changmg
behavior. Civilian staff who commit sexual violence should be flred and their misconduct properly recorded in
their personnel file to ensure that they are not rehired in another U.N. mission.
The UNAMSIL human rights section should also provide in-depth gender sensitization training to military
and civilian staff. The training should ensure that the peacekeepers understand the code of conduct and the
consequences if they do not adhere to it. The U.N. Code of Conduct for peacekeepers and the Military Observer
Handbook need to be revised to ensure that the zero tolerance policy for sexual exploitation by persons employed
or affiliated with U.N. missions and the consequences of such acts are clearly stated in these guidelines. Similar
guidelines for civilian staff need to be widely disseminated to all U.N missions.
Both ECOMOG and UNAMSIL peacekeepers have sexually exploited women and solicited child prostitutes.

VI. EFFECTS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE

i

J

Health
Sexual violence often continues to impact the physical and mental well-being of survivors long after the
abuses were committed. In addition to the reluctance of some survivors to seek medical treatment, the lack of
health facilities, especially in the provinces, as well as the survivors' lack of money for transport, medical
170
treatment and drugs has meant that the health status of survivors is pOOr. Survivors also were often only able to
seek medical treatment months after the abuse had happened, for example when they managed to escape rebel
captors and make their way to a health center.
The probability of transmission of HIV and certain other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) is greatly
increased in violent sex and any sex where a woman or girl is injured. Doctors and other health personnel
interviewed by Human Rights Watch reported a high prevalence of STDs amongst victims, as the armed conflict
in Sierra Leone, like other armed conflicts, served as a vector for sexually transmitted diseases. l7l
A World Healt~ Organization (WHO) report found an alarmingly high prevalence rate of HIV/AIDS
amongst Sierra Leone Army soldiers. According to the report, the SLA tested 176 soldiers and eighty-two
civilians working for the army who had prolonged diarrhea, tuberculosis, weight loss or pneumonia, and found a
HIV-positive rate of 41.9 percent (or 108 persons). iunong the group tested were eighty female soldiers of whom
thirty tested positive (375 percent). As many SLA soldiers defected to the rebel factions, it is likely that victims
of sexual violence by them have been infected with the virus. In A U.N. report on the impact of conflict on
children states that rates of sexually transmitted diseases among soldiers are two to five times higher than those of
civilian populations, and that during armed conflict the rate of infection can be up to fifty times higher. 173
Commercial sexual exploitation of women by soldiers, including peacekeepers, also contributes to the spread of

PHR report, p. 45.
Human Rights Watch interviews with Dr. Olayinka Koso-Thomas, Freetown, February 25, 2002: Dr. Noah Conteh,
Freetown, March 1,2002 and Dr. Bernard Fraser, Freetown, March 3, 2002.
172 World Health Organization, HIVIAIDS in Sierra Leone: The Future at Stake-The Strategic and Organizational Context
and Recommendations for Action (Freetown, 2000), p. 3.
m See United Nations Security Council resolution 1308 on the responsibility of the Security Council in the maintenanCe of
international peace and security: mv/AIDS and international peacekeeping operations, July 17, 2000; and Gra<;:a Machel,
"The Impact of Armed Conflict on Children: A critical review of progress made and obstacles encountered in increaSing
protection for war-affected children," report prepared for and presented at the International Conference on War-Affected
Children, September 2000, Winmpeg, Canada, p. 12, at http://wwwwaraffectedchildren.gc.ca/machel-e.asp
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STDs, including HIV/AIDS
In 1997, tests showed that 70.6 percent of commercial sex workers in Freetown
were HIV positive compared to 26.7 percent in 1995. 175
The 2002 report by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (1J:NAIDS) on the global AIDS
epidemic estimated that by the end of 200 1 there were 170,000 persons aged between fifteen and forty-nine living
with HIV/AIDS in Sierra Leone. UNAIDS estimates that more than SO percent of this figure (90,000) are women
and girls l76 More accurate figures on HIV//liDS prevalence in Sierra Leone, as opposed to estimates, should be
known when the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) publish their report based on a
nationwide HIV/AIDS prevalence survey conducted in May 2002. 177 The government of Sierra Leone should
ensure that future information campaigns on HIV/AIDS are designed both to impart basic information and to help
reduce stigma, especially in light of the large number of survivors of sexual violence who may have been infected
with HIV.
Other health problems are vasico-vaginal and vasico-rectal fistulas (VVFs and VRFs), as a result of the
rape(s) especially of young girls but also of mature women; complications when giving birth; prolapsed uterus;
trauma; and unwanted pregnancies. Health professionals have noted high rates of pregnancies amongst young
girls with likely resultant illness, injury, and even death, due to pregnancy-related complications, These girls are
likely to experience future complications including uterine problems and scarring, reducing their ability to have a
normal sex life or to conceive or carry a child to full term in the future. The health of children born to abducted
girls is also likely to suffer as the girls often have no one to teach them motherhood skills, contributing to high
rates of infant mortality. The health risks are further exacerbated by various factors that impede safe sex,
including lack of information about HIV/AIDS, as well as cultural practices and beliefs that undermine the use of
reproductive health services and contraception. 178 The lack of attention paid until recently to conflict-related
sexual violence has meant that the health needs of women and girls have not received as much attention or
funding as required to adequately address the scale of the problem. In general the Sierra Leonean health services
lack trained and motivated personnel, medical equipment and supplies, drugs, and blood for transfusion. The
reproductive health infrastructure, which was poor before 1991, virtually collapsed during the war. 179 There are
only six specialist obstetricians and gynecologists in Sierra Leone. 180 Treatment for sexually transmitted diseases
is limited to the main towns and outreach by mobile clinics in some chiefdoms.
Mental health services for survivors of sexual violence are inadequate and as of 2002 there was only one
qualified psychiatrist in the country. FAWE Sierra Leone, which has substantial expertise in treating survivors of

Human Rights Watch interview, lJNAMSIL medical personnel, Freetown, April 30, 2002.
Ministry of Health and Sanitation, National AIDSISTD Control Programme Annual Report for 1998 (Freetown, Ministry
of Health and Sanitation, 1998), p. 3.
176 UNAIDS, Report on the Global HIVIAIDS Epidemic 2002 at http://www.unaids.org/, p. 190. This figure is based on a
total population of 4,587,000.
m Human Rights Watch interview with Dr. Joaquim Saweka (WHO Sierra Leone Representative), Freetown, May 3, 2002.
The preliminary results of the CDC showed a prevalence rate of 4.9 percent.
178 Only 297 of 4,923 women (or 6 percent) surveyed by the government in 2000 reported that they used contraceptives. This
low prevalence of contraceptIOn use is due to lack of access to family planning services within the communities, inadequate
health facilities, especially in the provinces, lack -of disposable income to pay for these services, and the low education of
women. Only 3 percent of women with no education used contraception compared to 8 percent of women with pnmary
education and 14 percent of women with secondary or higher education. Another worrying factor is the unwillingness of
partners to use condoms, which does not bode well given the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS and other STDs. See
Government of Sierra Leone, The Status of Women and Children in Sierra Leone, pp. 55-58.
179 UNDP, Human Development Report 2001, p. 198.
180 WHO and the Ministry of Health and Sanitation, Assessment of District Hospitals in Sierra Leone for the Delivery of Safe
Motherhood and Reproductive Health Services (Freetown: 2002), p. 10. The Assessment also found that physicians attended
only 3 percent of births whereas traditional birth attendants assisted in 38 percent of births nationally. Ibid pp.56-57. Only
lO percent of 4,923 women surveyed by the government in 2000 reported that they received antenatal care from a physician.
See Government of Sierra Leone, The Status of Women and Children m Sierra Leone, p. 10.
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sexual violence, believes that counseling on a massive scale is needed to ensure that the women and girls can face
the future. 181
Stigmatization and Shame of Survivors
The rebels frequently committed cnmes of sexual violence in public places. A.M., a twenty-year-old male,
reported that when he was held in captivity in State House in Freetown from January 8, 1999 for three days, he
saw from his cell wllldow RUF/AFRC combatants raplllg about twenty to twenty-five girls each night on the
grounds. 182 Given that rape has been committed on such a systematic and widespread scale and was witnessed by
many people, it seems that rape survivors, particularly in urban centers, are generally not stigmatized by society.
Survivors interviewed have expressed fear of rejection by their families and communities, but in practice it seems
that their fears are unfounded. Most survivors are accepted back into their communities, with their families simply
overjoyed to find that they are still alive.

Nevertheless, some women, like R.K. who was raped by the CDF (see above, p. 48), have been rejected by
their husbands:
I told my husband what happened. He cried and rejected me. He said he will find another wife
My family has begged him to accept me as it was not my fault. He does not love me anymore. I
am annoyed because I was the senior wife and now he does not treat me well. 183
Girls and women who voluntarily joined the rebel forces are less likely to be welcomed back.
The survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights gives an indication of survival strategies employed
by women who had been raped: of the ninety-four interviewees reporting having themselves experienced sexual
violence, sixty-one (or 65 percent) told someone about their case(s) of sexual violence. The majority of these
survivors (fifty women and girls or 53 percent) reported their experience to a health care provider in a hospital,
health care center or to a traditional healer, albeit on average five months after the incident(s) occurred. Among
those not reporting these incidents and who stated a reason (twenty-eight out of thirty-three), the reasons given
were feelings of shame or social stigma (eighteen women and girls or 64 percent), fear of being stigmatized or
rejected (eight women and girls or 28 percent) and not having trust in anyone (six women and girls or 21 percent).
Eighteen women and girls (19 percent) reported that discussions with family members helped them to try to forget
about the incident(s). Other survivors reported that what helped most was to try and forget about the incident (46
percent), support of family (35 percent), a health care provider (33 percent) and traditional medicine (32
184
•
percent).
Human Rights Watch also found that many survivors feel intense personal shame that the rebels have defiled
them, and therefore often do not report the crime or seek medical attention. S.G., the fifty-year-old widow who
had both arms amputated after being raped (see above p. 36), described the shame and anger she felt after her
ordeal:
I didn't even tell my people about the rape. It's such a shameful act. Not just because of the
rebel's age, but also because never in my life have I had sex with someone besides my husband. I
was a good woman. Can you imagine how I felt when this young boy raped me, kicked me and
then told me to get out of his sight after doing this to me? And without my arms, how can I as a
woman even clean myself, let alone take care of my affairs. We're farmers and how am I to farm
now? Both the rape and amputation are awful ... but later when thinking about what happened, I
was even angrier about the rape than the amputation because for him to have done that to me was
181 Human Rights Watch interview with Christiana Thorpe (founding chairperson of FAWE Sierra Leone Chapter), Freetown, .
March 22, 2002.
182 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 12, 1999.
183 Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, August 21,2000.
184 PHR report, p. 51 and Table 6 on p. 54. Women could select more than one of the choices given.
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like killing me inside because of the shame. Sex is something you should enjoy together with
your man. But to do it like that, to handle me like that, to torture me like that and then kick me
and leave me like that ... it's too much. But I guess I was somehow lucky. There could have been
ten people doing that to me. 185
P.S. twenty-five, who was abducted and gang raped by the West Side Boys in January 2000, explamed why
she had not reported her rapes:
I didn't want to tell anyone what happened. I was ashamed because it is bad enough being done
like this, but having a rebel do it is even worse. I felt so bad because I wanted to save myself for
someone special. I went to secret society and they instructed us not to be involved in sex until we
were ready to marry. And now I'm afraid because of AIDS. When I think of them I feel so
angry. 186

VII. INTER.1\IATIONAL LEGAL PROTECTIONS AGAINST GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
Introduction 187
Women and girls have, since time immemorial, been subjected to sexual and gender-based violence,
including rape and sexual slavery, during armed conflict. Mass rape of women and girls was documented during
the Second World War as well as in more recent conflicts in such diverse countries as the former Yugoslavia,
Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo l88 Sexual violence has traditionally been considered as the
inevitable by-product of armed conflict and has been mischaracterized by military and political leaders as a
private crime or the unfortunate behavior of renegade soldiers. The use of rape as a weapon of war, however,
means that rape is not a private or incidental crime. Rape as a weapon of war serves a strategic function and acts
as an integral tool for achieving military objectives.

Conflict-related rape is an act of violence that targets sexuality, but it is also a military and political tool. It
functions to subjugate and humiliate both the women and men within the targeted community. Furthermore, rape
is generally not committed in isolation and victims are often subjected to multiple human rights abuses, which
serve to further traumatize the survivor. In conflicts in which civilians are the principal targets, sexual violence
has become an even more deliberate and insidious weapon of war. In the former Yugoslavia, for example, rape
and other grave abuses committed by Serb forces were with the intent to drive the non-Serb population from their
homes and communities. •

Human Rights Watch interview, Bo, March 2, 2000.
Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, February 8, 2000.
137 Some of the information in this section was published previously in Human Rights Watch Women's Rights Project, The
Global Report on Women's Human Rights (New York: Human Rights Watch, 1995); and Dorothy Q Thomas and Regan E.
Ralph, "Rape in War: Challenging The TraditIon of Impunity," SAIS Review (Washmgton D.C.: John Hopkins UniversIty
Press, Winter-Spring 1994).
1&8See for example Human Rights Watch, War Crimes in Bosnia-Hercegovina: U.N Cease-Fire Won't Help BanJa Luka
Volume 6, Issue 8, June 1994, http://www.hrworgJreportsJI994/bosnia2/; Human Rights Watch, Bosnia-Hercegovma' The
Fall of Srebrenica
and the Failure
of U.N.
Peacekeeping,
Vol. 7, No.
13, October 1995,
bttp:J/www.hrw.orgJsummaries/s.bosnia95]0.html; Human Rights Watch, Bosnia and Hercegovina, A Closed, Dark Place:
Past and Present Human Rights Abuses in Foca, Vol. 10, No.6 (D), July 1998, http://www.hrw.orgJreports98/foca/; Human
Rights Watch/Africa, Human Rights Watch Women's Rights Project, Federation Internationale des Ligues des Droits de
I'Homme, Human Rights Watch, Shallered Lives' Se.xual Violence durmg the Rwandan Genocide and its Aftermath,
September 1996, http://wwwhrw.orgJreports/1996/Rwanda.htm; Human Rights Watch, The War Within the War. Sexual
Violence Against Women and Girls in Eastern Congo, June 2002, hrtp:JJwww.h.rw.org/reports/2002/drc/; Human Rights
Watch, Democratic Republic of Congo, War Crimes in Kisangani: The Response of Rwandan-backed Rebels to the May
2002 Mutiny, Vol. 14, No 6 (A), August 2002, http://hrw.orgJreports/2002/drc2/; United Nations, Preliminary report
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submitted by the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, ivf.s. Radhika Coomaraswamy,
in accordance with Commission on Human Rights resolution 1994/45, E/CNA/1995/42 (United Nations, ]994), p. 64.
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The ten-year internal armed conflict in Sierra Leone has been charactenzed by egregious human rights
abuses against the civilian population, including the use of sexual violence to achieve military aims. 189 From the
testimonies in this report, it is clear that the rebels waged a war through attacking civilians. Sexual violence was
therefore used as part of the rebels' military and political strategy, wiLlJ. vicrims often being used to bring
messages to their enemies, including President Kabbah, ECOMOG, the SLA or the CDF. RVF rebels told an
older woman whom they first raped and then subjected to amputation that: "There should be peace before the
elections. Now you can go and vote. You have got to take a letter to Bo and those hands are the letters ,,190 The
testimonies also reveal how the rebels sought complete domination over girls and women by doing whatever they
wanted to, including breaking numerous cultural taboos, such as raping lactating mothers or elderly women.
Despite being commonplace during armed conflict, rape "remains the least condemned war crime,"
191
according to the V.N special rapporteur on violence against women
It is only in recent years that it has been
exposed and condemned alongside other human rights abuses and international humanitarian law violations.
Sexual violence remains insufficiently reported, condemned, and prosecuted as war crimes or crimes against
humanity. This differential treatment of sexual violence highlights the international community's willingness to
tolerate sexual violence against women notwithstanding its obligations under international law.
International law has prohibited rape and other forms of sexual violence against women during armed
conflict for over a century. 192 Perpetrators can be held accountable for rape and other forms of sexual violence as
war crimes, crimes against humanity, and as acts of genocide. 193 International human rights law, which remains
applicable in times of armed conflict, also prohibits sexual violence and sexual slavery.

International Humanitarian Law
International humanitarian law, also known as the laws of war, sets out protections for civilians, prisoners of
194
war and other non-combatants during international and internal armed conflicts.
The four Geneva
195
l96
Conventions
and their two Additional Protocols
implicitly and explicitly condemn rape and other forms of
189 United Nations, Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, Ms. Radhika
Coomaraswamy, submilled in accordance wah Commission on Human Rights resolution 2001149, Addendum, Mission to
Sierra Leone, E/CN.4/2002/83/Add.2 (United Nations, 2002)
190 Human Rights Watch interview, Bo, March 2,2000.
191 United Nations, Preliminary report submzlled by the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, E/CN.4/l995/42, p.
64.
192 Some examples of .how the law prohibiting war-related rape developed include the Italian lawyer Lucas de Penna
advocating in the thirteenth century for the punishment of wartime rape just as severely as rape committed in peacetime, and
Hugo Grotius stating III the sixteenth century that sexual violence committed in wartime was a punishable crime. Articles 44
and 47 of the 1863 Lieber Code, which served as the basis for subsequent war codes, also lists rape by a belligerent as a war
crime punishable by death. See the Lieber Code of 1863, Correspondence, Orders, Reports, and Returns of the Union
Authorities, From January I to December 31,1863.--#7, O.R.--Series III-Volume III [S# 124J, General Orders No. 100.,
War Dept., Adjt. General's Office, Washington, April 24, 1863. Article 4 of the Hague Convention (1907) provides a general
prohibition of torture and abuses against combatants and non-combatants. Article 46 of the same convention prescribes that
"[fJamily honour and rights ... must be respected," which can be interpreted to cover rape. See Convention Respecting the
Laws and Customs of War on Land, with annexed Regulations (Hague Convention IV) of October 18,1907,36 Stat. 2277,
T.S. No. 539 (entered into force January 26, 1910). Kelly D. Askin and Dorean M. Koenig (eds.), Women and Inzerna£wnal
Human Rights Law (Ardsley, NY: Transnational Publishers, Inc, 1999), Volume 1, p. 50. See also Kelly D Askin, War
Crimes Against Women. Prosecution in International War Crimes Tribunals (Dordrecht: Kluwer Law International, 1997),
pp. 18-36.
19J Although genocide did not occur in Sierra Leone, raDe and other fonns of sexual violence can be defined as constituent
elements of genocide. Genocide is defined under the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide as "acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethmc, racial or religious group."
Genocide has attained JUS cogens status (a nonn that preempts other nonns) and is prohibited both in its own right and as a
crime against humanIty
194 See the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the two 1977 Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions.
Other
sources of international humanitarian law are the 1907 Hague Convention and RegulatIOns, decisions of international
tribunals and customarv law.
195 Sierra Leone becarn~ a party to the four Geneva Conventions on June 10, 1965.
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sexual violence as serious violations of humanirarian law in both internatlOnal and internal conflicts. In
international armed conflicts, such crimes are grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and are considered war
crimes. Violations involving direct attacks on civilians during internal armed conrlicts are increasingly recognized
as war cnmes.
Under international humanitarian law, the civil war in Sierra Leone was an internal armed conflict. 197
Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions applies to all parties in an internal armed conflict, including armed
opposition groups. Through its prohibition of "outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and
degrading treatment," Common Article 3 implicitly condemns sexual violence.
The Fourth Geneva Convention on the protection of civilians in international armed conflicts provides a basis
for defining the protections provided under Common Article 3. Article 27 on the treatment of protected persons
states that "women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against rape,
enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault." 198 Article 147 specifies that "torture or inhuman
treatment" and "willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health" are grave breaches of the
conventions. 199 According to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) , rape and other forms of
sexual violence are considered to be grave breaches and even a single act of sexual violence can constitute a war
200
cnme.
Article 4 of Protocol II, which governs internal armed conflicts and applied to the conflict in Sierra Leone,
expressly forbids "violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder as
well as cruel treatment, such as torture, mutilation or any form of corporal punishment" and "outrages upon
personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape and enforced prostitution and any form
of indecent assault" as well as "slavery and the slave trade in all their forms. ,,201 According to the ICRC
Commentary, this provision "reaffirms and supplements Common Article 3 .. , [because] it became clear that it
was necessary to strengthen ... the protection of women .,. who may also be the victims of rape, enforced
.,
. decent assau1t. ,,202
prostlrutlOn
or m
As the above language highlights, crimes of sexual violence under international humanitarian law have been
mischaracterized as attacks against the honor of women or an outrage on personal dignity-as opposed to attacks
on physical integrity. This mischaracterization diminishes the serious nature of the crime and contributes to the
widespread misperception of rape as an attack on honor that is an "incidental" or "lesser" crime relative to crimes
such as torture or enslavement. 203 Whilst it is true that rape is an assault on human dignity, rape should primarily
be viewed as a violent ass'ault on bodily integrity as well as one that dishonors the perpetrator and not the victim.
Sexual Violence as a Crime against Humanity
Acts of sexual violence committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians in Sierra
Leone can be classified as crimes against humanity and prosecuted as such. There is no single international treaty
that provides an authoritative definition of crimes against humanity, but such crimes are generally considered to
Sierra Leone ratified the Additional Protocols on October 21, 1986.
The fighting in 1997-98 between West Afncan ECOWAS forces and the RUF/AFRC government may have met the
criteria for an international armed conflict.
198 Geneva Convention IV, Article 27 (2). Article 76 of Protocol I extends this protection of protected persons to a]] women.
Protocol I, Article 76.
199 Geneva Convention IV, Article 147.
200 Theodor Meron, "Rape as a Crime Under International Humanitarian Law," American Journal of International Law
(Washington DC.: .Dvnerican Society of InternatIOnal Law, 1993), vol. 87, p. 426, citing the International Committee of the
Red Cross, Aide Memoire, December 3, 1992.
201 Protocol II, Article 4 (2) (a), (e) and (f).
202 Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski, Bruno Zimmerman (eds.), ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols of June
1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (Geneva: Martinus Nijhoff, 1987), p. 1375, para. 4539
203 See Catherine N. Niarchos, "Women, War and Rape: Cha]]enges facing the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia," Human Rights Quarterly (Baltimore: The John Hopkins lIniversityPress, 1995), vol. 17, pp. 672, 674.
196

197
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be serious and inhumane acts committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against the civilian
population, during peacetime or war, and that result from the persecution of a specific group. 204
The charter establishing the Nuremberg tribunal after the Second World War did not specify rape under
crimes against humanity or list gender as one of the grounds of persecution; the inclusion of rape could however
be derived from the charter's general prohibition against "other inhumane acts.,,205 Resolving this ambiguity, rape
(as well as torture) was included in the specific list of crimes constituting crimes against humanity in the statutes
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY)206 and the International Crimmal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) 207
The statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) expands on this by including gender as one of the
grounds of persecution, as well as adding rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced
sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity208 This definition of gender-based crimes
against humanity, which appropriately makes no reference to the outdated notion of "crimes against honor," has
been taken up in the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (see below for a discussion of the Special
Court).
Under the evolving case law on crimes against humanity, formal proof of policy, plan or design is no longer
an essential element for the prosecution of crimes against humanity. Both the ICTY and the ICTR have found that
the existence of a plan or policy is sufficient: the policy need not be formalized and may be deduced from the way
209
in which the acts occur
The failure to take action to address widespread or systematic attacks against the
civilian population can also be considered sufficient to determine the requisite element of policy, plan or design.
Both state and non-state actors can be held accountable for crimes against humanity.

Iul individual case of serious sexual violence can be prosecuted as a crime against humanity if the
prosecution can make the link between the single violation and other violations of basic human rights or
international humanitarian law that have been committed as a widespread or systematic attack against the civilian
2IO
population.
Each enumerated type of act, such as murder, torture, or rape, does not need to be committed on a

204 See, e.g. "Report of the Secretary-General Pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Security Council Resolution 808," 32 l.L.M. at 1159
(1993), para. 48.
205 The Nuremberg Chatter, as amended by the Berlin Protocol, 59 Stat. 1546, 1547 (1945), E.A.S. NO. 472, 82 U.N.T.S.
284. Under article 6(c) of the Nuremberg Charter, crimes against humanity included, but were not limited to the following
atrocities: "[m]urder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian
population, before or during war, or persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds."
206 Article 5 of the Statute of the ICTY names rape as a crime against humanity. See Statute of the ICTY (adopted 25/5/93) at
http://www.un.org/ictylbasic/statut/statute-con.htm.
207 Article 3 of the Statute of the ICTR names rape as a crime against humanity. See Statute of the ICTR (adopted 8111194) at
http://www.ictrorg.
208 Article 7 of the Statute of the ICC enumerates crimes against humanity as "any of the following acts when committed as
part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack: (a) Murder;
(b) Extermination; (c) Enslavement; (d) Deportation; (e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in
violation of fundamental rules of international law; (f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced
pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; (h) Persecution against any
identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or
other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law, in connectlOn with any act referred to
in this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; (i) Enforced disappearance of persons; (j) The cnme of
apartheid; (k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to
mental or physical health." Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, opened for signature July 17, 1998, Article 7,
reprinted in 37 I.L.M. 999 (1998) Sierra Leone signed and ratified the Rome Statute on October 17, 1998 and September IS,
2000 respectively.
209 Kunarac Trial Chamber Judgement, para. 432.
210 "It is sufficient to show that the act took place in the context of an accumulation of acts of violence which, individually,
may vary greatly in nature and gravity" Kunarac Tna] Chamber Judgement para. 419.
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widespread or systematic basis-it is the attack that must be widespread or systematic. 211
Human Rights Law
Sierra Leone is party to international human rights instruments that provide safeguards for women and girls
at all times, including during armed conflict. These include protection from rape as torture and other
mistreatment; slavery and forced prostitution; and discrimination based on sex. Armed opposition groups,
particularly those in control of territory, have increasingly been under an obligation to respect international human
. h ts stand ar ds. 212
ng
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)2lJ prohibit torture and other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment by officials or persons acting in an official capacity. The Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC) provides for the right to freedom from torture, sexual exploitation and abuse as well as liberty and
security of person. 214 The 1991 constitution of Sierra Leone also prohibits "any form of torture or any punishment
or other treatment which is inhuman or degrading.,,215
The United Nations special rapporteur on torture has recognized that rape can constitute torture: "[R]ape is a
traumatic form of torture for the victim.,,216 The ICTY in the Furundzija case noted that "[i]n certain
circumstances ... rape can amount to torture and has been found by international judicial bodies to constitute a
violation of the norm prohibiting torture.,,217 The ICTR in the Akayesu case stated that "Like torture, rape is used
for such purposes as intimidation, degradation, humiliation, discrimination, punishment, control or destruction of
a person. Like torture, rape is a violation of personal dignity, and rape in fact constitutes torture when it is
inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting
in an official capacity.,,218
Sexual violence generally violates women's rights to be free from discrimination based on sex as provided
for under the ICCPR. 219 Under Article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDA W),220 the definition of discrimination is considered to include "gender-based violence
precisely because gender-based violence has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the enjoyment by
women of human rights" on a basis of equality with men. 221 The CEDAW Committee enumerated a wide range of
obligations for states related to ending sexual violence, including ensuring appropriate treatment for victims in the
justice system, counseling and support services, and medical and psychological assistance to victims. 222 In a 1993

•

Prosecutor v. Kupreskic, Judgement, IT-95-16-T, 14 January 2000 (Kupreskic Trial Chamber Judgement), para. 550.
212 Nigel S. Rodley, "Can Armed Opposition Groups Violate Human Rights?" in P Mahoney and K. Mahoney (eds.) Human
Rights in the 21st Century: A Global Challenge (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1993), pp. 297-318, and International Council
211

on Human Rights Policy, "Hard Cases: Bringing Human Rights Violators to Justice Abroad-A Guide to Universal
Jurisdiction," (Geneva: International Council on Human Rights Policy, 1999), p. 6.
m Sierra Leone ratified the CAT on March 1,2001.
214 Sierra Leone ratified the CRC on June 18, 1990. Article 34 protects the child from sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.
Article 37 provides for the freedom from torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment as well as
liberty and security of person.
215 Constitution of Sierra Leone (1991), Chapter III - The Recognition and Protection of Fundamental Human Rights and
Freedoms of the IndiVIdual, s. 20( I).
216 United Nations, Report of the UN. Special Rapporteur on Torture, Mr. Nigel S. Radley, submitted pursuant to the
Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1992/32, E/CNA/l995/34, Paragraph 19, January 12,1995
217 Prosecutor v. Anto Furundiija, judgement, IT-95-17/1-T, December 10, 1998, para. 171.
218 Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Judgement, ICTR-96-4-T, September 2, 1998 (the Akayesu Trial Chamber Judgement),
para. 687.
219 See ICCPR, Articles 2 (1) and 26.
220 Sierra Leone ratified this treaty on November 11, 1988.
221 Women, Law and Development International, Gender Violence. The Hidden War Crimes (Washington D.C.: Women,
Law and Development International, 1998), p. 37.
122 CommIttee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, "Violence Against Women," General
Recommendation no. 19 (eleventh session, 1992), U.N Document CEDAW/C/1992/L.l/Add.15 .
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resolution, the C.N. General Assembly declared that prohibiting gender discrimination includes eliminating
gender-based violence and that states_,"should pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of
eliminating violence agamst women. ,,2"0
The CRC also provides for freedom from discrimination on the basis of gender (A.rticle 2), and the right to
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (Article 24). Under Article 39, states shall take all
appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological recovery and social integration of a child victim of
any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture of any other form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment; or armed conflicts. The CRC also calls upon states to provide special protection and assistance to a
child "temporarily or permanently deprived of his or her family environment ,,224 A child's right to "such
measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor" is also guaranteed by the ICCPR. 225
Under both the ICCPR and CEDAW, slavery and forced prostitution in times of armed conflict constitute a
basic violation of the right to liberty and security of person 226 Furthermore, slavery, which is ajus cogens norm
from which no derogation is permitted, is prohibited under Article 8 of the ICCPR, which also prohibits forced
labor, and by the 1926 Slavery Convention. 227 The right to freedom from slavery is also provided under the
constitution of Sierra Leone. 228
The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, to
"[ e]limination of every discrimination against women ... and
child"m as well as the right to integrity of one's person, and the
and degradation .. , particularly slavery, slave trade, torture,
treatment ,,230

which Sierra Leone is a party, guarantees the
protection of the rights of the woman and the
right to be free of" ... [aJll forms of exploitation
cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and

Gender Jurisprudence for Crimes of Sexual Violence
Despite the widespread practice of sexual violence during the Second World War, rape did not figure
prominently in the prosecutions brought by the two major tribunals established after the war. Rape was not
prosecuted at any of the Nuremberg trials notwithstanding the evidence of sexual violence presented. Rape
charges were brought in a few cases before the International Military Tribunal in the Far East (the Tokyo
Tribunal),23I and several accused were convicted of crimes including sexual violence. The Tokyo tribunal was
responsible for bringing international attention to atrocities, including sexual violence, committed during the
22J United Nations Ge.eral Assembly, "Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women," AlRES/48/104,
December 20, 1993 (issued on February 23, 1994). See Article 4, in particular.
224 Article 20 (1) of the CRe.
225 Although the masculine pronoun is used, the ICCPR is applicable without any discrimination to sex as stated in Article 24

(1 ).

226 Article 9 of the ICCPR provides for the freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention or exile, whilst ArtIcle 23 prohibits forced
marriage. Under Article 6 of CEDAW, states are required to take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to suppress
all forms of traffic In women and exploitation of prostitution of women.
227 Slavery Convention, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 212, p. 17., July 7,1955.
228 Constitution of Sierra Leone (1991), Chapter III - The Recogmtion and Protection of Fundamental Human Rights and
Freedoms of the Individual, s. 19 (1).
229 Article 3 of the AfrIcan [Banjul] Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, adopted June 27,1981, Organization of African
Unity Doc. CAB/LEG/6713 rev. 5, 21 I.L.M. 58,1982. Sierra Leone SIgned and ratified this treaty on August 27,1981 and
September 21, 1993 respectively.
230 Articles 4 and 5 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights.
231 The Indictment for the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE) included rape within the crimes charged
generally. IMTFE Indictment, p. 31, reproduced in the IMTFE Docs., vol., 20, A.nnex A-6; See also Appendix D, attached to
the Indictment, which provides more detail on the charges. The Indictment stated that the accused were responsible for "mass
murder, rape, pIllage, brigandage, torture, and other barbaric crueltIes upon the helpless civilian population of the overrun
countries." Appendix D alleged responsibility for "inhumane treatment" and "mistreatment" when "civIlian internees were
murdered, beaten, tortured, and otherwise ill-treated, and female prisoners were raped by members of the Japanese forces"
and "female nurses were raped, murdered and ill-treated," and "large numbers of the inhabitants" were also murdered,
tortured, raped, and otherwise mistreated.
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"Rape of Nanking." The Tokyo tribunal failed, however, to prosecute members of the Japanese government and
military for the 200,000 "comfort women" forced into sexual slavery during the war. 232
Widespread reports of sexual violence in the conflicts in the fonner Yugoslavia and Rwanda were
instrumental in the UN. Security Council decisions authorizing the establishment of the ICTY and the ICTR. As
noted, the statutes of both the ICTY and ICTR make explicit mention of rape as a crime against humanity2J3 The
ICTY also has implicit jurisdiction to prosecute crimes of sexual violence as grave breaches of international
234
humanitarian law, as violations of the laws and customs of war and genocide.
The ICTR is explicitly
empowered to prosecute rape as a serious violation of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions and can
2J5
prosecute crimes of sexual violence when they constitute torture or genocide.
Both tribunals have played a critical role in setting precedents in the prosecution of conflict-related sexual
236
As noted at this
violence, including articulating definitions and elements of many gender-related crimes
report's opening (see "Defmition of Sexual Violence, Rape and Sexual Slavery," p. 2), both the ICTR (in the
1998 Akayesu judgment) and the ICTY (in the 2002 Foca judgment) defmed rape, of which there is no commonly
accepted definition in international law, albeit the definition from the Akayesu judgment has been criticized as too
broad. The Akayesu judgment also provided a legal definition of sexual violence: any act of a sexual nature,
including rape, committed on a person under coercive circumstances, but which need not include a physical
invasion of the body or even contact. 2J7 The ICTY has found that sexual violence not only constitutes crimes
against humanity, war crimes and grave breaches, but can also constitute torture, enslavement, serious bodily
injury and other relevant acts as long as the elements constituting these. crimes are present in the act of sexual
violence.
In general, however, both tribunals have had an inconsistent record on investigating and prosecuting crimes
of sexual violence. The ICTR continues to lack a comprehensive approach to the inclusion of sexual violence
charges and has failed to include these charges or seek amendments in the original indictments where the Office
of the Prosecutor has witness testimony or evidence of sexual violence. 238

232 See the Appendix entitled "An Analysis of the Legal Liability of the Government of Japan for "Comfort Women Stations"
Established During the Second World War" to the United Nations, Contemporary Forms ofSlavery: Systematic Rape, Sexual
Slavery and Slavery-like PrCfCtices during Armed Conflict, pp. 38-55.
2J3 Article 5 of the Statute of the ICTY names rape as a crime against humanity See Statute of the ICTY (adopted 25/5/93) at
http://www.un.orglictylbasic/statutlstatute-con.htm. Article 3 of the Statute of the ICTR names rape as a crime against
humanity. See Statute of the ICTR (adopted 8/11/94) at http://www.ictr.org
234 Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Statute of the ICTY respectively.
235 Articles 4, Article 3 (f) and Article 2 respectively of the ICTR Statute.
236 Akayesu Trial Chamber Judgment; Prosecutor v Tadic; Prosecutor v. Delalic, et al., IT-96-21-A, November 16, 1998;
Prosecutor v. Anto Furundiija' Judgment, December 10,1998; Prosecutor v. Blaskic, IT-95-14, Judgement, March 3,2000;
Prosecutor v. Kvocka et al., Judgement, IT-98-30-T, November 2,2001. Prosecutor v. Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir Kovac
and Zoran Vukovic (Foca case), Appeals Chamber Judgement, June 12,2002, IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/1
2J7 Akayesu Trial Chamber Judgement, para. 688. The ICTR stated: "The Tribunal defines rape as a physical invasion of a
sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive. The Tribunal considers sexual violence, which
includes rape, as any act of a sexual nature which is committed on a person under circumstances whIch are coercive. Sexual
violence is not limited to physical invasion of the human body and may include acts which do not involve penetration or even
physical contact. The incident described by Witness K.K in which the Accused ordered the Interahamwe [Butu militia] to
undress a student and force her to do gymnastics naked in the public courtyard of the bureau communal, in front of a crowd,
constitutes sexual violence. The Tribunal notes in this context that coercive circumstances need not be evidenced by a show
of physical force. Threats, intimidation, extortion and other forms of duress which prey on fear or desperation may constitute
coercion, and coercion may be inherent in certain circumstances, such as armed conflict or the military presence of
Interahamwe among refugee Tutsi women at the bureau communal."
238 See Human Rights Watch press release "Bosnia: Landmark Verdicts for Rape, Torture, and Sexual Enslavement,"
February 22, 200 I, at http://www.hrworg!press/200l/02/serbia0222.htm. These facts were reconfirmed from a reliable
source from the ICTR, Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, November 8, 2002.
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Command Responsibility239
The culpability of superior officers for atrocities that their subordinates commit is commonly known as
command responsibility. Although the concept originated in military law, it now also embraces the responsibility
of civil authonties for the abuses committed by persons under their direct authority24o
Commanders of armed rebel groups, such as in Sierra Leone, are subject to command responsibility. While
Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol II on internal armed conflicts do not explicitly
mention command responsibility, the application of Protocol II depends on there being organized armed groups
"under responsible command.,,24! Command responsibility is now part of customary international law, that is, a
universally recognized precept of international criminal law. It is also an explicit feature of many treaties,
including the statutes of the ICC, the ad hoc tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and of the Special
Court for Sierra Leone (see below, p. 63).
There are two forms of command responsibility. The first is direct responsibility for orders that are unlawful.
Vv'ben an official authorizes or orders rapes, massacres, or other grave abuses, that individual is criminally
responsible for these acts, whether the superior who initiated or conveyed the order also carries out the atrocity or
has subordinates perform it. The other form of command responsibility is an imputed responsibility for the crimes
of subordinates where those crimes are not based on direct orders. In this case, responsibility is determined on the
basis of whether the superior knew or should have known of the abuses committed by subordinates.
Knowledge of the abuses may be actual, either by the army officer or rebel commander witnessing the crimes
or being informed of them shortly thereafter. It may also be constructive, where the abuses were so numerous or
notorious that a reasonable person could come to no other conclusion than that the superior must have known of
their commission or of the existence of an understood and acknowledged routine for their commission. Another
basis of constructive notice is that the officer should have known of the offenses, but displayed such serious
personal dereliction as to constitute willful and wanton disregard of the possible consequences, which is an
extreme form of negligence. The failure of the commander to take appropriate measures to control the
subordinates under his or her command and prevent atrocities, and the failure to punish offenders, are further
elements in showing command responsibility.
f\n individual found to have command responsibility for the crime committed by a subordinate is deemed
culpable to the same degree as the subordinate. A commander will therefore be found guilty of murder if he or she
stood by while the subordinate committed murder.

•

With regard to the crime of rape, some courts have been reluctant to impute command responsibility for what
seen as random and a private crirne. 242 However, the requirements of command responsibility do not vary
according to the particular crime; the commander is no more permitted to stand by while rape is committed than
to stand by while murder is. If a superior had reason to know that subordinates under his or her command
cDmmitted rape (such as news reports, or widespread commission of this abuse), and failed to use all feasible
means under his or her command to prevent and punish this abuse, he or she may also be found guilty of rape.
IS

The legal analysis in this section was previously published in Human Rights Watch, Milosevic and the Chain of Command
in Kosovo, Jul y 7, 200 I, http://www.hrw.org/press/2001/07/chain-of-command.htm.
240 Geoffrey Robertson, Crimes against Humanzty· The Struggle for Global iustice (London: Penguin BOOKS Ltd., 1999), p.
239

206-7.
Article 1 (I), Protocol II.
242 See generally Patricia Viseur Sellers and Kaoru Okuizumi, "Prosecuting International Crimes: An Inside View: IntentlOnal
Prosecution of Sexual Assaults," Transnational Law & Conzemporarv Problems Volume 7, Number I (Spring 19971, p 45.
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VIII. TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE MECHANISMS FOR SIERRA LEONE
Two transitional justice mechanisms are currently underway to address the cycle of impunity in Sierra
Leone: a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and a Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL). Both bodies
became operational in the third quarter of 2002.

The Lome Amnesty
The Lome Peace Agreement of July 7, 1999, controversially provided for amnesty for combatants in the civil
war. Under Article 9 (l), Sankoh was granted an absolute and free pardon (he had been convicted and sentenced
to death for his involvement in the 1997 coup); and under Article 9 (3) the government was required to ensure that
"no official or judicial action is taken against any member of the RUF/SL, ex-AFRC, ex-SLA or CDP in respect
to anything done by them in pursuit of their objectives as members of those organizations, since March 1991, up
to the time of signing of the present Agreement. .. ,,243 At the last minute, the U.N. secretary-general's special
representative attending the talks added a hand-written caveat that the U.N. held the understanding that the
amnesty and pardon provided for in Article 9 did not apply to international crimes of genocide, crimes against
humanity, war crimes, and other serious violations of international humanitarian law.
Under international law, states have an erga omnes obligation-in other words a duty owed to the whole
international community-to investigate and prosecute crimes against humanity, genocide and torture even if this
means that amnesty laws are in effect annulled. This means that Sierra Leone therefore has an obligation under
international law to prosecute those who committed crimes against humanity and torture, irrespective of the Lome
Amnesty and the setting up of the SCSL. Other states also have an obligation to prosecute these crimes based on
the principle of universal jurisdiction (see below at p. 66 for a discussion on this principle). Crimes committed in
the post-Lome period fall outside the amnesty and can be prosecuted under domestic law.
The granting of an amnesty may also be challenged under the Sierra Leonean constitution and international
law, as being against the fundamental legal principle of the state's duty to provide an effective remedy against
official violation of guaranteed rights. The U.N. Human Rights Commission has ruled that "States may not
deprive individuals _of the right to an effective remedy, including compensation and such rehabilitation as may be
possible.,,244 A duty to revoke the amnesty retroactively may even arise under international law. Several Sierra
Leonean lawyers have discussed the issue of the amnesty's constitutionality and whether to challenge it in court.

Truth and Reconciliation Commission
The 1999 Lome Pea~e Agreement provides for the establishment of a Truth.and Reconciliation Commission,
which was conceived by nongovernmental organizations attending the peace talks as a counterbalance to the
amnesty granted to all parties. Under the peace agreement, the TRC was to be established to "address impunity,
break the cycle of violence, provide a forum for both the victims and perpetrators of human rights violations to
tell their story, [and] get a clear picture of the past in order to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation ....,,245
The commission should have been established within ninety days after the signing of the peace agreement,
but the Sierra Leonean Parliament did not pass the Truth and Reconciliation Act establishing the TRC until
February 2000. Its establishment was further delayed due to the renewed outbreak of fighting in May 2000, and
lack of political will of both the government and the international community. As the selection process for the
commissioners took longer than planned, the government also decided to delay the commencement of the TRC
until after the May 2002 elections to ensure that the TRC would not be politicized by the elections. The activities
of the TRC may well be further hampered by funding shortfalls Only U.S $1.5 million had been pledged as of
June 2002, partially because the Office of the U.N. High CommisslOner for Human Rights (OHCHR) did not

Article 9 of the 1999 Lome Peace Agreement.
Robertson, Crimes against Humanity· The Struggle/or Global Justice, p. 260.
245 Article 26 (l) of the 1999 Lome Peace Agreement.
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launch the funding appeal until January 25, 2002. Its total planned budget was reduced from almost US $10
246
million to U.S. $6,276,440 in August 2002 and has remained unchanged since then
On May 13, 2002, President Kabbah announced the seven commissioners. The four Sierra Leoneans are: Rt.
Rev. Dr. Joseph C Humper; Justice Laura A. E. Marcus-Jones; Prof John A. Kamara; and Mr. Sylvanus Torto.
The three international commissioners are: Madam Ajaaratai Satang Jow (Gambia); Ms. Yasmin L Sooka (South
Africa); and Professor William Schab as (Canada). The commission had a three-month preparatory phase, which
started in July 2002, and must wrap up its activities and submit a report within twelve months of the start of
hearings, which as of this writing have not yet begun. 247 An intenm executive secretariat headed by the Sierra
Leonean lawyer Yasmin Jusu-Sheriff and staffed with eight other members was established to support the work of
the commissioners. The budget will be used to establish the secretariat of the commission in Freetown, which will
support the seven commissioners and the office of the executive secretary. In addition, it is likely that six
operational units will be established to provide support to the commissioners and the executive secretary248 The
establishment of regional offices is also provided for under the Act and should encourage Sierra Leonean
249
participation and ownership of the process. These offices are expected to begin functioning in early 2003
The TRe's mandate is "to create an impartial historical record of violations and abuses of human rights and
international humanitarian law related to the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, from the beginning of the armed
conflict in 1991 to the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement; to address impunity; to respond to the needs of the
victims; to promote healing and reconciliation and to prevent a repetition of the violations and abuses suffered.,,250
The commission is called upon to give special attention to the subject of sexual abuse and may also implement
"special procedures to address the needs of such particular victims as children or those who have suffered sexual
abuse ... ,,25 1 Any committees formed by the commission to assist it in the performance of its functions should also
take into account gender representation. 252
Both the UNAMSIL human rights unit and NGOs have conducted sensitization activities, mainly in the key
urban centers, to ensure Sierra Leonean awareness of the process, but at the time of writing, there was still
considerable confusion about the role of the TRC, especiallY in relation to the Special Court for Sierra Leone
(SCSL).
Human Rights Watch believes that the work of the TRC would be greatly enhanced were the staff of the
TRC to be gender-balanced with women represented at all levels and to include persons with expertise in sexual
and gender-based violence. The gender adviser, expected to take up the post in January 2003, should provide
gender sensitization !raining and ensure that the work of the TRC, including investigations and hearings, are
carried out in a sensitive manner. Human Rights Watch recommends that the TRC explore the relationship
between the widespread and systematic nature of conflict-related sexual violence and the low status of and
discrimination against women. The final report on the findings of the TRC should higWight gender-specific
abuses committed throughout the country during the armed conflict. The TRC should also make recommendations
on improvements to the law and judicial system toward eliminating the discriminatory nature of customary and
general law, and on legal reform and human rights training for government authorities, including members of the
criminal justice system. The report should highlight the need for increased assistance (shelter, medical care,
education, skills training, mental health programs, etc.) for women, as well as for strengthening existing women's
groups through capacity building

146 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with TRC staff, November 14, 2002.
147 The TRC can ex.tend its operations for another six months provided that good cause is shown. TRC Act 2000, Section 5
(l). See http://www.slerra-leone.org/trcact2000html.
248 The six operational units will probably be: Administration and Programming; Public Information and EducatlOn; Legal;
Investigation; Research; Reconciliation and Protection.
249 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with TRC staff, November 14, 2002.
250 TRC Act 2000, SectlOn 6 (l). See http://www.sierra-leone.org/trcact2000.html.
251 Ibid., Section 6 (2) (b) and 7 (4) respectively
252 Ibid., Section 10 (2).
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Special Court for Sierra Leone
Following the hostage taking of over 500 U.N peacekeepers and the renewed outbreak of fighting between
the RlJF and government forces in May 2000, the government of Sierra Leone requested that the U.N. assist in
establishing a court "to try and bring to credible justice those members of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
and their accomplices responsible for committing crimes against the people of Sierra Leone and for the taking of
U.N. peacekeepers as hostages.,,253 The government expressly mentioned that the RlTF, in reneging on their
obligations under the Lome Peace Agreement, continued to subject many women and children to human rights
abuses, including sexual slavery. On August 14, 2000, the U.N. Security Council passed Resolution 1315
requesting the secretary-general to negotiate with the Sierra Leonean government an agreement for the
establishment of a special court.
Due to delays in funding contributions and agreement on key substantive matters, the agreement between the
254
government and the U.N. to establish the Special Court for Sierra Leone was not signed until January 16,2002.
The total budget for the SCSL is U.S. $56.8 million. The first year of the court has been fully funded and pledges
have been received for the second year. 255 The secretary-general appointed the prosecutor and registrar on April
256
19, 2002, and it is hoped that the first trials will commence in the second quarter of 2003
Given budgetary
constraints, it is likely that only a limited number of persons will be tried, perhaps as few as twenty.
The SCSL differs in notable ways from the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Firstly, it is based on an agreement between the government and
the U.N. and was not established by a Security Council resolution under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter. This
257
means that the Special Court does not have the power to require international cooperation.
Secondly, the SCSL
is a hybrid court relying on both international and domestic laws. The professional and support staff of the court
will be a il1ix of Sierra Leonean and foreign nationals.
Article 1 of the SCSL provides that the court has the competence to try "persons who bear the greatest
responsibility for serious violations of international humanitarian law and Sierra Leonean law committed in the
territory of Sierra Leone since 30 November 1996."258
Other crimes that the court has the jurisdiction to prosecute are provided under Article 2 to A..rticle 6. Under
Article 2, which defines the crimes against humanity that the SCSL has the power to prosecute, the following
crimes of sexual violence are specified: "rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and any
other form of sexual violence. ,,259 Rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault can also be
prosecuted as violations ~f Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II as stated
under iuticle 3 of the statute. Under Article 4, specific serious violations of international humanitarian law are
enumerated, including intentionally attacking civilians and the recruitment of children under fifteen years old into
253 Letter dated June 12, 2000 and addressed by the president of Sierra Leone to the U.N. secretary-general. Letter and
annexed Suggested Framework for the Special Court.
254 Agreement between the United Nations and the Government of Sierra Leone on the Establishment of a Special Court for
Sierra Leone at http://wwwun.orglDocs/sc/reports/2000/915e.pdf.
255 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Robin Vincent (registrar of the SCSL), U.K., July 4, 2002.
256 S/2002/246, Letter dated March 6, 2002 from the secretary-general addressed to the preSIdent of the Security Council.
David Crane, a prosecutor for the U.S. Department of Defence, was appointed as prosecutor and Robin Vincent of the U.K.
was appointed as the registrar.
257 See also letter from Human Rights Watch to members of the Security Council and other interested states dated September
27,200 I. Under Chapter VII, which is entitled "Action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of
aggression," the Security Council can decide to take non-military and/or military action against states that threaten
incernational peace and security. Decisions taken by the Security Council under Chapter VII-whIch should be read in
conjunction with Article 24, which confers primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security to
the Security Council, and Article 25, under which U.N. member states agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the
Secunty Council-are binding on member states.
m Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone at http://www.sierra-leone.org/documents-specialcourt.html.
259 The other crimes against humanity are: murder; enslavement; deportation; imprisonment; torture; persecution on political,
racial, ethnic or religious grounds: and other inhuman acts.
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the armed forces. With the unanimous adoption by the U.N. General Assembly of the Optional Protocol to ,he
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in May 2000,260 however, the mimmum age for any conscription or
forcec recruitment has been raised to eighteen 261 Under Article 5, gender-based cnmes can also be prosecuted
under domestic law provisions. However, as these provisions do not meet international standards in terms of
definition of crimes and punishment, they should not be applied 262
In accordance with the D.N. 's statement that it did not recognize the Lome amnesty as it purported to apply
to genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and other serious violations of international humanitarian law,
Article 10 of the court's statute states:
An amnesty granted to any person falling within the jurisdiction of the Special Court in respect of
the crimes referred to in articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute shall not be a bar to prosecution. 263

This means that those bearing the greatest responsibility for crimes against humanity (Article 2); violations
of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II (Article 3); and other serious
violations of international humanitarian law (Article 4) can be prosecuted for their crimes.
The issue of command responsibility is of crucial import to the SCSL given that its mandate is to try
"persons who bear the greatest responsibility for serious violations of international humanitarian law and Sierra
Leonean law committed in the territory of Sierra Leone since 30 November 1996, including those leaders, who III
committing such crimes, have threatened the establishment of and implementation of the peace process in Sierra
Leone.,,264 The court therefore will only prosecute the so-called "big fish" and not the "small fry" or those persons
who in many instances actually committed the violations. Article 6 of the statute of the SCSL provides that:
3.

4.

The fad that any of the acts referred to in articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute was committed
by a subordinate does not relieve his or her superior of criminal responsibility if he or she
knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to commit such acts or had done
so and the superior had failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such
acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.
The fact that an accused person acted pursuant to an order of a Government or of a superior
shall not relieve him or her of criminal responsibility, but may be considered in mitigation of
265
punishment if the Special Court determines that justice so requires.

The failure by •rebel commanders and army officers to punish combatants involved in abuses, despite
documentation of and international attention to crimes of sexual violence perpetrated by rebels and progovernment forces, indicates that such persons of authority knowingly tolerated and even condoned these abuses.
Commanders may also bear individual criminal responsibility for crimes of sexual violence in addition to
command responsibility, as the testimonies in this report highlight.

)
It is highly regrettable that the court's temporal jurisdiction does not extend to the beginning of the conflict
(March 23,1991). Instead November 30, 1996, the date of the Abidjan Peace Accord, was chosen as it was felt
that including the whole war would impose too great a burden on the court. The U.N. also felt that this date
corresponded to a new phase in the conflict without necessarily having any political connotations, and that this

General Assembly resolution AIRES/54/263 on the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the
involvement of children in armed conflicts, adopted May 25,2000.
261 Sierra Leone signed and ratified the Opti~nal Protocol of the CRC on September 8, 2000 and on August 24, 2001
respectively. The Optional Protocol entered into force on February 12,2002.
262 Article 5 refers to the sections (6, 7 and 12) of the 1926 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act that relate to abuses
committed against girls under the age of fourteen. See above, "Rape as a cnme under general law," et seq., for a discussion of
these provisions.
163 Article lOaf the statute of the SCSL.
264 Article 1 of the statute of the SCSL.
265 Article 6 (3) and (4) of the statute of the SCSL.
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temporal jurisdiction encompassed the most serious crimes committed by persons of all political and military
groups and in all geographical areas of the country.266 The temporal Jurisdiction is, however, open-ended as the
war was still ongoing at the time of the discussions on the court's establishment. The U.N. states that the lifespan
of the court will be determined by "a subsequent agreement between the parties upon completion of its judicial
activities, an indication of the capacity acquired by the local courts to assume the prosecution of remaining cases,
or the unavailability of funds. ,,267
In terms of prosecuting crimes of sexual violence, the statute specifies that "given the nature of the crimes
committed and the particular sensitivities of girls, young women and children victims of rape, sexual assault,
abduction and slavery of all kinds, due consideration should be given in the appointment of staff to the
employment of prosecutors and investigators experienced in gender-related crimes and juvenile justice. ,,268
Likewise, Article 16 (4) specifies that personnel of the Victims and Witnesses Unit should include experts m
trauma, including trauma related to crimes of sexual violence and violence against children.
As the TRC and Special Court will be functioning simultaneously, the interaction between the two bodies,
whose subject matter as well as personal and temporal jurisdiction intersect, must urgently be clarified. This is
crucial in terms of sharing of information, especially confidential information, but also for the sensitization efforts
underway. Enabling legislation enacted in March 2002 contains a provision, criticized by many nongovernmental
269
organizations, that establishes the primacy of the SCSL, apparently including over the TRC
Given that the SCSL will only try a limited number of alleged perpetrators, it needs to establish a clear and
comprehensive prosecutorial strategy from the onset. Within the court's mandate, the prosecutor should ensure
that gender-related crimes are thoroughly and sensitively investigated and rigorously prosecuted as crimes against
humanity or war crimes. The two gender crimes investigators should conduct compulsory gender sensitization
training for all staff, and provide more in-depth training for staff members dealing most directly with survivors of
sexual violence. The gender crimes investigators should also have access to all cases under investigation, even the
ones not previously identified as gender cases, to provide guidance and expertise.

Principle of Universal Jurisdiction
Given the limited number of persons that the Special Court can prosecute due to funding constraints, it is
important to note that the principle of universal jurisdiction applies to war crimes, crimes against humanity,
slavery,270 and torture. 271 A resolution passed by the U.N. Commission on Human Rights in April 1999,
specifically reminded all factions and forces in Sierra Leone of this principle, stating that "in any armed conflict
including an armed conmct of a non-international character, the taking of hostages, willful killing and torture or
inhuman treatment of persons taking no active part in the hostilities constitute grave breaches of international
humanitarian law, and that all countries are under the obligation to search for such persons alleged to have
committed, or to have ordered to be committed, such grave breaches and to bring such persons, regardless of their
266 United Nations, Report of the Secretary-General on the Establishment of a Special Court for Sierra Leone, S/2000/915,
October 4, 2000, para. 25-28. Other dates considered were May 25, 1997, and January 6, 1999, but the U.N. considered that
these would be perceived as offering only selective justice.
267 Ibid., para. 28.
268 Article 15 (4) of the statute of the SCSL. A Woman's Task Force for the Special Court and TRC was established with the
support of the International Human Rights Law Group to advocate that gender-based crimes be properly investigated by both
bodies and-in terms of the Special Court-prosecuted. The Women's Task Force has also advocated for the appointment of
staff who are experienced in and sensitive to cases of sexual violence, as well as for gender balance i.e. women should be
well represented in positions of authority as well as in positions of support (statement takers, investigators, counselors and
interpreters, etc.).
269 Special Court Agreement 2002 (ratification) Act 2002 (March 7, 2002). Article 21 (2) of the Act provides that:
"Notwithstanding any other law, every natural person, corporation, or other body created by or under Sierra Leone law shall
comply with any direction specified m an order of the Special Court."
270 Slavery can be prosecuted as a war crime and a cnme against humanity, but also on an independent basis against both
state and non-state actors during wartime and peace aiven its status as a peremptorY norm of customary law.
-" Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, Articles 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20, Report of the International
Law Commission on the Work of its Forty-eirz;hth Session, UN. Doc. A/51/1O, para.50 (United Nations, 1996).
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nationality, before their own courts."m
The special rapporteur for violence against women also stressed the principle of universal jurisdiction in her
report on her mission to Sierra Leone:
Thus, crimes of gender based violence must be investigated and documented for possible criminal
173
prosecution in the domestic couns of other States which may have jurisdiction ...

IX. THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE
National Response

)

Climate of Impunity
Human Rights Watch is not aware of any prosecutions in the Sierra Leonean courts of any cases of conflictrelated sexual violence or other human rights abuses. The lack of both categories of prosecutions is due to a
number of factors. Firstly, many survivors simply want to try to forget about the sexual violence and other human
rights abuses they have been subjected to and just get on with their lives in post-conflict Sierra Leone, which for
many is a daily struggle. Secondly, some women and girls fear reprisals. According to the survey conducted by
Physicians for Human Rights, thirteen (or 25 percent) of the fifty-one respondents indicating that their perpetrator
should not be punished, expressed this fear. 274 Thirdly, women and girls are often ashamed of what happened to
them and are therefore reluctant to present themselves in court. Fourthly, women and girls have little faith in the
criminal justice system or the customary law system, which were never equipped to deal with crimes of such
widespread and systematic nature. If a survivor of sexual violence does decide to prosecute, she is likely to be
retraumatized by the whole experience given the very poor track record of the Sierra Leonean criminal justice
system. Fifthly, many women and girls lack the fmancial means to access the court system. As women are
generally economically dependent on men, many women who have initiated prosecution of non-conflict-related
sexual violence, have dropped their cases once they realize that their husband may be sentenced to prison
(dependency means that a previously abducted woman or girl who is still with her rebel "husband" is even more
unlikely to bring any charges against him). Sixthly, victims are often not even aware of their rights, given high
illiteracy rates, prevalent societal attitudes towards sexual violence, and women's low status in Sierra Leonean
society. Many rural women and girls, in particular, see little value in the formal court system as there is often no
financial or material benefit from bringing a case. Attitudes towards sexual violence, and the subordinate status of
women and girls, mdn that there is considerable societal pressure for women not to bring cases before the courts
that could bring shame to the extended family, such as sexual violence cases.

The climate of impunity means that violence against women and girls remains a serious problem in postconflict Sierra Leone. Rape continues to be committed by former rebels, members of the CDF and by civilians
who are used to doing what they want with women by force and with impunity. A lawyer who practices in the
Eastern Province reported to Human Rights Watch that of the rape victims he was currently representing at least
275
50 percent had been raped by civilians and the remainder by former combatants.
Girls continue to suffer the
greatest number of sexual assaults: a lawyer who practices in the Freetown area reported to Human Rights Watch
that of the at least fifty rape victims she represented at the time of writing, 98 percent are under fourteen years
01d. 276 Although there are no reliable statistics on the incidence of sexual or domestic violence, the police doctor
in Connaught Hospital in Freetown, which is the largest government-run hospital in the country, sees about thirty
victims of recent rape and sexual assault per month. 277 For the reasons enumerated above, this figure is likely to
UN Commission on Human Rights resolution 1999/1, April 6, 1999.
United Nations, Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women E/CN.4/2002/83/Add. 2, 2002, para. 78.
274 PHR report, pp. 53-55 and Table 7 at p. 56 Women could select more than one optlOn.
275 Human Rights Watch interview with Abdulai Bangurah (lawyer), Freetown, March 15,2002.
276 Human Rights Watch interview with Claire Fatu Hanciles (lawyer), Freetown, August 9, 2002.
277 Human Rights Watch interview with Bill Roberts and Anne Hewlett (respectively crime adviser and criminal investigation
trainer with the Commonwealth Community Safety and Security Project), Freetown. Mav 1, 2002.
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be the tip of the iceberg. Physicians for Human Rights found that 39 percent of respondents expressed concern
("quite a bit" or "extremely worried") about future sexual violence by family members, friends or civilian
strangers. Ninety-one women (or 9 percent of all respondents) had experienced sexual abuse, occurring at an
average age of fifteen, from family, friends or civilians during their lifetime. 278
Despite all these problems, seventeen out of a total of ninety-four respondents (or 18 percent) reporting
sexual violence to Physicians for Human Rights supported punishment for "all those mvolved," thirty women (or
32 percent) supported punishment for the perpetrators, and seventeen women (or 18 percent) supported
punishment for the commanders. Thirty-three women believed that punishment of perpetrators would prevent
sexual violence from happening to others 279
Corrupt and Ineffective Judiciary
Lack of faith in the system, as the few women who have decided to prosecute non-conflict-related rape have
experienced, is fully justified The judiciary-which, prior to the conflict, barely existed in the provinces, and in
Freetown was only accessible to those who had sufficient funds-completely collapsed during the war. Many
lawyers fled the conflict, and much of the infrastructure, including the law courts in Freetown, was destroyed. The
low salaries of personnel working in the judiciary have meant that magistrates, lawyers, and judges are easy
targets for bribery and/or intimidation. In addition to these problems, women who seek justice for crimes of
sexual violence have to contend with more gender-specific problems. The judiciary is dominated by men and
some of its older members, in particular, do not think rape is a serious crime and that the victims are generally to
blame. The legal processes are very cumbersome and open to corruption, factors which favor the perpetrator. At
the magistrates court level, it is up to the magistrate to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to submit a
case to the High Court and whether to grant bail. As the court system is so overburdened this phase can take
weeks or months, and it is not unusual for victims to have to appear over ten times before the case is handed on to
the High Court. Magistrates have also been known to grant bail even if the offender and victim live in the same
compound, which means that the victim is at risk at least of intimidation and even physical violence. 28o Many
cases die in the magistrates courts, as victims run out of money, patience, and/or time. Cases at this stage are also
frequently dismissed, if, for example, the witnesses do not show in court (after three no shows, the case can be
dismissed): witnesses often decide against appearing in court for reasons including intimidation, ignorance of the
law, lack of transportation money, and the slow pace at which court cases proceed, or because they simply do not
care. The requirement for corroborating evidence is often an obstacle to prosecution and violates international
norms.

If the magistrate dec4lides that there is sufficient evidence, the case is handed up to the High Court. Cases in
the High Court can also take months especially as there are also continuous indefinite adjoumments to contend
with. There have been no High Court sittings in the provinces for the past six years, and cases in the provinces
have therefore been on indefinite hold. One offender who sexually assaulted two young girls spent five years in
pre-trail detention before being sentenced to two years for indecent assault-the five years already served in pretrial detention were ignored by the court, thus putting the offender in detention for a total of seven years rather
than two. 281
Need/or Law Reform

Both general and customary law offer little protection for women and girls (see above, "Women and Girls
Under Sierra Leonean Law"). The misinterpretation of the general law provisions pertaining to rape by members
of the criminal justice system means that girls are offered even less protection than adults. There is an urgent need
for the laws to be revised: the discriminatory provisions in both general and customary law should be removed
and brought into line with international standards of human nghts, including in relation to the protection of
women and girls from violence. The law relating to rape, in particular, should be simplified as well as
"78

- PHR report, p. 49.

Ibid., p. 54.
Huma-n Rights Watch interview with John Bosco Alieu (lawyer), Freetown, February 26, 2002.
281 Human Rights Watch interview with Abdulai Bangurah (lawver), Freetown, March 15,2002.
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strengthened. Specific legislation on domestic violence, which currently does not exist, should be introduced as
women seeking legal redress for domestic violence generally face even more difficulty in convincing the police
282
The constitution should also be amended to
and members of the Judiciary that their rights have been violated.
remove the exemption for customary law and personal law from the prohibition on discrimination. Ending
discrimination under customary law in practice will require a major public education exercise, but, as a start, staff
of local courts, especially those presiding over them, should be trained in relation to issues of discrimination and
the rights of women under the (revised) constitution and international human rights law. The judiciary and the
police force need to be trained on the new laws to ensure that they are properly applied.
The Sierra Leone Police
Prior to the civil war, the Sierra Leone Police had been used by politicians for their own purposes and had
not received any substantive training for decades. The attitude of the police force to sexual and domestic violence
remains insensitive. Police officers, for example, often do not take reports of rape seriously and chastise women
who report domestic violence. There are many problems with police investigations of rape cases. Firstly, the
police lack basic investigation skills. Secondly, victims must be examined by state-employed doctors, including
police doctors, as only a state-employed doctor can present medical evidence in court. Both the police and other
state-employed doctors often charge money for these examinations even though they should be free of charge.
Thirdly, both the doctors and the police may be intimidated and/or bribed to drop the cases, or police may demand
money from plaintiffs before interviewing witnesses and arranging their transport to court. A nationwide system
of Family Support Units (FSUs)is in the process of being established with the support of the British-funded
Commonwealth Community Safety and Security Project (CCSSP) to deal with cases of sexual and domestic
violence. 283 To date, however, only a small number of police officers (approximately sixteen) have received some
training and much work remains to be done before the FSUs can deal with victims of sexual and domestic
violence in an appropriate manner.

The International Response
In addition to fundirig UNAMSIL, the international donor community pours approximately U.S. $70 million
a year into Sierra Leone for humanitarian assistance. Within the overall humanitarian assistance program to Sierra
Leone, only a small percentage of funding is targeted to gender-related programs, notwithstanding the large
number of girls and women who have been affected by gender-specific abuses. This funding has also come very
late: there were no services specifically for survivors of sexual violence before 1999. After the January 1999
invasion of Freetown, the international community finally took note of the scale of sexual and gender-based
abuses and started funding small-scale programs in accessible areas. The Disarmament, Demobilization and
Reintegration (DDR)' program consistently overlooked the assistance as well as protection needs of abducted
women and girls (see below).
Donor funding has contributed to education, adult literacy, health care, trauma counseling, and skills training
programs as well as credit and income-generating schemes for a limited number of survivors of sexual violence.
These programs need to be expanded into all parts of Sierra Leone, so that more survivors can benefit from these
programs. Long-term sexual and gender-based violence programs that aim to educate communities about sexual
and domestic violence as well as provide women with health care and some legal aid on a limited scale have been
established in camps for internally displaced persons (IDPs) in the east and south. These programs have been
quite successful in changing the attitudes towards sexual and domestic violence of the IDP communities these
programs serviced. They have also empowered rural women to stand up for their rights.

282 Charges of physical assault can be made under the 1861 Offenses Against the Person Act under sections 18 (wounding
with intent to maim; causing grievous bodily harm with intent; shootmg WIth intent to maim), 20 (unlawful wounding) and 47
(assault, battery, actual bodily harm).
28J Human Rights Watch interview with Bill Roberts and Anne Hewlett (respectively crime adviser and criminal investigation
trainer with the Commonwealth Community Safety and Secunty Project), Freetown, May 1,2002.
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To date, funding for the judiciary has focused on the rehabilitation of the infrastructure of the judiciary, but
as the peace in Sierra Leone takes hold, donors, including the British government and the World Bank, are
considering funding desperately needed judicial reform programs.
The Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration program
The extent to which sexual violence, including sexual slavery, has been ignored throughout the war and in
the post-conflict phase is most evident by the lack of attention paid to the thousands of abducted women and girls
and their children. The Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration (DDR) process has completely
overlooked the protection needs of these women and children. The lack of clear policy and procedural guidelines
on these abductees has meant that the responsibility for these women and girls fell between governmental
institutions and implementing agencies, resulting in an ad hoc, inappropriate and inadequate humanitarian
response. Little to no funding was allocated to the protection needs of abducted women and children and only a
small number of programs that provide education, skills training and counseling were established for them. This
important human rights issue was raised on numerous occasions at different levels with the relevant government
institutions, donor governments and the World Bank by UNA.MSIL and nongovernmental organizations as well as
by World Bank consultants in confidential reports, but did not succeed in bringing about any concrete policy
decisions.

The needs of abducted girls and women should, however, be considered an inextricable part of the DDR
process and a priority issue that should have been addressed during meetings between the U.N. and government
officials or rebel leaders prior to the commencement of disarmament. The abducted girls and women should have
been registered and interviewed at the same time that their "husbands" entered the DDR program, with the
interviews conducted separately from the "husbands." Information on alternative options could have been
disseminated at the DDR camps through social workers and orientation sessions. Alternatively, if it had been
possible to gain access to the abducted women and children in rebel-held areas before or during the DDR process
then contact should have been established to determine total numbers and inform them of the reintegration
support and alternative options available to them. Female social workers in the DDR camps could also have
counseled the abductees to help them understand the implications of their decisions, and that the decision is theirs.
Basic reproductive health services, including testing and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, should also
be provided at DDR camps.
Donors and the government of Sierra Leone must redress their neglect of survivors' protection needs by
drastically increasing funding for women's programs and providing women with desperately needed assistance in
terms of health, educatiOlt trauma counseling, adult literacy and skills training to promote their rehabilitation into
society. In addition, donors should fund legal reform and training programs for the judiciary and police, which
will contribute to increase the protection of women's human rights. Donors should also learn from their failure in
Sierra Leone and ensure that DDR programs in other countries where large numbers of women and girls have
been abducted by the fighting forces, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, do integrate the protection needs
of these abducted women and girls. 284
United Kingdom
The U.K. has played a key role in restoring peace to Sierra Leone. During the May 2000 crisis, British troops
deployed to Sierra Leone, and a standby force was deployed offshore ready to provide additional support to
UNAMSIL and the Sierra Leone Army, if required. Since the May 2000 crisis, it has provided technical
assistance to most government departments and military training to the new SLA, and has publicly committed
itself to remain closely involved in Sierra Leone.

The U.K. is the biggest donor in Sierra Leone, and in 2002 contributed £100 million (approximately U.S.
$145 million) of which about £50 million (approximately U.S. $73 million) was disbursed through its
development agency, the Department for International Development (DFID). DFID-funded programs aim at
284 Human Rights Watch, The War within the War.' Sexual Violence agaznst Women and Girls in Eastern Congo (New York:
Human Rights Watch, 2002).
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strengthening the protection and promotion of women's human rights. Since September 2001, the COID...'1lonwealth
Community Safety and Security Project (CCSSP), which is funded by DFID and staffed only by British nationals,
has been working to establish a nationwide system of Family Support Units (FSUs) to deal with cases of sexual
and domestic violence. Under this system, only female police officers are supposed to interview female victims,
while both male and female police officers are responsible for interviewing suspects and witnesses. More officers
need to be trained in addition to the sixteen who have received training. As the force has few women, more
females need to be recruited so only female police officers interview victims of sexual and domestic violence. The
police officers in the FSUs lack strong leadership and require more training and close supervision to ensure that
victims are dealt with in a professional and sensitive manner.
DFID also funds a program to promote the participation of women in politics, especially in Parliament, as
well as university research into conflict-related sexual violence committed in January 1999 285 DFID has provided
£2.5 million (about U.S $3.5 million) for a three year Law Development Program which aims at rehabilitating the
physical infrastructure of the court system, as well as providing training to administrative staff to ensure proper
record-keeping of cases. The Law Development Program is under review to determine its future strategy, in
particular with relation to legal reform, including customary law. DFID is currently considering funding a threeyear program that will establish sexual and physical assault referral centers across the country.
The U.K. has contributed a total of over U.S. $500,000 to the operations of the TRC and its Interim
Secretariat. The U.K. has also pledged U.S. $9,110,000 over three years to the Special Court.
United States

In 1999, the U.S. put considerable pressure on the warring parties to seek a negotiated settlement. However,
following the breakdown of the peace process in 2000, U.S. policy revolved around ending external support for
the RUF, supporting British military actions and transitional justice mechanisms as well as providing
humanitarian aid. From 2000 to 2002, the United States contributed a total of U.S. $170 million to Sierra Leone,
which was primarily disbursed on food-for-peace programs, the resettlement of displaced persons, and
reintegration of former combatants. The U.S. has funded several women's programs, notably in the field of health,
including the provision of obstetric surgery and HN/AIDS education, a sexual and gender-based violence
program, a program aimed at promoting women in politics, and micro-finance schemes for women. The Senate's
Foreign Relations Committee recommended that the U.S. Agency for International Development (US AID)
expand services to rape victims and fund a public education program on women's rights. The U.S., which is a
strong supporter of t~e Special Court, has contributed U.S $5 million to this body, and pledged an additional $10
million. The U.S. has contributed $500,000 to the TRe.
After the May 2000 crisis, the U.S. initiated a program called Operation Focus Relief (OFR) to train and
equip seven battalions of West African troops for peacekeeping with UNAMSIL. In July 2002, the U.S. pledged
to help ECOWAS set up military bases for the rapid deployment of troops in conflict areas. The first steps in this
assistance program include the installation of a U.S. $5.3 million early-warning satellite communications system,
which will link the ECOWAS secretariat with observation centers in four ECOWAS countries.
European Union

The E.U. did not playa key role in responding to the armed conflict and to date has not been a major donor.
Since May 2000, the European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO) has disbursed approximately €30
million (roughly the same in U.S. dollars) in Sierra Leone. Few ECHO-funded programs have directly targeted
women. ECHO has funded child protection programs, which have assisted child-mothers who became pregnant as
the result of conflict-related sexual violence.

285 A survey of 226 victims, conducted by the University of Sierra Leone Gender Research and Documentation Centre in
collaboration with the Sierra Leone Association of University Women (SLAUW), Medecins Sans Frontieres, UNICEF and
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As the situation in Sierra Leone stabilizes, the E.U. will increase its funding to Sierra Leone through the
European Development Fund (EDF), which from 2000 to 2002 disbursed E38 million on activities that supported
the rerum to democracy, rehabilitation of infrastructure and resettlement. From 2002 to 2007, a total of E144
million will be made available for disbursement through the EDF on activities that focus on the rehabilitation of
rural infrastructure, good governance and institutional capacity building. An additional E76 million can be spent
on activities outside of these two focal areas.
In 2002, the European Commission funded a two-year program that supports the reintegration of rape victims
and other war-affected persons through the European Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR).
Human rights-related programs funded through the EIDHR, which has €6 million for disbursement over the next
three years (2002-5), should include women's rights issues, which the EIDHR seeks to mainstream in all its
programs. 286
In addition to the U.K., other member states of the E.U. have bilaterally contributed to Sierra Leone. The
Netherlands, in particular, has since 1999 funded sexual and gender-based violence programs. The Dutch
government has also been a strong supporter of the Special Court and has contributed U.S. $11.4 million, which is
approximately 20 percent of the total budget. A donation for the TRC is being prepared at the time ofwriting, but
has not yet been formalized. A small budget for human rights programs was made available for 2002.
United Nations
Security Council, Secretary-General, and UNAMSIL
Secretary-General Kofi Annan and the members of the Security Council have devoted much attention to the
conflict in Sierra Leone. Kofi Annan visited the country in July 1999 and December 2000. The Security Council
has frequently denounced the egregious human rights abuses committed during the conflict, in particular by the
rebel factions, and has stressed the importance of protecting women in armed conflict. 287

Following the failure of the U.N. peacekeeping missions in Somalia and Rwanda, there was substantial
pressure on the U.N. to ensure that the UNAMSIL peacekeeping mission would succeed when it was established
in October 1999. 288 After the slow initial deployment of peacekeepers, which led to the May 2000 crisis, the U.N.
committed itself to deploy 17,500 peacekeepers in Sierra Leone: UNAMSIL is the world's largest and most
expensive peacekeeping mission, costing the international community over U.S. $700 million annually.289 As of
March 31, 2002, there were 17,455 peacekeepers, 259 military observers, 87 civilian police officers as well as 322
international and 552 lo~al civilian staff in Sierra Leone. The mission is now being hailed as a great success,
although Human Rights Watch has criticized UNAMSIL on numerous occasions for failing to fulfill its mandate
to protect the civilian population. 290 In a June 19 report to the Security Council on UNAMSIL, the secretarygeneral stated that the government security apparatus was not yet capable of protecting Sierra Leone from both
internal and external threats and warned that the international community must protect the major investments that
had made possible the progress achieved so far 291 On September 24, the Security Council extended UNAMSIL's
mandate for a further six months, but envisaged a reduction of 4,500 troops in the peacekeeping mission within
eight months. The resolution was based on the recommendation of a further report on UNAMSIL which laid out
benchmarks to govern the withdrawal of the U.N. from Sierra Leone, including the ability of the police and army
Human Rights Watch interview with EIDHR representatives Andrew Kelly and Irene Corcillo and the Economic Adviser
to the E.U., Rene Mally, Freetown, April 10,2002.
287 In resolution 1370, the Security Council expressed" ... its continued deep concern at the reports of human rights abuses
and attacks by the RUF and the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) ... against the civilian population, in particular the widespread
violation of the human rights of women and children, including sexual violence, [and] demands that these acts cease
immediately ... " U.N. Security Council resolution 1370, SIRES/] 370 (200 I), September 18, 200 I, para. 4.
288 UN. Security Council resolution 1270, S/RES/1270 (1999), October 22, 1999.
289 UN. Security Council resolution 1346, SIRES/1346 (2001), March 30, 2001.
290 See Human Rights Watch letter addressed to Secretary-General Kofi Annan at http://www.org/press/2001111/
annanltr.htm.
291 Fourteenth Report o(the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone, S/2002/679. June 19,2002.
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to maintain security, the successful re-mtegration of ex-combatants, and the situation in the broader sub-region.
The resolution also encouraged the government of Sierra Leone to "pay special attention to the needs of women
and children affected by the war," and welcomed "the steps taken by "lJNA.l\1SIL to prevent sexual abuse and
exploitation of women and children," and encouraged the mission to continue to enforce a policy of "zero
tolerance" for such acts. The Security Council also called on states to bring to justice their own nationals
responsible for such crimes in Sierra Leone. 292
"lJNAMSIL was initially authorized to field fourteen human rights officers, but for the first two years of
lJNAMSIL's existence, the human rights unit remained understaffed, which meant that human rights abuses were
not effectively monitored. At various times during the lifespan of l.JNAMSIL, the gender specialist post was not
filled. When UNAMSIL's mandate was expanded to 17,500, the human rights unit was authorized to recruit six
additional human rights officers and most positions are currently filled. The Physicians for Human Rights report
on conflict-related sexual violence was produced in collaboration with the lJNAMSIL human rights section and
has contributed to focusing the attention of the international community on the issue of sexual violence.
In October 2000, the Security Council held an Open Session on Women and Armed Conflict and adopted
a resolution calling for documenting the impact of armed conflict on women and the role of women in peacebuiIding. 29J Since then the U.N. Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) has undertaken a major study on the
impact of armed conflict on women in more than ten countries around the world, including Sierra Leone. In
January 2002, a three-woman UNIFEM team visited Sierra Leone in connection with this study 294 UNIFEM also
recently appointed a gender and AIDS adviser in Sierra Leone, who is tasked with strengthening the gender
division of the Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs and local women's groups as well as
mainstreaming gender in the TRC and Special Court for Sierra Leone. She will also research the relationship
between gender, conflict and HIV/AIDS with the aim to increase protection against mv infection. 295
In November 2001, a team from the Training and Evaluation Service of the U.N. Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) conducted a two-week training on gender in peacekeeping. The program
involved over 1,000 UNAMSIL peacekeepers and civilian personnel from both Freetown and the provinces.
Local human rights activists and women's organizations were invited in order to contribute a domestic
perspective on gender issues.

UNAMSIL has funded several women's programs for survivors of sexual violence through various trust
funds. These trust 4tnds are normally established for quick impact programs whilst the rehabilitation and
reintegration of women who have been abducted and subjected to sexual violence and sexual slavery should be
seen as long-term projects.
Office ofthe High Commissioner for Human Rights
The then U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robinson visited Sierra Leone in June 1999,
while the Lome peace negotiations were taking place. The purpose of the mission was "to support the peace
process, to encourage future programmes for the promotion and protection of human rights in the country, and to
draw attention to the plight of children, women and civilians bearing the brunt of the excesses in Sierra Leone. ,,296
OHCHR has provided technical assistance for the establishment of the TRC, but was very slow to issue the
funding appeal for the TRC. OHCHR has also assisted in the drafting of the statute for the national human rights
commission provided under the Lome Peace Agreement, but the establishment of this body has not progressed
beyond that point.
292 Fifteenth Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone, S/2002/987, September 5,2002;
U.N. Secunty Council resolution 1436, SlRESI1436 (2002), September 24, 2002, paragraphs 14 and 15.
29] U.N. Security Council resolution 1325, SlRESI1325 (2000), October31, 2000
29~ See the summary of the assessment's findings at http://www.unifem.org/govyax_assessment.pdfhtmJ.
29' Human Rights Watch interview with Jebbeh Forster (Gender and AIDS advisor to UNIFEM Sierra Leone), Freetown,
March 11 and April 15,2002
296 United Natio~s, Sixth Report of the UN. secretary-general on the UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) ,
S/1999/645, June 4,1999, nara. 39
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The U.N. Commission on Human Rights has condemned the human rights situation in Sierra Leone on
297
numerous occasions.
In August 2001, Radhika Coomaraswamy, the commission's special rapporteur on
violence against women, visited Sierra Leone to highlight the gender-specific abuses that thousands of women
and girls have been subjected to. She highlighted that "systematic and widespread rape and other sexual violence
has been a hallmark of the conflict in Sierra Leone" and noted that "the failure to investigate, prosecute and
punish those responsible for rape and other forms of sexual and gender-based violence has contributed to an
environment of impunity that perpetuates violence against women in Sierra Leone, including rape and domestic
violence. ,,298 She therefore stressed the need for accountability for these abuses.
World Bank
The World Bank established a multi-donor trust fund for the DDR program, which is now focused on the
reintegration of ex-combatants. As discussed above, the protection needs of abducted women and girls were
ignored by the DDR program even though World Bank consultants had raised this issue in their confidential
reports. In 2002, the World Bank agreed in principle to allocate U.S. $140 million to support reconstruction and
development efforts in Sierra Leone and U.S. $15 million to go towards HIV/AlDS prevention projects there.

X. CONCLUSION
The decade-long war in Sierra Leone has been characterized by egregious human rights abuses committed
primarily by the rebel forces against the civilian population. Throughout the conflict, thousands of women and
girls were raped and subjected to other forms of sexual violence of unimaginable brutality, including sexual
slavery. The low status of women and girls in Sierra Leone by law, custom and practice remains a contributing
factor to their vulnerability and may have contributed to the widespread and systematic sexual violence. In
addition to the combatants' motivation to achieve their strategic military objectives through terrorizing the
civilian population, the fact that sexual violence during the Sierra Leone conflict predominantly involved men
raping women reveals that conflict-related rape, like most rape, reflects this dynamic of gender inequality and
subordination. This assertion by men of their power over women is deeply imbedded in societal attitudes in Sierra
Leone. The international community and the government therefore need to think of creative ways to change these
deeply embedded attitudes.
The lack of attention paid until recently, both nationally and internationally, to the widespread and systematic
acts of sexual violence, s'exual slavery and their consequences means that there are few assistance programs for
survivors. The international community and the government of Sierra Leone should drastically increase funding to
ensure that desperately needed health care, education, adult literacy, skills training, trauma counseling, and
income-generating schemes are provided. Nor have there been any prosecutions. Rape therefore continues with
impunity and it is little wonder that women and girls in post-conflict Sierra Leone remain vulnerable to nonconflict-related violence, and are reluctant to seek legal redress in the domestic courts or even report the incident
given the country's inefficient and corrupt criminal justice system. Although, the establishment of the Special
Court for Sierra Leone and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission should help to address this climate of
impunity, the domestic legal system must urgently be revised to ensure that crimes of sexual violence are
prosecuted in a sensitive manner. The international community therefore needs to fund legal reform and training

The Commission on Human Rights deplored "... the ongoing atrocities committed by the rebels, including murders, rape,
abductions ... calls for an end to all such acts." U.N. Commission on Human Rights resolution 2000/24, April 18,2000, para.
4. The Commission also expressed its grave concern" ... at the targeting and abuse of women ,md girls that have been
committed III Sierra Leone by the Revolutionary United Front and others, including other armed groups, in particular murder,
sexual violence, rape, including systematic rape, sexual slavery and forced marnages ... " U.N. Commission on Human Rights
resolution 2001120, April 20, 2001, para. 2(b).
298 United Nations, Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, Ms. Radhika
Coomaraswamy, submitted in accordance with CommiSSIOn on Human Rights resolution 2001149, Addendum, Mission to
Sierra Leone, E/CN.4/2002/83/Add.2 (United Nations, 2002), p 2.
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programs for the criminal justice system as a whole, which has a key role in promoting and protecting the rights
of Sierra Leonean women and girls.
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SIERRA LEONE
1998 - a year of atrocities against civilians
Introduction
During 1998 the scale of atrocities against civilians in Sierra Leone has reached
unprecedented levels. Several thousand unarmed civilians, including many women and
children, have been deliberately and arbitrarily killed and mutilated by forces of the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and the armed opposition Revolutionary
Front (RUF) since February 1998. These atrocities are continuing.

i

(The AFRC, which seized power in a. military coup in May 1997 and which was joined by
(the RUF, was deposed in February 1998 by West African forces deployed in Sierra
Leone. The government of President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, which had been elected in
1996, returned to Freetown in March 1998. Although security has since returned to the
capital, Freetown, and much of the south of the country, the scale of human rights abuses
committed by AFRC and RlJF forces in the north and east of the country has escalated
and taken on grotesque forn1s. From April 1998 reports emerged of civilians suffering
mutilations such as crude amputations of their feet, hands, arms, lips or ears. Women and
girls have been systematically raped. Hundreds of civilians, in particular children and
young men and women, have been abducted by rebel forces. The violence has resulted in
hundreds of thousands of Sierra Leoneans fleeing to neighbouring Guinea and Liberia or
becoming internally displaced within Sierra Leone. AFRC and RUF forces must respect
international humanitarian law and immediately end the gross human rights abuses which
they are perpetrating against unanned civilians.
The international community, including the United Nations (lTNj, the Organization of
African Unity (OAU), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the
CommonweaHh and the European Union (EU), has devoted considerable attention and
effort to resolving the political crisis in Sierra Leone and to restoring the government of
President Kabbah. It has since repeatedly condemned the atrocities being committed by
AFRC and RUF forces. The international community has committed itself to bringing
peace and security to Sierra Leone and also to assisting in its reconstruction and
rehabilitation. This commitment must include initiatives to help end the gross human
rights abuses being perpetrated by AFRC and RUF forces, to prevent further abuses and
also to lay solid foundations for the respect and protection of human rights in the future.
The challenges facing Sierra Leone in confronting the widespread and gross human rights
abuses which have continued and worsened since May 1997 are difficult and daunting.
Sierra Leone's social and economic infrastructure needs to be rebuilt. Its institutions, such
as the legal and judicial systems and the army and police, need to be restructured and
reinforced in order to ensure protection of human rights. Civil society, including the
human rights community, has a crucial role to play. The government of Sierra Leone has
to respond to these challenges in a way that ensures that the fundamental human lights of
all those in Sierra Leone are protected.

West African forces and a civilian militia who are fighting rebel forces must also respect
international humanitarian and human rights law. Forces of the civilian militia have been
responsible for extrajudicial executions, torture and ill-treatment, although on a far lesser
scale than rebel forces. West African forces have in some cases illegally detained
civilians andtortured and ill-treated captured combatants. Concerns have also been
expressed about the protection of non-combatants during military operations.
Accountability for the gross human rights abuses which have occurred in Sierra Leone
must be established. National reconciliation within Sierra Leone will not be possible if
there is impunity for those who have perpetrated human rights abuses. All those charged
in connection with the military coup in May 1997 and the period of AFRC rule must be
granted trials which conform to international standards of fairness. Recourse to the death
penalty will not contribute to the process of reconciliation.
The international community should continue to assist Sierra Leone to respond
effectively to the challenges which it faces in ensuring the long-term protection and
respect of human rights in Sierra Leone.
The political context
On 25 May 1997 the government of President Kabbah was overthrown in a military coup
and the military formed the AFRC, headed by Major Johnny Paul Koroma. President
Kabbah had come to power in March 1996 following parliamentary and presidential
elections, ending four years of military rule. The AFRC claimed that they had overthrown
the government because it had failed to consolidate peace in Sierra Leone following a
peace agreement concluded in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, in November 1996 between the
government and the RUF to end the internal armed conflict which began in 1991. It also
claimed that the government was undemocratic and that it had promoted tribalism by
appointin.§1people mainly from the Mende ethnic group from the south and the east to
prominent government positions. A major grievance was the perceived lack of resources
accorded by the governn1ent to the Sierra Leone armed forces and a favouring of a
civilian militia composed of traditional hunters of the Mende ethnic group, known as
kama)ors, which supported the government in the conflict against the RUF. These
accusations were strongly denied by President Kabbah, members of his government and
their supporters. The AFRC also called for the release and return of the RUF's leader,
Foday Sankoh, in detention in Nigeria.
Foday Sankoh remained held, effectively under house arrest, in Abuja, Nigeria. He had
been detained by Nigerian authorities on arrival in Nigeria in March 1997, apparently for
possession of arms and ammunition. From Nigeria, Foday Sankoh announced his support
for the military coup. The AFRC was subsequently joined by RUF forces who arrived in
large numbers in Freetown. Foday Sankoh was named as Vice-Chairman of the AFRC
and prominent members of the RUF were appointed to the AFRC's ruling council.
The overthrow of President Kabbah was condemned by the international community
which demanded the return of constitutional order to Sierra Leone. Negotiations by the

international community with the AFRC faltered, a global economic embargo was
imposed and military intervention to restore the government of President Kabbah was
seriously considered by countries in the region if dialogue and sanctions failed.
Following the military coup the OAU gave a mandate to ECOWAS to take necessarv
action to restore legality and constitutionality to Sierra Leone and subsequently provided
strong support for ECOWAS's initiatives to bring peace, security and stability to Sierra
Leone. The UN Security Council also expressed its full support for the efforts of
ECOWAS to resolve the political crisis in Sierra Leone.
On 23 October 1997 the i\FRC signed an agreement in Conakry, in neighbouring Guinea,
with representatives of five other West African governments to return power to President
Kabbah by 22 April 1998. Implementation ofthis agreement, however, which included
cessation of hostilities, disarmament and demobilization, encountered serious set-backs.
Fighting between AFRC and RlJF forces on the one hand and the kamajors on the other
intensified.
In early February 1998, following attacks on its bases outside Freetown, West African
forces deployed in Sierra Leone, the ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group
(ECOMOG) [IJ, launched an offensive on Freetown. Chaos and violence ensued the
following week during which there were many civilian casualties. Civilians were killed
by AFRC and RUF forces who also looted and destroyed their homes. Reports described
soldiers and RUF forces, also joined by Liberian fighters, going from house to house of
those they suspected of opposing them and deliberately and arbitrarily killing them.
Others died as a result of shelling both by ECOMOG and also AFRC and RUF forces.
While fighting continued in Freetown, civilians in Southern and Eastern Provinces were
facing an equally desperate situation as they were caught in fighting between the
kamajors and AFRC and RUF forces. Thousands of people, including women and
children, fled into neighbouring Liberia to escape. The humanitarian situation in Sierra
Leone, alrea~ critical, deteriorated still further with the increase in hostilities.

Although after the ECOMOG intervention and the return of President Kabbah's
government comparative calm and the rule of law returned to Freetown and Southern
Province, armed confrontation has continued throughout the following months in
Northern and Eastern Provinces as ECOMOG forces have fought to defeat remaining
rebel forces. Appalling atrocities have been committed against civilians as conflict has
continued. Major Johnny Paul Koroma and other prominent members of the AFRC and
the RUF, including Sam Bockarie, known as Mosquito, remained with rebel forces in the
north and east of the country.
The government of Sierra Leone has adopted a comprehensive program for disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of former combatants which contains clearly defined
roles for ECOMOG and the UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL), which
was established by the UN Security Council in July 1998. The program is aimed at some
33,000 former combatants of the disbanded national anny, the RUF and the civilian
militia, known as the Civil Defence Forces (CDF). The government has expressed a
particular commitment to demobilizing some 2,500 child soldiers who have fought in the
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internal armed conflict. Funding was expected from international financial institutions,
several UN agencies and important donor nations such as the United States and the
United Kingdom. As violence has escalated and offensives by ECOMOG and CDF
against rebel forces have continued, however, effective implementation of this program
has been prevented.
On 25 July 1998 Foday Sankoh was released by the Nigerian government into the
custody of the Sierra Leonean authorities. He appeared in a television interview calling
on his fighters to end atrocities against civilians and to surrender to either ECOMOG or
UNOMSIL. The government subsequently reiterated a deadline of 8 August 1998 for an
amnesty for rebel forces but there was no significant response. Members of the RUF were
subsequently reported as claiming that Foday Sankoh had made these statements under
duress and continued to demand his release. The RUF threatened to continue their
campaign of violence against civilians if he remained in detention. The government
announced its intention to prosecute Foday Sankoh for crimes, including gross human
rights abuses, committed during Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict. He was brought
to trial on 24 September 1998 and convicted and sentenced to death the following month.
This prompted further attacks by rebel forces against unarmed civilians in retaliation.
Also in September 1998 rebel forces called on the government to begin negotiations for
peace through the UN, the OAU and the Commonwealth Secretariat, the moral
guarantors of the peace agreement signed in Abidj an. The Commonwealth Ministerial
Action Group on the Harare Declaration (CMAG)[2] on 9 October 1998 called on rebel
forces to make an immediate statement accepting the following terms: the recognition of
the legitimacy and authority of the government; an unconditional and indefinite cessation
of all hostilities; and a willingness to enter into talks to bring about an immediate end to
the conflict. At the same time CMAG expressed its grave concern about the humanitarian
situation in Sierra Leone, in particular the continuing atrocities by rebel forces, which it
condemned unreservedly. The government also responded to the call by rebel forces for
negotiations by saying that they should lay down their arms and surrender to UNOMSIL
military observers.
President Kabbah repeated calls for rebel forces to surrender on 19 October 1998 and
renewed an offer of amnesty for those surrendering. It appeared that the amnesty implied
that those surrendering who had not been responsible for crimes would be included in the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process whereas those who were accused
of criminal offences would prosecuted with due process of the law. There was, however,
no significant increase in the number of those surrendering.
The West Africa sub-region

Liberia was widely reported to be providing combatants, arms and ammunition to AFRC
and RUF forces in Sierra Leone. Liberian fighters were present in Freetown at the time of
the ECOMOG intervention and survivors of the gross human rights abuses which
followed stated that the armed groups which had attacked them had included Liberians.
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In the Vahun and Kolahun areas of Lofa Country in northwestern Liberia, where tens of
thousands of Sierra Leonean refu2:ees had fled escalatin2: fi bcrhtin bcr in eastern Sierra Leone ,
cooperation between rebel forces and the Liberian military was reported to be witnessed
regularly. The RUF second-in-command, Sam Bockarie, was reported to have been in
direct contact with Liberian military forces and to have regularly crossed the border into
Liberia.
~

~

On 12 May 1998 a statement by the United States Department of State referred to
"distressing rumours that R UF and AFR C forces were being assisted in their campaign
often-or by other governments. Although we cannot confirm these rumours, it should be
clear that any government or other party which is found to be helping the rebels to
prolong the tragedy in Sierra Leone will face the strongest condemnation of the United
States and the international community. "
On 20 May 1998 the President of the UN Security Council condemned as gross violations
of international humanitarian law the atrocities carried out against the civilian population,
particularly women and children, by the deposed AFRC and RUF, including widespread
rape, mutilation and killings, and called for an immediate end to continuing violence
against civilians. The Security Council also expressed grave concern about reports of
military support being provided to the AFRC and RUF by other countries and called on
all states to observe strictly the provisions of Secmity Council Resolution 1132 (1997) of
8 October 1997, which had imposed an arms embargo on Sierra Leone, and to avoid any
action which might further destabilize the situation in Sierra Leone. Security Council
Resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998 lifted the arms embargo on the government of
Sierra Leone. The same resolution prohibited the sale and supply of arms and related
materiel to non-governmental forces in Sierra Leone. The Security Council subsequently
praised the efforts of the UN Secretary-General to stop the flow of arms across the border
from Liberia to rebels forces in Kailahun District, Eastern Province. All states were urged
to comply strictly with the terms of the lJN embargo on sales of arms to rebel forces still
fighting in the interior of the country.
In his Fifth Report on the Situation in Sierra Leone to the UN Security Council of 9 June
1998, the UN Secretary-General stated that the deployment ofECOMOG troops at the
border with Liberia could help dispel allegations of the influx of arms or the provision of
armed assistance to the AFRC and RUF by foreign forces. While welcoming a
commitment by the government of Liberia not to allow its territory to be used to
destabilize any neighbouring country, the Secretary-General expressed the view that
verification of this would improve the security climate throughout the sub-region and
improve mutual confidence among countries in the sub-region.
On 22 and 23 June 1998 a Liberian delegation visited Freetown to deliver a message
from President Charles Taylor to President Kabbah on ways to promote peace between
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, the three Mano River Union countries. The delegation
denied allegations that the Liberian government was supporting AFRC and RUF forces.
President Kabbah and President Taylor met in Abuja on 1 July 1998 at a meeting
convened by the UN Secretary-General. Agreement was reached on a number of
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confidence-building measures. A further meeting between President Kabbah and
President Taylor took place in Monrovia, Liberia, on 20 July 1998. In a communique
signed at the conclusion of the meeting both leaders condemned atrocities and human
rights abuses committed by combatants in Sierra Leone against civilians, as well as
continued rebel activities in Sierra Leone. They reaffirmed their commitment to nonaggression against the territorial integrity of each other's country and pledged to continue
cooperation towards peace and security in the sub-region. Both leaders renewed a call to
the UN and ECOWAS to deploy observer units on the border between Liberia and Sierra
Leone and agreed to coordinate border security activities.
At a UN special conference on Sierra Leone in New York in July 1998 the meetings
between President Kabbah and President Taylor were welcomed and the two leaders were
urged to continue to work towards improving relations between their two countries and
regional security. The importance of stopping entry of illegal supplies of weapons into
Sierra Leone and ending the direct or indirect suppOli of neighbouring countries to rebel
forces was stressed.
Relations between the two countries appeared to deteriorate, however, in October 1998
when the governrnent of Sierra Leone was reported to have complained to the
international community, including the UN Secretary-General, about the presence of
Liberian combatants among rebel forces in Sierra Leone and about preparations for an
incursion of Liberian fighters into Sierra Leone. These allegations were vigorously
denied by President Taylor. UNOMSIL military observers at that time detected no
evidence of an armed incursion from Liberia.
The UN Secretary-General in his Second Progress RepOli on UNOMSIL on 16 October
1998 expressed deep concern about developments in the situation between Sierra Leone
and Liberia and urged both governrnents to exercise maximum restraint, pursue dialogue
and implement the confidence-building measures agreed in July 1998. He also proposed
that, should both countries agree, the deployment ofECOMOG forces at the border,
subsequently accompanied by UNOMSIL military observers, could help stabilize the
situation and restore mutual confidence.
During a visit by Reverend Jesse Jackson, special envoy of United States President Bill
Clinton, to West Africa in November 1998 he held meetings in Conakry with President
Kabbah, President Taylor and President Lansana Conte of Guinea. The three heads of
state on 12 November 1998 stated their commitment to non-aggression and cooperation
on security issues within the Mano River Union and also to promoting peace in Sierra
Leone and maintaining stability within the sub-region.
In view of the appalling level of violence against civilians which has characterized the
conflict in Sierra Leone, including the widespread and gross human rights abuses being
perpetrated by AFRC and RUF and their stated intention to attack unarmed civilians,
Amnesty International believes that military transfers, including arms, ammunition and
combatants, to rebel forces will contribute to abuses of international human rights and
humanitarian principles governing the conduct of war.
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Recommendations
•

all governments should take all possible measures to end immediately
military transfers, including arms, ammunition and combatants, to AFRC
and RUF forces;

•

in addition, the governments of Liberia and Guinea, which border Sierra
Leone, should take all possible measures to prevent military supplies,
whether they originate in their country or not, destined for AFRC and RUF
forces, from entering Sierra Leone across their borders;

•

effective monitoring of the border between Sierra Leone and Liberia by
ECOMOG forces and UNOMSIL military observers could assist in
preventing military transfers to AFRC and RUF forces;

•

governments in the sub-region should use whatever influence they may have
on AFRC and RUF forces to bring about an end to the atrocities they
continue to perpetrate against civilians.

International response to the human rights crisis
Following the military coup in May 1997 the international community made strenuous
efforts to resolve the political crisis in Sierra Leone. Since the reinstatement of President
Kabbah's government in March 1998, serious attention continues to be paid to
consolidating the government's position, ending the conflict in the north and east of the
country, which is still claiming hundreds of civilian victims, and to assisting
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country. The continuing gross human rights
abuses com~tted by A..F Re and RUF forces have been universally condemned, including
by the UN, the OAU, the EU and the Commonwealth.
United Nations
On 17 April 1998 the lIN Security Council authorized the deployment of a UN liaison
unit in Sierra Leone. Resolution 1162 (1998) provided for up to 10 UN military liaison
and security advisory personnel in Freetown with a mandate for up to three months. The
group was to coordinate closely with ECOMOG to report on the military situation in
Sierra Leone and to assist in disarming former combatants. The resolution also welcomed
efforts of President Kab bah and his government to restore peaceful and secure conditions,
to re-establish an effective administration and democratic process and to embark on
reconstruction. The resolution noted the need to promote national reconciliation and
encouraged all parties to work towards that objective. All countnes and international
organizations were urged to provide urgent humanitarian assistance in Sierra Leone and
were encouraged to help with its reconstruction and economic and social recovery. A
human rights officer was also appointed to assist the UN Secretary-GeneralIs Special
Envoy to Sierra Leone, Francis Okelo (who was subsequently appointed as Special
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Representative).
In the lTN Secretary-General's Fifth Repoli on Sierra Leone, the deteriorating human
rights situation was emphasized, and it was recommended that the number of UN human
rights officers in Freetown be increased.
The UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone
On 13 July 1998 the UN Security Council established a new peace-keeping operation,
UNOMSIL, which expanded the office of the Secretary General's Special Envoy, to
monitor the military and security situation in Sierra Leone, as security conditions
permitted, for an initial six-month period until 13 January 1999. UNOMSIL would
consist of 70 military observers and would be accompanied by a small medical unit and
civilian support staff. The civilian staff would advise the government and local police,
report on violations of international humanitarian and human rights law in Sierra Leone,
and assist the government in its efforts to address the country's human rights needs.
UNOMSIL was to be led by the Special Representative of the lIN Secretary-General in
Sierra Leone. Initially, 40 military observers were to be deployed from July 1998 in
Freetown, Hastings and Lungi. Depending on the security situation, a second phase of
deployment would take place.
In approving Resolution 1181 (1998), which established UNOMSIL, the Security
Council also condemned the continued resistance by remnants of the AFRC and RUF to
the legitimate government and demanded that they lay down their arms immediately. It
expressed its grave concern "at the loss of life and immense suffering undergone by the
people ofSierra Leone, including refugees and displaced persons, as a result of
continuing rebel attacks".

Resolutio.q 1181 (1998), in addition to establishing a military and civilian police peacekeeping mission, also mandated the monitoring of human rights and the provision of
assistance to the government of Sierra Leone in addressing its human rights obligations
[3]. The resolution also gave UNOMSIL military observers a mandate to monitor respect
of international humanitarian law during the demobilization process.
By October 1998 the human rights component of UNOMSIL had been increased to seven
staff: four international human rights officers, one national human rights officer and two
support staff. Subsequent progress reports by the lTN Secretary-General on TJ'NOMSIL to
the Security Council referred extensively and in detail to continuing human rights abuses
in Sierra Leone. The prominence given to the human rights crisis in Sierra Leone in these
reports is welcomed and should continue.
In his First Progress Report on 12 August 1998, the Secretary-General reported that
"there is strong evidence of the systematic and widespread perpetration of multiple forms
of human rights abuse against the civilian population, including rape. In recent weeks,
elements of the former junta have continued to shell population centres such as Koidu
and Daru and have used clvilians as human shields in their military operations. There
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have been numerous instances of arbitralY execurion, including of women and chlldren,
followed in some cases by mutilation of the bodies. "
In his Second Progress Report on 16 October 1998, the Secretary-General stated that "the
continuing conflict in Sierra Leone imposes immense suffering on the people of that
country. J strongly condemn the summalY executions, torture, mutilation, rapes, looting
and other acts of barbarism carried out by former junta elements and call on them to lay
down their arms and surrender. I am particularly outraged by the senseless acts of terror
perpetrated against children, such as the amputation of limbs of boys and girls as young
as six years ofage, and support the efforts to bring to justice the authors ofthese
especially abhorrent crimes."
The lTN Secretary-General concluded his Second Progress Report by stating that he
would "examine with great care any realistic proposal to end the armed conflict with
minimal loss of life to combatants and to innocent civilians, and to promote lasting peace
and national reconciliation in Sierra Leone".
Major initiatives have been undertaken by UNOMSIL human rights officers. Continued
monitoring and reporting of human rights abuses have been reflected in the UN
Secretary-General's reports to the Security Council. A preliminary human rights needs
assessment has been developed. Human rights officers have also closely observed trials
before the High Court and court martial in Freetown of those charged with treason in
connection with the military coup in May 1997 and have intervened with the governn1ent
in relation to these trials when appropriate. Guidance on human rights reporting to
UNOMSIL military observers has been provided and human rights training programs for
police officers, prison officials, the legal profession and the media have been developed
and implemented. A human rights monitoring network including local non-governmental
human rights organizations throughout the country and international non-governmental
organization~has also been developed. Training for the network in human rights
monitoring and reporting has been planned by UNOMSIL human rights officers, in
cooperation with the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights and a
coalition of local groups, the National Forum for Human Rights. Increased cooperation
between local human rights groups has been encouraged and it is anticipated that the
human rights training program will involve relevant sectors of civil society from all parts
of the country.
The role of UNOMSIL human rights officers in human rights monitoring and reporting
should be continued for as long as necessary, including until it is clear that the
government is implementing international human rights guarantees effectively. In
September 1998 UNOMSIL human rights officers also began to provide human rights
technical assistance to the government, including assistance in meeting its reporting
requirements under international human rights treaties to which it is a party, such as the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child [4].
The human rights component plays a dominant role within UNOMSIL and is an essential
part of the military mandate of the peace-keeping operation. Sierra Leone continues to
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face a human rights emergency and monitoring and reporting of human rights abuses
therefore remain essential. Strategies to develop continued and enhanced support for the
UNOMSIL human rights component should be developed by the L'N Office ofthe High
Commissioner for Human Rights.
The UN special conference on Sierra Leone

The UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, convened a special conference in New York on
30 July 1998 to galvanize the international community's response to the political,
humanitarian and human rights situation in Sierra Leone. The purpose of the meeting was
to focus international attention on the situation in Sierra Leone and the government's
initiatives aimed at resolving the conflict, restoring secure conditions and effective
administration throughout the country. The conference brought together representatives
of the government of Sierra Leone, intergovernmental organizations, including the UN,
the OAU, ECOWAS, the EU and the Commonwealth. The special conference on Sierra
Leone specifically sought assistance from the international community for UNOMSIL
and for the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former combatants,
including child soldiers.
At the time of the UN special conference Amnesty International recommended that the
international community's commitment to bring peace and security to Sierra Leone and to
assist in its reconstruction and rehabilitation include initiatives which would help to stop
the gross human rights abuses being perpetrated by AFRC and RUF forces, prevent
further abuses and also lay solid foundations for the respect and protection of human
rights in the future [5].
The UN special conference strongly condemned the continued resistance of AFRC and
RUF forces, and in particular their perpetration of appalling atrocities, and they were
called on ~ lay down their arms and surrender. The Special Representative of the UN
Secretary-General in Sierra Leone urged the international community to match their
pledges of support to Sierra Leone with concrete action to consolidate its democratic
gains. The conference agreed to establish an international contact group to mobilize and
coordinate further support for Sierra Leone. The contact group was convened by the
government of the United Kingdom in London on 5 November 1998[6]. Those
participating included representatives of the government of Sierra Leone, the Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General in Sierra Leone and Lansana Kouyate,
Executive Secretary of ECOWAS. In his opening address to the meeting, Tony Lloyd,
United Kingdom Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, said that:
"Atrocities are still being carried out by remaining rebel forces. Sierra Leone needs
peace, reconciliation and lasting restoration of democracy and human rights ... we hope
to boost the efforts of the international community to meet these needs. "
Recommendations
•

the human rights component of UNOMSIL should continue to be supported
and strengthened; adequate resources, including additional staff, should be
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provided to effectively monitor and report on human rights abuses
throughout the country, implement technical assistance programs with the
Sierra Leone government and provide support and training to Sierra
Leonean human rights groups;
•

the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights should playa
major role in reinforcing and providing support to the human rights
component of UNOMSIL;

•

the human rights component of UNOMSIL should include experts in the
area of violence against women, including rape and sexual abuse;

•

UNOMSIL human rights officers should continue to submit reports of
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law to the UN
Secretary-General and to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights;
comprehensive reports on the human right situation in Sierra Leone should
be made public and submitted to the UN Security Council;

•

the human rights component of UNOMSIL should have sufficient resources
to effectively contribute towards long-term measures for human rights
protection and its human rights monitoring and reporting roles should be
continued for as long as necessary;

•

visits to Sierra Leone by the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions and the UN Special Rapporteur on torture
should take place in order to investigate and report on the gross human
rights abuses which continue to be perpetrated;

•

the international contact group on Sierra Leone should place human rights
at the centre of its efforts to coordinate the international community's
response to the situation in Sierra Leone and ensure that adequate resources
are provided to initiatives aimed at the protection and respect of human
rights.

OAU and ECOWAS
Immediately after the military coup in May 1997, the OAD Secretary General, Dr Salim
Ahmed Salim, condemned it as "unacceptable to the continent". The Central Organ of the
OAD Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution unequivocally
condemned the military coup and called for the immediate restoration of constitutional
order [7J. It appealed to the leaders of ECOWAS states to pursue efforts aimed at
assisting the people of Sierra Leone in the restoration of constitutional order and to the
international community to support those efforts.
The 33rd OAD Assembly of Heads of State and Government meeting in Harare,
Zimbabwe, in early June 1997 gave a mandate to ECOWAS to take necessary action to
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restore legality and constitutionality to Sierra Leone. The specific measures to be taken
were to be decided by ECOWAS. The OAD Secretary General reiterated the OAU's
strong support for ECOWAS's initiatives to bring peace, security and stability to Sierra
Leone at the ECOWAS summit in Abuja at the end of August 1997.
It was under this mandate from the OAD that ECOWAS forces were deployed in Sierra
Leone to monitor a cease-fire, to enforce the sanctions and embargo imposed by the lIN
Security Council and to secure peace in Sierra Leone. Military intervention by ECOMOG
remained an option if dialogue between the AFRC and representatives of other ECOWAS
countries and sanctions failed.
ECOWAS and ECOMOG have played a dominant role in political developments in
Sierra Leone since the military coup, culminating in the removal of the AFRC and the
reinstatement of President Kabbah's government in February 1998. ECOMOG forces in
Sierra Leone have been widely praised by the intemational community. At the ECOWAS
summit in Abuja in late October 1998 ECOWAS heads of state and govemment endorsed
the extension of ECOMOG's mandate in Sierra Leone and agreed that it should be
strengthened, adding that efforts to achieve a lasting solution to the conflict should
continue.
Between 10,000 and 12,000 ECOMOG forces were reported to have been deployed in
Sierra Leone by October 1998. ECOMOG, which is composed largely of Nigerian forces,
also comprises Guinean and Ghanaian troops and fmiher contingents from Cote d'Ivoire,
Gambia, Guinea, Mali and Niger were envisaged. ECOMOG headquarters were to be
transferred from Monrovia to Freetown. In April 1998 President Kabbah appointed the
ECOMOG commander in Sierra Leone, Brigadier-General Maxwell Khobe, as head of
intemal security in Sierra Leone. He was subsequently appointed in July 1998 as Chief of
Defence Staff of the Republic of Sierra Leone Military Force (RSLMF). The national
Sierra Leolle army had effectively ceased to exist but was to be re-established.
The ECOMOG force in Sierra Leone is generally considered by the intemational
community and within Sierra Leone to be disciplined and its intervention in February
1998 was welcomed by the majority of Sierra Leoneans. During the following months, as
atrocities in the north and east of the country escalated, ECOM OG forces evacuated to
safety and medical facilities some of the hundreds of victims of amputations and other
injuries, saving many lives.
In the following months, however, reports began to be received of human rights
violations committed by ECOMOG forces, including illegal detention of civilians, and
torture and ill-treatment of civilian detainees and captured combatants. Concems have
also been expressed that the safety of the civilian population might be endangered during
ECOMOG operations, especially air strikes, against rebel forces, pariicu1arly in Kai1ahun
District, a rebel stronghold. Measures to minimise the risk to civilians during combat
must be undertaken during all military operations by ECOMOG forces. The OAU and
ECOWAS have a responsibility to ensure that ECOMOG forces in Sierra Leone conform
to intemational humanitarian and human rights law at all times.
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As atrocities against unarmed civilians by rebel forces have continued, the need for
concerted action by the international community remains. The OAU Central Organ
should continue to playa role both in attempts to resolve the conflict in Sierra Leone and
also to respond to post-conflict needs, in particular assistance for creating and reinforcing
institutions aimed at long-term protection of human rights in Sierra Leone.
The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights (African Commission), meeting
in Banjul, Gambia, on 22 October 1998 agreed to send its Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, arbitrary or summary executions, Dr Mohamed Hatem Ben-Salem, to Sien-a
Leone in November 1998.
Recommendations
•

in view of the continuing gross human rights abuses in Sierra Leone, the
Central Organ of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management
and Resolution should consider requesting that the UN Security Council
increase the resources of the human rights component of UNOMSIL in order
to investigate and document these abuses;

•

in addition to its Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, arbitrary or summary
executions, the African Commission should also consider a visit to Sierra
Leone by its Special Rapporteur on women in order to investigate and report
the gross human rights abuses which continue to be committed in Sierra
Leone, including against girls and women;

•

the OAU Central Organ should send a delegation to Sierra Leone to assess
the country's post-conflict needs including the establishment of effective
struc\ures for the future protection and respect of human rights;

•

ECOWAS should ensure full compliance of its forces in Sierra Leone to
international humanitarian and human rights law; there should be a
mechanism to monitor human rights violations and take measures to prevent
further violations.

Human rights violations during the period of AFRC rule

The period from 2S May 1997 until 12 February 1998 was marked by a total disregard for
the rule of law and demands from the international community to respect international
humanitarian and human rights law. The rule of law completely collapsed and violence
engulfed the country.
Hundreds of people who were associated with the government of President Kabbah or his
political party, the Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP), or who were perceived to be
opposed to the AFRC were detained without charge or trial, torture and ill-treatment were
systematic, and many of those perceived to be political opponents of the AFRC were
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extrajudicially executed.
On 20 October 1997 Amnesty International published a report which documented the
human rights violations systematically committed by the AFRC and the RUF after the
military coup [8]. The victims included those associated with the government of
President Kabbah, journalists, students and human rights activists. Between October 1997
and February 1998 arrests, torture and killings continued relentlessly. The full toll of
those detained, tortured, ill-treated and killed while the AFRC and RUF held power only
emerged after they were forced from power.
During the period of AFRC rule, while it was possible to obtain limited information
about human rights violations in Freetown, few details of what was happening in the
Provinces were accessible. When an Amnesty International delegation travelled to Sierra
Leone in May 1998, the extent of the suffering of civilians became evident. Killings, rape
and looting were systematic in all parts of the country. Hundreds of people had been
deliberately and arbitrarily killed, thousands lost their possessions, homes and
livelihoods. Rape of girls and women was systematic throughout the country.
Amnesty International repeatedly called on the AFRC to end the systematic human lights
violations which occurred after May 1997 and to adhere to its obligations under
international human rights law, in particular the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (African
Charter) [9] . It called for urgent measures to end arbitrary arrest and detention of those
perceived to be opposed to the AFRC and to end torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial
executions.
It is important that there continue to be full and independent investigations into the
human rights violations committed during the period of AFRC rule and that the truth of
what occUJTed during those months is established and documented in order to bring those
responsible to justice. There should be no impunity for the grave human rights violations
committed throughout the period of .AFRC rule. Investigation and accountability for these
human rights violations will also contribute towards the process of national reconciliation
within Sierra Leone.

Arbitrary arrest and detention
Hundreds of political detainees were held incommunicado without charge or trial. It was
difficult to assess with any accuracy the number of those detained because of continuous
arrests and releases, the failure of the authorities to provide information about detainees
and lack of access to places of detention. Detainees were held at the Central Prison,
Pademba Road, the police Criminal Investigation Department (CID) headquarters and
Cockerill military headquarters in Freetown as well as other military camps, such as that
known as the SS camp at the village of Regent in the hills above Freetown.
Throughout the period of AFRC rule journalists were particular targets of arrest,
detention and torture. During October and November 1997 the crack-down on the press
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intensified; at least 20 journalists were detained and many were tortured and ill-treated.
They included Jon Z. Foray, editor of the New Storm newspaper, who was arrested by
soldiers on 11 October 1997. He was taken first to Cockerill military headquarters where
he was handed over to the military police and then held in a freight container. Also held
in the container was Prince Akpu, a Nigerian journalist who had established a newspaper
called Alpha jet, and who was arrested around the same time and accused of subversive
activities. (Nigerian ECOMOG forces had used military aircraft called Alpha jets in their
operations.) Two days later the two journalists were collected by a senior AFRC member,
apparently to be taken to cm headquarters. They were, however, blindfolded and taken
to the SS camp. Jon Z. Foray was beaten and stabbed with bayonets by soldiers and
sustained a serious injury to his spine. He and Prince Akpu were released on 22 October
1997. With the help of friends, Jon Z. Foray managed to leave Sierra Leone for Ghana
where he was admitted to hospital and received two months of medical treatment.
Arrests of journalists continued into November 1997: Dorothy Awoonor Gordon, acting
editor of the Concord Times, Ibrahim Karim-Sei, editor of the Standard Times, and Pius
Foray, editor of The Democrat, were among those detained and subsequently released
without charge.
Sylvanus Kanyako, a journalist working for the Herald Guardian, and David Kamara, the
newspaper's proprietor, were arrested on 10 January 1998, the day after an article
suggested that a prominent member of the AFRC, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo" Sankoh, should
be arrested in connection with the looting of the Iranian Embassy in Freetown on 31
December 1997. Sylvanus Kanyako was arrested by soldiers after being identified by an
AFRC supporter. He and David Kamara were detained for three weeks. Both men were
tortured. Sylvanus Kanyako was tied tightly with his arms behind his back, beaten all
over his body and burned with a cigarette. At one point he lost consciousness. He
sustained serious injuries to his arms and hands. He was then taken to cm cells where he
remained, witJ10ut any medical treatment, until he managed to escape on 30 January
1998.
On 30 January 1998 Michael Lawson, a university student at Fourah Bay College in
Freetown, was arrested. He was apparently accused of passing information to a radio
station broadcasting in support of the government of President Kabbah. The radio station,
98.1 FM, had been broadcasting clandestinely since July 1997. Many people suspected of
providing information to the radio station, or knowing from where broadcasts were
transmitted, had previously been arrested and detained. He was reported to be held at CID
headquarters until his release in February 1998 after the intervention by ECOMOG.
Torture and extrajudicial executions
Ill-treatment, torture and extrajudicial executions were systematic throughout the period
of AFRC rule. Soldiers and RlJF members operated with impunity and created a climate
of fear both in Freetown and throughout the country.
On 14 January 1998 a trader, Sarna Turay, was shot dead by soldiers on Wilkinson Road
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in Freetown after an argument. Local residents were forced to hand the bodv over to
soldiers. Residents of the area staged a demonstration along Wilkinson Road the
following day in protest against the killing. This demonstration coincided with a visit to
Freetown of a delegation headed by the UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Sierra
Leone, at that time based in Conakry, for discussions with the AFRC on the
implementation of the peace agreement signed in Conakry in October 1997.
The demonstration on 15 January 1998 was brutally suppressed; soldiers indiscriminately
beat civilians and raided homes in the area around Wilkinson Road. They went from
house to house accusing civilians of deliberately discrediting the AFRC during the visit
of the delegation. One of the victims was a 25-year-old trader. When soldiers arrived at
his stall he was hit in the face with butt of an AK 47 gun and was also badly beaten on his
back. He recognized the soldiers who beat him and described them as relatives of Major
Johnny Paul Koroma.
iVlOther of the victims was an 18-year-old girl, also living in the Wilkinson Road area,
who had joined the demonstration. Three days later six soldiers came to her home. She
was raped by all six soldiers who then cut her hair and shaved her head with a broken
bottle.
In Kenema, Eastern Province, terror reigned throughout the period of AFRC rule. The
town was effectively under the control of the RUF and, in particular, Sam Bockarie. As in
Freetown and other parts of the country, rape of girls and women was systematic and at
least a hundred civilians were reported to have been deliberately and arbitrarily killed in
Kenema. Every house in the town was looted. The homes ofthose perceived to have been
supporters of the SLPP were destroyed.
On 13 and 14 January 1998 several prominent members ofthe community in Kenema
were arrested by members of the RUF under the supervision of Sam Bockarie. They
included B.S. Massaquoi, the chairman of the town council, Dr P.B. Momoh, a medical
doctor, Paramount Chief Moinama Karmor, a traditional leader, and Ibrahim Kpaka, a
businessman. They were arrested at a time of fierce fighting between the kamajors and
AFRC and RUF forces around Kenema and were accused of supporting the kamajors.
They were held at the AFRC Secretariat building in Kenema, which had been the local
SLPP headquarters, and some were later moved to the police station and army brigade
headquarters. They were stripped and repeatedly beaten with sticks, electric cable and
strips of tyres and were threatened with death. Their arms were tied tightly behind them.
One of those detained sustained a serious head wound and injury to his eye after being
beaten on his head with a gun. At least one of these detained died as a result of beatings.
Some of those arrested were released on 26 January 1998 and escaped to safety. B.S.
Massaquoi, however, was among those who remained held at army brigade headquarters.
He was killed by members of the RUF on 8 February 1998 as news arrived of
ECOMOG's offensive on Freetown and as kamajors entered Kenema. Dozens of other
people were also reported to have been killed. The mutilated body of B.S. Massaquoi and
35 other people were reported to have been found in mass grave near Kenema on 23
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March 1998.
The use of the death penalty by the AFRC

The AFRC resorted to the use of the death penalty in an apparent attempt to be seen to be
taking action to impose law and order but in doing so violated international human rights
standards. On 25 October 1997 10 soldiers were executed after being convicted of murder
and sentenced to death by a military court. A further 17 people were reported to have
been executed on 2 November 1997, apparently after conviction by a military court
although some reports suggested that summary executions took place without any form of
legal proceedings. Another eight people were publicly executed in Koidu on 2 December
1997. According to reports, they had been convicted of armed robbery by a military
court, from which there was no right of appeal.
On 28 November 1997 a new decree was promulgated which was retroactive to the time
of the military coup and which extended the scope of the death penalty by making death
sentences statutory for the offences of looting and commandeering vehicles.
International standards prohibit the retroactive use of the death penalty. The ICCPR states
that the death sentence may be imposed only "in accordance with the law in force at the
time of the commission of the crime" and also that a heavier penalty shall not be imposed
than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed.
The Safeguards Guaranteeing the Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death
Penalty state that: "Capital punishment may be imposed only for a crime for which the
death penalty is prescribed by law at the time of its commission... ".
In addition, the ICCPR states that: "In countries which have not abolished the death
penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes ... ". The
Safeguards G~aranteeing the Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty,
adopted by the lIN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in 1994, also state that" ...
capital punishment may be imposed only for the most serious crimes ... with lethal or
other extremely grave circumstances." The UN Human Rights Committee, a body of 18
experts established under the ICCPR, stated in 1996 that: "Extension of the scope of the
application of the death penalty raises questions as to the compatibility with Article 6 of
the Covenant", which guarantees the right to life. The lJN Commission on Human
Rights, in a resolution adopted in April 1997, called on all states which have not yet
abolished the death penalty "progressively to restrict the number of offences for which
the death penalty may be imposed" .
.Awlnesty International urged the AFRC to repeal this legislation and to ensure that all
death sentences were commuted and that no further executions took place.
Recommendations
•

investigations into the human rights violations committed during the period
of AFRC rule should continue to be undertaken in order to bring those
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responsible to justice and to provide compensation to the victims of human
rights violations;
•

assistance for documenting the human rights violations which occurred
during this period should be provided by the international community.

Human rights abuses by AFRC and RUF forces since February 1998
Since their removal from power the AFRC and RUF have wreaked a campaign of terror
against unarmed civilians and human rights abuses have reached unprecedented levels.
Several thousand civilians have been brutally killed or mutilated. Hundreds of others
have been abducted from their villages and forced to join their attackers. Members of the
AFRC and the RlJF again inflicted on unarmed civilians the atrocities which they had
endured throughout Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict but now on a much greater
scale [10].
The abuses perpetrated by rebel forces of the AFRC and RUF constitute the most
egregious violations of international humanitarian law. The Geneva Conventions of 1949
which apply to international conflicts - wars between nations - also contain provisions
which apply to internal armed conflicts. Article 3, common to all four Conventions,
extends to "armed conflict not of an international character" fundamental rules for the
protection of non-combatants which each party to the conflict is "bound to apply, as a
minimum". Under the terms of common Article 3, people who take no active part or who
have ceased to take an active part in hostilities must be treated humanely in all
circumstances. Common i\rticle 3 specifically prohibits: violence to life and person, in
particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture; the taking of
hostages; and outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment. This prohibition applies not only to government forces but to all parties to
internal aqned conflicts including armed political groups.
Article 4 of the Additional Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 relating to the
protection of victims of internal armed conflicts prohibits violence to life, health and
physical well-being, in particular murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture,
mutilation or any form of corporal punishment, of all those not taking a direct part in
hostilities or who have ceased to take part in hostilities. [11 ]
In the days immediately after their removal from power by ECOMOG, AFRC and RUF
forces indiscriminately killed unarmed civilians, looted and burned houses, both in
Freetown and other towns. As the rebel forces were pursued eastwards by ECOMOG
forces through towns such as Bo in Southern Province, Kenema and Koidu in Eastern
Province and Makeni in Northern Province during February, March and April 1998, they
were responsible for widespread killings, torture and ill-treatment, including rape and
other forms of sexual assault, and abduction. Villages and towns were burnt to the
ground, destroying thousands of homes. Koidu, a major town in the diamond-rich Kono
District, was almost totally destroyed by i\FRC and RUF forces and villages between
Njaiama-Sewafe and Koidu were repeatedly attacked.
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Several foreign nationals were captured by RUF forces in mid-F ebruary 1998. They
included Spanish, Italian and Austrian religious brothers working at St Joseph's Hospital
in Lunsar, Port Loko District, Northern Province, who were abducted on 14 February
1998. Eldred Collins, a prominent RUF member, was reported to have demanded the
release ofFoday Sankoh, at that time still detained in Nigeria, in exchange for the release
of the hostages. They were, however, released on 27 February 1998. Two staff of the
humanitarian organization Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), a Canadian and a French
national, were also abducted around 14 February 1998 at Rogberi while driving between
Port Loko and Lunsar. They were also released after two weeks.
Those perceived to be opposed to the AFRC and the RUF were particularly targeted by
rebel forces. They included Catholic priests. As almost all other sectors of Sierra Leonean
society, the Catholic Church in Sierra Leone had condemned the military coup. Catholic
priests were specifically sought by AFRC and RUF forces after February 1998 and some
narrowly escaped death. Their homes were looted and destroyed. Traditional leaders,
known as Paramount Chiefs, were also singled out; 44 Paramount Chiefs were reported to
have been killed in the months following February 1998.
"Operation no living thing"
An even more grotesque pattern of killing, rape and mutilation became evident in April

1998 and the number of victims increased dramatically. Rebel forces called their
campaign of terror against civilians
"Operation no living thing". As fighting continued between ECOMOG and rebel forces
around Koidu attacks on civilians in villages in the area persisted and then spread west
and north. Later in April and into May 1998 Alikalia, Yifin and other villages in
Koinadugu District, Northern Province, were attacked. Unarmed civilians who were
taking no act~ve part in the conflict were killed, their homes burned and their villages
destroyed.
Although the exact number of those killed is unknown, it is likely to be several thousand.
Most survivors of attacks described hundreds of bodies lying in the bush where they had
fled and of several members of their families and communities being killed. More than
200 people were killed during an attack on one village, Yifin, in Koinadugu District, in
late April 1998. More than 650 bodies, many of them women and children, were reported
to have been buried following fighting in the area around Koidu in mid-June 1998.
With these attacks carne reports of mutilations. The arms, hands, legs, ears and lips of
victims were deliberately cut off. By early May 1998 some 120 victims of severe
mutilations had been admitted to Connaught Hospital in the centre of Freetown; about 60
were admitted on one day alone, 26 April 1998. Four had both arms cut off, another 23
had one arm cut off, and others had deep lacerations on their lower arms, severed tendons
or broken bones in their arms after being attacked with machetes. Some had a complete
hand, several fingers or ears missing. They were all civilians: farmers, housewives,
traders, miners, school students. These numbers swelled in the weeks and months which
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followed as more victims arrived at Connaught Hospital and other hospitals in the north
of the country, including in Makeni and Magburaka. Some of these hospitals lacked the
equipment needed to perform war surgery. Connaught Hospital in the centre of Freetown,
which had the necessary facilities, struggled to cope with the influx of patients. Between
6 April 1998 and 27 July 1998 an MSF surgical team treated almost 300 patients with
amputations, severe mutilations or gunshot wounds at the hospital. The majority of the
cases treated were lacerations to the head or neck or amputations of arms , hands'fino-ers
b'
ears or lips. About a fifth of these victims were children, one aged 18 months. This
number represented, however, only a fraction of the number of such victims, many of
whom never reached medical help. Between 25 May 1998 and 12 June 1998 International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) delegates evacuated 23 people from the north of the
country with gunshot wounds, deep lacerations and amputated limbs requiring urgent
reconstructive surgery. A helicopter was used to reach areas inaccessible by road because
of insecurity and fear of attack by armed groups. Evacuation of wounded civilians
continued throughout the following months. According to humanitarian agencies in
Freetown, only about one in four victims of mutilations by rebel forces survived their
injuries. In June 1998 the ICRC rehabilitated Netland Hospital in Freetown for the
surgical treatment of victims of amputations. By the end of September 1998, some 400
victims of amputations were reported to have undergone surgery at Netland Hospital. By
October 1998 estimates of the number of victims of mutilations since February 1998
were put as high as 4,000.
Among the thousands of refugees arriving from Eastern and Northern Provinces into
Guinea to escape attacks were civilians with similar mutilations. Between April and June
1998 some one hundred refugees were reported to have arrived in Guinea with serious
injuries; half of them had suffered deliberate mutilation. By September 1998 a regional
representative of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (lJ1'.i1-ICR) reported that more
than 400 refugees in a camp at Kissidougou in Guinea had hands, limbs or ears cut off or
were suffepng other injuries.
Many of the survivors provided accounts of the violence inflicted upon them. Groups of
armed men arrived in their villages, claiming to be ECOMOG, that they had come to
liberate the villagers and that they were safe. Forced out of their homes, they realised that
they were not ECOMOG troops. Civilians were rounded up, in groups or in lines, and
then taken individually to a pounding block in the village where their hands, arms or legs
were cut with a machete. In some villages, after the civilians were rounded up, they were
stripped naked. Men were then ordered to rape members of their own family. If they
refused, their arms were cut off and the women were raped by rebel forces, often in front
of their husbands. As well as rape, women and girls also suffered other forms of sexual
assault such as having foreign objects inserted into their vaginas. Victims of these
atrocities also reported women and children being rounded up, locked into houses which
were then set alight.
The UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, Sergio Vieira de Mello,
following a visit to Sierra Leone, said on 15 June 1998 that the brutal treatment of
civilians by AFRC and RlJF forces was unlike anything he had seen in 29 years of
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humanitarian work. Describing the pattern of amputations, lacerations and maiming of
civilians, including of children, he said that "hands are cut off and ears and noses are
amputated ... there are no words to condemn this sort ofpractice ... ".
Villagers from Kondeya, Kono District, fled into the bush when they heard that rebel
forces were approaching their village in early April 1998. On 9 April 1998 a group of
about 50 rebel forces found them and captured about 120. One of the men was strangled.
A baby who was crying was pulled from its mother's back and thrown into a river. They
were forced to return to the village where all the houses were burned. Twenty-seven of
the captured villagers were then attacked with machetes; some were decapitated, others
had their throats cut or their eyes gouged out.
Survivors were often taunted by rebel forces to go to ECOMOG and tell them that the
AFRC and RUF were there or to go to President Kabbah to ask for a new limb. One was
given a letter and told to deliver it to President Kabbah. Victims who had one or both ears
cut off were told that without their ears they could no longer listen to the government or
ECOMOG.
In some cases it took victims days or weeks to reach medical assistance. One man who
had both arms cut off in April 1998 walked for several weeks from village to village until
he was able to find a vehicle to take him to Freetown. Many more, unable to reach a
medical centre in time, died as a result of their injuries. Some spent weeks in the bush
either attempting to walk to safety or waiting until it was safe to return to their homes.
The fate of several thousand people who fled into the bush during attacks on villages
remains unknown. Many of those wounded have died in the bush.
An Amnesty International delegation which visited Sierra Leone in May 1998 met some
of the victims of these atrocities at Connaught Hospital. One, a farmer aged 40 from the
village of Ba<lala, in Koinadugu District, had both hands cut off when the village was
attacked on 3 May 1998. Hearing reports of advancing attacks, including those on Yifin
and Alikalia, he had previously sent his family to safety in Kabala. At the time of the
attack he was preparing food in his compound. Up to 400 men, anned with machetes, AK
47 guns and rocket propelled grenades entered the village. They caught him and asked
him where ECOMOG was. When he said that he did not know, he was hit on the head
with an AK 47. He was then forced to lie down and both arms were cut off. He was also
beaten on his legs. He begged to be killed. The men who attacked him wrote three letters
and put them in the pockets of his trousers. He was then told to go to tell President
Kabbah that they were coming to Freetown, adding "No AFRC, no peace". He lay injured
for three days in Badala and arrived at Connaught Hospital four days later. He had no
news of his wife and three children. Other villagers, of all ages, from Badala were also
mutilated and killed; they included a woman who was raped and then cut with machetes.
Another of the victims, a 15-year-old schoolboy from Koidu who had arrived at
Connaught Hospital on 10 May 1998, had suffered severe lacerations to his right ankle in
an attempted amputation. He and his family - his parents and six brothers and sisters had been hiding in the bush for more than two months after being driven from Koidu
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after it was attacked by rebel forces. They had no food throughout that time other than
bananas. On 1 May 1998 the family had heard reports that ECOMOG had arrived in
Koidu and they went to enter the eastern part of the town. They and those with them were
attacked by rebel forces who accused them of supporting President Kabbah. Almost 50
people were killed. The young boy stayed for four days in a house without food or
treatment for his severely injured leg. He was taken first to Makeni by ECOMOG forces
and then brought to Connaught Hospital. He did not know what had happened to his
family.
Three young women survived an attack on the village ofBoima in Bombali District,
Northern Province, on 7 May 1998; one had a deep cut to her arm, the other two had been
beaten all over their bodies. One of the women had witnessed the killing of several
members of her family, including her children. Twelve people, including three of her
children, died when their house was set alight. Another child, a girl aged three, was
pulled from her back and cut with machetes.
There were many atrocities in villages around Karina, between Makeni and Fadugu, in
Northern Province, which were attacked on 7 May 1998. All those who were unable to
run away were killed; others had limbs amputated.
In an incident which occurred on 7 May 1998 in Northern Province, a woman survivor
recounted that one of her sisters had been killed by having her throat cut and two others
were covered in kerosene and burned. Other victims, including children, were wrapped in
a foam mattress which was then set alight.

The village of Tumbodu, north of Koidu, was attacked repeatedly during April and May
1998. During one of these attacks, on 11 May 1998, a woman aged in her twenties who
was hiding in the bush outside the town was caught and asked for rice, which she did not
have. She ~as forced to carry a heavy load; when she faltered she was beaten. When she
reached Tumbodu she was forced to place her legs on a stone which were then cut in an
attempted amputation. She suffered deep laceration to both legs and also to her arms. She
arrived in Connaught Hospital on 15 May 1998. Her 10-year-old son was abducted by the
rebels.
Massenbendu, a village close to Tumbodu, was also attacked on 11 May 1998. One of the
victims, a farmer, was in his house when the door was broken down by rebel forces who
demanded money; he said that he had none. Rebel forces told him that they were going to
kill him because he supported President Kabbah. He sustained deep lacerations to his
neck, head and arms. He was taken first to an ECOMOG base at Masingbi and was then
transferred to Freetown. Three members of his family - two men and a small boy -were
abducted.
Human rights abuses by rebel forces since July 1998

Atrocities declined significantly during July and August 1998 as the rainy season
advanced. Despite this decreased level of atrocities concerns remained that rebel forces
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could mount future attacks against unarmed civilians. In his First Progress Report on
UNOMSIL, the "lJN Secretary-General said that he remained "deeply concerned about the
plight of innocent civilians in the country, who may still be suffering the depredations of
the rebel forces or at risk from future attacks. "
Incidents of killing and mutilations continued to be reported. On 27 July 1998 rebel
forces, after feigning surrender, attacked Kabala was held by ECOMOG. Rebel forces
threatened to use civilians as human shields. No mutilations were repolied but a large
number of civilians, including children and young people, were reported to have been
abducted. Rebel forces held Kabala for about four days before it was retaken by
ECOMOG. Some 200 houses had been destroyed, property was looted and money
extorted from civilians. All relief goods, medical supplies and logistics for humanitarian
efforts had been looted or destroyed. At about the same time, rebel forces attacked a bus
carrying civilians about 10 kilometres south of Kabala, killing seven people. Three young
boys were also reported to have been abducted.
During attacks on villages in the area of Gbinti, Port Loko District, in early August 1998
victims of killings and mutilations included three women and a two-year-old child who
were subsequently admitted to hospital with gunshot wounds, either to the backs of their
bodies or their head. Three men were also admitted to hospital with deep lacerations
apparently inflicted in attempted amputations.
In late August and during September 1998 an escalation of attacks was reported in
Northern Province. Reports began to be received of victims having the initials "AFRC"
carved into their foreheads and backs. Around 24 August 1998 there were attacks on
villages, including Thawuya and Masunthu, in Kambia District. Several civilians were
subsequently admitted to the Government Hospital in the town of Kambia with
amputated limbs or severe lacerations. Three had both hands and ears amputated; others
had deep w01.¥lds to their arms, shoulders and faces. One of the victims was a threemonth-old baby with lacerations to the nape of its neck. On 6 September 1998 the town
of Kamalu, near Kamakwie, in Bombali District, was attacked by rebel forces. At least 40
civilians, including children, were reported to have been killed in the attack; others were
seriously injured with machete wounds. Some of those killed had been first been
subjected to torture and sexual abuse; others had been burned alive. A Paramount Chief,
Samura Bangura, was reported to have been abducted from Kamalu, together with some
50 others. On 11 September 1998 Fadugu, Koinadugu District, was attacked. According
to reports, during that attack eight civilians, including a Paramount Chief, Alimamy
Fanna Thoronka II, were burned alive.
Three villages in Kambia District, Yebaya, Kathatinah and Kakula, were reported to have
been attacked by around one hundred rebel forces on 12 September 1998, resulting in the
deaths of at least 16 civilians. According to witnesses of the attack on Yebaya, at least
nine people were killed either by being shot or attacked with machetes. In late September
1998 and early October 1998 more than 50 people were reported to have been killed in
attacks in Kambia District, near the border with Guinea, including on the village of
Kukuna, and at least 25 civilians were reported to have been mutilated, including by

amputations, by rebel forces.
On 8 October 1998 the town of Mange in Port Loko District, some 150 kilometres from
Freetown and on the main road to Guinea, was attacked by more than 200 rebel forces in
an attempt to gain control of a strategic bridge. Some 25 civilians were reported to have
been killed in the attack but the toll was expected to be higher since rebel forces were
reported to have set fire to more than 40 homes, in some cases with civilians inside. Most
of the town's 15,000 inhabitants fled and many of the wounded arrived at the hospital in
the town of Port Loko for treatment. ECOMOG forces maintained control of the bridge
after three days of fighting.
There were further attacks by rebel forces on villages in Bombali District during
September 1998. Among the victims were two men, Pa Bai Munu and Morlai Munu,
from the village ofMabunduka, between Pendembu and Mateboi, some 40 kilometres
from Makeni. Pa Bai Munu, a farmer aged over 70, had fled his village for Makeni
following an earlier attack during which two other members of his family, including
Sorie Kabbie Munu, were abducted by rebel forces. The village was burned. Other
members of the same family, Pa Amadu Munu and Pa Santigie Munu, had been killed by
having their throats cut during an attack on Mateboi in May 1998. Pa Bai Munu later
returned to a village, Four Road Loko, close to his home at Mabunduka. He, Morlai
Munu and about 20 other people were killed when Four Road Loko was attacked on 16
September 1998. According to reports, Pa Bai Munu was tied by the neck and dragged
for about 10 kilometres before he was hacked to death and his body mutilated. At least
six members of the family had been killed or abducted.
Attacks on villages around Kabala, including Benikoro and Badala, resumed and
intensified during September 1998. The town of Kabala itself, earlier attacked and held
briefly by rebel forces in late July 1998, was again attacked on 18 September 1998. Some
20 civilian;; were reported to have been killed and houses burned. Among the victims
who were evacuated to Freetown by the ICRC were three children, two of whom were
suffering from extensive burns. One of them had hidden with his family in a hut which
was set alight by rebel forces; he was the only survivor.
On 24 October 1998, apparently in retaliation at the death sentence imposed on Foday
Sankoh the previous day, the village of Alikalia was attacked by some 300 rebel forces.
Reports of the attack referred to civilians, including women and children, being shot,
decapitated or having their arms amputated. Civilian survivors of the attack on Alikalia
were admitted to Connaught Hospital with gunshot wounds and multiple lacerations.
Attacks by rebel forces also escalated in Kenema District from August 1998. Among the
villages affected were Mendekelema, Neama and Sandaru, which was completely
destroyed, less than 30 kilometres from the town of Kenema. One of the victims of the
attack on Mendekelema in late August 1998 had both hands amputated. Survivors of
attacks consistently described mutilation, rape, torture, killing and the burning of houses.
Entire local communities were displaced from the area, many fleeing to the towns of
Kenema, Segbwema and Daru.
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Recommendations
•

the international community must continue to condemn in the strongest
possible terms the grave breaches of international humanitarian law
committed by forces of the AFRC and RUF;

•

leaders of AFRC and RUF forces must take immediate measures to end
human rights abuses committed by their combatants, including deliberate
and arbitrary killing of non-combatants, torture, mutilation and rape, and
must publicly state their commitment to respecting international
humanitarian law;

•

those in command of AFRC and RUF forces should exert effective control
over those under their command in order to prevent torture and killing of
non-combatants; those suspected of committing human rights abuses should
be removed from any position of authority or duties which bring them into
contact with prisoners or others at risk of abuse;

•

AFRC and RUF forces must respect human rights and the basic principles of
international humanitarian law and abide by minimum standards of humane
behaviour at all times.

Children at the centre of the violence
Children have not escaped the violence and brutality of the conflict in Sierra Leone; they
have often been the principal victims of gross human rights abuses, including the
atrocities in Eastern and Northern Provinces which occurred in the months following the
removal of th~ AFRC and RUF from power in February 1998. They have been
deliberately and arbitrarily killed, mutilated and maimed, abducted and forcibly recruited
by rebel forces. Among the thousands of Sierra Leonean refugees in neighbouring
countries or internally displaced within Sierra Leone after February 1998 were hundreds
of unaccompanied children, separated from their families as a result of the violence.
Several thousand children, including babies and very young children, have been
separated from their families as a result of seven years of internal armed conflict. Most of
those abducted in the earlier years of the war were from Southern and Eastern Provinces.
The most common reason for the separation of children from their families was abduction
by rebel forces. Others became separated from their parents as a result of attacks on their
towns and villages when their parents were killed, abducted or became missing.
Many families have rejected children who had been forcibly recruited into rebel forces
and have refused to take them back into their homes. Even in cases where parents are
willing to take back their children, the level of resentment and bitterness within their
communities sometimes prevents them from doing so.
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Significant and coordinated efforts are being undertaken by the UN Children's Fund
(UNICEF) together with a coalition of non-governmental organizations to reunite these
children with their families and to help their reintegration into their families and
communities, often in the most difficult of circumstances.
The work of UN agencies and non-governmental organizations in providing help and
protection to children traumatized by the conflict, including former child combatants,
should be supported and reinforced by the international community.
Abduction of children

Large numbers of civilians, in particular children and young men and women, have been
abducted by the RUF throughout the years of the internal armed conflict. They have been
forcibly recruited to fight or forced to undertake other tasks such as carrying loads,
including looted property and food, and cooking. Women and girls have been forced to
become the sexual partners of rebel forces. While in the early years of the conflict
representatives of the Rill claimed publicly that some of those abducted had joined rebel
forces willingly, in most cases captured civilians have been held under duress, threatened
with killing or ill-treatment, and have had little option but to cooperate.
Capture and abduction of civilians, including many children, has continued throughout
the months since the AFRC and RUF were deposed and has occurred increasingly in
Northern Province. In those areas of the country which remained under the control of
rebel forces thousands of civilians, including women and children, effectively remained
captive, many of them in Kailahun District, a stronghold of the RUF since the beginning
of the internal armed conflict. Some estimates put this number as high as 10,000. They
were used to carry goods, as human shields or for sexual slavery.
Testimoni~s of victims of the attacks by rebel forces which occurred in Northern
Province from April 1998 invariably referred to the abduction oflarge numbers of
people, including children. When the town ofKabala was attacked by a large group of
rebel forces in July 1998, a large number of children were abducted. Nj alia Nimikoro, a
village some 10 kilometres southwest of Koidu, was reported to have been attacked
around 18 August 1998. Nine civilians, including a 10-year-old child were admitted to
hospital with gunshot wounds, and a woman and her five children were reported to have
been abducted by rebel forces. A few days earlier, on 15 August 1998, rebels in the area
around Koidu were reported to have released around 250 captured civilians. Dozens of
civilians were reported to have been abducted, however, when three villages in Kambia
District were attacked in September 1998.

The abuse of children by rebel forces

Many of those abducted have been trained and forced to fight. When RUF forces joined
the AFRC in Freetown following the military coup in May 1997 many of its fighters,
some as young as 11 or 12 years and many in their teens, who had previously been
abducted arrived in Freetown. Many had spent several years in RUF camps in the bush
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and had fought in the conflict. In some cases their names had been changed by the RUF.
Fear played a significant role in forcing these children to remain with the RUF. Those
who attempted to escape were beaten or killed. Former RUF child combatants have
recounted summary killing, torture and ill-treatment. These children also relied on the
RUF for their means of survival, including food and shelter. As well as being forced to
fight, they were used as porters to carry goods and looted property. The use of drugs such
as amphetamines was reported to be widespread. Sex was used in a systematic way by the
RUF to enslave girls, often very young, and young women. While some later expressed a
wish to remain with their partners, most remained under duress. Many had become
pregnant and had children, making eventual reintegration into their own communities
even more difficult.
The histories of many of the children abducted by the RUF since 1991 emerged when
they arrived in Freetown. An ll-year-old boy caught and abducted during an ambush by
the RUF near Bo several years earlier had been forced to take drugs and fight. Another
boy had been captured in Kailahun District in 1992 when he was six years old and
separated from his mother, sister and brother. Six years later he did not know where his
family were or whether they were still alive. Another boy had been abducted during an
attack in Kenema District in 1992, in which both his parents had been killed, when he
was 10 or 11 years old. He had been with the RUF for six years and had been trained to
use a gun and fight. A girl, aged 14 at the time of her abduction in 1995, was forced to
become the sexual partner of a member of the RUF. She was forced to cook and taught
how to use a gun.
Victims and perpetrators of human rights abuses
When the AFRC and RUF were forced by ECOMOG from Freetown in mid-February
1998 many of these children, some of whom had been responsible for killings and torture,
were identifie+i as members of the RUF and risked revenge attacks by civilians, placing
their safety and lives injeopardy. Almost 3,000 children associated with the RUF, fearing
reprisals from civilians, were reported to have fled from Freetown in a matter of days.
There were reports of such children being beaten by civilians before being handed over to
ECOMOG troops and one child who had been living on the streets of Freetown was
reported to have been burned alive in an apparent revenge attack. ECOMOG troops were
also reported to have ill-treated some of these children when they were handed over into
their custody.
Recruitment of children by Civil Defence Forces
Large numbers of children have also been recruited into the ranks of the CDF which
support President Kabbah and are fighting with ECOMOG against rebel forces. Although
the CDF has made a commitment to end initiation of children into the traditional hunters'
societies which form the CDF, there were reports that new members, including children
between the ages of 15 and 17, were recruited near Magburaka in Tonkolili District,
Northern Province, in July 1998. Initiation of children into the CDF was also reported to
be continuing in Southern and Eastern Provinces, for example at Darn and Segbwema,
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during the following months and children, some as young as seven years, were still seen
carrying anns and guarding CDF checkpoints. In early October 1998 Chief Samuel Hinga
Nonnan, Deputy Minister of Defence, during a visit to Sierra Leone by the Executive
Director of UNICEF, Carol Bellamy, was reported as stating his commitment to
disanning and demobilizing children recruited by the kamajors, adding, however, that the
conflict in Sierra Leone was not yet over.
Efforts by the international community to meet the needs of children

The Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Anned
Conflict, Olara Otunnu, visited Sierra Leone in both March and May 1998. During his
visit in May 1998, when he travelled to the east of the country, it became clear that one of
the most pressing challenges facing Sierra Leone was the "crisis of the young": the plight
of children affected directly or indirectly by the conflict. He identified five areas
requiring urgent action by the international community: demobilization and reintegration
of child combatants; resettlement of internally displaced people; tracing the families of
unaccompanied children; rehabilitation and support of victims without limbs; and
provision and rehabilitation of medical and educational services.
At a meeting with the UN Special Representative during his visit in May 1998, the
government agreed not to recruit children under the age of 18 years into a reconstituted
national anny. The CDF also agreed to stop initiation and recruitment of children under
the age of 18 and to begin the process of demobilization of child combatants within their
ranks [12]. Both ECOMOG and the CDF agreed to provide special protection to AFRC
and RUF child combatants in their custody as a result of surrender, capture or escape. On
5 November 1998 Olara Otunnu again appealed to both the CDF and rebel forces to end
the recruitment of child soldiers.
Olara OtUijilU called on the international community to respond in a more vigorous and
concerted way to the needs of children affected by the conflict in Sierra Leone and urged
it to make the rehabilitation of children in Sierra Leone a pilot project for post-conflict
reconstruction. Meeting the specific needs of children, young people and women affected
by the conflict in Sierra Leone were particularly important in plans for rehabilitation and
reconstruction.
In a press conference following his address to the UN General Assembly in October
1998, Olara Otunnu made specific references to the plight of children in Sierra Leone and
called for the international community to provide both political commitment and
resources. He recommended to the key actors responsible for post-conflict reconstruction
programs, such as the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme
(tTNDP), that the needs of women and children who had been victims of conflict should
be at the centre of such programs.
On 29 June 1998 the UN Security Council strongly condemned the targeting of children
in war, in particular their abduction, sexual abuse and recruitment as soldiers, and said
that it would pay serious attention to the situation of children affected by armed conflicts.
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In his address to the UN special conference, the UN Secretary-General acknowledged the
terrible suffering of children in Sierra Leone: "To an appalling degree, it was children
who were, and still are, the victims ofwar, either as conscripted fighters or as casualties
of indiscriminate attacks." The Secretary-General welcomed the government of Sierra
Leone's decision to offer an amnesty for child soldiers from all combatant groups and
efforts to develop a national program to meet the needs of children who had been
particularly adversely affected by seven years of conflict.
At the UN special conference the Executive Director of UNICEF referred to the
importance of demobilizing and reintegrating into society an estimated 4,000 children
still attached to fighting forces which would require an intensive and long-term
commitment of resources from the international community, Some 2,500 of these
children were being forced to fight with rebel forces; the others had been recruited by the
CDF. The safety of all children who had been captured needed to be ensured and ways
found to release them and include them in the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration program.
During her visit to Sierra Leone in early October 1998, the Executive Director of
UNlCEF again urged that all child combatants be disarmed and demobilized: "the fact
that the conflict is (still going) on should not justify recruitment ofchildren". During
discussions with government officials, she sought assurances that the government would
abide by its commitments to demobilize child combatants, not to recruit new child
combatants and to provide an amnesty for those children who had been fighting with
rebel forces. She urged that the process be speeded up. She also called for the release of
all child prisoners of war, the number of which is unknown.
The demobilization of soldiers and their reintegration into society - socially,
psychologicaUy, politically and economically - is critical to post-conflict reconstruction
and rehabilitation. Support for such programs, particularly those for children, is vital.
UNICEF and UNOMSIL, with the National Commission for Human Rights and
Democracy and ECOMOG, are undertaking a program of registration and interviewing of
former RUF child combatants in order to include them into the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration process. The children, once registered, are released from
ECOMOG custody into the care of UNICEF. In October 1998 some 60 children, aged
from eight to 18, were reported to have been registered in Makeni and another 120 in Bo;
registration in Port Loko was due to commence in November 1998.

Recommendations
•

AFRC and RUF forces must end the gross human rights abuses being
perpetrated against children, including killing, mutilation, rape and other
forms of sexual abuse, abduction and forcible recruitment as combatants;

•

AFRC and RUF forces should release all children currently held as captives
or child soldiers;
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•

immediate measures to end the recruitment of children under the age of 18
by the CDF should be taken and the government should be assisted and
supported in the registration of child combatants among the CDF in order to
ascertain their exact number and location and to incorporate them into the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration program;

•

the Sierra Leone government and the international community should fully
support and assist relevant UN agencies and non-governmental organizations
to identify and address the social, psychological and material needs of
children, particularly former child combatants, affected by the conflict in
Sierra Leone;

•

the international community should fully support the proposal of the Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed
Conflict for Sierra Leone to be made a pilot project for a more effective
response in the context of post-conflict peace building; this pilot project
should coordinate, reinforce, and provide adequate resources for initiatives
aimed at the protection of children in Sierra Leone.

Human rights violations by ECOMOG forces
At the time of its offensive on Freetown which began on 5 February 1998, shelling by
ECOMOG forces was reported to have caused a high number of civilian casualties.
Shelling continued in densely populated areas of Freetown throughout the week of the
offensive, including in areas where medical facilities, such as Connaught Hospital, were
situated. More than 600 people with war-related injuries were reported to have been
admitted to hospital during that period. The high number of civilian casualties suggested
that ECOMOG may have taken inadequate measures to protect civilians during the
offensive on Freetown.

•

Shelling by AFRC and RUF forces was, however, also intensive during that period and
some civilians claimed that residential areas in Freetown were being deliberately shelled
by AFRC and RUF forces, particularly by those positioned at Fourah Bay College on a
hill overlooking Freetown.
Thousands of civilians in rebel-controlled areas, in particular Kailahun District, remain at
risk of being caught in hostilities between ECOMOG, fighting with the CDF, and rebel
forces. There are fears that the safety of the civilian population might be endangered,
especially during air strikes which are reported to be taking place. Measures to minimise
the risk to civilians during combat, in conformity with international humanitarian law,
must be undertaken during military operations, including aerial bombardments of rebel
forces' bases located near or within areas where there are high concentrations of civilians.
In his Second Progress Report on UNOMSIL the UN Secretary-General referred to
reports which suggested that "certain ECOMOG personnel do not consistently ensure full
respect for provisions of international humanitarian law, such as those regarding the
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protection ofnon-combatants in combat situations and the proper treatment of
combatants during surrender or capture. UNOMSIL is encouraging the ECOMOG
leadership to raise awareness among all troops to ensure full respect for all relevant
aspects ofinternational humanitarian law ".

In the days after it took control of Freetown, several thousand soldiers surrendered to or
were captured by ECOMOG forces. In subsequent weeks and months, ECOMOG
supervised thousands of military detainees, in particular at Benguema, a military training
camp some 2S kilometres from Freetown, but also at military bases at Lungi, Bo,
Kenema and Makeni. According to the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice,
Solomon Berewa, all military detainees held by ECOMOG remained under the authority
of the Sierra Leone government; the role ofECOMOG was to screen those detained,
assess whether they were a security risk and whether they could be deployed as part of
the ECOMOG force or the eventual reconstituted national army.

It was claimed that AFRC and RUF combatants captured by the CDF were handed over
to the police or ECOMOG forces after February 1998. It appeared, however, that CDF
forces summarily killed some captured combatants and reports also suggested that
ECOMOG forces handed over captured AFRC and RUF forces to the CDF who
subsequently killed them.
A significant number of civilians are being detained by ECOMOG forces under the
category of "safe custody" in prisons and other places of detention throughout the
country. An unspecified number of people are held under ECOMOG "safe custody" at
Pademba Road prison. At the Central Prison in Kenema more than 30 people, some
apparently accused of collaboration with rebel forces, were reported to be held under
ECOMOG "safe custody" in October 1998 without any referral of their cases to the
civilian authorities. There is apparently no legal basis for their detention; it is unclear
whether they ~re held under the provisions of the Public Emergency Regulations which
came into effect in March 1998. In October 1998 there were reports that a suspected
member of rebel forces had been taken into custody by ECOMOG in Makeni despite
substantial evidence that he was innocent.
There have also been reports that those taken into custody by ECOMOG forces have been
ill-treated by being beaten and tied tightly. Among the victims in Freetown were children
who had been among RUF forces and who were detained shortly after the ECOMOG
intervention. During September 1998 there were reports, although few in number, of
torture and ill-treatment of both civilian detainees and captured combatants. A number of
former RUF child combatants who were registered as part of the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration program claimed that they had been ill-treated while in
the custody ofECOMOG.
There have also been reports of acts of violence and intimidation by ECOMOG forces
against civilians in Freetown and other parts of the country. On 5 October 1998 at a
checkpoint at Magbenteh, about three kilometres from Makeni, a driver was reported to
have been beaten and stabbed with a bayonet by a member ofECOMOG during an
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argument about a search of his vehicle and request for his documents. Sexual assault of
women at ECOMOG checkpoints has also been reported in the area around Makeni.
There were several reports of harassment of humanitarian convoys by both ECOMOG
and CDF forces in the area of Masingbi and Njaiama-Sewafe during October 1998. For
example, the driver of vehicle belonging to a non-governmental organization was
reported to have been physically assaulted by ECOMOG forces near Masingbi who also
stole property from the vehicle. UNOMSIL military observers have frequently been
requested to intervene with ECOMOG and the CDF on behalf of UN agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
ECOMOG commanders have expressed a determination to address problems of illdiscipline and were reported to have established a complaints procedure to investigate
any allegations of harassment of civilians by ECOMOG forces.
Recommendations
•

all military personnel participating in the ECOMOG force in Sierra Leone
must adhere to international humanitarian and human rights law at all
times;

•

all troops participating in ECOMOG should be fully trained in these
standards and understand their obligation to adhere to them;

•

in accordance with international humanitarian law, civilians should not be
targeted during military operations by ECOMOG forces; ECOMOG forces
must at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants
and take all necessary measures to protect civilians from the dangers arising
frop! military operations;

•

the cases of civilian detainees reported to be held" in safe custody" by
ECOMOG forces should be reviewed by a civilian judicial authority in order
to establish the legal basis for their detention and to determine whether they
should be charged or released;

•

specific mechanisms for monitoring, investigating and reporting any
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law by ECOMOG
forces should be established;

•

UNOMSIL military observers should be provided with adequate resources to
monitor the respect by ECOMOG forces of international humanitarian and
human rights law during both military operations and during disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programs for former combatants;

•

any allegations of human rights violations by ECOMOG forces, such as
extrajudicial execution, torture and iII-treatment, should be promptly and
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independently investigated and those responsible brought to justice, in
accordance with international standards.
Human rights violations by Civil Defence Forces
The CDF have also failed to respect international human rights and humanitarian law and
have been responsible for torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial executions, although not
on the scale of abuses committed by AFRC and RUF forces.
The CDF are composed of traditional hunters and include kamajors from the south and
east of the country, and kapras, donsos, tamaboros from the north. The National
Coordinator of the CDF is the Deputy Minister of Defence. Although attempts have been
made to register all members of the CDF throughout the country, this has been made
difficult because of the lack of a formal structure and control over some of the CDF,
continuing recruitment and fighting.
The CDF have killed, tortured and ill-treated both captured AFRC and RUF combatants
and also civilians suspected of supporting or collaborating with the AFRC and RUF. In
September 1997 four people, including a woman, who were suspected of being soldiers
or AFRC supporters were reported to have been summarily executed by being
decapitated when the vehicle in which they were travelling from Bo to Makeni was
stopped by kamajors. In January 1998 kamajors were reported to have summarily killed
civilians suspected of supporting the AFRC and RUF in two villages near the town of
Rotifunk, Southern Province, some 90 kilometres from Freetown.
In February 1998, in the days following the removal ofthe AFRC and RUF, there were
many cases of torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial executions by the kamajors,
including in the towns ofBo, Kenema and Koidu. They were often mutilated and many
were killed b~ being burned alive; some had tyres placed around their heads which were
then set alight. At least 50 people accused of having supported the AFRC and RlJF were
extrajudicially executed in Kenema. Black marks on the dirt roads where people had been
burned alive were still visible months later. When kamajors entered Koidu on 11 and 12
February 1998 they captured and killed i\FRC soldiers. Some were decapitated, others
were doused with petrol or had tyres placed around them and were burned alive. Such
killings also took place in Freetown in the days immediately following the removal of the
AFRC and RUF. At least six people were killed by civilians in revenge attacks. They
included Mohamed Bangura, also known as Saccoma, who was burned alive, Sheik
Mustapha, who was beaten to death, and Musa Kabia.

Several independent sources referred to isolated incidents of extraj udicial execution
together with ritual cannibalism by members of the CDF. Ritual cannibalism is not,
however, accepted behaviour or policy among the CDF and is rejected as abhorrent by
most CDF. It appears to be carried out only by a small number of kamajors, in particular
in the region around Kenema, who subscribe to animist beliefs. One such incident was
reported to have occurred on 27 March 1998 when a boy aged 17 from Kenema was
detained by kamajors and accused of collaborating with the AFRC and R1JF. He was

taken to the market place and forced to buy vegetables and other ingredients. He was then
reported to have been killed in a cannibalistic ritual. His partially burned body, with the
heart removed, was later seen by witnesses. Other incidents of ritual cannibalism were
reported to have taken place during April and May 1998 at Panguma, north of Kenema.
These incidents must be investigated by the authorities and those responsible brought to
justice. Longer-term measures, including increasing awareness and understanding of the
cultural basis for this practice, are also needed in order to eradicate ritual cannibalism.
On 28 April 1998 President Kabbah announced that the CDF had been placed under the
command ofECOMOG. The following day a kamajor leader in Bo was reported to have
criticized the growing lawlessness of the kamajors and called for the registration of all
CDF, who were apparently roaming the streets of Bo. Although nominally under the
command and control ofECOMOG, the behaviour of the CDF continued to be
undisciplined in the following months, particularly in areas other than their own villages,
towns and districts. Reports of extrajudicial executions and torture of prisoners decreased
significantly, however, from June 1998, apparently as a result of intervention by the
government and ECOMOG, and the discipline of many CDF units improved
significantly.
Some incidents of extrajudicial execution, torture and ill-treatment, however, continue to
be reported. On 26 October 1998 four captured rebels were reported to have been
extrajudicially executed in the village of Romeni, north of Port Loko. At least another 10
were reported to have been killed after being captured during the attack on Alikalia in
October 1998.
In late August 1998 a young woman from the area around Kenema who had previously
handled goods looted from the World Food Programme (WFP) by rebel forces was
reported to have been interrogated by a group of about 20 CDF in the town of Kenema.
When she ltlade remarks considered offensive by the CDF, she was stripped and beaten.
She was then taken to an unknown destination. Reports were also received in September
1998 of illegal arrest and detention of civilians by the CDF although it is unclear whether
this practice is continuing.

Criminal acts, such as looting, confiscation of vehicles and civil disturbance, by the CDF
have continued. Civilians have been harassed and money and goods extorted in exchange
for permission to pass through checkpoints along major roads. The CDF have imposed
their authority through fear and intimidation with the result that many people are afraid to
make fOlmal complaints to the authorities about their conduct. During September 1998
there were persistent reports of interference with the delivery of humanitarian supplies.
Little or no action is known to have been taken by the authorities against members of the
CDF who have been responsible for illegal arrest and detention, torture and ill-treatment
and extrajudicial executions of those suspected of having collaborated with the AFRC
which have occurred since February 1998. The CDF appear to act with impunity. There is
an urgent need to investigate human rights violations committed by the CDF and bring
those responsible to justice.
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Recommendations
•

strict chain of command must be enforced over members of the CDF in order
to prevent extrajudicial executions, torture and ill-treatment, illegal arrest
and detention;

•

all reports of extrajudicial executions, torture and ill-treatment, illegal arrest
and detention by the CDF should be promptly and independently
investigated in order to bring those responsible to justice.

Refugees and internally displaced people - still at risk
In July 1998 at the UN special conference on Sierra Leone, the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees, Sadako Ogata, stated that the refugee crisis in Sierra Leone had been the
worst in Africa so far during 1998. On 10 November 1998 she again referred to the plight
of Sierra Leonean refugees and internally displaced people when she called on the UN
Security Council to respond more effectively to refugee crises in Africa.

As fighting has intensified in the east and north of the country since the intervention by
ECOMOG in February 1998, at least 550,000 Sierra Leoneans are estimated to have fled
areas affected by conflict. They include hundreds of unaccompanied children. According
to UNHCR, since the beginning of 1998, some 210,000 Sierra Leoneans have sought
refuge in Guinea and another 57,000 in Liberia. It is also estimated that more than
300,000 have become internally displaced within Sierra Leone during 1998.
The continuing violence perpetrated by rebel forces has not only prevented the return of
refugees and internally displaced people to their homes but has also caused a serious
humanitarian ~ituation which threatens lives. Both refugees and internally displaced
people remain vulnerable to attacks by rebel forces and face acute hardship, disease and
malnutrition. The violence and insecurity in areas affected by the conflict has often
prevented adequate assistance reaching them.
Refugees in Guinea and Liberia
When fighting between ECOMOG and rebel forces intensified in Kailahun District in
April 1998, some 1,000 civilians were reported to be fleeing to Liberia daily. Thousands
of refugees also fled into Guinea; 6,000 new refugees arrived during the first week of
June 1998. Many, including children, died as a result of malnutrition, diarrhoea and
malaria.
The majority of Sierra Leonean refugees were in areas where access was extremely
difficult. In both Guinea and Liberia, poor road conditions and the onset of the rainy
season, combined with concerns about security by both the Liberian and Guinean
authorities, aggravated still further problems of access by humanitarian agencies to
refugees in camps near the border, threatening food deliveries and basic medical care,
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including vaccinations.
Between 15 June 1998 and 10 July 1998 humanitarian agencies were denied access by
the Guinean authorities to camps close to the border in the Gueckedou region where more
than 150,00 refugees had recently arrived. The Guinean authorities cited insecurity and
difficulties in guaranteeing the safety of humanitarian agencies in the area. UNHCR and
its partners did not have access to these refugees for more than three weeks. Many of the
refugees in this area were already in poor physical condition when they had arrived. In
early September 1998 heavy rains disrupted the delivery of relief assistance to some
180,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in camps in the Gueckedou region of Guinea.
In Guinea most camps were near the border with Sierra Leone, leaving refugees close to
areas of the fighting and vulnerable to attacks. On 3 July 1998 the refugee camp at
Forokonia in Guinea was attacked during an incursion by rebel forces from Sierra Leone.
Six refugees were killed and the camp was looted and almost entirely burned.

In early September 1998 UNHCR reported that rebel forces were continuing to brutalize
Sierra Leonean refugees in Guinea. Rebel forces had attacked a refugee camp at
Tomandu inside Guinea on 1 September 1998, killing at least 10 people - seven women
refugees and several Guineans - as they forced other refugees to carry stolen goods back
across the border into Sierra Leone. UNHCR sent representatives to the village which had
been attacked. They found Sierra Leonean refugees who had previously been abducted by
rebel forces, including a girl who said that she had been repeatedly raped and a boy who
had the letters RUF carved into his chest and forehead. Witnesses said that rebel forces
had raided local food stores killing everyone nearby. Three women refugees were
reported to have been shot and seriously wounded when they refused to continue across a
bridge into Sierra Leone. UNHCR subsequently moved thousands of refugees from
Tomandu to camps further inside Guinea.

•

Conclusion 22 of the UNHCR Executive Committee states that: "The location of asylumseekers should be determined by their safety and well-being as well as by the security
needs of the receiving State. Asylum-seekers should, as far as possible, be located at a
reasonable distance from the frontier of their country of origin". In addition, Conclusion
48: "Condemns all violations of the rights and safety of refugees and asylum-seekers and
in particular military or armed attacks on refugee camps and settlements".
On 8 September 1998 the WFP appealed for assistance for more than 200,000 Sierra
Leonean refugees in the Gueckedou region, most of whom had fled continuing rebel
attacks in Kono and Kailahun Districts. According to the WFP, some 80 per cent of
civilians from these areas were either dead or unaccounted for. Several thousand others
were believed to be held captive by rebel forces. Refugees were arriving destitute,
suffering from exhaustion, malnutrition and disease.
There was a further large influx of Sierra Leonean refugees into the Forecariah region of
Guinea in late September 1998. According to UNHCR, more than 3,000 people crossed
the border on 29 September 1998 after rebel forces had killed civilians and burned homes
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in Kukuna. Concern was expressed that refugee camps in the Forecariah region, close to
the border, were vulnerable to incursions by rebel forces from Sierra Leone. Another
2,000 were reported to have also fled their homes and become internally displaced.
Most Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia, the majority unaccompanied women and
children, were based at camps at Vahun and Kolahun in Lofa Country in northwestern
Liberia. An unknown number of others were scattered along the border without access to
humanitarian assistance. Bad roads and rains hampered access by humanitarian
organizations to refugee camps.
The large concentrations of Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia, in particular at camps in
Vahun and Kolahun, contained significant numbers of both active and former
combatants. They included rebel forces who regularly crossed the border between Sierra
Leone and Liberia. Others were former Sierra Leonean soldiers who feared returning to
Sierra Leone because of possible reprisals by the CDF. Also among Sierra Leonean
refugees in Liberia were former combatants of the RUF who had voluntarily ceased
combat. Conclusion 77 of the UNHCR Executive Committee "calls on States of refuge to
take all necessary measures to ensure that the civilian and humanitarian character of
refugee camps and settlements is maintained".
In addition to the severe physical hardship encountered by refugees and internally

displaced people, there was also concern that refugees returning to Sierra Leone who
might be considered to be associated with rebel forces could be at risk of revenge attacks
on their return and might become victims of arbitrary detention, torture and ill-treatment
or extrajudicial execution.
Internally displaced people
Some 20,000 ~nternally displaced people sought safety from the increasing attacks in
Northern and Eastern Provinces from April 1998 at Masingbi, between Koidu and
Makeni, swelling the town's normal population of 7,000. During June and early July 1998
up to 300 people arrived daily at Masingbi, decreasing to between 50 and 100 a day
during August 1998. The humanitarian situation of internally displaced people at
Masingbi remained critical during the following months and there was a high mortality
rate as a result of disease and malnutrition. Children under five years were the worst
affected. Fears for the safety of displaced people at Masingbi heightened after ECOMOG
forces repelled an attack by rebel forces on Masingbi in late October 1998.
With the onset of the rainy season from May, when endemic diseases such as cholera
resurface, many civilians caught in areas under the control of rebel forces, forced from
their homes and seeking refuge in the bush and with no access to medical assistance were
reported to be suffering from vomiting and diarrhoea.
As attacks by rebel forces in both Northern and Eastern Provinces resumed during
September and October 1998 entire local communities in Kambia, Koinadugu, Bombali
and Kenema Districts were displaced. Attacks by rebel forces on villages in Kenema
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District in late September 1998 were reported to have resulted in as many as 10,000
peopIe fleeing their homes, half 0 f whom sought refuge in the town 0 f Kenema.
Recommendations
•

all violations of the rights and safety of refugees and, in particular, military
or armed attacks on refugee camps and settlements should be condemned; all
efforts should be made to protect the safety of refugees in camps and
settlements, including location to secure areas and, whenever possible, at a
reasonable distance from the border with Sierra Leone;

•

effective measures should be taken to preserve the civilian and humanitarian
nature of refugee camps and settlements;

•

every effort should be made to ensure the safety of internally displaced
people; internally displaced people's camps should be provided adequate
protection from human rights abuses;

•

all efforts should be made to ensure that there is adequate access to refugees
and internally displaced people in order to monitor their safety and provide
humanitarian assistance;

•

refugee repatriation programs should include effective monitoring and
protection for as long as necessary; international refugee law and protection
standards must be adhered to at all times, including the principles of nonrefoulement, the right to seek asylum and repatriation only on a voluntary
basis with international supervision.

Accounta~ility for

human rights abuses

The government of President Kabbah, since it was reinstated in March 1998, has taken
measures to establish accountability for human rights abuses and to bring those
responsible to justice. This is essential for achieving justice and moving towards national
reconciliation. Such a process, however, must be undertaken in accordance with
international standards and must not itself violate human rights. Trials of those accused of
human rights abuses must conform to international standards for a fair trial and there
should be no recourse to the death penalty.
Impunity contributes to continuing human rights abuses. It is only when those responsible
for human rights abuses are brought to justice for their crimes that a clear message is sent
that these abuses will not be tolerated or allowed to go unpunished.
The scale of the atrocities committed by the AFRC and the RUF, both before and after
they held power, demand that those responsible be brought to justice. This is not
incompatible with peace and reconciliation. Peace and security will not be achieved in
Sierra Leone until there is an end to impunity. True reconciliation cannot be achieved if
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the right of victims and their families to truth, justice and redress are ignored.
On 17 June 1998, shortly after a conference on the creation of an international criminal
court opened in Rome, Italy, a joint statement by the heads of five UN agencies said that
the atrocities being committed in Sierra Leone were a brutal reminder of the urgent need
for an international criminal court to try those responsible for war crimes and crimes
against humanity. The statement by UNICEF, UNHCR, the Special Representative of the
UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict, the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights and the UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs urged
those participating at the conference in Rome to study carefully the situation in Sierra
Leone and to ensure that the statute they adopted would be able to combat impunity,
provide justice and contribute to a lasting peace in the country.
The statement added that, despite the willingness of the Sierra Leone government, it was
unlikely that the judicial system would have sufficient resources to bring those
responsible for human rights abuses to justice, which would raise" the prospect ofyet
another round of mindless violence going unpunished".
The delegation of Sierra Leone to the conference in Rome repeatedly cited its country as
evidence of the need for the establishment of a pennanent international criminal court.
Amnesty International believes that the international community must assist in
establishing accountability for the atrocities in Sierra Leone. This assistance should
include both political commitment and practical assistance towards the re-establishment
of a functioning and effective justice system and the investigation and documentation of
past human rights abuses.
At the UN special conference on Sierra Leone, the UN Secretary-General also stressed
the need for national reconciliation and for Sierra Leoneans to put the past behind them
and put the future first. The process ofreconciliation did not, however, preclude
accountability for human rights abuses: "T71Ose responsible for the atrocities and other
gross violations of human rights will in time be brought to justice". The need to pursue
policies promoting national reconciliation had to be combined with ensuring that those
responsible for crimes and atrocities against civilians were brought to justice. All those
accused had to be given fair trials with full respect for due process of the law.
Recommendations
•

those responsible for the gross human rights abuses which have occurred in
Sierra Leone since May 1997 must be held accountable for their crimes, in
accordance with international standards;

•

the international community should assist Sierra Leone in establishing
accountability for the atrocities in Sierra Leone and bringing those
responsible to justice, in accordance with international standards.
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Detentions and trials after February 1998
After ECOMOG forced the AFRC from power in February 1998, some 2,000 people
were arrested and detained. A significant number were former combatants who were
considered to be prisoners of war. Others were associated or perceived to be associated
with the AFRC and RUF. Many of those detained were suspected of criminal offences
which included gross human rights abuses such as torture and deliberate and arbitrary
killing of civilians. Some of those detained had given themselves up to police and
ECOMOG forces as a means of protection from civilians who attacked, and in some
cases killed, those closely associated with the AFRC and RUF.
On 10 March 1998, President Kabbah proclaimed a state of emergency, under Section 29
of the Constitution of 1991, which includes provisions for indefinite detention without
charge or trial. The Proclamation of Emergency was ratified by parliament on 26 March
1998. The Public Emergency Regulations, 1998, state that:
"2. The President may, if in his opinion it is necessary, for the purpose of maintaining and
securing peace, order and good government in Sierra Leone, make an Order(a) directing that any person be detained or continues to be detained and so long as such
an Order is in force in respect of any person, that person shall be liable to be detained in
such place and under such circumstances as the President may from time to time
determine and shall, while so detained, be deemed to be in legal custody".
Although Article 4 of the ICCPR allows the Sierra Leone government to derogate from
irs obligations under the treaty, it requires that derogation has to be to the "extent strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation". Certain rights, including the right to life in
Article 6 and the prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishmenJ: in Article 7, cannot be derogated from. The UN Human Rights Committee
which monitors compliance with the ICCPR has stated that "measures taken under
Article 4 are of an exceptional and temporary nature and may only last as long as the life
of the nation concerned is threatened and that, in times of emergency, the protection of
human rights becomes all the more important, particularly those rights from which no
derogations can be made".
Hundreds of people alleged to have collaborated with the AFRC and RUF have been held
without charge under the Public Emergency Regulations. The scope of these regulations
raises concern that people could be held indefinitely without charge or trial, in violation
of international human rights standards, in particular the ICCPR.
Throughout the months following the return of the government of President Kabbah
arrests ofthose suspected of collaborating with the AFRC have continued, although the
scale of arrests has gradually decreased and some of the detainees have been released
without charge. It has been difficult to determine at anyone time exactly how many
detainees are held without charge. At the end of September 1998, however, several
hundred people, including some 130 children, were believed to be held without charge in
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detention in Pademba Road prison and other places of detention in and around Freetown.
In some cases detentions appeared to be entirely arbitrary, for example, in cases where
people were denounced as collaborators for reasons of personal revenge or settling of
scores. In September 1998, 18 women were reported to have been arrested in Freetown
after being denounced for having fraternized with members of the AFRC.
Significant numbers of civilians are also being held illegally by ECOMOG forces in "safe
custody" without any process of review of their detention by a civilian judicial authority.
Among those released without charge from Pademba Road prison after several months in
detention were more than 20 senior police officers, who were reported to have been
released on 20 August 1998. More than 270 Sierra Leonean soldiers who had been part of
the ECOMOG contingent in Liberia at the time of the ECOMOG intervention in
Freetown, repatriated in March 1998 and detained in Pademba Road prison were also
released from custody for retraining on 31 August 1998.
Fifty-nine civilians were charged with treason and other offences in April 1998 and were
brought to trial before the High Court early the following month. Trials before a court
martial of 37 soldiers began in July 1998. Foday Sankoh was brought before a
magistrates' court on 4 September 1998 and charged with treason and other related
offences; his trial before the High Court began later that month. It was also expected that
further trials of both civilians and soldiers would begin in November 1998. The Court of
Appeal ruled in 1975 that the death penalty for the offence of treason was discretionary.
The cases of some of the hundreds of other detainees who remained held without charge
or trial were to be reviewed by an independent committee of investigation.
The committee of investigation
In late May 1~98 the government established an independent committee of investigation
to review the cases of the several hundred people arrested for alleged collaboration with
the AFRC who remained detained without charge. The purpose of the committee is to
review the cases 0 f those detained in order to expedite release or prosecution. The terms
of reference of the committee was to advise the government on action to be taken in the
cases of: those alleged to have collaborated with the AFRC; civil servants who had
resumed work under the AFRC at their own request or on the invitation of the AFRC; and
managers and employees of public sector services who allowed the use of funds by the
AFRC or others who facilitated payment of public funds.

The committee of investigation is headed by Nasiru Tejan-Cole, a former Director of
Public Prosecution, and includes seven other prominent members of the community. It
began its work on 17 July 1998 but its hearings were not held in public. Human rights
officers from UNOMSIL were, however,_ allowed to attend. Detainees appeared before
the committee in person and were not represented by lawyers. They were invited to
comment on statements that they had made to the police after their arrest and were also
able to call witnesses. The committee then made recommendations to the government on
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whether to prosecute or release them.
Amnesty International welcomed the establishment of the committee of investi baation bv_
the government as a positive initiative. While its progress in reviewing cases has been
slower than anticipated, the committee is reported to have conducted its work
professionally and competently.
By late September 1998 the cases of some 120 detainees had been considered by the
committee. More than 70 had been released unconditionally and another 17 were released
either on bailor pending further investigations. In other cases the committee concluded
that there was evidence of criminal offences. The committee of investigation is
continuing its work and has repeated its calls for witnesses of suspected collaboration to
provide evidence and cooperate with the committee.
Recommendations
•

the cases of those who remain detained without charge or trial should be
reviewed by the committee of investigation with a minimum of delay with a
view to either charging or releasing them.

Trials before the High Court
Among the 59 civilians charged in April 1998 with treason and some also with other
offences, including murder and arson, were those who had participated in the AFRC by
accepting government posts. The defendants also included a number of former politicians
including former President Joseph Saidu Momoh. One of the defendants, Abdul B.
Sankoh, died as a result of ill-health on 21 June 1998. Trials in three groups began in
early May 1998 before the High Court in Freetown.

•

The government stated its commitment to ensuring fair trials for those charged, whereas
the public mood was one of anger and a desire for swift justice. The trials were open to
the media and public and were monitored by UNOMSIL human rights officers, assisted
from July until October 1998 by representatives of the International Bar Association.
Independent observers concluded that there had been a genuine attempt by the
government to conduct fair and transparent trials before the High Court and that the trials
appeared to comply to international procedural standards.
On 25 August 1998, 16 defendants in one of the trials were convicted and sentenced to
death; the two remaining defendants were acquitted. Among those sentenced to death
were Victor Foh, a member of parliament of the All People's Congress (APC) party,
Allieu Badara Kamara, AFRC Under-Secretary of State for Information, Christian
Kargbo, former Governor of the Central Bank, Hilton Fyle, a journalist and broadcaster,
who had formerly worked for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) World
Service, Ibrahim Ben Kargbo, a journalist and editor of the New Citizen newspaper, Gipu
Felix-George, Director General of the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service (SLBS), and
two other SLBS broadcasters, Dennis Ayodele Smith and Olivia Mensah. Olivia Mensah,
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who was pregnant at the time of her arrest and who gave birth in July 1998, was also
convicted of murder.
A second trial concluded on 19 October 1998; 16 defendants were convicted and three
acquitted. On 21 October 1998, 11 of those convicted were sentenced to death and the
five others were sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment. Those sentenced to death included
Claude Victor Campbell, a former Attorney General and Minister of Justice, Ahmed
Charrid Dumbuya, former head of the National Power Authority, Brigadier (rtd.) Leslie
Modibo Lymon, AFRC Secretary of State for the Interior, and Nancy Steele, a former
APC politician.
The third trial concluded on 4 November 1998. Fifteen of the defendants were convicted
of treason and were sentenced to death the following day. They included several people
who had held ministerial positions during the period of AFRC rule, including Victor
Brandon, Secretary of State for Development, Dr Bailah Leigh, Secretary of State for
Health, Dr Matilda King, Under-Secretary of State for Health, and Ajibola ManleySpaine, Attorney General and Minister of Justice. Former President Momoh was found
not guilty of treason but was convicted of two counts of conspiracy and sentenced to two
five-year terms of imprisonment to be served concurrently. Five other defendants were
acquitted.
All those convicted by the High Court have the right to appeal to the Court of Appeal
and, if unsuccessful, to the Supreme Court. If conviction and sentence are confirmed on
appeal, those sentenced to death may seek the exercise of the prerogative of mercy, under
Section 63 of the Constitution of 1991. The prerogative of mercy is exercised by a special
committee chaired by the President. All those convicted and sentenced to death have
appealed against their conviction and sentence; a date for hearings before the Court of
Appeal had not been set by early November 1998.

•

Following interventions by the international community calling for commutation of the
death sentences passed in August 1998, the government responded that the judicial
process was continuing, that those sentenced had the right to appeal to the Court of
Appeal and the Supreme Court, that it remained committed to due process of the law and
that the President would consider exercising clemency in any cases where a death
sentence was confirmed at the completion of the judicial appeal procedure.
The trial of Foday Sankoh began on 24 September 1998 and he appeared before the High
Court on several occasions during October 1998, pleading not guilty to charges of treason
and other 0 ffences related to the military coup of May 1997. Sierra Leonean lawyers
feared reprisals ifthey agreed to represent Foday Sankoh and genuine efforts by the
government to provide legal representation for him proved unsuccessful. He therefore
conducted his own defence.
Under Article 14(3)(d) of the ICCPR, a defendant should be allowed to defend himself
through a legal representative of his own choosing and that, ifhe does not have legal
assistance, such assistance should be assigned to him. Article 7 of the Aflican Charter, as
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interpreted by the African Commission, also includes the right to be defended by a
lawyer of the defendant's choice. Safeguard 5 of the Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection
of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty, states that: "Capital punishment may
only be carried out pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court after legal
process which gives all possible safeguards to ensure fair trial, at least to those contained
in Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, including the
right of anyone suspected of or charged with a crime for which capital punishment may
be imposed to adequate legal assistance at all stages of the proceedings." The UN Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions reiterated in December
1996, that: "All defendants facing the imposition of capital punishment must benefit from
the services of a competent defence counsel at every stage of the proceedings."
On 23 October 1998 Foday Sankoh was convicted on seven of the nine counts against
him and sentenced to death. He appealed against his conviction and sentence and
requested representation by a defence lawyer for the appeal procedure. The government
sought assistance in providing a lawyer for Foday Sankoh from the United Kingdom and
other Commonwealth countries.
Recommendations
•

all trials should continue to be open to international observers and to
conform to international standards for a fair trial;

•

all those tried for offences which carry a mandatory or discretionary death
sentence should be ensured all appropriate safeguards as guaranteed by
international standards, including adequate legal assistance at all stages of
the proceedings and the right to appeal against conviction and sentence to a
higher jurisdiction.

•

Trials before court martial
The trial of 37 soldiers charged with mutiny, failure to suppress a mutiny, treason and
conspiracy began on 23 July 1998. The defendants included senior members of the AFRC
such as Colonel Abdul Karim Sesay, AFRC Secretary General, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo"
Sankoh and Corporal Tamba Gborie who had announced the military coup on 25 May
1997 on state radio. The judicial panel comprised Sierra Leonean army officers and was
presided by a Judge Advocate who was a Nigerian ECOMOG officer.
As with the trials before the High Court, the court martial was open to independent
observers. In addition to monitors from UNOMSIL and the International Bar Association,
an Amnesty International representative observed the early proceedings of the trial before
the court martial in late July and early August 1998.
Trials before court martial in Sierra Leone allow no right of appeal against conviction and
sentence to a higher jurisdiction. The right of appeal from a decision of a court martial
was abolished by statute in 1971. This lack of judicial appeal violates international
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standards for a fair trial. Amnesty International repeatedly urged the government to allow
a judicial appeal from the court martial.
i\rticle 14(5) of the ICCPR states that: "Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the
right to his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to
law." Under the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, ratified by Sierra Leone in 1996, where
rights guaranteed by the ICCPR, including the right to fair trial, have been violated,
recourse may be sought from the UN Human Rights Committee.
The Human Rights Committee has concluded that imposition of a death sentence after a
trial which violates the provisions of the ICCPR, including Article 14, constitutes a
violation of the right to life which is guaranteed by Article 6 of the treaty.
In addition, Safeguard 6 of the Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of
Those Facing the Death Penalty states that: "Anyone sentenced to death shall have the
right to appeal to a court of higher jurisdiction, and steps should be taken to ensure that
such appeals shall become mandatory." [13 ]
The African Charter also guarantees, under Article 7, the right to fair trial. The African
Commission has made several decisions which interpret Article 7 of the African Charter
to include a right of appeal to a higher jurisdiction. In April 1998 the African
Commission, before the execution of 23 people in Rwanda, issued a statement saying that
the executions of people who had been denied a fair trial violated Article 4 of the African
Charter which prohibits the arbitrary deprivation of the right to life.
As with those sentenced to death by a civilian court, the presidential committee for the
prerogative of mercy may meet after judgment has been made to confirm or reduce
sentences by the court martial.

•

In the final stages of the trial, the judicial panel of the court martial refused to accept
legal arguments, which had previously been accepted by the prosecution in the case of
civilians being tried for treason before the High Court, that the death penalty was
discretionary, rather than mandatory, for the offence of treason. It therefore refused to
accept evidence in mitigation.
On 12 October 1998 34 of the defendants before the court martial were convicted of
treason, murder and collaborating with the enemy and sentenced to death. They included
Colonel Abdul Karim Sesay, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo" Sankoh, Corporal Tamba Gborie,
Brigadier Hassan Karim Conteh, a former Chief of Defence Staff, Colonel Samuel
Francis Koroma, also former Chief of Defence Staff, Squadron Leader Victor L. King,
and a woman, Major Kula Samba, who had been AFRC Secretary of State for Social
Welfare, Children and Gender Affairs. The three other defendants were acquitted.
Complaints of violations of the ICCPR were submitted to the UN Human Rights
Committee on behalf of 18 of those sentenced to death by the court martial. Despite these
submissions and appeals for stays of execution and clemency by the international
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community, including the UN Secretary-General and UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, 24 of those sentenced to death, including those named above, were executed on
19 October 1998. The other 10 had their sentences commuted to life imprisonment by the
committee for the prerogative of mercy.
The executions were carried out by a firing squad using automatic weapons and took
place in public on the outskirts of Freetown. The executions were reported to have been
observed by a large number of people, although not specifically invited, who included the
news media. Photographs of the executions were subsequently published. .AJnnesty
International considers that the death penalty in all circumstances is a cruel, inhuman and
degrading punishment. The manner in which these executions were carried out, however,
was particularly cruel, inhuman and degrading. The graphic publicity subsequently
appearing in the news media in Sierra Leone both emphasized and aggravated the
brutalizing effect that the executions have on society within Sierra Leone.
These executions violated Sierra Leone's commitments under international human rights
law and were condemned by the international community, including the UN and the ED,
as well as .AJnnesty International and other human rights organizations. The UN
Secretary-General said on 22 October 1998 that he regretted that the executions had taken
place despite his appeal to the government to consider, at the very least, a stay of
execution pending review of the proceedings before relevant international monitoring
bodies. He added that he hoped that the government would ensure due process of the law
in subsequent trials. The UN Human Rights Committee requested the government to
explain why it had disregarded the Committee's request for a stay of execution and
carried out the executions.

It was reported in late October 1998 that a further 16 soldiers would be tried on treason
charges before the court martial; if convicted, they too faced death sentences without the
right to appeal
, to a higher jurisdiction.
Recommendations
•

trials before court martial must conform to international standards for a fair
trial, including the right of appeal against conviction and sentence to a higher
jurisdiction;

•

in addition, those tried before court martial for offences which carry a
mandatory or discretionary death sentence should be ensured all appropriate
safeguards.

The death penalty - a violation of human rights

All those convicted of treason and other offences relating to the military coup of May
1997 face a possible death sentence. By early November 1998,42 civilians and Foday
Sankoh had been sentenced to death and 24 of 34 soldiers sentenced to death by court
martial had been executed.
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The anger and bitterness of the people of Sierra Leone against those tried for crimes
committed during the period of AFRC rule and the desire for retribution and swift justice
was demonstrated by the series ofrevenge killings which took place in Freetown and
other parts of the country after the removal of the AFRC and RUF. Public opinion in
Sierra Leone demands that strong action is taken by the government against those
responsible for crimes committed during that period, which included gross human rights
abuses such as killings and torture. The atmosphere surrounding the trials has been highly
charged and support for the death penalty in Sierra Leone is inevitably widespread.
Amnesty International acknowledges the government's responsibility to bring to justice
those responsible for such crimes, in accordance with international standards. Amnesty
International is opposed to impunity and always encourages governments to investigate
human rights abuses and to bring the perpetrators to justice. It is precisely because
Amnesty International is concerned that those guilty of human rights abuses should not
escape justice that it urges the government to ensure that all trials are conducted fairly.
Amnesty International is, however, unconditionally opposed to the death penalty on the
grounds that it is a violation of the fundamental right to life and the right not to be
subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment as set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the ICCPR. There is particular concern when those
sentenced to death and executed do not receive fair trials.
The scale of human rights abuses committed in Sierra Leone has been horrendous. An
argument used in favour of the death penalty is that it is justified retribution for
particularly atrocious crimes. The use of the death penalty, however, perpetuates a cycle
of violence, bitterness and revenge, instead of bringing reconciliation and respect for
human rights. The death penalty is an official fonn of violence which has a brutalizing
effect on socit;ty. Violent retribution is not justice but vengeance disguised as justice. A
government and people committed to end human rights abuses must rise above
vengeance and promote and protect human rights, in particular the right to life.
A difficult and daunting task faces Sierra Leone in achieving reconciliation within its
society after the atrocities committed by the AFRC and RUF. Amnesty International,
however, does not believe that the use of the death penalty will contribute in any way to
the process of reconciliation. On the contrary, it considers that the public executions of 24
soldiers in October 1998 after an unfair trial are incompatible with initiatives aimed at
reconciliation within Sierra Leone.
There has been significant progress towards ending the use of the death penalty both in
Africa and throughout the world; 19 states in Africa and a majority of states worldwide
have abolished the death penalty in law or in practice. The government of Sierra Leone
should move in the direction of this trend, rather than against it.
Recommendations
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•

the government of Sierra Leone should take steps towards the abolition of
the death penalty in law

•

pending abolition, all death sentences should be commuted and no executions
should take place;

•

the government and non-governmental organizations should initiate and
promote open debate on the death penalty among the Sierra Leonean
population in order to raise awareness of the human rights issues involved.

Harsh prison conditions

Conditions in prisons, police stations and other places of detention in Freetown and
throughout the country fall far short of international standards for the treatment of
prisoners and in some cases amount to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. The
severity of conditions in Sierra Leone's prisons appears to be attributable to material
shortages in a country which faces acute economic problems. Conditions have been
further exacerbated by the destruction and damage of prison facilities at the time of the
military coup in May 1997.
All places of detention hold numbers of detainees well beyond the capacity for which
they were designed. Following the detention of some 2,000 people in the weeks
following the removal of the AFRC and RUF from power, conditions in Pademba Road
prison and police cells in Freetown became severely overcrowded. In October 1998 some
1,200 detainees were repOlied to be held at Pademba Road prison, more than three times
the capacity for which it was constructed. Most of these detainees were held under the
Public Emergency Regulations. Detainees were also held in military camps, including
ECOMOG bases at Wilberforce and Lungi barracks.

,
In August 1998 a local human rights organization, Prison Watch Sierra Leone, reviewed
conditions both at Pademba Road prison and the Kingtom Remand Home for children in
Freetown. It concluded that generally the diet of prisoners was deficient. With the
exception of separate facilities provided for women prisoners, sanitation was poor at
Pademba Road prison. Prisoners depended on family and relatives for the provision of
clothing. Prison Watch Sierra Leone drew particular attention to the neglect of 24
children held at that time at the Kingtom Remand Home, the youngest of whom was 11
years old. Few received visits from members of their families and most appeared to be
children who had lost contact with their families as a result of the conflict.
Conditions are particularly harsh at crn headquarters and also at the Central Police
Station in the centre of Freetown. Large number of detainees, accused of criminal
offences or of crimes committed during the period of AFRC rule, are reported to have
been held for lengthy periods at cm headquarters in small, dark cells with inadequate
ventilation and sanitary facilities. Cells at the Central Police Station, which is situated
next to the sea, are reported to be extremely damp and subject to flooding. Often
detainees have no bedding and have to sleep on the floor. Food and medical care are
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inadequate. Detainees held in police stations rely on food being provided by relatives and
friends.
Conditions in prisons outside the capital are also extremely poor. Food and sanitary
provisions are particularly deficient. There is no effective system for providing food to
prisoners and those without support from relatives are at particular risk of deprivation.
Often there is no space for exercise within the prison. In prisons outside Freetown, for
example in Kenema, female prisoners are not segregated from males and minors are held
with adult prisoners.
As a result of severe overcrowding, inadequate hygiene and medical care diseases,
including malaria, diarrhoea and skin complaints, are rife in Pademba Road prison and
other places of detention. Some prisoners and detainees were reported to have died as a
result of ill-health. Wbile Pademba Road prison has medical facilities within the prison
and a prison doctor, most prisons outside Freetown have no such provision.
Following the detention of hundreds of people alleged to have collaborated with the
AFRC and RUF visits were severely restricted and denied altogether on several
occasions. The authorities justified these restrictions on security grounds.
Shortly after the removal of the AFRC and RUF a delegation of the ICRC, accompanied
by a doctor and a nurse, were authorized to visit all places of detention in areas under the
control ofECOMOG, including Pademba Road prison, and visits have since continued.
The government is reported to be reviewing the prison system in Sierra Leone in order to
undertake major reforms. Financial assistance from the international community will,
however, be necessary to implement improvements to conditions in prisons and other
places of detention. Following visits to several places of detention in late October 1998
UNOMSIL hu;nan rights officers prepared an analysis of the problems faced by the
prison system in order to provide a more coordinated response to the needs of prisons and
other places of detention.
Recommendations
•

urgent and effective measures should be taken to ensure that all places of
detention in Sierra Leone conform to international standards for the
treatment of prisoners, including the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners;

•

the health of all detainees and prisoners should be ensured while in custody;
adequate medical facilities and treatment, food, washing and sanitary
facilities should be provided, and prisoners should have daily exercise in the
fresh air;

•

the international community should assist the Sierra Leone government in
ensuring acceptable conditions of detention.
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Long-term measures for the protection and respect of human rights
Establishing accountability for human rights abuses is essential to prevent human rights
violations in the future. Also needed are strong and effective institutions within Sierra
Leone to ensure that fundamental human rights are respected and protected. This includes
the legal and judicial systems, the army and the police, as well as an independent national
human rights commission. Civil society, including human rights groups, are also integral
to promoting human rights and creating an environment in which human rights are
respected.
Despite the exceptionally difficult circumstances that all sectors of civil society,
including the human rights community, in Sierra Leone have recently endured, human
rights groups have emerged as a committed and active force. Their potential should be
acknowledged and their activities supported. A National Forum for Human Rights, which
is a coalition of 18 organizations working in diverse areas, has been established.
It is essential that basic institutional reforms are guided by strict adherence to
international standards relating to the independence of the judiciary, human rights in the
administration of justice and codes of conduct for law enforcement officials. All sectors
of Sierra Leonean society, including the human rights community, should be involved in
these reforms and should receive education and training on human rights standards and
complaints procedures.

The international community, including the UN and international financial institutions
such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, should work closely
together to promote post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation in Sierra Leone which
is based on good governance and respect for human rights. International financial
institutions should use their influence - official and unofficial - to ensure that the
restoration. of good and effective governance includes the re-establishment of
mechanisms and systems to promote the rule oflaw and the protection of human rights.
This should include assistance towards the establishment of permanent, independent and
effective national institutions for the long-term protection of human rights and the rule of
law, including an independent judiciary and fair criminal justice system.
Reform of the legal and judicial system
The long-term protection of human rights in Sierra Leone depends fundamentally on an
effective legal system which is enforced by an independent, impartial and accessible
judiciary with adequate resources. The Sierra Leone government, following its return to
power, admitted that the judicial system was entirely inadequate. Courts outside
Freetown are not functioning, other than magistrates courts in Bo, Kenema and Makeni,
and the traditional court system has collapsed.
There should be a thorough review of existing legal institutions in order to make them
more effective in the protection of human rights. These initiatives should be accompanied
by a determined government policy to hold those responsible for human rights violations
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fully accountable.
lJNOMSIL, UNDP, other UN agencies and international financial institutions should
contribute towards the reconstruction of an effective judiciary and legal system in Sierra
Leone. Some initiatives have already been undertaken. UNOMSIL has provided law
books to the legal profession and has distributed legal technical documents to lawyers
representing defendants in the treason trials. It has also conducted seminars for lawyers to
discuss aspects of trial practice and procedure.
Restructuring the armed forces

The Sierra Leone national army, the RSLMF, was effectively disbanded following its
participation in the military coup and the period of rule by the AFRC. Programs for
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration have commenced but at a slower pace
than anticipated.
In May 1998 the government announced plans for the establishment of a new national
army. Recruitment and training was entrusted to ECOMOG. During a meeting with the
Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict in
May 1998, the government agreed not to recruit children under the age of 18 years. The
government and ECOMOG have also agreed to receive assistance from UN agencies in
providing training materials on humanitarian and human rights standards concerning the
protection of civilians, particularly women and children.
In early September 1998 President Kabbah announced the government's strategy for the
re-establishment of a professional and disciplined Sierra Leonean national army which
would comprise 5,000 soldiers, including some of those who had remained loyal to
President Kabbah's government after the military coup and who had surrendered to
ECOMOG forces after February 1998. Some of these soldiers have already been
deployed alongside ECOMOG and CDP forces in those parts of the country still affected
by conflict. The international community, including the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth, are providing assistance in training and equipping the new national
army. Restructuring, training and equipping the national army should include provisions
for the protection of human rights contained in international humanitarian and human
rights law.
Human rights training for the police force

Restructuring and training of the police force should also include training in human
rights. In August 1998 the government announced its intention to create a police force
which would be able to assist Sierra Leone in returning to peace and prosperity and
which would eventually remove the need for the deployment of military and paramilitary
forces, including the CDF, in towns and villages.
UNOMSIL civilian police advisers should continue to monitor, supervise and train
national police and security forces and verify their adherence to international human
rights and criminal justice standards. A TJN civilian police adviser was deployed in Sierra
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Leone in accordance with UN Security Council resolution 1162 (1998) in July 1998;
Resolution 1181 (1988) provided for the deployment of a further four police advisers.
Their role is to assist in restoring the confidence of the government and the people of
Sierra Leone in the police force and to advise the government on training and reequipment needs. UNOMSIL civilian police advisers are working closely with a team of
police advisers from Commonwealth countries, the Commonwealth Police Development
Task Force, deployed at the request of the government, as well as with UNOMSIL human
rights officers.
In his Second Progress Report on UNOMSIL, the UN Secretary-General acknowledged
that reform of the police force in Sierra Leone poses great challenges. Parts of the country
are without a police presence, since many police officers have been killed or have
abandoned their posts as a result of the conflict. Little or no training has been available
for several years and the police suffer from inadequate logistical support, lack of
equipment and poor conditions of service. Respect for human rights has been emphasized
and police training initiatives have begun.
UNOMSIL human rights officers have conducted a series of human rights training
workshops for police officers, including at the Sierra Leone police training college and in
Bo and Kenema, as part of continuing efforts by UNOMSIL and the Commonwealth to
restructure and train the Sierra Leonean police force.

The National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy
Long-term respect for human rights requires national human rights institutions to redress
human rights violations. Rarely do they receive the necessary funding. If empowered
with political support and resources national human rights institutions are the most
sustainable mechanisms for the protection human rights. National institutions, which
include go¥emment bodies as well as those of civil society such as human rights groups,
the media, trade unions and professional organizations, are an important element of postconflict reconstruction.
A National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy has been established in Sierra
Leone and with the return President Kabbah's government has begun to resume its
activities. The National Commission has a crucial role to play within Sierra Leone in
building a culture based on the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of all
human rights for all people. It should be supported and strengthened and its independence
and impartiality guaranteed [14].
An effective national human rights commission, with the power to investigate human
rights violations and to institute legal proceedings where appropriate, can playa central
role in protecting human rights. It is crucial, however, that the National Commission is
supported by the government in bringing those responsible for human rights violations to
justice.

An effective national human rights commission is an important mechanism for

strengthening human rights protection and bringing about institutional reform. It should
not, however, replace or detract from the importance of safeguards provided by an
effective legal system.
On 18 September 1998 the National Commission established four committees, composed
of prominent civilians, to monitor and report on areas of concern for the protection and
respect of human rights. These included the conduct of the police, prison conditions and
the situation of women and children. On 10 October 1998 UNOMSIL human rights
officers conducted a human rights training session for the committee monitoring women
and children which was also attended by members ofthe National Commission.
The National Commission should continue to work closely with local human rights
groups in order to develop a strong and effective human rights movement in Sierra Leone
which includes all sectors of civil society.
Recommendations
•

the international community~ including international financial institutions~
should continue to contribute to institutional reform in Sierra Leone~
including strengthening the independence of the judiciary and reforming the
military and civilian police force;

•

the National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy should have the
necessary powers~ resources~ professional competence and guarantees of
independence and impartiality to carry out prompt and effective
investigations into human rights violations; its findings should be made
public and it should include recommendations for bringing those responsible
for human rights violations to justice and for providing compensation to the
victims;

•

the National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy should also
make recommendations for institutional reform and other preventive
measures~ such as human rights education aimed at all sectors of society~
including military, police and judicial officials.

****
(1) ECOMOG had been deployed under the authority of ECOWAS in neighbouring

Liberia since 1990. Immediately after the military coup in May 1997, Nigerian forces
already present in Sierra Leone under the provisions of a defence agreement between
Sierra Leone and Nigeria were significantly reinforced by ECOMOG forces, who were
predominantly Nigerian. ECOWAS is an intergovernmental organization of 16 states
(Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Cote d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo) with its
headquarters in Nigeria. Established in 1975, the aim of ECOWAS is to promote
cooperation and development and to improve relations among member states.
(2) CMAG is composed of Barbados, Botswana, Canada, Ghana, Malaysia, New
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Zealand, the United Kingdom and Zimbabwe.
(3) For further infOlmation on implementing human rights in international peace-keeping
operations, refer toPeace-keeping and human rights (AI Index: lOR 40/01/94), published
by Amnesty International in January 1994.
(4) Sierra Leone ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1990.
(5) For further information about Amnesty International's recommendations to the UN
special conference on Sierra Leone, refer toSierra Leone: The United Nations special
conference on Sierra Leone: the protection of human rights must be a priority for the
international community (AI Index: AFR 51/14/98), published by Amnesty International
on 24 July 1998.
(6) The contact group included representatives from China, Egypt, France, Germany,
Japan, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, New Zealand, Sweden, the United States and
the ED.
(7) Countries which are part of the Central Organ of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict
Prevention, Management and Resolution are also part of the Bureau of the Assembly of
the Heads of State and Government. The Bureau consists of 16 ambassadors and is
elected annually. It plays a crucial role in decision-making and planning at the OAD. For
further information about the OAU and the African Commission on Human and Peoples'
Rights, refer toOrganization ofAfrican Unity: Making Human Rights a Reality for
Africans (AI Index: lOR 63/01/98), published by Amnesty International in August 1998.
(8) For further information, refer toSierra Leone: A disastrous set-back for human rights
(AI Index: AFR 51/05/97), published by Amnesty International on 20 October 1997.
(9) Sierra Leone ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1996
and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights in 1984.
(10) For further information about human rights abuses committed in the internal armed
conflict in Sierra Leone, refer to Sierra Leone: Human rights abuses in a war against
civilians (AI Index: AFR 51/05/95), published by Amnesty International on 13
September 1995, and also Sierra Leone: Towards a future founded on human rights (AI
Index: AFR, 51/05/96), published by Amnesty International on 25 September 1996.
(11) Sierra Leone acceded to the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed
Conflicts (Additional Protocol II) in 1986.
(12) For further information on the involvement of children in armed conflicts, refer to
"Old enough to kill but too young to vote" (AI Index: lOR 51/01/98), published by
Amnesty International in January 1998.
(13) For further information on international standards relating to the use of the death
penalty, refer to International standards on the death penalty (AI Index: ACT 50106/97),
published by Amnesty International in August 1997.
(14) For further guidelines on the mandate, composition and functioning of national
institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights, refer to Proposed
Standards for National Human Rights Commissions (AI Index: lOR 40/01/93), published
by Amnesty International in January 1993, and the handbook on National Human Rights
Institutions, published in 1995 by the UN Centre for Human Rights (now the Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights).
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tied up before being shot dead by six men belonging to the RUF / AFRC forces. A young girl who
was under his guardianship was raped and taken to be. the "wife" of their commander. Before
leaving, the six men took one boy to carry the property they had just stolen. In Wordu, four young
girls in their teens were captured by six RUF / AFRC men. After being ordered to cook, both the
girls and some young men were severely beaten.
CDF members continued to confront RUF / AFRC forces and around 23 March, claimed to have
recaptured Njaiama Sewafe and the Sewa Bridge (Nirniyama Chiefdom). In addition, they claimed
to have rescued hundreds of civilians caught behind RUF / AFRC lines. 982
K.illings, indiscriminate amputations, the gorging out of eyes, the dropping of burning plastic into
the eyes and the disembowelling of pregnant women were common practice in Koidu at that time.
In April, six civilians were captured by RUF / AFRC forces in Yardu village (Gbense Chiefdom) and
were frog-marched to Koidu Town. One of the commanders shot one of the captives six times in
the legs. As the captive could not walk any more, the commander ordered his men to execute him.
\);Then they reached Koidu Town, they met a group of ULIMO members 983 who demanded that the
captured men be divided and one group be assigned to them (ULIMO). After a confrontation
between the RUF / AFRC forces and the ULIMO forces, the captured men were finally taken to the
RUF commander's residence. One of the captured men was suspected of being a Donsos and was
severely beaten, had his hands braced and was locked up with other civilians in a toilet being used as
a cell. All of the men were subsequently released.
In April, the rate of killing, rape and mutilation increased as the RUF / AFRC forces had launched
"Operation No Living Thing". Kamara Chiefdom, a diamond-rich area northwest of Koidu, was
particularly affected at this time.
AFRC/RUF forces were in the bush in Kamara and Tankoro Chiefdoms and the high number of
reports for this area reveal the intensity of the violence inflicted on civilians. There were many
instances of killing, acts of rape, amputation and burning of houses. One RUF commander was
notorious for the amputation of several hands and legs. He ordered the abduction of a large number
of people in a mining area, two to three miles away from Tombodu, and ordered the amputations
according to description called 'long sleeve' or 'short sleeve'. In another encounter, the same
commander and his men conducted an intense raid, during which they all raped one woman and
lacerated her vagina. Other incidents include shooting civilians during raids or patrols. A~other RUF
commander in the area conducted a raid, which resulted in the abduction of several men, women
and children, who were locked a house, which was then set on fue.

BBC Online Ne'ws ;\rchive, 23 l\larch 1998
"\lthough ULHvlO forces were officially disbanded in 1997, following the presidential elections in Liberia, it
was alleged and stated by the ECO[vlOG commander in Sierra Leone that members of ULIMO-K were fighting
alongside the RUF /"\FRC forces: A.FP, 21 i\pril 1998. Some of these members would be arrested by ECOMOG
forces and detained at the Pademba Road Prison in Freetown: Inter Press Service, 29 j\pril 1998.
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At Yardu (Gbense Chiefdom) in early April, the RUF/AFRC commander ordered that three people
be killed. Among those killed was an ex-worker at the)Zoidu Electricity House. Civilians were
ordered to bury the bodies on 10 April 1998.
l'\S news arrived that ECOMOG troops were advancing in the District and were based near Koidu,

at Koakuima, two convoys of civilians, including men, women and children, moved from Yardu to
Motema town, eight miles south of Koidu Town on 22 and 24 April, arriving safely at their
destination.
During this period, RUF / AFRC forces were continuously running from village to village, killing,
raping and amputating people and burning villages, so that most of the civilians fled for the bush.
One resident of Kuandor, who was returning to the town with some other people, ran into seven
members of the RUF / AFRC forces, five of them carrying AK47s and two armed with cutlasses; one
of them identified himself as trained fighter from Burkina Faso. The civilians were taken to Kuandor
village and were asked to giv~ the RUF / AFRC forces money and rice, which they did not have. The
forces stripped one man to his underwear, laid him flat on the ground and beat him with a cutlass,
which left marks on his back. They then poured some palm wine on his head and body, tied him up
firmly and planned to take him out of the town later to kill him. Another civilian who was captured
started crying and was hit hard on the head with a cutlass. One of the forces came back to the
civilian who was tied up and told him since the civilians did not know his name, he would write it on
his back with a razor blade, but was stopped from doing so by another member of the forces. All the
RUF members and the civilians then moved on and RUF forces abducted more people in the nearby
village. One of the RUF members suggested that they should leave the civilians behind, meaning
they should be killed. However, the commander of the group allowed the two men from Kuandor
to return to their town.98~
In another incident that took place in April, 11 RUF / AFRC forces carrying guns and cutlasses
captured three b oys 9HS who were going to Peyima (Kamara Chiefdom) to get salt and other items to
bring back to their relatives, who were living in huts (also known as mansions) in the bush. The boys
were forced to take the RUF / AFRC members to the mansions. The members covered the three
boys with palm leaves, set fire to them and told the three boys to show them where all the property
was kept, or they would stay in the fire until they were completely burnt. The boys showed them
where the belongings were and the RUF / AFRC forces left the place taking with them the items they
found. Before they left, they beat the three boys.
Also in April, in the village of Gbaima (Kamara Chiefdom), a group of RUF / AFRC members went
to a farm near the village and asked the farmer to give them rice and palm oil. As the farmer only
had rice to give, the RUF / AFRC members pierced his feet, passed a rope through the hole thus
created and tied him up firmly. They then set fue to the palm fruits and threw the farmer into the
fire. The man died nine days later. Violence was also inflicted on the other five inhabitants of the
farm when the RUF / AFRC forces set fire to an empty five-gallon container and dropped the
melting rubber on the five people until the container had burnt completely.
9H~
9HS

\\lhat happened to the remaul.1ng abductees was not specified.
The age of the three boys could not be ascertained from the records
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During the same month, two civilians who left Gbaima to go to Tombodu to check the condition of
their houses ran into seven RUF / AFRC members, who tied their hands and told them to show
them the way where they came from. As they approached Gbaima, the armed men opened fire on
the civilians they met in the village, killing one old man, whose stomach was cut open and whose
intestines were tied on a stick. Another boy whose age was not specified was also cut with a bladed
weapon. The RUF / AFRC forces then conducted a house-to-house search and the two civilians they
had previously arrested were ordered to gather all the food items they had taken. Before leaving for
Tombodu, the RUF / AFRC forces set all the houses of the village on fire. On their way to
Tombodu, the seven RUF / AFRC forces and two abducted civilians passed by the village of Wordu,
where one of the armed men went to a house where a blind man was living. When he came back to
his colleagues, he told them he had "finished" the man. Two boys they met on their way to
Tombodu were also forced to join them. When they arrived at Tombodu, the civilians saw a body
with its stomach cut open lying on the street that led the RUF / AFRC forces' headquarters. When
they arrived at the headquarters, which was full of a variety of types of weapons including rifles, light
artillery and bladed weapons, the commander ordered his men to tie the civilians (who were by then
14 in number), and lay them on the ground, one person on top of another. A mattress was then put
on top of them and lit. One of the civilians, who kicked the mattress away as it started to burn him,
was hit severely with a machete by the commander. The commander also accused him of being one
of the youths who had burnt RUF / AFRC forces in February and hit his right hand with a machete,
although it was not chopped off. \X,'hen they saw this, the other civilians tried to escape and started
running but were killed when the commander ordered his men to shoot them.
During this period, RUF / AFRC forces would burn part of the town of Tombodu (Kamara
Chiefdom) each time an ECOMOG jet plane flew overhead. On one occasion, over 50 civilians,
men, women and children were locked up in a house at Yusufuya Road and the house was set on
fire. Cells in the headquarters were used to detain civilians, men and women, some of whom were
later killed. The commander used a mined out crater near the lorry park in Tombodu to dump
bodies of the people killed in the town.
In another incident, a man from Gbondu village (upper part of Kamara Chiefdom) was captured by
some RUF / AFRC forces, who forced him to carry their load to a village in Sandor Chiefdom. Once
the load was carried, the civilian was told to go back to his town. As he was returning, he met with
another group of RUF / AFRC forces who cut off one of his hands. The man reached G:bondu and
shortly after, the population decided to leave the village to go to Koakuirna, where ECOMOG was
stationed.
Around this period, a District Ernergency Task Force was created by civilians who had returned to
their villages. This Task Force was mandated to assess the destruction of their villages and to help
the local population. Each chiefdom was represented in the Task Force. 9H ('

~GAFP,

16and 17June 1998.
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ECOTvl0G had arrived in Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom) in early April 1998. 987 While their
arrival was characterised by tensions with members of the CDF from Kono District, since
ECOMOG came with some members of the CDF from Punduru (Gorama Mende Chiefdom, in the
north of Kenema District), the advancing ECOMOG troops were welcomed. While in Njaiama
Sewafe, the ECOMOG Commander-in-Chief paid them a visit and gave the order to advance on
Koidu Town. Thus, a combined troop of ECOMOG and Donsos moved to Koidu on 12 April on
foot through the jungle, encountering an RUF / AFRC attack at Yigbeda, during which many
ECOTvl0G members were killed. Nevertheless, they continued their journey and within one day,
captured Yengema, Motema and Small Lebanon 988 (all located on the highway), after having battled
for a few hours with some RUF / AFRC forces. The 5th Battalion was then deployed at Motema. The
ECOMOG and CDF forces launched their fIrst attack on Koidu Town but were repelled by
RUF / AFRC forces and went back to Small Lebanon. However, ECOMOG and CDF forces
launched a second attack and were able to overpower the RUF / AFRC forces, who fled the town. 989
ECOTvl0G forces also deployed at Koakuima where, as mentioned earlier, many civilians from the
surrounding chiefdoms had come to fInd refuge, as the ECOMOG presence appeared to represent
greater safety. 9'JO
RUF /AFRC forces continued to stage ambushes and around 14 April, three buses carrying
ECOIvl0G reinforcements and CDF members fell in one of those ambushes near Yigbeda
(Nirnikoro Chiefdom). Some ECOMOG members were killed, others wounded and two BBC
reporters were killed while trying to fInd refuge in the bush. The buses were later met by some of the
ECOMOG forces of the 24 th Brigade infantry en route to Makeni and from there to Freetown to
brief the Task Force Commander. Those ECOMOG forces loaded their dead and the wounded
colleagues onto the truck and continued their journey to Makeni. Shortly after, they fell in another
RUF / AFRC ambush but managed to escape the ambush without any fatalities and made their way
to Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom).991

Following the intervention in Freetown, further inland operations were carried out by the specially designed 24 th
ECOr.l0G Brigade Infantry: Brig. Gen. R. i\. j\deshina: Tbe Nversed Victory: Story rfNtgen'an Military Intmention in
Sierra Leone, Heinemann Educational Books (Nigeria) Pic., p 29. Members of tills brigade deployed in the country
and after capturing r.1akeni in March 1998, they proceeded further North to Kono District and arrived in Njaiama
Sewafe around 11 .-\pril, where they met their colleagues already deployed since early i\.pril. It appears.that the fIrst
batch of ECOi\lOG forces who deployed in Njaiama Sewafe waited for troops from the 24 th Brigade Infantry
before advancing further to Koidu.
988 Small Lebanon 1S a town south of Koidu.
989 It is not totally clear whether ECOi\lOG forces launched one or two attacks on Koidu before capturing it. In
any case, these actions were carried out within a short period of time. RUF / AFRC forces, before retreating from
the town, inflicting heavy casualties on civilians, killing some and burning houses. It was alleged that around 2.000
civilians were held hostages by the RUF / "\FRC forces, in readiness for the expected ECOMOG attack. Inter Press
Serv1ce, 16 .-\pril 1998.
9911 However, unlike the people who had escaped Gbense Chiefdom for Koakuima, those who had found refuge in
Sandor Chiefdom and the. CDF, who had also decided to move to Koakuima, fell into the hands of RUF / AFRC
forces in Tombodu (Karnara Cillefdom) and a lot of them were killed while others had their limbs amputated.
991 "\desluna, op cit, pp 62-3; see also "\ssociated Press Worldstream, 18 A. pril 1998.
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CDF forces equipped with arms and ammunition given to them by ECOMOG troops stationed at
Njaiama Sewafe attacked Yardu (Gbense Chiefdom) in April and overcame the RUF / AFRC forces.
Many RUF / AFRC members were killed during that attack, while two died by drowning into the
river. In late April, ECOMOG forces in the District received reinforcements, who deployed along
the Njaiama Sewafe-Koidu highway, where they faced some ambushes staged by some RUF / AFRC
forces. Assisted by an air campaign, they cleared the highway and reopened it in early May.992
A Nigerian contingent of ECOMOG was also sent to Torgbombu, an important town in Gorama
Kono Chiefdom. 993 They came with heavy artillery including Alpha Jets, tanks, mortar bombs and
helicopter gunships; shortly after their deployment at Torgbombu, they attacked RUF / AFRC
positions and deployed in Jaiama and Bumpe (Nimikoro Chiefdom) together with members of the
CDr. The ECOMOG forces encouraged people to come out of their hiding places, so civilians
started to come back to the headquarter town of Jaiama.
RUF /i\FRC forces attacked ECOMOG positions at Jaiama (Nimikoro chiefdom), where they were
repelled, and at Motema, where they were also repelled, but not before they had killed 24 civilians in
a house situated near the national Petroleum Station at the Motema Junction along the main
Freetown highway.994 Those 24 civilians were later buried in one mass grave by the house of a retired
senior superintendent of the Sierra Leone Police. Several attempts were also made by the combined
RUF / AFRC forces to attack ECOMOG forces based at Koakuima but they all failed.
On 10 June, two days after the announcement over the radio of the death of the Nigerian President,
RUF / AFRC forces made an attempt to attack Koidu, at that time under ECOMOG control.
Although this attempt continued until the end of the month, the RUF / AFRC forces did not succeed
in recapturing the town. 995

Nordl-west (Sandor Clliefdom)
After taking Koidu in late February 1998, RUF / AFRC forces arrived in Sandor Chiefdom and
organised themselves into different groups, namely food finding groups and mining groups. A lot of
stolen property came to Sandor from Koidu, as Sandor Chiefdom was a commercial centre. In this
chiefdom, they were based in Yormandu, Tefeya and Kayima, from where they controlled various
chiefdoms in Koinadugu District.
AFRC/RUF forces were engaged in large-scale mining in the south of Sandor Chiefdoll'l, in towns
including Yormandu, Tefeya, Bakidu, Woidala and Bendu. The RUF / AFRC forces needed people to

992 Fonner members of the "-\FRC regime whQ had surrendered were part of this deployment, re-trained and
incorporated by ECO~IOG: "-\deshina, op lit, pp 66-7. TIus deployment of former AFRC members frightened the
population, who suspected they may still be loyal to the ousted "-\FRC leader: AFP, 16 June 1998.
')93 It seems that tlus contingent of ECOMOG came from Kenema willie the other one who deployed in towns
alongsIde the lughway that leads to Koidu came from Freetown. It is likely that those deployments took place at
the same time,
'm The attack on Jaima wok place shortly after ECOMOG deployed whereas the one on Motema must have taken
place weeks later.
995 /\desluna, op nt, pp 89-93.
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work in the mines and to find food, so a lot of civilians were abducted for these purposes. Many
people who were captured were divided into groups, namely tripping, extraction and washing, and
forced to work in the mines all day long. Mining workers ;ere flogged, killed or burnt to death. Sick
or tired workers were either killed or driven away after a severe beating or flogging. Mining workers
caught stealing diamonds were burnt to death using a five-gallon container for carrying petrol or
palm wine or oil. Physical violence, mutilation and killing were rampant. At Tefeya and Sandeya for
example, RUF / AFRC forces killed civilians and amputated the ears and hands of others. 9%
Promotion was given to RUF / AFRC members according to the results of their missions. As an
example, when members, often child soldiers, were asked to burn houses and they burnt more than
they had been told to, they were given rank promotion.
All over the chiefdom, RUF / AFRC forces began killing people in the bush, mainly for food as their
stores began to run out in April. "Where is the salt, where is the Maggi, where is the pepper" were
common guestions asked of civilians, who would be killed if they were unable to provide the
RUF / AFRC forces with those items. For example, in Kayima area at a place called Nakor, six
people were killed for refusing to give food and other items. During the same period, in Kayilna
area, 13 people were put in a farm, which was then set on fue. 997
In April, an internal dispute arose between RUF / AFRC forces at Yormandu and some went to
Tegbadu, three miles east ofYormandu. 998
As they needed civilians to undertake various actlV1t1eS, the RUF / AFRC forces devised different
ways to bring civilians out of the bushes. On one occasion, RUF / AFRC forces sent the message to
the bush, in particular nearby Yiffin (Koinadugu District) where civilians from Sandor Chiefdom
had fled earlier, that a former NPRC Defence Minister and son of Kayima had come to Kayima and
had called people to come out of the bushes. 999 On another occasion in May, one civilian leaving
the bush around :Masundu and heading for Guinea with his family felt into a RUF / AFRC ambush.
The RUF / AFRC forces took them back to Masundu and the commander told him that if he would
bring people out of the bushes, he would be appointed Town Chief or Town Commander. This
man persuaded some other people to come out of the bushes and they started to brush the town
and to repair damaged houses. A civilian was appointed at the G5 position. RUF / AFRC forces
would then corne regularly to the town to ask for food. Civilians were not killed but were forced to
produce the reguested items and to work for the RUF / AFRC forces. To refuse to work would lead
to flogging. It appeared that Masundu was one of the first towns to be rebuilt in Sandor, Chiefdom.
This situation continued throughout 1998 and 1999 until Donsos came to fight the RUF / AFRC
forces. 1I1I »!

9%

:\FP, 17 A.pril 1998.

The precise location of this event was not specified in the records.
No further information on the reason of the dispute but also stated in general terms, it illustrates, as other
similar Incidents in Kono District and in other Districts that following the retreat from Freetown, internal fight
appeared inside the combined RUF //\.FRC forces.
999 This information revealed to be false but anyway, did not have the expected results
I,",,, \v'hen they came to ?\'Iasundu, probably in 2000, the hunters called together some civilians and molested a lot
of them, accusing them of having collaborated with the RUF /i\.FRC forces.
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However, this collaboration was not mirrored in other areas of the chiefdom, where women were
raped and taken as RUF / AFRC "wives". Young girls w;;e raped in front of their parents and were
subsequently captured to carry loads. In April, one man was killed after he begged for mercy for his
. rape d'm f ront 0 f hi m. 11101
daug11ter, w 110 was b emg
At Yormandu, the burning of five-gallon containers to drip the melted plastic onto civilians was
rampant. People were flogged up to 200, 300 and even 400 lashes all over their body, mainly when
they refused to work, or said they were tired, or were caught stealing minor things. However, people
caught stealing diamonds had a separate treatment and were burnt to death using a five-gallon
container. In one specific incident that took place at Yormandu, one man who stole a diamond,
called "Government property", was stripped naked and had melted rubber dropped on his body
until he died.
As a result of these atrocities, civilians fled in large numbers to Yiffin (Koinadugu District), which
saw a massive influx of people starting in late April. Indeed, throughout 1998, civilians were going
on and off in the bush, to Guinea and to Koinadugu District.
Members of the CDF, together with a large number of SLA forces,HH'2 equipped with arms and
ammunition provided through the ECOMOG helicopter fought RUF / AFRC forces in Sandor
Chiefdom. As a result, sometime in June, RUF / AFRC forces retreated to Koinadugu District.
Other groups of hunters under the command of different commanders were active in the north and
north-east of the chiefdom. RUF / AFRC forces, however, regularly attacked those SLA and CDF
forces, often by using ambushes. In fact, ambushes were widely practiced by RUF / AFRC forces,
particularly after SLA forces together with CDF members attacked them. In mid 1998, a group of
between 30 to 35 civilians fell into an RUF/ AFRC ambush three miles south of Kayima. Eighteen
of them were beaten to death at the Yormandu Kayima and Tefeya Junction, as it was said that
RUF / AFRC forces did not want to alert SLA forces by using their guns. The remaining civilians
were taken to Baudu, the first town after Kayima on the road to Yormandu, where six of them were
killed. The remaining people were taken away and their fate remains unknown.

Gbane Cbiefdom
In Gbane Chiefdom, RUF / AFRC forces forced civilians to work for them, mining diamond and
gold and harvesting cash crops like coffee and cocoa, which the RUF / AFRC forces w~re using to
get arms and ammunitions. IOO) By the end of March, the chiefdom was virtually empty, as people
fled the villages to go to the bush and to Guinea.
South-east (FiamaJ SoaJ Gbane Kandor and Mafindor Chiefdoms)
\'(lhen RUF li\FRC forces dislodged CDF forces from Koidu in February 1998, these CDF forces
retreated mainly to Kainkordu and Manjama in Soa Chiefdom. Shortly after, RUF / AFRC forces
No detail on the location of tius incident could be obtained from the records.
The report mentions l'hat the SLA forces were composed of 846 men.
11111) The records talk about the cash crops being swapped for a=s and ammunitions without giving details as to
where tlus exchange was taking place, ,vhether it was taking place at the Guinean border.
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launched attacks on Fiama and Soa Chiefdoms, in particular in those areas where the CDF forces
were concentrated. Indeed, in Soa Chiefdom, Donsos had six bases lO114 in the chiefdom, their
headquarters being in Kainkordu.
/

On 11 March 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the headquarter town of Jagbwema (Fiama
Chiefdom). The RUF / AFRC forces, coming from Koidu in military and civilian jeeps, entered the
town fixing indiscriminately. More than 70 houses were burnt and the town was massively looted.
During the night, the RUF / AFRC forces abducted three people, including the Town Chief, who
were all later killed; on 12 March 1998, the same group also killed the Town Chief of Gbetema. On
24 March 1998, RUF / AFRC forces coming from Jagbwema attacked Yeanoh, shooting and killing
many people.
\'(1hen they heard that the Kamajors and Donsos were in Soa Chiefdom, at Gbanmandu, north of
the chiefdom headquarter of Kainkordu, the RUF / AFRC forces moved to Soa Chiefdom. On their
way to Kainkordu, this group of RUF / AFRC forces fought with another group of RUF / AFRC
forces, each of them thinking they were fighting with CDF forces. A number of the forces were
killed during that encounter, but later, both groupsl11115 joined forces to advance on Kainkordu. In
Kainkordu, the RUF / AFRC forces fought with the CDF forces and both fighting factions suffered
heavy fatalities, with no reported civilian fatalities. The RUF / AFRC forces then headed for
Manjama, two miles from Kainkordu, where many civilians were killed. Those two attacks on
Kainkordu and Manjama created partie among the civilians and a lot of them decided to flee for
Guinea. This panic was intensified by the rumour that the route thwugh Kainkordu was being used
by some RUF / AFRC forces going to Liberia 1IK )(' through Kailahun.
The same RUF /.i\FRC forces then proceeded further east towards Gbane Kandor Chiefdom and,
on 27 March, launched simultaneous attacks on Bendu, Gbangbandor, Dugbor, Gbaidu, Dunamao
and Koardu (all in Gbane Kandor Chiefdom). During this wave of attacks, several civilians,
including men, women and children, were abducted, women were sexually abused and many houses
were looted and burnt down. In Gbangbandor, for example, one woman was sexually assaulted and
beaten to death. These attacks made the civilians leave the chiefdom for Guinea. However, in order
to find food, civilians returned from time to time to the chiefdom and an unspecified number of
civilians were abducted or killed. Donsos from MafIndor Chiefdom to the east of Gbane Kandor
Chiefdom regrouped to ill' to stop the RUF / AFRC advance and agreed that the three sections of
the chiefdom should each contribute one cow that would be sold in Guinea in order to buy
am.rnunition there. lllll?

111114 The Donsos had 100 men deployed at Kainkordu, 25 at Kuandor, 25 at Fuero, 25 at Sukudu, 50 at ivIanjama
and 15 at j\ledu
111115 \XI)Ule one group was cotrung from Koidu Town (and then J agbwema .in Fiama Chiefdom), the other group
came from Pendembu, Kailahun District.
11111(, It is reported that the rumow: also said that Johnny Paul Koroma was among those forces. Other reports
mention that as early as February, RUF /i\FRC forces passed through Soa to reach Kailahun. Fw:thennore, this
infonnation has to be read in conjunction with the developments of Lei Chiefdom, where it was reported that
Johnny Paul Koroma arrived in IvIarch and then left the Chiefdom, leaving behind him some troops.
111117 It is not specified who these'Donsos bought thell cartridges from in Guinea.
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RUF / AFRC forces continued further east and on 18 MaY1998 attacked villages on the road leading
to the headquarter town of Kamiendor (Mafindor Chiefdom). The RUF / AFRC forces burnt many
houses at Densenbadu, Fandu, Gbenkoro, Kamiendor Kormadu, Sandia and Gbendema, where the
CDF base was also burnt down. At Fandu and Gbendema, an unspecified number of civilians were
abducted. Following these attacks, the RUF / AFRC forces returned towards Koidu and the
dislodged Donsos from Soa and Mafindor Chiefdoms went to Guinea.

Lei Chiefdom (east of the District, at the border with Guinea)
In February 1998, a convoy of RUF / AFRC forces with 18 vehicles and three trucks full of arms and
ammunition arrived in Lei Chiefdom, in the east of Kono District. The RUF / AFRC forces a~tacked
towns including Yarawadu, Wanjama, Senehun and Kenema before some of the senior commanders
departed, leavl11g the bulk of the forces stationed at Konbayendeh, in the centre of the chiefdom on
the road that leads to the headquarter town of Saima. At Senehun, located in the same section as
Kissitown, RUF / AFRC forces killed four civilians coming out of the bush, including two children.
One of the adults was killed with a bayonet.
\'Vhile in Konbayendeh, the RUF / AFRC forces started raiding surrounding villages, indiscriminately
killing and mutilating people and burning houses, as a result of which people left their villages to go
to the bush. However, the RUF / AFRC forces also started chasing the civilians in the bush. In one
incident that took place in a bush around K..issitown, over 20 members of the RUF / AFRC, all in
military uniforms, found around 70 civilians in their hiding place, gathered them all and started
killing them, shooting some and mutilating others with machetes. Realising that those RUF / AFRC
forces were going to kill them all, the remaining nine civilians decided to run away. The RUF / AFRC
forces opened fire, killing five. Before leaving, the RUF / AFRC forces took 11 girls with them.
In K..issitown, RUF / AFRC forces established a training camp for abducted civilians, called
"Superman Camp". Civilians were trained, given weapons and sent out to different parts of the
chiefdom and the District. Some senior members of the RUF / AFRC forces had once earlier warned
their forces in Lei Chiefdom not to kill civilians but once they are captured, to bring them to the
camp for them to be trained so that the number of their forces would increase, in anticipation of
their planned attack on Freetown. On one occasion, 30 civilians who were abducted and trained for
one week in the camp were sent to Boroma town, north of Kombayende, with 15 "old"
RUF / AFRC forces, for it was reported that civilians were in this area. One young boy who was
hiding in a garden threw a grenade at the RUF / AFRC forces who had come to the to';;n. However,
the young boy was captured and cut into seven different pieces; 13 other people were also killed. On
their way back to the camp, the RUF / AFRC forces captured 100 civilians who were on their way to
Guinea. Eighty of them \vere sent to Koidu for mining, some who tried to escape were killed and
two women were amputated when they refused to have sexual intercourse with two of the
RUF /AFRC members.
In March, inhabitants of Kenema, a town located in the east of the chiefdom, shouted "welcome
back to Sierra Leone", referring to the news of the restoration to power of the President, when they
saw a plane flYl11g over their town. A few hours later, they saw civilians corning in the village with
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bundles on their heads, which led them to go in the bush. Shortly after, they heard gunshots from
different directions in the village and saw the whole village being set on fire by RUF / AFRC forces.
Other villages on the highway that leads to Siama, the h~adquarter town, were also set on fire. At
Kornbayende, five people were killed and two were amputated. On the same day, the RUF / AFRC
forces proceeded further north to Kundundu in the north of the chiefdom, where eight people were
shot dead and two had their legs amputated with an axe. Among the eight people who died, one had
his tongue cut out with a knife. Another man was hit to death with a bayonet.
On 10 }'1arch, RUF / AFRC forces came back to Senehun, set fire to the houses that had not been
burnt earlier and captured six people, one of them suspected of being a Kamajor commander. Three
of those captives were killed with an AK47, one was beaten to death while another one had a blue
rope tied around his neck and was dragged along tl1e ground until he died. The sixth captive, who
was suspected of being a Kamajor commander, was told by the RUF / AFRC commander that he
was not yet dead because they did not know yet the kind of punishment they would give him. From
Senehun, they went to Kenema, where they shot dead seven people before entering the town and
captured a young man who tried to hide in a garden. One of the RUF / AFRC members was asked by
the others to take a big stone and to smash the hands of the young captured man. Before leaving for
another village called Samie, they burnt the remaining houses. lOOH At Samie, a man was shot three
times in the head with an AK47 because he could not give the RUF / AFRC forces the location of
the hiding place for the people of the village. The RUF / AFRC forces also poured petrol they found
in the village on two thatch l;ouses and set them on fire. The fire spread to other thatch houses and,
eventually, 11 of them burnt down. As it was getting dark, the RUF / AFRC forces, together with the
.
tom
last capt1ve they had, went back to Kombayende.
l\fter President Kabbah's restoration to power in March 1998, two points for killing people called
"commaflag" were established in Kombayende, a commercial town. One of these points was
located at the centre of the town and the other one on Mambo Bridge, the last bridge leading to
K.issitown in the west. On one occasion,1II1O the RUF / AFRC force commander who had established
the commaflag system sent some members to arrest civilians in and around the town to check
whether they were supporters of Tejan Kabbah Government. Thirty-one people were brought to the
comma flag site. The commander addressed the captured people and told them that Lei Chiefdom
was criticising their action, the proof being that people had fled to the bush. The commander called
on one of his members, who had recently been promoted to Captain because he "knew how to kill
people", to kill those who had been brought to the commaflag site. On that day, 10 of ~he captured
people were shot before the operation was halted because it was getting dark. The remaining people
were locked up in a room and brought back to the site the next morning. One of the captured men
was given an AK47 and told to fire at one of the other captives. He did so and after one shot, the
man died. Then, the commander gave the gun to another captive, but he needed three shots to kill
another of the captives, so the commander told him that he had "failed the exam" and shot him.
l1ltiH It is highly likely that this event is rela ted to the one described above when RUF //\FRC forces came to
Kenema after people welcomed back the President.
llM1~ On the way back, an unidentified fighting faction opened fire on them, which allowed the captive to escape.
111111 "-\lthough the date was not specified, it can be 1l1ferred from the record that tllls event happened between
i\1arch and Jtine
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This operation continued until only eight of the captives had survived by "passing the test". They
were then recognised as Junta n 1ll11 and were forced to kill people at the commaflag points. In
another killing that took place at a commaflag point, three out of eight people who had been
abducted and sent to the Superman Camp at Kissitown for training were arrested as they were trying
to escape. The abductees were brought to Kombayende and killed at the Mambo Bridge commaflag,
after which their bodies were 'thrown under the bridge.
\X!hen the commander in charge of Kombayende sent some of his men in search of food, those
RUF / AFRC forces found nine people themselves were looking for food for their families. As the
nine people did not answer the question of the commander of the group who asked them where he
could find other civilians, the commander took the G3 rifle that was on his back and fired at two of
the civilians, breaking their legs. As the people still refused to say anything, the commander killed
the two wounded civilians. As the remaining seven civilians still refused to reveal where other people
could be found, the commander amputated their hands with a rusty cutlass that the RUF / AFRC
forces had found in the village. The RUF / AFRC forces then went to Soama, a few miles from the
chiefdom headquarter of Siama, where they killed one man who refused to join them.
Rumours of imminent attacks in Guinea were rampant. However, no attack within the Guinean
territory was reported for 1998 (nor 1999). It appeared that RUF / AFRC forces would have
launched attacks on the Guinean territory earlier had they been larger in number, which they were
unable to achieve since most of the civilians had already fled to refugee carnps in Guinea.
On 8 April, RUF / AFRC forces moved from Kundundu and headed for Koidu Town. On their
way, they passed by Kenema, where they hit an old man on his neck and his back with a bladed
weapon for failing to take them to any civilian hiding places, as a result of which he died. 1U12 Two
other people were shot and killed at Kenema on that day. Before leaving for Koidu, the RUF / AFRC
forces looted the village.
In April, seven men captured by RUF / AFRC forces in military uniforms in Sandor Chiefdom were
taken to the Njai stream that separates Sandor and Lei Chiefdoms. Six of the men were tied with a
blue plastic rope and were shot in the head. A heavy stone was then tied to each of them and they
were thrown into the stream. The seventh person was not killed; the commander of the RUF / AFRC
forces declared that he was not going to kill this person, because he was a Christian, as the
commander himself was. Rather, the commander ordered one of his men to mutilate t!}e man's 10
fingers, as a result of which his left hand was broken.
RUF / AFRC forces returned to Kundundu towards the end of the month in search of food and
civilians. Some of the people they found in the bush were killed while others were taken away for
manpower. On 1 May, in the bush around Kenema, RUF / AFRC forces captured civilians, killing
11111] unta II refers to these people \'vho were enrolled in the RUF / AFRC forces following the retreat from
Freetown.
1<112 This incident is report~d in another record to have taken place when RUF / AFRC reached Lei in February. As
this information could not be reconciled, it has to be assumed that this event took place between February and
;\pril
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two men with a bayonet, one of them being the Town Regent Chief. Those who were captured
were told to form two lines, one for men and one for women and children. The conunander told his
men to choose a woman each for the night, himself selecting a girl who was 14 years old. Three
women who refused to go with the armed men were stripped naked and sexually abused with gun
barrels before being killed. RUF / AFRC forces settled temporarily in Kundundu.
At Faokor in the south of the chiefdom during the same period, RUF / AFRC forces beat to death a
blacksmith allegedly because he was a Kamajor, because they had found two empty cartridge shells
in his forge. Twenty-one people were also killed that day, one of them being beaten unconscious and
burnt to ashes.
RUF /AFRC forces attacked Gbonkongbor a few miles from the Guinean border in the northeast of
the chiefdom with heavy fIring in May, during which eight civilians were killed and many people
fled. The RUF / AFRC forces then sent young men to bring back the cattle and ordered six women
to cook for them. After eating, they left the village with the six women and able-bodied men. On 8
June, another village near the Guinean border was attacked. Some civilians, including men and
women, were captured while others were put in a house and burnt.
i)
Events in the second half of 1998
Between June and the end of the year, very few incidents are reported. 1013 At this time, most of the
people of Kono District had fled to Guinea 1014 or into the bush and a lot of them were forced to
work for the RUF / AFRC forces in the mining areas.
In September 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Jagbwema (Fiama Chiefdom) and its environs.
They raided the town and other villages, including civilian hiding places. Many civilians, including
women and children, were killed and abducted during those attacks and Jagbwema was set on fIre.
As heavy bombardment could be heard, it was assumed that RPGs were used during those attacks,
although it has since been revealed that RUF / AFRC forces had a tactic to produce sounds which
are similar to those made by RPGS. 11l15 The Donsos went moved to that area to fight the
RUF / AFRC forces and after fIring few gunshots to test the strength of the Donsos, the
RUF / AFRC forces intensified the shooting. As a result of the heavy shelling from both parties, 32
houses were burnt down.
Around the end of October, RUF / AFRC forces attacked and killed civilians at Tomboc!u (Kamara
Chiefdom) before being engaged by ECOMOG and CDF forces, which left 83 RUF / AFRC

1111.1 This period corresponds to the rainy season, during which heavy rains often paralyse movement. In Sierra
Leone, the rainy season IUns mostly from I\'Iay to August.
11114 By :\pril, around 90,000 civilians had crossed the border to Guinea since the start of the ECO"tvIOG offensive
against the RUF / .'\FRC in Kono and Kailahun Districts: Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 16 - 30
.'\pril 1998
11115 RUF / .'\FRC forces used empty five-gallon containers, with their lids on, which they hit with a stick to emulate
the sound of RPG Ere.
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members dead. This attack on Tombodu took place in the aftermath of the passmg of a death
sentence on the RUF leader for treason. 1016
On 5 November, RUF / AFRC forces reached Hindimi (Lei Chiefdom), where they found 62 people
who had returned from Guinea to harvest their crops. The civilians were separated by gender and
told to give the RUF / AFRC forces the produce of the harvest. As they were reluctant, the two ftrst
people of the line were shot and killed, which prompted the civilians to give them the '216 bags of
rice they had harvested. Women were forced to cook for the RUF / AFRC forces. The following day,
the RUF /AFRC forces left the village together with captives who were forced to carry the bags of
rice; those bags they were unable to take, as there were not sufficient people to carry them, were
burnt. \Xlhen they arrived in Kombayende, the men were separated from the women; this was the
last time they saw each other. The men were later taken to Koidu for mining. After mining during
the day, they were locked in a container at night.
On 20 December 1998, a fterce attack was launched on Koidu by RUF/AFRC forces, who were
able to dislodge the ECOMOG forces based there. This attack came from the bush and was planned
from different directions. Prior to this attack, RUF / AFRC forces had regrouped in Buedu (Kailahun
District), which was an RUF stronghold throughout the war, and moved with three to four
battalions to Kono. RUF / AFRC forces were already in Kono District and another group of
RUF / AFRC forces were deployed at Njaiama Sewafe (Nirniyama Chiefdom) to set an ambush for
the retreating ECOMOG forces. Four days prior to this attack, RUF / AFRC forces had attacked
Small Lebanon and dislodged ECOMOG forces; ECOMOG troops based at Koakuima, Motema
and Bumpe were also dislodged. In Koidu and Koakuima, RUF / AFRC forces killed many
ECOMOG and CDF forces, as well as civilians. Hl17 At Koakuima, the retreating ECOMOG forces
left behind them a lot of arms and ammunition, which were captured by the RUF / AFRC forces.
Retreating ECOMOG forces fell in the ambush staged by RUF / AFRC forces at Njaiama Sewafe
and suffered heavy casualties.
RUF / AFRC forces then attacked the last ECOMOG battalion in the District, namely the 19Th
Battalion redeployed in Njaiama (Nirnikoro Chiefdom).1018 After a fierce battle, ECOMOG repelled
the RUF / AFRC forces and asked for reinforcements from Bo. However, the ECOMOG
commander was instead advised to withdraw his troops from Njaiama. On 30 December, the
ECOMOG commander left Nimikoro Chiefdom with CDF members and thousands of civilians, as
ECOMOG did not want to leave the civilians in the hands of the RUF / AFRC forces. T!1ey took the
road to Tongo Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District) in the south of Kono District.
On their way, they fell into two ambushes laid by RUF/ AFRC forces. After the first ambush,

,\FP, 26 October 1998.
It cannot be inferred from the reports whether these forces were killed within the course of the battle or after
being captured.
11118 Prior to tlus wave of attacks, tlus battalion was deployed at Njala and Wanjama (Nimikoro Chiefdom). When
the ECOMOG position at Bumpe fell into the hands of the RUF / AFRC forces, the decision was taken to
establish a blocking position at Njaiam.a, on the highway that leaves Bumpe to the south of the District: Adeshina,
op cit, p 128
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ECOMOG forces led the convoy, which allowed the RUF / AFRC forces to abduct hundreds of
civilians from the rear end of the convoy during the secol)d ambush.
Prior to this attack on Koidu, a number of troop movements were noted in the surrounding areas in
Sandor Chiefdom and in Koinadugu District. In fact, in late November, RUF / AFRC forces retook
control of Sandor Chiefdom and civilians at Yiffin (Koinadugu District) observed many ECOMOG
forces retreating from Kana District.
At Yormandu, some RUF / AFRC forces told the civilians that were their captives that they would
continue the fight until Freetown and that they got the necessary logistics, arms and ammunition
from Kailahun District. Indeed, this attack on Koidu was the catalyst for the RUF / AFRC forces to
proceed further south, capturing more towns in the District and the country1U19 and to enter
Freetown on 6 January 1999,HJ21J using civilians from Gbane to carry their arms and ammunition.
Following the attack on Koidu, civilians and hunters decided to leave Kayirna (Sandor Chiefdom)
for Yiffin and Alikalia (Koinadugu District). However, they fell into an RUF/ AFRC ambush on 28
December and a lot of them were captured. Over 170 of those captured were taken to Yiffin. One
of the captured hunters was given a letter that requested the hunters to come out of the bush and
join the RUF / AFRC forces. He was also told that if he did not convince the hunters to join them,
he would be killed. The man saved his life by explaining that he only knew people in Kayirna
(Sandor Chiefdom). Some of the RUF / AFRC forces together with their captives thus headed for
Kayima and on their way, four of the captives were killed for their belongings at Gbenekoro. 11J21

j)
Events in 1999
On 1 January 1999, the RUF / AFRC forces that had killed four captives at Gbenekoro proceeded
towards Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom), together with their remaining captives. On their way, the
captives saw the body of somebody they knew and they learnt he was killed because he answered
rudely to the RUF / AFRC forces. The captives were told to take orders from a child commander
and were reminded that their lives were of no value for them. When they arrived at the RUF / AFRC
forces' commander's compound, they saw one Fullah HI22 man being killed for refusing to give up his
sheep. They were introduced to the RUF / AFRC commander as his "slaves and servants" and were
forced to do petty jobs, mainly going on food finding missions for the commander. A man was
appointed to the GS position, to look after the civilians' affairs/interests. A Formation Assembly
was set up where every morning, civilians were told to pray and announcements for the rest of the
day were nude. The establishrnent of these GS committees not only took place in Kono, but also in
other Districts, as a means of rationalising the use of civilians by making them participate in
administrative matters. Civilians appointed to such positions could hardly refuse the appointment,
11119

See the general overview and the analysis for Kailahun, Tonkolili, Bombali and Port Loko Districts and the

'Iv estern ~-\rea
See the factual analysis for Tonkolili, i\hkeni and Port Loko District and the Western Area.
It could not be ascertained whether this place is to be found .in Ko.inadugu or.in Kono District.
11122 The Fullah are a tribe to be, found in the north of the country and in Guinea. They would be particular targets
of the RUF and, later, the RUF /l\FRC during the war, as they were often healthy, earning money by raising and
sell.ing ca ttle.
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because a refusal would soon be followed by a severe flogging. In Sandor Chiefdom, civilians were
required to follow rules imposed on them by the RUF / AfRC forces, which included no raping, no
· "':1:
ta ki. ng 0 f Clvilian's
property an d no stea li ng ("J ar Jar ") .HP3
- .
However, the establishment of such committees and the rationalisation of the use of civilians did
not stop the harassment and violence continued to be committed against civilians. At Kayima, for
example, sornetime after the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement, civilians presented complaints
to the top commander in charge at Koakuima. When they came from this meeting, they were
threatened and were punished with flogging and being forced to go on food finding missions. The
commander at Koakuima sent some RUF / AFRC members to investigate the matter, although the
results and consequences of this investigation are unknown. Furthermore, five civilians were killed
and burnt to ashes in a bush near Neakor, west of Kayima. Following this incident and a complaint
made by a relative of one of the civilians killed, the commander at Kayima recalled that no one
should kill ci\rilian and if such a crime was committed, it should be reported to the G5.
On 10 January 1999, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Punduru, a CDF stronghold in Nimiyama
Chiefdom that was overcrowded with civilians. During this attack, both civilians and CDF were
killed and their property was damaged.
From February 1999, hunters came in and out of Sandor Chiefdom from Guinea and made their
permanent base in Fanema, near the border with Guinea, progressing towards the north of the
chiefdom and retaking some areas from the RUF / AFRC forces. They were obtaining coffee and
cocoa from the population in support for their activities, selling these items to the Guineans to buy
ammunition or food. In one incident, RUF / AFRC forces came to Fanema looking for a famous
hunter. They took all his belongings and brought his relatives back to Kayima, where they were
molested, beaten and tied up before being released.
The abduction rate increased as people were used as diamond miners and were conscripted into the
RUF / AFRC forces. At this' time, Koakuima was the base for the RUF / AFRC 2nd Brigade and
hosted the main office for the mining operations; it was also was the base for the Overall Mining
Commander, who was assisted by a Deputy Mining Commander. Mining officers were appointed at
the various mining sites. Every week, mining officers were to bring the diamonds collected at the
sites to the Deputy Commander, who crosschecked them before handing them over to the Overall
Mining Commander. However, diamonds over 5 carats were to be brought to the Ov~rall Mining
Commander at Koakuima as soon as they were discovered, without waiting for the weekly shipment.
Every week, the diamonds were sent from Koakuima to Kailahun, from where they were sent to
Liberia. Some private mining, rnainly carried out for diamond dealers, was authorised by the Overall
:tvlining Commander at the cost of Le 5,000 per week. However, diamonds over 5 carats were to be
given to the Overall I\1ining COlmnander, as they were considered to be the property of the RUP,11I24

i\Iore details are required from the records on the GS committees.
These dlamonds were considercd as "governmcnt property" as the RUF was considering itself as a
government.
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At this time, the District was divided into operational areas under the command of a commanding
officer. The training base established in Bunumbu (Luaw~ Chiefdom, Kailahun District) since 1998
and known as "Camp Lion" was transferred around Janli'ary to Yengema (Nimikoto Chiefdom), as
the centre of RUF / AFRC actions had moved to the north-west. On one occasion, six abductees, six
adults and one child of a Small Boys Unit (SBU) escaped from the training base and tried to reach
Koinadugu District but were caught and brought back to the base. The RUF Senior Officer in
Charge of the Brigade Headquarters in Koakuima ordered these escapees to be killed. The six adults
were shot and killed while the fate of the child soldier remains unknown. Hundreds of abductees
from the Northern Province were sent to Yengema but as their number increased and as food
supplies were not sufficient, the base was moved for three months to Gbendembu (Bombali
District) before coming back to Yengema. Recruits were organised into platoons and young children
as young as 10 were conscripted into Small Boy Units (SBUs).
A lot of beating, killing and. rapes took place at the camp during the time of its operation. One
practice carried out in the camp was called I-Ialaka. 11J25 A big circle, the size of a tennis court, was
drawn on the ground with a smaller inner circle. The area between the two circles was full of
obstacles such as barbed wires, drums and blocks. Recruits were to enter in this area and to find the
exit located far from the entry, while the instructors located in the inner circle were beating them
with sticks. Many civilians died from this practice.
In Lei Chiefdorn, the rate of violations conunitted in 1998 continued and was very high after January
1999. Civilians were abducted to be trained as combatants, especially for the purpose of the
upcoming attacks on Guinea. The commander in charge of Kombayende regularly sent his men to
capture civilians to be trained as Junta II. A team went to I<:issitown, where Superman Camp was
located, but as they could not find anybody in the town, they went to the bush. There, they
eventually found 160 people, who they brought to I<:issitown for scrutiny.
Following those continuous developments, CDF members mobilised themselves; some of them
were sent back to Guinea to bring back shotguns and they attacked the RUF / AFRC forces at
I<:issitown. After a three-hour battle, 15 civilians had lost their lives and the RUF / AFRC forces left
the town v.rith the civilians they had earlier abducted. Strengthened by tlns success, the CDF
established a base at Gborgborma and successfully attacked the RUF / AFRC forces at Samie,1112('
where the RUF / AFRC forces fled the town leaving belnnd them most of their weapons. A few days
after the CDF attack on Samie, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the chiefdom headquarter_ of Saiama,
where they killed ahnost all the civilians they found in the town. After this attack on Saiama, the
RUF / AFRC forces headed back for their base at Kombayende. On their way, they passed through a
village called Kutima, where they found three bodies. As they continued their journey, they met
three women who told them that men in nnlitary fatigues had attacked Kutima. The three women
were then taken with the group, who used them as a shield anytilTle they entered a town. At
Bomboro, some RUF / AFRC forces found one young woman with her baby. As she was caught
trying to escape, they accused her of being a supporter of the President. They told her to throw her
baby in a thatch house they had set on fire, warning her that she would be thrown in the fire as well
]1125
1I(!(,

This term allegedly comes from Libya.
Tlus village could also be Soama.
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if she did not do what they asked her to do. After she had thrown her baby into the burning house
and she was asked to join the RUF / AFRC forces, she trie5J to escape and was shot in the head. The
RUF / AFRC forces also attacked the CDF base at Gborgbonna and dislodged the CDF members
who went back to Guinea.
Teams put together to search for civilians, also called "Safari team" by the RUF, continued to be
sent. On one occasion, a team came back with only 15 civilians. Three of them were women and
were allocated to the RUF / AFRC forces who did not have any woman. Among the 12 other
captives, three who tried to escape were brought to the commaflag located on the Mamba Bridge
and were shot, their bodies thrown under the bridge. In another incident and after orders coming
from Koidu told commanders in the different posts to conscript more civilians for planned attacks
on Guinea, 152 civilians were captured in the bush and taken to Kombayende for scrutiny before
being sent to Superman Camp. The able men and women were sent to K.issitown while the old
people where brought to the commaflag in the centre of the town, at Baoya Road. All 21 of them
were killed by the member of the RUF / AFRC who had been promoted to Captain because he knew
how to kill. Their bodies were thrown in a very big hole previously dug by RUF / AFRC forces for
this purpose. This was a common scenario, which was repeated many times.
In March 1999, an internal fight arose between RUF / AFRC forces as a group coming from Koidu
entered Kombayende (Lei Chiefdom) with heavy firing. The members stationed in Kombayende
1t127
fired in return. Sixteen civilians died during that fighting and 22 were seriously injured.
Around
this period, the identification of combatants was difficult but it is alleged that some AFRC members
were integrated \\ri.thin the RUF movement and were briefed on the ideology of the movement. The
senior officer in charge of the Brigade headquarters in Koakuima, who was also the Overall Mining
Commander, was one of the most senior RUF members; most of the senior AFRC commanders
were deployed in the Northern Province, in Kabala (Koinadugu District) and Mile 91 (Yoni
. ) 1[[08
lstnct.Chi e fd om, T on'O
k lili· D'·
On different occasions, civilians with amputated limbs arrived in refugee camps in Guinea and
explained they had been attacked by RUF / AFRC forces in Lei Chiefdom. For example, one civilian
had his left hand arnputated when he was in Gbordu, a village nine miles from Siama. RUF / AFRC
forces attacked the village and killed five people. The man who had his limb chopped off was
accused of being a Kamajor and after he was amputated, he was given a message by the RUF / AFRC
commander to deliver to the Kamajors and civilians living in Guinea that they should. expect the
coming of RUF / AFRC forces soon. On another occasion, one man was mutilated at Gborgborma;
It could not be ascertained what happened after this incident between the two RUF I AFRC groups.
Furthermore, unlike for Port Loko DDR, where ex-A.FRC members disarmed as such, the DDR centre
opened in Kono District received RUF and CDF members but no ex-/\.FRC members, which tend to reinforce
our assumption that AFRC members who were in Kono District after the invasion of Freetown were incorporated
within the RUF. However, as the distinction between the forces was difficult for civilians, we would continue
referring to RUF IA.FRC forces in the subsequent developments. Relations between RUF and AFRC forces were
not totally sour, for in 1999, all. .-\FRC member was appointed as personal bodyguard to the RUF leader when he
was released from Prison.
\1(;7

1112H
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the RUF ll\FRC forces who had amputated his limb told him that whoever was captured in this
village would be treated as a Kamajor because the village ~.sed to be a Kamajor base.
Sometirne before the signing of the Lome Peace Accord, RUF / AFRC forces attacked a number of
towns and villages in Kamara Chiefdom, including Sukudu and Peyima, killing many civilians and
burning rnany houses. Over 200 civilians, including men, women and children, were abducted and
the strongest men were used for mining. There was a food shortage at that time and what little food
was available was taken by the RUF / AFRC forces. Civilians were relying mainly on roots (gari) and
boiled bananas to survive. Several civilians, particularly those working in the mines, died from
starvation. The same working conditions described earlier in 1998 prevailed and the same kind of
corporal punishments were applied. Among others, one practice, which ~aused the death of 10 men
in Tombodu (Tankoro Chiefdom), was called "hanging solar on the civilians", which meant beating
someone to death. Civilians caught trying to smuggle or steal diamonds were tortured or killed. It is
believed that hundreds of men, women and children were killed during this period.
RUF / AFRC were occupying Fiama Chiefdom, setting ambushes for Donsos and civilians. Towns in
Fiama Chiefdom, including Sandekor, Koakor, Waima, Njardu, Darkadu and Gbematambadu, were
attacked and burnt down during 1999. Sometimes, the burning of different villages took place on
the same day and at other times, RUF / AFRC forces decided to burn a certain number of houses per
day. Rice barns were also set on fire after being looted.
RUF / AFRC forces were in control of Gbane Kandor and Mafindor Chiefdoms, which were
virtually empty, as civilians had fled to the bush or to Guinea. However, people who fled came back
to their chiefdoms from time to time in search of food. Attacks on villages are reported occasionally.
For example, in April, as ci\~ilians were moving regularly between the bush around Sindadu, in the
northeast of Gbane Kandor Chiefdom, and Guinea for food, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the
village and shot the hands of one civilian. In May, while searching food, RUF / AFRC forces from
Mafindor Chiefdom shot a hunter who was captured in his house at Dengenyma. The hunter was
caught by surprise in his house, his shotgun leaning on the wall.
During that period, Donsos forces reorganised in Guinea and launched an attack on the
RUF / AFRC forces at Kamiendor (Mafindor Chiefdom). Both sides suffered fatalities, but the loss
of men did not prevent the CDF from continuing to launch attacks, as a result of which they
recaptured different villages in Gbane Kandor Chiefdom. Donsos freed some civilians th.at had been
held captive by the RUF / AFRC forces and sent them to Guinea.
Following these attacks and the significant gains the Donsos were making, RUF / AFRC forces called
for peace talks, which took place in Jul y1ll19 at Manjama (Soa Chiefdom). Over 3,000 civilians also
attended the meeting. This meeting led to a ceasefire agreement, with the fighting factions agreeing
that both civilians and combatants should move freely and that Manjama should serve as a buffer
zone. For the purposes of freedom of movement, passes were issued to the civilians by the fighting
forces. In August 1999, the RUF / AFRC forces even asked that joint security forces be formed to
1111') Tlus fust meeting may have taken place 111l"Ugust, as reports mention both July and ;\ugust for the date of this
meeting.
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patrol the border area. It has been suggested that this system gave the RUF / AFRC forces the
opportunity to bring their looted property to Manjama asd to exchange it for other necessary items
brought from Guinea by the Donsos. However in September, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Donsos
positions, retaking all the areas the Donsos had held for the previous few months. The RUF / AFRC
forces expanded their attacks beyond the borders of Sierra Leone, launching one attack at
Gueckedou, one of the busiest commercial centres in Guinea.
After the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, the rate of violations decreased,
even if molestation and other violations were still committed by RUF / AFRC forces, fearing that
they would no longer be able to use civilians to carry out their mining activities and food finding
operations. After July, it is reported that civilians were appointed to a G5 committee to look after
civilian affairs in Kamara Chiefdoml\l3ll
The fighting with the RUF / AFRC forces in Sandor Chiefdom continued until the signing of the
Lome Peace Accord in July 1999. However, the cessation of hostilities was only temporary and
fighting resumed in 2000.
During the second half of the year, a mining area was opened by the RUF under the directive of the
Overall Mining Commander near the bridge between Tombodu and Bundu II (Kamara Chiefdom).
Many civilians were captured from across the whole District and forced to work in the mines. The
captured civilians were working with barely any food or water and people were beaten or killed if
they complained of hunger or thirst. On one occasion, three young men who defied instructions
were killed, allegedly on the order of the Overall Mining Commander. On another occasion, 50 men
were brought frorn Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom) to mine and it is believed that almost all of them
died during the course of the mining. 1tJ31 Even foundations of houses were broken for the purposes
of mining for diamonds.
In Sandor Chiefdom, different RUF / AFRC camps, known as Joe Bush, were operating and many
viola tions were COlTunitted at those camps. At Tegbadu, four nUles north of Yormandu where
RUF / AFRC forces were still engaged mining, there was a "killing field". Nearby Tabema, on the
Kayima Tefeyah highway, a camp also called "P.e. Ground" was infamous for the sexual violence
inflicted on civilians. Many girls were raped and kept in the camp for sexual purposes. These women
and girls were often sexually assaulted by more than one RUF / AFRC member at a tirne while some
were taken and assigned to only one man.
On 20 October 1999, the Sierra Leone President officially launched the started of the
Demobilisation, disarmament and rel11tegration (DDR) program during a CerelTlOny at Wilberforce
Barracks in Freetown. 1<J3:'

Clarification is required from the records on the dates.
It is believed that 95"/0 of them died.
11132 The start of the DDR program was originally planned to take place within six weeks of the signing of the
Lome Peace ~-\greement on 7 July 1999.
111311
11131
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In November 1999, near Jagbwema (Fiama chiefdom), RUF / AFRC forces, who already had over
130 abducted civilians ",vith them, captured an unspecifieci,number of people. Those abductees were
told to fetch water, firewood and food; one of them was given the responsibility to settle minor
disputes among civilians. After three weeks, all the abductees were taken to Kailahun District,
passing through Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom). Most of the journey was undertaken at night and
civilians were not allowed to rest on their own volition. In Kailahun, there were over 1.000 members
of the RUF / AFRC forces and a lot of abductees. Some of them were required to farm for the
RUF / AFRC forces while others became teachers.
In December 1999, hunters who had found refuge in Guinea tried another time to repel the
RUF / AFRC forces from Lei Chiefdom. With the support of local authorities also living in the
refugee camps, they crossed the river that separates Sierra Leone and Guinea on 18 December,
launched different attacks on RUF / AFRC positions and at Kombayende, they managed to inflict
heavy casualties on the RUF / AFRC side and to chase out the remaining forces. However, eight days
later, RUF / AFRC forces came back and this time, the CDF members were not able to withstand the
heavy firing and had to retreat to Guinea. The CDF members who were captured were either killed
or mutilated and given letters promising that they (RUF / AFRC forces) would chase them into
Guinea.
k)
Events in 2000 to 2001
Throughout 2000 and the large part of 2001, mining activities were carried out in Koidu Town and
in Plant No. 11, a mining area located between Koidu Town and Tombodu (Kamara Chiefdom). In
Koidu Town, a place called Kaisambo was mined for the Overall Mining Commander. An
unspecified number of houses in Koidu town had their foundations broken so that they could be
mined. £\t Plant No. 11, more than 500 people were abducted and forced to mine and push
caterpillars whenever they broke down.
On 14 January, the RUF leader, the Deputy Defence Minister and the ECOMOG Force
Commander visited Koidu, as part of a country tour aiming at sensitising the combatants on the
DDR process n133 Military Observers began conducting regular patrol missions in the District,
although UN peacekeepers had not yet been able to deploy in the District. 1II}4
However, the situation in the country worsened and United Nations peacekeepers captured in
Makeni in early May 2000 were brought to Plant No. 11 (Kamara Chiefdom).1U}5
It was widely believed that the control by the Government of Kono District would mark the end of
the conflict!IJ}(, and talks were initiated between the President of Sierra Leone and the RUF to end

Sierra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report 5 - 16 January 2000.
IRIN West ;\frica, 12 "'\pril 2000. On 22 October 1999, the UN Security Council had adopted Resolution 1270
approving the deployment of 6,000 armed peacekeepers alongside the 260 unanned military observers. Their
number would increase over the subsequent months.
III}S This group of UN peacekeepers was composed of 208 Zambians: IRIN \V'est j\frica, 8 May 2000. Around the
same period, peacekeepers were also abducted in I<ailahun District.
111}(' In early June, the Deputy Defence i\Iinister called for an offensive military operation in the District Sierra
Leone Humanitarian Situation Report: 1-2] une 2000.
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the conflict, which faced a new development in May with the abduction of the UN peacekeepers, as
mentioned, and the arrest and detention of the RUF leade!in Freetown. 1037
Inhabitants of the District, however, began again crossing the Melie River, which separates the
District from Guinea, fleeing RUF harassment. 1l13HAround the same period, RUF / AFRC forces
103~
·
.
from different fronts ..
b egan attac ki. ng tI1e G llinean
terntory
The peace talks, which started in late May 2000 in order to reactivate the Lome Peace Agreement
found a conclusion in Abuja on 10 November with the signing of a ceasefire between the
Government and the RUF forces. UNAMSIL was given the mission to monitor this ceasefue. 1lI40
However, in December 2000, civilians who had found refuge in a Guinean camp near the border
with Lei Chiefdom saw thousands of civilians with bundles on their heads, who explained them that
they had been attacked by "rebels" during their sleep.1Cl41 The following day, another group of
refugees within the territory of Guinea confirmed that the "rebels" had come to Guinea. The next
morning, trucks full of RUF / AFRC forces dressed in military uniforms arrived at the place where all
these refugees were at this time and announced through a microphone that they had not come to kill
them but to take them back to Sierra Leone. Their commander told the civilians that they wanted
peace and as a proof of their commitment to the peace process, they have come to take Sierra
Leoneans back to Sierra Leone. Over 20,000 refugees were thus taken back to Sierra Leone while
the RUF forces continued their attacks in Guinea. The trip to Lei Chiefdom lasted roughly 10 days
and when they arrived at Kombayende (Lei Chiefdom), the civilians were allocated to different
towns 'within the chiefdom.
At Kundundu, the returnees were forced to work for the RUF / AFRC forces and were told to plant
cannabis seeds. A woman accused of performing witchcraft was stripped naked and shot six times.
In another incident that took place at Yawandor, 22 miles from the headquarter town of Saiama,
following the killing of two RUF / AFRC members and the wife of another member by civilians, 17
civilians were killed on the order of the commander based at Kombayende, so that the RUF / AFRC
forces based at Yawandor could restore their authority. At Kombayende, the commander in charge
was the same person who had established the commaflags in 1998.
During this time, RUF / AFRC forces continued to commit acts of violence against civilians. On one
occasion, four RUF members raped a 42-year-old woman until she died. When the civilians took the
matter to the com.mander in charge, he replied to them that the RUF never made complaints about
the men they had lost during the war so the civilians should not complain. Two days after that

Tbe RUF leader was arrested in Freetown in rvIay, after his bodyguards had shot and killed civilians gathered
for a demonstration in front of his bouse 111 Freetown on 8 May 2000.
1\138 IRIN West ,-\frica, 23 ,-\ugust 2000.
liI:19 ,-\ttacks on the Guinean territory were also launched from Kambia and Kailahun Districts.
111411 UN"-\rvISIL press briefing, 27 November 2000. Paragraph 4 of this CeaseflIe Agreement stated "both parties
agree that UN.-iMSIL shall have full liberty to deploy its troops and other personnel throughout Sierra Leone
including tbe diamond-producing areas in the discharge of its responsibilities, when UNj\TvISIL is satisfied that the
ceaseflIe is observed by all the parties."
11141 In addition, during this period, the training base at Yengema (Nimikoro Chiefdom) was still open.
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incident, a suckling mother was raped and her child was taken away from her. A man accused of
stealing was stripped naked and the commander ordered some of his men to set fIre to an empty fIve
gallon container and to drip the burning rubber onto the man. The man died three days later.
Furthermore, some civilians were taken and sent to Koidu for mining.
In January 2001,11141 fIghting between RUF / AFRC forces and hunters intensifIed in the upper part of
Sandor Chiefdom. However, UN personnel and commanders together with the Paramount Chief of
Sandor arrived in Kayima by' helicopter to exhort both factions to disarm. The RUF / AFRC forces
who spoke with those authorities responded positively and stated they were ready to disarm. 1043
However, about one month after this visit, fIghting intensifIed north of Kayima 1044 and as they were
retreating south, RUF / AFRC forces burnt the remaining houses in the villages. After a battle at
Yaryah, three miles north of Kayima, the RUF/ AFRC forces decided to leave the chiefdom and
headed for Koidu.
In Fiama Chiefdom, in March 2001, one man on his way to J egbwema met civilians who told him
that 50 men had been abducted and used to work for the RUF / AFRC forces at Jegbwema. Women
were used to cook and for sexual purposes, as a result of which some of them became pregnant and
had children. Sometirnes, the captured civilians were beaten at night and put in containers used as
cells by the RUF/ AFRC forces. One man brought from the Guinean border was suspected of being
a Kamajor and was beaten for three days by RUF / AFRC forces at Jagbwema before he died on the
fourth day. At Gbekor, a man met more than 12 young girls below the age of 18 who were with the
RUF / AFRC forces as their "wives". As he was wondering whether these girls were with the
RUF / AFRC forces for their stolen property and money, he discovered that most of them had been
abducted and were afraid to go back to their parents for fear of being called "rebels" or being
maltrea ted.
Three days after they had arrived in Kombayende, 150 men who had just come back were taken by
the commander to go to Guinea with some RUF members to carry the stolen property they had in
Guinea. Shortly after, the Guinean Minister of Defence and some senior military offIcers came to
the border with Sierra Leone to fInd members of the Kamajors to help Guinea repel the RUF
beyond the Guinean border. The Kamajors told the Guinean authorities that they could not fIght
without the approval of the Sierra Leone Govenunent, as they were under the control of the Sierra
Leone Government. Two weeks later, the Guinean authorities came back, told the Kamajors that
they had communicated with the Sierra Leone authorities, who approved their request. Kamajors
were then equipped with arms and ammunition from the Guinean authorities.
Following this, on 23 March 2001, a group of 200 Donsos and Kamajors who had regrouped and
were fully armed l1145 launched sirnultaneous attacks on RUF / AFRC positions in Kono District

"\lthough this event was described as taking place in 2000, it probably took place in 2001.
This visit probably took place during the second half of 2000.
11144 The CDr members fighting were those coming from the north of the Chiefdom.
11145 Reports mention that these CDF forces had heavy artillery like tanks and that a ferry was built across the Meli
River that separates l\Iafiendor Chiefdom and Guinea to facilitate the movement of the CDF.
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through three different flanks: Gbangbokoro Jli4 (' in Soa Chiefdom (Karnajors/Donsos), Kamiendor
in Mafindor Chiefdom (Donsos) and Kailahun District (I<;'ilmajors). Communication sets allowed the
three groups to launch attacks simultaneously and to communicate any developments.
The group that headed to Kamiendor drove out the RUF / AFRC forces before separating into two
groups, one going to Kombayende and the other using the Kondewakoro flank and working in
concert. These two sub groups regrouped later on in Fiama Chiefdom. From Kamiendor, the group
heading to Kombayende dislodged RUF / AFRC forces from Sindudu, which is located on the
border between Gbane Kandor and Mafiendor Chiefdoms. As the commander in charge of the
RUF forces in Kombayende noticed the advance of the CDF, he sent for reinforcements to Koidu,
which was still under RUF / AFRC control. The reinforcement was composed of senior RUF
commanders, who rnoved to Kombayende armed with anti-aircraft machine guns, RPGs, automatic
rifles and other weapons seized from the UN peacekeepers. When they entered the town, the CDF
forces opened fire and killed 32 of them. After a fierce battle, the RUF / AFRC retreated back to
Koidu, as most of their senior commanders had been killed. The CDF chased them up to Jagbwema
(Niama Chiefdom), where a battle took place. The RUF / AFRC then retreated to Maiyor, which is
on the highway linking J agbwema to Koidu.
In late .t\pril, the Acting Force Commander of UNAMSIL made a visit to Koidu to assess the
situation on the ground, follO\ving RUF complaints about attacks carried out by CDF members
backed up by Guineans. 11147 The CDF prepared themselves to go to Koidu, but in the meanwhile,11i4K
in May, trucks full of UN peacekeepers came to the CDF deployment to advise. them not to make
any further assault on RUF / AFRC positions and to observe the cease-fire. 1U49 The CDF told the
peacekeepers that they would only observe the cease-fire after they had seen their Paramount Chiefs.
About one week later, Paramount Chiefs and senior UN officials came by helicopter to meet the
CDF and the Paramount Chiefs told the CDF that they did not want the Government to accuse the
people of Kono of destroying the peace process. This meeting caused the CDF to desist from
. any more attac k'S an d to stay 111
. MaJyor
.
1aunc 1ung
unn'1 di sarmament 111511 too'k place.
On 4 May 2001, a meeting was convened between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone !USl
to review the ceasefue signed in .t\buja in November 2000 and which was violated, mainly in Kono

Gbangbokoro is on the border with Guinea.
UNAJ\1SIL press briefing, 26 "-\ pril 2001.
11I4K It IS alleged that a member of the RUF General Staff went to Makeni to find the UN Bangladeshi contingent to
ask them to come to Kono to resolve the situation.
11149 UN peacekeepers from Tonkolili and Kailahun Districts carried out two-day patrol missions in early :tviay prior
to the establishment of a pelTI1anent patrol presence patrol in Koidu in late May: UNAMSIL press briefings, 6 May
2001,11 thy 2001 and 22 :tviay 2001.
!USII The other CDF group that entered Kono District through Soa Chiefdom met this group at Jagbwema.
11151 This meeting was the' second meeting of the Committee of Six of the ECOWAS Mediation and Security
Council, the United Nations, the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front: UN},MSIL
press briefing, 3 thy 2001.
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11I52
District.
Further to tbis meeting, it was decided to introduce phases of disarmament, in order to
accelerate its process.
Also in May, UNAMSIL force Commander and Deputy Force Commander visited the RUF forces
at Koidu and the CDF members at Kombayende (Lei Cbiefdom) and Jagbwema (Fiama Cbiefdom),
to witness the implementation of the cessation of hostilities agreement, signed by the RUF and the
CDF on 15 M ay l1l5J This cessation of hostilities and the start of the DDR program made the
atmosphere extremely tense and many officials made visits in the District to ensure the process ran
smootl
11 y. 11154
During the second meeting of the J oint Committee on DDR held at Magburaka on 2 June, the
parties agreed to conduct the DDR process simultaneously in Bonthe and Kono Districts in July
2001, leaving time for the DDR facilities to be built in Yengema (Nimikoro Cbiefdom). The
estimated numbers of combatants to be disarmed were 1,500 combatants for the CDF and 2,500 for
the RUF lll55
Disarmament started on 1 July at a very slow pace and was intermittently halted. Different reasons
were put forward to explain the stalling of the process, including the suspicion of both the CDF and
the RUF forces agamst each other, the UN travel ban on the RUF's Political and Peace Council
Chairman and, above all, tensions resulting from the mining activities Hlsr, To speed up the
disarmament process, UN Officials met directly with the commanders of both fighting factions on
lO57
the ground, rather than with the political leaders
and during the third meeting of the Joint
Committee on DDR on 17 July, the parties agreed that the checkpoints established by the RUF and
CDF forces be dismantled and a moratorium on tnining activities be implemented. 1058 Nevertheless,
skinnishes between RUF and CDF were still reported for June and July.l059 By the end of July, two
companies of the UN Bangladeshi contingent were deployed at Koidu and 500 Pakistani UN
111(,11
peace k'eepers were b ase d at Y engema.
The initial target date of 28 July for the completion of the disarmament process was not met and the
process was extended, as pockets of RUF forces were still not disarmed in the District. By 17
/\Ugust, the disarmament for Kono District was complete and the figures of the combatants who

11152 Further to the meeting in May 2001, those parties would hold monthly tripartite meetings under the Joint
Committee on DDR.
11I5J UN/\.~ISIL press brief1l1gs, 17 J\lay 2001, 24 Mal' 2001
11154 On 25 and 26 J\Iay 2001, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, accompanied by the UNA.MSIL
Force Commander and Deputy Force Commander and a Govermnent delegation, including the Deputy Defence
Minister met with representatives of the CDF and RUF in Koidu: UNA.MSIL press briefing, 28 May 2001.
11155 UNA.J\ISIL press briefing, 5 June 2001.
1115r, UNAI'I'ISIL press briefing, 6 July 2001 and 13 July 2001.
11157 IRIN \Xfest A.frica, 12 July 2001.
11158 IRIN \\l es t "-\frica, 20:l uly 2001; UN"-\MSIL press briefing, 20 July 2001.
11159 IRIN West "",frica, 24 July 2001.
111(,11 UR-\~ISIL press bnefing, 24 July 2001.
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had gone thwugh the pwcess were higher than originally expected, mainly for RUF members came
1061
from Koinadugu District to Kono District to disarm.
.'
The completion of the disa~mament in Kana District bwught relief to the whole country, as it
meant the war was really over. As a mark of the importance of this achievement for the country, the
Siewl Leonean President, the Nigerian President and the Chairman of the ECOWAS went to Kono
on 3 September, to witness the official end of the disarmament pwcess. 10f,}
RUF forces, however, continued to mine in the Koidu area, including indiscriminate mining carried
out in the centre of the township. Some incidents of violence against civilians are reported during
that period.ItJ(" In one incident, one civilian went back to Koidu fwm Freetown to assess the level of
destruction of his property. As he reached his house, he met 20 people busy rnining the soil
underneath his house. \"Xlhen he asked them to stop, one commander at the site told his boys to
arrest him and tie him up. He ordered four of his men to hang four solars on the man as he had
interrupted the mining activities, which means that four people will beat the person. On another
occasion, the Overall Mining Commander ordered civilians to be arrested, so that they could wash
gravel at mining areas. One of these civilians was accused of stealing a diamond and when a young
RUF member reported that the man had swallowed the diamond, the Overall Mining Commander
ordered his men to hang ten solats on the man. After the beating, the man admitted he had taken a
diamond but had swallowed it. The Overall Mining Commander ordered his men to kill the man and
get the diamond out of the stomach. However, nothing was found in the stomach of the dead rnan,
which made the Overall Mining Commander say that the boy who made the report let him kill a
man for no just cause. .iA..s a result, the Overall Mining Conunander shot the young member three
times in the chest, killing him.
This situation of continuous mining activities angered the residents of Koidu. They reported the
matter to UNAMSIL, who explained that it would be solved in due tirne. Nevertheless, on 18
December 2001, residents from Koidu took slings and machetes to fight the RUF / AFRC forces. A
lot of the residents then left the District for other Districts (Bombali and Tonkolili) as they believed
some of the RUF /.LA..FRC forces would never give up the privileges they got fwm the mining areas,
namely control on the mineral wealth and taxes levied on traders. Following this mass exodus of the
population, a meeting took place 10 ('4 in Makeni at the headquarters of the UN Nigerian contingent
with leaders of the RUF forces and a delegation fwm Kana authorities. On 27 December, an
important delegation composed of Northern Paramount Chiefs, the UNAMSIL A~ting Force
Commander, officers of the Sierra Leone Police and other people arrived in Koidu and sunuTIoned a

10f,1 UN.\i\ISIL press briefing, 14 .\ugust 2001. :\s of 31 A.ugust 2001, 5,634 combatants had disarmed in the
District, 3,623 bel11g RUr members and 2,011 CDr members: UNA)VISIL press briefing, 14 J\ugust 2001 and
Sierra Leone Human.itarian Situation Report 09 - 31 A.ugust 2001.
Itl(,} IRIN \V'est "\frica, 3 September 2001.
1<1(" In its Sierra Leone Huma11..ltarian Situation Report 09 - 31 .\ugust 2001, the UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian .\ffaus (OCH.\), based on information from Sierra Leone Web reports, reported on the ongoing
use of child labour by the- RUr for mining activities.
111(,4 It is alleged that this meeting took place to clear the rumour that the incident of the previous day was carried
out on tribal lines on the pretex~ that Temnes, Limbas and IVIendes were being killed in Kono.
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meeting of stakeholders at the UNAMSIL headquarters. An agreement to put an end to the RUF
nuning activities in the District was signed and apparently implemented.

3.
Conclusion
As with the two other Districts of the Eastern Province, Kono District was affected by the conflict
since 1991 until the disarmament was declared complete in 2001. This 11-year conflict transformed
the face of the District, which suffered heavily in terms of casualties, displacement of population and
destruction of dwellings.
The District was first attacked in 1991 by RUF /NPFL forces coming from Kailahun District but
those attacks were limited to the south-east, at the border with Kailahun District. During the
following year, RUF /NPFL intensified their incursions into the District and progressively expanded
their positions to attack Koidu, the headquarter town, by the end of 1992. SLA forces repelled the
RUF /NPFL forces from Koidu at the beginning of 1993 and continued their "mopping up"
operations throughout the year. By the middle of the year, they had dislodged the RUF /NPFL
forces from their main positions in the District. Around the same period, SLA forces had confined
the RUF /NPFL forces to the extreme east of Kailahun District, which led Sierra Leoneans to think
the war was over and the NPRC Chairman to unilaterally declare a ceasefire.
In late December, however, RUF forces launched a massive operation in the south of Kenema
Distnct. Tlus operation clearly marked a new phase of the conflict, during wluch RUF forces spread
across the whole country, using guerrilla warfare tactics. RUF forces re-entered Kono District in
1994 and gradually gained territ01y on SLA forces, whose number had considerably increased over
1994 but whose actions aimed at repelling the RUF forces had proved wholly ineffective. By April
1995, RUF forces captured Koidu Town for the second time, inflicting high casualties on civilians
and destroying and vandalising the town. From Koidu, RUF forces spanned out mainly in the
diamond areas around Koidu. Their progression in the District and their mining activities were
stalled around May /June by the SLA assisted by CDF forces and, above all, by Executive Outcomes,
the South African mercenary company in Sierra Leone under contract with the Government. The
RUF forces were rapidly driv,en out of their positions and throughout the rest of the year and 1996,
were mainly confined to the south-east of the District, while Executive Outcomes controlled most
of the remainder of the District.
Following the withdrawal of Executive Outcomes by the end of January 1997, the Kono_population
was left in the hands of the RUF forces, in particular following their merging with the AFRC forces.
RUF /AFRC forces, although mainly concentrated around Koidu, patrolled the chiefdoms, harassing
civilians for food items and abducting civilians who were then forced to work at the mine sites for
the RUF /i\FRC forces. As the harassment and physical violence against civilians increased, youths
and CDF members fought the RUF / AFRC forces in Koidu and recaptured the town early 1998.
Following the ECOlvl0G intervention in Freetown, RUF / AFRC forces retreated into the Provinces
and reached Kono District in late Februal)' 1998. They rapidly retook Kono and spread across the
whole District, carrying out the "Operation No Living Thing". The rate of physical violence,
mutilation, rape, killing, abductions for conscription, use as forced labour or for sexual purpose and
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the destruction of property reached unprecedented levels. This period, running from February to
May /June, was characterised as the "reign of terror". ~lthough RUF / AFRC forces were also
deployed across the Northern Province, where they earned out the same actions, Kono District
suffered the most from this "Operation No Living Thing", as RUF / AFRC forces clearly
concentrated their operations on the main mining area. ECOMOG operations continued in the
Provinces and by April 1998, ECOMOG forces had reached Kono District and recaptured the
towns previously under RUF / AFRC control. RUF / AFRC forces continued their actions from the
bush and abducted more civilians to conscript and train them in the new camp they had opened in
the east of the District or to use them in the mining sites.
Violence began decreasing by June 1998. Around this period, hundreds of thousands of civilians had
fled the District and RUF /AFRC forces were mainly engaged in large-scale mining operations. In
late December, however, the RUF / AFRC regrouped and launched a massive operation on Koidu
and other main towns in the west of the District, dislodging the ECOMOG forces from all their
positions. The capture of Kono was the fIrst step of a wider action, which reached its conclusion in
the invasion of Freetown in J:1l11uary 1999.
Following the invasion of Freetown in January 1999, negottattons started between the Sierra
Leonean President and the RUF leader in order to put an end to the conflict: A ceasefIre was signed
in May and a Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999. This agreement did not end the conflict, as
RUF //I.. FRC expanded their positions in the Northern Province and continued to be present in
Kono District. RUF / AFRC forces pursued their mining activities in the District and violence was
still inflicted on civilians. Local hunters in the north and the east of the District increased their
attacks on RUF / AFRC forces but were often defeated. From 1999, however, the conflict got a new
face, as it appeared RUF / AFRC forces planned to launch attacks onto the Guinean territory.
The number of civilians abducted and trained, in particular in "superman camp" in the east of the
District clearly indicated that RUF / AFRC forces were preparing attacks onto the Guinean territory.
Attacks on Guinea were launched in May 2000 and reached their peak in September. These attacks
onto the Guinean territory were not isolated, for Guinea was also attacked from Kailahun and
Kambia Districts.
In 2001, the CDF, backed up by Guinean authorities, engaged and defeated the RUF forces in the
east of the country. They were halted in their progression through the interventiofj of Kono
authorities and UN offIcials, in a bid to enforce the ceasefIre renewed in Abuja. The disarmament
process began shortly afterwards, an agreement to end illegal mining was reached and the war was
offIcially over in the District by the end of 2001.
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1.
Introduction
Bo District is one of the four Districts composing the Southern Province together with Pujehun,
Bonthe and Moyamba Districts. Its headquarter town, Bo Town, lies in its centre in Kakua
Chiefdom. It is strategically located at a nodal crossroad, from which roads extend into the District
in four directions.

Bordered on the east by Kenema District and in the south by Pujehun District, almost all the
incursions would come from this direction following an east-west pattern. Its northern chiefdom,
Valunia, shares a boundary with the central District of Tonkolili. Moyamba District on the north
and Bonthe District on the south constitute its western edge.
There are 15 chiefdoms in the District:
Chiefdom
Badjia
Bagbe
Bagbo
Baorna
Burnpeh
Gbo
Jiama Bongor
Kakua
Komboya
Lugbu
Niawa Lenga
Selenga
Tikonko
Valunia
\l;!unde

Headquarter
Ngelehun
Ngarlu

Jimi
Baoma
Bumpeh
Gbo
Telu
Bo
Njala
Sumbuya
Nengbema
Dambala
Tikonko
Mongere
Gboyama

Two roads leading to Bo Town allow its penetration from Pujehun Town, the principal road passing
by Wunde Chiefdom and the secondary road passing by Bagbo Chiefdom. It was the secondary road
that would find favour with the RUF /NPFL forces, who entered the Distxict from Pujehun District
in 1991. The main road in the District is the highway that links Freetown with Kenema Town. This
feature would influence the conduct of the conflict, as it would be the setting of many ambushes and
checkpoints. The relatively large number of roads accessible by vehicle would allow further RUF
advances inland towaxds the Distxicts of Moyarnba and Bonthe, even if the headquarter town, Bo
Town on the Freetown-Kenema highway, would not be captured by RUF foxces.
The Sewa River that fl.ows fxom the south-west to the east, following one-third of the border with
Kenema District, divides the District in two and would be the natural separation between the
chiefdoms affected by the conflict dunng its fust years.
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As Bo Town is the second largest city in Sierra Leone, trading and business are among the main
activities of the District, as well as mining, particularly diamond mining in Jiama Bongor, Baoma,
Tikonko and Lugbu Chiefdoms and cash crops such as rice, cocoa, coffee and palm oil. The mining
production has however to be considered in the context of the whole country and in this regard, the
production of the District comes rather far behind Kono District and the North of Kenema
District.
The absence of external borders would make the District a safer haven for the inhabitants of
Pujehun District, at least during the first years of the conflict, and different camps, often made of
bush sticks and mud and hosting thousands of internally displaced persons (IDPs) from others
Districts, would be built in Bo District. Gondama (in the south of Kakua Chiefdom), at the junction
between different chiefdoms, would host such a camp and would be severely affected during the
conflict. Koribondo would be a strategic town during the conflict, due to its location at a crossroad
between two strategic roads, the first mnning west-east and linking Bonthe District to Kenema
District and the second mnning south-north and linking Pujehun District to Bo Town.
The main ethnic group is the Mende, renowned, among other things, for the importance of the
traditional hunters in the society. Accordingly, the initiation of Kamajors, which had started in the
Southern District of Bonthe, soon spread throughout Bo District, which would become a Kamajor
stronghold.
Three different phases of the conflict can be clearly identified in Bo District. The first phase
encompassed 1991 to 1993 and was characterised by the spreading of the RUF /NPFL forces from
Pujehun District. However, only a few chiefdoms closest to Pujehun District were affected at this
time, namely Bagbo, Lugbu, Jiama Bongor and Tikonko Chiefdoms. RUF /NPFL forces followed
the same pattern when ent~ring a village: they would gather people in the centre of the village,
introduce themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem them from the APC regime; some
members would stay in the villages while others would proceed further. Physical violence, killing,
abductions, the taking of property - especially food - and the burning of houses were reported from
the very first incursion. Starting in June 1991, the SLA forces based in Koribondo Oiama Bongor
Chiefdom) and assisted by foreign troops contained these first attacks, repelled the RUF /NPFL
forces from the District and patrolled in the areas previously under RUF /NPFL control, chasing
"rebel" collaborators and encouraging the formation of vigilante groups. RUF /NPFL (orces would
later make sporadic raids in the District but did not settle in the District during this first stage.
The second phase spanned from 1994 to 1995, during which time the RUF had spread throughout
the entire District. This phase saw the beginning of the organisation of youths and local hunters
fighting alongside the SLA, although no formal initiations took place at this time. By the middle of
1995, SLA forces had retaken control of a large area south of Bo Town, although RUF forces still
made repeated incurslOns and attacks, mainly in the chiefdoms on the east bank of the Sewa fuver
and along the border ,vith Kenema District. During this second phase, a lot of civilians were
maltreated, killed, raped and abducted, a lot of houses were burnt, especially along the Kenema
border, and property was taken away. These incidents were carried out mostly by RUF forces but by
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SLr\ forces as well. During this stage, the Freetown-Bo-Kenema highway was the setting of many
ambushes, though the precise identity of the faction resp09sible could not always be ascertained.
The final phase ran from late 1995 to the end of the war, during which time the Kamajors were
form.ally initiated and spread across the District. Although they initially fought alongside the SLA,
their collaboration soon deteriorated and was almost nonexistent by the time of the Coup in May
1997. Fighting between those forces were reported and some SLA forces were suspected of
collaborating with the RUF. The Kamajors nonetheless gained control of almost all the previous
RUF strongholds in the District and during the AFRC regime, RUF / AFRC forces were only based
in Koribondo and Bo Town. Following the ECOMOG deployment in the District in late Februaryearly March 1998, no further RUF /l'1.FRC incursion were reported, the District remaining under the
Kamajors control who however harassed civilians, chasing, inflicting physical violence and killing
people they suspected of bei~g "Junta" and RUF collaborators.

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Phase I: 1991 - 1993
RUF /NPFL forces entered the District in April 1991 through Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District) in
the south-west of Bo District. These forces arrived fIrst in Bagbo Chiefdorn, where they scattered
throughout April, May and June. They reached Lugbu Chiefdom in June, where they stayed for
some months before being repelled by SLA forces.
On or around 24 April 1991, RUF /NPFL forces coming from the RUF base in Malen Chiefdom
(Pujehun District) known as "Kuwait" arrived in the headquarter town of Jirni (in the east of Bagbo
Chiefdom), 42 miles south-west of Bo. The RUF /NPFL forces fired their weapons 1065 and gathered
the people of the town for a meeting in the Court Barrie. At this meeting, they identified themselves
as fighters from Liberia, trained in Burkina Faso and fighting for their leader to liberate the people
of Sierra Leone. The RUF /NPFL forces gave the people of the village palm fronds as symbols of
the revolution 111(,6 and warned them that if they ran, they would be deemed an "enemy" and shot.
They took all the Paramount Chiefs belongings, including his car, claiming he was an "APC chief'.
\XThile there are no reported fatalities, they abducted the Paramount Chiefs staff and recruited some
82 people, including young children. ll1 (,7
The RUF /NPFL forces remained in Jimi for approximately one week, after which the forces split
into three groups. One group remained in Jimi and the second group headed north w.est towards
Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom). On the way, at Mani Junction (Bagbo Chiefdom), this group split into
two, \\1.th one group continuing on their way to Sumbuya and another group heading south for Bum
Chiefdom 111 Bonthe District. The third group headed north-east in a push towards Niagorihun,
passing successively through Limba and Levuma. Niagorihun occupies the strategic position of
The RUF/NPFL forces were armed with mortar bombs, j\K47 rifles, Berettas, LMG, GPMG and grenades.
Palm fronds and leaves were considered to be a symbol of the SLPP (Sierra Leone People' Party), the
opponent to the then /"PC regime of ].S. Momoh. Reports from Kenema also mentioned RUF /NPFL forces
corning to the District with palm leaves round their wrists.
11167 No mention 1S made of what happened to the staff of the Chief nor whether they were i11cluded in the 82
people abducted at tills time.
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junction town on the road leading to Sumbuya, the commercial centre and headquarter town of
Lugbu Chiefdom, and the road coming from Jimi, from where movement between the north-east to
the south-west could be c o n t r o l l e d . '
The second group, who went to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom), stopped at Mani Junction in Momajoe
on the way, where they encamped all the civilians at Lavekee compound and conscripted 85 boys
and glrlS. In their address to the people, they made it clear that nobody should run in their presence
or they would be classed as an "enerny" and would be shot on sight. Furthermore, the RUF /NPFL
stated that they came more for the Fullahs and the Lebanese, who - according to them - contributed
1ilGH
to the suffering of the masses.
Thus, one Fullah businessman was tied to a stick and people were
told to guard him until their return, under threat of indiscriminate killing in the area if anyone let
him go.
Before leaving, they warned the population to have livestock ready for them when they passed
through on their way back. They then split into two groups and left, one group going towards
Bonthe District and the other continuing on their way to Sumbuya. Near Sumbuya, one young man
was shot because he started running away when he saw the forces cOlning. One Lebanese
businessman was killed at the wharf, another one was shot dead for refusing to open his store and
four Lebanese people were abducted. The RUF /NPFL commander ordered his forces to take
property frorn the town, including hundreds of bags of rice, many bags of onions, sugar and other
items, including vehicles. 1\11 the property was taken back to Jilni by the young boys and girls who
had been abducted when they had frrst arrived, some of whom were taken for training.
On their way back, the RUF /NPFL forces stopped in Momajoe and brought the man who had been
tied up Slnce they left before the assembled town, at which time the commander of the RUF /NPFL
forces shot and killed hliTI. They forced some of the townspeople to bury the body, which had
started to cause panic among the inhabitants. While in Momajoe, the group that had gone to
Bonthe District returned with property, including motorbikes, they had taken from the rice mill at
Torma (Bum Chiefdom). They then left Momajoe and went back to Jimi with the property they had
taken from Sumbuya and from Torma, some of which was then taken to the RUF base called
"Kuwait" in Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District).
The third group, who were heading north-east, continued along the road to Lirnba, passing through
Manjama on the way, where they burnt down a number of houses. On their arrival in ,Limba, the
RUF /NPFL forces gathered the people of the town for a meeting, in which they introduced
themselves as trained Liberian mercenaries who had come to put down the APC regime. After this
brief meeting, they continued on to Levuma, north of Limba, and later to Niagorihun Gateway, 7
miles north of Jilni, the meeting pOlnt of the main road to Sahn Malen and Sumbuya Lugbu
ChieWoms.
.
On 12 May 1991, SLA and the United Liberation Movement for Liberia (ULIMa) forces stationed
in Koribondo (in the south of Jiama Bongor Chiefdom) were deployed to Niagorihun to prevent the
III(,H The Fullah are one of the ethnic groups from Sierra Leone and were a particular target, as its members were
known to be wealthy businessmen.
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RUF /NPFL forces from taking control of the town, which was successful. The RUF /NPFL forces
made approximately four other attempts to take the town., returning each time to Jimi and passing
through Limba on the way to Niagorihun, but each time "they were repelled by the combined SLA
and ULIMO forces. During the successive battles, both sides suffered heavy fatalities, including one
of the RUF /NPFL conl.nl.anders,lII(,9 and houses were burnt down as a result of the shelling]II7O After
their final attempt, they went back to Jimi and went on raiding missions in different towns in the
chiefdom, taking what food they could find.
l'>.s a result of these battles, SLA and ULIMO forces based in Niagorihun began to move down the
road towards Jimi, first taking control of Levuma and then moving on to Lirnba, where they
established a base. The SLA and ULIMO forces, who were under SLA command, held a town
meeting in the Court Barrie at which they established a curfew, set restrictions on people's
movements and seized all the weapons in the town. During the following month, the SLA and
ULIMO forces remained in Limba, from where they undertook covert reconnaissance missions to
establish the extent of the RUF /NPFL strength in Jirni. They also went on food finding missions in
nearby towns, which resulted in some skirmishes between SLA/ULIMO forces and RUF /NPFL
forces.
On or around 16 June 1991, SLA and ULIMO forces launched a successful offensive with up to 250
troops to retake control of Jirni. During the battle in Jimi, the SLA and ULIMO forces killed six
civilians who they believed to be "rebel" collaborators. RUF /NPFL forces coming from the
direction of Pujehun District attempted several times to recapture Jirni but were unsuccessful.
DUr1ng these attempts, at least one house was burnt down as a result of the shelling, but no fatalities
are reported. After they had recaptured Jirni, SLA forces maltreated civilians and hunted RUF
collaborators. A number of people were killed because they were suspected of being "rebel"
collaborators or because they came from "rebel-held" villages, although no investigations appear to
have been held. Civilians who dealt \vith or hosted any RUF /NPFL forces, whether willingly or
unwillingly, were tied up, beaten, made to look at the sun and, in some instances, killed.
In late June 1991, SLA forces launched a counter-attack to take control of Mana (Bagbo Chiefdom),
which resulted in half of the town being occupied by the SLA forces and the other half of the town
being occupied by the RUF /NPFL forces, although the exact dividing lines are not clear. Civilians in
the town became the victims of both sides as each of the fighting factions accused them of aiding
and abetting the other faction. Thus the SLA forces killed one boy, beat up the Town_ Chief and
burnt down up to 45 houses. In return, the RUF /NPFL forces burnt down the remaining houses,
killed 15 people and mutilated others. 11171 Around this time, RUF /NPFL forces also attacked
Sonehun Gola and Mana, west of Jirni on the way to Momajoe/Mani Junction. In Sonehun Golan,
RUF /NPFL forces killed 10 people and in Mana, they killed two people and burnt down four
houses.
It is reported that there were no civilian fatalities at this time.
It appears that the houses were not deliberately targeted, but were burnt down as an indirect result of the
shelling
11171 The records report that the people who were mutilated were "taken to J\1attru Jong or Bo for treatment",
although it is not clear what this means.
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At the same time, SLA forces passed through Momajoe on the way to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom),
where they remained for around two weeks, trying to asse·ss the extent of territory controlled by the
RUF /NPFL. At the beginning of July 1991, SLA forces regained control of Momajoe/Mani
Junction, and were also established in Kasseh and Sumbuya. Sumbuya was an economic and trading
centre and people were moving south of Sumbuya to buy food and other items, bringing them back
to Sumbuya to trade. However, the SLA commander was uncomfortable with this movement of
people, so people coming to Sumbuya from the south were considered to be "enemies" and were
molested or put in cells for some days. This may in part be due to an incident that occurred on or
around 10 July 1991: a military truck had an accident, which resulted in one SLA member falling off
the truck and accidentally discharging his weapon. This led his companions to think they were under
attack and they fired in the direction the shooting had come from, accidentally killing the soldier on
the ground. The soldiers then fired at the vehicle to make theu" commander believe they had fallen
into an ambush. Based on this report, the commander declared the zone north of Momajoe an
"enemy zone" and ordered preparations for a full-scale invasion, including the order to shoot
anybody they saw on sight. The following day, the invasion occurred from Golawoma to
Tawamahehu, during which a lot of civilians were wounded, some of whom died in the bush due to
lack of medical care.
One week later, the SLA commander required young men Hl72 in the surroundings of Momajoe 1ll73 to
register for a vigilante group. After registration, they formed vigilante groups in the various towns
and were assigned tasks by the SLA, including building huts, hunting and general cleaning tasks.
Punishments for coming late or failing to do assigned duties included frog jump,llJ74 rolling, being
forced to lie down and look at the sun and imprisonment for a number of days.
In mid July 1991, SLA forces required civilians to lead them to Golapo Junction lll75 following a
RUF /NPFL incursion in Kasseh, south of Momajoe, from Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District),
during which two people were killed. They met stiff resistance from the RUF /NPFL forces and one
of the SLA soldiers was killed. However, all the civilians escaped safely, as a result of which the SLA
commander imposed more stringent rules on how to deal \vith civilians. Civilians who had any
connection with RUF /NPFL forces, including mothers of people abducted by the RUF, were all
classed as "rebels" and were treated accordingly. For example, in Mogbon, five nllies east of
Momajoe, two women were killed by gunshot wound to the vagina because they cooked food for
their children who had returned from the RUF /NPFL base and failed to surrender to the SLA. One
11172 The ages of these people are not clear; they are variously described as "young men" and "youths", which in the
Sierra Leone context could be anywhere up to mid to late thirties, but probably does not include people under 14.
11173 The towns are reported as being Momajoe, Golawoma, Mowei, Mossamgbahuo, Nyahgorihun (all north of
i\Iamojoe); Temgbeleh, Largo, Maniwa, Man.i, Bo, Tissana, Yegelleh, Fala (all south Momajoe); and Mojemai
Kpongbalia and Golapo, east of Momajoe.
11174 To "frog jump" or to "pump" is done by fIrst holding on to the earlobes with two hands - the left hand
holding the nght ear lobe and vice versa- after which the person is required to jump up and down continuously on
their haunches. Tills form of punishment was both physically and psychologically painful, because it is a
pun.ishment lneted out mostly to children and it is considered shameful for an adult to be made to "pump".
11175 \\Thile not explicitly stated, it appears that the CIvilians were used to guide the SLA" forces through the area
rather than provide them with any sort of protection.
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man was killed because he said that the RUF /NPFL were planning to attack Momajoe. Two boys
who came to Momajoe from Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District) to buy salt were suspected of being
"rebel" collaborators and were forced to chew their own penises before they were shot and killed. It
is estimated that during this period, up to 48 people were killed by SLA forces because they arrived
in Momajoe from a direction in which RUF /NPFL forces were believed to have bases.
The District remained under the control of the SLA/ULIMO forces, who engaged the RUF /NPFL
forces from all flanks, pushing them north-easterly from Sumbuya and south from Jimi through
Pujehun District back into Liberia. At this time, the main SLA base was still in Koribondo Oiama
Bongor Chiefdom) and others had been established in Jilni, Sumbuya and Momajoe. Initially, SLA
forces provided food and medicine to the civilian population, which led to good relations between
them. Over time, however, civilians were forced to build camps for the SLA, were molested and
flogged in public for failing to carry out the cleaning exercise and young girls were sexually harassed.
A court structure was set up by the SLA and civilians were heavily fined for breaches, although it is
not clear what law (if any) was applied in these courts. In November 1991, SLA forces started using
civilians to !Tune diamonds in Niagorihun, where unidentified armed men killed 20 civilians. 1117(,
These events led to confusion \N1.thin the population and to distrust of the SLA. At that time,
civilians began to suspect that SLA soldiers were disguising themselves as RUF fighters and
attacking villages.
During tlus time, from late 1991 to the end of 1992, the RUF /NPFL made sporadic incursions in
Jinu and Limba (Bagbo Chiefdom) from Malen Cluefdom (Pujehun District). They burnt seven
houses in Limba and took away all the cattle in the town. One man was killed by Ius son in law, a
member of the RUF, and his head was displayed along the road leading to Jirni. In addition, they
launched some attacks in the area around Mano, in which some people were killed. However,
RUF /NPFL forces did not manage to make any significant advances into Bo District and did not
1LJ77
.
reta l~e contro I 0 f any terntory.
Foreign troops1117H were based in Gondama (south of Kakua Cluefdom, at the border \Ni.th Tikonko
and Jiama Bongor Chiefdoms) and in early 1993, an influx of civilians from Pujehun District fleeing
RUF forces came to Gondama through Koribondo on the advice of SLA forces in the District.
Gondama would remain safe until November 1994, when RUF forces launched a major attack on
the town.
In April 1993, RUF forces e,ntered Sembehun, a wning area in Tikonko Chiefdom. The RUF forces
were not wearing cOInbat uniforms and many people did not realise they were RUF until they begin
firing their weapons. The RUF forces went through houses looking for gold and diamonds and
took many goods from the market place, including clothes and shoes. They then abducted a number
of people to carry the stolen property, although they were not detained and were returned to
Sembehun the same evening.
11'7(, No further infonnation is available on this attack or who the attackers were.
No news was made a,'ailable on these attacks in the chiefdom (Bagbo) and people soon forgot about them.
These troops were either Guinean or Nigerian troops, posted in Sierra Leone in furtherance to bilateral treaties
with Sierra Leone.
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In 1993, RUF forces embarked on road ambushes in Bagbo Chiefdom around Jimi, during which
SLA forces and civilians suffered heavy casualties. In December 1993, during a meeting called by the
SLA commander in Jimi to discuss the situation with chiefdom authorities, news broke out that a
conunercial vehicle had been attacked at Basaleh junction in Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District)
between Jimmi Bagbo and Sahn Malen Chiefdoms.
B)
Phase II: Late 1993 to 1995
From February 1994, the Freetown - Bo - Kenema highway was constantly ambushed by RUF and
SLA forces, cutting off food supplies for towns like Bo and Kenema whose population was swollen
by thousands of civilians seeking refuge. Convoy of trucks 1079 leaving Freetown were often
ambushed.
Towards the end of 1993, RUF /NPFL forces regrouped in Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District) and
started launching heavy attacks on Bagbo Chiefdom, starting in Jimi. In addition, in October 1993,
Koribondo was attacked and many civilians moved to Bo Town. As a result of this attack, the
Director of the Gondama camp initiated a self-defence program, selecting youths as vigilantes to run
checkpoints both day and night. By late 1993 or early 1994,1080 SLA forces were to a large extent
dislodged from Jimi, Sumbuya and Momajoe and re-established themselves in Koribondo. This SLA
withdrawal gave room to the RUF /NPFL forces to go through Bagbo Chiefdom into Bonthe
District, where they also pushed out the SLA forces present in Bum Chiefdom and gained access to
Mattru .long and from there the Sierra Rutile mining areas.
Most likely in early 1994,11181 upon receiving news that the war was approaching his chiefdom, the
Regent Chief of Jiama Bongor Chiefdom decided that all the towns and villages of his chiefdom
should mobilise their youths to guard their villages against the assailants. The old hunters were asked
to give their guns to the youths and the youths and local hunters were trained, after permission was
granted from the Resident Minister of Bo. Youths and local hunters from Boama and Bagbe
Chiefdoms also organised themselves in a similar fashion. By June 1994, the training was complete
and 2,800 men composed of youths and local hunters were issued with arms and anununition. 1082
The RUF forces attacked Koribondo in March 1994, as a result of which troops on both sides were
killed and one civilian was caught in the crossfire. At the time of the attack, the SLA had been sent
to the town. Following the attack, a troop of Guinean soldiers came as reinforcements for the SLA
forces.

These convoys could be very big, com.prising up to 70 vehicles.
This information has to be read in conjunction with the attacks that started in December 1993 in Kenema
District
11181 No date IS given for tlllS meeting, but traullng took place in April 1994 as a result of tllls meeting, so it is likely
these events took place In early 1994.
11182 TIllS gathering of youths did not entail, at tillS time, the process of 111itiation witllin the Kamajor society. This
initiation would begin in Eo District 111 1995.
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In the early months of 1994, villages in different chiefdoms along the border with Kenema District
\vere attacked by a small number of RUF forces, mainly for food finding purposes. For example,
RUF forces entered Komboya Chiefdom in the north ~f Bo District by crossing the Sewa River
from Kenema District. They arrived in a small village near the town of Gumahun, where the Trade
Fan was situated. The RUF forces then entered Gumahun, apparently with the main intention of
obtaining food, as they only took food items, palm oil, cattle and money. Before leaving, on the
same night they entered, the RUF forces also burnt down three dwelling houses. SLA forces were
stationed at that time at Njala (Komboya Chiefdom), but the RUF made their incursions before
there ,vas time to deploy those forces and, in addition, it is reported that the SLA forces there were
themselves harassing civilians and taking away their food and property.
In 1994, most of the road arTlbushes were carried out by SLA forces, especially between Niagorihun
and Grima (Tikonko Chiefdom), during which civilians were killed and their property stolen. These
forces were referred to as "sobels", meaning members of the SLA who had joined forces with the
RUF. The loss of confidence in the SLA, which had begun towards the end of 1991, thus continued
to grow stronger in 1994. People relate that wherever SLA forces deployed to protect a town or a
village, that town or village would be attacked by RUF forces shortly after their arrival. 1II83 In April
1994, inhabitants of Lugbu Chiefdom who no longer felt safe moved to Koribondo Oiama Bongor
Chiefdom) and Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom). Thus, the population of Bo Town swelled in 1994 and
food becalne scarce. 1118-1
At some time in 1993,11185 vigilante groups were established in Wunde Chiefdom (south-east of the
District, at the border with Pujehun District), led by the former Regent Chief. In April 1994, RUF
forces attacked Juhun (\\!unde Chiefdom) twice and each time, people were killed, some houses
were burnt and people were forced to carry the stolen property to Zirnmi, near the border with
Liberia in Pujehun District. Local hunters from Jiama Bongor Chiefdom sent to the border between
Wunde and Jiama Bongor Chiefdoms fought with RUF forces. Four civilians are reported to have
been killed in that fight and two houses were burnt down.
l\1any villages were attacked in 1994 in \\!unde Chiefdom, property was taken, houses burnt, people
killed and women raped. For example, in early 1994, RUF forces attacked Kambawana, a section
headquarter town with 58 dwelling houses, causing many of the inhabitants to flee into the nearby
bush. RUF forces set fire to the town, completely destroying 30 houses and damaging the remaining
buildings, including by shooting at them. RUF forces killed or abducted most of the, people who
had remained in the village, including young children, and raped the women lll8 (,
In Boama Chiefdom, the youths and local hunters were mobilised in 1994 and established as a
Territonal Defence Force (TDF) under the command of the chiefdom authorities in the town of
Cross reference to Bombali District, where people said the same thing.
It appeared that its population doubled in 1994, rising sharply from 450,000 inhabitants to roughly one million.
W85 No month is given for the formation of the vigilante groups.
11186 The bodies were left on the ground for some time, as a person who visited the village some time after this
attack saw a number of skeletons lying on the streets. It is not clear when or where these skeletal remains were
finally buried.
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Gerihun. The TDF was divided into two groups, one of which was sent to Jomu village and the
other of which was sent to Kpatbu, both of which are on the border with Jaima Bongor Chiefdom.
These towns were considered strategic points in the defence of Boama Chiefdom from the RUF
forces fighting in Jiama Bongor Chiefdom.
Nevertheless, in rVIay 1994, RUF forces coming from Kenema District, most likely from their base
of Camp Zogoda,]IIB7 continuously attacked villages behind the Sewa River in Boama Chiefdom. In
all these attacks, civilians were killed, women raped, houses burnt, property stolen and people
abducted, including underage children. For example, in Tugbedu, two civilians were killed and four
houses were burnt; in Sandia, one pregnant woman was killed; and in Kpatobu, three young men
were killed, five houses burnt and a lot of property taken. In Keigbai village, one civilian was killed,
women raped, three houses burnt down, property was taken and over 200 people abducted. Also in
May 1994, RUF forces coming from the direction of Mile 30 on the old Koribondo-Blama (Small
Bo Chiefdom, Kenema District) highway attacked Gordi (Jiama Bangor Chiefdom), burnt five
buildings, including the school, and took sheep and goats away with them. No fatalities were
reported at this time.
On hearing that the chiefdom headquarter of Telu (Jiama Bongor Chiefdom) had come under heavy
attack in June 1994, local hunters and youths from Gbaama mobilised themselves and went to Telu.
On their arrival in Telu, they discovered the 70 bodies of local hunters and youths in front of the
Regent Chief's residence, which was damaged. llIB8 Twenty civilians were found dead from bullet
wounds. The survivors of the attack on Telu, including the Regent Chief, fled to Bo, Gerihun and
other places for safety.
Similarly to the other chiefdoms at the border with IZenema District, RUF forces first entered BadJia
Chiefdom in mid 1994 mainly to find food. However, these food-finding missions were also
accompanied by the burning of houses and huts and the killing of civilians. In Pendebu, one old
man was shot dead and one hut was set on fue. Each time they came to find food, the RUF forces
were velY small in number.
In August 1994, the Town Chief of Geima lO89 (Jiama Bangor Chiefdom) arrived in Koribondo with
two youths whose hands had been cut off. He reported that RUF forces had attacked Geima,
dumped 40 civilians in wells, killed nine men, three children and eight women, burnt down 30
houses and forced people to carry their stolen property to Zimmi, which is on the border with
Liberia in Pujehun District.
That same month, RUF forces again attacked Jimi and over 20 civilians were killed and up to 50
were abducted, allegedly being taken away to "Kuwait", the RUF base in Pujehun District. Another
attack took place in September, during which an SLA officer was killed. After this incident, the SLA
]1187 Camp Zogoda was located in Koya Chiefdom (Kenema District) and was operational throughout 1994-95
before being overrun by SL'\ and I<:amajors in 1996. For further information, see Kenema District.
](188 It is not clear how the.Regent Chief's house was damaged or how the local hunters were killed.
11189 Gein1a is on the Koribondo-Sumbuya Highway, the main route from Kenema District to Bonthe District
through Bo District.
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intensified their search for RUF collaborators and many civilians were killed by SLA forces on this
basis, including the Town Chief. During this period, up to 190 houses in Jirni were burnt down, with
the exception of the Primary and Secondary Schools; ci~rilians were killed; and many young people
were abducted. Cases of rapes are mentioned and it is reported that three girls were raped on the
road between J11ni and K.anga, west of Ji1ni. Houses were looted and people were injured with
machetes in Mano; there are also reports of amputations at this time.
At the same time, the RUF forces began attacking the towns that had been left by the SLA,
particularly in Niagorehun, Sumbuya, Towamaheahun and Lower and Upper Saama in the west of
Lugbu Chiefdom on the road between Sumbuya and Niagorehun. During these attacks, many
civilians were killed and raped and houses were burnt down. In Sumbuya, over 100 houses were
burnt, including the residence of the Paramount Chief, and over 150 houses were burnt in
Niagorehun.
In September 1994, RUF forces attacked Momajoe and its environs (Bagbo Chiefdom), meeting
little resistance from the SLA forces based at Mani Junction. During this attack, one boy and one
local hunter, who had been pointing his gun at the RUF forces, were killed in separate incidents.
Property was taken away froin people and around 20 young men were forced to carry that property
to RUF bases in Malen Chiefdom.
Njala (Komboya Chiefdom in the north of Bo District), which is a hub for the flow of produce such
as palm oil, rice, groundnuts, kola nuts, coffee and cacao during marketing seasons, was attacked in
September 1994. IU9i1 Five civilians were killed and houses were looted and then burnt down. The
RUF forces attacking the town came from the east, most likely along the road from Kenema District
through Gumahun and Naigolehun. The RUF forces left the town the same day as they had
arrived. 11191
Also in September lll92 1994, a large number of RUF forces, most of them dressed in plain clothes
with red headbands and conunanders in unifonns with steel helmets, entered the chiefdom
headquarter town of Ngelehun (Badjia Chiefdom) ,1 093 firing heavily. Although no deaths were
reported, many women and children were abducted and forced to carry stolen property. RUF forces
came back later and abducted many more people. In Badjia Chiefdom, few people were killed but
thousands 'vvere abducted and forced to join the RUF movement, whereupon many people fled to
Gerihun (Boama Chiefdom). Progressively, the villages and towns of Badjia Chiefdom became
10911 Njala is at the foot of a steep mountain on top of which there was rumoured to be a RUF establishment called
Bokurr, which was a large training camp and the sometime residence of the RUF leader. Sounds of helicopters
were heard over the mounta111 every two days during 1995, although the duration when the helicopters were flying
was unspecified
1091 Indeed, at the same period, RUF forces had reached Wandor Chiefdom (Kenema District) that lies at the east
of Komboya Chiefdom.
11192 Reports mention two different dates for this attack, September and December. Although open sources could
not conf1l1u the date, it is likely that this attack took place in the aftermath of the one at Njala (Komboya
Chiefdom) in September. .
11193 The land of Badjia and Komboya Chiefdoms \-vas rich in food and the place was ideal as it 1S a hilly area, far
from the mal11 road.
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empty, as RUF forces made various lncursions and attacks tlu'oughout the chiefdom and people
sought refuge in larger towns like Kenema or Bo or in thc:bush.
The chiefdom headquarter of Ngarlu (Bagbe Chiefdom) was also attacked by RUF forces,1II94 using a
method worth describing in more detail. The RUF assailants gathered the inhabitants in the Court
Barrie and asked the Town Chief to send messages around the farms calling all the people to come
at once. People were forced to sit on the floor with their legs stretched out in front of them. The
RUF members explained to the people that those among them who were in uniforms with helmets
on were Burkina Faso fighters while those in other clothes and red headbands were RUF members.
Under heavy guard, some of them took young women and girls into a house and raped them. As
these rapes were going on, the old people were separated from the youths and other RUF members
searched the houses. After collecting items from the houses, they set the town on fire. One hundred
and fifty youths were told to carry the things they had collected from the houses for the RUF forces.
As it was time for the third Muslim prayer, they fired shots above the heads of the gathered civilians,
dropped young babies and trampled on them and hit screaming children on their heads. Many young
people, including children and teenagers, were abducted during this attack, most likely for
recruitment purposes although their fate remains unknown. People who had escaped to the bush
and returned the following morning discovered burnt houses, property missing and 25 bodies in the
town am! others in the nearby bushes, including adults, children and babies, whose heads had been
crushed. Ten of the bodies were buried in one grave in the centre of the town, three in another one
and four in a third grave.
Valunia, the northernmost chiefdom in Bo District, was first touched by the conflict in late 1994. In
October, November and December, RUF forces and SLA forces were present for the first time in
the three biggest towns. In early October 1994, SLA forces came by truck to the town of
Baomahun, towards the north in the centre of the chiefdom, from Tekoh Barracks in Makeni
(Bombali District). The SLA forces explained to the population that they had come to search for
RUF forces based in Kangari Hills ll'9S in Tonkolili District, from where they believed RUF forces
would make an attack on Valunia Chiefdom. However on their return, very few soldiers were to be
seen on the trucks. At around that time, foreigners who were operating the gold rnines left the town,
allegedly poisoning the food and drink in their quarters as they believed the SLA forces would be
back to steal their property. Later in October 1994, SLA forces attacked Baomahun, taking a lot of
property from the gold mining quarters and the town in general. The SLA forces spent some time in
the quarters, drinking what was left by the expatriates who had fled earlier. Trucks loaded with food
and other items were brought to Tekoh Barracks. A few days later, information reached the civilians
that SLA soldiers were found dead in the forest and that wives and children of those SLA members
at Tekoh Barracks were also dead, as a result of the poison the expatriates put in their food and
drinks before leaving.

11I~4 Tlus event was described as happening in June 1994 but also as taking place after Njala (Komboya Chiefdorn)
and Ngeiehun (Badjia Chiefdom) had been attacked, which took place probably in September. "'\ccorclingly, this
attack was probably carrieGl out around September.
11195 The Kangari Hills are to be found mainly in Tonkolili District but also lie in Valurua Chiefdom. The RUF base,
however, was located in Tonkolili District.
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Due to the persistent attacks on Bagbe Chiefdom, up to 600 villagers came and setded in Gerihun
(Boama Chiefdom), which also hosted displaced people from Komboya and Badjia Chiefdoms after
the attacks on the headquarters towns of Njala and Ngelehun respectively. Following this influx of
civilians, UNHCR established a displaced camp in Gerihun, under the protection of SLA forces and
Special Security Division Police.
In November 1994, RUF forces coming from Camp Zogoda 1l1 % in Kenema District attacked
Gerihun twice. Both times, they were repelled but promised that they would not be satisfied until
Gerihun was captured. In June 1995, the RUF forces returned in large numbers, attacking the town
on three sides and retaking control of both the town and the IDP camp. Over 100 displaced people
were killed in the camp either by shooting or by being drowned in the Beibei River. Property was
taken from booths, namely huts made from bushsticks and covered with greenery for shelter, which
were then set on fire. i\t that time, the SLA forces asked the fleeing civilians to come to their base
for protection as they had sent someone to Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom) to ask for reinforcements,
although it is not clear whether reinforcements were on the way.
\\lhile up to 1,000 civilians went to the base, the whole town including the military base was soon
taken over. lI l'J7 The SLA forces withdrew to an unknown destination and more people were killed,
some as a result of RPG firing by RUF forces as they entered the town. Every house in the town
was searched and looted. Over 200 ci-vilians were told to carry the stolen property to the RUF base
at Camp Zogoda in Kenema District. Before leaving the town, the RUF forces set the IDP camp on
fire. Among those people who had to carry the property, few came back and the rest have not been
seen since. Shordy after the RUF forces left, SLA forces returned with reinforcements, firing
indiscriminately. After they arrived, they made the population bury the people who had been killed
by the RUF forces when they had attacked the town.
During the same period, women and children who had left Bagbe, Komboya and Badjia Chiefdoms
were killed on their way to Kenema District. When they had stopped at the chiefdom headquarter of
Boajibu (Simbaru Chiefdom,_ Kenema District) and sought shelter in a large house, RUF forces set
the house on fire.llJ9R
Monghere (Valunia Chiefdom), south-west of Baomahun at the junction between the road from
Moamahun and the road from Bare in the north-west of the chiefdom, was attacked in November
1994. RUF forces believed to come from their base in Bokurr raided the town. They took people's
property, in particular domesticated animals such as goats and sheep, before burning down nearly all
the houses in the town. They abducted some people, forcing them to carry the stolen property.
These people later escaped. \'?hile there were no reported fatalities, a number of people suffered
gunshot wounds.

The camp was mentioned on the ID card found on a dead RUF member.
One key person said that an RUF member advised them to move from the SLA base to a safer place because
the SL\ forces were "fooling" people and were fighting together with the RUF.
ll19R No further information could be obtained on this event, which was not mentioned in relation to Kenema
District.
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In December 1994, RUF forces attacked the town of Mandu, towards the south of Valunia
Chiefdom along the road from Monghere. RUF forces/set fIre to all the houses in the town, took
property, including food and valuables, and forced civilians to carry the property they had taken. The
civilians were later released after the RUF forces had reached villages allegedly near their bases. SLA
forces based at Grima junction,1099 north of Mandu along the road to Monhere, arrived in the town
after the RUF forces had left the town and some of them also took property belonging to civilians,
although others assisted in putting out the fIres in the town.
,h.nother example of the attacks on \V'unde Chiefdom in 1994 is the assault on Niagorehun in the
south of the chiefdom, which was attacked by RUF forces in December 1994. Windows and doors
of the houses were broken, houses ransacked and people forced to carry their property; people who
refused were shot on the spot. Young girls were raped and young boys, most of them below 10 years
old, were abducted. Many civilians were killed, such as one pregnant woman who refused to have
sex with one of the fIghters ..
Later, towards the end of 1994 and the beginning of 1995, RUF forces came back to Bagbe
Chiefdom, this time arriving from the south. Given the location of Ngarlu at a junction, RUF forces
planned to establish a base there. They drove the people out of the chiefdom by burning the main
towns like I\ladina, Gibina, Blama, Kpetewoma, Kpakoh and Mano. Prominent people were also
killed, including a schoolteacher of Blama who refused to be a teacher for their forces. Some people
went into hiding and others went to Bo Town or Kenema Town (Nongowa Chiefdom, Kenema
District). Their arrival in Bo corresponded with the initiation of Kamajors starting in 1995.
Benduma (in the south of Bagbe Chiefdom) was overcrowded with civilians fleeing from the Sewa
River, where RUF forces were settled; from the headquarter town of Ngarlu; and from Komboya
Chiefdom. Villages in the area were surrounded by RUF forces and attacks were always imminent.
In December 1994, five people were instantly shot dead by RUF forces arriving in Benduma. During
the same visit, they raped women, stole property and forced young men to carry that property to the
RUF base in Ngallu. Benduma was of interest as it was rich in food and animals. Bendwna was also
the largest town in the chiefdom, where the Paramount Chief lived.
However, the most striking wave of attacks that affected Bo District as a whole is the one that took
place in December 1994 with the attack on the Gondama IDP camp, followed by attacks on the
main to\vns in the centre of the District during the Christmas week.
In December 1994, RUF forces attacked Gondama carnp, south of Kakua Chiefdom. 111111 The attack
on Gondama Camp, where thousands of people from Pujehun and Bo Districts had found refuge,
11199 Note that while the records refer to it as "Grima junction" and "Grima town", the UNHCR maps have it
named "Geuna".
111111 It has to be noted that there is little information for Kakua, Tikonko and Bumpe Chiefdoms from 1993 to
1995, as almost all the civilians at that tilne were living either in the bushes or in displaced camps, such as
Gondama camp. For example, the only ulformation about Kakua Chiefdom, during this tUne, besides the
December 1994 attacks, is that Ul July 1995, SL'\ forces and local hunters launched successful attacks on RUF
forces Ul Kakua Chiefdom, resulting in the death of many RUF fighters
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was a shock for the population. At the time of the attack, on 24 December 1994, only a few
ECOMOG troops were posted at Gondama,1101 wher> an estimated 80,000 people had sought
refuge. Between 200 and 400 civilians were killed, either by drowning in the Sewa River or as a result
of bullet wounds. ECOMOG troops repelled the RUF forces about one week later and the camp
was transferred temporarily to Bo Town. During this time, both RUF and SLA forces raided the
camp, taking property that had been left behind. In January 1995, the camp was declared safe 1102
and people were asked to come back, which they did. Nevertheless, throughout 1995 the situation
was difficult, as RUF forces had blocked the main highway between Bo and Freetown, thereby
cutting off a main route for the supply of food. People died on a daily basis from malnutrition and
cholera broke out; some relief was provided when the route was reopened in October 1995.
After their attack on Gondama, RUF forces then moved on to make their first attack on Tikonko
Town (Tikonko Chiefdom) on 25 December 1994, arriving at around 3.00 pm, killing many civilians
and burning and looting many houses. At the same time, other villages in the chiefdom were also
attacked. At Sengema riverside, one young man was killed and another was shot in the leg. Civilians
fled in large number to Mattru on the Rail (Tikonko Chiefdom),1103 intensifying the panic in the
town.
On 26 December 1994, RUF forces attacked Mattru on the Rail (Tikonko Chiefdom) in the
afternoon, mutilating civilians' arms and legs. The RUF then opened sporadic gunfu'e on the
civilians, killing many people, looting their property and burning down their houses. They also
abducted civilian youths who they conscripted into the RUF forces. In the morning before this
attack, 40 fully armed men wearing military uniforms entered the town, claiming to be Government
forces corning to protect Mattru on the Rail. However, when RUF forces who identified themselves
to the civilians as such attacked the town, these Goverrunent forces were nowhere to be found.
Bo Town was attacked on 27 December 1994 for the first time by RUF forces passing through the
New London quarter. Prior to this attack, fleeing civilians from Mattru on the Rail and Tikonko
Town had told residents of Bo Town that the RUF were bent on attacking Bo Town. The
authorities of the town organised youths to erect checkpoints, which were controlled by these
youths as a precautionary move in the event of an RUF attack. Thus, the youths who had mobilised
themselves repelled the RUF forces out of the town. Few civilians were killed, few houses burnt and
few youths abducted during this attack.
Bumpeh Town (Bumpeh Chiefdom), in the far west of Bo District, was attacked three times
between December 1994 and June 1995. RUF forces coming from the north of Bumpeh attacked
the town for the fIrst time in December 1994, probably during the same wave of attacks against Bo
Town, Tikonko Town and Mattru on the Rail. During this attack, few houses were burnt and some
property was taken. Some girls were raped and people were abducted. The Regent Chief from
J 1111 It appears that on 22 December, the ECOi\·IOG troops were ordered to go to Bo to provide security for a
carnival that was planned, leaving only 11 soldiers in the camp.
l1U2 It is not clear who declared the camp to be safe, but ECOMOG continued to provide protection at the camp,
so it 1S possible it was ECOMOG.
1111} ;'l.s opposed to TvIattru on the Jong, which is in Bonthe District.
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Mattru Jong tried to hide from the RUF forces in the Tabal River, but accidentally drowned. As had
happened in Mattru on the Rail prior to the RUF attack~/forces claimed to be SLA forces had come
to the town, asserting they were waiting for reinforcements following the previous attacks on
Tikonko, Mattru on the Rail and Bo Town. However, when the RUF forces entered the town, those
forces were nowhere to be found.
The attack on these major towns in the District was perceived by the population as an indication
that the RUF were now a strong force not only in the eastern and northern parts of the country but
also in the Southern Province of Sierra Leone. l104
Gbo, Selenga and Niawa Lenga Chiefdoms, north of Kakua Chiefdom, were not affected by the war
before 1995, following the wave of attacks on Gondama, Bo and Tikonko Town in December 1994.
In January 1995, RUF forces reached Gbo Chiefdom through Bumpeh Chiefdom. The first village
they attacked was Nagbana, on 3 January, killing people, raping women and taking away cattle. On
hearing that they were approaching the headquarter town of Baiama, the Paramount Chief reported
the threat to the SLA's Bo Brigade Headquarter. However, no action was taken by the SLA to
prevent the attack on Baiama, which took place on 4 January 1995. People were gathered in the
Court Barrie, beaten and kicked by the RUF forces. Six people were killed, houses looted, cattle
taken and over 20 houses were burnt. On the same day, Mokeilendeh was also attacked. Confusion
arose in the mind of the civilians since uniformed men came to Baiama on 6 January 1995 telling
people they were Government forces but, shortly after, left the town. People did not know to which
government they were belonging, particularly because the RUF was now calling itself a
"Governlnent" .
RUF forces attacked Baiama' a second time on 8 January 1995, killed people, burnt some houses and
abducted some people who were released shortly after. After the attack, SLA forces came from Bo
to Baiama, after the Paramount Chief made another appeal to the SLA Brigade Commander.
However, these SLA,. forces, who did not stay long, took all the cattle of the town,
The headquarter town of Dambala (Selenga Chiefdom), about 12 miles north of Bo Town, was also
attacked in January 1995 by RUF forces coming from the direction of Negbenah, which is four miles
east of Dambala. This time as well, SLA forces who were based in the town were nowhere to be
found at the time of the attack. During the attack, RUF forces killed approximately three-people and
burnt down up to 110 houses,
In January 1995, RUF forces attacked the SLA forces based in Grima (Valunia Chiefdom) and
overpowered them. A ttacks on SLA positions were frequent, including on their bases in Mandu and
I\10nghere (Valunia Chiefdom). Throughout 1995, civilians hiding in the bush were tracked down
either by RUF or SLA forces. RUF forces were raiding villages and hunting civilians in the bush,
mainly for food, Civilians were maltreated as RUF forces beat them, dripped melted plastic on them,
raped \vomen and, frequently, young girls, and forced people to have sexual intercourse with

11114

.-\lso during the Christmas week, Kenema Town and Magburaka (Tonkolili District headquarter) were attacked.
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members of theu own family. Young people were taken away and some people were killed, such as
one man who was killed so the RUF forces could take. his animals. Another incident concerns a
young farmer who had his fingers cut off when the RUF forces discovered he had set traps to get
Ineat.
'

Negbema, 16 miles from Bo Town in Niawa Lenga Chiefdom, which adjoins Selenga Chiefdom to
the north-east, was also attacked in January 1995. At the time of the attack, no SLA forces or local
militia were based in the town. RUF forces, as they identified themselves to the civilians,1105 burnt
down houses and abducted young boys. Another attack took place later during the year, probably in
May 1995, during which the RUF forces burnt down more houses, killed some people and abducted
some young girls. In Augu?t 1995, SLA forces came to protect the town. However, according to
civilians, they were more thieves than liberators as they were taking away all the food from civilians.
The SLA forces took property from civilians in Valunia Chiefdom, including food items and
livestock, claiming it was on orders. They also forced civilians to work for them, including requiring
dnvers to carry items for them. Anyone who refused would be punished, often by being verbally
abused or beaten. The only secondary school, in Koyeima, was completely vandalised; the furniture,
steel windows and doors were removed and, for the most part, taken to Bo Town, either to be sold
or to be used by the SLA forces based there. In addition, checkpoints were set up in the town and
operated both by SLA soldiers and by civilians. People were stopped at checkpoints and faced being
"booked", i.e. fined, for failure to carry the correct identity cards, among other things.
i\lomajoe and its environs (Bagbo Chiefdom) were again attacked in January 1995 but no mention is
made of casualties at this time. RUF forces deposed all the chiefs and elected new ones, although it
is not clear how these elections took place. The area was divided into two operational zones, with
one command post at Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom) and another post in Momajoe (Bagbo
Chiefdom). Soon after their arrival, RUF forces made civilians work for them, in particular to carry
property taken from one town to another town and to carry wounded RUF members back to their
bases. In addition, RUF forces threw civilians out of their houses so that the forces could occupy
them and forced civilians to feed them. Salt was the most expensive condiment, for which people
were killed. No civilian was allowed to eat proper food, which led to the death of children from
malnutrition. A.ny civilian refusing to obey orders from the RUF forces was killed and it is suggested
that rapes also occurred around this time JlO(' RUF forces remained in control of Momajoe and its
environs for around 9 months, up to the end of 1995.
In 1995, "loyal" 11117 SLA forces began attempting to dislodge RUF forces from Bagbo Chiefdom but
harassed civilians, taking away all the property that was hidden in the bush.

11115 It 1S reported that the commander of the RUF forces who identified them to the civilians was approximately 15
years old.
1111(, Key persons talk about marital homes being "broken up".
11117 :\t tllls time, the key persons speak of "loyal SL'\ forces", who were believed to be loyal to the Government
and "sobels", who were SL\ forces believed to be 111 collusion with the RUF.
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In February 1995, Njala (Komboya Chiefdom) was attacked for the second time by RUF forces
using a bypass route through Kundorma and Pelewah1J.l1 rather than the route through Gumahun
and Naiagolehun. SLA forces were based in Njala but were overpowered. Some civilians were killed
and others were forced to carry property that was taken from the town. Those who were abducted
travelled to Kpelewama (Valunia Chiefdom), where the RUF had a settlement and then moved to
Kpetema, which is located near their main base, Bokurr, in Valunia Chiefdom. On their way to the
base, civilians who were unable to keep up were shot dead and some women were raped. In
Kpelewama, the RUF forces opened fIre, killing one woman and her child before cutting her head
off. After they arrived in Kpetema, all the remaining civilians were released, allegedly because RUF
forces did not authorise civilians to come to their base.
Dunng the RUF attack on Njala, the commander in charge of the SLA forces was killed by one of
his subordinates, allegedly because he was a "loyal" SLA member. After the death of this
commander, SLA forces relocated to Mendewa, three miles outside of Njala. From there, they
occasionally returned to Njala, stealing property from the people of Njala and surrounding areas. In
one l11cident, SLA forces came to Njala with a truck, opened fire as they entered and loaded their
truck with food and non-food items. The SLA forces were at this time using the word "clearing" to
refer to the taking of property in the town.
Since the SLA forces had completely left Njala, the RUF forces used this road to travel from the
East to the \\!est up to Gbaama and back. On their way, they were harassing civilians, taking food
and forcing them to carry it·for the RUF forces to their base at Bokurr, on top of the mountain near
Njala.
Thus, starting in 1994 up to 1995, the whole of Komboya Chiefdom was affected by both RUF and
SLA activities. Civilians living in the bushes in sorkoihun llOH were chased by RUF forces for food.
Civilians were also killed for various reasons during this period, including for failing to show the
RUF forces where other civilians were hiding. In other incidents, a man was amputated between
Bauya and Tibor, seven houses were burnt down in Tibor and four civilians were killed at Talla IIl1O~
In 1995, RUF forces corning nlainly from Bumpeh and Lugbu Chiefdoms were attacbng villages
and sorkoihun in Tikonko Chiefdom. Property was taken, houses burnt, civilians killed and young
people abducted. At \\iotebehun, north of Baoma in the south-west of Tikonko Chiefdom, three
men and two women were shot and killed, sheep belonging to a chief were taken away and some
houses were burnt. At Yegensa, one man was killed and his body tied to a tree. At Buewama, people
were killed and houses and a mosque were burnt. At Kassama, two and a half rniles from Baoma,
RUF forces killed two people, which the SLA forces based there made no attempt to stop. In June
1995 at Baoma, which is on the Sewa River in the south-west of Tikonko chiefdom, RUF forces
entered the town from the direction of Kassama (to the north of Baoma) and stayed there for two
days. RUF forces threw some people into the Sewa River, where some drowned, and killed many
others.

llUH
11m

This refers to hiding places in the bushes, also spelled "sorquehun".
No further details are available on any of these incidents.
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The same scenario was repeated in many places in 1995, including Buewama, Kassama, Sembehun
Tabema, Benehun, Shengema and Mano Bembehteh, wl;Uch are all in the south of the chiefdom, and
Dodo, Faikundor, Foidu, Samie Tabaima, which are all around Tikonko Town. In all of these
attacks, many young men and women were abducted, including people who were underage. Civilians
identified the assailants as RUF forces, dressed in jeans and t-shirts and some having red pieces of
cloth tied around their heads.
From March to June 1995, SLA forces were deployed in Dodo (Tikonko Chiefdom). However,
these forces harassed civilians, molested them, took their property and killed alleged "rebel"
collaborators. On one occasion, they cut off the head of a suspected collaborator, put it on a stick
and went to every house asking for some money as a sign of appreciation for their job. Tikonko
Town itself was attacked for the second tirne in June 1995 but civilians had already fled the town.
Dodo was also attacked by RUF forces in June 1995. People were shot and killed, among them the
Town Chiefs son, and some were seriously wounded with knives. All of Dodo, except the mosque
and a few houses, was burnt.
The second attack on Bumpeh Town (Bumpeh Chiefdom) took place between March and April
1995, \v:ith the third one occurring in June. The March attack on Bumpeh was part of a massive RUF
operation in the chiefdom allegedly in retaliation for the killing of RUF members by SLA forces in
the Sierra Rutile Mining area in nearby Moyamba District. The attacks on different villages in the
cll1efdom left over 100 civilians dead within a few days. JIll! During the third attack on Bumpeh
Town, many people were abducted, at which time civilians were told that the RUF needed more
people to be trained. In addition, a lot of people were killed, more people were tortured, some had
their hands amputated and young girls and women were raped. Some people were burnt alive in a
house. 1111
Starting in July 1995, SL.A. forces regained control over the area and the surrounding chiefdom of
Tikonko during a massive "mopping up" operation. 1112 During their operation in Bumpeh Town in
early July 1995, SLA forces claimed to have killed a lot of RUF lTlembers but no other source of
information could confirm the fatalities. However, it is clear 1113 that from July 1995, SLA forces
retook control of a large area south of Bo Town, inflicting serious defeats on the RUF for the fust
time since the start of the second phase of the conflict. 1114
However, SLA control over an area never guaranteed the absence of RUF attacks, which were often
carried out by pockets of forces disseminated in various areas. For example, Yengema was attacked

26 _-\pril1995.
The precise figures of the casualties could not be obtained
1112 I t was not, however, totally clear when those SL-\ forces first arnved i.n the town as there are suggestions that
some SL-\ members were already deployed at the time of the third attack.
1113 "-\mnesty International Report, "Sierra Leone - Human Rights abuses in a war against civilians - 13 September
1995".
II J4 This military victory has to be read in conjunction with the recent military training the SLA recei.ved from the
Executive Outcomes, the South "-\frican mercenary company contracted by the Sierra Leonean Government.
Sinlllar "mopping up" operations were earned out in IvIoyamba District and, shortly after, in Bonthe District.
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in September and 60 civilians were put in five houses that were set on fire; in addition, RUF forces
killed a lot of civilians at Serabu. However, after these)ast attacks, Bumpeh Town and the entire
chiefdom were free from an RUF presence. That same month, SLA forces who had gone to repel
RUF forces in other town in the chiefdom, namely Kpakema and Serabel, returned with seven
captured RUF members. 1ll5 These RUF members were paraded in Bo Town before they were killed
and burnt in front of the NPRC Secretariat, which was witnessed by a large crowd. The bridge in
Bumpeh Town divided the town in two distinct living areas, one being for the civilians and the other
one for the SLA forces. Shortly after, the SLA commander exhorted civilians to come out of the
bushes.
In July 1995, RUF forces coming from Simbam Chiefdom (Kenema District) launched attacks on
Badjla, Bagbe and Komboya Chiefdoms, where over 40 towns and villages were destroyed and, in
total, 50 civilians were killed. The armed men who carried out the attacks were dressed in full
military uniforms.
The following month, panic broke out in Gondama IDP camp (Kakua Chiefdom) as people feared
another RUF attack was taking place. People were running around the camp and during the
confusion, ECOMOG forces fired a heavy weapon, which resulted in the death of eight civilians.
ULIMO soldiers came as reinforcements from Bo Town and on their way to Gondama, arrested
two boys who they believed were former RUF members. The two boys were killed immediately, one
of them having his genital organ cut off before being killed and the other one being beaten and tied
up. Both were thrown into the Sewa River.
A second attack on Dambala (Selenga Chiefdom) took place in August 1995 but unlike the first one,
SLA forces fought the RUF forces and repelled them. Up to 30 people, identi·fied as "strangers"
passing through the village on their way to Bo, were killed during this attack, possibly by SLA forces
at checkpoints, and were buried in a mass grave. Another attack took place in the nearby village of
Jom, four miles from Dambala, but this time, RUF forces did not use their weapons. Rather, they hit
people on their heads with stones until they died, claiming they were doing it to save their
allli11unition. RUF forces also burnt down up to 20 houses during this attack.
By the middle of 1995, the situation in Bo District was divided in two: while SLA forces had retaken
control of a large area in th,e west of the District, minimising RUF activities in that area, the large
eastern area was still severely affected by RUF incursions carried out mainly from other Districts.
c)
Phase III: Late 1995 to 1997 and beyond 111G
The initiation of KamaJors began in mid to late 1995; rapidly, all the chiefdoms had their own
Kamajors. They were initially armed \vith single barrel guns, sticks and spears. 1117 Furthermore,

It seems that the SL-\ forces recaptured those towns.
Little information was available on events in 1998 to 2001, because the District was under Kamajor control
and no further RUF / .-\FRC attacks were reported.
1117 It should be noted that compared to other Districts in the South, the records reveal little information on CDF
activities, in particular on atrocities they may have committed. It is unclear whether tlns meant that fewer violations
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except in Bagbo and Lugbu Chiefdoms and a camp in Valunia Chiefdom, it should be noted that
RUF forces did not have bases in Bo District where, unlike other Districts in the south, they were
entering sporadically from other Districts.
In mid to late 1995, the idea of initiation came up in BUl'l1peh Chiefdom l118 and people were sent to
Bo Town for that purpose. After their initiation, I<Camajors went back to Bumpeh Chiefdom, in the
far west of Bo District, where they worked for some time hand-in-hand with SLA forces based in
Bumpeh Town. \"Xlhile sent by the SLA commander to get some food in Nyayahun, north of
Bumpeh Town, Kamajors came under fIre. The identity of the men attacking the Kamajors proved
to be SLA forces who had started developing a camp called "Bulkoh" with RUF forces near
Nyayahun. KamaJors examining the bodies found the ID card, boots and uniform of an SLA
commander who had sent them. On their return to Bumpeh, the SLA commander denied that the
armed men were his men, which led the Kamajors to decide to join with more Kamajors to attack
the camp.
During the second half of 1995, at the time the Kamajor initiation ceremonies were introduced in
the District, towns and villages in Tikonko Chiefdom sent men to be initiated. 1119 During the fIrst
round of initiations in 1995, only people above 15 were initiated, but this changed later, although no
date is specified. Tikonko Chiefdom soon came under the control of the Kamajors.
In late 1995, as the RUF forces were spreading throughout Jiama Bongor Chiefdom, the elders of
the chiefdom sought the Regent Chief's permission to initiate people into the Kamajor society. After
permission and full support was granted by the Regent Chief, one person was sent to the village of
Tihun (Bonthe District) to contact the Kamajor's High Priest Initiator. On arriving in the
headquarters of Tellu, the High Priest Initiator requested that the Gondama- Tellu road be brushed
for security, to prevent any RUF incursion. However, one young man who had returned to his
village to look for food had his left hand cut off when he came across some RUF forces at Nagbena,
two miles from Tellu.
In late 1995, RUF forces left Njala Town (Komboya Chiefdom) for their main base on the
mountain near Njala. KoO\ving that there were no SLA forces stationed in Njala at that time, RUF
forces regularly used the road to travel from the east end through Gumahu and Korkortie to the
west end at Gbaama and back.
lts Kamajor operations were spreading in Bonthe and Pujehun Districts, dislodged RUF forces from
those Districts joined their companions in Bagbo Chiefdom, primarily in MomaJoe, Sumbuya and
Kissahoi, 4 miles from Momajoe. In December 1995 in Kissahoi, RUF forces brought with them
over 300 civilians, who had been forced to carry property for the RUF. The regrouped forces
launched a massive attack on civilians in December and over 700 civilians were captured in different
villages, l11cluding Momajoe, Man.iwa, Mani-Bo and Tissana. All those abductees were taken to
were comm.itted or whether violations were committed and we lack information, as people are reluctant to talk on
tillS.
1118 The initiation ceremonies started 111 Bonthe District.
111~ No more details could be obtained on the place where this initiation took place.
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Madoko (Bagbo Chiefdom) before being djvided into groups and taken to djfferent locations in Bo
and Pujehun Districts, dependjng on their origin. The fa,te of these people is as yet unknown.

Events in 1996
/\fter 1995, most of the population had fled Bagbe Chiefdom, which is north-east of Bo Town.
There were instances of RUF incurslOns, such as one in early 1996, when RUF forces attacked
Benduma (Bagbe Chiefdom), one of the largest towns in the chiefdom where the Paramount Chief
resides.
The young RUF forces, who were described as "uncontrollable", started firing
indjscnnlln3tely, killing 3 member of their own forces, whose body they cut into pieces 3nd ate,
willie some drank the blood.
As in other chiefdoms, Valunia Chiefdom had its own Kamajors initi3ted in Bo Town by the Deputy
Initiator sometime before 1996.11211 \XThen they returned to their chiefdom in 1996, the Kamajors
successfully repelled RUF forces from their Camp Kokahun, which W3S ne3r the towns of Sengin3
and Yamandu, close to the border with Moyamba District. The Kamajorsseized arms 3nd
3mmunition, including m3chine guns, and freed some civilians who were being held captive 3t the
b3se. At that time, SLA forces were removed from the chiefdom 3llegedly because of controversy
surroundjng the f3ct tl13t their 3ttire and we3pons were sirni13r to those of the RUF forces.
In early 1996, young men of Komboya Chiefdom were initi3ted in Bo-Messim3 and came back to
settle in NJ3b. They successfully repelled the RUF forces from the chiefdom 1 121 At this time, the
hunting of 311eged RUF co1l3borators began and those suspected were seriously be3ten, tied up and
forced to sit under the sun, j\nybody who had stayed in the towns during RUF 3ttacks W3S
suspected of being a collabor3tor. One person, who the RUF forces had appointed Town
Comm3nder, W3S undressed, tied up 3nd severely beaten before being rele3sed. Freedom of
movement was restricted and passes were required from civili3ns before they were allowed to move
from one pbce to 3nother. Any civilian failing to show such a p3SS at checkpoints could be
suspected of being a "rebel" or a "rebel" collaborator and be treated accordingly.
Kamajors from Bonthe District entered B3gbo Chiefdom through Fola, south of I\10majoe, in early
1996, where they est3blished their fust b3se. In order to repel RUF forces still based in Mom3joe, it
was decided th3t every town should nominate four "gallant" men to be initi3ted. Those men,
numbering up to 200 from the entire chiefdom, were taken to Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom (Bonthe
DistrIct), where the K3major's High Priest Initiator initi3ted them in Febru3ry 1996.
However, RUF forces were still active in the area and in i\pril 1996, they launched attacks on 3
number of towns in the environs of Momajoe that the Kamajors were unable to withstand. A
number of civili3ns were killed and others were wounded during these att3cks. In 3 separ3te lncident,
RUF forces killed three men accused of collabor3tion with Kamajors in Momajoe and displayed
their he3ds 3t checkpoints. Civilians continued to suffer from the RUF presence in this are3 by

11211 No further lnformatiCn11S available on the exact dates.
1121 There is little mforma tion available on how the Kamajors managed to fight off the RUF forces, l11cluding
ll1fOlmation relating to the number of battles, casualties, damage to property and so on,
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having their property taken away, being denied food, being thrown out of their houses and married
women were not allowed to sleep 'with their husbands. "
Later, but probably still 111 April 1996, the newly initiated Kamajors took control of Momajoe and its
environs. 11Z2 As a result of this, RUF forces moved to Bendu (Malen Chiefdom., Pujehun District),
taking a large number of civilians with them. It appears that these civilians were later rescued
sometime 111 April 1996 by Kamajors from Pujehun District and taken to a town near Momajoe.
The Kamajors brought a large amount of stolen property they had found during their attack in
Bendu \vith them to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom). Probably as a result of this, RUF forces attacked
Sumbuya for the third time towards the end of April 1996. It was during this attack that Sumbuya
was destroyed and many houses \vere burnt down.
The last attacks by RUF forces on Bagbo Chiefdom took place in May 1996, in the area surrounding
I\.Iomajoe, during which houses were burnt down and two people were killed in Yegelleh. After this,
the Kamajors controlled Lugbu Chiefdom, in particular the Sumbuya axis, from where the roads
lead up to Bumpeh Chiefdom, to Jiama Bongor Chiefdom and on to Kenema District and down
through Bagbo Chiefdom to Pujehun District.
After the attack on Gerihun in 1995 in Baoma Chiefdom, adjoining Badija and Bagbe Chiefdoms to
the south, RUF forces were still occupying some villages across the Sewa River from Gerihun. In
some of these villages, people had to live v,rith those forces, working for them and women were
forcefully taken. As a result of this, in April 1996, 200 men were initiated into the CDF. However,
their relationship \v1.th SLA forces still based in Gerihun was not friendly and problems began to
arise between the two forces. 11Z1
In April 1996, a group of well-anned people corning from the direction of Kori Chiefdom
(Moyamba DistrIct) arrived in Baiama (Gbo Chiefdom). These men, whose identity is unknown,
introduced themselves as SLA forces, but left the town in the evening to an unknown destination.
After this, the Paramount Chief called a meeting to ask the townspeople to provide young men for
i111tiation into the Kamajor society, which they did. l\ couple of weeks later, in late April 1996, the
senior officer in charge of the SLA" Brigade in Bo came to Baiama with 90 men, of whom 20
rema111ed in the town and the other 70 went out on patrol. In early May 1996, unidentified
uniformed men attacked Baiama and a number of houses were set on fIre. The Kamajors stationed
in Baiama believed the attack was perpetrated by SLA" forces so there was no SLA presence in town
until later in the month, when another SLA battalion was established in Baiama and began working
together with the Kam.ajors.
Probably 111 early 1996,1124 the KamaJors from Bumpeh Chiefdom attacked the RUF ISLA 11Z5 camp
called "Bulkoh" They killed up to 200 men, presumed to be both SLA and RUF forces. Some rnen
1122 No further informatlOn is available.
1121 No further Information is available.
1124 The exact date is unclear and could not be confIrmed by open sources.
1125 ,-\s mentioned earlier, this camp was reportedly composed of both RUF and SL"l forces.
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were shot on the ground and others were hiding 111 the trees, where they were shot, fell into the
Tarba River and dro\vned The female commander was killed, her body cut into pieces by the
Kamajors and cooked in a large pot for the whole day. This was apparently done for retaliatory or
revenge purposes and the W01T1an was not subsequently eaten. Following this, Kamajors leaving the
area of Bumpeh for Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom) were often caught by SLA forces and killed.
Following the attack on "Bulkoh" CalT1P, Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom moved from Bumpeh
to Tikonko, where they established their base. Following an attack by the SLA forces, they went
back to Bwnpeh. On their way back to Bumpeh, they discovered villages that had been looted and
burnt by SLA and RUF forces. In these villages, bodies were found with plastic in their eyes and
some people had been amputated. j\t Serabu, for example, up to 300 buildings were burnt, including
the hospital, and the convent and the j\rchbishop's compound appeared to have been looted.
The main Kamajor base in Valunia Chiefdom at that time was in Mandu, which is on the road
leading from Tonkolili District south towards Selenga Chiefdom. }"fter they successfully repelled the
RUF forces from Kokahun', the KamaJor cOlmnander decided to initiate more men. To do so, he
asked the seven Section Chiefs to give as many men as they could. It was at this stage that young
boys, described as school-going boys under the age of 18, were also initiated. As their number
increased, they planned to attack Bokurr, the main RUF base in the chiefdom. It is reported that
they undertook tillS operation together \'lith SLA forces. The Kamajors came back with a quantity of
arms and ammunition and some property previously stolen by RUF forces. l', fter this attack, RUF
forces attacked the Kamajors in all the sections of the chiefdom; anytirne there was any threat in one
of the sections, Kamajors from the other sections would come to provide support.
On or around 20 June 1996 at Tellu (liama Bongor Chiefdom), the High Priest Initiator initiated up
to 800 local hunters and youths into the Kamajor society. After the initiation, the new initiates were
asked to return to their towns and villages to work for the protection of their towns and villages and
furiliechieWomasawhcle.
In July 1996, armed men attacked Tellu in large numbers, some ru'essed in complete military uniform
and fully armed, while some \vere carrying two rifles, one in their hands and the other one slung
across their backs. Some Kamajors were killed, as was the Fullah hearullan of Jiama Bongor
Chiefdom. The Kamajor initiation site and some houses were burnt. Some Kamajors went to meet
the advanc111g "rebels" - as described by civilians - and fought them near Gordie. The. armed men
were overpowered and the KamaJors came back urith three heads, weapons and military uniforms.
From what was found on the bodies, it appeared that most of them were military officers from the
SLA Battalion deployed in Koribondo. The CDF National Coordinator was reported to have come
to Gbaama the day after and to have left with some weapons and the military uniforms.
Thus, by the end of 1996, the whole District except Bo and Koribondo, which were controlled by
SL\ forces, was under CDF control. Clashes occurred many times between Kamajors and SLA
forces at Koribondo and Bo Town. For example, towards the end of October 1996, fighting
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between those t\VO forces wok place in Bo Town and lasted several hours, leaving members of both
sides and civilians dead. 112(,
Eve11ts 1111997
RUF forces launched subsequent attacks in Selenga Chiefdom in 1997 but each time, the Kamajors
were successful in repelling those forces, ''lith little killing of civilians or destruction of civilian
property or houses.

In 1997, the Paramount Chief of Komboya Chiefdom., who had played an important role in bringing
peace between the Kamajors and SLi\ forces in Bo, was invited together with some KamaJors to the
Headquarter at Reservation Quarters, Bo Town. On his arrival, SLA forces opened fire, killing the
Paramount Chief, some Karnajors and some civilians.
Kamajors controlled Bagbo and Lugbu Chiefdoms until the arrival of United Nations peacekeepers,
during which time the Kamajors established a court system and assumed tl1e mantle of authority
from chiefs. At the same time, they were harassing the civilian population for food and suspected
"rebel" collaborators were chased and killed. In addition, around this time,l127 the Commanders told
the people in Limba (Bagbo Chlefdom) that the CDF National Coordinator had told them that
every town under Kamajor control should contribute three stones of diamond not less than three
carats each to buy weapons.
In Lugbu Chiefdom, about 85% of the male were initiated, some of them becoming initiates to
avoid harassment. It is worth noting that after the Kamajors had taken control of an area, some
people were initiated without the intention that they would become a fighter, in which case the
initiation period was shorter. The general perception of the population and people who were
initiated in this manner was that becoming a member was a protective measure, since people who
were not members of the KamaJors could be suspected of being a "rebel" collaborator.
By 1997, Kamajors cleared Bagbe Chiefdom of an RUF presence and it appears that the AFRC
regime did not affect Bagbe Chiefdom. In Badjia l12R and Boarna Chiefdoms, the attitude of the
KamaJors is described as having changed to become arrogant and disrespectful towards civilians.

I J2(, A.FP, 31 October 1996. According to the Sierra Leone Bi-IVIonthly Information Report No.9, "the fighting in
Bo town on 30 October, 1996 erupted follo\'ving the acrimonious break-up of a meeting between the Kamajors
and the military at Brigade Headquarters, the purpose of which was to enable the lZamajors and the military to
resolve their differences over Talama", a village west of Bo. Two days earlier, "[... J it was reported that Kamajors
in TaJama village tried to prevent members of the rnilitary from looting zinc roofwg sheets from Njala University
College, 7 miles outside Talama In response, the military in Talama detained the Kamajors involved at the local
barracks. On hearing tlus news other Kamajors In the area decided to converge on the barracks with a view to
resolving the situation. En route, these KamaJors were ambushed by soldiers uswg RPG launchers and suffered
casualties [ .. ]"
I 127 This da te is not clear
112H RUF forces left Badjia Chiefdom, 111 the north-east of Bo District, 111 1996, which then rema111ed under the
control of patrolling ]<:LtmaJors. No further details are available as to under what Cllcumstances the RUF forces
departed or any acts committed by the Kamajors 111 the chiefdom at this time
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The Kamajors deposed the Cru efs , established their own courts and required people to give them
food and money and to work 111 the Kamajors' farms.112~
Once the Kamajors obtained control of Valunia Chiefdom, they operated checkpoints, where they
issued travelling passes for Le 500 per day per traveller, described by the Kam.ajors as a war effort
for their sustenance. Anybody wanting to move within this area had to purchase and, when required,
produce such a pass. People who were suspected of being a member of the SLi\ were subject to
111terrogation, in some cases brief, and were punished and sometimes killed. Non-initiated civilians
were required to provide them with food, which led many young adults to join the society. The
KamaJors also took property from people passing through checkpoints. In one instance, one car that
was seIzed was handed over to the Deputy Initiator, who was residing in Kongombahun in Niawa
Langa \"illage after she had fled Bo Tmvn.
As mentioned, most of the Chiefs were deposed and the Kamajors took over their responsibilities.
Civilians disobeying their orders or complaining about their authority would be punished. People
were put in cages called a '''kuliehun'', which was so small that it would not reach the height of a
person's knee. "A, common punishment inflicted was the use of FM rope, namely a nylon rope tied
on two edges of a small stick around a person's hands and tightened. mn Thus, in December 2000,
wIllie in Bo, a man who declared on the radio that the nomination of the new Regent Chief for
\Vunde was not endorsed by the population was arrested by Kamajors, severely beaten for six days
and threatened to be killed before be111g released following pressure from a human rights activist.
Other opponents to this nomination were also arrested and taken to CDF headquarters in Bo,
although no further inforrnation is available on what happened to them.
Fighting benveen the Kamajors and SLA, forces began spreading from Libi Junction in Malen
Chiefdom to Bathurst, south of Koribondo, in April-May 1997. In one incident, SLA soldiers were
captured, although no furth(?r information is available on what happened to them after their capture.
During the AFRC regirne, RUF r'\FRC forces were mainly concentrated in Bo Tmvn (Kakua
Cluefdom) and Koribondo Oiama Bongor Chiefdom) and on the highway between Bo and
Koribondo. Dunng this penod, KamaJors attacked Koribondo on several occasions ' ]]! and
RUF /J'\FRC forces were driven out during the beginning of 1998.
Shortly after the Coup in May 1997, the Kamajors drove the AFRC out of Gerihun (Boama
Chiefdom) and back to Bo Town. However, in June 1997, when Gerihun was attacked by
RUF r'\FRC forces, the Kamajors were unable to defend the town as they ran out of anununition
and up to six Clvilians were killed, including the Paramount Chief. Many houses were burnt down,
including that of the former Vice President of Sierra Leone.

1!2~

In addition, they tied people up and sometimes killed them, although no further details are available.
TIllS rope was called "F;\ I" , meaning "frequency modulation", because once tied with this rope, civilians spoke
or confessed.
1131 DUrlng an attack that took place 111 June, eight civilians were killed. HO'wever, it could not be ascertained how
those cl\"ilians were killed: http://w'''''-"I'.focus-on-slerra-Ieone.co.uk.
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In June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked ECOMOG troops based at Gondama twice. The fIrst
time, the combined forces were not able to challenge the:: heavy fIrepower of the ECOMOG forces.
Hm.vever, some refugees were killed, some by drowning in the river. During the second attack,
running out of ammunition, ECOMOG forces found refuge at the Mil Camp at Gbaama. As
RUF / .AFRC forces ,vere controlling all the access roads to Gbaama, the welfare of these ECOI\10G
members were at stake, so 11 days after the attack, the local Kamajor cOITlmander took the decision
to rescue them usmg a helicopter. The sounds of helicopter and jet fIghters were heard flying
towards Gbaama and Kamajors arriving by helicopter landed on the fIeld of the Roman Catholic
School It took them several trips to rescue all the ECOMOG forces and by the end, the school was
completely damaged, apparently by the constant landing and taking off of the helicopter. In
November 1997, RUF/j\FRC forces attacked the township of Mamboma, to the north of Jaiama
Bongor Chiefdom along tl;te road from Telu, but were driven out by Kamajors coming from
Gbaama.
RUF / j\FRC forces based at Koribondo 1132 Oiama Bongor Chiefdom) patrolled the area and attacked
KamaJor positions, killing both civilians and Kamajors. In June 1997, they attacked Bendu Oiama
Bongor Chiefdom), a Kamajor base, again killing both Kamajors and civilians and burning some
1133
houses
The practice of looting by RUF /AFRC forces was also widespread at this time. As the
RUF/j\FRC attacks intensified, the Kamajors of Gbaama, Tikonko and Lugbu Chiefdoms attacked
the RUF //\.FRC base at Koribondo but were unsuccessful.
l\.fter May 1997, the Kamajors of Gbo Chiefdom started hunting what they called "Junta
collaborators" and killed some people, although it was more common for tbem just to punish
people they suspected of having any contact with the AFRC forces, for example by tying people up
and making tbem stay out under the sun. Tbe Kamajors also took food from civilians. It was useless
to report these incidents, in particular the taking of food, to the CDF commander, who would reply
by saying that his men were in the right, because they came to protect people 1134
A major inCldent took place in Tikonko Town (Tikonko Chiefdorn) at this time. On 10 June 1997,
the Kamajor's Chiefdom Ground Commander received a letter from the High Pnest Initiator with
the order to gather all Kamajors in Tikonko Chiefdom at Tikonko Town for tbe purpose of
partiClpating in an attack on RUF / j\FRC positions at Bo Town. Approxinl.ately 200 or 300
Kamajors came from all directions of the chiefdom and two days later, more arrived. During their
short stay, civilians were forced to feed them. Tbese Kamajors engaged in stopping any RUF / AFRC
movement southwards by blocking successfully the Bo-Mattru J ong (Bonthe District) road. 1135
1132 For the most part, from 1991 to 1997, the SL-'I bad a base at Koribondo and controlled the town. \X/hen the
Coup took place in i\hy 1997, SLA forces became members of the /I.FRC and so, in general, former SLc\ bases
became RUF I--\FRC bases.
1133 One report states that wIllie eIght Kamajors, 11 adult civilians and one clllid were killed, after tlus attack 16
bowes dressed in military Ulufonn were found.
113< It is not clear who had control of tbe town at this point. \)(llllie it appears that the Kamajors were in control, it
IS also said tbat at this time the CDF had been wsbanded and the Kamajors were operating secretly.
11.15 Sierra Leone H umamtanan Situation Report 22] uly - 4 /I ugust 1997. It IS, however, not clear when the
Kamajors attacked the town, as tbe reports make no mention of tlus (these) attack(s). However, accorwng to tbe
Sierra Leone Humalutarian Situation Report 23 ,-\ugust - 01 September 1997, fighting continued between
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1\t tlllS time, RUF/AFRC forces began to disguise th~mselves as Kam:jors and attack towns in
Tikonko Chiefdom. People were able to identify them as RUF /AFRC forces because they had
RPGs, /\K47s and grenades, whereas the Kamajors were armed with single barrel guns, cutlasses,
sticks and knives. One incident took place on 25 June 1997, with some men dressed in full Kamajor
attire came from the direction of Bo, riding Honda motorbikes. Tills was confusing to the people of
Tikonko, because Kamajors never rode motorbikes and, at the same time, rumours were going
round that RUF!i\FRC forces were heading for Tikonko Town. Shortly after the arrival of these
men, the sound of RPG fire was heard in the town. RUF / J-\FRC forces entered the to'vvn, taking
property and killing people. All those who were trapped in their houses were killed, 111cluding 11
people in one house near the market and a woman who was disembowelled. One of the Kamajors
based in Tikonko Town was beaten and tortured before being killed. Many Kamajors died in the
forest along Lembema Road, north of Tikonko Town. A similar incident occurred in January 1998,
when RUF / .t\FRC forces coming from Bo went to Towama, between Bo and Tikonko towns,
saY111g it was a Kamajor base. Four civilians were killed, up to 25 houses were burnt and property
was taken away. The RUF /AFRC forces went back to Bo and stayed there until ECOMOG forces
arrived.
J'\fter reports had reached the CDF National Coordinator that the Kamajor commander who had
rescued the ECOMOG troops at Gondama (Kakua Chiefdom) was harassing, maiming, ill-treating
and killing Clvilians, tllis commander was replaced by another one, who became commander for
Jiama Bongor, Bagbe, Lugbu and Tikonko Cillefdoms. In the weeks that followed (July 1997), there
was relative peace, although the KamaJors began to steal property.
RUF / AFRC forces again bombarded the ECOMOG position at Gondama on 11 October 1997;
ECOI\IOG responded by bombing RUF / AFRC positions, using Nigerian warplanes. 113 ('
]n December 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Kamajors at Baiama (Gbo Clliefdom). l\ few days
later, one man and one woman who were suspected of being relatives of an AFRC member were
killed at Baiama Junction and their bodies ren'lained lying there until they decomposed.
Operation "Black December" was declared in December 1997 by the CDF High COl11lnand in a bid
to take control of RUF /AFRC positions and was implemented in Boama Chiefdom. As part of tllis
operatlOn, all the llighways and roads leading to the villages were blocked, in ordeL to prevent
RUF /AFRC forces from attacking civilians. Due to tllis operation, Kamajors became increasingly
dependant on civilians to obtain food and medication, as the supply routes were blocked.
Nevcrtheless, the operation also successfully prevented RU]:; / AFRC movemcnt and enabled the
CDF to counter-attack the RUF /AFRC forces 111 Gerihun.
Events in 1998
KanBJors and RUF (-\FRC forces in the south of Eo Town, which mal' suggest that fighting already took place
preVIously. Furthermore, it is clear that whatever battle may have taken place 111 the area between the RUF /A.FRC
and the KamaJors, the RUF ("\FRC forces were still in control of the town.
111(, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 1 - 13 October 1997.
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In February 1998, fighting took place be1:\veen Kamajors and RUF /i\FRC forces all over the
Southern Province, ,vhich led to the withdrawal of the combined forces. By early 1998, the
KamaJors had regained control of Boama Chiefdom uD:til the arrival of ECOMOG forces around
20-22 February 1998. 1137
That same month, two boys carne to Koribondo (liama Bongor Chiefdom), their hands covered in
blood. They told the people of Koribondo that KamaJors had shot their hands and that they were
coming to attack Koribondo; indeed, the Kamajors did attack the town on 13 February. During this
attack, 1:\vo l'iFRC soldiers and 1:\,VO Kamajors died. Soon after, the AFRC forces withdrew from
Koribondo, following the ousting of their government from Freetown in February 1998. The
attitude of the Kamajors panicked people, who decided to move to Bo Town, where houses
identified as occupied by Koribondo people were harassed. This situation lasted until ECOMOG
1l
arrived in Bo Town in Februarv. or earlv, March 1998. 'H
i\round 16-17 February, there \vas a major battle be1:\veen RUF / AFRC and ECOMOG forces in Bo
Town;ll3~ hundreds of people fled the town. The town was set on fire, massively looted and bodies
were left lying on the streets. RUF /i\FRC forces looted three cornmercial banks, destroyed the
telecommunications ne1:\vork and damaged the Bo-Kenema power facility serving the Eastern
11
Province -l<1 Shortly after, around 20 February, ECOMOG troops based at Kenema deployed in the
north and east of the town, areas previously held by Kamajors and then in the town itself, where
1141
Kamajors had been fighting RUF/.t\FRC forces.
After RUF/AFRC forces had left the town,
youths were searching for RUF / AFRC members and their "collaborators", including people who
l142
were suspected of being Temne
Those suspects who were caught were killed, some hacked to
1143
death and others had tyres put around their neck, which were then set on flle
Furthermore, a
committee created for processing stolen property"discovered a large docksidearea that had been
used to take such goods out of the country".1144

1m Key persons recognise that some atroClties were committed by Kamajors but tried to justify tl1em, saying that
anrvny, there was no law or order and that these Kamajors were not trained for war as soldiers but took anns to
defend democracy. They continued by stating that Sl11ce most of them were not educated, you could not expect
them to observe rules and regulations governing "warriors".
II3H It IS not clear from the records when ECOj\10G arrived in Bo Town. However, ECOMOG movements in the
rest of the country, in particular in Port Loko, IVIoyamba and Tonkolili Districts, as well as their arrival date in
Kenema District suggests that ECOIvIOG troops had to be in Bo Town by the very begmning of March at·the
latest Some contingents of ECOj\10G forces were however already deployed in the District at Gondama (it has to
be remembered that the Gondama Camp since 1993 was placed under the protectjon of Nigerian troops).
113~ Open sources revealed that on 1G February, over 10,000 well-anned Kamajors entered the town from three
different directions and "several Junta soldiers and their sympathisers were killed or tried on the spot and handed
over to anti-Junta youths for execution [.. .]": ,-\j\P, 17 February 1998.
11411 AFP, 24 February 1998
1141 "-\FP, 24 February 1998; BBC Online News .-\rchive, 25 February 1998
1142 The RUF leader was 11 Temne by tribe whereas the Kamajors were Mende.
1143 No more ll1formation could be obtal11ed on tll1S event.
1144 _-\FP, 24 February 1998.
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On their way out of Bo Town, civilians were thoroughly searched at Kamajor checkpoints. i\t one
checkpo111t on the way to l\1anguama, which lies no~th-east of Bo Town, some clVilians were
stripped naked, tied up and forced to sIt on the ground, suspected of being "Junt3" colhbor3tors.
These people Were 13ter killed. In another incident on 17 February, civilians cOlning in a truck were
asked to show their passes at a checkpoint at Baiama junction (Gbo Chiefdom). Those who could
not produce them where put into 3 cell m3de up of sticks and were beaten.
Kamajor harassment of the civilian population, including physical violence, looting and the burning
of houses, continued thrOl;ghout 1998. In one inst3nce in Baiama (Gbo Chiefdom), a woman
suspected of being an AFRC rnember's wife was killed and her body was displ3yed at the
checkpoint. In the villages where they had found refuge, people were harassed by Kamajors for
food.
Around June 1998, a large nwnber of Kamajors attacked Koribondo, looting and burning over 70
houses. Shortly after the town was set ablaze, the CDF N3tional Coordinator came to Koribondo
and held a meeting at the vill3ge square, 3t which people of the town were present. During this
meeting, he allegedly thanked the Kamajors but reprimanded them from not h3v'ing followed his
instructions completely, as he had told the Kamajors not to spare any building except the church,
hospital, mosque and the \'illage square. It appears that this attack was partly done in ret3liation for
Koribondo people hosting SLi\ and RUF /AFRC forces. Following this incident, some ECOMOG
troops arrived in Koribondo to investigate the matter and the Kamajor corrunander together with 20
114j
of his forces were arrested and t3ken to BO.
Kamajors went to the south of Kakua Chiefdom to \'illages including Baoma, Segbwema, Adah and
Berehun. On three separate occasions in December 1998, they took people's possessions, including
cars, clothes 3nd other valuable items, as well as any food they could find, including livestock. In
addition, Kamajors targeted people suspected of being collaborators with both SLA and AFRC
soldiers. One example is from the end of 1998, when the Kamajors drew up 3 list of the 25 "most
wanted" people, who were suspected of having hosted soldiers in their houses. A letter was sent to
Sembehun that Kam3jors would attack the town to kill those 25 most wanted people and on the day
1146
came to Sembehun. Although nobody was killed, as the
they stated, 3 large group of Kamajors
25 people were nowhere to be found, a lot of houses were burnt down. A short while later, the CDF
com.mander based at Koribondo, who had control over Sembehun and who led the search in
December, required the 25 people to come to Koribondo and P3Y Le 50,000 e3ch, or they would be
killed. The people did as they were told and then were allowed to leave.
Following the RUF /A.FRC invasion of Freetown in January 1999, negotiations st3rted between the
Government of Sierr3 Leone and the RUF. A ce3sefire was signed 111 May and a peace accord
supposed to mark the end of the conflict and known as the Lome Peace Agreement was signed on 7
July in the Togolese capital. .I'1n important part of the accord was that the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) process was to start within six weeks of its entry into force.
This process, somehow delayed, was formally launched by the President of Sierra Leone on 20
1145
114(,

I t IS not clear from the records what happened to these Kamajors after they were taken to Bo.
Records relate that "thousands" of KamaJors came to Sembehun on this day.
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October 1999 during a ceremony at \'\/ilberforce Barracks, Freetown and began properly on 4
November. However, despite the calls of the RUF leader and ex-AFRC leader to their troops to
disarm,11~7 disarmament "vas implemented at a very slow pace, thus hindering the deployment of
humanitanan aid in the country. The delay of the process was mainly due to the resumed fighting in
the Northern Province and in Kono District. 1148 In the meanwhile, the fust UN peacekeepers arrived
n49
in the country and, in January, troops from the Ghanaian contingent arrived in Bo District
In <1 bid to foster and enhance the DDR process, sites for new DDR camps were identified around
10 I\1arch 2000, one being located at Gondarna (Kakua Chiefdom).11511 Ho\,vever, the disarmament
process was stalled in May 2000, follO\ving the capture by RUF forces of over 300 UN peacekeepers
111 the Northern and Eastern Provinces. The process would be given a new start in November 2000
when the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF signed a new ceasefue agreement in Abu)a,
Nicreria
1151
b
.
On 31 January 2001, a CDF meeting was convened at the CDF District Headquarters in Bo Town
in the presence of the UNAMSIL military observers (MILOBs) team for Bo, the resident Mi.nister,
the Deputy Defence Minister, the CDF District Administrator and the NCDDR (National
Comrmssion for the Disarmanl.ent, Demobilisation and Reintegration) representative. At this
meeting, the problems caused by the CDF in the District were discussed, including the recent attack
on the NCDDR office, the reorganisation of the CDF and CDF interference in police matters.
During a separ3te meeting convened by the Deputy Defence :Minister, the reorganisation of the
CDP in the District was discussed, rather than its disbanding. 1152
By 31 March 2001, the 14 chiefdoms of the District were declared safe for resettlement, thereby
making the entire Southern Province safe, unlike the North, where humanitarian activities were not
possible 111 three-quarters of the Province, and in the East, where the whole of Kono and Kailahun
Districts (except Daru) and six chiefdoms in Kenema District were still considered unsafe n53

1147 On 10 January, the RUF leader, the ex-AFRC leader and the Deputy lvhnister of Defence and CDF National
Coordinator stopped in Bo Town, as part of sensitisation trip on the disarmament campaign, aimed at exhorting
combatants, namely ex-/'.FRC, RUF and CDF, to disarm: IRIN West Africa, 10 January 2000.
1148 In November 1999, only 1,500 combatants had disam1ed out of the estimated total of 45,000 combatants:
IRIN \'\/est A.fnca, 17 November 1999.
114') The United Nauons I\lission in Sierra Leone (UNil.J\.'1SIL) was established by Security Council Re-solution 1270
(1999), adopted on 22 October 1999 Six thousand peacekeepers were sent into the country and their number
would increase over the coming months, following the security developments in the Northern and Eastern
PrOV1l1ces.
115i1 The initial camps were located at Port Loko North, Port Loko South, Kenema Town and Daru (Kailahun
Dlstrict) IRIN West ,\frica, 17 l'vlarch 2000
1151 The security situation 111 the Northern and Eastern Provinces prevailing in 2000 urged the Government of
Slerra Leone to negotiate a ceasefue with the RUF in November 2000. On 4 May 2001, those parties would meet
again in "\bu)a, Nigeria to review the ceasefue. Further to the meeting in May 2001, those parties would hold
monthly tripartite meetings as the] O1nt Com.mittee on DDR. The fmal meeting took place 111 January 2002 when
dIsarmament ,vas declared complete and the war over.
1152 UN,\i\1SIL press briefing, 31 January 2001
1153 SIerra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report, 11 - 31 March 2001.
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Following the meeting in l\buja in May 2001, disarmament was carried out at different dates across
the country. It was scheduled to start in Bo District by the end of September 2001 1154 but was briefly
delayed. However, during a symbolic disarmament ceremony in Gerihun (Boama Chiefdom) on 20
October 2001, over 80 CDF members disarmed in the presence of the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General (SRSG) in Sierra Leone and were transported to the DDR camp at Gondama,
where the SRSG addressed the now ex-combatants l155
/\t the conclusion of the seventh tripartite meeting of the Joint Com.minee on Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR), comprising representatives of the Government of Sierra
Leone, UNAMSIL and the RUF held in Freetown on 8 November 2001, it was communicated that
disarmament would be complete in Bo District on 10 November 2001. 115(,

3.
Conclusion
The pattern of the conflict in Bo District followed to a large extent the one of the three other
southern Districts. The RUF /NPFL incursion in Pujehun District in 1991 expanded in the
bordering chiefdoms of Bo District. Successful SLA counter-attacks in 1991 and 1992 limited the
RUF /NPFL attacks to a lower scale, mainly carried out by "pockets" of RUF /NPFL members for
food finding purposes The situation was similar in Bonthe and Pujehun Districts and would
continue until the second phase of the conflict began in 1994.
As in the rest of the Southern Province, the conflict reached its peak in Bo District in 1994 and
1995, as RUF forces spread across the whole District. Their strong grip over the District would
allow RUF forces to advance further inland towards the north-west (Moyamba District) and the
south-west (Bonthe District), where most of the attacks in 1995 originated from Bo District through
Ivloyamba District, unlike in 1991 when Bonthe District was affected by RUF /NPFL forces coming
from Pujehun District. During this period, SLA forces were wholly unable to contain the RUF
advance into the District and in the Southern Province as a whole, although (or because) their
numbers increased grea tly in 1994.
This RUF progression and stay in the \vhole Southern Province and in Bo District in particular was
gradually stopped by the initiative of the Kamajors who started fighting alongside the SLA in 1996.
The collaboration between those two forces however deteriorated rapidly and fighting between them
reached its climax in early 1997. At this time, the Kamajors and the SLA were controlling distinct
and separate areas of the District.
Following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown and its deployment in different towns in tbe
Provinces in 1998, tbe Southern Province became free of RUF / AFRC attacks and instead came
under the total control of the Kamajors. Bo District was not affected by the retreating RUF / AFRC
1154 IRIN \\!est "-\fnca, I3 .-\ugust 2001; UN.'HI1SIL press briefIng, 14 "-\ugust 2001 For example, 1n early r\ugust
2001, the.J 0111t Comm1ttee on DDR declared disarmament complete for Port Loko and Kamb1a Distncts.
1155 UN,-\i\ISIL press brief1l1g, 23 October 2001.
115(, U;'L-\MSIL press briefing, 09 November 2001 However, the target date of 30 November 2001 for the
completion of the process 111 tbe whole country was not met and the disarmament was declared complete in
.J anuarl' 2002.
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forces from Freetown, as they regrouped and concentrated on the main mining areas (Kono District
and north of Kenema District) and those areas in which.CDF members did not have established and
constant control, mostly in the Northern Province.
Throughout the conflict, widespread violations were committed primarily by RUF /NPFL, RUF and
RUF /AFRC forces, but abo by SLA forces and Kamajors, especially once they firmly established
their control and authority over the District Those violations were directed against civilians and
their property and included stealing and destruction of property, phYSIcal violence, sexual assault,
killing and abduction for use as fighters, workers or '\vives". Only a few cases of mutilation were
reported for the Distnct, as most of these incidents took place during a specific RUF /l\FRC
operation called "Operation No Living Thing" in the first months of 1998 and following the retreat
from Freetown. Furthermore, while it hosted thousands of IDPs from other Districts, mainly
Pujehun District, 130 District suffered less internal displacement of its own population.

b.

130nthe District

1.

Introduction
Bonthe District is located in the south-west of the Southern Province of the Republic of Sierra
Leone. It is the only District in the Southern Province that shares boundaries \.vith the other three
Districts 111 the Province, namely Moyamba and 130 Districts in the north and Pujehun District in the
south and east 130nthe District is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean in the west.
Although located on Sherbro Island,1157 its headquarter, Bonthe Town, is not part of the two
chiefdoms of the island (Sittia and Dema Chiefdoms). Rather, its is part of another administrative
structure, the Sherbro Rural District
There are 11 chiefdoms in the District, two of which are located Sherbro Island:
Chiefdom
13endu Cha
Bum
Dema
Imperi
.long
Kpanda Kemo
K wamwbai Krim
N ongoba 13ullom
Si ttia
Sogbini
Yawbeko

1157 Tlus Island

IS

Headquarter
13endu
Madina
Tissana
Gbangbama
I'vlattru
Ivlatuo
Tei
Gbap
Yanni
Tihun
Talia

commonly known as "Bonthe Island".
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The presence of the water, whether it is the ocean, the rivers or the swamp, is the most striking
natural feature of the District. The nine chiefdoms of the mainland are separated by the ocean from
the two chiefdoms located on Sherbro Island. The south.' of the District, especially Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom is an area made up of swampland.
The nvo lTlain rivers of the District, the Se\.va River and the Jong River, both of them taking their
source directly in the ocean, would affect the deployment of the forces throughout the conflict.
They would be a substitute way of communications, especially in the south of the District where the
road network IS rather poor. The highway that links Bo Town to Mattru Gong Chiefdom), via
Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom, Bo District) and Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom would allow rapid
penetration into the north of the District from Bo District. From this highway, secondary roads
extend into the neighbouring chiefdolTls of Sogbini and Imperi.
The main economic activities include fishing, rice gro\ving and palm plantations but the greatest
revenue is generated by the rutile mining in the north of the District, particularly in Imperi
Chiefdom. The north of the District and the south of Moyamba District, which advances l11to
Bonthe District, are indeed renowned for the importance of their mining activities, which procured
vHal economic resources for the Government.
The ten years of conilict in Sierra Leone started in Bonthe District as early as April 1991, due to the
fact that the District shares a border with Pujehun District, which was one of the entry points of the
RUF /NPFL forces into Sierra Leone in March 1991. The National Patriotic Front of Liberia
(NPFL) and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces entered the border chiefdon1 of Kwamebai
Krim in IvIay. This was the start of a long series of hostilities and atrocities committed against the
Clvilians in the District, which lasted until the completion of disarmarnent in the District in mid
2001.
From this first incurSion, Bonthe District was affected by the conflict through three discernable
phases, the first one running from 1991 until the end of 1994. During the ftrst attack in May 1991,
RUF /NPFL forces settled in Kwarnebai Krirn Chiefdom for a short while before 1110\ring westwards
to the neighbounng chiefdom of Nongoba Bullom. 'When entering a v1llage, they would always
proceed in the same manner: they gathered the civilians in the Court Barrie, introduced themselves
as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem Sierra Leoneans from the corrupt APC regime and deposed
and replaced local authoritres. Defeated by the SLA forces some months later, they withdrew from
Kwamebai I<rim Chiefdom to their base in the south-west of Pujehun District. f\t the time of this
first incursion, SLA forces were deployed mainly in Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) but by the end of
1991, more bases in the east of the District were set up. RUF /NPFL forces occupied Bum
Chiefdom for six months before being repelled by the SLA. Although RUF /NPFL attacks were still
reported during the subsequent years of this fust phase, they never succeeded in going further than
the three cluefdoms of Kwamebai I<rim, Bum and Nongoba Bullom. In 1994, RUF forces coming
from Pujehun District re-entered the District and succeeded in controlling some areas in those three
chiefdoms.
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Each of the RUF /NPFL and, later, RUF incursions was rnarked by vriolence against civilians; indeed,
from the very beginning of the conflict in the Distric~, there were incidents of physical violence
against Clvilians, who were also killed, raped and abducted for the purposes of using them as fighters
or workers. Government authorities in particular were targeted. Those forces also stole civilians'
property, mainly food and domestic animals, and destroyed houses and other buildings. The SLA
forces also imposed harm on civilians in general and on "collaborators" in particular, killing those
suspected of havl11g collaborating with the RUF /NPFL and RUF during their stay in their villages.
Ci,Thans were also harassed for their food and other property. As the conflict continued, SL/\
violence heightened, with cases of killing, rape and use of civilians for forced labour being reported.
By the close of this Erst phase, rumours of inUTunent RUF attacks in the other clllefdoms of the
Distnct were rampant.
The second phase encompassed 1995 to February 1998 and is characterised by the spreading of the
conllict across the District. By February 1995, RUF forces controlled all of the northern chiefdoms
of the District and proceeded southwards and westwards in an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to
attack Bonthe Town on Sherbro Island. Training bases were opened across those chiefdoms under
RUF control. Tllls phase was marked by a clear increase in violence against civilians, as RUF forces
settled in those areas. Physical violence, killings, rapes and the abductions of civilians, mainly to be
trained as fighters and to work for the forces continued to be carried out on a scale much larger than
dunng the first phase. 1\lso during this period, a massive killing, wlllch was scarcely reported in the
media, took place in late 1995.
By the end of the year, the RUF were dislodged from most of their strongholds by SLA forces
assisted by foreign troops and Kamajors, who had earlier emerged in Kwarnebai Krim Chiefdom
and subsequently developed in the other chiefdoms. During the subsequent years until the Coup in
May 1997, Kamajors entrenched their control of the District, although some skirmishes with RllF
forces were still reported. The Kamajors' initial collaboration ,\lith the SLA did not last long as
tensIon and fighting erupted between the two factions.
FolloWl11g the 25 .tvlay 1997 Coup, the RUF /./l.FRC were concentrated in Bonthe Town, from where
the Kamajors had pulled out but maintained a covert presence around the town, allovvl11g them to
retake control of the town the day after the RllF / AFRC retreat in 1998. Civilians rapidly suffered at
the hands of the Kamajors, \.vho increased their demands on civThans, chased RllF collaborators and
started regulating people's everyday life. The Cluefs, whose actions had been paralysed during the
RUF stay, were again deposed and had no authority over their chiefdoms, as the Kamajors set up
their own administrative structures and appointed their own Town Chiefs. Civilians were constantly
harassed for food and other items; this harassment included physical vriolence and killing, rnainly of
alleged collaborators.
The last phase ran from February 1998 to the completion of disarmam.ent in late 2001. During tlus
arne, the Kamajors were in total control of the District, as no more RllF or AFRC forces were
operating in the Distnct. The brief return of RUF /AFRC forces to Bonthe Town following the
invasion of Freetown did not much change the situation of the District, let alone Bonthe Town. The
KarnaJors continued to impose and affirm their authority in every aspect of life, deciding over
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adml111strative and private matters, chasing "rebel" and "Junta" collaborators and intenslfying their
havoc on civilians. This would continue until the completion of disarmament and the deployment
of UN peacekeepers throughout the District in late 200f

2.
Factual analysis
al
Events in 1991
In early April 1991, traders coming from Bo Waterside (Soro Gbema Chiefdom, Pujehun District)
reported to inhabitants of Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom that unknown gunmen had crossed into Sierra
Leone from Liberia] ISX Soon after, on 9 May 1991, RUF /NPFL forces corning from Gbandapi
(Panga Kabone, PUJehun District) l1S~ arrived by canoes to Tei (Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom) in the
south of Bonthe District, while civilians were conducting a ceremonial rite. These forces were
allegedly led by some civilians from the chiefdom who had earlier gone to Gbandapi to bring thetTl
to Tei in search of the Pararnount ChieClw
On their arrival in Tel, one member of the RUF /NPFL forces shot a person in the leg, not knO\ving
he was the Paramount Chief for whom they were searching. The Paramount Chief fled to the bush
to hide from the forces. The RUF /NPFL forces asked civilians where they could find the
Paramount Chief and when civilians revealed he was the man previously shot in the leg, the
RUF /NPFL forces becarne more aggressive and beat people. The Paramount Chief was found
belund IllS house, had his hands tied behind his back and was brought at the front of his house,
where his property was taken awayllGl in his presence. He was then taken into his house and shot
many times before the house was set on fire. His head was cut off and allegedly brought to
Gbandapi. The RUF /NPFL forces appointed a man to be Town Commander of Tei and asked him
to take care of the town in their absence.
In the same month, the combined forces entered Topain (north of Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom).
There, they identified themselves as RUF fighting along side the NPFL from Liberia, \vho were
ma111ly Burkinabes and Liberians. They assembled all the men and elderly people 111 the centre of the
town and nude them sit in the sun, on the accusation that they knew where the SLA forces and the
staff of the Paramount Chief were. Property was taken, including household items and livestock.
People were abducted and forced to carry the loads.
The RUF /NPFL forces then headed for the town of Borleh, which is four miles from Topain. In
that village a man was slaughtered and mutilated in his house. They went further south to Mass
llSX Bo \"\!aterside is tbe crossing POll1t between Liberia and Sierra Leone and, by "'''pril, tbe RUF /NPFL had spread
across Pu)elmn Distnct.
115~ GbandapJ 1S located on the bank of i\Ialemie River, which joins the \\ianjei River that flows to Bonthe District
It IS renowned for hosung weekly trade fares wbere slat is predominantly sold Tbe RUF /NPFL forces were based
tbere for a while.
1](,11 Reports recount that a disgruntled man who had an argument with the Paramount Chief over a land 1ssue went
to Gbandapi to relate his fate to the RUF /NPFL forces. This has to be read 111 conjunction with the fact tl1at the
RUF/NPFL forces had been targeting Paramount Chiefs since they entered the territory of Sierra Leone, as the
Chiefs represented the """PC Governrnent rn tbe chiefdoms
11(,1 Tbe property taken a\vay included clothing, money earmarked for tbe mechanical cultivation of the rice the
foUowrng year, two sll1g1e barrel guns, nee and other personnel belongings.
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Kpanguma, where they carried out similar actions as they had done in Topain, to where they
returned 10 the evening of the same day. Topain was at that time selected to be a training centre as it
was on a flat land and reasonably close to their bas'~ at Gbandapi (panga Kabone Chiefdom,
Pujthun District). The young men of the town were taken aside and encouraged to join the
RUF /NPFL forces since they c1airned to be fighting against corruption and for the liberation of the
people of Sierra Leone. The young men were then assigned to operate checkpoints established at the
entrance of the town.
From Topain, the forces went on daily stealing and killing sprees in the neighbouring villages. Young
and elderly people were forced to carry loads from neighbouring villages to Topain and onwards to
Gbandapi. J-\ load meant to be carried by three people was often given to one person to carry.
On one Sunday 111 "f\fay, RUF /NPFL forces attacked Kale (Kwamebai I<Jim Chiefdom), a town
approximately 10 rniles to the west of Topain. "-\ lot of property was taken, including food items and
livestock. The former Regent Chief was captured and seriously flogged before he was taken to
Topain, where he was finally killed. His head was cut off and put at the main junction in the village
for everybody to see.II(,e This killing \\7as reported to the RUF High Command in Gbandapi, which
led to the \.\7ithdrawal of the troops based at Topain and to the court martial of the commander who
had ordered the killing of the former Regent Chief. This commander was killed and replaced by
another commander. ]1(,1 The forces continued stealing and killing in the surrounding villages and
attacked the town of Benduma (Kwam.ebal I<Jim Chiefdom), three miles from Topain. The
Chiefdom Speaker was captured there together with his three sons and some of his relatives. The
RUF /NPFL forces took all of his property, then forced him and his sons to carry it for them to
Gbandapl, where one of the sons and a relative were later killed.
Later in May 1991, the RUF /NPFL forces left Topain for Bonthe Town on Sherbro Island to
launch an attack on the SLA forces based there. They gathered their forces from all their minor
bases in and around Topain, abducted young men and elderly people to carry stolen property for
them and took away all the canoes they could find from the surrounding villages. They continued to
take property in the villages they passed on their way. There are reports of clashes b~tween them and
SLA forces along the way. A few days later, a heavy battle took place in the area surrounding Bonthe
Town (Sherbro Island) between the RUF /NPFL forces and the SLA forces 1164 Most of the
RUF /NPFL forces retreated to their base at Gbandapi while others were killed and the SLA forces
at Bonthe Town also started to advance to Topain.
From their base at Gbandapi, the RUF/NPFL forces came at intervals to attack neighbouring towns
and villages in Kwamebai I<JinJ. Chiefdom but this time, they did not follow the pre'vious pattern of
introducing themselves as "freedom fighters". Rather, their attacks were allegedly carried out for
liCe It IS further revealed that to make it more fearful, a cigarette was placed into tbe mouth of the dismembered
head This killing led man)" civilians to flee to the bush.
111..1 To a certain extent, the RUF adopted the ll1ternal structure and organisation of the Sierra Leone /umy.
11(,4 However, attacks actually taking place on Sherbro Island were not reported It is accordingly more likely that
this battle took place somewhere between Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom and Bendu Cba Chiefdom, on the western
edge of the mainland. No further information is available on this event.
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reasons of reprisal, as they accused the civilians of supporting the SLA forces. Furthermore, they
were poorly dressed and some were barefoot. For example, on 14 May 1991, RUF !NPFL forces
entered Topain at 6.00am and fired continuously to scare people away. Civilians ran into the bush,
leaving the RUF !NPFL forces free to take whatever property they could find. They also raped five
young women, some under the age of 12. A three-month-old suckling mother was raped by many
assailants.
Another attack was made on the town just one week later. This time not many people were found
and the forces had to search for them in their hiding places in the bush. RUF!NPFL forces inflicted
physlcal violence on the civilians and took away nearly aU of their property, which consisted mainly
of food items. Those civilians found hiding were severely beaten and theu" property was taken from
them; some ,vere brought into the town and forced to catch the remaining livestock for the forces.
A \voman was beaten \vith sticks until her skull cracked]j65 Another was seriously beaten all over her
body on the accusation of. having comlnitted adultery \.vith the fighting forces. Others had hot
melted plastic dripped 111 their eyes. Two houses, two kitchens and the Court Barrie were burnt by
the troops on that day before they left for neighbouring villages. They returned in the everung from
the direction they had come, bnnging a lot of young men and boys below the ages of 12 and 15.
As their base in Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) was too far to enable them to fight the RUF !NPFL
concentrated in the south-east of the District, the SLA made a base south of Topain at Massa
Kpanguma (Kwamebai I<rim Chiefdom). One hundred and fifty of them came to the chiefdom
between June and July 1991, all 111 full military uniform and armed with new weapons including
AK47s, RPGs, UvIGs, mortar guns and grenades. From there, they went to Topain to open another
base. Arriving in Topain, they gathered the young men 11 C,6 of the town and told them they must help
the SLA forces in ensuring the security of the town, mainly by operating checkpoints.
i\t tlllS time, the SLA forces had already begun to harass civilians; for example, anyone who refused
to operate a checkp0111 t was severely beaten and! or arrested and put in detention. \X! omen were

sometll11es raped by some SL"" members while their husbands were kept in detention. Other
civilians from neighbouring villages were captured and brought to Topain to work as labourers.
Theu' wives and children were taken away to unknown places and nobody knows what happened to
them. The situation was similar at Massa Kpangwna, where civilians were forced to feed the SLA
forces even although these forces already had their own supplies of food. 1l C,7
After a month staying in Topain, the SLA forces commanded the civilians to arm themselves \vith
sticks, cutlasses or any other potential weapon to be ready to fight the RUF !NPFL forces who were
threatening to attack the town. An ambush was laid at Bandakor, a village close to Topain, but the
RUF !NPFL forces did not corne at that time.

This woman reportedl)' had sigl11ficant and permanent mental health problems following this attack
No further information 1S available about how young these people were.
11(,7 Ever)' tOWI1 or village was to contribute 24 dozen fish, a bag of rice, five litres of palm oil and Le 25,000 on a
monthly basis.
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Between June and July 1991, the RUF /NPFL forces attacked the town of Sohlon (Nongoba Bullom
Cluefdom, which adjoins Kwamebai-Krim Chiefdom to the west). Dressed in country clothes with
red bandanas tied around their heads, the forces came t·ogether \JV1.th some of the 111habitants of the
town and some people from Pujehun District, all speaking the Mende dialect. 11 (,8 Those civilians had
allegedly Joined the forces willingly and were leading them and 111dicating the places where they
could find SL!\ forces, Lebanese businessman and Government authorities or their relatives. On
their aunTal, the RUF /NPFL forces summoned a meeting of all the people of the town and
instructed the Section Chief to detaIn everyone until they came back from Yelewa (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom). Two days after the attack of Sohlon, Yelewa was also attacked. The forces held a
meeting with the civilians in the town and killed one prosperous businessman and native hunter
after he was asked to produce his gun His body was left 111 the open to rot, as the RUF /NPFL
forces prevented people from burying it.
At around this time, the eight SLA members who had came to Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom)
from Bonthe Town asked civilians to help them construct an elevation at the jetty on which they
could put their anti-alrcraft gun. However, the SLA forces soon realised that the RUF /NPFL forces
would overpower them and went back to Bonthe Town to obtain reinforcements from the SL!\
naval branch. .tvlost of the RUF /NPFL forces left Yelewa after t\vo days by boat, taking a lot of
civilians with them, allegedly for use as protection against attack. Along the route for the
headquarter to\vn of Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) on the north bank of the river,11G9 the
RUF /NPFL forces reached the junction on the Sewa River at Yele, which has routes going both to
Bonthe and Gbap. On their arrival, they were attacked by the SLA reinforcements coming from
Bonthe, who killed many of the RUF /NPFL forces. CivriJians who were travelling \\lith the
RUF /NPFL forces had to dive and swim underwater to the other side, where they hid themselves
until the battle was over. The SLA forces then went back to Gbap and from there to Bonthe Town
(Sherbro Island).
The remaining RUF /NPFL forces (about eight of them) who were not part of the crossing went to
Daama (Nongoba Bullom Clllefdom) where they took civilians' property, mostly clothes, food items
and a box of tobacco, and forced a woman to cook for them. The troops then went to Mecca
(Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), where they abducted t\\l0 men to bring the stolen property across the
nver to Yele before letting tl~em go and telling them to go back to Mecca. The forces then withdrew
from the chIefdom and retreated to Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom.
Sorne CIvilians and SLA forces who were left at Bandakor (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom) were
attacked in November 1991 by RUF /NPFL forces corning from the Gbandapi route. The SLA
forces were forced to retreat to Topain before going on to their base at Mass Kpangwna. After t\vo
days, they returned to Topain and launched a counter-attack that successfully repelled the
RUF/NPFL forces frorn Bandakor. More civilians were brought from neighbouring villages to
Massa Kpanguma and used,as labourers by the SLA forces. However, RUF/NPFL forces attacked
]16H Tbose RUF/NPFL forces probably came directly from Pujebun District, using the Wanjel River, whicb flows
almost parallel to the Ocean.
]109 Tbe natural features of Nongob a Bullom Chiefdom are very unique, as tbe Sewa River separates the mainland
on tbe north from tbe soutb edge, composed of a long strip of swamps and bordered by tbe /I.tlantic Ocean.
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Massa Kpanguma 1:\,vo weeks later, killing a lot of civilians. Defeated, the SLA" forces pulled out of
the town 11711 and when the SLA forces based at Topain heard of this attack, they also left the area.
The surviving civilians fled to the bush but the RUF!NPFL forces did not settle in the town,
destroying houses and taking livestock as they left the village. The day after the battle at Massa
Kpanguma, the SLA forces who had pulled out passed by Korankor (Kwarnebai Krim Chiefdom); at
a nearby village they tried to stop aU the civilians at a checkpoint but as the fleeing population grew,
they let them go.
Civilians at lvIano (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), at the border with Kwamebai I<..rim Chiefdom,
abandoned the town and boarded a patrol boat together v.Tith the SLA forces to safer areas. No
sooner had they Jeft than the RUF /NPFL forces entered the towns of Korankor and Mano.
Ci,wans who had fled Korankor described discovering bodies when they returned to the village,
mostly the elderly and children who could not find their way in the bush. They also found a lot of
dwellings burnt, including the mosgue, the Bondo society house and the Court Barrie. Civilians were
also abducted to carry the stolen propertyll71 This incident forced civilians to abandon the town for
the bush where they made makeshift camps. Food and medicine were difficult to get wIllie in the
bush, which led to lTlany deaths, especially of children.
SLA forces wbo later entered the towns of Mano and Korankor after the RUF /NPFL attacks took
civilian property, such as building materials and household utensils. The forces then burnt down the
remaining two houses in Korankor when leaving the town. After this incident, SLA troops went
from town to town identif}Ting civilians they alleged to be "enemy collaborators", wbo they executed
in pubLc without any trial. 1172
In November 1991, approximately 25 armed men entered the town of Kanga Oil I\1ill (Bum
Chiefdom), at the border \\lith Bo District (Bagbo Chiefdom). Civilians suspected those armed
forces, who were carrYl11g talisman and other charms, were NPFL forces, because they were all
speaking in Liberian dialect. They were proved right as the ITlen introduced themselves as NPFL
forces who had come to liberate the people of Sierra Leone from the then APC government. The
civilians cheered them and the night passed without incident, the forces lemTing the next morning for
Madina. On their way to Madina, they came across a comIl1ercial vehicle and took it to continue
their journey. As in Kanga Oil I\1ill, their arrival in town passed without incident and they left to go
back to Eo District. However, at some point on their way, they killed a Lebanese businessman,
drank his blood and threw his body into a river. 1173
11711 Tlus ba ttle at i\ lassa Kpanguma was also reported as taking place in July 1991 ",,"s this informa tion could oot be
reconciled with the attack on Bandakor, which allegedly took place in Novem.ber, it has to be considered that all
these actions were carried out in the same period of time, between broadly July and Nove.mber 1991.
1171 It is reported that the RUF /NPFL forces went back to the direction of Soro Gbema Cluefdom (pujehun
DIstrict). TIllS action, although carried out by an important number of RUF /NPFL forces that forced SLA to
escape, was probably not part of a wider movement to advance into the District, as at this time, the SL\ forces
had repelled most of the RUF/NPFL forces out of Bo and Pujehun Districts.
1172 "\ltbougb one report mentioned tbat at tills time, RUF/NFPFL forces were based in Topain, it seems tbat
RUF /NPFL forces were ·no longer settled 111 Kwarnebai I<.rim Chiefdom and launched tbeir attacks from Pujehun
District.
1173 The exact location of this incident could not be ascertained.
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One month later, NPFL forces together w1Jh RUF forces again entered Bum Chiefdom in 1\1adina,
ll74
\vhere they abducted the Paramount Chief and took" her to an unknown destination.
They
recruited a large number of the town's inhabitants, including young boys and girls, into the fighting
Jorces, which swelled from 50 to about 200. During their stay in Madina, they forced civilians to
carry loads, raped young girls and women in the town and flogged elderly men and women. Town
Comrnanders and secretaries were appointed m villages and towns in the chiefdom to carry out
directives from the RUF /NPFL forces, disregarding any other authority in the chiefdom.
RUF /NPFL forces, around 45 in number, also reached Kanga Oil Mill, firing randornly while
entering the town. Civilians. were gathered at the Court Barrie and detal11ed there while the forces
took away property and food items. They introduced themselves as "freedom fighters" who had
come to liberate the people of Sierra Leone from the APC n'lisrule. They carried \vith them
sophisticated weapons, large quantity of arms and ammunition. During their first night, they raped
young girls, most of whom were between 12 and 13. During their stay in the tmvn,l175 RUF/NPFL
forces deposed all the chiefdom authorities, appointed Town Commanders and Town Mothers and
passed laws for the civilians, saying they had come to settle in the area. 117 " \X'l'lile no incidents of
mutilation, killing or destruction of property were reported, the RUF /NPFL forces forced civilians
to work for them, raped women and girls, beat people and inflicted pU1'lishments such as frog
jump l177 and rolling on the ground. Youths were encouraged to join the RUF/NPFL forces. Old as
well as young people \vere forced to carry loads for the forces. After they ate all the livestock of the
\'illage, they taxed civilians to supply them with fish or meat in turns. It was later observed that the
forces came into the town in batches of 25 every two months. At this time, one commander was
very notonous in trafficking civilians and training them to be fighters for the forces, often shooting
those who tried to resist, and for taking civilians' property away.
Sometime in December 1991, SLA forces made a base in Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), from
where they went on routine checking 11l1SSlOnS in the surrounding villages.
b)
Events in 199?
Between January and February 1992, SL-\ forces entered Sohlon (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), were
they took civilians' livestock. The matter was reported to their High Command at Gbap, who
warned them against such acts, as it did not present a good image of the SLA. These actions stopped
for three months, during which tlme civilians hid all their livestock. However, on or arQund 15 May

She would be released in 1993 in PUJehul1 District.
Tlus group stayed SL>; months in the village before being dislodged by SL'\ forces 111 July 1992
117(, Some of these la,vs were as follows: everyone's personal property is meant for everybody; no civilian should
steal or would be killed and every Clviliiln WilS to deposit his money to the RUF /~PFL forces or filce arrest for
carry111g illegal property.
1177 To "frog jump" or to "pump" is done by first holding on to the earlobes with two hands - the left hand
holding the right ear lobe· and vice versil- after which the person is requtred to jump up and down continuously on
thell haunches This form of punislunent was both physically and psychologically painful, because it 1S a
punishment meted out mosdy to children and it is considered shameful for an adult to be made to "pump".
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1992, the hvcstock was stolen from these hiding places \vith the help of one of the inhabitants of the
town, who was a vigilante at the time.
Around August 1992, the town of Gbap was attacked by RUF /NPFL forces who successfully
dislodged the SLA forces from the town. The SLA. forces retreated temporarily to an island, labelling
it "F.I\1".117H Civilians staying at Solllon, a few miles away from Gbap, moved to the neighbouring
town of Nyandehun, four miles from Soblon, which became a "safe haven" for many civilians in the
chiefdom. Realising that their villages were not affected by the RUF /NPFL forces and that the
hving conditions in the camp at Nyandehun were deteriorating, ci"wans decided to resettle in their
houses.
In the middlc of the year,117~ on hearing the rumours that SL'\ forces were close to Bum Chiefdom,
RUF/NPFL forces left the chiefdom and made their way to Pujehun District. 11811 The SL'\ forces
did in fact enter the chlefdom later and made a base at Madina. 1181 After a few days, all the Town
Commanders and thcu secretaries \vere gathered and interrogated by the forces on how they were
helping thc RUF /NPFL forces. Those people that the SU forces considered had taken active part
m aiding the RUF /NPFL were killed, while those they considered having taken lesser part were
detamed for a certain number of days and glVen manual jobs to do before they were released. Apart
from thc Town Commanders and their secretaries other ci\wans who were considered collaborator
of the encmy forces were also killed. A boy of 18 was tied to a stick head downwards and fire set
undcr him. He \vas then tortured to death by the heat of the fue. Sometimes civilians from other
villages like Tarsor and Kassie (both of Bum Chiefdom) were alleged to be "rebel" collaborators,
because they came from areas where RUF forces were known to be, and were killed by firing squad
without proper investigations. In addition, civilians were forced to harvest the oil palm and process
it for the SL'\ forces. Plantains, fish, bananas and other com.modities were either seized or bought
cheaply from civilians; indeed, the SU appeared to be more interested in trading these items than in
ensunng the security of the chiefdom or the District.
The SLA forces also settled at I\foyia, which gave some respite to the people at fust. However, not
long after, the SLA forces gathered together all the Town Comxnanders, their secretaries and all
other alleged collaborators. An unspecified nurnber of them were killed on the basis that they had
encouraged the RUF /NPFL forces to stay in the town and were helping them in theiJ activities.
Some people were forced to dig then own graves and lie down in them. They were then shot at
afterwards and left there; some people were buned while they were still alive. Harassment of
Clvilians, stealing of property and killing was taking place on a daily basis. People were grossly
intirnidated as the SLA forces frequently fired theiJ weapons and made people frog Jump. In
addition, the SLA. forces rnade thc people work for them, processing the palin oil fruits, fishing and
engaging in many other activities.
11/0 The RUF/NPFL forces did not however stay in the town but it could not be ascertained when the SL'\ forces
came back to Gbap.
117~ This may have occurred either in July or in October/November
llHl1 No more i.nfonnation.could be obtained on this movement of forces.
11Hl "'\s the RUF /NPFL forces had already left the clllefdolTl, no confrontation was reported. The SL'\ forces
would have control over the chiefdom for two years, until the nllddle of 1994 when RUF forces came back.
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In November, one Saturday afternoon, most of the SL4.. forces the civilians had seen the year before
at l'vfassa Kpanguma (Kwamebai I<.rim Chiefdom) entered Topain and took away civilians' property
in a manner described as "much like the RUF /NPFL forces". \Xlomen were raped and livestock was
taken away the same day. They came back the next day and spent a night in the town, dunng which
they tired theu guns to fnghten people out of the town. However, the inhabitants stood their
ground and the SLA forces soon left the way they had COtTle.
c)
Events in 1993
In June 1993, another SL4.. officer was sent to command the SLA forces deployed at Madina (Bum
Chiefdom). They occupied the house of a civilian who later demanded payment of rent for the
period. The troops not only refused to pay but also imprisoned one of the civilians after severely
beating him up, accusing him of having been a "rebel" collaborator. The villagers were then forced
to build lTlore huts for the troops deployed in the to"\vn. Those who refused or tried to escape were
caught and severely flogged
In around July 1993, some SL4.. forces came to their base at Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) in
order to expand their number in the area. They dispatched some troops at Yele (Nongoba Bullom
Chlefdom) and at I'vhssa Kpanguma (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom); in August, others were sent at
Soll1on (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), on the other the bank of the river 11H2 Young men were asked
to be vigilantes at various locations in Gbap Town. The fishermen were required to put the Sierra
Leonean flag on their fishing boat, to allow the SLA to monitor and control the n10vement of boats
on the nver. At this titTle, the SLA ody required civilians to provide fish for the troops and there
were no reponed incidents of physical violence or ill-treatment. -,4..t one time, when the civilians
could not give them fish, the SL"'.. took some livestock away from the people of the town and
prepared it as food for the forces. However, this stopped when civilians told the forces that they
would cornplain to their c01Tlmanding officer.
In October 1993, SLA forces from Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) visited Tissana (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdorn) on a security tour. The troops harassed the civilians by forcing thern to contribute money
for their feeding. Those who failed to pay ,vere beaten up and a teacher who incited the people not
to pay was imprisoned. SLA forces also took away some property of the civilians, including fish and
livestock. Civilians \vere detained at a Coun Barrie while the SLA. forces searched their homes and
took a\vay \vhat they found.
Also in October 1993, a small group of armed men travelled along the Wanjei River and stopped in
Baoma Section, west of Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom. They were all dressed in country clothes and
had mask:; co\-ering their faces. One of thern who was speaking Liberian dialect told the civilians
they were from Burkina Faso. They took away some food items and alcohol they found in the town
and forced civilians to carry tlus load to a crossing point, where they were released. Burkinabe

l1H2 This deployment was. probably done to allo\v SL'\ to have control over the river, which leads to the ocean in
the west, thus preventing the RUF forces not only from making incursions in the chiefdom but also from
advanClng to\vards Bonthe Town.
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mercenaries also entered Mecca (Bendu Cha Chiefdom, west of Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom),1183
where they took the property of civilians and forced elderly people to carry loads for them. A man
who had never drunk any alcohol before was forced to drink wine to excess by one of the forces. It
appeared that those armed men had come from Pujehun District and were on a raiding tour of
villages In Nongoba Bullom and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms. At one point, SLA forces from Bonthe
Town were lnforrned about those armed men and laid an ambush in N ongoba Bullom Chiefdom,
where many of the armed men were killed and some captured. A civilian was arrested and taken to
Bonthe Town together with the captured forces for interrogation; they were all killed in Bonthe
Town. 1184
d)
Events in 1994
Throughout 1994, RUF activities were rnainly reported in the eastern chiefdorTls of Bonthe District,
in Kwamebai Krirn, Bum and Nongoba Bullom Chiefdoms] 185
In the first week of IvIay 1994, SLi\ forces based at Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) entered t-1ina
village and ambushed sorne RUF forces on their day patrol. The SLA forces attacked the first loaded
boat of the RUF troops heading for the town in the early morning hours. Forty-seven of them were
killed, including five women, and 12 were seriously wounded. On their way back to their base the
RUF forces entered Mano (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) and captured a girl of 11 years old, whom
they raped. They further went to Topain where they established a base. \X/hen the SLA forces
realised that the RUF forces had left Mass Kpanguma, they immediately re-established a base there.
They later attacked and dislodged the RUF forces at Topain, occupying that town as well.
Pelewahun was attacked by the RUF forces on 14 May 1994 and several people were killed in the
town, including elderly people and children as young as seven, some of them being hacked to death.
People who remained in the town had absolutely nothing to survive on as the forces took all the
property in the town. f\fter a month, in June 1994, Mass Kpanguma was attacked. i\ t the time of the
attack, the town was full of displaced people from the neighbouring chiefdoms of Pujehun District.
The attack did not appear to be a surpnse to the SLA forces based there, as some of them had
already left the town the previous day ,\~th their relations. 118(, During the attack, the remaining SLA
forces were overpowered and some were killed. Immediately after'Nards, civilians in the
1181 "-\lthougb it IS not specified "when 111 1993 those mercenaries reached Bendu Cha Cluefdom, we can infer from
tbe 1l1formation collected 111 Nongoba Bullom ChIefdom that they reached Bendu Cha Chiefdom around tbe same
time
1184 It cannot be ascertailled whether those arrested men went througb any kind of process before being killed.
1185 In 1993, most of the NPFL forces had been recalled by their leader to fight in Liberia as the United Liberation
iI!ovement [or Democracy in Libena (ULIMO), a fighting faction that emerged in l\Iay 1991, startecJ to defeat
them in vanous areas in Libena. Tbus, tbe troops that entered Sierra Leone in 1994 were mostly composed of RUF
forces wbose number had considerably increased [rom the 250 men at the beginning of the conflict, due to the
conscnption that had been carned out.
118(, The day before the attack, SL-\ forces based at I\fassa Kpanguma came to Tei and told civilians tlley were
going to Bonthe Town to get their salanes. They however told ilieir relatives to pack quickly things they could lay
hand on and to leave Tei for a safer area. It can however not be inferred from this information that the SL'\ acted
111 concert with the RUF forces durillg the attack. It rather seems that, having heard about the l11coming attack, the
SL-\ deserted the area.
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neighbouring villages fled their houses and went into hiding in the bush, sometirn.es in neighbouring
chiefdorns like Bum Chiefdom.tIH7 This control over strategic towns in Kwamebai Krim District
would allow the RUF to continue its advance in the Dist;ictI lH8
On 17 July 1994, the RUF forces made a move to recapture Bum Chiefdom from the SLA forces,1189
follo'vving the Sewa River and arriving from Tormabum, on the main road to Madina. Four
truckloads of SLA forces together with their families and some lrigilantes retreated from the
chiefdom \vithout putting up any resistance to the RUF /NPFL forces, because the SLA forces were
far outnumbered. As a result, by August 1994, the RUF forces had taken control of the entire
clllefdom and settled in almost all the villages, making Madina their administrative town. The forces
had limited number of Liberians among them at this time and were mainly Sierra Leoneans who
came through Tormabilll1 along the Sewa River. Their behaviour towards civilians was different
from the previous years, as it was reponed they were 'vriolently hostile to every civilian they came
across, killing unspecified numbers whenever they entered a town. At this period, the RUF forces
were dressed in such a wayl19U that suggests they had been living in the bush for quite some time.
RUF forces attacked the town of Kanga Oil Mill (Bum Chiefdom) during the night to recapture it
from the SL'\ forces based there.ll~l Thev met no resistance from the SLI\ forces, as they killed a lot
of Clvilians even before they entered the town. Houses were burnt and many people killed in the
town. In the first two weeks after they recaptured the town there was indiscrirninate killing of
civilians because they regarded everyone to be the "enemy". Civilians were forced to abandon the
town for camps in the bush. They were later hunted and brought back into the town by the forces;
those who refused to come were killed in the bush. This forced the civilians to return to the town,
particularly follO\ving an incident where RUF forces killed two people in the bush to underscore
their threats. Furthermore, it is worth noting that most of the RUF members were inhabitants of the
chlefdom, who had earlier been abducted by the RUF forces. Raping and killing of civilians was an
everyday occurrence. More young men and women were conscripted and people were forced to
carry loads for the forces.
After two months in Madina, during which time they went on patrol missions, the RUF forces
entered the village of Mami, a fairly large village situated six miles south of Madina. The RUF forces
were engaged in a house-to-house search in the village when they saw some military uniforms in one
1187 It however seems that the RUF did not settle 111 the area for a long time as in December 1994, civilians who
had fled their villages went back and did not encounter any RUF activity.
1188 The control over lvlass Kpanguma would glVe access to the \'Vanjei River, wluch merges w1th the Sewa River in
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom.
118~ Early 111 1994, RUF forces dislodged the SLA, forces that had been in Bagbo Ch.iefdom (Eo District) for two
years, thus allow111g the RUF to attack Bum Chiefdom, knowing the SLA, would not be reinforced by those who
used to be based at I\-Iomajoe (Bagbo Chiefdom, Bo District), a few miles from Madina Town. Bum Chiefdom
adjOins the southern part of Bagbo Cluefdom (Bo District).
11')11 These forces were roughly dressed in jeans and t-shirts, with slippers on their feet and very few military boots,
although tbeir attire improved as they stole more clothes from civilians.
II~I "\ltbougb the report mentions tbat the town was attacked 111 December 1994, it is clear that it took place
shortly after Maruna town was attacked and pnor to tbe incident 111 ["lami (see below) took place. Accordingly, it
probably took place earlier than December
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of the houses. The inhabitants were all gathered to explain why military uniforms should be found in
the village The chief and his ,vife were Erst called upon to explain; when they failed to do so they
were both shot dead. A woman in the front row was then picked to explain and when she could not,
she was told to undress. I-IeI' son was called upon and told to do the same. He was then told to have
sex w1th lus mother in the presence of everybody. Shocked and panicked, he could not do it and
they were both shot dead. Another woman was picked from the crowd and shot in the head.
Although the troops were only three in number, the people were so terriEed that they were unable
to escape. Four more people \vere killed that day, making a total of eight. Four girls were raped on
the same day and 17 more were abducted. Property was taken and removed from the village on the
same da\'.
In a small village called Tarsor (Bum Chiefdom) located near a stream, the decornposed bodies of
two RUF child combatants who had earlier gone missing were found on the seashore. Around
30 people who were found in the village were quickly gathered and asked to explain by the RUF
forces. No one knew anything about the death of the boys and could not explain anytlung to the
satisfaction of the RUF forces. Six people were immediately shot and killed and the other people
were tied up and made to lie in the sun. Rubber was melted and dropped in their eyes. This was
done to both young and old, including babies. Fifteen houses were burnt in the town and the
farmhouses were destroyed"at which time seven more people were killed. .r\t Bisoa, at the boundary
with K\vamebai Krim Chiefdom, RUF forces burnt six houses at night and killed 18 people on the
.
11~"
grounds they were harbounng SLA forces. Madina was made a training base for the abducted young men and boys; drugs were allegedly gl\Ten
to them during the course of the training that took place at the school compound, during which
young girls were also trained as Eghters. Although not all of thelTl were given weapons after the
training, these new recruits were used to attack SLA positions in Pujehun and Bo Districts. RUF
forces also had a training base at Torma, where conscripted civilians were sent for training. The
training was carried out in two phases, Training to fight was done during the first phase and then
trainees were drugged during the second phase. Most of the boys that were trained in this way were
below 15 years of age and they were usually sent on looting patrols called "mission" for their
corruTlander.
Dunng their stay 111 Bum Chlefdom in 1994, the RUF did not face any counter-attack by
government troops. This fum control over Bum Chiefdom would only be the prelud~ for further
l11cursions into the District in early 1995 from Bo District.
In November and December 1994, six months after the SLA established a navy base in Bonthe
Town, those nay)' forces patrolled the waters in Sittia and Dem.a Chiefdoms on the pretext that they
were chasing away illegal foreIgn trawlers, despite the fact they never lTlet any trawlers dunng their
patrols. Their visl1s were sometime announced to the Chiefs in advance, who consequently taxed the
civilians to contribute money for the feeding of the SLA members. On one occasion, the SLi\ forces
called the people and local authorities at Tissana (Dema Cluefdorn.) to a meeting at which they

lin

It was however revealed that this village dJd not bost SLo\ forces.
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demanded that they should be supported financially so they could protect the lives and properties of
the cJVilians. \vomen were reqUlred to give Le 1,000 arld men had to give Le 1,500. One civwan,
who incHed the others not to give this money, on the grounds that the SLA was already paid, was
arrested and put in a cell. This l'l1eeting concluded "rith a token by the Paramount Chief of Le
500,OOO;11Yl once the SLi\ forces had sufficient money and food, they released the Clvilian who had
earlier been detained.
i\round this time, rumours of impending RUF attacks were spreading across almost the entire
District and in late December, a Catholic priest of St. Ambrose Parish who was travelling from
Rutile (Impen Chiefdom) to Mattru Oong Chiefdom) ran into an'l1ed RUF men. He was flogged by
them and given a letter for the people of Mattru together with the sum of Le 6,000. On his arrival in
I'vlattru, he informed the Chiefs and other civilians what had happened and gave them the letter.
Most people abandoned the town for bigger towns like Bo and Freetown on account of this while
others went to 'villages like Blama, Kabati, Wongifor, Bisao and Nyandehun all in the neighbouring
chiefdoms. Furthermore, three RUF members who disguised themselves as State Security Division
(SSD) officers \vere arrested at a dance organised by the people of Mattru (long Chiefdom) on 25
December 1994. They later confessed that they were RUF spies.
Events in 1995
On 19 January 1995, RUF forces attacked the Sierra Rutile Company in the north of Imperi
Chiefdorn. 11Y4 In the morning, three groups of RUF forces 1195 passed in succession by Moriba,
heading to the plant-mining site where they were to gather. \)('!jth them, they had abductees from the
Sieromco Bauxite Mining Company in Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba District), which they
had attacked the day before. 11 % They did not shoot while they were going to the mining site but took
\vrith them a large number of people of all ages and both sexes. The whole population was in panic
but the RUF told them that they were not here for them but for the SLA forces so that they should
jom their movement, which some civilians did. They arrested all the junior staff at Kpanguma, 100
yards from the mining site. \\/hen they arrived at the senior staff quarters at Mobimbi, they started
shooting and arrested some of the staff, including foreign \-vorkers. Soon after, they were in control
of the nllning SHe, where they fired their weapons for some time and took ali'l1ost all the property
c)

11Y1 "'\s a very rough guide, five hundred thousands Leones is approximately equivalent to 250 USD This should
be placed in the context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the Human Development Index: between
1991 and 2000, 57% of the population lived on less dlan 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5% lived 'on less than
2 USD (4.000 SLL) per day see UNDP Human Development Report 2003,
http! /w'Nwundporg/hdr2003/indicator/cl)'_CSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003.
I1Y4 The Sierra Rutile was the world second largest producer of rutile, used in paints; before the war, the rutile
extracted from this site represented 50% of Sierra Leone's total exports and 3,000 people were employed at the
m1l1ing sites: .\FP, 11 March 1997. "\ t the time of thiS attack, the tiline was in the mjddle of a major expansion
program: ,\fnca ReView \\/orld of InformatJon, 1 September 1995.
11')5 Number1l1g 40,80 and nearly 100 men 111 the respective groups, the RUF forces were equipped w1th i\K47 and
RPGs
11% Tlus Swiss-owned nune ,vas the world's largest producer of bauxite. These mining areas in Moyamba and
Bonthe Districts were the- two most important economical sectors after Kailahun and Kono Districts had fallen in
1992 and 1993, thereby depnv1ng the Government of significant resources coming from the mining of diamond
and the cultivatJon of cash crops like coffee and cacao.
.
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from the area, including vehicles, money, fuel, engines, medicines, food, livestock and other items
taken from the company itself. RUF forces started giving food to civilians, which once more
convl11ced civilians to join them.
£\t the time of the attack, foreign troopsl1n and SLA forces were deployed in the area; members of
the SSD (Special Security DivislOn) were in charge of the security of the company. SU\ and foreign
troops made attempts to dislodge the RUF forces and finally succeeded on 30 January, at wh.ich time
the RUF retreated to areas not far from the mining site. Doubts were raised among the civilians on
the role played by the SSD and especially its commander in the overrun of the mining site by the
RUFll~H

/u the end of January 1995, RUF forces attacked and captured Mattru Qong ClLiefdom) without
much resistance, as it seems the SLA had already pulled out of the town. \XnUle the bulk of these
forces rnost likely came from Imperi Chiefdom, it is possible that some of these forces came from
Lugbu ClLiefdom (Bo District) 11~~ through Gbonge, stopping at the crossroad between the main road
going west to TvIattru and a southern one going to the clLiefdom headquarter of Tihun (Sogbini
Ch.iefdom), at wlLich time they decided to attack Mattru. \Vhen they entered the town, the RUF
forces did not kill people or destroy property, informing civilians that they were only against the
NPRC government and the government soldiers121111 As they settled in the town, they put in place
structures to admitLister the town and the chiefdom, including the appointrnent of Town
Commanders and Town Mothers. They also appointed adjunct clerks who, in charge of the control
of movement in the chiefdom, were responsible for issuing passes allowing civilians to go from one
area to another. They encouraged civilians to join them by giving them food, medicine, clothes and
other items. However, tlLis behaviour was not to last long and soon they began to act in a rnanner
contrary to their words.

Dunng the first weeks of their stay in the town,121l1 they lived on the food and other items they had
taken a\.vay from the Sierra Rutile but as they run out of those items, they forced civilians to work
for them, notably by repairing and maintaining the ferry on the J ong River that allowed RUF forces
to use the direct road to Sierra Rutile, where they had a lot of stolen property stored. Veh.icles from
civilians were used for this purpose. Civilians were also requixed to undertake other tasks; everyday,
the young men each had to bring a bag of cassava and WOtTlen had to bring vegetables, water and
wood, as well as cook the food. Failure to carry out these tasks brought punishments, like being
beaten or tied up and laid under the sun; the most severe punishment was death, for example if a
Clvilian refused to give vegetables frorn his or her garden or if a civilian was caught hiding in the
bush, like one woman who was shot at Luawa, near Mattru, in April. People were also brought from
other towns and villages and killed for similar reasons at the RUF headquarter in Mattru. Youths,
11~7

The records mention ECOl\IOG but tl1JS refers to either Nigerian or Guinean troops.
The cotnmander would have carried anns and ammunitions for the RUF at the ITlllllng site, once the RUF had
overrun it and would have gone 1n surrounding villages
11~~ Lugbu CI1Jefdom adjOlns Kpanda KenlO Chiefdom on the east. Its headquarter town, Sumbuya, is on the main
road that leads to i\Iattru (long Chiefdom). Since 1994, Lugbu Clllefdom had been under RUF controL
121111 i\IattlU was the hometown of the Vice Chairman of the NPRC and two Government rvIinisters.
12111 RUF forces would occupy the town for eight months before being dislodged by the SL'\ in October.
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mostly be1:\veen the ages of eight and seventeen, were also brought from the surrounding towns and
villages to be conscripted
Two bases were established in the cluefdom, one at Mattru and the other at Gambia Oil l\1.ill. The
RUF forces stole the supply of medicine and other items at the government hospital in Mattru and
turned the hospital into a training base. The base at Gambia Oil l\1.ill, n.ine mile from Mattru, was
caUed "Camp Lion,,12111 and hosted the more mature and top ranking members. To build the camp,
the RUF forces unroofed houses in the surrounding villages. The new recruits ,vho were trained in
l"lattru were presented to the cOlmnander at Camp Lion for approval to be sent at the war front.
The RUF forces also burnt down many houses in the town, including the entire compound of the
Paramount Chief as well as houses that were allegedly empty. Occupied houses were also burnt and
in one incident, 1:\vo civilians who went back to their burnt house to gather some of the things that
had not been destroyed were stopped by the RUF forces; one was killed and the other mutilated.
Throughout the chiefdOlTl, civilians' property, including furniture, clothing and money, was taken
a\vay, which led CIvilians to' hide SOlTle of their belongings. \X!hen the RUF forces discovered that
civilians were hiding property, they would take a member of the farnily, who would be forced at
gunpoint to show them the hiding place. I\S at that time condiments and tobacco were only to be
found in areas under SL;\ control, any Clvilian found ,'lith those items would be killed. Radios were
also not allowed, to prevent civilians from hearing independent news about the war. During the
time of their stay, both young and old women, including girls as young as 10, were sexually assaulted,
sometimes in public and by more than one RUF member. People who escaped in to the bush were
later hunted down and brought back into the town; some people were killed in the bush and their
property taken.
RUF forces settled in many areas in the chiefdorn, such as in Blama, south-east of Mattru, and
Biawo, north-east of Mattru. \\"!hen they settled in these villages, they carried out the same actions as
previously described, including forcing civilians to work, to go hunting and to carry the load and
conscripting children. In addition, they deposed existing authorities and installed their own
structures, mcluding the appointment of Town Commanders and Town Mothers, and established
the "pass" system. At Blann, the Town ConU11ander was sent to Camp Zogoda to be trained11113
On 3 February 1995, a very large number of RUF forces entered the headquarter town of Tihun
(Sogbini Chiefdom). Over 1,000 people were in Tihun at the time the RUF forces entered it, at
which time they gathered all the civilians they met in the town, including the Town Chief. Gathering
the inhabitants at the Court Bartle, the RUF forces asked the civilians who identified themselves as
members of the Bio family (relations of the then NPRC Deputy I-lead of State, Brigadier Julius
Maada Bio) to step forward. Many civilians did step forward, even if they did not belong to the
family, tlunking that the RUF forces were doing tlus to protect them; however, everyone who

11112 TIllS was a generic name fur training bases and other Camp Lions existed in the country, notably in IVlakeni
(BombaLi District).
11113 This Camp Zogoda, although it is a generic ;lame, probably refers to the important camp located in Koya
Clllefdom (I~enema District).
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stepped forward was then killed]211~ Other civilians were killed on that day, including two girls and an
elderly woman. Over 34 h~uses were also burnt down in the town, a large amount of property was
taken and a lot of people were captured.
The follow111g day, the captured civilians, including the Town Chief, three wbite foreigners taken
from the Sieromco Company in Mokanji (Moyamba District) and hundreds of otbers captured from
Mattru, were marshalled towards the town of Senjehun (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom), near the Sewa
Dls
River.
Tbey stopped at a junction near SenJehun, where the abductees, who were carrying stolen
property for the RUF forces, were divided into five groups. The Town Chief was told tbat the
troops \vere heading for tbeir base at Camp Zogoda in Kenema District (Koya Chiefdorn), where
the RUF leader used to stay. These forces further explained that they had captured some elderly
men, as the RUF wanted elderly people advise the parliamentarians they would have once they
seized power in the Bouse of Parliament. Some civilians, headed by the Town Chief of Tihun, were
then told to go back to Tihun under an RUF escort while tbe others proceeded to Senjehun carrying
the stolen property, crossed tbe Sewa River at Borleh and headed for Madina (Bum Chiefdom),
from where the RUF saId the civilians from Madina would continue the journey to Camp Zogoda.
Soon after tllis attack, SL/\ troops were sent to secure the town of Tihun. On 11 February 1995, the
RUF attacked the town but faced stiff resistance from the SL.i\ forces based there. Several other
unsuccessful attempts were made by the RUF to recapture the town between 11 and 18 February,
when the SLA forces were dislodged from the town by a strong and fierce attack. /\ lot of civilians
were killed; young men, women and girls were abducted; and several houses were burnt. Children
got lost in the battle and a lot of property was taken and carried away by the RUF forces, wbo left
the town on the same day of the attack]211(, They went to neighbouring villages like Moyorgbo,
Gerehun, Bauya Junction and Karleh, where they took away and destroyed civilian property and
abducted several people. In each village or town they visited, they deposed the traditional chiefs and
appol11ted Town Commanders, Town Mothers and clerks, who assumed administrative
responsibilities and the running of the towns and villages. As in other places, a system of "passes"
was established and civilians caught travelling \vithout their pass were severely beaten.
\\.Ihen they entered Bauya Junction, RUF forces \vrote "RUF" on the doors of civilian houses before
leaving for the nearby village of Semabu, two miles from Bauya Junction. People in Bauya fled into
the bush as sooner as the RUF forces left the town. That same night, tbe RUF forces returned from
Semabu, together with a large number of young men \'vho carried property the RUF forces had
taken from the people of Semabu. Some of the RUF forces then took the property to "Camp
Charlie",12117 returrung four days later. They asked the civilians to return to the towns and stop

1211-1 It is estlInated that around 300 people were killed dUrlng this incident.
1211S Information from Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom confirms that this chiefdom was used as a transit chiefdom for
RUF forces, who did not settle there but used lt to transport therr stolen property, including televisions, bags of
nce, corrugated iron sheets and food iten-:ls, across the Sewa River and through Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom, Eo
District) to Camp Zogoda in Kenema District.
1211(, J\lthough it is not certain whether RUF forces came back to the town, it is clear that SL'\ forces did not launch
any counter-attack the follow1l1g months
12117 There was one famous "Camp Charlie" near JvWe 91 ('{oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District)
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sleeping in camps 1n the bush. They also imposed la\,vs on civilians preventing them from travelling
to Bo Town (Bo Distnct) without permits; people caught travelling vlithout the permit would be
killed. Indeed, movernent from one place to the other could only be done with a "pass". The forces
elected administrative leaders in the town and surrounding villages. Often, people accused of coming
from Bo by the RUF forces were shot dead \Vithout questioning. People were also killed if they were
found with tobacco or food items like fish and any manufactured goods, as this was considered to
be proof that they had gone to areas controlled bv SLA forces, which were the only areas such items
were available.
Tllls continued for up to three months, when the RllF forces introduced another system known as
"lllan Power", by wlllch civilians were forced to carry loads for distances of about 50 miles. At that
time, W1ves of civilians forcefully became the "wives" of the RUF forces and the husbands were to
thank them whenever thev had intercourse \'\'ith their wives. Civilians were also forced to have sexual
intercourse with their relatives in public and those who refused to do so were killed.
Also in February 1995, RUF forces entered the headquarter town of Matuo (Kpanda Kemo
Chiefdom), killed two civilians and burnt down 16 buildings including the Court Banie. At
Senjehun, a town used as a crossing point on the Sewa River, the forces terrorised the civilians by
killing several people, burning down several houses and destroying the boats they found at the
waterside in the town, on the grounds that ci'vilians were using the village as an escape way to Bo
I "liB
·
1
D 1stnct
an d ot1ler paces.
During that month,1211~ SLA forces based in Bonthe Town regularly patrolled the sea route in the
north-west of Bonthe Distnct between Dema Cbiefdom and Gbangbatoke (Banta Chiefdom,
l'loyamba District). ClVi11ans were banned from going to sea for fisbing in this area, as the SLA
feared that ReF forces might attack them and use their boats to continue their advance in the
District. Civilians however continued to travel to Gbangbatoke, at night and SLA. forces started to
chase them and once captured, took away their fish and sometimes killed the faulting civilians.
On 25 February, the RUF made a successful counter-attack at the rutile mining site (Imperi
Ch.iefdom), dislodging the SLA forces based there. During their stay, their behaviour was not as
friendly as during their first stay. On the contrary, they told civilians that because civilians in the area
had taken the side of the Government when the RUF was dislodged on 30 January, they would not
spare any sou] in the area. On that day in Imperi Chiefdom, in villages such as. Mogwemo,
Kpanguma and Moriba, the RUF forces ransacked villages, indiscriminately killed civilians, forced
civilians into houses and set fHe to them, destroyed and burnt houses, raped women and guls,
conscnpted young people 1nto thelr movement and forced civilians to work for them. As in other
places, any ci,-ilian caught \:<,,1th condinlents or tobacco would be accused of going to areas under
SL'\ control, \vhere those iterns could be found, and would be killed.
1cliSThe same forces also entered Lawana (l3umpeh Cillefdom, Eo District) where they burnt down five houses and
stole a lot of Clvilian property. They also killed four old people who were unable to escape from the attack. The
town was attacked becaus-e of rumours that diamond nll11lng was going on and a b1g diamond had been found
there.
1211') It 1S likely that tlllS was a practice that was carried out for a number of months around February 1995
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Following the recapture of the lTuning area, RUF fors:es scattered throughout almost the entire
chiefdom, taking control of the area for over eight months before being dislodged by SLA forces in
November. For example, RUF forces entered Gbangbama on 20 February 1995, where they stole a
lot of property, killed two people and captured many others. One week later, on 27 February 1995,
the forces attacked the nearby village of Foinda. They took a lot of property, killed one civilian and
abducted many others, who were forced to carry the stolen property to Mobimbi, which was
previously the headguarter of the senior staff of the Sierra Rutile Company and became the RUF
headguarters when they re-captured the town. i\nother example is Gaindema, which was attacked
on 1 March 1995. RUF forces invaded the village in the north of the District with hea'vy gunfIre.
They remarked that civilians were ungrateful to them, as they had laid down their lives to fight
agaJ.nst the dictatorship government of the NPRC, which had earlier toppled the APC government.
They described the NPRC' government as selfish, not transparent and unaccountable. The RUF
forces attacked the village from its landlocked side, leaving the direction to the river open;
accordingly, people fled from the continuous gunfue into the river where some, who were unable to
swim, drowned while others were shot. In the village, RUF forces captured civilians, killed some and
conscripted others. These forces also took a lot of property, which they then transported to their
headguarters.
These continuous attacks on the villages in the chiefdorn led the majority of the population to leave
lmperi Chiefdom and to fInd refuge in more secure areas like Bonthe Town on Sherbro Island.
Theu control of the chiefdoms In the north of the District, where the strategic roads spreading
through the rest of the Distnct originate, allowed RUF forces to proceed further southwards to
Yawbeko, Nongoba Bullom and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms In these chiefdoms, most of the civilians
were already living in camps in the bush, after they heard about the attacks in the north of the
District. Furthermore, it is believed that the attack on the mining company, which led hundred of
civilians jobless, resulted in increased favourable public opinion for the expansion of the Kamajors
in the chiefdom
The situation for Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom was, however, slightly different as it seems that the
fltst RUF attack in the chiefdom, which took place in February 1995, onginated from PUJehun
District. 12111 Civilians ran into the bush leaving behind children and elderly people who were unable
to run. Those forces, dressed in military attire,!2!1 identifIed themselves as RUF forces based at
Sulima (Soro Gberna Chiefdom, Pujehun District). Young girls who were caught were raped in front
of their parents, including a 10-year-old girl, who was severely traumatised and remained ill for a
long time. A lot of civilians were appOlnted as labourers to carry property as far as Dama, some 11
miles from Topain, where they were released and ordered to return back to Dama. People
abandoned the town and stayed In the bush, where life rapidly becam.e unbearable. Several visits
were made to the tO\vn by the RUF forces 111 the follO\ving days but no one \-vas found in the town
so they stopped going there.
12111 _\lthough RUF forces were reported to be in the chiefdom in 1994, it seems that an important attack was
carried out on the chiefdom from Pujehun Dlstnct
1211 Starw1g 111 1992, RUF forces acquired uniforms from the SU\, often taken after a battle Some of those
unifonTIs also came WIth SL\ members who deserted thell ranks to join the RUF.
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)vIost of thelr activities were then carried out at Bandakor, from where they raided the neighbouring
villages. Tel was also attacked in February, at a time when most of the people had gone to their
fanns or fishing, leaving the youngest and eldest in the town. The RUF forces burnt down the whole
tmvn, 111cluding the school, the DBC church and the Town Barrie and took away property such as
fishing nets, canoes, seed rice, livestock and poultry. Five civilians were killed, among them an 85
year-old man, and some young people were abducted and forced to carry the load.
During one of their raids on the villages, three young men at Kale resisted the attack and killed two
of the RUF forces. Civilians in the neighbouring towns and chiefdoms were informed and they
llTlmediately formed civilian-fighting groups or local militia to defend themselves, since the SLA
forces was no longer able to contain the RUF advance. This group was composed of Kamajors, a
l\1ende word for hunters. Civilians started contributing to the support of this civil force, donating
single barrel guns and money for the purchase of cartridges. Other weapons like knives, spears and
machetes were made by blacksmiths in the chiefdoms as part of their contributions. 1212 The main
place for initiation \vas at Kaileh \X!anjama (Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom) but, as the group expanded,
it was further divided into sectlons with its headquarter base at Kale, south of Tapain.
On 21 March 1995, around 120 RUF members coming frotn Jong Chiefdom, dressed 111 new
combat attire with red cloth tied around their necks, entered the town of Baoma (north-east of
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) as they had heard SU\ forces were in the area. The RUF forces made
Clvilians they met in the town lead them to the farmhouses, where they took civilians' property,
including food iterns and livestock, and captured a lot of civilians to be trained as fighters. They then
went north-east to the town of Gambia Gong Chiefdom) with all the stolen property. The attack was
reported to the SLA. forces based at Gbap, south-west of Baoma. They came to the town two days
afterwards, took the remaining food items and livestock and returned to Gbap. On hearing about
SLA troop movements, a large number of RUF forces came back to the town on 27 March 1995.
One man who was asked whether he had informed the SLA about the first attack was tied up and
stripped naked, as was another man. The first man was hit wlth a bladed weapon on his neck until
he died \vhile the second one had his genital organ cut off before being hacked to death. On the
same day, RUF forces \vent looting in the surrounding villages, burnt down houses and came back
to Baoma with captives carrYl11g their load before leaving the town for Ganl.bia Gong Chiefdom).
Two members of the RUF re-entered Baoma about a week later, on 5 April 1995. They-encouraged
an old man they found in the 'village to call all the civilians who were hiding in the bush to return to
the town, as there was no other person in the town, but nobody responded to the old man's appeal.
i\ few days later, the RUF forces raided the camps of the civilians in the bush and burnt down
several huts and destroyed other property. They threatened to kill all those who failed to return to
the town, as a result of which civilians returned to the town a few days later. Town Commanders
were appointed and arrangements were made for the support of the forces willie they 'were in the
tmvn. However the Town Commanders were fearful for their lives, having heard that SLA forces
1212 The support of the farce was voluntall' at the beginning but as time went on it became compulsory and also
included pW'I'islOn of food and other essential materials for the Kamajors.
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killed civilians appointed as Town Commanders and those who stayed with the RUF on the grounds
that they ,,"ere collaborators, so they advised the civiliansto escape back into the bush.
The RUF forces continued to harass civilians in the neighbouring towns and villages. Also in April,
the RUF forces dislodged the SLA from Gbap, where civilians had already fled the town. The
retreating SLi\ forces \-vent to Bonthe Town before coming to the chiefdom between May and June
and settle at Yele, south west of Gbap From Yele, the SLA exhorted the civilians to leave the
Baoma area, as they were going to hunch an offensive on the RUF. The SLA did not however
succeed In dislodging the RUF forces who themselves launched a counter-attack on SLA position at
Y de five days later. During this counter-attack, RUF forces killed a large number of civilians and a
few SL'\ forces. The few remaining SL'\ forces left for Bonthe Town and the RUF went back to
Baoma, burning down some houses before leaving.
Around April, RUF forces attacked and settled in many villages in Yawbeko Chiefdom, in the centre
of the Distnct, including the cluefdom headquarter of Talia l 21:1 The pattern they followed in the
,-illages they entered was similar to what they had done so far in the north of the Distnct. Local
authorities were particularly targeted, deposed and replaced by Town Commanders and Town
Mothers. Some of the local authorities were also molested and killed.
RUF forces corning from J ong Chiefdom reached Bendu Cha Chiefdom in May 1995.12J.l Their
arnval was accompanied by severe brutality towards civilians and instances of killing, often with
bladed weapons, raping, burning of houses, stealing of civilians' property and abduction of civilians
were commonplace. For example, in May 1995, RUF forces reached Tigbe from Jong Chiefdom
and shoot and killed two fl~eing civilians. The forces cut off the dead men's genital organs, which
they placed 111 the mouths of the bodies and left the mutilated corpses on the road. They then burnt
dO\vn 10 houses before proceeding to another village, Tisama, where they beat a man with sticks
almost to the point of death. l'\lso in l\11ay, some RUF forces on their way to Malama passed by
1v10lamdeh. They burnt a house in which a sick woman was lying in bed, allegedJy because she did
not gi"e them water as they had asked. Once in Malama, they took a lot of property, including food
Hems, which they forced captured civilians to carry to their base at Baoma (Nongoba Bullom
Cluefdom). They also killed a petty trader who refused to give thern money.
Fighting between the RUF on one hand and SLA forces assisted with Kamajors on the other hand
continued 111 Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom. On 25 May 1995, RUF forces located the hidden camp at
Taifa, where CIvilians from Tei had found refuge, and attacked it. The SL'\ and the Karll.ajors fought
the RUF forces and a big battle took place at Tarngbassi, N/O nllies from Taifa. About 50 RUF
forces were killed ,vhile 10 SL'\ members and two Kamajors died.
Another beavy battle took place at Bombokor (Kwamebai Krim cluefdom) on 7 June 1995 as a
result of "\vbicb the RUF forces were dislodged; about 25 of them killed willie five were captured
alive. Tbere were no civilian fatalities reported to have been committed by the SLA, as their
iel3 The date of their arrn-a] in Talia could not be detenru.ned with precision.
[vlore details will be added for
Yawbeko Chiefdom.
iel~ Bendu Cha Cluefdom IS a small chiefdom on the western edge of mainland Bonthe.
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l21

commander ; ordered his forces not to shoot civilians. The SLA c0l111nander also returned the
stolen property left behind by the retreating RUF forces to the civilians. 121(, On their way back to
tbeir base after the defeat at Bombokor, the RUF forces, apparently in retaliation, raped, beat and
killed civilians ,vith bladed weapons, including young children. Nevertheless, the RUF forces were
dnven entirely frorn the Kwanl.ebm Krim Chiefdom. As such there was great influx of civilians from
the other chiefdoms into K,vamebai Krim, which caused a lot of hunger, starvation and disease, as
there were not enough food and medic111e.
However, RUF forces maintained control over chiefdoms in the centre of the District and continued
their actions against civilians. For example, sometime in June 1995, RUF forces entered the village
of Ghaloh (Bendu Cha Chiefdom), captured civilians, flogged some and later killed some of them.
They also entered Bonmmahun village but found no one 111 the town. They burnt down all the
houses and traced the footprints of people to the camp in which they were hiding, where they killed
some civilians and abducted the rest. A.s they were about to leave, they set fuoe to seven houses in the
town. Kanga village was also raided and eight houses were burnt dmvn and several civilians were
abducted, including a 15-year old girl together with other women. The following month, civilians
made another camp bet\veen the boundary of Jong and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms in the northwest of
Bendu Cha Cluefdom. 1217 At some point during the month, this camp came under the attack of the
RUF forces at about 6.00pm A baby boy was hit with bladed weapons by the RUF forces. Several
people ,vere captured and girls were raped and abducted.
Again in Bendu Cha Chiefdom, on 30 .A.ugust 1995, RUF troops coming from Baiama Gong
Chiefdom) attacked Momaya, where they abducted civilians, including one man whom they recruited
into their fighting force and some young girls, who they made their wives. The RUF forces then
headed to Bawoma and Kpetema (both in Jong Chiefdom). On their way they killed two civilians.
On or around 15 September, the Muslim festival day of Eid al Adha, RUF forces attacked civilians
\vho had moved out of their camps to observe prayers around l\1indohun village. Civilians were
captured in the mosques and abducted; t\vo men were killed, allegedly because they did not properly
carry out a task the RUF forces had asked them. On their way out, they encountered a young man of
about 30, who they suspected of being an SLi\ member, so they tied him to a stick, poured petrol
over 111m and set him on fire.
As RUF forces were progressing and affirming their control of the District, except Sherbro Island,
and the SLA. were increas111gly unable to defend the District, rumours about the Kamaj()rs began to
reach Bonthe Town This consisted of 111formation about the development of Kamajors, armed

121; Tlus SL·\ offlCer who Llsed to be based 11l the Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom favoured the idea of these local
militia fighting alongside the SL\ to bring the war to a speedy conclusion in the District.
121 (, However, this action of the commander made his men dissatisfied and they became disgruntled. Shortly after,
the SL\ forces were over powered by the RUF during an encounter in the west of the Chiefdorrl; it was said the
SL-\ forces could not face this battle, mainly due to the loss of morale following the episode of looting at
Bombokor. Those RUF forces required that the commander identify himself and one junior SL-\ member pointed
out the cOlnmander, who. was then killed by the RUF forces.
1217 Civilians were leaving the camp dUflng the day to go farming or fislllng and were coming back after their
actlntles.
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with cutlasses and knives and rumoured to have mystical powers, who were coming together to
restore peace in theu villages 111 Kwamebai I<-rim Chiefdom. At this time, Bonthe Town was full of
displaced people and the local authorities decided to'send around 300 youths to the area where
Initiations were being performed. 12lH Once initiated, the Kam.ajors went back to vanous areas in the
District, engaging the RUF forces and, initially, working hand in hand \vith the SLA.
On their return from their initiation, a group of Kamajors engaged the RUF forces based at Baoma
(Nongoba Bullom ChIefdom) with heavy firing between September and October 1995. About 22
members of the RUF were killed and several of them and their \vives were captured. They \-vere
taken to the Kamajor base at Karleh Wanjama (Kwamebai I<-rim Chiefdom). Following the attack,
the RUF completely left Baoma but one week later they regrouped and launched a counter-attack.
They succeeded in dislodging the Kamajors and burnt down the remaining houses in the town. On
5 November 1995, Kamajors also launched a fierce counter-attack on the RUF forces at Baoma.
They finally succeeded in ousting them out of Baoma and Gbap and entirely chased them out of the
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom. This was the final battle between the RUF forces and the KamaJors in
the clllefdom. CIvilians returned to resettle in the various towns and villages in the chiefdom and
also in the nelghbounng Yawbeko Chiefdom.
1219

In late October, rumours of imminent SLf\ attacks
and sounds of heavy gun firing coming from
the Bo road led some of the RUF forces based at Mattru Gong Chiefdom) to leave the town for
Senehun, 111 the south-west, and Gbonge (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom),12211 although those based at
Camp Lion refused either to leave or to release the civilians. On 25 October, a group of SLi\ Forces
known as "SpeClal Task Force" and composed mainly of ULIMO forces entered Mattru with heavy
gunfire. They were acconl.panied by two jets, which were clearing the way for them before they
entered the town. The RUF forces who had stayed in Mattru deserted their base as soon as the
members of the Task Force arrived in the town, after killing many civilians who were with them.
The follow111g day, the Task Force attacked the RUF at Camp Lion 111 the north of Mattru Town. /\
lot of CIvilians including men, women and children were killed during that attack and the survivors
were all brought into MattI"u Town. Civilians in neighbouring villages were also requested by ilie
Task Force to come and live in IvIattru Town. \,?hile bringing civilians from the villages to I\1attru,
the Task Force faced pockets of resistance from the RUF but continued to defeat tbe RUF forces
wbo, while retreating, imposed great havoc on the population, burning down houses \-vherever they
were dislodged and killing many civilians. For example, in Kale Kowama, RUF forces retreating
from B]ama came across a farnily (parents and two small children) and killed the t:"vo parents.
121H The local authorities asked t11e representatives of the chiefdoms, who had found refuge In Bonthe Town, to
present a number of theu young men
1219 Starting 111 August, SL\ forces, who had just recerl'ed military tralJung from the South AJncan mercenanes
company Executive Outcomes, \'vho were contracted by the Government of Sierra Leone, engaged in "mopping
up" operauons in the Southern Provl11ce, dislodgmg the RUF forces from various strongholds in Bumpeh
Chiefdom (Bo District) and the mining area around MokanJi (Banta Chiefdom, l'vloyamba Distnct).
12211 .\t thls rune, K.amaJors from Kwamebai Krim Cluefdom, 111 the south of the District started to have successful
confrontauon wlth RUF forces and went as far as Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom). This strong gnp on the
south east of the District probably explains why the RUF forces did not move south, using the Sewa River and
\vanJel River, that £low in" Nongoba Bullom and Kwamebai Krim Cluefdoms but rather retreated to Gbonge, a
hilly are" 111 Kpanda Kcmo Chiefdom
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Civilians brought to the town undertook a massive brushing and cleaning of the town and
surrounding villages but soon, started to lack food and o!her necessary items.
In one of their patrol to bring civilians to Mattru, members of the Task Force went to Njahun and
Senjehun (Sogbini ChiefdOlTl). On hearing this, the RUF forces at Bauya (Sogbini Chiefdom)
gathered the civilians and told them to wait for a while and all the civilians would go to Mattru.
More civilians, some from neighbouring chiefdoms, came to Bauya, either brought by the RUF
forces or arriving of their own free will, hoping to find a safer haven in Mattru. Therefore,
thousands of people where gathered at Bauya when the RUF forces divided them in two queues,
one for men and one for women. The civilians were told to sing a song and the RUF forces started
to take one person after the other and killed them either with a gun or a bladed weapon. When they
realised what was happening, the civilians started to flee to the bush. RUF forces fued on the fleeing
crowd, killing hundreds of people. The RUF forces also ambushed the town to catch and kill
escaping civilians l221 The surviving civilians went back to their camps in the bush, where RUF forces
chased them, killing everyone they found, including young children. At Lcono for example, they
gathered the civilians they found in the Court Barrie, hacked some of them into pieces, opened the
stomach of one pregnant woman and threw the foetus in the fire. Some civilians found refuge at
Bahoi, on the Sewa River east of Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom, and were rescued by Kamajors from
Senjehun who came and took them to their base. Around 200 RUF forces attacked the Kamajor
base at Senjehun but were defeated by the Kamajors stationed there, who were assisted with civilians
equipped with sticks. After ,this attack, the RUF forces went to the Gbonge hills from where they
raided villages in Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom, burning houses, taking away property, killing and
abducting civilians. Senjehun did not however sustain any further RUF attacks.
In November, SLA forces dislodged the RUF forces from Imperi Chiefdom and settled in the
mining area, at Kpanguma and Mobimbi. 1222
Around October/November, Kamajors repelled the RUF from Yawbeko Chiefdom. To strengthen
their positions, the Kamajors established more training bases in other chiefdoms than Kwamebai
Krirn Chiefdom, so that they could spread over wider areas of operation. Many young men and
boys, some aged below 15, enlisted to be trained, calling themselves "Black December". One such
base was at Talia (Yawbeko Chiefdom). Another base was at Gambia Gong Chiefdom) where young
rnen and boys initiated were called "Avondo".
On 13 November, Kamajors from Kwarnebai Krim Chiefdom entered the village of Kpankpa (Bum
Chiefdom) and killed 19 civilians on the allegation that they were accolTll'nodating the RUF forces in
the village. The bodies were dragged into the river flowing by the village. The Kamajors who carried
out this action were around 15 in number, only two of them had shotguns and all the others had
cutlasses. After this incident, the Kamajors went back to their base at Karleh \'X/anjama (Kwamebai
I<J:im Chiefdom) before returning in the same month to attack RUF positions in Bum Chiefdom.
1221 This event resulted in the death of hundreds of civilians. In 1998, over 1,000 human skulls were discovered at
Bauya Junction: ~\FP, 10 March 1998.
1222 No infonnation on fighting with RUF forces "vas recorded. Those SL'\ forces would be Joined by some
UUiI 10-1( forces for a short while in January 1996.
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The RUF forces' position at Manu was attacked and they were dislodged from the town. They
regrouped at Madina, where they faced a serious confrogtation with the Kamajors. The RUF forces
were again dislodged from their Madina base but burnt down 25 houses and killed several civilians
before leaving the town. Eighteen RUF members were killed during the encounter. The RUF left
towards the north and went in the direction of Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom, Bo District).1223 As they
were retreating, the RUF fo~ces killed civilians they came across, abducted a large number of people
and took with them all the young girls they found. In December, RUF forces launched hit and run
attacks on the chiefdom from Bagbo Chiefdom (Bo District), north-east of Bum Chiefdom, but
follU\ving their retreat from Madina they no longer settled in Bum Chiefdom, where more and more
young men were initiated within the Kamajors society.
/H a general meeting held in Mattru on 27 and 29 November 1995, civilians who had formerly
served the RUF forces in various ways were identified and condemned to death. Some were later
freed after investigations proved that they were innocent. At around this time, some of the Task
Force members engaged in cannibalism, cooking and eating the bodies of RUF members they had
captured and killed. In once incident, one child member of the RUF and known by the civilians for
making "unruly" statements about the government forces was arrested by the civilians, who brought
him to the Task Force members. Those shot him, removed the organs and left the body, asking
ci\'ilians to dun1p it in the river.

As food was lacking, civilians living in Mattru were authorised by the SLA to go back to their
villages in December with an SLA escort. The civilians were divided into groups depending on the
area they were from and taken to their villages in order of the directions of the compass, with a
group from the north going out one day, a group from the east when the first group returned and so
on.
Towards the end of the year, the RUF were sill to be found in Bendu Cha Chiefdom. In an incident
that took place around October or November, RUF forces came to Gordana, approaching it from
the river side. Two civilians who had earlier been captured in the chiefdom were with these forces.
They were mainly interested by food products and told civilians that the war was not over and that
the rumours that they did not have any more ammunition were not true. Before leaving, they forced
civilians to carry the property they had taken to the south ofJong Chiefdom.

f)
Events in 1996
In January 1996, civilians continued to resettle in J ong Chiefdom and engaged in c011U11ercial
transactions with SLA members from the navy branch and coming from Bonthe Town 1224 This
period is referred to by civilians as "being calm".

InfonnatIon gathered for Bo District reveals that in December 1995, RUF forces arrived in Bagbo Chiefdom
from Bonthe Distnct, repelled by Kamajors.
1224 The SL\ forces \vere bnnging condiments, tobacco, clothes and radios that the civilians in the chiefdom could
buy or exchange for gan, cassava or palm oil.
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Since RUF forces had been repelled from the boundaries of the chiefdom in 1995, the inhabitants of
Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom did not sustain any more .~UF attacks. After the February elections,
however, the Kamajors started subjecting civilians to physical violence, sometimes killing people,
and stealing people's property. For example, the Kamajors erected a detention cage made of thorns
at every checkpoint in the chiefdom, which they used to punish people who did not have proper
papers or for other reasons. Civilians were targeted for a variety reasons and were often ill treated.
]~~5

Many civilians, particularly adult males, sought initiation into the Kamajor society not because they
wanted to go to the war front but to protect themselves and their families from mistreatment by the
Kamajors. One specific example of this occurred at the beginning of 1997 in Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom. A civilian who was selling tobacco in the chiefdom came across Kamajors at Torma
Gbangbahun, who took his tobacco. As he wanted to talk, they threatened to beat him. On his
return to Solllon, some Kamajors he knew advised him to be initiated, because it would stop this
kind of harassment. Accordingly, the man went to Talia (Yawbeko Chiefdorn) for initiation.
The Kamajor presence expanded across the whole District, gaining control over areas previously
under RUF control. They starting settling in the various chiefdoms and putting in place local
structures. The collaboration with the SLA rapidly became problematic as tension, amounting
sometimes to fighting, erupted between the two forces. Indeed, most of the activities reported for
the year concern the Kamajors and the SLA, as the RUF forces were gradually being repelled from
their positions across the whole District. \X!hile RUF forces were still present in some areas, they
were more likely to be acting in small groups and looking for food rather than in large numbers and
on the offensive. For example, RUF forces were coming from time to time to Bendu Cha Chiefdom,
chasing civilians in their camps in the bush, especially in the coastal area of Tisagbe, where they
burnt down houses and took away a lot of property.
In January 1996, Kamajors joined the SLA forces based at the mining site in Imperi Chiefdom. The
ground commander for the Kamajors kept his men within the rules of the Kamajors and punished
the few Kamajors who harassed civilians. On one occasion, for example, he ordered the arrest of
one Kamajor who had seized a whole lorry of gari from a civilian. The Kamajor was put in a culvert
pipe for sometirne and had ~o pay a fine.
Kamajors also settled in Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom), which became an i111tlatlOn cent1:e where the
High Priest and Chief Initiator performed initiations. A big camp was built behind the health centre,
where the ceremonies were perforrned. Before being initiated, Kamajors had to bring money for
initiation fees (Le 10,000) and other items like oil, old country clothes and razor blades. In Tihun,
Kamajors and civilians together gathered the remains of civilians killed by the RUF forces and
. d tI
poe,
1elTI·In a grave d
ug'In a graveyar d .-b une
Ins No further details are available on this 1l1formation.

It is not clear when tbe RUF ,vas clislodged from Tihun and wbether tbe SU\ carried out this operation alone
or in conjunction witb the Kamajors. On 20 November 1995, the Government claimed the SL\ had retaken
control over the town but this ll1formation could not be confirmed by independent sources: Xinhua News j'\gency,
20 No,'ember 1995.
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In January 1996, Kamajors based in the Nongoba Byllom Chiefdom held a meeting with the
civilians at Baoma, where they appointed a chief or PRO they referred to as "AG" (Action Group).
At the meeting, several laws were made regarding how the civilians were to behave, requiring them
to observe the practices of the Kamajors, of whom there were 33 based in the town. The Kamajors
took over all civil authorities in the town and surrounding villages, taking on the responsibility for
Judging all cases and settling disputes. Several restrictions were put on the civilians, who were
forbidden to pound anything in a mortar 1227 and to hit a Kamajor with a broom. Contravention of
these laws would lead to loss of life and the fine of demolition of the offender's dwelling house. The
civilians were also tasked with feeding the K.amajors. In or around March, a woman violated one of
the laws by pounding in a mortar and, as the Kamajors were chasing her in order to catch and kill
her, she ran to the AG for rescue. The AG pleaded with the Kamajors, who demolished part of the
woman's house as a fine. A civilian was also imprisoned on allegations that he was a rebel
collaborator. On 7 August 1996, some Kamajors from Gambia Gong Chiefdom) sent by the High
Priest Initiator, took a lot of food Items from the civilians at Baoma, which was also an initiation
centre for the Kamajor society in the chiefdom. In a separate incident, civilians were molested and
beaten when one of the initiators fell from his motorbike after hitting a stick that was lying across
the road. The people of Motefoe village, where this incident happened, were brought to Baoma,
where they were punished. The commander ordered the people to pay for the parts that were
damaged on the motorbike. The people who had been brought to Boama, together with the
authorities of Baoma, paid the money.
SLA forces based in Bonthe Town and equipped with two gunboats (101 and 201) were working
together with the Kamajors, entering the mainland to chase RUF forces. At this time, a lot of
civilians labelled as RUF collaborators were brought from the mainland to Bonthe Town by both
the SL'\ and the Kamajors, were killed and buried along the seaside, on the road opposite the
military naval base. On one occasion, a man frorn Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) accused of
being a collaborator, as he cooked for the RUF, was brought to Bonthe town and killed. In a
separate incident, a man from Bendu (Bendu Cha Chiefdom) was also brought to Bonthe Town,
accused of being an RUF collaborator and was killed.
On 15 February, Executive Outcomes reached the District and deployed at the rutile mining site
(Imperi Chiefdom). They held meetings with the civilians, SLA and Kamajors on strategies to
protect the chiefdom. These three forces had different bases in the area and Executive Outcomes
worked together with the Kamajors but not with the SLA, whose behaviour towards civilians was
"not cordial". Indeed, the SLA engaged in taking away civilians' property and in chasing RUF
collaborators. In one incident, the Town Chief of Mogwemo was killed without much questioning,
accused of being an RUF collaborator.
Some SLA troops came to Jong Chiefdom from Bo road, as a support body for the Task Force in
February 1996. The SLA forces occupied places captured by the Task Force from the RUF forces
but, after staying in the chiefdom for a willie, started to take civilian property, including zinc and
1227 This particular law did not fit 1n the pa ttern of civilians' life, where pounding was the basis of food preparation,
be it pepper, cassava leaves or rice.
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palm oil, and began to beat up ci'vilians who refused to work for them. In the meanwhile, Kamajors
had deployed at Gambia,1228 east of the chiefdom, equipjJed with cutlasses, knives, shotguns, sticks
and FM ropes. 1229 In the town, they appointed a chief (AG). Infonnation gathered from Jong
Chiefdom reveals the gener~llaws the Kamajors had to abide by. For example, newly initiates could
not have relations with women, could not lie on beds, could not bath and could not eat nut oil
during the two weeks following their initiation. Kamajors were also not allowed to sit on mortar, to
eat unscaled food or to stand at doorposts. It was believed that any Kamajors breaking those laws
was nO longer protected and would be killed by enemies during battles. To strengthen the force of
the Kamajors in the chiefdom, more initiation began to take place at Gambia.
In a bid to control the chiefdoms where they were deployed, Kamajors established checkpoints and
issued passes to civilians, thus regulating the movernents of the population. In Bum Chiefdom,
Clvilians coming to any village without such a pass were beaten, made to lie on the floor or forced to
beat the back of their fingers on concreted floor, a practice referred to as "typing". They also
appointed civilians as Town Chiefs (AG) and GS clerk,1230 to deal with administrative issues. At this
time, the Kamajors' attitude towards civilians started to become hostile, as the villages were taxed in
order to feed the Kamajors and, above all, summary executions of alleged RUF collaborators were
carried out. On 27 January, Kamajors from Bum Chiefdom attacked Torma, killed some civilians,
took away some property and vandalised the quarters and offices of the swamp rice project.
Sometime in 1996,1231 Kamajors from Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom attacked RUF forces who had
retreated from Mattru and re-established in the Gbonge Hills (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom). Sixty-eight
civilians were rescued from the RUF, although 23 died in the crossfue. Seventeen RUF forces were
killed and the Kamajors recovered the property the RUF had previously taken away.1232
On 26 April, a serious fight broke between the Kamajors and the SLA forces based at Mabaka
(Imperi Chiefdom), which resulted in some SLA members being killed l233 Following this encounter,
the SL\ withdrew from Mabaka and went to their main headquarter at Mobirnbi. Sometime in 1996,
reports of actions carried out by "lawless" SLA forces reached the military headquarter in Freetown
and those forces were removed from the mining site and brought by helicopter to Camp Charlie, an
SLA base near Mile 91 (y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili Chiefdom). Those forces who escaped this
evacuation were believed to have gone to the Mokanji area (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba District).
/\ few months after the 1996 general elections,1234 a conflict arose between the SLA and Kamajors in
Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom. The SLA forces fell in a Kamajor ambush at the village of Kebawana,
where one of the SLA members was killed. In revenge, the SLA forces killed seven Kamajors at

1228 It was allegedly a lack of ammunition that prevented I(amajors from attacking the RUF stronghold in Mattru in
1995

1229 Tlus rope, one foot long with small sticks at its edge, was used to tie people at the ankle by their backs. "FJ\1"
means "frequency modulation", because when somebody was tied with such a rope, he would talk and reveal a lot
12311 Those GS clerks fulfilled the same lund of tasks as the clerks appointed by the RUF
1231 Tlus attack probably took place early 1996, before ilia),.
12.12 Tlus attack may have -been carried out by Kamajors deployed in different cluefdoms.
1233 Tlus was however not the ouly conflict between Kamajors and the SL\ in Imperi Cluefdom
12:\4 The exact date of tlus event could not be ascertained.
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Kebawana and displayed their bodies on the Mattru-Bo highway. Two days later, the Kamajors
regrouped and attacked the SLA forces. However, tlJe SLA forces defeated them, killing 40
Kamajors and burying them in a mass grave in Mattru. The two groups continued to live as enemies
for another rnonth until an SLA officer came and settled the conflict.
Local authorities were among the people harassed by the Kamajors. In March 1996, the Paramount
Chief of Sittia Chiefdom went into hiding, opposed to the Kamajors deployment in his chiefdom
and their behaviour towards civilians. This did not go down well with the Kamajors who chased
them, severely beating one of his relatives to know about his hiding place. The Kamajors eventually
found him, seriously beat him, went to another relative of the Paramount Chief who had hosted him
and fined her Le 300,000, which she subsequently did not have to pay due to a reverend's
intervention. However, the Paramount Chief was so severely beaten that he was transported for
medical treatment to Freetown, where he allegedly died.
Sometime in IvIay 1996, the Kamajors continued to harass civilians, particularly businesswomen and
other civilians who often went in search of food in Sittia Chiefdom on Sherbro Island. Some of the
civilians were punished by being forced to carry loads for the Kamajors or were beaten and
sometimes killed. People deserted the towns and villages to go into hiding in camps. However, the
KamaJors followed them to the camps and forcefully brought them back to the towns. In the same
month, the Kamajors attacked the village of Mobayeh (Sittia Chiefdom), where civilians were hiding.
They burnt down the whole village and killed three people, namely one old woman who had given
notice to the inhabitants of the village of the Kamajors coming was tied up and left to burn in one
of the houses; a pregnant woman, whose womb was slit open; and that woman's four year-old
daughter.
In June 1996, the Kamajor ground commander of Sogbini Chiefdom ordered the killing of four
people on the grounds that they were enemy collaborators, who were arrested at night, taken to
Talia (Yawbeko Ch.iefdom) and killed.
In September 1996, Kamajors, who were mainly from Imperi Chiefdom in the north of Bonthe
District, arrested 28 civilians and killed many of them in Sittia Chiefdom. There were cases reported
of human flesh being cooked and eaten by the Kamajors. SLA forces were given notice about these
civilians held captive by the Kamajors and went to attack them and free the captives. In retaliation,
KamaJors laid an ambush for the SL'\ at Mbockie (Sittia Chiefdom). During the attack, some
civilians who ran to the river and could not swim across it were drowned, while others were burnt in
their houses by the fire sparked by fragments of RPGs. Two members of the SLA were also killed
by the KamaJors. Over 50 Kamajors attacked the town and overpowered the 10 SLA soldiers who
were based there. j\ large amount of stolen property was loaded into boats and carried away to
Gbangbatoke (Banta Ch.iefdom, tl10yamba District) by the Kamajors.
By the end of the year, the rnain Kamajor base was at Talia (Yawbeko Chiefdom). After the 25 May
events, it would be called "Base Zero".
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g)
Events in 1997
By 1997, the Kamajors together with the SLA forces l:!ad succeeded in removing the RUF forces
from most of their strongholds in the District. This notwithstanding, there were several clashes
between the Kamajors and the SL'\ forces. The Kamajors also wrecked a lot of havoc on the
civilians, as the SLA and RUF had done pre'viously and continued to do.
SLA forces continued to mistreat civilians in the few areas in the District where they were deployed.
A group of SLA forces from the navy branch posted at York Island used to take food and other non
food items away from civilians. Civilians accused of committing crimes like killing or raping were
punished by the SLA forces without many investigations into the truth of these accusations. The
main punishment was to tie the suspect up, hang them upside down from the roof of a house and
beat them. The most senior SLA member in command used to mete out this type of punishment.
Cases of sexual violence against women by SLA members were also reported, including harassing
civilians in order to take their v-.rives. In one incident, some SLA members locked a woman in one
room of her house and assaulted her sexually. As they heard her husband was coming home, they
went outside the house and fired in the air to make people flee the area. Those SLA forces however
withdrew from York Island and went to Bonthe Town as reinforcements following the Coup in May
1997. 1235
In March 1997, a combined force of Kamajors and SLA from Bonthe Town launched a fierce attack
on the RUF position at Bendu, the headquarter town in the west of Bendu Cha Chiefdom. The
combined forces had about 20 to 25 wounded, who were taken to Bonthe Town for medical
treatment. 12:\(, The RUF forces continued to occupy the town and sent several messages to the SLA
forces and the Kamajors in Bonthe Town threatening to attack them and the town. Nevertheless,
despite this collaboration, fighting between the two factions continued. In one incident, an SLA
member who had come to an area under Kamajor control was killed at Foinda-Madina (Imperi
Chiefdom) .
In I\1ay 1997, the milital1' overthrew the Government and put in place a milital1' regime called the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC). This brought a total change in the attitude of the
SL\ forces based in Bonthe Town and its emrirons, who then joined the AFRC government.
Ci,wans were continuously harassed, property was taken and a large number of people were killed
on the allegation that they were Kamajors. The RUF forces, then referred to as "Peoples Army",
joined the AFRC forces and the combined forces continued to attack and mistreat civilians in the
Town. 12:17 The Kamajors in Bonthe Town moved out of Bonthe Town, which is part of the Sherbro
Urban District, to Sittia Chiefdom and to Bendu (Bendu Cha Chiefdom), where they regrouped to
attack the AFRC forces now in Bonthe Town. Furthermore, Kamajors had been deployed since
1996 in all the villages along the river from Mattru down to York Island, three nautical miles to
Bonthe Town. J-\ccordingly, the RUF /i\FRC forces were surrounded by Kamajors.12:lH

They would however come from time to time to patrol the lsland.
Casualty figures for the RUF forces could not be ascertained.
12:\7 Tlus would be the only time RUF managed to get a grip on Bonthe Town.
12.1H The KamaJors were however not deployed 111 York Island.
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Following threats of attack by the Kamajors on Bonthe Town, the AFRC forces mounted
checkpoints at various locations in the town around July I August. Civilian movement was restricted
and all boats and other vessels were grounded. Fishing n~ts and boats were seized from the civilians
by the RUF / AFRC forces. Civilians were beaten, molested and deprived of their daily food. The
AFRC commanders often sent their forces to attack villages occupied by Kamajors and to kill
civilians. Sometimes civilians, suspected of being Kamajor collaborators, were arrested and brought
to Bonthe Town, where they were imprisoned; those who could not be identified were shot and
buried by the seaside opposite the naval base.
People were evicted from their homes to accommodate the RUF forces when they began to arrive in
Bonthe Town in May 1997 and were harassed. At this time, the actions carried out by the
RUF / AFRC members were masterminded by the AFRC forces, because the RUF forces, who
mostly came from outside the District, did not know the area.
The Kamajors occupied SLA and RUF positions in Bendu Cha Chiefdom soon after the overthrow
of the Government in May 1997. By July 1997, RUF I AFRC forces were shooting at civilian
locations in the area. People in villages like Momaya were under serious attacks and during one
attack, a 15-year old girl was killed. People abandoned their villages in the area for camps in the
bush. Those attacks carried out by RUF / AFRC forces also prompted rnany young people in the
chiefdom to join the Kamajor society, in Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom and at Talia (Yawbeko
Chiefdom). Reports however mention that as their number grew larger, they became out of control
and created more havoc on civilians. 1239 In November 1997, two young boys from Bonthe Town
coming to Bendu to bring their relatives to Bonthe Town were arrested at the wharf by the
Kamajors posted at Bendu checkpoint. \\lhen they adrnitted they were coming from Bonthe Town,
they were accused of being "junta" collaborators and were killed with cutlasses.
Kamajor harassment and violence against civilians was reported in almost all the chiefdoms where
they were deployed. In Bum Chiefdom, they targeted businessmen, especially if they were Fullah or
Temne by tribe, and killed them. 1:'4o In one instance, one man from Moyia who was coming back
from Bo District with food items was intercepted by Kamajors at Moyia who took away his food,
locked him up in a guard room and subjected him to punishment, as a result of which he died.
Punishments l11c1uded starvation or tying the elbows behind the back and projecting the chest
forward. The harassment of civilians increased when an embargo was imposed on Sierra Leone. At
the checkpoints they mounted, KamaJors from Bum Chiefdom used to take whatever property the
Clvilians had. If they resisted, civilians were beaten and put in a 2" x 2" cage made of thorns. In
Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom, Karnajors were forcing civilians to work for them and were also taking
away their property. They would load vehicles with the property they had stolen and take it to Talia
(Kwamebai I<.rim Chiefdom). On another occasion, a group of Kamajors in Mattru amputated the

1:'39 },round tlus period. it was s~ggested that there was "[... J a clear difference between newly-recruited Kamajors,
who have access to automatlc weapons and apparently operate outside the authority of chiefdom representatives,
and the traditional Kamajors who are carefully screened and respect traditional chiefdom structures": Sierra Leone
Humanitarian Situation Report 29 October - 18 November 1997. REG NO. 97/0390.
12411 It has to be remembered that the Kamajors were Mendes.
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ears of one civilian. He was also severely wounded on the arm and later died of the wound. Another
Kamajor killed two civilians at the Keiga checkpoint (Imperi Chiefdom).
The situation for the civilians in Bonthe Town worsened when RUF / AFRC forces imposed an
economic embargo on the civilians in Bonthe Township. No one was allowed to leave Bonthe Town
for Freetown and those who attempted were beaten and molested. Civilians therefore found
themselves caught between the Kamajors and the RUF / AFRC forces, with the RUF / AFRC forces
threatening them for being relations of Kamajors and the Kamajors threatening them for being
"rebel" collaborators. This situation became unbearable by August 1997, so the elders of Bonthe
organised a peace deal between the Kamajors and the RUF / AFRC forces. The peace was initiated
after the peacemakers met with the Kamajor High Priest and Chief Initiator who was based at Talia
(Yawbeko Chiefdom). Their trip to Talia was, however, accompanied by many obstacles, most of
them being the Kamajors checkpoints all along the road to Mattru. Those civilian peacemakers were
severely molested at a checkpoint at Momaya (Bendu Cha Chiefdom), where Kamajors opened flred
into the air. 1141 They were also molested by Kamajors on their arrival at Talia. Nevertheless, they met
the High Priest and Chief Initiator, who gave them a message for the RUF / AFRC based at Bonthe
Town. In that message, the Chief Initiator asked those forces to stop killing civilians and Kamajors
and, in return, he promised he would try to stop his men from launching attacks on Bonthe Town.
The peacemakers went back to Bonthe, escorted by some Kamajors responsible for the security of
the High Priest, and the RUF / AFRC agreed to the peace plan.
However, the AFRC forces soon undermined the peace deal several times by attacking the positions
of the Kamajors. For example, a few days after the return of the peacemakers from the negotiations,
the RUF / AFRC forces attacked the Kamajor position at Gbangbatoke (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba
District). They were defeated and two rnembers of the RUF / AFRC forces were killed. In September
1997, the RUF / AFRC forcp attacked the Kamajors at Pembihun, north of Bonthe Town. The
RUF / AFRC forces were again defeated and the Kamajors killed a lot of their number, including a
very top RUF member. Soon after, the RUF / AFRC made another attack on Kamajor location in
Bamaba, west of Bonthe Town, and were again defeated by the Kamajors. The RUF / AFRC forces
continued to harass the civilians and killed people they suspected of being Kamajor collaborators in
Bonthe Town. Dema Chiefdom, east of Sittia Chiefdom, was also affected by these attacks, as in
December 1997, AFRC members went to Moyema by sea, over powered the few Kamajors posted
there, looted some houses and a store and burnt down some houses before leaving. 1242 The AFRC
members left for Bonthe Town but one of them proceeded to the village of Mokutu (Dema
Chlefdom) and killed a youth, who allegedly tried to be "defiant". This AFRC member was later
arrested on his way to Tissana and killed by Kamajors.
In the middle of 1997, newly initiated Kanlajors settled at Mokossie (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom),
where they convened a meeting w'ith the civilians to explain the new laws civilians would have to
obey. These laws 1ncluded no \vhistling in the town, no sitting on motorbikes by women, no trousers
for women and no use of rnortars at night. The penalty for the breach of one of these laws was the
This checkpoint was called "the gate of hell".
During the period of 1997 to 1999, Dema Chiefdom administration was entirely in the hands of the Kamajors,
who presided over cases and served as cluefdom police sub chiefs and as Paramount Chief.
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destruction of the civilian's house. The Kamajors decided on cases and tied people with a FM rope
for va no us reasons.
Around 10 and 11 September 1997, the AFRC cornmanders ordered that all the important
personalities in Bonthe Town be arrested, in particular those who initiated the peace talks, alleging
they did not negotiate in the interests of the AFRC. The arrested people were, however, released in
the evening. On 15 September, the Kamajors launched an attack on Bonthe Town, which was
unsuccessful, as the RUF / AFRC forces had a large amount of weapons in the town. Several
Kamajors and a lot of civilians were killed during the battle, which lasted for four hours. The dead
Kamajors were buried in a mass grave dug by the RUF / AFRC forces. After the battle, the
RUF / AFRC forces conducted a house-to-house search in Bonthe Town, looking for Kamajors.
Civilians were advised not to host any Kamajor and to report any case of a civilian harbouring a
Kamajor. Information of imminent Kamajor attacks on the town continued to arrive in Bonthe
Town, through the businessmen travelling back and forth to Sittia Chiefdom. This led many
RUF / AFRC forces to leave the town on gunboats for Freetown, taking with them a lot of property
they had previously stolen. Few civilians were authorised to board the RUF / AFRC gunships on that
occasions but on subsequent trips and during a transfer to the boat, the sea car they boarded
capsized and many civilians drowned in·the ocean.
The RUF /AFRC forces who stayed in the town continued to take property and kill civilians in and
around Bonthe Town. On 14 October, they arrested the SLPP secretary for Bonthe District,
3ccusing lwn of being among the Kamajors who launched the attack on the town on 14 September.
He \vas detained for three days, during which time physical violence was inflicted on him; the
RUF /.i\FRC forces also burnt down his house. On 18 October, he was brought to the United
Methodist Church, where he was mutilated and had his head cut ofE,1243 The RUF / AFRC forces
then dismembered the body, put his head on a stick and paraded across the town, asking civilians to
give them money for the good work they did 124-1 Four d3Ys later, the civilians asked the RUF / AFRC
members for authorisation to bury wh3t was left of his body.1245
h)
Events in 1998
In January, Kamajors went to York Island and stole 3 lot of property from civilians' houses, without
killing 3nybody. They took their load and went back to Bendu Cha Chiefdom.
On 14 February 1998 the .l\FRC forces departed from Bonthe Town for Freetown. 1246 The
K3maJors replaced them the next d3Y, on 15 February. Two groups of Kamajors heavily armed \vith

It was reported that his organs were cooked and eaten at the naval base.
It is reported that the officers in charge of the town did not take any action, which led civilians to think that
they actually masterminded every action earned out by the junior staff.
1245 Those responsible for this action would be court marshalled in September 1998 and the mother of the man
killed testified she 'was forced to eat her son's heart by the men who had killed him: AFP, 16 September 1998.
124(, Inlate i\Iarch, over 500 decomposed bodies were discovered in two shallow graves on Sherbro Island. It was
believed that these bodies were hurriedly buned by the RUF /l\FRC forces before they pulled out of Bonthe
Town It IS not clear whether those people had been killed by the RUF /AFRC forces just before they retreated or
throughout their stay 111 the to\.vn: /\.FP, 1 A.pril 1998.
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1\K47s, RPGs and LMGs under different commanders, one numbering about 30 members and the
other of unknown size, entered Bonthe Town on that day. A meeting was held with the civilians in
the townslup, where some people were killed, mostly o~ the grounds that they were identified as
"rebel" or "junta" collaborators. One of the civilians killed was a tailor who had made the
"Kamajors uniforms" the RUF / AFRC forces sometimes used to attack the Kamajors by surprise. In
another instance, Kamajors arrested a man who used to live in York Island but was now hiding in
Bonthe Town. He was put in prison where two civilians and two policemen were already detained.
He was severely beaten by a young Kamajor around 13 years old, following the order of a
commander; a few minutes later, five Kamajors entered the cell and told them they would be killed
because they were collaborators. They were then taken to the Kamajors High Command, where they
were tied up and beaten. It was only due to the intervention of a parish priest that their lives were
spared. Instead, they were allowed to pay a fine, which - because the original punishment had been
death - was set at Le 200,000, although the fust civilian was allowed to leave on payment of Le
54,000.
More Kamajors from the mainland chiefdoms arrived in Bonthe Town, where they looted houses
and public offices before going back to the chiefdom from which they had come. Businessmen and
traders were continuously harassed by Kamajors who took all their property from them; sometimes,
people were killed. Checkpoints were established at various locations at the entry points of the town
through which civilians coming from the mainland or from Sherbro Island had to pass. In one
instance, Kamajors went to Mania, a trading place for civilians. On their way, they met some
civilians going to the nearby \rillage of Ndainga to trade. Those civilians were flogged and one was
wounded with a dagger on his back. The Kamajors took most of the items the ci'vilians were about
to trade and left for Jimi. On their way, they saw a canoe going towards Ndainga. They took away all
the traders' property and took control of the speedboat 'with the traders still inside, leaving their
canoe out at sea. The civilians were disembarked on a piece of land and the Kamajors continued on
their way to JilTu, where they set one house on fire.
The Kamajors continued to harass civilians, killing people alleged to be "junta" or "rebel"
collaborators and stealing property. They were totally dependant on civilians for their food and
starting taxing civilians, as a contribution to their feeding and to the purchase of ammunition. This
made life for the civilians very difficult in the township and surrounding villages. The Kamajors
burnt down villages like Gbogboma, Puokie and many others in the Sittia Chiefdom and killed
people who occupied positions of respect in the community.
Throughout the rernainder of the year and those following, Kamajors victimised civilians in towns
and villages across the District. They deposed or ignored all the chiefdom authorities and themselves
acted in those positions, inCluding as chiefs and policemen. They added to the suffering of the
civilians with their prohibition laws to protect their powers and their mistreatment of civilians,
applicable only to the Kanlajors. Civilians were required to obey a set of different laws, which
included no stealing, no fighting and no travelling from one village to another without a pass, each
with different penalties depending on their gravity. Furthermore, the Kamajors asserted that their
authority was supreme-and that the Town Conunander called AG had the right to intercede between
Clvilians and Kamajors.
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\v'hile the Kamajor initiation was going on at Gambia ong Chiefdom) in 1998, one Kamajor
commander raped a suckling mother at the market plac~ in Goba town. He also threatened to kill
the husband of the woman. On 27 March 1998, a one-year old boy was deliberately killed at
Mowagor village near Mattru by a Kamajor commander.
i)
1999,2000,2001 and 2002 1147
The Kamajors were not respectful to each other let alone to the civilians in the District, including
instances of riots and fighting between different groups of Kamajors in the District. The High Priest
would send his own men out on looting missions, but they would often encounter troubles with
other groups of Kamajors in other chiefdoms. The Kamajor structure appeared blurred or nonexistent to the civilians at this time: acts of violence against civilians and their prOperty throughout
the country led people to think that there was no more structural organisation, aside from the
District Coordinator and High Priest.
In January 1999, a group of Kamajors from Sittia Chiefdom entered the island town of Timbima
(Dema Chiefdom) and required the civilians to pay the sum of Le 1,000.00 and a quantity of fish for
their feeding. Defaulters were tied up and made to lie down and look at the sun. Another group of
Kamajors from Dema Chiefdom went to attack this first group,1148 but could not find them in the
town. This second group therefore required the civilians to pay for the cost of fuel used to visit the
village. From September 1999 to the end of 2000, the administration of all of Dema Chiefdom was
in the hands of the Kamajors, with the chiefdom ground commander assuming the responsibility
and position of the Paramml11t Chief. They also made themselves into sub chiefs down to headmen
and made additional laws, including prohibiting civilians from eating certain food, like bananas.
Civilians were forced to obey their instructions and defaulters were always given severe beatings.
Housewives ,",vere punished together with their husbands. The Kamajors continued these practices
throughout the years of 1999, 2000, 2001 and the early part of 2002, when disarmament begun in
the District, although on a lower scale.
Following the Freetown invasion by the RUF / AFRC in January 1999 and their subsequent defeat by
ECOMOG and others, RUF / AFRC forces retreated hastily into the country and some arrived in
Bonthe Town. \Vhile in the town, they raided villages in Sittia and Dema Chiefdoms, took property
and burnt houses. Four months later, Kamajors from Dema Chiefdom agreed to regroup with those
of Sittia Chiefdom to attack Bonthe Town. Civilians were requested to provide them Wl.th the items
they needed, like food and cartridges. During a meeting with elders at the chiefdom headquarter of
Tissana (Derna Chiefdom), the Kamajors were told that civilians could not gather the money to buy
the ammunition, which did not please them. They molested the Paramount Chief and some began
going around to collect money from civilians while others were chasing cattle. From Tissana, they
moved to an island called Nyagai, where they found a man they accused of having been an attendant
1147 It is menuoned that Executive Outcome were based in the l'vfoyamba District, and 1l1termittent:ly went into
Bont:l1e Distnct to give moral support to the I<amajors. However, Executive Outcomes left the country early 1997,
therefore tlus 1l1formation may refer to other forces.
1148 This second group of Kamajors were from Dema Chiefdom and were ordered by their commander to drive
the Kamajors from Sittia Chiefdom back to their chiefdom.
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for the RUF / AFRC in Bonthe Town during previous years. The Kamajors amputated the man bit
by bit, starting with his ears, before removing his eyes apd internal organs and finally dumping him
in the river. The people for whom the man was working for were obliged to pay a fine for having
harboured and kept a collaborator. The Kamajors then launched their attack on Bonthe Town but
were unsuccessful I14<) and about one month later, those Kamajors, now over 500 in number,
launched a second attack on the town. In the meanwhile, the RUF / AFRC forces had started pulling
· 1earnt 0 fl'
out 0 f t1e
1 town, 1lavIng
t 11S attac k'. 1"51J
On 24 May 1999, the deputy task force commander of Bonthe District led a troop of Kamajors and
attacked Mattru Police station at midday. Two police officers were killed. On 8 July 1999, the same
commander led a group of Kamajors at night to launch a strong attack on Kortumahun village
(Yawbeko Chiefdom). A pregnant woman was shot in the leg during the attack and later taken to Bo
Government Hospital.
In Sogbini Chiefdom, the Kamajors had no regard for the Paramount Chief. They defied his
authority and claimed that they were only accountable to the CDF National Coordinator. Civilians
were physically and sexually harassed. Children below the age of fifteen were abducted and some
were forcefully conscripted and initiated into the Kamajor society. More and more youths joined
the society to protect their relations and families from the continuous harassment and havoc
wreaked by the Kamajors. In the town of Semabu (Sogbini Chiefdom) a notorious Kamajor killed
civilians, took property and burnt down civilian houses. Fear of the Kamajor atrocities forced
civilians to go back into the bush camps for safety, abandoning their property behind them. The
Kamajors took all of that property that had been abandoned, sometimes visiting the bush camps to
steal property and harass civilians.
Following the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration program (DDR) was formally launched on 20 October 1999 by the
President of Sierra Leone during a ceremony in Freetown. Very few combatants out of the estirnated
45,000 combatants, however, laid down their arms at this time 1151
The DDR process was halted in 2000, due to the insecurity in the Northern and Eastern Provinces
and the abductions of UN peacekeepers in May 2000. To reactivate this process, a ceasefire was
signed in Abuja, Nigeria on 10 November 2000, which again had to be re-activated for the second
time on 4 May 2001. 1152

124~

Some Kamajors and few RUF//\FRC members were killed but civilian fatalities could not be ascertained.
It could not be ascertained whether there had been any fighting at all between the RUF / .'\FRC forces and the
Kamajors.
1251 In November 1999, only 1,500 combatants had disalmed out of the total 45,000 estimated combatants: IRIN
\'\!est .-\frica, 17 November 1999.
1252 The security situation in the Northern and Eastern Provinces prevailing in 2000 urged the Government of
Sierra Leone to negotiate a ceasefue with the RUF in November 2000. On 4 May 2001, the parties would meet
agatn in .-\bup, Nigeria to review the ceasefue. Further to the meeting 111 May 2001, they parties would hold
monthly tripartite meetings under the Joint Committee on DDR. The fmal meeting took place in January 2002
when disarmament was declared complete and the war over.
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Following a meeting between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF held at the UNAMSIL
headguarters in Freetown, the parties agreed on th~ need to accelerate and complete the
disarmament process, which included the opening of ; DDR centre in Bonthe District. 1253 The
second meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR took place in Magburaka (Tonkolili District) on 2
June 2001 and the parties agreed on an accelerated disarmament process meant to take place
simultaneously in Kono and Bonthe Districts in June 2001,1254 although the disarmament camp was
not yet set Up.1255
1256
Disarmament finally began on 2 July 2001
although at a slow pace, as only nine CDF members
turned in their weapons on the first day of the opening of the DDR centres. In fact, CDF members
from the mainland expressed their wish to disarm in Mattru (J ong Chiefdom) and not in Moyamba
District, as was planned.!257 Therefore, following a meeting attended by the Deputy Special
Representative of the Secretary-General, UNAMSIL's Force Commander and Deputy Force
Commander, the CDF coordinator and other officials and a member of the NCDDR, the parties
agreed to establish another DDR camp in Mattru. 12S8 This camp was opened around 13 July and
from this time, the disarmament process began to accelerate in the District: as of 27 July, 813 CDF
members had disarmed in the two DDR camps in Bonthe District. On this date, the Special
Representative of the Secretary-General visited the two centres to assess the disarmament progress
and to stress the importance of having this process complete by the end of J uly.12S9
During a meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR, the parties formerly declared disarmament in
12w
Bonthe District complete in Septernber.
UN peacekeepers of the Nepalese contingent deployed
1261
in the District in late 2001

3.

Conclusion

Sharing a border with Pujehun District, Bonthe District was affected by the RUF/NPFL incursion
into Sierra Leone as early as 1991. The effect of the conflict, however, differed slightly from the
cxpenence in Pujehun District. Until 1995 in Bonthe District, the conflict had only spread into the
three chiefdoms of Kwamebai Krim, Bum and Nongoba Bullom, while in 1991, although only for a
few months, RUF /NPFL forces had spread across the whole Pujehun District. After a first short
stay in Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom in 1991, RUF /NPFL forces would visit the District sporadically,

1251 In addition to the eXlsting DDR camps in Port Loko, Bo, l'vIoyamba, Kenema and Dam, the parties also agreed
on the urgent need to open new,DDR camps in the country, in the Northern Province (Lunsar, lvlakeni,
Kamakwie, i\Iasingbi and /\likalia), the Eastern Province (Koidu and Kailahun) and the Southern Province
(pujehun and Bonthe): UN"-\MSIL press release, 15 l\iay 2001.
1254 UNAI\ISIL press briefing,S] une 2001.
1255 UN"-\i\lSIL press briefing, 8] une 2001. The acceleration of the disalmament was meant to take place District
by DistrlCt.
125(, Un-\i\ISIL press briefing, 3 ]uly 2001.
1257 Kamajors wanted a fast-track disarmament to be able to return rapidly to their farming activities
125H Un-\i\1SIL press briefing, 6 ]uly 2001.
1259 UN"-\II'1SIL press briefmg, 27 July 2001
12W Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situatlon Report 01 - 30 September 2001. Disalmament would only be declared
complete for the whole country in January 2002.
12(,1 UN"-\MSIL press briefing, 16 November 2001
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often in small numbers, but would not establish a real presence there, except in Bum Chiefdom for
six months in late 1991/1992.
The natural features of the District, particularly the swamp areas and rivers in the south, could
explain the containment of the conflict to the three aforementioned chiefdoms during its early stage.
This is reinforced by the fact that the major incursion penetrating the District in 1995 was carried
out from the north of the District, where the road network is the more developed.
By 1995, the conflict had taken a new turn, as RUF forces spread across the whole country. The
attacks on the east and south of Moyamba District and the north of Bonthe District in January 1995
was in fact preceded by a massive RUF operation in Bo District, where RUF forces launched attacks
on camps and headquarter towns in the centre of the District all within a couple of days towards the
end of December 1994. RUF forces then proceeded directly to Moyamba District and then to
Bonthe District.
RUF forces attacked and thus paralysed the economically vitallnining area, which spreads across the
north of Bonthe District and the south of Moyamba District. This new development was dramatic
for the Government of Sierra Leone, as the income from mining activities and the selling of cash
crops produce had already dropped considerably following the previous occupation of Kono and
Kailahun Districts. RUF forces spread across the mainland District, failing however to reach
Sherbro Island.
Their progression and the violations they c01111nitted were hampered by the intervention of a special
tnilitary unit in late 1995 and the continuous development and successes of the Kamajors. By the
end of 1996, the RUF forces were dislodged from their positions across the District and the
subsequent actions they carried out was the fruit of small pockets of RUF remnants.
Unlike Pujehun, Bo, Kenema and Kailahun Districts, after the overtluow of the Government and
the establishment of the AFRC regime, the Kamajors did not withdraw from their positions and go
underground, as the RUF / AFRC forces were concentrated in Bonthe Town and not in the rest of
the District. Furthermore, most of the RUF forces who joined the AFRC members in the Bonthe
Town did not originate frorn the District but came from Kailahun District.
From February 1998 and following the withdrawal of the RUF / AFRC forces from Bonthe Town,
the pattern of actions in Bonthe District was sitnilar to how the conflict affected the other Southern
DIstricts of Pujehun, Moyan"lba and Bo. Free of RUF /AFRC presence, Kamajors actions, originally
ai1111ng at defend their chiefdoms against RUF attacks and violence, became oppressive for the
civilians, as KamaJors affirmed their control not only of the security of District but also of the local
adtninistration, substituting themselves for the local authorities, and of the civilians living in Bonthe
District.
After 1998, the conflict concentrated in the Northern Province and areas of the Eastern Province,
where the CDF members were not able to put up a firm and continuous resistance to the
RUF / AFRC advances and where the main tnining areas were located.
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Violations committed by Kamajors during this period w.~re fewer reported than the violence carried
out by the RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF / AFRC forces. This is probably mainly due to the fact that
key people .mostly reported violence when carried out during an attack; from 1998 onwards, the
Kamajors were in total control of the District, so the day-to-day violations were most of the time
not reported, blurred In the memories of the key persons.
As RUF forces did not settle in the District for a long period and the intensity of fighting was
generally lower than in the rest of the country, Bonthe District was one of the least affected Districts
in term of destruction of property, displacement of people 1262 and violence against civilians.

c.

Moyamba District

1.
Introduction
Moyamba District is one of the four Districts in the Southern Province of the Republic of Sierra
Leone. It is bounded by Bo District in the east; Tonkolili and Port Loko Districts in the north;
Bonthe District in the South; and the \'Xlestern Area in the west. The headquarter town, Moyamba
Town, is located in Kaiyamba Chiefdom, in the centre of the District.
There are 14 chiefdoms in the District:
Chiefdom
Bagruwa
Banta
Banta Mokele
Bumpeh
Dasse
Fakunya
Kagboro
Kaiyamba
Kori
Kamajei
Kongbora
Kowa
Ribbi
Timdel

Headguarter
Sembehun
G bangbantoke
Mokele
Rotifunk
Mano
Gandohun
Shenge
Moyamba
Taiama
Senehun
Bauya
NJama
Bradford
Bomotoke

I-laving borders with both the Southern and the Northern Province, Moyamba District would be
affected by the development of the conflict in those two Provinces, both of which were used to
launch attacks on its borders, primarily from the south.

1:'6:' ;\lthough there was no massive displacement of population between to,vns inside the District and outside the
District, civilians often took the bush, leaving in bush camps called "sorkoihun".
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Two strategic roads pass through the District. The main highway leaving Freetown for the Provinces
separates into two roads at Mile 91 (y oni Chiefdom, ToT;.kolili District). The first road goes from the
west to the north towards Magburaka (Tonkolili District) and Koidu (Kono District), while the
second one reaches Bo and Kenema through Moyamba District. This second road reaches
Moyamba District in the east, and runs in the District from the extreme north-east of Fakunya
Chiefdom and its headquarter town, Moyamba Junction, Taiama (Kori Chiefdom), and Senehun
(Kamajei Chiefdom) before arriving in Bo District in Gbo Chiefdom. From Moyamba Junction (at
the border with Tonkolili District), a road leaves to the south-west to reach Moyamba Town.
Accordingly, controlling Moyamba Junction would allow access to the north-west to Tonkolili
District, to the south-west to Moyamba Town and to the south-east to Bo Town. \XThen
circumstances make using this highway impracticable, an alternate route to reach Bo from Freetown
runs through Moyamba Town. It leaves the \'{!estern Area through Songo and goes south-east to
Moyamba District, passing by the headquarter towns of five chiefdoms, before ultimately reaching
Bo District through Bumpeh Chiefdom. The control of this road would be of a critical importance,
as it nukes Freetown reachable from Moyamba District.
Its main economic activities, besides salt production on the coast, are rutile and bauxite rnining. The
mining area is located in the south of the District, in Banta Chiefdom, and in the north of Bonthe
District (Imperi Chiefdom). The headquarters of the bauxite company are in Mokanji (Banta
Chiefdom), while the headquarters of the rutile company is in Imperi Chiefdom (Bonthe District).
Those mining activities were of vital importance for the Sierra Leone Government, as mineral
resources made up the bulk of its exports before the war.
Njala University College (south of Kori Chiefdom), by the Taia River that flows south-north in the
east of the District, is part of the University of Sierra Leone and is the only University Campus in
the Provinces.
The way the conflict affected the District can be divided into three distinct stages. The first stage
was from 1991 to 1994, the period before the RUF forces entered the District. During this time,
SLA forces were deployed in the District but harassed civilians, including taking away their property.
Cases of rapes and killing ~ere reported and the chasing of collaborators increased by the end of
1994 as rumours of imminent RUF attacks grew stronger.
The second stage ran from 1994 to 1998 and saw the progression and settlement of RUF forces in
the District and the development of the Kamajor society. In early 1995, RUF forces made an
incursion in the District and, shortly after, began to make their way towards Freetown. As this
advance was stopped by SLA forces, the RUF forces settled in the District, progressively reaching all
the chiefdoms and establishing a strong base in the north. The chiefdoms in the south of the
District were less affected and most of the actions were concentrated in the north of the District.
Civilians began organising themselves into Civil Defence Units (CDUs) and by early 1996, the first
Kamajors deployed in the District and engaged RUF forces. They however also fought SLA forces
who were asked by the civilians to leave in 1996. The follmving year was described as the peak of
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Kamajor activities in the District. RUF forces were still active in the north of the District but had
been repelled from the south and centre.
During the AFRC regime, RUF / AFRC forces were only deployed in limited areas of the District
and were strongly resisted by the CDF. This second phase was characterised by violence inflicted on
civilians mainly by RUF forces but also by SLA forces and Kamajors. RUF forces, once stopped on
their progression to Freetown, mainly carried out hit and run attacks, entering villages, taking away
property and burning houses but also killing civilians, raping girls and capturing civilians to carry
their loads, usually to their main base. They also killed number of civilians on the grounds they were
Kamajor collaborators. During this period, the behaviour of the Kamajors towards civilians began
changing, as they intensified their fight against the RUF and, later, RUF / AFRC forces and started
gaining control over different areas. Civilians were initially requested to provide them with food and
other basic items but soon, Kamajors began harassing civilians and taking their property. Kamajors
did not recognise the authority and power of local authorities and other Government personnel, as
they only had respect for those who had been initiated and they soon extended administrative
authority over civilians in the areas they occupied. Their control of an area included physical
violence against civilians in general, including sexual violence against women. Alleged RUF or AFRC
collaborators were killed without first undertaking an investigation. The Kamajors made certain
laws for the civilians and those who broke those laws were subject to various punishments, including
imprisonment in a small cage made of sticks and thorns.
The third and final stage ran from 1998 to 2001 when disarmament was complete in the District.
Following the retreat from Freetown, RUF / AFRC forces pulled out of the entire District, which
was therefore in total control of the District. Only few and limited attacks were carried out in the
north of the District by RUF / AFRC forces based in Tonkolili District. This period was however
marred \\rith a lot of atrocities, and most of the CDF actions described in 1997 also happened in
1998. Alleged RUF or RUF / AFRC collaborators were killed and traders and businessmen were
particularly targeted for their belongings. Fighting between two factions of the CDF erupted in the
District in 1998 and 1999.
However, by the end of 1998 CDF activities against civilians started to decrease and, gradually,
civilians became free from attacks and harassment. People returned to their various towns and
villages and started resettling. Tlus continued until the disarmament of the CDF in the entire District
by 2001.
2.
Factual analysis
a)
Events in 1991 - 1994
Sierra Leone Army (SLA) forces were deployed across the country 1n the District's headcluarter
towns and other sensitive areas soon after the coup d'etat in 1992, with the aim of securing the
country from the National Patriotic Front (NPFL) and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces,
wluch had entered Sierra Leone from Liberia in 1991. Around this time, new SLA units emerged,
such as Tiger Battalion, Scorpion Battalion and SLA Rangers. In Moyamba District in 1992,1263 some

12(,3 The date is not clear from the record, but this was probably sometime in 1992.
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SLA members deployed in Fakunya Chiefdom in the central north of the District, which shares a
boundary with Tonkolili District. They deployed in tw.o sensitive areas of the chiefdom, namely
Moyamba Junction, 102 rrUles from Freetown on the Freetown-Bo highway, 22 rrUles to Moyamba
and Njagbahun Junction, on the Moyamba Junction-Moyamba road, 8 nUles from Moyamba
J unction and 14 nUles from Moyamba town. 1264
r\t this time, the District was free of an RUF /NPFL presence, as those forces were confined to the
south-east and north-east of the country. However, the war had already begun to affect civilians,
who were harassed by SLA forces, mainly for their food and domestic animals. Food was often
stolen at the checkpoints mounted by the SLA, but also when SLA forces would leave their
checkpoints and visit towns and villages in the chiefdoms for the purposes of finding food. In
addition, cases of physical violence, killings and rapes were reported. At the checkpoints, SLA forces
took some women and girls away and sexually assaulted them. The forces also took aside civilians
suspected of being "rebels", inflicting physical violence on them and sometimes killing them when
they could not be identified by relatives or other civilians. 12G5
By the end of January 1994, the then Head of State declared "total war" against the RUF forces and
launched a massive recruitment process, more than doubling the ranks of the SLA. 126(, In addition,
in April 1994, an SLA captain visited Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom),12('7 in the north-east of the
District, where he held a meeting \.vith the people of the town. During that meeting, he instructed
the people of the town to give their young men to be trained as vigilantes to help the. SLA fight the
RUF forces and to further protect their chiefdoms in the Districts. The trained youths formed a
Civil Defence Unit (CDU).12('8 The people of the town were instructed to provide the CDU with
food and logistics but as elders were reluctant to tax an already poor population, the Chiefs decided
to tax themselves to support the youths. The CDU kept guard at certain locations in Rotifunk and
the surrounding villages. Other units were formed in other chiefdoms in the District. Additional
security was provided for the workers at the mining company1269 in Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) by
SSD (State Security DivislOn) forces, who arrived on 4 July 1994. 12711
However, towards the end of 1994, the actions of the SLA against civilians continued to increase.
For example, SLA forces who introduced themselves as SLA members went by military truck to the
town of Rotawa (north of Fakunya Chiefdom) on 14 October 1994. Those men were dressed in full
1264 \"X71lOever controlled these Junctions would have open access to lVIoyamba Town (IZaiyamba Chiefdom), southeast of Fakunya Chiefdom.
1265 No more detail was available on this information, nor the precise year of its occurrence.
12(,(, In late 1993, RUF forces launcbed a massive operation in the south of Kenema District and rapidly spread
across the District. By tbe end of 1994, tbey were all over Kenema, Pujehun and Bo Districts and continued their
Ulland progression.
12(;7 There IS also a Bumpeb Chiefdom 111 Bo District.
12(,K "'\ CDU was the most developed form of organisation the civilians put in place for the defence of their
chIefdoms. TIllS was the step prior to the initiation and development of the Kamajors.
12(,9 Sierra Leone Ore and l\letal Co. (Sieromco), a Swiss-owned mining company based in the southern area of
Mokanji was the only bauxite pr~ducer in the country and was mining deposits within 4 km of the washing plant at
Gondama, in the centre of the Chiefdom: The IvIilling Journal, 29 May 1994.
12711 Tbe year IS uncertain, as the SSD may have deployed in July 1993.
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military uniforms. They took civilian property, mainly food items and livestock, and proceeded to
Falaba and Gbotima, in the north of Fakunya Chiefdo1Jl, where they carried out the same action.
Another group of SLA. forces, allegedly coming from Mofokoya (Y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili
District), five miles to the north of Rotawa, entered Rotawa on 16 December 1994. They entered the
compound of an elder, once a Regent Chief, and took her 16-year daughter whom they began to
beat up. \Vhen the girl's father and one of his guests pleaded for her release, the SLA killed them;
the father was beaten with stick and the guest was shot and killed. On their way back to Tonkolili
District, they came across a woman whom they raped before giving her Le 1,000. They further told
her they were SLA forces from Camp Charlie at Mile 91. 1271 Also, the town of Kwellu (Fakunya
Chiefdom) was raided on 11 December by the SLA. forces, who took a lot of property from civilians
living there.
On 14 November 1994 the SLA forces came to Mano (Dasse Chiefdom), situated on a highway
leading Fakunya Chiefdom to Dasse Chiefdom, through Kori Chiefdom southwards into Bo
District. They were fully dressed in military uniforms and armed with RPG and automatic riffles.
The SLf\ forces established a base in the town and erected checkpoints in the town at roads leading
out towards Taiam.a to the north, Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) to the south and Bumpeh Chiefdom
(Bo District) to the south. 1272 Soon afterwards the SLA forces started harassing civilians in the town,
taking money frorn people at the checkpoints, and even went to other towns and villages in the
chiefdom. Civilians were beaten and their property was taken. Following the attack on Bo Town in
late December 1994, the SLA. imposed a curfew from 6.00pm to 7.30am and started suspecting
civilians of being "rebels': or "rebel" collaborators; several people were beaten, imprisoned in the
.
1073
guar droom an d even killed.
-.
By the end of 1994, news about possible attacks by the RUF forces began to be heard in the District.
There were rumours that the RUF forces were fast advancing to attack the mining town of Mokanji
(Banta Chiefdom) and make a base there. Around 28 December 1994, SLA forces coming from
Freetown were airlifted to Mokanji as reinforcements for the SSD.
Civilians were very much disturbed by the presence of the SLA forces in the District as those forces
were treating them roughly and although RUF forces had not yet reached the District, civilians
began to mistrust the SLA
b)
Events in 1995
On 11 January 1995, SLA forces entered Njama (Kowa Chiefdom, in the east of Moyamba District)
and their commander introduced them to the Paramount Chief as troops sent from the SLA. Brigade
headquarter at Bo Town to secure the chiefdom, as RUF forces were on their way to the chiefdom.
The SLA. forces erected checkpoints in the town but departed the town on the follO\ving day, led by
civilians taken to lead the way, en route to attack RUF forces that were based at Momajoe (Bagbo
Reports for Tonkolili, however, do not make mention of SL'\ troops based at IvliJ.e 91 around this time.
.'\round tlus time, RUF forces had spread across Eo District and were approaclung Eumpeh Cluefdom, wluch
adjoll1s Dasse Cluefdom to its west.
1273 I\Iassive attacks were carried out during the Christmas week in Eo District. RUF forces fIrst attacked an IDP
camp before attacking Eo Town and major cities in its environs.
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Chiefdom, south of Bo District). However, they returned to Njama later the following day, overrun
by the RUF forces at Momajoe; that everung, Njama was..attacked by RUF forces.
This fIrst RUF attack into Moyamba District was the prelude of a massive operation, at the end of
which RUF forces attacked and spread across most of the District. There was, however, some
confusion at the time of the attack on Njama, as the SLA present in the town appeared to put up no
resistance to the RUF forces and some of them were seen outside the town, rubbing black and blue
materials on their faces and putting on masks. RUF forces entered the headquarter town, shooting
randomly and shouting at civilians to fIght them with sticks and cutlasses. 1274 As they started to set
houses on fIre, civilians ran away from their houses. One hundred and six houses were burnt down
that day and the houses that were not burnt were looted and the shops vandalised. RUF forces
molested and beat civilians, raped seven girls, whose age could not be ascertained, and killed
10 civilians, including the Chiefdom Speaker and the Paramount Chief's son and younger brother.
The RUF forces spent the' illght in town before departed the next day, early in the morillng of
14 January, with some civilians whom they had abducted to carry the load. They arrived at Mokoya
(Kowa Chiefdom), where they took property from the village. No casualties were reported, as all the
civilians had deserted the village before they arrived. On the same day, an SLA gunship coming from
the direction of Bo shot at Njama for two hours.
On 15 January 1995, RUF forces battled with SLA coming from Mano (Dasse Chiefdom) on their
way to Njama. This battle took place at Pelewahun (Kamajei Chiefdom) some six miles to the northeast of Mano. The RUF forces overpowered the SLA, which forced them to retreat hastily to Mano.
Before this battle, RUF forces had attacked some villages in the extreme south-east of Kori
Chiefdom, west of Kamajei Chiefdom. RUF forces attacked Njala, including the Uillversity campus,
and Mosongo, where they burnt 12 houses and killed some civilians. It appeared that RUF forces
then separated,1275 with one group advancing north to Kamajei Chiefdom and one going
south-westward to Dasse Chiefdom.
In Kamajei Chiefdom, RUF forces attacked villages in the south of the chiefdom, including Buma
and Ngiyehun. At Buma, two civilians were killed and others abducted and taken to Njala (Kori
Chiefdom). Although the RUF forces did not attack Senehun, the headquarter town, most of the
civilians left the town and went to live in the bush or, for those who had money, to Bo Town. RUF
forces established a base at Pelewahun Kenneh, where they would stay for 11 months and from
where they would launch attacks on Kori and Kamajei Chiefdoms. For example, Pelewahun 1276 was
attacked on 18 February, by RUF forces dressed in military uillforms, underneath which some of
them had attire adorned with the RUF initials.
The RUF group that had advanced in the direction of Dasse Chiefdom pursued the SLA forces to
Mano, where they discovered that the SLA had fled the town. The RUF forces captured eight
civilians and introduced themselves as "freedom fighters", corning to redeem the Sierra Leoneans
1274 Tllis referred to the attack on Eo Town in late December, dming which RUF forces were repelled by civilians
equipped with sticks and 'Cutlasses. See Eo District for further information.
inS It is not clear whether they divided before or after the battle at Pelewahun.
127(, There are t\Vo Pelewahuns in the south of Kamajei Chiefdom.
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from the I\PC regime. The RUF forces spent six hours in the town but did not inflict harm on the
Clvilians. They then attempted to take the Mokanji roaci but were ambushed by the SLA on the
bridge over the Taia River. Sixteen RUF members were killed and two civilians, who had attempted
to escape, drowned in the river. The RUF left the area and spent the night at Benduma.
SLI\ forces and civilians who were in hiding returned to Mana and the SLA continued to harass
civilians. People were killed on the suspicion that they were "rebels" or "rebel" collaborators. More
checkpoints were established throughout the town and youths were asked to work as vigilantes,
which included running the checkpoints but also doing menial work for the SLA like fetching water
or cooking. \Xlhen an attack was irnrninent, those youths were given weapons to fight.
From Benduma, the RUF forces proceeded to the south to attack Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom), the
location of the Sieromco Company, a Swiss-owned company that specialised in the mining of
bauxite. Prior to this attack, some SLA forces who were stationed in Mokanji had left the town for
Njama (I(owa Chiefdom) to fight the RUF but were repelled at Pelewahun on 15 January and came
back to the town 1277 On 17 January, 30 SLA members, allegedly from Daru Qawie Chiefdom,
Kailahun District), were airlifted as reinforcement to Mokanji. 1278
On 18 January 1995, the RUF forces from Bandwna passed by Kabiama (Banta Chiefdom), where
they abducted a diamond dealer, his wife and other civilians and continued to Mokanji, three miles
from Kabiama.127~ In Mokanji, no houses were burnt, but several civilians, both locals and
foreigners, were abducted, including the personnel manager of the Sieromco company and civilians
were killed, including the Government representative to the mining companies, a retired Inspector
of Police, a worker from the company, a Fullah man and two SLA members. SLA forces deployed at
the Sierra Rutile Company (Imperi Chiefdom, Bonthe District) came to the town, in order to
consolidate the SLA forces at Mokanji and thus to protect the security of the other mining company.
However, the RUF did not stay long in Mokanji and by the end of the afternoon had left the town
and proceeded further south to Tongor (Banta Chiefdom) where they took a lot of civilian property.
From there, they moved to Imperi Chiefdom (Bonthe District), the location of the Sierra Rutile
Company, which would be attacked on 19 January 1995. Military strategists in Freetown suspected
that the RUF forces would use the Sierra Rutile area as a base to access the sea through the port of
Nitti (Banta Chiefdom), where major shipments of mineral products from both Sieromco and Sierra
1'80
· were exporte d b y sea to E urope.,-u til e compames
R

1277 It is likely that they regrouped with the SL>\ forces who were deployed at Mano (Dasse).
1278">\ strong SL\ military base was located at Daru, called 110a Barracks. This base had been attacked many times
during the fIrst years of the conflict by RUF/NPFL forces but SLA forces always repelled them, which led civilians
in Mokanji to say that those SLA forces "knew how to fIght". It is also alleged that this reinforcement was not too
much encouraged, as the SL-\ forces already stationed in the town were poorly dressed in half combat, were
carrying cutlasses and half of them were wearing bathroom slippers.
127~ During the attack on ?vIokanji, it appeared that the RUF were "all over the town", as gunshots were heard from
everywhere. Tlus may suggest D,VO things: either RUF forces were already in the town before the attack, diSguised
in SL\ Uluforms, or some SL-\ forces left their ranks and Joined the RUF.
12811 Xinhua News Agency, 24 January 1995.
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More SLA members were again airlifted to Mokanji to reinforce the forces already in the area.
Supported by Nigerian Alpha Jets, they fought the RUF forces who had not gone to Bonthe District
and who were allegedly still in the Mokanji Hills ~r£ea.12Kl The workers of the mining company and
their families were evacuated to Freetown. SLA forces based in Mokanji, however, began to harass
civilians and to chase them out of their villages to steal their property, forcing them to live in the
bush. For example, around 13 February, the SLA forces went to a bush camp in order to take
civilians and to make them work for them. During their escape, a woman and her four children
drowned in the Taia River. They also killed civilians they accused of being "rebel" collaborators.
For two months, the RUF forces concentrated on Bonthe Districe 282 .and to a limited extent on the
south of Moyamba District. In February, RUF forces entered Mokele, the headquarter town of
Banta Mokele Chiefdom. They burnt down the Paramount Chiefs compound and four other houses
and stayed in the town for two weeks before leaving. During the time of their stay, the ci-vilians had
fled to the bush. The RUF forces were also scattered in villages throughout Banta Chiefdom,
including Yebanna and Mogbomo Junction in the south of the chiefdom, and asked civilians
whether any SLA forces had visited their villages at any time. In late February, RUF forces coming
from the rutile area (Imperi Chiefdom, Bonthe District) launched an unsuccessful attack on Mokanji
(Banta Chiefdom). Until August, RUF forces would make other unsuccessful attempts to dislodge
the SLA forces and to take control over the mining company.
In March 1995, a massive RUF operation was launched in Moyamba District. The pattern of the
RUF actions clearly demonstrated that their goal was Freetown and that they initially did not intend
to settle in Moyamba District, which they used more as a transit towards the capital. RUF forces
simultaneously attacked Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) and Moyamba Town, followmg the
.
PK,
same pattern m each attack. _. The group that attacked Moyamba Town would then follow the
Moyamba-Freetown road, attacking the major roads on its way, before being halted in Ribbi
Chiefdom, in the north-west of the District.
Prior to the attack on Moyamba Town, RUF forces attacked the town of Mokele (Banta I\fokele
Chiefdom). On their arrival in the town, the commander informed the civilians that they were peaceloving citizens fighting to liberate the people of Sierra Leone, which was why they were called
"freedom fighters." However, no sooner had the meeting ended than the harassment of civilians
begun. The forces stole civilians' property and took away all the young men and women including
girls between 13 and 16 years old. They looted the township and forced the young men and women
to carry the loads. Another group of RUF forces entered the town of Mosekle (Banta Mokcle
Chiefdom) where they had a meeting with the civilians. At the meeting people were ordered to cook
for the them, after which the town was looted and the property was carried for them by young rnen
captured in the village. Some houses were burnt but no one was killed. }\.round the same time, the
RUF forces also entered Mokepie vi.llage (Banta Mokele Chiefdom), where they introduced

12K1 AFP, 25 January 1995.
12K2 By February 19.95, all the chiefdoms in the north of Bonthe District had been attacked by RUF forces
1283 It is probable that the RUF group who attacked Moyamba Junction, to the north of the Dlstnct came from
Tonkolili District, and the one who attacked l\foyamba Town came from Bonthe District
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themselves as "freedom fighters" and took property from civilians. They burnt down some houses
in the town and abducted youths, for the purposes of recruiting them into their fighting force. 12H~
These RUF forces, dressed in military uniforms, reached Moyamba Town (Kaiyamba Chiefdom),
close to the centre of Moyamba District, on 14 March 1995. At the time of the attacks, members of
the CDU were deployed in the town but had to withdraw, as they could not withstand the heavy
firepower of the RUF forces; the SLA forces, similarly overpowered, also had to retreat. Twenty-five
civilians were killed in the town and several young girls and women raped. The RUF forces also
burnt down 23 houses, including the Moyamba Police station and took away a lot of property from
civilians and shops. Captured civilians were forced to carry property taken by the RUF forces, who
also captured some children to be conscripted into the fighting forces. The RUF forces spent only
one night in the town and continued their way on the Moyamba-Freetown road, passing by Yoyema
(Kaiyamba Chiefdom).
Another group of armed men entered the town on 17 March 1995.and set up base in the compound
of the Moyamba Boys Secondary School. They introduced themselves as SL"l forces and
encouraged civilians to come back to the town; civilians were convinced that these were SL"l forces,
as they were wearing military uniforms. Furthermore, the commander introduced himself as a
famous SLA officer. However, three days later, those men began breaking into houses, shops and
Government buildings and taking everything they could lay their hands on. They stayed in the town
for one more month, during which they harassed civilians for their domestic animals and created
more havoc, killing, raping and abducting civilians. They only left the town on hearing the rumour
that SLA forces were on their way to the town. Civilians then identified those armed men as RUF
forces. 12H5
At Yoyema (Kaiyamba Chiefdom), which they reached on 15 March, RUF forces also beat civilians,
killing some, took away all the domestic animals and left the same day, continuing their journey
westwards. Five days later, another group of armed men claiming to be SLA forces reached Yoyema
and, as they did in Moyamba Town, persuaded people to resettle in the town; for one week, the
town was calm. However, pandemonium broke out not long after, including the massive stealing of
property throughout the town, and those forces were then identified by civilians as RUF forces.
These forces also left on hearing that SLA forces were approaching Moyamba Town.
The next chiefdom to the west was Kongbora and Bauya, the chiefdom headquarter tO'l.Vl1, is located

on the main road. RUF forces who had left Yoyema on 15 March attacked villages on the road but
by-passed Bauya. They entered Morkorewo (Kongbora Chiefdom) on 16 March and burnt down the
first house of the village. They killed some people, among them two elderly people, and abducted
others. Those captured civilians were to carry their property while young boys, some of whom had
weapons, were to fetch water. One old man who was captured at Yoyema the day before and who
128~ AJthough this action was reported to have taken place on 19 March, it is likely that it took place before the
attack on 1\1oyamba Town on 14 :tvIarch, as it is located in the south of the District and RUF forces reached
:rvloyamba Town frQm Bonthe District, which is further south.
1285 It is however not clear whether those armed men where RUF forces or ex-SL\ forces deserting theu' positions
and acting like the RUF. Civilians however recounted that they were RUF forces in disgmse
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told them he was tired to carry the load was killed. The RUF forces stole property from the old part
of the village and stayed for three days, during which time they killed some civilians and took all the
livestock. These RUF forces were accompanied 91' men and women fulfilling different missions,
some ofthem being engineers, cooks, first aid men, load carriers or road map directors.
The headquarter town of Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom), which is also located on the main road, was
attacked in the afternoon of 18 March 1995. Civilians were abducted and killed; people coming to
the town one week later found a lot of bodies in the centre of the town, some already beginning to
decompose. Many houses were burnt, mostly on City Road, and property was taken. The day before
this attack, armed men introducing themselves as SLA forces had come to the town. However, on
the day of the attack, those armed men took red pieces of cloth out of their pockets and tied them
around their heads. This made civilians understand that those armed men were not SLA forces
coming to protect them as they pretended but RUF forces. 128r, Before leaving the town, the forces
wrote on some of the houses: "RUF heading for the city Freetown - we will be back soon".
RUF forces then attacked the headquarter town of Bradford (Ribbi Chiefdom), to the north-west of
Rotifunk. All the civilians in the town ran into the bush while the forces burnt down many houses,
killed 13 civilians and took a lot of property. They were however repelled by SL\ forces who had
come from Freetown on three trucks the day before. During the fighting, one RUF member and
two SLA members were killed. Although they had defeated the RUF, the SLA forces did not stay in
the town.
After the attack on Bradford and their encounter with SLA forces, RUF forces came back to
Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom). They established a camp, known as "Camp Fol Fol",12H7 located in a
strategic position on a hilly hideout at the border with four chiefdoms, Bumpeh, Ribbi and
Kongbora Chiefdoms (Moyamba District) and Yom Chiefdom (Tonkolili District). From this camp,
they went on to attack villages, notably the villages surrounding Rotifunk, where they killed civilians
and took property. At Berembu, a woman was killed and in Makombrabai the RUF forces killed
three people, one woman and two men. At Mokebbi, five miles from Rotifunk, no one was killed
but several people were captured and property was taken. Old men and women were forced to carry
the stolen property, including mattresses, rice, palm oil, gari and cattle, while young boys and girls
were taken to the RUF base for training and recruitment. One young boy who attempted to run in
order not to be abducted was shot and killed by an RUF member. \Xlhen they reached Lenlma, in
the north-west of Kongbora Chiefdom, near their base, RUF forces released the carriers, as they did
not want them to know the location of their base. A guard place or second camp was established at
Motokoh, two and a half miles from Camp Fol Fol, where civilians abducted to carry loads from the
villages were released and told to return to their villages. RUF forces also made several visits to
Rotifunk town, which was completely deserted by civilians for some weeks. All these attacks led
many civilians to find refuge in the centre of the chiefdom, notably jn Bumpeh, a village virtually
only accessible by the Bumpeh River, which originates in the ocean.

1286 The red headband was characteristic of the RUF forces who had worn it since the begmning of the conflict
Tlus red headband distinguished them from the NPFL forces during the early stages of the conflict
12H7 This camp was reported spelled in two different ways, the alternative one being "Camp Fall Fall".
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More than 200 RUF members, armed with AK47s, RPGs and a Anti i\ircraft gun mounted on a
lorry, attacked Bauya (Kongbora Chiefdom) sometime in March. 12H8 Several buildings were burnt,
including the Chiefs house, the Secondary School, the Court Barrie and the market. More than
30 people were killed and a lot of property was taken. From Bauya, they attacked the surrounding
villages. Besides Camp Fol Fol, a secondary training base was opened at Levuma (north-west of
Kongbora Chiefdom). The area soon became deserted, as the RUF forces were settled and 111
control of the area.
In the other wave of attacks occurring concurrently with the attacks on Moyamba Town, Moyamba
Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) was attacked on 14 March 1995, probably by RUF forces coming
from Tonkolili District. 12H9 Early in the afternoon, armed men with full military uniforms entered the
town with sporadic shooting; giving no excuse for the shooting, they left the town towards Mile 91
(y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District), where they claimed they came ,from]2')11 Late in the evening,
those armed men came back and attacked the town again. i\t the time of the attack, the SLA... forces
posted there were nowhere to be found. The RUF forces burnt down nine houses and captured
several people. These forces then went south, attacked Waterloo in the evening and proceeded on to
Njagbahun Junction, where SLA forces were based. Although no fatalities are reported, RUF forces
succeeding in capturing a lot of newly supplied arms and ammunition from the SLA. From
Njagbahun, they headed back in the direction of Waterloo and, on their way, attacked Kpetema
Fanday at midnight. Property was taken and several people were captured in the town. '291 On 15
March, civilians who had been abducted from Moyamba Junction and surrounding villages were
f orce d to carry the stolen property to an RUF camp called "
Borkor One" near.
Lumleblu village. I")"
-In about mid April 1995, the RUF forces attacked Motobong (Bumpeh Chiefdom), 16 miles from
Rotifunk. As they opened fire while entering the village, civilians ran into the bush. The RUF forces
shot two cows and took away other domestic animals to I\10shibara Junction, where they entered the
town, killed one woman and wounded another civilian. They then advanced to Moshemoi, capturing
many civilians without resistance or the need for gunfire during the night. They asked a girl to show
them the direction of the Paramount Chiefs farm and, as they realised she gave them the wrong
direction on purpose, they raped her. They then gave her Le 10,000, telling her that thev would
come back for her, and left for their base at Camp Fol Fol.
The SLA forces who had earlier prompted RUF forces, disguised as SLA... members, to leave
Moyamba Town in late Marchi early April, arrived in 110yamba Town on or around 20 .r\pril 1995.
The SL.i\ forces defended the town from several more attacks by the RUF forces, who never

12HH }\!though it took place in March, this attack may have taken place before the establishment of Camp Fol FoIl t
is also possible that some of the RUF forces had settled in villages in Kongbora Chiefdom, while the bulk of the
RUF forces were heading to Rotifunk (Bumpe Ch.iefdom). i\ccordingly, the exact date of these events could not be
ascertained. They took place either before or after the Rotifunk and Bradford attacks.
1289 iuound the same period, RUF forces attacked r.Iile 91, a strategic town on the lUghway to Freetown, 111
Tonkolili District.
12911 iH tlUs time, 51.!'1 forces were deployed in lvIile 91 in Tonkolili District.
1291 No further mfonnation was available on this event.
1292 Although the location of this camp could not be ascertained, it was probably a secondary camp.
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succeeded in retaking the town. Their stay in the town was described as "peaceful" and no acts of
violence against ci\Tilians were reported.
Probably corning from Camp Fol Fol, RUF forces came to Rotifunk (Ribbi Chiefdom) around 14
June 1995, although at that time, most of the people were living in the bush. On their way to
Rotifunk, they came across a civilian at Mokaikono, whom they asked to lead them to the other
civilians in the bush. As he did not want to disclose theil" location, he was hit \vith a bladed weapon
and left for dead in the bush. The man however survived and after two days, 11l.anaged to go back to
his camp.
Sometime between June and July, Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) \vas attacked for the fourth time by
RUF forces probably corning from Bonthe District. They were repelled by SL'\ forces and 28 of
them were killed. No SLA member or civilian was killed but SL'\ forces were actively engaged in
stealing and vandalising the Sieromco Company.1193
During August 1995, the upper part of Bumpeh Chiefdom was under the control of the RUF forces.
Villages in Bumpeh Chiefdom including Berembu, Topkumbu, Mosenesse, Kpamgbaya, Komrabal
and Yenkissa were attacked. The RUF forces burnt a house at Tokpumbu and took the property of a
civilian at Kpamgbaya. In that town, they also forced a man who was a Muslim and had never
drunk wine in his life to drink alcohol; as his wife came out of the bush crying, she was shot and
killed and acid was sprinkled on her body. The town of Mokebbi was attacked for the second time
by the RUF forces and they proceeded to Mogbindi. Finding nobody in the town, they burnt all the
houses there.
At that time, however, RUF forces were launching those attacks by group of 20 to 30 men, of whom
only four to five had guns. It thus appeared that the progression force of the RUF as evidenced by
their attacks on Moyamba Junction, Moyamba Town and the main towns on the highway had come
to a halt during this period, and RUF forces were more engaged in looting
In October 1995, another wave of attacks were carried out In Fakunya Chiefdom, by RUF forces
coming from their main base at Camp Fol Fo!. On 9 October 1995, they passed through the towns
of Rotawa, Falaba Gbotima and arrived at Sembehun Kortmvabu, where they set up a temporary
base. Many civilians were captured in the town on their arrival. The commander informed the
people of the town that they were RUF forces and that both the town and all its surrounding villages
were under their control. The RUF forces attacked neighbouring towns and villages and \·arious
items were stolen, including food products such as rice, groundnut, pepper and palm oil as well as
personal effects, including tape recorders, radios, clocks, clothing and cameras. In those \'illages,
some women were raped. On 10 October 1995, the RUF forces attacked the town of Kpangbama
J'\fter they entered the town, the RUF commander ordered the forces not to shoot, so they did not
shoot. Over 100 people were captured, including women, including suckling mothers, and children.
The captured civilians were forced to carry property stolen from the town to Sembehun Kortuwabu,

11~3

RUF forces carried out a fifth and last attack on I'vlokanji in },ugust but were, once more, repelled by SL-\

forces.
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escorted by one RUF group, while another group left intending to attack Njagbahun Junction but
instead went back to Sembehun Kortuwabu, as they did not find any SLA forces at the Junction.
Other attacks were launched in the surrounding villages of Ngandorhun, Kwellu, and Falaba The
attacks were successful and a lot of property was taken. Again, captured civilians were forced to
carry the stolen property to Sembehun. SLA forces who had come from Moyamba Town staged an
ambush for the RUF forces but, as they could not withstand the firepower of the RUF, they went
back to Moyamba Town. Some captured civilians managed to escape during the crossfire. In
retaliation for the attack, RUF forces burnt down Kpangbama, accusing civilians of having warned
the SLA they were there. Over 100 goats from the surrounding villages were killed and smoked, for
later consumption at Camp Fol Fol. During their six-day stay in Sembehun Kortuwabu, RUF forces
raped women and many girls, sometimes aged below 11, and killed three civilians who attempted to
escape.
On 14 October, the RUF commander sent a message to Camp Fol Fol for the High Command to
send more men, both captured civilians and RUF members, to collect the looted items, as he, and
his troops, together \vith the civilians captured in the area were heading for Njala University (southeast of Kori Chiefdom). The commander told the civilians that this university would not function
•
1
until the RUF took over government. RUF forces entered the town of Mokorewa (Fakunya
Chiefdom) on 15 October 1995 and took property, mainly personnel items like tape recorders,
radios and clothing, from several houses. Two civilians were killed and several more were captured.
They told the civilians they came from Sembehun Kortuwabu and were heading for Njala
University. Just over a week later, on 24 October, the forces visited the town agal11 and attacked
surrounding villages, stealing property, raping and sexually harassing women and young guls. They
stayed at Mokorewa for four days, during which time they abducted many civilians, the majority of
whom were children. Civilians were forced to carry stolen property for the RUF forces le')S
"If)-l-

A subsequent attack was launched on Sembehun Kortuwabu and its environs around 2 December
1995. A large number of the RUF members were children between the ages of 12 and 15 years, \\lho
had been captured in schools in Lunsar, Port Loko TO\vn (port Loko District) or Kambia. Civilians
were captured and maltreated by the RUF forces in an attem.pt to learn where the cIvilians were
keeping their food and sexual violence \vas rampant. 1e9G From December to Ivlarch 1997, it appeared
that the civilians in Fakunya Chiefdom suffered greatly, as both RUF and SLA. forces raided their
villages and camps in the bush, mainly to steal food and other property; some of the civilians were
beaten and some women were raped.
On 15 December 1995, RUF forces corning from Camp Fol Fol reached the north of Kagboro
Chiefdom, to the south of Bumpeh Chiefdom. l\t this time, an influx of people had arrived in
Shenge, the headquarter town located by the ocean, south of Kagboro Creek. The RUF forces came
le94 Njala University was attacked by RUF forces on 27 December 1995. BBC Summary of \'X1orld Broadcasts, 28
December 1995.
1C9S This attack on.:tvlokorewa may have been carried out a few days earlier, before the RUF forces sent their
message to Camp Fol Fa!.
le% No more details were available on this information.
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mainly for the purposes of finding food and, as they had done earlier in the beginning of 1995,
introduced themselves as SLA forces. They entered Morkandor, where they took a,vay domestic
animals before continuing their journey to nearby 'Tillages, including Bandasuma and Mokana. In all
these villages, they abducted civilians to carry the loads, mainly consisting of domestic animals, to
their base at Camp Fol Fol. Civilians were warned by the RUF conunander that they would be killed
if they could not continue the journey. \\/hen they arrived near the base, those civilians were
released and told to go back to their villages.
Following these attacks, a CDU comprised of civilians with cutlasses, swords and a few shotguns
was formed in Kagboro Chiefdom. In addition, the attacks on Bumpeh Chiefdom led the elders to
hold a meeting in Moyeamoh in December, at which they sought to find means by which they could
repel the RUF forces. One Section Chief asked all the civilians \vith hunting rifles to surrender them
to the Chiefs. Only nine guns could be gathered and 29 youths gave themselves up for traIning and
to form a CDU. 1297
On 28 December 1995, RUF forces attacked Senehun, the headquarter town of Kamajei Chiefdom,
where they killed 28 civilians, burnt houses and took property, mainly money and other valuables.
As a result of the attack, most of the civilians left the town and went to camps in Bo and Freetown.
c)
Events in 1996
Kamajors from Bonthe District came to Moyamba District to assist the CDUs in the defence of
their chiefdoms. At that time also, members of the CDUs and other young men progressively
became initiated into the Kamajor society. They initially went to Bonthe District before initiation
ceremonies began to be performed in Moyamba District. In February, the flrst KamaJors of
Kagboro Chiefdom came back to the chiefdom from their initiation.
In early 1996, members of the newly formed CDU of Bumpeh Chiefdom had their first encounter
with RUF forces between Moyah and Mogbainchain (Eumpeh Chiefdorll). They staged an ambush,
killing two RUF members, capturing one and taking two i\K47s.12~R Soon after, a few Kamajors
from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) came to the chiefdom and started patrolling in the
area, looking out for RUF members. They went to Moyah, where they joined the members of the
CDU. In February, both the Kamajors and the members of the CDU went to attack IVlotokoh, the
guard place or secondary camp near Camp Fol Fo!. As they took the RUF forces by surprise, they
succeeded in dislodging them. They killed sorne RUF rnembers, took some arms and ammunition,
destroyed the base and went back to Moyah. The relations between the Kamajors -and the members
of the CDU, however, began to deteriorate and they started to quarrel over the KamaJors behavlOur.
Their main complaints were that the KamaJors wanted the CDU to be their juniors, because the
Kamajors had mystical powers; they were harassing civilians, beating them up whenever they did
something wrong; and they were taxing civilians and treating the Chiefs and elders without respect
Initiation ceremonies began to take place at Taninehun (Kongbora Chiefdom) in early 1996 at first
only for men recommended by the Section Chiefs. Prior to this, in 1995, a few men h3d left the
1297 Those men were not initiated Kamajors.
129H It could not be ascertatned what happened to the captured RUF member.
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Chiefdom to be initiated as Kamajors and had come back to the chiefdom, chasing the RUF who
were sporadically raiding small villages, taking away property, abducting young boys and girls and
killing some people. 1299 As more and more men wete initiated, the Kamajors established checkpoints
across the chiefdom, notably three in Bauya, the chiefdom headquarter town. An administration for
the Kamajors was set up in the chiefdom urith the follouring positions: Supreme Leader and
Initiator, Deputy Initiator and Battalion Commander, Deputy Battalion Commander, Chiefdom
Ground Commander and Commanders. Kamajors, equipped \\rith hunting guns, swords, spears,
knifes and other bladed weapons did not initially attack identified RUF positions but began by
staging ambushes, capturing small groups of RUF forces on food finding missions. They killed a lot
of RUF members and took their arms and ammunition. As their number grew, the KamaJors began
organising their deployment in strategic areas of the chiefdom.
Before the elections scheduled for 26 February, RUF forces entered Moyoka (Fakunya Chiefdom),
and killed with bladed weapons eight civilians attending a church senrice. They then headed for
Moyolo and on their way, killed a man and left the body in the bush. On approaching "1\10yolo, some
entered the bush and encircled the town wIllie others in military uniforms and Kamajors attire
entered the town, telling people they had come to talk about the initiation process. Youths came
from their different locations and the RUF forces disguised in SLA members and Kam8Jors 1:\11"
ordered them to assemble at the Court Barrie. The civilians were told to undress and were kept
locked in houses. Some 18 civilians were then taken out of the houses, were set on fire and died. As
this was going on, three women were raped by many RUF members and were then mutilated, one
being forced to sit in a solution of caustic soda and another had her breast cut off \vith a knife. The
third woman was sexually assaulted urith a stick, as a result of which she died. Five more clvilians
including two children aged 12 and 15 were taken out of their houses and, 8fter they were told by
the RUF forces to identify which was their predominant hand, this hand was cut off.
The RUF forces left the next morning and one day later, SL'\ forces from Njagbahun came to the
town. They told civilians who were buryring their relatives that they had come to assess the dmnage
caused by the RUF forces. However, they took civilians' property, including domestic animals, rice,
groundnut and clothing. Three days later, SLA forces came back to the nearby villages of
Mobayngahun, Salima, Bembeh, Mopotey, NJ3la Gofor, Gbeworbu, ,Potehun and Batama, where
they took property, forced civilians to carry the load to their base at Njagbahun and sexuallv
harassed women.
After the February elections, RUF forces came back to Rotifunk 03umpeh Cll1efdom) and burnt
down more houses, but by this tirne most of the civilians had deserted the town. RUF forces were
described as being "totally out of control", as each time they went to a village, they burnt down
houses, took away property and killed anybody that they came across.
The north-east of Kamajei Chiefdom was attacked by RUF forces coming from Valunia Chiefdom
030 District), to the east of Kamajei Chiefdom. They established a base in YeJina Section in March
It could not be ;Jscertained where they went for the initiation ceremony.
It is also suggested that those RUF forces mtroduced themselves as officers of the Interim Nauonal Electoral
Commission (INEC), corrung to educate the people of the town about the electoral system.
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1996 and abducted some young boys and girls to carry loads and to show them the various routes
and passages through the chiefdom. In the same month, Kamajors arrived in the chiefdom to
protect Gondama. \311] The Kamajors attacked the RUF forces 1n Yelina section and rescued many
civilians, who they then brought to Gondama. However, Gondama was attacked shortly after, with
over 30 people being killed by the RUF forces, and the Kamajors left 'the town. Most of the people
killed were civilians recently brought to Gondama by the Kamajors and, accordingly, did not know
any escape routes. During this attack, the RUF forces did not burn any houses but took away
property, mainly livestock.
In late Marchi early April 1996, RUF forces attacked the town of Mokainsay (Kagboro Cluefdom) ,
in the south of the District. lit fIrst, the Kamajors put up a stiff resistance but they were soon forced
to withdraw, as they ran out of ammunition. The RUF burnt some buildings, including a mosque.
They left the town and two days later, killed an old man in his hammock and burnt houses at
Mojana, in the east of the chiefdom. The RUF forces then retreated to their base at Camp Fol FoJ.
Bagruwa Chiefdom, also in the south of the District, was attacked by RUF forces for the first time
around April 1996. RUF forces coming from the north of Bonthe District through Banta Chiefdom
arrived in the south of Bagruwa Chiefdom. 13112 At this time, the Paramount Chief hired Kamajors
from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) to defend the chiefdom. RUF forces were
dislodged in a fierce battle at Mogboi. The battle lasted for several hours and a large number of RUF
forces were killed. At Mattru Bangay, one Kamajor killed a civilian on the allegation that he was an
RUF collaborator.
In late May, RUF forces came back to Kagboro Chiefdom and attacked Mokobo (north-east of the
chiefdom) for the second time, v.rith the intention to establish a base there. They stayed in the town
for two days, stealing civilians' property in the town and in the surrounding \rillages and forcing
civilians to carry the load. These attacks led civilians to desert the town and go to live In the bush.
The RUF forces then divided into four groups and scattered throughout the chiefdom, including at
Tissana, Morkandor, Bandajuma, Mokana, Suen and Mohiteh, \vhere they harassed cl\riLans, stole
their property and forced them to carry the load. They also made a rapid incursion into Timdcl
Chiefdom, east of Kagboro Chiefdom.
RUF forces attacked Sembehun, the headquarter town of Bagruwa Chiefdom, around

3 June.

They broke into all the houses, took away property and captured four boys and four gIrls who

cooked for the RUF forces at their temporary base at Kongonani L "'3 They then left the area, heading
in the direction of Bonthe District. On their way, they stopped at Mokassie, where they released
some civilians they had abducted but killed one man because he refused to go with them. Another
man was killed for the same reason at Jondu. Following the attack on the town, CDUs were formed
in Sembehun and young people, equipped with sticks, machetes and shotguns, established
checkpoints.
This is a different Gondama Town from the one in Bo District, which hosted an IDP camp.
/\t the time of.this attack, RUF force had already been dislodged from their positions in the north of Bonthe
District and had scattered throughout the bush.
13il3 It is not clear whether those children were released after doing the cooking.
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Around Mayor June 1996, a new wave of attacks were carried out in Fakunya Chiefdom and ltS
environs by RUF forces using Falaba Gbotima village as their base. They raped women and took
property in more than 30 villages in the area, capturing several civilians who were forced to transport
their loads to Falaba Gbotima. Around the same period, Kamajors who went to be mitiated carne to
Kwellu together with some Kamajors from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) and began
engaging the RUF forces, who were continuing their attacks on the small villages of the area.
Between June and July, Kamajors based at Kwellu heard that RUF forces were going on looting
sprees in Kpangama, Gbengbedu and Mayendu. Four Kamajors met the RUF forces at Nyandehun
and engaged them in battle, which left some civilians and some RUF forces, including the1r
commander, dead. The following day, 45 RUF rnembers carne to Nyandehun to find then
commander, as they could not believe four Kamajors had defeated them and killed their
commander. They found the body of their commander displayed at the centre of the village and in
retaliation, burnt the village. On their return to Falaba Gbotima, they captured a civilian whom they
then mutilated and killed. While still alive, his genital organ was cut off and forcibly put in his
mouth. His stomach was then slit open and his intestines tied across a stick by the side of the road.
At the time of these attacks, the SLA forces were still based at Njagbahun, four miles from
Nyandehun, but did not make any move. They would later comment on this by saying that the area
was "divided" and as the RUF forces had not corne to their area, there \vas no need for them to go
and attack the RUF forces.
As Kamajors continued to attack RUF positions in Yelina Section (Kamajei Chiefdom), RUF forces
launched a second attack on Gondama (Kamajei Chiefdom) around 28 June 1996. No casualties
were reported, as most of the civilians were by then living in the bush, but the RUF forces burnt
down the town. This attack was the last ones in the area, as the Kamajors started patrolling around
Gondama. In the neighbouring chiefdom of Kori, Kamajors deployed at Wayima (north-east of the
chiefdom), where they rnistreated Clvilians and passers-by, notably by impns011lng them lt1 cages
made of thorns. On one occasion, they severely beat the Village Chief of Ketumah, near \\/ayima, on
the grounds that he had made a statement against Kamajors. On another occasion, those Kan1aJors
from \\layima killed three brothers who had travelled from Markoli to Ketumah to meet their
mother, accusing them of being RUF members. \\lhen their father came to enqcure about what had
happened to them, he was hit with a bladed weapon and killed.
Around June, the Pararn.ount Chief of Bagruwa Chiefdom sent 70 young ITlen to be initiated at
Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District). Prior to tlus development 1n the chiefdom, some
members of the SSD had been sent to the headquarter town of Sembehun to protect the town from
RUF attacks. However, those SSD members soon began to harass civilians, moving froln village to
village and taking away civilians' property, including domestic animals. On one occasion, they killed
one young man at Gbangbatoke Junction. This harassment prompted the Paramount ChJef to
request the presence of Kamajors in the Chiefdom and to report the matter to the Paramount Chief
of Kaiyamba Chiefdom. 'iXlhile the Kamajors did come back to Bagruwa Chiefdom, they also soon
began harassing civilians.
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On 13 July 1996, RUF forces entered Waterloo Town (Fakunya chiefdom) for the second time,
from the direction of Rogboya (Fakunya Chiefdom). One of the RUF forces, described as a young
boy, killed a civilian. On their arrival in the town, a11 old deaf man was in his garden, working \vith a
machete, and as he did not drop his machete when told to do so by the RUF forces, a ch.ild soldier
shot and killed him. During this attack on \V'aterloo, RUF forces burnt down 23 houses and attacked
nearby villages, including Kondiama, Tombay Gbahama and Togbie. In those villages, a lot of
property was taken away and civilians were abducted to carry the stolen property to the RUF base at
"Camp Fol Fol".
Between June and August, RUF forces battled with Kamajors in Nyaogihun (Kagboro Chlefdom).
Four members of the CDF were killed, including their commander. The RUF forces beheaded two
of the bodies, cut their stomachs open and displayed their intestines across the road at a checkpoint.
The RUF forces then burnt the village before crossing over to neighbouring villages ln Timdel
Chiefdom where they took property, mainly cattle, and harassed civilians. At this time, Timdel
Chiefdom had no Kamajors, as it had never been attacked by RUF forces and the Paramount Chief
paid for Kamajors to come from other chiefdoms, requesting subscriptions from the ci\-ilians to pay
for their services.
As this harassment on Timdel Chiefdom grew, Kamajors from Kagboro Chiefdom went to Bumpeh
Chiefdom to obtain reinforcements. They agreed v.rith the Kamajors from Bumpeh that each would
send reinforcements to the other chiefdom when it was under attack. Kamajors from the two
chiefdoms went to Timdel Chiefdom and staged an ambush near Mokobo (Kagboro Chiefdom),
killing many RUF forces. The remaining RUF forces fled the area but promised they would come
back. More men from Kagboro Chiefdom were initiated, in Banta Chiefdom and 111 Kangahun
(Kaiyamba Chiefdom) and deployed in different sections of the chiefdom in or around October
Men from Timdel Chiefdom were sent for initiation in Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District).
No further RUF attacks took place in Timdel Chiefdom and the Kama)ors established a base at
Mosanda.
Around August, armed men claiming to be SLA forces arrived in Yoyema Town (Kayima
Chiefdom), soon followed by another group composed only of women. Despite their claims,
civilians understood that they were actually RUF forces, because the initials "RUF" were written on
the weapons carried by the women. The RUF forces sent a rnessage to the SLA commander ln
MoyalTlba Town. The SLA forces went

to

Yoyema and after a fierce lvattle, repelled the RUF forces

out of the town 1304 The SL'\ commander left some troops in the town and went back to Moyamba
Town. The SLA forces left in Yoyema took away ci\-ilian's property and left for Moyamba Town
three days later RUF forces came back to Yoyema and stayed for five days, during which they
maltreated and killed some civilians, raped some women and abducted about 20 children for
conscription.

D04 This event cou.ld, however have taken place inJune, as around this period, Moyamba Town was under RUF
siege and SLA forces thought the RUF were provoking them to violate tbe ceasefue, signed earlier that year
following the elections: AFP, 7 June 1996.
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Around the same time, SLA forces were asked to leave Moyamba Town by the people. It seems that
following all the reports of SLA harassment across the District, the Paramount Chief of Kaiyamba
asked the Government to withdraw the SLA forces, which he did. After the departure of the SLA
forces, the people of the town decided to initiate themselves as Kamajors so that they could defend
themselves, since they did not want any SLA forces in the to\vn. The men 111 the town made it clear
that the Kamajor society was only open to people who were Mende by tribe and taxed every
household to pay a contribution of Le 1,000. Whoever did not pay the contribution was tied with a
FM rope D05
However, the Kamajors engaged in continuous harassment of civ-ilians, including taking property,
forcing women into marriage and sexually harassing them. The Kamajors also killed t\vo SSD
officers in Moyamba Town, taking their guns and uniforms. Those Kamajors went to Yoyema after
the RUF departure from the town. They told civilians to call those who were hiding 111 the bush and
"screened" them, looking for RUF members and collaborators. As 111 Moyamba Town, they taxed
each household as a contribution to their feeding before leaving the town. 130(,
A large number of RUF forces returned to Kagboro Chiefdom in November. Having seen this large
group, Kamajors from Mokobo asked for more reinforcements from the other sections. In the
meanwhile, two Kamajors who had advanced on the RUF forces were killed. Their bodies were
beheaded and their intestines were tied on t\vo sticks across the road to act as a checkpoint. At
Nyayagoihun, the RUF forces killed t\vo pregnant women and three children, who were hIding
13117
under a bed, and burnt the houses of the village.
Around the same period, RUF forces made
another incursion in Bagruwa Chiefdom. They killed one man at Moseinongor and burnt three
houses at Ngayebu. They also encountered SLA forces from Moyamba Town who were patrolling
the area and some fatalities on both sides were reported. As they approached Gbangbatoke Junction,
they burnt two commercial vehicles going to Shenge (Kagboro Chiefdom) but the passengers
managed to escape by running into the bush. The RUF forces then left the area and went back up
north.
At around this time, the Kamajors began increasing their numbers and, consequently, began putting
in place structures for better coordination amongst themselves. Kamajors from Kagboro, Timdel
and Bagruwa Chiefdom organised themselves and appointed one man as the Chief Kamajor for the
region. Men from Banta Mokele Chiefdom were sent for initiation to Tihun (Sogbini Cluefdom.,
Bonthe District). l\round the same period, Karnajors from Bonthe Distnct arrived at T\1ano, the
headquarter town of Dasse Chiefdom. However, as time went on, Kamajors 'started harass111g
civilians and summary executions of alleged collaborators took place at the Kamajor base at
Mosanda. On one occasion, a man was brought to Mosanda frorn Sembehun (Bagruwa Chiefdom),
was beaten and put in a cage made of thorns for one full day before being released.
nos This rope had two sticks on its edges. "FM" means "freguency modulation", for it ,-vas believed that once tied
with such a rope, anyone would talk.
1306 No more information was available on these events.
1307 "\lthough it see!TIs that the RUF forces were repelled from the cluefdom, there is no further report on fighting
with Kamajors in the chiefdom. In the south of Bumpe Chiefdom (north of Ka gb oro Cluefdom), RUF forces
battled for two days with Kamajors before being chased away.
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By the end of the year, probably around November, the Kamajors from Kongbora Chiefdom
launched their first attack on RUF positions at Levtuna, north-west of the chiefdom. The Kamajors
shot down a helicopter and succeeded in dislodging the RUF forces from their positions. l\ large
cache of arms, ammunition and weapons that the Kamajors did not have so far - in particular
AK47s and RPGs - was captured. Following this successful attack, Kamajors launched an offensive
on Camp Fol Fol, the main RUF base in the area. The battle went on for t\vo days and the RUF
forces were eventually dislodged. 13IIH Kamajors came back from this battle \vith a lot of arms and
ammunition and other property, including televisions and fridges. These victories led more and
more men to be initiated into the society, fighting the RUF stationed in the north-west of the
chiefdom. Kamajors brought back a lot of RUF members and people they suspected of being RUF
members or collaborators and killed them; civilians recounted that they regularly heard that a "rebel"
had been captured and that they knew he was going to be "washed", meaning killed.
In December 1996, RUF forces entered Benge (Bumpeh Chiefdom) where they killed a civilian 'who
refused to have sex with his mother. They proceeded to other villages like Mobainda and Nyadahun
(Bumpeh Chiefdom) where they took a lot of property from civilians.
In late 1996 and probably after the Abidjan Peace Agreement of 30 November, ci-v1l.ians refused to
allow deployment of SLA. forces in the District. By 1996, the population of Moyamba had developed
a complete distrust of SLA forces, since the RUF forces who came to the District were wearing
military uniforms and the SLA forces deployed in the District, mainly in Kaiyamba, Fakunya and
Banta Chiefdoms, were harassing civilians.
d)
Events in 1997
At the beginning of the year, resettlement of displaced persons, which had began 10 latc 1997,
I
continued as the Government declared the Southern Province safe for rescttlcmcnt. "")
Nevertheless, the year continued to be marked by violence against civilians and bet\vcen all the
different fighting factions.
On 3 January 1997, SLA forces based at Taiama (Kori Chiefdom), togethcr with SLA forccs from
Bo Town, attacked Kamajors at Taiama. Prior to this event, tension bet\veen the SL'-\ and Kamajors
deployed at Taiama had built up to the extent that both forces were controlling different
checkpoints in the town. In late December, one SLA melTlber destroyed ;3 Kamajor checkpoint in
the town; civilians were killed during the subsequent attack in January. SLA. forces then hcaded to

130H The RUF spokesman stated that the constant attacks on their main bases in the Distnct from the air and the
land around 9 and 11 November were undermining the peace process. Furthermore, conflicting 111formation was
reported about the crash of a helicopter in the Rotifunk area. """ccording to the RUF, this was an SL-\ helicopter
bringing reinforcements to strategic sites in preparation for a ground assault willie it carried out aerial
bombardment on RUF bases. The RUF claimed to have brought it down with an """nti-"-\ircraft weapon. However,
military sources spoke about a helicopter bringing relief supplies, which had to undertake an emergency landing
after developing en,gine trouble and ,vas then set on Ere by the loG-majors: /\FP, 13 N ovem ber 1996
13119 This resettlement went on in various areas in the south and at the same period, thousands of IDPs left the
camps in Bo District and returned to PUJehun District.
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Njala, south of Kori Chiefdom. On their way to Njala, those SLA forces stopped by Mokonde,
where they ransacked the hospital. l\t Njala University, they went to a "customers store", broke into
it and took everything they could carry away with tl1em.
In January, villages in the Kovella Section (Fakunya Chiefdorn) were tasked with sending men for
initiation at Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom). On 30 January, Kamajors battled "rjth the SLr\ troops
based at Njagbahun for two hours before dislodging the SLi\. from the town, killing some SLA
members during the battle. This battle was the last of a series of fights between the two fighting
factions in the chiefdom.
On 26 January, Kamajors attacked the SLA forces based in Mokanji (Banta Clll efd om) , allegedly
because those forces had been stealing property. The Kamajors were defeated by the SLA forces and
three SU members, a lot of Kamajors, including the son of the High Priest and Chief Initiator, and
some civilians were killed. Three days later, the SLA forces were transferred to :Mile 91 (Yoru
Chiefdom, Tonkolili District),13l0 leaving the way open for the Kamajors to settle in the town and
erect checkpoints. Soon, they began harassing and ill-treating civilians; any person found h:lVing a
link with a member of the SLA member was targeted and killed. Kamajors also cleared out what was
left in the Sieromco Company during an operation they named "Operation clear all"Il[[ Some
months later in the south of the District, at Gbessebu (Kamajei Chiefdom), SLA forces killed a
Kamajor while they were going to Pelewahun (Kamajei Chiefdom).
In February 1997, tired and hungry RUF forces entered Kawama (Kori Chiefdom) on a food finding
mission. They asked civilians to cook for them and took away civilians' property. They also took
with them five strong men to carry the load and three young girls between the ages of 15 to 18 years;
since that time, their fate remains unknown.
Since they had taken control of Moyamba Town, in around "August 1996, Kamajors had been
mistreating the civilians in the town. Indeed, for the inhabitants of Moyamba Town, the onJy
difference between the Kamajors and RUF forces was that the Kamajors were in the towns, wIllie
RUF forces were in the bush. In February 1997, Kamajors from Moyamba Town went to
Korgbotuma, where they beat the Village Chief for two days and forced him to swallow stones, as a
result of which he died. The villagers were then taxed Le 400 as a contribution to the Kamajors, who
burnt the houses of those who did not pay. Kamajors also stole most of the remaining property In
the town, including zinc from the houses and zinc recently provided by an International NCO
Civilians were forced to give money and rice every two weeks and whoever did not -do so was killed.
Sometime between] anuary and May 1997, RUF forces attacked Man? (Dasse Chiefdom) but were
repelled by Kamajors from Bonthe District who had deployed in the chiefdom in late 1996. This
attack prompted the chiefdom elders to initiate their own Kamajors and civilians were asked to
contribute a small amount of money for the initiation ceremonies. ~A Kamajor administration was
Around this time, SL\ forces were deployed at Ivlile 91, where fighting with the CDF was also reported
Later dueing th~ year, in November, the Sieromco Director contracted Executive Outcomes to protect a team
sent to evaluate the damage at !l1okanji: }\frica Energy & !l1irung, 11 September 1996. Executive Outcomes ,vas a
mercenary company hired by the Government of Sierra Leone ill 1995.
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put in place in the chiefdom and the following positions were established and filled: Chiefdom
Ground Commander, Deputy Chiefdom Ground Commander, Section Commanders, Patrol
Commander and Welfare Officers (AG). The \X1elf:ire Officers were generally ci·vilians appointed by
Kamajors to act as a liaison between the civilians and the Kamajors.
Shortly after the Coup on 25 May, which saw the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council overthrow
the government and seize power, RUF forces from Bumpeh Chiefdom left then camp and went to
Freetown to join the AFRC regime. 1112 However, they later returned to Rotifunk, the headquarter
town, and took away the zinc from the remaining houses. RUF forces brought the zinc to \Xlaterloo
(\X1estern Area),1313 where they met their business partners. All the Kamajors from the chiefdom
assembled at Mokkebi, ready to attack RUF / AFRC forces if they came back, \vhich they did two
.
•
days later and were attacked by the Kamajors. Dl-1
After the Coup, the AFRC forces made an announcement over the radio that Kamajors should lay
down their arms and surrender to the nearest Police Station, which the Kamajors in Moyamba
District did not do. RUF / AFRC forces established checkpoints from Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom)
to Mabang (Ribbi Chiefdom, at the boundary with Port Loko District) and on the highway, as they
knew there were Kamajors in Bumpeh Chiefdom. Nevertheless, the Kamajors continued their
attacks, and after few months, they had succeeded pushing the RUF lA.PRC forces bevond the
Mabang Bridge, thus controlling Ribbi, Bumpeh, Kongbora and Kayima Chiefdoms
From May 1997 until January 1998, the RUF / AFRC forces killed a number of civilians travelling on
the Taiama (Korichiefdom) to Bo (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District) highway, during which time they
also took a lot of property from the travellers. Men were particular targets, as the RUP / AFRC forces
alleged that any man in Kamajei and Kori Chiefdoms was either a Kamajor or a Kamajor supporter.
Kamajors from Kamajei Chiefdom, together with some Kamajors from Mongere (Valunia
Chiefdom), also ambushed vehicles they claimed to belong to AFRC members. The stolen property
was taken to Gondama (Kamajei Chiefdom) and to Mongere. Civilians in this area were therefore
caught between the two fighting factions.
On 5 June 1997, RUF forces from Kailahun District and en route to Freetown to join the A.PRC
regime raided the town of Senehun (Kamajei Chiefdom). They took a lot of property from the
civilians, as a result of which civilians fled the town. On 7 June, RUP / AFRC forces entered
Moyamba Town, although it had been under Kamajor control since August 1996, when KamaJors
forced the SLA forces out of town. RUF / AFRC forces killed 12 civilians and to()k away property,
leaving the same day and promising they would come back.
Around 16 June, RUF / AFRC forces entered Yoyema (Kaiyamba Chiefdom), where RUP forces had
been repelled around August 1996. They told civilians they had come to thank them for voting for
1312 It is not clear whether an attack on the camp took place in 1996 and, if it took place, whether the RUF forces
went back to the camp afterwards.
1313 There are two Waterloo Towns in Sierra Leone, one in the \Xlestern i\rea and one in the north of Fakunya
Chiefdom.
131-1 The outcome of this battle and any casualties could not be ascertawed.
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the Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP). They burnt down many houses in the to,vn and killed a
tremendous number of civilians.
Since the Kamajors had been in control of Kagboro, Timdel and Bagruwa Chiefdoms, 1n the south
of the District, since late 1996, there was a shift in their organisation. At tms time, the Kamajors
were identified in t:\vo different categories: the "old" and the "new"; it was believed that most of the
havoc on civilians was created by the new Kamajors, most of whom had been initiated after the
RUF forces made their last attack on the cmefdoms. Thus at this time both old and new KamaJors
from Kagboro reorganised themselves and, having taken control over an area, began to harass not
only civilians but also their own colleagues. For example, starting in June, a base commander from
Sembehun (Bagruwa Cmefdom) used to visit Shenge (Kagboro Chiefdom). On these occasions he
and ms men would loot the town and harass the inhabitants. On one occasion he killed two civilians
visiting Shenge and left their bodies near a bridge at Sembehun. One of these civilians was a trader,
carrying US dollars to the value of Le 11,000,000, which was taken away by tms Kamajor
commander. During these raids, tms Kamajor commander also threatened some Kamajors from
Kagboro Cmefdom at gunpoint. On another occasion, Kamajors based at Mossanda (Timdel
Cmefdom) went to Mokobo in Kagboro Chiefdom where they took some cattle away.
Kamajors at Shenge and elsewhere also made cages constmcted ,vith different lunds of thorns,
where suspected "rebel" collaborators and civilians or Karnajors who violated their laws were
imprisoned. Civilians were flogged with sticks and forcefully pushed into the cages, the floors of
wmch were also lined with broken bottles. The CDF forces also had another form of punishment
for civilians known as "FM": a thin nylon rope was tied on t:\vo short equal sticks and then wrapped
either on the two wrists or above the elbows. It was continually rolled until the nylon was squeezed
into the body, injuring veins and muscles as the circulation of blood stopped in the affected areas.
When the person was released, usually either their hands were brokel") or very swollen, which often
led to partial deformity. These forms of punishment (FM and cages) were found in almost all the
chiefdoms in the District where CDF were based. For example, at Mano Junction (Kagboro
Chiefdom), two members of a church were accused of preacmng against the Kamajors and were put
in the cage into which hot ashes were poured; Kamajors referred to tms as "a jet is bombing".
CDF members in other chiefdoms continued their harassment of civilians, ll1flicting sexual, physical
and mental violence. In fact, tms period was described by some civilians as the peak of the CDF
activities in the District, with Kan-lajors being described as "having spoiled their r-n8nd8te". People
who defied the Kamajors' authority were often killed. For example, at Banta Chiefdom, three youths
who went to purchase gari at Gbangbatoke were arrested for not paying due respect to the CDF
command. Two of them were killed and the tmrd was severely beaten before being released. This
harassment led to an incident in Gbangbatoke in Septernber, during which civilians threw stones at
Dls
Kamajors and told them they would take care of their defence themselves
.L\t Dodo Bridge
(Bagmwa Chiefdom), summary executions were carried out. Checkpoints were established and
travel cards issued to civilians. A civilian without such a card ,vas considered to be an RUF mernber
and was dealt with accordingly.

1315

AFP, 26 September 1997.
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In Banta Mokele Chiefdom, Kamajors also passed laws civilians had to abide by, presided over cases
and acted as Chiefs. The Kamajors' behaviours in Kamajei Chiefdom (north-west of the District)
also began to change after the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement and they were described as
being the "chiefs". They decided cases and punished people they found guilty Town Chiefs and
Section Chiefs were molested by young Kamajors, civilians were maltreated and sometimes, were
put the cages made of sticks and thorns. In other cases, women were beaten pubhcly, particularly
when they refused to marry a Kamajor.
In Dasse and Kowa Chiefdoms, civilians recounted that the checkpoints, originally set up by the
Kamajors to search for RUF members and weapons, were now used to harass civilians and drivers,
asking them for money and taking their property. Cages made of thorns were built at these
checkpoints and were used as prisons or guardrooms. On one occasion, a student coming from Bo
had his shoes and his money taken away at Mano (Dasse Chiefdom). As he wanted to talk, he was a
hit with a rifle one Kamajor was carrying.
RUF / AFRC activity in the second half of the year continued with numerous attacks on different
towns and villages. During the night of 25 June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked IVIokonde, south
of Kori Chiefdom near Njala University. As it was dark, it was difficult for people to see where they
were going when they tried to escape and many drowned in the Taia River. Others were shot and
killed by the RUF / AFRC forces. RUF /AFRC forces went to Njala College and stole a lot of
property. Before leaving, they captured some civilians to carry the load; one of them was later shot
and killed when he said he was too tired to carry the load. RUF / AFRC launched subsequent attacks
on Mokonde and its environs throughout the year, almost without exception on a hit and nm basis.
In the north of the Chiefdom, at the boundary with Yoni Chiefdom (Tonkolih Distrlct),
RUF lh.FRC forces entered Negeleboiya at night sometime in July. They gathered the Clvihans who
did not manage to escape at the Court Barrie and began calling people's names. Those who were
called had to lie down and then the RUF forces then cut their throats; 40 men were killed that night
in this way.
On 28 June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) and villages
on the road leading to Moyamba Town. !-Iouses were burnt at Kpangbama and Ngandorhun while
civilians were killed between IZpetelna Junction and Waterloo. SOlnetilne the next lTIonth, a large
number of RUF / AFRC forces went from Moyamba Junction to Moyamb~ Town (KaYl111a
Chiefdom). They captured 11 commercial vehicles at Moyamba Junction and mounted an
anti-aircraft gun on one of the vehicles, which they used to fue at towns and villages they passed on
their way to Moyamba Town. They burnt down several houses at Kpangbama and Ngandorhun
(Fakunya Chiefdom). Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom) was fiercely attacked, as it was an important
initiation centre. Despite stiff resistance from the CDF, between four to eight civilians and one
CDF member were killed during the battle and eight houses were burnt down. The RUr forces
reached Moyamba Town around mid to late July and dislodged the CDr forces after a stiff battle.
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Moyamba District in a whole and Moyamba Town in particular, was a target for the AFRC when it
came into power in May 1997 due to the earlier rejection of SLA forces by civilians in the District.
During their short stay of eight days 1n Moyamba Town, the RUF /AFRC forces killed almost all the
young men they found; women, children and even livestock were also killed. They hunted people
who had fled into the bush and killed them. Section Chiefs and elders were targeted and killed,
including one prominent Section Chief. His death terrified all the chiefdom elders as well as the
young men, as a result of which many young men volunteered to join the KamaJor society to defend
their chiefdoms.
After eight days in the town, RUF forces returned to Moyamba Junction with all the property they
had taken. The RUF / AFRC settled in Moyamba Junction, which led to the harassment of civilians,
who by then were mostly living in the bush. One group of RUF / AFRC members W'lS everyday
going to the bush to take aw'lY civilians' property. During this period, women and girls were
const'lntly sexually harassed.
Two days after the RUF /A.FRC forces had left, Kamajors returned to Moyamba Town, sending
messages to people in the bush telling them to come back to town. Civilians were screened for RUF
members or collaborators when they came out of the bush and every household W'lS taxed Le 2,000
to contribute to the feeding of the Kamajors. The Kamajors conducted a house-to-house se'lrch and
took away any property that had not been burnt or stolen by the RUF /l\.FRC forces. Thc
Government agricultural office was also looted. As m'lny civilians left the town and found refuge in
the nearby village of Korgbotuma, the Kamajors went there and threatened to kill civilians who
would not come back to the town. On their way back, two civilians were shot and killed by
Kamajors.
Kamajors imposed their authority on everybody. They used a building on Coromboya Road as their
secretariat and established laws and decrees. Chiefs were prevented from exercising their powers and
were molested, beaten or tied up. Kamajors exercised all the powers normally vested in different
official bodies and fulfilled the tasks of chiefs, judges and policemen. They set up tribun'lls and
presided over C'lses. Civili'lns were continuously harassed, for all the non-initiates were treated with
disrespect. \"X1ealthy civilians were targeted 'lnd all their money and valuables were taken 'lW'lY, often
at checkpoints. On one occasion, four Kamajors killed a tr'lder and burnt down his compound. In
another incident, a ci'vilian was killed 'lt a checkpoint for Le 500. \"X10men were sexually h'lrassed 'lnd
forcefully becarne the "wives" of Kamajors.

RUF / AFRC mernbers, if captured, were killed.

Kamajors also killed civilians, on the alleg'ltion that they were collaborators. The ~V3y they gualified
the collaboration was so wide that relatives of RUF / AFRC forces were killed, even if they had
nothing to do with their relatives in the RUF / AFRC: having the same nml1e as an RUF or AFRC
member \vas sufficient to be "washed", i.e. killed. On one occasion, an employee of the District
Office was accused of being a "Junta" collaborator and beheaded at Sembehun RO'ld.
Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom) became the centre of administration in the chiefdom 'lnd cases wcrc
directed to the CDF leaders based in the town. The head of the CDF initiation process 'lnd his
assistants preside:d over all cases. RUF members captured at the war front were brought to the town
and were killed. On one occasion, a civilian alleged to be a "rebel" collaborator was arrested 'lt
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Falaba Gbotima and was hit with a knife and severely beaten before he was taken to Kwellu, where
he died. Other civilians were killed on the same grounds, including one man from Madina and one
man and his son from Monyanga. Cages made of·thorns were built, where civilians and KamaJors
who did not respect the laws the Kamajors had established were imprisoned. The local authorities,
including Paramount Chiefs, Section Chiefs and Town Chiefs who did not want to be initiated no
longer had any control or power.
On 10 December 1997, the CDF launched a successful attack on the RUF I AFRC forces at
Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom). Five RUF I r\FRC forces were killed and the town was
captured by the CDF. This attack was the fIrst of series of battles for the control of Moyamba
Junction, where RUF I AFRC forces were based and \V'aterloo, where Kamajors were based.
Ultimately, Kamajors would keep the control of Waterloo and would also dislodge the RUF / AFRC
from Moyamba Junction. 1316
The RUF I AFRC forces launched a counter-attack on 16 December, reinforced by RUF IA.FRC
forces from Bo and Camp Charlie D17 A helicopter gunship was also brought by the RUF IA.FRC
forces, which they used to overpower the CDF, leaving one of them dead. The RUF li\FRC forces
captured two other CDF and killed them. Nevertheless, the CDF captured a lot of weapons from
the RUF I AFRC forces. On 25 December 1997, the CDF again attacked Moyamba Junction and
captured the town. However, on 27 December the RUF I AFRC forces launched a counter-attack
and recaptured the town, killing one member of the CDF. On 31 December, the Kamajors fInally
chased the RUF I AFRC forces out of Moyamba Junction, forcing them to leave a lot of anTIS and
ammunition behind.
Once the Kamajors consolidated their control over the whole Fakunya Cluefdom (they already had
control over Kwellu), they increased their pressure and harassment of civilians, establishing laws that
civilians had to abide by. Those laws, among others, prevented civilians to pound food in mortars at
night and forbad them from giving the Kamajors bananas or any food containing banana. As in
Kwellu, cages of 2 1/2 feet high and 3 1/2 fe'et wide and made of thorns \Vere built and used as prisons.
The punishments for not obeying the laws were varied and ranged from being fIned to receiving
lashes, being imprisoned in the cage and going "round the kabba,,131H seven times, asking for
forgiveness, during which the Kamajors would encircle the violator and give them lashes while they
went around seven times.
The last major attack on the town of Njala (Kori Chiefdom) was on 23 Decel:nber 1997, while
Kamajors were carrying out the operation "Black December". RUF li\FRC forces burnt bouses
from Mokande to the College and occupied Njala for seven days. They killed civilians and captured
1316 In December, an increase ill Kamajor activities was reported, despite the declaration of a ceaseflle on 22
October as part of the Conakry Peace Plan: Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Repon 19 November - 2
December 1997.
1317 This camp was located in the outskirts of 'tI.1ile 91 (\' oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District).
131H The kabba is a .cube-shaped building in Mecca, which fl'Iuslims believe was built by },braham for the worslllp
of },!lah. \X!hen going on Hajj, namely the Journey to lvlecca, pilgrims begin by g0l11g seven times around the
kabba.
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and raped a lot of young girls and women in the town. Surrounding villages like Pujehun and
Bambuibu (both in Kori Chiefdom) were also attacked at this time. The RUF /AFRC forces then
went south along the main road to Mano (Dasse CIuefdom), chasing civilians who had found refuge
in the bush. The "sorquehun", bush camps, were ransacked and property was taken away. On the
walls of some houses, the forces wrote the names of some of their cOlTI1nanders in blood.
In December 1997, the CDF high command announced over the radio the comlTlencement of the
"Black December Operations", namely that no vehicle should travel to Freetown. This operation
was designed to cut off the AFRC forces in Freetown from the rest of the country. The CDF in the
District stopped all vehicles and boats from travelling to Freetown and severely punished those who
did not obey the announcement. For example, a defaulting vehicle, which did not stop as requested
was fired on at Bengeh (Bumpeh Chiefdom), killing two people.
e)
Events in 1998 to 2001
After they were driven out of Freetown during the first week of February 1998, RUF / AFRC forces
left Moyamba District, although little information was recounted on this departure, except the
following incident. RUF / AFRC forces attacked Korgbotuma (Kaiyamba Chiefdom) from four
different points and battled with the CDF in the town, defeating the CDF and capturing the town.
The RUF / AFRC commanders informed the civilians that their mission was to carry out "Operation
no living thing" in the town and its environs. 1:\19 The forces stayed in the town for eight days, during
which they killed a lot of civilians, took property and burnt down houses in the town. Two days
after their departure the CDF took over the town and ordered all the people in the bush to return to
the town even when they had no where to sleep since almost all the houses were burnt.
In early 1998, Kamajors from Bo District came to Rotifunk (Bumpeh CllJefdom) and told the
Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom that they had received instructions from the CDr High
Command to reinforce those already deployed at Rotifunk, in order to prevent the RUr / AFRC
forces retreating from Freetown using the Mabang Bridge (Ribbi Chiefdom, at the border with Port
Loko District). Those Kamajors soon took control of the to\vnship and the Kamajors from Bumpeh
Chiefdom went under cover, for they had less arms and ammunition than the recently arrived
reinforcements. One month after they had arrived, the elders of the chiefdom met at IVloyamba
Town to find a way to move out the Kamajors from Bo District. It was agreed that more men
should be initiated, so an initiator was brought to perform initiation ceremonies at Bellent1n. \\litllln
two weeks, he had initiated over 400 men and one woman. Those new initiates, equipped only with
bladed weapons, drove out the Kamajors from Bo. Nevertheless, the new Kamajors established
checkpoints on the highway and took money from drivers at those chech.'P0ints,. Drivers who did
not want to pay would be beaten or their vehicle damaged. On one occasion, one driver who could
not give Le 10,000 as requested had two of his tyres shot out.
ECOMOG forces deployed in various areas of the District in February 1998 and ensured the
security of the District, notably by setting up checkpoints that they operated together with
"Operation No Living TIling" was the name of the operation carried out by. the RUF IA.FRC forces retreating
from Freetown, during wllich atrocities committed against civilians reached unprecedented levels It was mostly
carried out in the Northern Province and 111 Kono District.
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Kamajors. In I<:.amajei Chiefdom, for example, they set up checkpoints at the headquarter town of
Senehun and at Lonponga. However, Kamajors who assisted the ECOMOG forces at those
checkpoints were still mistreating civilians. Vehicles suspected of carrying RUF or AFRC members
or goods without proper documents were detained at those checkpoints and passengers ,vere forced
to remain there and sleep on the ground. Women who openly opposed the activities carried out at
those checkpoints were stripped naked and forced to lie on the ground. The situation worsened
when the ECOMOG forces left the checkpoints in the hand of the Kamajors,13111 who would only
dismantle those checkpoints in November 2001.
Immediately after the RUF / AFRC forces were pushed out of power in early 1998, an internal fight
occurred between different factions of the CDF. Kanlajors operating in the Southern Province
accused the Gbethies, who were active in the Northern Province, of supporting AFRC members in
their fight against Kamajors. A group of Gbethies from neighbouring chiefdoms in Tonkolili
District attacked the Kamajors base at Gondama and Fogbo (Kori Chiefdom). Nobody was killed
during the attack but houses were burnt by the retreating Gbethies. Five days later, the Kamajors
launched a counter-attack on the Gbethies at Pateful (Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, Tonkolili District)
The situation was finally resolved through the intervention of the elders.
On 29 March, a letter issued by the CDF headquarter was circulated to all Kamajors in the District,
ordering that since the Sierra Leonean President had now been reinstated, the Kamajors should let
the Chiefs assuming their functions and stop presiding over issues. However, Kamajors from the
chiefdoms in the south of the District, Kagboro, Timdel, Bagruwa, Banta and Banta Mokele
Chiefdoms continued to affum their authority and to maltreat civilians and authorities. CDF in
Moyamba Town (Kaiyamba Chiefdom) also continued to rule as chiefs and to control the bve of
civilians, as they had done in 1997. For example, around 5 March 1998, a young woman moved
from Foyah to Matta Gelema in Banta Chiefdom to sell cassava leaves. At a checkpoint on her way,
she was asked by a Kamajor to show him her pass. The woman told the Kamajors that her father
was a Town Chief and that they did not know about this system of pass. Kamajors replied by sapng
that Kamajors were now the chiefs and authorities and that they were not respected by the civilians,
who treated them with over-familiarity. They took her cassava bag away and detained her for two
hours before she was freed. Her father, the Town Chief, reported the matter to the Ground
Commander to no avail, as the Ground Commander told him he had no time for reports, for he
knew his men were doing a good job.
In Kagboro Chiefdom, by 1998, the CDF had established checkpoints along the road gOlng through
the middle of the chiefdom at Yoyema, Gondama Junction, Talia and Tawovahun. Velllcles were
checked for guns and "rebels" or "rebel" suspects. i\nyone caught as a "rebel" or "Junta" soldier or
who was suspected to be such by the Kamajors was immediately carried away and "washed", a term
the CDF used for killing. People were killed at the checkpoints very often, sometimes for money or
other property. In other places where the CDF had checkpoints, people who were not from that
chiefdom were often singled out to be victims.

10211 It could not be ascertained when ECO.t,fOG forces exactly came In the District, nor when they left J(am;1jCl
Chiefdom.
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The CDF frequently beat women and one commander in particular travelled around the chiefdom
harassing young men and women and molesting the elderly. From Bauma to Blama and from
Mamboma to Senehun, this commander was weil known for this type of behaviour. On one
occasion, he ordered his boys to torture a civilian whose daughter was alleged to have been in love
v,rith an RUF / AFRC member. In another incident in Mokebay Section, Kamajors killed a lady who
had come from Bumpe to buy fish. They removed her body parts for rituals, as they allegedly
believed that the ritual murder would prevent their "evil deeds" from been exposed. Several other
civilians were killed afterwards. Other civilians killed included one man from Yorgborfore, one from
Mbawoma, one from Metiba and one from Bumpetoke. A Kamajor cut off the ear of a ,\loman from
Bonthe District v-rith a cutlass and chewed it. The woman latter suffered severe pam from the ear.
i\nother Kamajor declared one day that any civilian not abiding by their laws would be killed and
eaten raw. In Timdel Chiefdom, at Morkandor, one civilian was beaten \'lith orange sticks covered
in thorns, as he failed to be his contribution for the feeding of the Kamajors. He was them asked to
contribute with three bushels of husk rice or would be killed. The deputy Town Chief of Morkandor
was severely beaten because he refused to act as a town crier.
In April or May, a schoolteacher riding his bike between Mokonde (Kot! Chiefdom) and Pelewahun
(south of Kamajei Chiefdom) was caught by Kamajors who had established a checkpomt at
Pelewahun. The man was dragged in the bush, had his stomach cut open and his intestines removed.
The Kamajors then set the body on fire, taking his bicycle and his two months salary he had Just
received. This killing was carried out because one of the Kamajors wanted to take his revenge on
this schoolteacher, the new partner of his ex-girlfriend. Police officers from Taiama (Kori
Chiefdom) investigated the matter and the four Kamajors who killed the schoolteacher were
arrested, put in prison and tried in the High Court in Bo. Following this arrest, the other Kamajors
left Pelewahun.
In 1999, some incursions were carried out in the District by RUF / AFRC forces based in Tonkolili
District. Those attacks were, however, limited to villages in Fakunya Chiefdom, along the border
v-rith the Northern Province. Sometime in March 1999, RUF / AFRC forces based in Tonkolili
District launched a series of attacks on villages on the Fakunya/Yoni boundary, mainly for searching
for food and other items. One serious attack was made at lvfataradegba, one rnile from Rogboya, by
the RUF forces from I\1ile 91 in late March 1999. It was a silent atta,ck and they entered the town
v-rithout discharging their weapons. Sixteen people were locked in a house, which was then set on
flre and set ablaze. The RUF forces also shot and killed another five people. They then went to
Rogboya, where they met with stiff resistance from the CDF forces in the town~ On their retreat,
they fell in a CDF ambush; six of the RUF forces were killed and a lot of their arms and ammurution
captured, On 18 i\pril 1999, the RUF forces launched another attack on Rogboya and succeeded in
captut!ng the town. They were, however, soon repelled from the town by CDr from other towns
nearby. On their way back to Tonkolili District, they had a battle with some Kamajors, which left
over 40 RUF /l\FRC members dead, This was to be the last battle between the CDr and RUF
forces in Fakunya Chiefdom.
During the sam~ period, some RUF /AFRC forces coming from their base at Okra Hills (Koya
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) crossed into the north of Ribbi Chiefdom, mainly chasing civilians 111
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the camps they had built in the bush. 1321 They took away the rice and burnt a farmhouse near
Makabie before heading for Makabie, where they abducted one man. This man was told to deliver
the message to the inhabitants of Makabie that they would come back again to the village, as one of
their boxes of cigarettes had been stolen. They further added that anyone they caught would be
either mutilated or killed, depending on their will. \X'hen they came back to the village, thev took
some property away, burnt the houses and abducted one man, who they later killed.
The inhabitants of Ribbi Chiefdom, north-west of the District at the border with Port Loko District,
were in total disarray at this time because of one group of CDF, who were opposed to the Gbetrues
from Port Loko District and who were inflicting a lot of violence on civilians in the cruefdom. On
24 March 1999, Kamajors and Avondos came to Bradford,1322 the headquarter town of Ribbl
Chiefdom and began to shoot indistinctly.1323 One civilian was caught escaping and was accused by
the Kamajors of being a "rebel". Those Kamajors and Avondos told the civilians they had come to
Ribbi because they knew they had been RUF / AFRC forces in the chiefdom. Some civilians were
killed, accused by the CDF members of selling food to RUF / AFRC members. Throughout May and
April, the two groups deployed in the town and went to the surrounding villages, killing civilians and
burning houses. For example, they went to Rogbonkol, burnt 10 houses and killed 20 people; at
Mothankey, they killed one woman and took away her 1:\vo children and all her property. They also
crossed the Ribbi River and went to Bathpon (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District). On their return
to Bradford, the Kamajors and Avondos met a deaf woman in her garden and asked her what she
was doing there. The woman told them that since they were "soldiers" - because they were wearing
military uniforms - they should not disturb her. The CDF members told the woman they were going
l124
to kill her, as they said she was inhabited with devil spirits. The j\ vondo commander
ordered his
men to kill her, so she was shot and killed.
The CDF members then moved to Makabie, where they established a checkpoint on the highway
leading to Freetown. Any civilian caught speaking Temne was accused of being a Gbethie
collaborator, who were their targets at this time. Anybody thus accused was forced to lead them to
the place where he was living and all his property was taken away. The inhabitants of Makabie were
gathered, accused of being "rebels" and threatened with death; they were not, however, killed and
the Town Chief was forced to pay Le 15,000 instead. Civilians were told that they could not go
anywhere without the permission of the CDF mernbers and that as long as they remained in the
town, the civilians were responsible for their feeding. It was alleged that the 11:1a111 purpose of the
CDF rnembers was to steal their property and that the allegation of collaboration was a pretext.
Some CDF members then left the town and went to Rosint Loko, where they abducted civilians,
subsequently releasing all but one. The captured civilian who was not released was killed, as he failed
to lead the Kamajors to the Gbethies. He was hit with a bladed weapon on his face and as he was
1321 Okra I-:lilJs was the base of the West Side Boys, a fighting faction that emerged from the RUF (\FRC forces in
late 1998: see the analysis for Port Loko District for more information.
1322 It is not clear where those CDF members came from. It seems that the "\vondos came from Tauna (Kon
Chiefdom) while the group of Kamajors came from Kongbora and Bumpeh Chiefdoms
1323 It seems that tl,ere were no Kamajors operating in Ribbi Chiefdom before this incident.
1324 Both the A.vondos and the Kamajors had their own commanders, although they earned most of these ~ctions
together.
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wiping away the blood, the Kamajor commander told him not to waste his blood as he was thirsty
and wanted to drink it. The man was then shot and killed; he was later buried by civilians from
Makabie. A report on this incident was made to tne ECOMOG forces deployed at Songo (\V'estern
Area). ECOMOG forces arrested the CDF members but released them shortly after. 131)
The CDF members returned to Ribbi Chiefdom and resettled first at Mo Lamina and then at 1'/10
Goba, from where they raided the surrounding villages, harassing civilians for their property. One
truck belonging to the International Labour Organisation was stolen in rV10yamba village (Ribbi
Chiefdom) and used by the CDF members to carry the property they were stealing. At Massampa,
for example, they entered the town shooting their guns and killing one student. They looted the
town and burnt five houses. At Sueu, they shot the Chiefdom Speaker, stripped him, tied him up
and took him toBumpeh Chiefdom, where they allegedly had their main base. At Rotifunk (Burnpeh
Chiefdom), one of the commanders wore the fingers of the late Chiefdom Speaker on a necklace
around his neck. The CDF members went back to Moyamba village (Ribbi Chiefdom), burnt 19
houses and captured two traders, whom they later killed. Other incidents included another attack on
Bradford, where they took a significant sum of money from traders and another attack on Sueu,
where they killed one woman and took away her property. CDF members also went to Mabang,
after the RUF / AFRC forces had left the bridge,1326 and killed a lot of civilians and harassed anybody
. theb'd
11'7
usmg
n ge.·The Kamajors stayed in Bradford for a while, forcing civilians to bring them food and money and to
work for them, harvesting palm nuts. These actions continued until· the Government announced
that all the fighting factions had to stop hostilities l32H
By May 1999, some commercial vehicles used the alternative highway from Freetown to Bo, through
Moyamba, without encountering any attack, although the highway was not yet reopened for
traffic. B2O
Probably in 1999 or 2000, Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom battled with Kamajors from Kagboro
Chiefdom, for one lady trader from Bumpeh Chiefdom had been beaten and her money taken away
by Kamajors at Ribbi (I<:.agboro Chiefdom). The Kamajors from the two chiefdoms were later
reconciled through the intervention of the Paramount Chief of Bumpeh Chiefdom and elders of
Kagboro Chiefdom.
Following the Freetown invasion in January 1999, a peace accord marking the end of the conflict
and known as the Lome Peace .l\greement was signed on 7 July in the Togolese capital. Pursuant to
tlus accord, the disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) process was formally
launched by the President of Sierra Leone on 20 October 1999 during a ceremony at \X'ilberforce

1325 No more details were available on tlus arrest.
RUF /J\FRC forces were in Koya Chiefdom (port Loko District), on the other side of the bridge.
No further inf01mation was available on this incident.
1328.-\ ceasefue was signed in ?vIay 1999. No more mfOlmation was available on what exactly happened
chiefdom follOWIng this announcement.
1320 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 1 - 17 Ivlay 1999.
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Barracks, Freetown and began properly on 4 November 1999. mll Five demobilisation centres were
opened at Lungi (port Loko District), Port Loko South, Port Loko North, Kenema and Daru
(Kailahun District). In early 2000, UN peacekeepers from the Guinean contingent were deployed at
Moyamba Town. L131
On 10 March 2000, the National Committee for Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration
(NCDDR) identified two more sites, one of which was at Levuma (north of Kongbora
Chiefdom).1332 However, disarmament started at a slow pace and was halted temporarily in May
2000, as fighting were still going on in the Northern and Eastern Provinces and peacekeepers were
abducted by RUF / AFRC forces. Although Moyamba District was not directly concerned by these
events, it seems clear that the CDF members would not dis ann as long as the other fighting factions
were still carrying out armed operations. The DDR process would be given a new start in November
2000 when the Government of Sierra Leone and the RlJF signed a ceasefire in Abuja, Nigeria on 10
November 2000. On 4 May 2001, those parties would meet again in Abuja, Nigeria to revie\v the
cease-fire. Further to this meeting, those parties held monthly tripartite meetings under the Joint
Committee on DDR and decided on an accelerated schedule for the completion of the disarmament
process. During the fourth meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR in Kenema on 10 August 2001,
it was agreed that the next stage of disarmament was to take place simultaneously in Moyamba and
Koinadugu District, between 15 and 30 August.1.133 However, disarmament was not complete by
31 August, mainly for logistics reasons.
In a symbolic disarmament ceremony in the town of Moyamba on 20 October 2001, CDF
combatants and their sernor commanders handed over more than 50 weapons to UN peacekeepers,
in the presence of the Special Representative of the Secretary General in Sierra Leone 1 1:\4 /I. t the end
of the seventh meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR on 9 November, disarmament was declared
complete in Moyamba District.11:\5 On 30 November 2001, a Nepalese Battalion of peacekeepers was
deployed in Moyamba Town and Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom), at which time the war officially
· M oyam. b a D·lstnct.·
. 13%
came to an en d 111

3.

Conclusion

Moyamba District was the last District of the Southern Province to be attacked by RUF forces. The
first incursion into the District was launched in early January 1995, at a time when NPFL forces,
originally fighting alongside the RUF from 1991, had long since withdrawn to Liberia. This first
wave of attacks was carried out from Bo District and in the aftermath of a series of attacks on major
mil The launch of the DDR process was delayed as it was meant to start within SLX weeks of the sign.ing of the
Lome Peace j\greement.
1331 IRIN West Africa, 12 }..pril2000. On 22 October 1999, the UN Security Council had adopted Resolution 1270
approving the deployment of 6,000 armed peacekeepers alongside the 260 unarmed m.ilitall' observers. -nleir
number would increase over the subsequent months.
1332 IRIN West Africa, 17 Ivlarch 2000
1333 UNA.MSIL press briefing, 14 i\ugust 2001. l\t that time, the disannament was complete in Port Loko :lnd
Kambia Districts. j\s of that date, 1,500 CDF members had disanned in IIloYalTlba District.
m4 UNA?vlSIL pLess briefing, 23 October 200l.
1335 UNAJvlSIL press briefing, 9 November 2001.
m(, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 06 - 30 November 2001.
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towns in Bo District. Attacks on Moyamba District ,vere subsequently carried out by RUF forces
who settled in the District but also from the neighbouring Districts of Bonthe and Bo in the
Southern Province and T onkolili in the Northern Frovince.
The spreading of RUF forces into Moyamba District was one of the latest developments of a new
phase of the conflict, which started in late December 1993 in the south of Kenema District. From
this date on, RUF forces took to the bush and adopted guerrilla warfare tactics, progressing to
Districts so far unaffected and by 1995, had established positions in all the Districts.
In March 1995, it was clear that the ultimate goal of the RUF forces who attacked Moyamba District
was to reach Freetown. To this end, they progressed through the District using the highway that
leads to Songo in the Western Area, systematically attacking the major towns located on this
highway. It was only when their progression to Freetown was stopped that they settled 111 the
District and established a strong base in the north.
As in the other Districts of the Southern Province, Kamajors progressively halted the actions of the
RUF forces from the beginning of 1996. The initiation of youths and local hunters, members or not
of the CDUs, started in early 1996 and developed throughout the year. Bonthe District played an
active role in the development of Kamajors throughout Moyamba District, as many men from
Moyamba District went to Bonthe District for initiation also because Kamajors from Bonthe
District went to Moyamba District to fight the RUF forces.
The chiefdoms in the south of the District were under Kamajor control earlier than the chiefdoms
in the north. By late 1996, Kamajors had taken control of the southern ch.iefdoms and no more RUF
attack was reported in those areas. This was probably also due to the fact that around this period,
Kamajors had already dislodged RUF forces from Bonthe District. The situation for the chiefdoms
in the north of the District was far different. Although their main base, Camp Fol Fol was destroyed
in late 1996 by Kamajors, the RUF forces and, shortly after, RUF / AFRC forces were present in
many of the chiefdoms in the north, wreaking a lot of havoc on civilians. At this time, both Port
Loko and Tonkolili Districts, which adjoin Moyan'lba District to the north, were also infiltrated by
RUF and RUF / AFRC forces.
Following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in early 1998, the actions of the RUF / AFRC
forces were concentrated in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. Free from RUF / AFRC
incursions, the Kamajors affirmed their control of the security of Moyamba District and expanded
this control to civilians and local authorities. In this regard, the pattern of actions in Moyamba
District at this time would converge \vith what happened in the other Districts of the Southern
Province.

d.

Pujehun District

1.

Introduction
Pujehun District, with its headquarter of Pujehun Town, is one of the four Districts of the Southern
Province, the other three being Bonthe, Bo and Moyamba Districts. It is bordered on the east by
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Liberia, on the northeast by Kenema District (Eastern Province), on the northwest by Bo District
and on the west by Bonthe District. At its southern edge is the j\tlantic Ocean.
There are 12 chiefdoms in the District
Chiefdom
Bani
Gallinas Peri
Kpaka
Makpele
Malen
Mano Sakrim
Panga Kabonde
Panga Krim
Peje
Soro Gbema
Sowa
Yekomo Kpukumu I<iim

Headquarters
Potoru
Blama
Massam
Zimmi
Sahn
Gbonjema
Pujehun
Gobaru
Futa
Fairo
Bandajuma
Karlu

The main rivers flowing through the District would prove to be of strategic importance during the
conflict. The Mano River that flows on the eastern edge of Makpele and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms
constitutes the natural border between Siena Leone and Liberia. The entry point to the District IS
located in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, at the Mano River Union Bridge, Bo \X1aterside, which was a joint
venture between Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. Control of the bridge would be of great
importance for the RUF /NPFL and later on for the RUF forces, as it allows easy penetration Into
the District and the transport of supplies from Liberia. Accordingly, throughout the conflict, the
RUF forces would mainly be based in the east of the District. The Moa River originates from the
ocean between Gallinas Peri and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms, following more or less the border
between those t\Vo chiefdoms through Bani Chiefdom before reaching Kenema and Kailahun
Districts, thereby isolating Soro Gbema and Makpele Chiefdoms from the rest of the District.
Other rivers located in the south of the District and of lesser strategic importance would be used by
the fighting factions, mainly the RUF forces, to move within the District.
Crossing the Mano River Union Bridge, there is only one motorable road linking Fairo (Sora Gbema
Chiefdom headquarters) to Sulima in the south (Soro Gbema Chiefdom) and to Zimrni in the north
(Makpele Chiefdom Headquarters). Furthermore, this road to Zimrni is the only way to reach
Pujehun Town, other than by using bush paths. From Zimmi, it continues westwards to Potoru
(Bani Chiefdom headquarters), Futa (Peje Cluefdom headquarters) and Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom
Headquarters). Bandajuma is located on the main road that links Pujehun and Bo Districts, starting
in Pujehun Town and leading to Koribondo and Bo To"\vn (Bo District). From Potoru, an
alternative road passing by Gallinas Peri and Kpaka, the two central chiefdoms, goes to Pujehun
Town.
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The small number of roads providing access to other Districts is an important factor in how the
RUF /NPFL forces would attack surrounding Districts. To go to Kenema District in the north-east,
there are only two alternative roads, through Makpele Chiefdom or through PeJe Chiefdom. Two
roads also allow the penetration of Bo District, the main one being a highway passing through Panga
Kabone and Sowa Chiefdoms, while the second one leaves Pujehun Town to pass through Malen
Chiefdom in the west. There are no motorable roads linking Pujehun District with Bonthe District
in the south-east; accordingly, this District would not be affected during the first years of the war, as
access was achieved only later through Bo District.
The main economic activities of the District consist of mining, fishing and cash crops, notably
coffee and cocoa plantations. In some chiefdoms, primarily in Makpele Chiefdom, the main
economic activity is diamond mining.
Pujehun District, at the border with Liberia was concerned by the conflict as early as March 1991
when Revolutionary United Front (RUF)/ National Patriotic Front for Liberia (NPFL) forces
crossed the border at the Mano River Union Bridge into Soro Gbema Chiefdom. From this first
incursion, the conflict would affect the District through three discernable phases.
The first phase, which ran from 1991 to 1993, was first marked by the first incursion in 1991, \vhere
almost all the chiefdoms and major towns, including Pujehun Town, were attacked by RUF /NPFL
forces within one month. This first incursion was characterised by widespread 'violations committed
by RUF /NPFL forces. Those forces would follow the same pattern upon entry to a village: they
would gather the civilians, identify themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem Sierra Leone
from the corrupted All People's Congress (APC) regime and depose and replace the local
authorities, setting up basic administrative structures. Their arrival and stay in a place was
accompanied by the infliction of physical and mental violence on the people of the village, as well as
the abduction of members of the population, including children, for use as forced labour, as soldiers,
as cooks and as "wives". RUF /NPFL forces also engaged in widespread theft and property
destruction, notably the burning of houses. However, from July to September 1991, SLA forces,
assisted by foreign troops, dislodged the RUF /NPFL forces from most of their positions, pushing
them back to the Liberian border. This SLA offensive and control of the District was nonetheless
soon accompanied by violence inflicted on civilians, in particular those labelled as collaborators with
the RUF /NPFL. Attacks, probably carried out by remnants of RUF /NPFL forces, were however
still recorded at the end of 1991 and in 1992. At the end of 1992 and beginning of 1993, RUF forces
launched a powerful attack from Liberia, established a stronghold in Soro Gbel~a Chiefdom and
started spreading across the District. This second incursion was, however, less successful than the
first one as they were soon defeated in most areas by SLA forces. \\J11ile in control, SL\ forces
continued to inflict great havoc on civilians, killing a lot of alleged collaborators, chasing ci\-ilians for
their property, destroying some property and engaging in mining activities in the east of the District.
The second phase spanned from 1994 to May 1997, during which time the RUF forces succeeded In
spreading throughout the country, shifting their tactics away from direct confrontation with the SLA
to bush warfare, .during which they mainly staged ambushes. i\t this time, thousands of civilians had
fled the District for a refuge camp in Bo District. Starting in 1996, newly initiated Kamajors, 111itialJy
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operating in collaboration \Vlth SLA forces, engaged the RUF forces and by 1997 had succeeded in
taking control of most of the RUF positions across the country, which led thousands of Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) to resettle in the District However, their control was also accompanied
by harassment of civilians, including constant requests for food and the taking of property. Physical
violence was also inflicted, in particular on those they identified as being RUF collaborators.
The third phase of the conflict started in May 1997, when a military regime - the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC) - seized power in the capital and concluded at the end of 2001,
when the disarmament process was complete for Pujehun District Shortly after the Coup, RUF
forces who had been living in the bush for some months joined the AFRC and Kamajors in the
District went underground. During their stay in the District, the RUF / AFRC forces imposed great
harms on civilians in general and on alleged Kamajors collaborator in particular, including physical
violence, killing, rape, abduction for use as forced labour, soldiers 'or "wives" and stealing and
destruction of property. Starting in October, Kamajors regrouped and intensified their fighting
against those combined forces, gaining more and more ground; by March 1998, following
ECOMOG deployment in the District, the RUF / AFRC forces were repelled from the District
From this date onwards, the District remained under control of the Kamajors, who imposed their
authority in all aspects of life, restricted the movement of the population by establishing
checkpoints, replaced the local authorities and themselves administered the District, increased their
violence against all civilians and engaged in mining activities. This would continue until the
completion of disarmament at the end of 2001.

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Events in 1991
On 28 March 1991, RUF /NPFL forces crossed the Mano River Union Bridge l337 at Jendema (Soro
Gbema Chiefdom), 7 miles from Fairo. They then headed for Malema, where they seized weapons
from the SSD store, before heading for Fairo. From SOl'O Gbema Chiefdom, the RUF /NPFL forces
would then head for Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom, in the east of the District), passing
by Makpele, Barri, Peje, Sowa, Kpaka and Gallinas Peri Chiefdoms, leaving behind some forces to
settle in each of those areas. A few days after the RUF /NPFL forces crossed the Mano River Union
Bridge, the RUF and NPFL leaders paid them a brief visit at Bo \\!aterside, allegedly to check that
the forces had crossed the river and to receive food items and furniture taken from the Police
Barracks at Jendema. 1338
At the time of this incursion, SLA forces were deployed in the District, chiefly in Fairo (Sora
Gbema Chiefdom), Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom), Potoru (Bani Chiefdom) and Pujehun Town
(Panga Kabone Chiefdom).

13:17 The control of the lv1ano River Union Bridge, a joint venture between Sierra Leone, Liberia and GlW1ea, would
be of great importance as it allows penetration of the territory of Sierra Leone from Liberia.
mE During the ftrSl weeks of the conflict, many reports mention the visit of the RUF leader to Pujehun and
Kailahun Districts, although it appeared that he spent more time in Kailahun District than in Pujehun District,
while the NPFL leader is only mentioned as being present at Bo waterside.
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At Fairo (Soro Gbema Chiefdom), a short battle took place with some SL/\ forces and SSD
members who were posted there. lm The house of the Paramount Chief, occupied at the time by
SLA forces, was burnt down and the first killings of civilians and taking of theIr property was
recorded at this time. Gunshots were heard in the town until night fell. The follmving morning, the
civilians were gathered in the Court Barrie and addressed by the RUF /NPFL forces, who told them
they should not be afraid, as they had come to redeem the civilians from the APC regime. However,
a few days later, the RUF /NPFL forces killed one ci-vilian \\Tho refused to gIve them food at
Jendema. At Sulima, in the south of the chiefdom, they also killed one civilian, allegedly because he
questioned them about the previous killing. Following this incursion, civilians from WaI, a town
located on the main Fairo-Sulima road in the chiefdom, fled the town; some went to Liberia, first
hiding their property, as they had heard from fleeing civilians that the RUF /NPFL forces were
stealing food and any other items that took their interest. However, those who fled Sierra Leone did
not find a safer haven in Liberia, where a civil war was raging; while in Liberia, the people who had
fled the war in Sierra Leone were harassed by NPFL forces, who took their property and sexually
. d
id
'
1340
assa ul te d t h elr
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an wives.'
After they took control of Malema and Fairo (Soro Gbema Chiefdom), two training camps were
opened in those towns to train conscripts on how to use weapons. The RUF /NPFL forces first
went from village to village to get people to join their movement, but when they realised that few
young people were joining them, they forced villages as a whole to contribute and to give some of
their inhabitants for training, threatening them with the destruction of the village if they refused. In
this way, the RUF /NPFL forces recruited many young boys and girls and whoever refused to join or
tried to hide during training was killed on the spot. Furthermore, those newly conscripted members
were told to point out houses where young people had not volunteered to join, after which the
RUF /NPFL forces looted and then burnt them. This situation led many families to give one of their
family members to join the movement. RUF /NPFL forces also chased people who were hiding in
farm huts in the bushes, raiding them at night, stealing their food .and other valuable items and
capturing young boys and girls. \)(lh.iJe the boys were conscripted into the fighting forces, the girls
were used for sexual purposes. On one occasion, in the area of Malema, a five-months pregnant
women was raped by five RUF /NPFL members and, as a result, had a miscarriage. In another
incident, also in the Malema area, one girl was raped during a night raid. That same night, the
commander of that RUF /NPFL forces told the people that the RUF leader had told them in Liberia
that all the Sierra Leonean women were their wives and all the property they could find was also
theirs.
The RUF /NPFL forces nominated a former candidate in the 1982 elections to be the chairman of
their war council in the chiefdom. Following the 1982 general elections, a fight had erupted between
The SLA forces were only 10, together with five SSD members, and had little ammunition, mainly only to
defend themselves.
\3-\(1 Since 1989, the NPFL had been waging war against the then President, Samuel Doe, who would be killed by a
splinter group of the NPFL in 1990. Also in 1990, Economic Community of West },frican States (ECO\V\S) sent
some Economic Community of West A.Jrican States :rvIonitoring Group (ECOJ'vIOG) forces to assist the Libenan
Government to end the war. }\.s part of this mission, ECO:r',fOG based some forces at Lungr, Sierra Leone's
international airport to the north of Freetown.
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the partisans of the two political groups contesting the elections and many civilians were killed and
much property destroyed. The nomination of the war council chairman for the chiefdom recalled
these events in 1982 for the civilians of SOl'O G15ema, as the newly appointed chairman was the
candidate in the 1982 election who had not been elected to represent the Pujehun east constituency
in Parliament. 1341 Some supporters of the man who was elected chaIrman and leader of the
Ndorgbowusui group, saw this nomination to the war council as an opportunity to take revenge for
atrocities committed against their families almost 20 years ago. For this reason, they voluntarily
nominated some of their children to join the RUF /NPFL forces. Thus, civilians who were not
members of the NdorgbO\vusui group were particularly targeted during the RUF /NPFL presence tn
the chiefdom in 1991.
In late March 1991, civilians fleeing the RUF/NPFL advance in Soro Gbema Chiefdom crossed the
Moa River that flows on its west edge and took refuge in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, at Gbanahun,
returning to their chiefdom a week later.
Zimmi,1342 the headquarter town of Makpele Chiefdom, and the surrounding villages are diamondrich area. On 3 April, RUF /NPFL forces entered the town and established a base there that became
their main one for the District. During their stay in the chiefdom, up to December 1991, the
RUF /NPFL forces attacked many villages, where they followed the same actions upon taking
control of the different villages. The RUF /NPFL forces would enter the town and gather the
inhabitants at the Court Barrie, where they would introduce themselves as the Revolutionary United
Front, their purpose being to remove the APC Government from power and liberate Sierra Leone.
At this meeting, or soon after, they would depose the Town Chief and replace him or her with their
own Town Commander, who was sometimes appointed from the civilian population. \\lhile in the
town, the RUF /NPFL forces would destroy property; take food and other items; force Clvilians to
work for them, such as by cooking and fetching water; tie civilians up; kill people; and abduct
people, both adults and children. The following incidents are examples of the attacks carried out and
the violence inflicted on civilians in the chiefdom, most of them taking place in April.
Between April and December, Gbaa was burnt three times, virtually all the property in the town was
taken and some people were killed. On 9 April, the RUF leader visited the town, gathered hundreds
of civilians for a meeting and stated that RUF were peacemakers, coming to free people from
slavery. Zimmi became a main base in the District and beyond, in the south-east, and the RUF
leader had a lodge reserved for him there. At Palima, on 25 April, RUF /NPFL forces fued on a car
full of police officers being driven into the town, as a result of which the dri,;er and one police
officer were killed. Cattle and poultry were also taken from Palima and brought to Zimmi. In the
same month, RUF /NPFL forces, nine in num.ber, attacked Vaama Kortu and entered the town
accompanied by gunfire. The sheep and goats of the village were taken away. During the same
attack, two women were raped and three boys (two aged 18 and one aged 15) were taken away;' their
1341 It is accordingly not a coincidence if the RUF/NPFL nominated somebody who opposed at one time to the
APC regime representative.
'
1342 Zimmi is a strategic town for many reasons because, aside from its location in a diamond mining area, it is tbe
first major town to be reached when crossing the border from Liberia and it allows further inLmd advances in tbe
east of Kenema District.
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fate still remains unknown. At Sembehun, a group of 15 RUF /NPFL forces took property from
houses, including furniture and other belongings, and forced inhabitants to carry the loads to the
RUF base in Zimmi. Those who did not obey the o"rder were beaten, tied up, forced to roll and look
at the sun and eventually carried the load at gunpoint. Goats and sheep were taken away, as well as
two sewing machines and a bailing machine belonging to a diamond dealer, carpentry tools and
blacksmith's equipment. Fifteen houses were burnt down at this time.
At Njabaama, also in April 1991, a woman was raped in the presence of her husband and another
woman was taken to be the "wife" of one of the RUF /NPFL forces corning from Liberia. That
same day, the village was burnt down in retaliation for the inhabitants not welcoming the
RUF /NPFL forces. Household property, furniture and money were taken. On 22 April, a group of
seven RUF !NPFL forces entered the village of Gbahama and appointed a 24 year-old man as the
Town Commander. This newly appointed Town Commander, who was unable to refuse this
appointment, was told to mobilise the civilians to operate checkpoints. \'(!omen were told to cook
for the RUF !NPFL and eight people were forced to carry a load comprised mainly of coconuts to
Zimmi. This continued until June, by which time most of the civilians had managed to leave the
town and found refuge in Liberia. At Gbeakor, 27 RUF /NPFL members entered the town, instantly
killing seven people. The Town Chief was deposed and a new Town Commander was appointed.
Before leaving, the forces took with them all the cattle and poultry they could find.
i\t Ngombu, in June 1991, 70 houses were burnt and 42 kitchens and 15 toilets were destroyed by a
group of 30 RUF!NPFL members. Diamond mining towns were also visited, such as Gbahama l1l
April 1991, where property was taken and civilians were used to carry the loads. In this town and
others, such as Baguihun, the RUF !NPFL forces engaged in mirLing activities and stole everyth.ing
that was in the offices of the rnining company. Daar-es-Salaam, a town north of Zimmi on the bank
of the Mano River, was at this time hosting a camp for thousands of refugees from the Liberian war.
In April, the camp was attacked and all the property belonging to various NGOs and UNHCR was
taken; fleeing civilians died, drowning in the Moa River U4 :1 It appeared that the RUF !NPFL forces
had registered in large numbers as refugees in the camp, so that they would have easier access.
Daar-es-Salaam became a training camp, known as the second Camp Zogodau+J \'(!onde, another
border town hosting a refugee camp, was also visited in i\pril 1991; the RUF leader came to the
camp and asked civilians to join the RUF. It appeared that only few of them did in fact join and a lot
of refugees left the camp, leaving their few belongings in the hands of the RUF /NPFL forces. Due
to these constant attacks, many civilians left the chiefdom, the majority of them going to Liberia.
On their way to Pujehun Town, in early April 1991, RUF !NPFL forces 1:14) coming from Zimmi
passed by Moala (Barri Chiefdom), located on the west bank of the Moa Ri\'er. i\fter Moala, they
No more information could be obtained on this event, either from the records or open source materials.
Zogoda, meaning "land of freedom" is a generic name given to training bases, like "Camp Lion" in other
places. Other camps called Camp Zogoda were to be found at different times in Kenema and J(ailahun Districts
Tills camp in Pujehun District was called "second Camp Zogoda", because the fIrst one was estilblished ill
Kailahun District..
1:145 These forces were armed with berretta guns, }d<A7s, single barrel rifles, RPGs and machetes and were dressed
in military attire or with headbands with "RUF" ·written on it.
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headed for Potoru (Barri Chiefdom headquarter), which is at a junction on the main road to PUJelmn
Town (Gallinas Peri Chiefdom) from Kenema District lW, In both towns, they introduced
themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to save pe'ople from the corrupt APC regime. On arrival,
they searched for SLA forces and gathered the civilians in the Court Barrie. \X1hile some of the
forces were addressing the inhabitants, telling them they were not going to steal anything or take
their women as wives, others were parading in the towns, entering houses in search of food and
money. Local authorities were deposed and new Town Commanders were appointed. At Moala,
three people were killed with berretta guns, allegedly because they were reconnaissance/ spIes, since
they run from the RUF /NPFL forces. During one night, some women were taken from then
husbands. At Potoru, a Fullah man was killed for refusing to glVe them his sheep. Ten other
civilians were also killed, accused of being reconnaissance and, for two of them, for refusing to hand
over their bags; at least one man was shot in the head with an AK47 and two were beaten to death
with a bladed weapon. Checkpoints were mounted where cards called "pass" were issued, which
allowed civilians to move through the chiefdom. During their stay in the town, women and underage
girls were sexually assaulted. All this violence led many people to leave the town for Sowa Chiefdom
and Bo District.
From Potoru, some of the RUF /NPFL forces (a group of 25 to 30 men) went to \"X!aima, four miles
from Potoru. After calling the inhabitants for a meeting, they undertook a house-to-house search,
removing the people they found and shooting some of them. Those forces were speaking a number
of different languages, but the majority language was Liberian. Before leaving the town, they
abducted girls under 15 years-old and then headed for other villages in the chiefdom, including
Kotumahun and Dendegahun, where the same kind of attacks took place.
From Barri Chiefdom, some RUF /NPFL forces went to Peje and Sowa Chiefdoms, relatively small
chiefdoms located to the west of Barri Chiefdom,1147 while others probably went to Pujchun Town
134H
(Panga Kabone Chiefdom) through Gallinas Peri and Kpaka Chiefdoms.
At Futa (Peje
Chiefdom), on or around 17 April 1991, around 100 RUF /NPFL members gathered the civilians in
the Court Barrie; those who refused were severely beaten with sticks and gun butts and some were
killed. This first group of RUF /NPFL forces were joined the next qay by another group,U4') who
merged before dividing into two groups: while one went to Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom, west of
Peje Chiefdom), the other group went back to Potoru, allegedly to join other RUF /NPFL forces
before their attack on Pujehun Town.

114(, Potoru is the necessary entry point for Kenema District from the south-west, whereas Zimmi allowed
penetration from the south-east.
1347 Two main roads leave Potoru, one going to Peje and Sowa Chiefdoms and beyond to Wunde Cluefdom (Eo
District) while the other one links Potoru to Pujehun (panga Kabone Chiefdom), through Gallinas Peri and Kpaka
Chiefdoms.
1348 Information gathered concerning Kpaka Ch.iefdom tends to demonstrate that RUF/NPFL forces used tim
chiefdom as a transit point, using the main highway from Potoru to reach Pujehun Town. "\ccordingl\',
RUF/NPFL forces. must have passed through Gallinas Peri Chiefdom where the lughway lies in the north,
although no information was recorded on this.
1349 It could not be ascertained where this second group came from.
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The RUF /NPFL forces then proceeded to Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom), where SL-\ troops were
posted. Those SLA forces advised civilians to go indoors while RUF /NPFL forces were
approaching. However, after a one-hour battle, RlJF /NPFL forces entered the town, forced the
inhabitants at gunpoint to gather at the Court Barrie, paraded in the town and killed some civilians
who attempted to escape or who refused to go to the Court Barrie. Some civilians accused of being
SLA members who would go and call their colleagues were killed, while others were beheaded. It
appeared that the RUF /NPFL forces then left the town mll and SLA forces arrived in the town, but
RUF /NPFL forces returned \vith a mounted anti aircraft gun while the inhabitants were busy
burying their dead. The SLA and the RUF /NPFL fought all day, with some casualties being
reported on both sides. The SLA forces were unable to repel the RUF /NPFL forces and ordered
the civilians to leave the town and to go to Koribondo Oiama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District 13s1 ) for
safety. One week later, the SLA forces, reinforced by ULIMO, were eventually able to dislodge the
RUF /NPFL forces from the town.
Repelled from Bandajuma, RUF forces concentrated on Futa (Peje Chiefdom) and Potoru (Barri
Chiefdom), where they trained people who had joined v.Tillingly as well as those conscripted by force.
They remained scattered in those two chiefdoms until the major SLA attack in August 1991. Some
of the RUF /NPFL forces who had been repelled from Bandajuma went to Jeoma (Sowa Chiefdom)
Civilians from the upper part of the village were gathered together and the men were forced to go
into the veranda of the fIrst house on the road from Bandajuma and Pujehun Town, while the
women and children were put in a school compound. The RUF /NPFL forces shot at the men
gathered in the veranda and 26 of them died; two managed to escape to the bush after pretending to
be dead beneath the corpses 1351
In mid April 1991, a RUF /NPFL group, different from the one that took control of the
aforementioned chiefdoms, entered Gbanahun (Gallinas Peri), two miles east of Bumpeh. TIm
group was coming directly from Soro Gbema Chiefdom Qocated to the east of Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom l3S3 ) and came mainly for the purposes of finding food, as they did not stay in the village
nor did they go to Bumpeh, which is a bigger town. At Gbanahun, nevertheless, they appointed a
Town Commander who was asked to provide food for them. After eating, the RUF /NPFL forces
looted the shops of the \Tillage and forced young people to go with them to their base to carry the
stolen property, which included domestic animals. Fullah people were targeted and t\vo men were
severely tortured. On their way back to their base in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, they passed by Bomi
(Gallinas Peri Chiefdom), where they shot dead one man they accused of being a SLA member and
again abducted young people to carry the property they had stolen. Those young 150ys from the t\vo
\Tillages were then conscripted and when they came back to the chiefdom, they returned as members
of the RUF /NPFL forces.

13511 The RUF /NPFL forces apparently left the town when they heard the noise of a truck coming to the town,
thinking it could be SL'\ reinforcements. The truck however did not pass by Bandajuma.
1351 A,t this time, SLA forces were deployed at Koribondo, their main base in Bo District.
1351 No details could be obtained on what happened to the women and the children.
1353 The Moa River is more or less the natural border between those two chiefdoms.
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On their way to Pujehun Town on 17 April 1991, RUF/NPFL forces coming from Sowa Chiefdom
passed by Koranko (Kpaka Chiefdom), reaching the headquarter town of Massam the follO\ving day.
At Koranko, this RUF /NPFL group composecLof 10 men dressed in black t-shirts and military
trousers entered the town fIring indiscriminately; they gathered the people and told them they should
obey their laws forbidding raping and telling lies, which were punishable by death The RUF /NPFL
forces appointed a Town Commander and a secretary. Poultry from the village was taken and
cooked for the forces. The next day, five of the RUF /NPFL members, followed by reinforcements
from Potoru (Barri Chiefdom), went to Massam and, as in other villages, followed the procedure of
holding a meeting in the Court Barrie, introducing themselves, appointing Town Commanders and
so on. They slept in the town, mounting checkpoints to ensure their secunty. One man who was
accused of being an APC sympathiser had his property taken away. One teenage girl was taken away
to be a "wife"; her whereabouts remain unknown.
RUF /NPFL forces advanced further towards Pujehun Town, only a few miles from Massam, and
laid an ambush benveen Massam and Yonni (Kpaka Chiefdom, at the border with Panga Kabone
Chiefdom), killing one SLA member 1354 who was riding his bicycle to I\1assam to check about the
rumour of an attack on the town. A reinforcement group of RUF /NPFL forces came from Potoru
(Barri Chiefdom) to Y onni and headed for Pujehun Town, which they captured benveen 19 and 20
April 1991. By then, following the death of the SL'\ member in the ambush benveen Massam and
Yonni, the few SLA members stationed at Pujehun Town had left the town. A J\1inistry of Social
Welfare employee on his way home in the centre of Pujehun failed to stop when requested to do so
by RUF /NPFL forces, so they followed him to his house. There, they asked for the keys of his
motorbike and, when he refused, one of the RUF /NPFL members shot and killed him with an
AK47 then took the key from his pocket. Other civilians were killed for trivial reasons, such as one
man, killed because he was allegedly an APC sympathiser, although he was killed before he had time
to answer the question whether he was or not. On another occasion, RUF /NPFL forces killed a
petty trader who had refused to give them his motorbike. The petty trader's shop was also looted,
together with other shops in the town that were broken into and looted.
Checkpoints were established to prevent civilians from escaping and the RUF /NPFL forces
undertook the familiar gathering and address. Other meetings would be held during the time of their
stay in the town, including one that took place four days after their arrival. At that meeting, the
RUF /NPFL forces declared that the premises of a bank were now used to be as 3 "t3sk force"
office, revealing they were taking direct orders from the Head Office at Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom)
and requesting elders and other literates to work for them on administrative matters. One week later,
as the elders complained 3bout the starvation of the civilians, a system of "pass" W3S put in place,
allO\ving civilians to move within the area under RUF /NPFL control.
Also in April, prior to the capture of Pujehun Town, Gallinas Peri Chiefdom was again vlsited by
small groups of RUF /NPFL forces coming from the south of Barri Chiefdom. On their arrival in
Bumpeh, they pointed guns at civilians, thre3tened to kill them if they did not join them and beat
some of them, returning on the same d3y to B3rri Chiefdom. As with the first incursion from Soro

1354/H

this time very few SL'\ forces - 10 in number - were based at PUJehun Town.
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Gbema Chiefdom, the elders decided to report the matter to the few SLA forces posted at Pujehun
town, but no action was taken. RUF /NPFL forces came back to Bumpeh and Gbanahun, having
learnt that the matter had been reported to SLi\ fOrces at Pujehun Town. At Konia (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), one person suspected of having a link with the SLA forces \vas killed by the
RUF /NPFL commander. Near Fonikoh, a man on his bicycle was killed after having refused to
stop. Three people were killed at Blama Massaquoi and on his way back to Moala (Barri Chiefdom)
with his men, the commander killed two more people at Fonirlla for running away when they saw
the forces approaching.
From Pujehun Town, some RUF /NPFL forces boarded a car and a motorbike headed towards
Gbandapi, a trade fair centre, passing through Najay. Gbandapi, in the south of Panga Kabonde
Chiefdom, is located on the bank of Malemie River, which joins the Wanjei River flo\\1.ng to Bonthe
District. In all the villages along the road to Gbandapi that they visited, RUF /NPFL forces gathered
the inhabitants, asked for weapons and enquired about the presence of SLA forces. They also
established checkpoints, appointed a Town Commander, who was to send a daily report to the area
commander,1:J55 and told the civilians to bring food including rice, poultry, goats and sheep to
Pujehun Town. ns (, Punishments for failing to bring food included beating \vlth sticks and gun butts
and the order to roll on the ground or swim in dirty water in a gutter.
The RUF /NPFL forces followed the Malemie River with speedboats to attack Benganie, which 1S
the largest town in Mano Sakrim Chiefdom, albeit not the headquarter town. A meeting was
summoned, checkpoints mounted, travelling passes issued, a Town Commander appointed and a
green flag raised, meaning that the chiefdom was under RUF /NPFL control. The commander who
mounted the green flag that day made it clear to the civilians that no other commander had the right
to occupy the town and its environs without his consent, which would lead to internal fighting in
May.1357 Since it is located by the ocean, Benganie inhabitants were regularly asked to provide salt - a
valuable and expensive commodity at this time - to forces stationed at Gbandapi and to those
coming from time to time by boat.
Again in April, the RUF /NPFL forces from Pujehun Town proceeded further west to Malen
Chiefdom, which shares boundaries with Bonthe District on the south-west and Bo District on the
north-west. Before their arrival, people from the chiefdom had already fled to Bagbo Ch.iefdom (Bo
District), upon hearing of the attack on Pujehun Town. The RUF /NPFL forces arrived in the
chiefdom headquarter of Sahn on 24 April, when they summoned ~ meeting at the Court Barrie,
asking for the Paramount Chief. \Xlhen he arrived, the RUF /NPFL forces 135H told the Paramount
Chief that he should join them and exhort his people to do the same, \vh.ile other RUF /NPFL
members were looting property in the village and establishing checkpoints. An ll-year-old
RUF /NPFL member called "child soldier" handcuffed the Paramount Chief. The first civilian to be
1355 This information was reported specifically for NajaI' town, but is illustrative of general practlce at tlus time.
1356 The civilians would carry the food on their heads to the next village, where new people would take the load to
the next village until it reached Pujehun Town.
1357 See below for ,more details on this infighting.
135H The commander of these forces was speaking a Liberian Creole, which led people to identify hIm as a NPFL
member.
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killed in this chiefdom was a man riding his motorbike from Jimrru (Bagbo Chiefdom, Bo District)
to Taninahun (Malen Chiefdom) who did not stop and accordingly was considered to be a member
of the SLA or SSD. The RUF /NPFL forces then d~parted for Pujehun Town, taking with them the
motorbike of the man they had killed.
At this time, a place in Gadorhun (Malen Chiefdom) known as Kuwait, due to the valuable items
that could be found in the town, was used to launch attacks on Bagbo Chiefdom 111 Bo District.
On 18 May, following the announcement over the BBe that the Paramount Chief from Malen
Chiefdom had fled with his family between 9 and 10 May,n59 RUF /NPFL forces came back to the
chiefdom from Pujehun Town. Those RUF /NPFL forces coming in 1:\vo trucks and armed with
AK47s, bladed weapons and sticks, went straight to Taninahun in the north of the chiefdom, where
they_shot and killed the Town Chief with an AK47. They then went to Sahn, where they tied up
prorrunentelderly people with bush ropes, forced six elderly women to sit on the floor in the Court
Barrie, shot and killed some civilians, including women and children, raped one women and took her
away, together \vith her son. Fifteen houses were burnt, including the Paramount Chief's compound.
At Fonikor, near Sahn, nine civilians were killed with j\K47s by RUF /NPFL forces looking for the
Paramount Chief's mother. From that day until July 1991, the RUF /NPFL forces remained 111
control of the chiefdom.
During their stay at Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom), RUF /NPFL forces forced young men to manage
checkpoints for them while others were used to carry their loads, as the forces were expanding then
control to surrounding villages, like Manjama, Nyayahun and Bendu, stealing food and domestic
animals. In May, a training base was opened at Gobaru, 1:\vo awes from Massam, where a lot of
school-going children were conscripted. A herbalist and fortune teller performed rituals during the
.. t11at were b eli eve d to ma k"e memb
trauung
ers'111VU1nera bl e.'13W
In May, an RUF /NPFL cOlTl1nander together with some of his forces arrived at Benganie and
started stealing property. On hearing this news, the RUF /NPFL commander who had earlier
warned civilians that no other commander should come to the town without his consent sent some
troops, who captured the commander and the other members who carried out the looting. The
captured commander tried to escape but was re-captured and brought back to Benganie, where he
was publicly disgraced, tied up and seriously beaten. The other boys were taken to Gbandapi (Panga
Kabone Chiefdom) for further interrogation, but their fate remains unknown. In late May, a similar
incident took place and two commanders who had been stationed at Benganie were punished!)('1 by
the same commander as the previous time for sabotaging the adrrunistration he had set up 111 the
village. In early June, another commander with his troops came to Benga11le and, stating be was a
1359 The Paramount Chief allegedly fled through Bum Chiefdom (Bonthe District) to give information about what
was happening in Pujehun District to the authorities in Bo Town.
13611 It is reported that the belief in the powers of tlus person attracted many school children and other youths who
decided to join the movement.
13(,1 The two comm~nders were requested to fight bodily as enemies and as one was much younger, dus one was
then beaten by the commander. The two men were then undressed, ordered to dig two holes, which were filled
with pepper, and ordered to put their genital organs in the holes.
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good dancer, ordered the civilians to dance. Everybody was obliged to attend the dance, except the
elderly, all doors had to stay open and the dance itself was organised so that the men were to lead
the dance, followed by drummers and then by wdinen at the end together \vith the RUF /NPFL
forces. One man who defied the order and went to bed was severely beaten and tortured. \Xlhen the
dance started, the men at the front realised that the women at the back were being raped by the
RUF /NPFL forces. This dance continued for four nights until the RUF /NPFL forces left the town.
By late June, SU\ forces, together with United Liberation Movement for Liberia D (,2 (ULIMO)
forces, recaptured Dandabu (Panga Kabone Chiefdom), on the highway linking PUJehun Town and
Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom) and then Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District). As this town was
the first one to be recaptured in the chiefdoms located to the west of the Moa River and as this town
is on the road that goes to Bandajuma, it is highly likely that the SLA forces, reinforced with
ULIMO forces, who recaptured those chiefdoms came from Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom). \vithin
two months, the SLA and ULIMO forces were able to dislodge the RUF /NPFL forces from all the
chiefdoms located on the west bank of the Moa River.
On or around 14 July 1991, combined SLA and ULIMO forces successfully repelled RUF/NPFL
forces from Pujehun Town and its environs, in particular Gobaru, Yonni and Massam (Kpaka
Chiefdom). The RUF /NPFL forces withdrew to Bumpeh (Gallinas Peri Chiefdom). Following this
attack on Pujehun Town, a curfew from 4:00pm to 6.00am was imposed in the south of Panga
Kabone Chiefdom in the villages along the road leading to Gbandapi. Inhabitants from NaJay saw a
truck loaded with RUF /NPFL forces passing by their village without s,topping. Two days later, SLA
forces boarded a jeep and pursued the RUF /NPFL forces into Gbandapi, returning to Pujehun
Town the same day. The retreating RUF /NPFL forces then passed by Benganie (Mano Sakrim
Chiefdom), where one civilian had his slippers and tape recorder stolen. The next day, another batch
of disgruntled and hungry RUF /NPFL forces previously based at Y onni (Kpaka Chiefdom) arrived
in Benganie, requested civilians to cook for them, looted the houses and forced young men to carry
the loads. One day, probably in August, youths from the chiefdom went to Pujehun Town to tell the
SU\ and ULIMO forces they had learnt that an RUF /NPFL commander who was hiding in the
bush with his wife and daughter had recently asked a civilian for accommodation. ULIMO forces
arrived in the chiefdom in search of the commander and killed the civilian who had hosted him. In
late August, ULIMO forces tied up young people accused of being RUF /NPFL collaborators, as a
result of which t\vo of the young people died.
SLA and ULIMO forces successfully attacked RUF /NPFL forces at Gobaru (Kpaka Cluefdom,
near Pujehun Town) on 14 July 1991. Some retreating RUF /NPFL forces passed by Largo (Kpaka
Chiefdom) and one of them forced a woman to have sexual intercourse with him, threatening to kill
all the other women of the house if she refused. \X'hile at Gobaru, the SLA and ULIMO forces
requested the civilians to come to the town, for screening and registration purposes. However,
molestation of civilians was at its highest peak during this time, as young people were undressed and
beaten \vith gun butts; the screening test was so stringent, a lot of young men were killed accused of

D(,2 This fighting faction, composed mainly of supporters of the late previous Libenan President, Samuel Doe,
emerged in IvIay 1991 to fight the NPFL
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being RUF member without much investigation. 13 ('3 Women and girls were also alleged to be the
wives of the RUF jNPFL forces. Night searches for RUF jNPFL members were also instituted. In
one incident, during such a search, a man who hid -under his bed after SLA forces had knocked on
his door was killed, on the allegation that he was a "rebel". In early 1t\Ugust, as the number of
civilians corning to the town was increasing and as a lot of people had already been killed dunng the
screening process, SLA forces required civilians to assist in the screening process and established an
action group composed of three SLA member and six ci·"ilians. l\s food coming from an
international NGO was provided at Gobaru, Yonni and Massam, SLA forces mounted checkpoints
at Massam to enhance security, particularly because RUF jNPFL forces were still present in the
District, on the east side of the Moa River (Soro Gbema and Makpele Chiefdoms) . .h.t those
checkpoints, young people were screened and on one occasion, on 21 August, one man was killed as
documents were found in his bag demonstrating he was a secretary for the RUF jNPFL forces.
Civilians were also required to operate checkpoints for the SLA forces, especially at night. As the
SLA commander was replaced sometime between September and November, the situation changed
slightly as civilians were no longer required to operate checkpoints and those suspected of belonging
to the RUF jNPFL were thoroughly investigated.
On 18 July, four days after the recapture of Pujehun Town, 28 members of the SLA and ULIMO
forces drove the few remaining RUF jNPFL forces out of Malen Chiefdom, with ULIMO forces
killing one RUF member at Sahn. However, 47 men and children were also killed by ULIMO and
SLA forces. Most of them were shot with AK47s and one man was killed \vith a knife, accused of
having been trained by RUF jNPFL forces when they took control of the chiefdom after the
Paramount Chief had left. Twenty members of the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) were then deployed in
the chiefdom.
Repelled from Pujehun Town in July 1991, RUFjNPFL forces resettled in Bumpeh (Gallinas Pen
Chiefdom). A checkpoint was established at Koni Junction, % mile west of Bumpeh, and civilians
from the surrounding villages were forced to operate it. During their one-month stay, RUF jNPFL
forces harassed and beat civilians and raped girls. For example, civilians who refused to take then
turn at a checkpoint were given 100 lashes each. The rate of killing increased at this time and there
th
are reports of a practice whereby RUF jNPFL forces made people form a line and killed the 10
person in the line. A camp was opened to train young boys and girls who had been conscnpted. It is
reported that over 100 civilians were killed during the RUF jNPFL stay for not collaborating with
them. Among those people killed were one woman who had come to buy palm oil and was accused
of being a spy for SLA forces and a man who was killed because he was corning from an area behind
the front line and accordingly was considered to be an SLA collaborator.
Those RUF jNPFL forces were reinforced in late July by two groups crossing the Moa River, both
of whom killed civilians on their way to Bumpeh. i\ t Gbanahun, the first group shot and killed six
civilians who had previously quarrelled \\lith an RUF jNPFL child soldier. The other group that
crossed the Moa River near Saama killed one man who failed to offer them his cassava leaves.

1.1(,3

It is however reported that the ULIJ\10 were more abrupt in screening and killing young men than SL\ forces.
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On 3 i\ugust, RUF /NPFL forces resisted an attack from combined SLi\/ULIMO forces who, after
a fierce battle,13(,4 went back to Pujehun Town, from where they had come. After this battle, the
RUF /NPFL resettled in Saama, south of Bumpeh,~here they frequently mistreated civilians at their
newly-established checkpoints. These forces often sought out women and girls who were still
virgins and raped them and civilians' valuable items and food were stolen. In one incident, all the
inhabitants were told to undress, form two lines - one for men and one for \vomen - and dance until
nightfall. Women were later raped and those who refused to have sexual intercourse were killed. 1\ t
this time, the forces were under the command of NPFL comJnanders. However, by the end of
August 1991, combined SLA and ULIMO forces successfully dislodged the RUF /NPFL forces
from the chiefdom, which was declared a "rebel- free area".
Until August, it is unclear who was in real control of Potoru (Barri Chiefdom), whether it was the
RUF /NPFL forces or the SLA forces who, throughout April and May, claimed to have retaken the
town from the RUF /NPFL forces l 3!>5 However, the only attack that is reported by civilians, possibly
because it was the major one, took place in August in Potoru and other places in Barri Chiefdom;
this freed the chiefdoms from any RUF /NPFL presence. Accordingly, although they may have been
exchanges of control of the town and skirmishes between SLA forces and RUF /NPFL forces from
April to August, because this period is characterised by the RUF /NPFL periodically crossing the
Liberian border and both SLA and RUF /NPFL forces launching sporadic attacks on the other
fighting faction, two periods can clearly be identified for Peje and Barri Chiefdoms: from April to
August/September, when RUF /NPFL were present in the chiefdoms and from August/September,
when SLA forces took control of the chiefdoms.
During the SLA attack on Potoru (Barri Chiefdom) in August, during which SLA forces were armed
with anti aircraft guns, RPGs, hand mortars and AK47s, about 30 civilians and 42 to 45 RUF /NPFL
members were killed and about 15 houses were burnt. From Potoru, RUF /NPFL forces were
pursued to Moala, on the bank of the Moa River, where RUF /NPFL forces managed to cross the
river towards Mak-pele Chiefdom, together with a number of civilians 13 ('(' SL'\ forces also went to
Peje Chiefdom to dislodge the remaining pockets of RUF /NPFL forces, taking those forces they
captured to Potoru B (,7 SLA forces began to patrol Bani and Peje Chiefdoms, sometimes falling into
ambushes laid by the few RUF /NPFL small groups who had not been dislodged.
Under SLA control, any person suspected of being a "rebel" or a "rebel collaborator" was
maltreated and some were killed. Youths from different chiefdoms, accused of being RUF /NPFL
members, were brought to Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom), where they were killed. The Paramount
Chief of Barri Chiefdom was arrested, stripped, beaten, thrown into a military truck and taken to the

13(,4 Both fighting forces had the same kind of weapons, including AK47s, l\K58s, RPGs, hand grenades and
"local" guns.
13(,5 See, for example, BBC, 19 i\prill991; there were also additional reports on this in /-,pril.
\3(,(, It is reported that the RUF /NPFL forces convinced civilians to go with them in Libena so that they would not
be killed by the SL'\ forces. This statement may also refer to what happened in other places such as Kailahun
District where retFeating RUF/NPFL forces succeeded in taking with them a large number of civilIans by telling
them they would be considered as RUF /NPFL collaborators by the SL-\ forces wbo would accord1l1gly kill them
1367 It was not disclosed what happened to those captured RUF/NPFL members.
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military base at Bandajuma (Smva Chiefdom). At the base, he was accused of havi.ng harboured
RUF /NPFL forces in his compound; his fate remains unknown. By the end of 1991, civilians who
had fled to the bush and to the nearby District of Eo had resettled and resumed farming activities in
Barri, Sowa and Peje Chiefdoms.
In September 1991, people staying at Bo \"Xlaterside were requested by the retreating RUF /NPFL
forces to go onto the Mano River Union Bridge, which led to over 2,000 people gathering there. The
civilians were forced to stay on the bridge for two days and nights, without access to food. Some
children died and youths were killed when, authorised to leave the bridge, they headed for Sierra
Leonean territory.13('S It is believed that it was following this RUF/NPFL forces attempt to contain
advance of the SLA and Guinean forces that those SLA and Guinean forces lV>9 retook control of the
bridge, thus cutting off the supply route for the remaining pockets of RUF /NPFL forces in the
District. During their stay in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, SLA and ULIMO forces killed any suspected
RUF collaborator, although they could escape death once arrested if their family gave money and/ or
women to the SLA forces. Valuable items were also taken from civilians during this period and
transported to Freetown.
Activi.ties resumed on 3 September 1991 in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, when RUF /NPFL forces
crossed the Moa River and came to Bopon, 15 miles south of Bumpeh, as they saw that there was
no SLA deployment along the Moa River. In Bopon, they killed one prominent man, cut off his
head and displayed it at the Gondema checkpoint in Soro Gbema Chiefdom. Three miles from
Bopon village, they killed the 15 inhabitants of a farmhouse, including a pregnant woman whose
stomach was split open and the foetus removed. After that killing in the farm, SLA soldiers took
control of the whole chiefdom and reinforcements were sent to the various crossing points along
the Moa River. No RUF /NPFL incursion was felt for the rest of the ~ear, until April 1992.
In late 1991, as fighting on the east bank of the Moa River was taking place, SLA forces based on
the west side appealed to the Paramount Chiefs of Kpaka, Panga I<:rim and Panga Kabonde
Chiefdoms to give them young men to help them maintaining the security of the chiefdoms.
b) Events in 1992 -1995
11
The number of incidents for 1992 to 1994 drops considerably when compared to 1991,1:\7 which is
instructive of how Pujehun District was affected by the war. By 1992, SLA forces together with
ULIMO forces had driven most of the RUF forces out of the District. The RUF, together witb
NPFL forces, nevertheless came back to the District from the Liberian border" in late December
1992, when they established their stronghold in Soro Gbema chiefdom.

It is not clear from the records who killed those civilians, whether it was SL'\ or RUF /NPFL forces, and open
source information does not clarify the matter. 1'\ccordingIy, to say that the RUF /NPFL forces used the civilians to
protect themselves from the SL'\ forces is an inference gleaned from the records, although it was not expressly
stated.
13(,9 j\ccording to the i'..gence France Presse, the bridge was retaken on 6 September 1991: 06 September 1991
mil Thus, the number of records for 1992 represents 1/ 5th of the records for 1991, 1993 - 1/ 6th and 1994 and
1995 together 1/1 Oth
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Therefore most of the fighting as such was concentrated in the east, at the Liberian border, which
may account for the fewer number of incidents during this time period. In addition, in 1993, most
of the residents of the District were advised to go··to Gondama camp, which may also explain the
scarcity of the incidents of this period. However, beginning in 1992, there were increasing incidents
of violations committed by SLA forces.

Events in 1992
Although SLA forces claimed to have recaptured Zimmi (ivlakpele Chiefdom) in August 1991,1'\7] it
appears that Makpele Chiefdom came under SLA control only in ] anuary 1992, when SLA forces
took over Daar-es-Salaam, the easternmost point of Pujehun District on the border with Liberia,
and many other towns in the chiefdom. RUF /NPFL bases became SU\ bases; Zimmi camp and
Baquima were now under their control. SLA forces were also based at Gofor in the south of the
chiefdom along the road that goes to Soro Gbema Chiefdom, where they brought poultry and other
domestic animals they had found in the villages they had visited.
However, SLA forces began to harass and mistreat civilians from the beginning of 1992. Sexual
assaults are reported, such as a woman from ]oporwahun who was raped by an SL'\ member while
she was at Zimmi. SLA forces chased civilians for their food, restricted their movement and forced
them to work for them, including by hunting or fishing. SLA forces also engaged in rnining and at
Gbojibu, which became one of their rnining villages, they set 13 houses on fire as they did not "\vant
to have civilians in their midst. This drove civilians to regional towns like Kenema or Bo or to
Liberia.
In January 1992, following the appeal of the SLA commander to the Paramount Chiefs of Kpab,
Panga Krim and Panga Kabone Chiefdoms, youths l372 from all these chiefdoms, some of them being
local hunters, gathered in Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom) to receive summary training
and some ammunition for their barrel guns. Shortly after, they were sent to Bumpeh (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), located a few miles from the Moa River. SLA forces used underage children to carry
arms and ammunition to the warfront. Furthermore, not only did the SLA forces take money and
food items from the population in what they called the "war effort", they also took other property,
including drums of palm oil, furniture and other household items. These items were believed to be
transported to Freetown by SLA trucks and other trucks they had seized from civilians.
The killing of alleged collaborators was ongoing; the standard SLA practice was to tie up alleged

RUF collaborators and to throw them off the Y onni Bridge (Kpaka Chiefdorn) or to execute
suspects at the Makibi Bridge in Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom). For example, SL-\
forces beheaded a man in the Samba section, allegec:lly because he had given meat to the RUF
forces.
In 1992, SLA forces were well established in Panga Krim Chiefdom, ;which forced the RUF forces
into hiding. However the presence of the SLA forces was heavily felt by the ciyilians, as the SL-\
,\FP, 19 ,\ugus~ 1991.
The term 'youths' in Sierra Leone could refer to anybody aged up to their nud to late 30s, although it probably
does not include anyone under 14.
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forces ill-treated the civilian population. For example, civilians who had previously been appointed
to any position by the RUF, which they could not refuse or they would be killed, or who had been
forced to join the RUF were punished by the"SLA forces. Common punishments included
amputations of the hands and ears, the plucking out of eyes, putting people in a bag and then setting
the bag on fire, taking them to the river and drowning them and shooting and killing them.
In May 1992, RUF /NPFL forces crossed the Moa River and launched a series of attacks on
different towns in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom. By the end of the month, civilians reported that the
chiefdom was under their control. However, it appeared that in 1992, most of the RUF /NPFL
forces had been chased out of the District and only pockets of forces were still active, mainly laying
Indeed, following the successful attacks on RUF /NPFL positions by the SLA and
ambushes.
ULIMO forces in 1991 and the SLA control over Makpele Chiefdom in January 1992, the major
RUF attacks in the District took place in December 1992 and 1993. Accordingly, those attacks on
Gallinas Peri could be considered not as highlighting a massive operation for the control of the
chiefdom but rather as sporadic actions carried out by isolated pockets of RUF forces. Thus in May,
apparently taking advantage of the disorganisation of the SLA forces,137} RUF forces attacked
Kakayama, where they battled for two days with SLA forces. An SLA truck with human and
logistical reinforcements fell into an ambush, but there were no fatalities. The SLA forces then
retreated to their other base at Saama, which - overpopulated with civilians fleeing the previous
fighting - was later attacked on 3 May 1992. Some civilians were killed in the crossfire and others
were captured by the RUF forces. The Town Chief of a nearby village was captured and later killed
by the RUF forces, who left his body at one end of the town. \"Vithin the same month, another RUF
group attacked another SLA position at Njala.
Kpaka Chiefdom was fairly quiet during this period, with only two incidents reported. Probably
before the overthrow of the Government of lS. Momoh on 29 April, RUF forces who had crossed
the Moa River attacked many villages, including Gedeyama, Saama Peri, Kpetema and Mamboma,
looting, killing and abducting civilians. 1374 Similarly to what happened in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom,
these actions were probably raids from some isolated groups of RUF forces. Jn June, unidentified
armed men attacked Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom) in the early hours of the day but were repelled by
some SLA forces who claimed that they fought armed men they could not identify. 137)
In October 1992, SLA forces counter attacked and retook some positions in Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom, although Saama remained an RUF base. SLr\ forces based at Bumpeh encouraged
civilians to come back and resettle. Some civilians were killed, mainly for the purpo'ses of taking their
property. For example, one Fullah businessman was killed by an SLA melTlber who took away his
belongings, namely a gold wristwatch, a gold chain, some money and a bicycle. The SLA member
who carried out this killing was arrested by the SLA commander to whom the killing was reported
and sent to Freetown. In November, the youths gathered at Bumpeh to help the SLA forces repel
the RUF forces from their chiefdom. Those youths, who brought single barrel guns and various
1373 Although SU:'" forces were based at Bumpeh, Kakayama and Saama, the command position on the SL\ forces
was just changing hands at this time.
1374 No details could be obtained on these incidents
1375 Fatalities - if any - were not reported.
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bladed weapons, were dispatched by the SLA commander in two groups, one heading to Saama
where the RUF forces were based. On their way to Saama, they fell into an RUF ambush, during
which some of them were killed while others were dptured by the RUF forces.l}7r;
RUF forces regrouped and returned in December 1992 to capture Soro Gbema Chiefdom, which
became their stronghold. This attack led to a massive exodus of civilians crossing the Moa River.
Towards the end of December 1992, inhabitants of Barri Chiefdom saw a large number of civilians
from Soro Gbema Chiefdom crossing the Moa Rover and passing by their chiefdom. Those
civilians, disclosing that an attack had taken place in Soro Gbema Chiefdom where many civilians
were killed and houses were burnt, did not settle in Barri Chiefdom but continued their journey to
find a safer haven. Civilians from Potoru heard three days later that the RUF forces were also in
Makpele Chiefdom. l377

Events in 1993
In January 1993, RUF forces crossed the Moa River and launched attacks on all the chiefdoms
located on the west bank of the river. Thus, they attacked Saaquehun village (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), 12 miles north of Bumpeh, where they killed 12 people, burnt many houses and
abducted many civilians.
On 13 January 1993, well-armed RUF forces attacked Potoru in Bani chiefdom,L\7H shelling the
town. Over 30 people were killed, some having their throats cut with bayonets. The forces used
Potoru to attack other villages in the chiefdom, such as \X1aima and Kundowahun, and to make raids
on Peje and Sowa Chiefdorns. In Peje Chiefdom, villages like Bumpeh and Quiva came under attack
and civilians described this wave of attack as a "full-scale offensive", "a fearful battle, worse than
ever". Over 100 civilians were killed and 30 houses burnt in Bumpeh, most of which were popula ted
with civilians. During these attacks, young girls were raped and a lot of civilians were abducted.
Indeed, throughout their stay in these areas,1379 the RUF forces raped women, including rapes by
many men of girls under 15, killed people for not supporting them and abducted people on a daily
basis, including young boys who were abducted for the purposes of rec'ruitment. As a result, civilians
left the chiefdoms and went to Gondama camp.
Also in January 1993, an unspecified number of RUF forces 13HII attacked Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom)
and on the same day, moved on to Yonni (Kpaka Chiefdom) and to Plljehun Town (Panga Kabone
Chiefdom). Since this attack took place on the day of the weekly trade fare at Gbandapi (south of

Panga Kabone Chiefdom), most of the women were not in Pujehun Town and' the surrounding
villages, which led to the abduction of many children. The SLA forces based at Pujehun Town left
the town and the RUF forces occupied the town.

137(, It could not be ascertained where the second group went.
1377 No more information could be gathered on these attacks.
137H Some of those forces were speaking in Liberian language.
\379 /\.s for Sowa Chiefdom, conflicting infonnation concerning BandaJuma where the SL-'I. was stationed d1d not
allow us to ascertain what happened in this town.
1381J It is reported that some of them had their faces masked for fear of recognition.
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Civilians from the chiefdoms where these attacks took place were advised by the SLA forces to go
to Koribondo Oiama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District), a major SLA base in Bo District. At
Koribondo, an international NGO provided assistahce to the displaced people who were advised by
the SLA commander to go to Gondama, at the border between Kakua and Tikonko Chiefdoms (Bo
District), where the Pujehun District Development Association had secured a land to build a camp.
By March, registration started in the camp for proper food supply and each household was to build a
booth before they could be registered. By the end of April, civilians from all the chiefdorns of
Pujehun District were to be found in the camp.D81 Again, in February 1993, the SLA forces exhorted
the civilians from Gallinas Peri Chiefdom to go to Koribondo Oiama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo
District) for their own safety. When they arrived at Koribondo, the civilians were advised by the
SLA base at Koribondo to go to Gondama.

However on 28 January, coming from the direction of Dandabu (north of Panga Kabone
Chiefdom), SLA forces recaptured Pujehun Town, which by that time had been under the control of
the RUF for two weeks. In March 1993, the SLA recaptured Blama Massaquoi (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom) and rescued over 260 ci-vllians who were being held captives by the RUF forces after a
fierce battle in Tongie. In late March, RUF forces retook Pujehun Town overnight, armed with
.
lW
heavy maclune guns but SLA forces successfully counter attacked four days later on 30 March. - In early June 1993, other unsuccessful attacks were launched on Pujehun Town, allegedly by hungry
RUF members, which did not challenge SLA control over the area. 1383
Civilians began havlng doubts about the SLA forces; starting in 1993, there appeared to be "much
understanding" between the RUF forces and the SLA forces. Indeed, civilians found that any time
there was a RUF attack on a village or settlement, the SLA forces based in Pujehun Town would not
go there until they heard the RUF had left the area. On their arrival, they would take away the any
property left by the RUF forces and bring it to Pujehun Town, sometimes by truck and sometimes
by forcing civilians to carry the load. Civilians also understood that during attacks on SLA bases, the
forces stationed there would only shoot in the air and then run away, leaving their arms and
ammunition behind them. Civilians further noticed that those kind of incidents happened especially
after SLA forces had received deliveries of arms and ammunition and food rations. Civilians who
dared to question the behaviour of the SLA forces and their efficiency in repelling RUF attacks were
killed.
In May 1993, SLA forces, SSD members and ULIMO forces launched a successful attack on Potoru
(Barri Chiefdom). After a three-day battle, the RUF forces were repelled from the town and had
spread throughout the chiefdom. During this attack, some civilians were killed. After they
recaptured Potoru, ULIMO and, to a lesser extent, SLA forces killed up to 70 civilians whom they
suspected of being "rebels" or "rebel collaborators" and burnt the houses of many people they
1381 Tlus camp was made up of makeshift mud and thatch huts without sewage or proper ventilation Liv111g
conditions would start becon1ing catastrophic and the death toll would soon be very lugh, bet\veen 50 and 80
deaths per month:. BBC, 16 September 1993.
1382 }l.FP 26 March 1993 and BBC 1 April 1993.
1383 BBC, 3 June 1993 and 5 June 1993.
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suspected of hicling suspected "rebels" or "rebel collaborators". Furthermore, civilians were used to
carry supplies for the SLA and, accorclingly, some of them were killed during ambushes laid by RUF
forces. From May 1993 to 1994, SLA positions in tl1ese chiefdoms came under persistent attacks.
Those in the RUF High Command in Soro Gbema Chiefdom were members of the late
Ndorgbowusui Group. However, others who were not members of this group volunteered to be
recruited for the RUF, which led to clissention among the RUF ranks. \Xlhen orders 'were given, they
refused to follow them or, if they were forced to carry them out, it was not in the best interest of the
commanders. The rivalries between these two RUF groups, each of them giving allegiance either to
Solomon Demby or to Hon. Mannah Kpaka, led to much destruction of property and killing of
civilians in Soro Gbema chiefdom. For example, one group carried out the massive destruction and
burning of Malema and Fairo, the two major towns in the chiefdom, willie the other group burnt
down Wai and surrouncling villages. In any village where either group felt there were supporters of
the other group, they would wage war on those communities. Furthermore, as the Demby
supporters were known for being wealthy, constant ambushes were staged along the main roads of
the chiefdom. 1384
The population of Makpele Chiefdom suffered continuous looting and property destruction by the
SLA forces, who had begun to engage in mining activities that would continue until after the 1996
elections. For example, at Palima in 1993, the roofs were taken from the Court Barrie, the mosque
and other houses. By early 1993, most of the civilians had fled to camps (inclucling the Gondama
camp in Bo District, which was opened in January 1993), to larger towns such as Kenema and to
Liberia. The SLA forced those who remained to mine for cliamonds, bring the SLA forces food and
give them money for food.
Thus, by August 1993, RUF forces were entrapped in Pujehun District by SLA and ULIMO forces
whose main bases where in Pujehun Town (Panga Kabone Chiefdom) and Gofor (Makpele
Chiefdom). The remaining RUF forces controlled only a region of marsWand and tropical forest on
the Atlantic coast,nH5 where they staged ambushes. On 28 August, some RUF forces laid an ambush
at Golahun, nine n-wes south of Pujehun Town (panga Kabone or Kpaka Chiefdom), and opened
fIre on ICRC personnel. Two ICRC nurses were killed and a third one, together with the two
Gambian drivers, was wounded. 13u,
Events in 1994
At the end of January and following the renewed RUF attacks, notably
Government of Sierra Leone declared "total war" against the RUF.

111

Kellema District, the

Despite the SLA presence in Zimmi, RUF forces attacked Palima (Makpele Chiefdom, 1.5 n-wes
from Zimmi) in April 1994, by passing the SLA forces. Thirty-two people were abducted and

None of those events could be specifically dated and happened sometime between 1993 and 1995 when the
Government of Sierra Leone sent a delegation to the Mano River Union Bridge.
1385 A.FP, 16 September 1993
DHI, A.FP 28 August 1993 and 29 A.ugust 1993.
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brought to their stronghold in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, where they stayed over two years, being
trained as RUF member or used to work for the RUF forces, mainly as fishermen.
In 1994, RUF forces were occupying most of the villages in Barri Chiefdom, looting, raping, killing
and abducting. These forces began spreading to Kenema District 1387 However at that time, most of
the population of these chiefdoms had fled to the bush or to Gondama camp.

Events in 1995
At the beginning of the year, the Sierra Leonean Government sent a delegation to the Mano RlVer
Union Bridge (Soro Gbema Chiefdom) to negotiate a cease-fire with the RUF. This was the second
round of talks between RUF forces and the NPRC regime, the first one taking plate in December
1994. 1388 For one of these meetings, the delegation composed of Government representatives and
prominent people was airlifted to the crossing point at Bo \V'aterside from Monrovia and crossed
the bridge towards the Sierra Leonean side, at] endema (Soro Gbema Chiefdom) without seeing any
RUF forces. RUF forces appeared shortly after and abducted them, threatening to kill them. It is
believed that those people remained in the hands of the RUF forces until 1998 when the District
was cleared of any RUF presence.
In 1995, SLA forces were still in control of Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom) and harassment of civilians
continued. In one incident, 25 people from Palima were undressed and taken to Zimmi, where they
were forced to push a t1l.1ck loaded with SLA forces. 1389 Palima (Makpele Chiefdom) was again
attacked by RUF forces in October 1995 but this time, the forces came from Tunkia Chiefdom in
Kenema District. Two people were killed and some houses looted. mil Thus, civilians from Makpele
Chiefdom were caught between RUF attacks and SLA harassment. All the houses and other facilities
(including kitchens and toilets that had been built by UNHCR) at Palima were destroyed by both the
RUF forces and the SLA forces, although more destruction was done by the SLA forces.
Notwithstanding the relatively scarce information related to this period, it appears that Pujehun
District together with the Mokanji Hills (Moyamba District) and the north of Bonthe District had
become a stronghold of the RUF. 1391
c)
Events in 1996 - 1998 and beyond
These years are marked by the progressive initiation of Kamajors in the District.

As with other

Districts in the south, from the time of their initiation until the May 1997 Coup, the Kamajors

together with SLA forces were successful in containing and repelling RUF forces from their

More detail is needed on these incidents.
This second round of talks failed as the RUF turned down NPRC's offer of peace: Communique Inter Press
Service, 3 January 1995 and 11 January 1995. In April, the NPRC Chairman proposed an immediate cease-fue and
negotiations to the RUF, which was rejected by the RUF. j\mnesty International Report 1996.
1389 No more details could be obtained on this incident.
1
13911 Although no more details could be obtained on this incident, it has to be borne in mind that Palima is 1 /2
miles from Zimmi ~nd accordingly, the reported attacks on Palima, could reveal an attempt of the RUF forces to
overrun the SLA forces based at Zimmi.
1391 BBC, 20 Februal)T 1995.
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pOSl110ns. Shortly after the Coup on 25 May, the Kamajors went underground and reassembled;
from the end of 1997, they were successfully engaged in driving the RUF / AFRC forces out of the
District.
j

CDF initiations began in late 1995 or early 1996 in Gondama camp in Bo District. It is reported that
the catalyst for the commencement of initiations was the attacks on Gtmdama Camp and the heavy
casualties suffered there. In early 1996, the first CDF members moved to Pujehun District to
reinforce the SLA forces stationed there. All chiefdoms represented in the camp were to appoint a
certain number of men from their chiefdom as Kamajors, in proportion to their size and population.
The initiation rite was performed in Bo Town. All the adults in the camp had to contribute Le
500 1392 or the equivalent in bulgur for the initiation to take place. In the early stages, the new
initiates, equipped mainly with bladed weapons and single barrel guns, were under the command of
the chiefdom authorities but they soon came under the command of a National Coordinator, with
District Coordinators. 1393
Following the general elections in February 1996, people started leaving the camps and the bush to
resettle in their villages. Displaced people who had found refuge in Bo District and refugees from
Liberia began to be repatriated in the District. However, in May, Kamajors found over 100 civilians
dead in Bendu (north of Malen Chiefdom), mainly aged over 50 years old. The RUF forces who
killed those civilians also captured teenagers from the town and took them to Camp Libya in Soro
Gbema Chiefdom. 1304 In late August 1996, AFP reported that tens of thousands of people left
Gondama Camp as the "rebel war dies down,,1305 and it was believed that people had returned to 10
out of the 12 chiefdoms of the District. Makpele and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms, at the Liberian
border, were the two chiefdoms where resettlement remained impossible for security reasons. Those
people who resettled in the District nevertheless still received food distribution 1n Bo District until
this distribution began also in Pujehun District later in the year.
During the period leading up to May 1997, the Kamajors, together \vith SLA forces, repelled RUF
forces in many areas, allowing for relative tranquillity and continuing resettlement. People tried to
engage in farming activities, being supplied with seeds and basic agricultural equipments by NGOs
and UN Agencies. However, this collaboration between SLA forces and the Kamajors soon started
to deteriorate. In Barri Chiefdom for example, quarrels over the dismounting of checkpoints arose
and checkpoints mounted by SLA forces were destroyed by Kamajors. This led the SLA forces to
leave the chiefdom, which was then under Kamajor control only until the May 1997 Coup.
In Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, the first attack the Kamajors launched against the RUF was in Blama
Massaquoi and they continued fighting until the chiefdom was declared a "rebel free area" around
1302 This should be placed in the context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the I-Iuman Development
Index: between 1991 and 2000, 57% of the population lived on less than 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5 %
lived on less than 2 USD (4.000 SLL) per day: see UNDP Human Development Report 2003,
http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/cty_CSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003.
1393 See section [Xl for a more detailed explanation of the formation of the Civil Defence Forces.
1394 Xinhua News Agency and AFP: 9 May 1996.
1395 AFP, 22 }I.ugust 1996.
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November 1996. Thus, from November 1996 until May 1997, the chiefdom was under Kamajor
control. Kamajors from Soro Gbema Chiefdom passing through Gallinas Peri Chiefdom reached
their chiefdom sometime between August and October 1996. In Barri Chiefdom, the Kamajors first
joined the SLA forces based at Potoru, the chiefdom headguarters, while RUF forces were scattered
mainly in the north of the chiefdom, between Vaama and Baiama. Following attacks on RUF camps,
Kamajors obtained arms and ammunition that were more sophisticated than the ones they had so
far.
However, the Kamajors in Makpele Chiefdom, in particular the 23 Kamajors based at Manjama,
engaged in massive mining activities, the junior members undertaking mining for the most senior
ones. Mining eguipment was taken away from civilians, who were forced to feed the Kamajors, go
hunting and fetch wood and water. No respect was paid to the chiefdom authorities and the Regent
Paramount Chief had no control over the Kamajors. The movement of civilians was restncted and
harassment of civilians was freguent; their houses were searched, property was confiscated and
farms were harvested by the Kamajors for their own purposes. Civilians from this village went 111to
hiding, as they could no longer withstand this situation. At Vaama in 1996, Kamajors argued with
SLA forces, allegedly because both groups wanted to have access to the resources of the villages,
namely food, money and women. The two groups fought, the Kamajors being eguipped with smgJe
barrels guns and the SLA with automatic rifles and RPGs, as a result of which the Kamajors left
town. SLA forces from Zimrni visited Ngombu, close to Zimmi, as they heard Kamajors had
gathered there to fight them. As they arrived in the town, they started shooting, thus preventing
people from giving explanations, as a result of which seven civilians were killed. Before leaving,
those SLA forces took some furniture for Zimrni.
Kamajors based at Madina (Makpele Chiefdom) also engaged in the same behaviour towards
civilians, who were forced to contribute to the Kamajor's activities by providing money, bulgur, ricc
and palm oil. Toobu (three miles from Zimmi) was also visited by Kamajors and in April 1997, they
took away bicycles, bailing machines, a power saw, Le 1,000,000 and other property. me Civilians
made a report to the head Kamajor at Zimmi but no action was taken. Until the May Coup, morc
initiations took place for youth of the chiefdom and almost all the villages suffered similar kinds of
harassment.
In late December 1996 following the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement, more than 8,000
people who had been captured two years earlier by RUF forces were released in Soro Gberna
Chiefdom, allegedly on the directive of RUF High Command l397 During this perioa, it appeared that
RUF forces were ordered by their High Command to regroup and encamp at Camp Libya, located
in a dense rainforest on the Moa River, which was practically their only remaining stronghold in the
District after the Mano River Union Bridge and Sulima (both in Soro Gbema Chiefdom) had been
recaptured.
In Sora Gbema Chiefdom, before the May Coup in late 1996 or early 1997, Kamajors drove many
RUF forces out of the chiefdom. At Felo Mana and other places in the chiefdom, the Kamajors
13%
1397

Those I<.amajors "dressed carefully" and "behaved like RUF or SL\ forces".
BEe, 28 December 1996.
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discovered arms stores and .an airstrip was also found at Felo Mano. This information was
transmitted to the Sierra Leone Government through the SLA and SLP based at Zimmi (Makpele
Chiefdom) and the arms and ammunition were airlifted to Freetown in 1997. n9H The Kamajors
fought to retake the whole chiefdom up to ]endema, at the Liberian border. Many RUF forces
fleeing to Liberia were caught and killed on the Mano River Union Bridge, which has been described
as the "Kamajor slaughter site", where many RUF members were tied up and thrown alive in the
Mano River.
After the Coup in May 1997 and the merging of the RUF with AFRC forces, the CDF were defeated
in many areas and went into hiding. They operated from underground, refusing to obey the AFRC
leader's general order to lay down their arms and to report to the nearest police station. Instead,
139
initiations continued took place; in Sowa Chiefdom, for example, 150 young men were initiated. ')
From May 1997 until they were repelled from the District in 1998, the combined RUF / AFRC forces
imposed great harms on civilian population in general and on suspected Kamajors or Kamajors
collaborators/ sympathisers in particular. For example, three days after the overthrow of the
Government, AFRC forces burnt down compounds belonging to Kamajor commanders in Zirrum
(Makpele Chiefdom). Other houses were looted, including those of two Limba people. In Sowa
Chiefdom, AFRC forces accused civilians of being Kamajors, killing many of them. The
RUF / AFRC forces went on patrols in Sowa Chiefdom and established themselves in the chiefdom
headquarters of Bandajuma. RUF / AFRC forces then commenced patrols in Bandajuma, as they
knew the chiefdom was initiating Kamajors, attempting to prevent the Kamajors from establishing
themselves in the chiefdom headquarter. The Bo-Pujehun Highway, which passes through Sowa
Chiefdom, was constantly patrolled at night and houses along the highway were set on fire. Youths
who were found during these patrols were killed by the combined forces, who accused them of
being Kamajors. These constant patrols led civilians once more to flee their villages to go in their
settlements in the bush, called "sorquehun".
Women were sexually abused and in Pujehun Town, one woman died as a result. The practice of
padlocking the private parts of women is also reported. JolOO In Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, in December
1997, RUF / AFRC forces coming from their main base in Pujehun Town (Panga Kabone Chiefdom)
entered Blama Massaquoi, fully armed with automatic rifles and an anti-aircraft weapon mounted on
vehicle. They burnt down the house of the CDF commander using an RPG, as a result of which
other houses nearby were also burnt. The RUF / AFRC forces took supplies from returnees to the

1398 i\ccording to the records, ECOMOG from Freetown and Kenema would have come to the site of these
discoveries and air lifted the ammunition to Freetown. However, no ECOMOG forces as such were to be found
in these towns. The key person probably referred to foreign troops such as Guinean or Nigerian who have been
fighting with SL'\ for a long time. Furthermore, the reference to Kenema should probably understood as Kenema
District and not Kenema Town, as no presence of such foreign forces was reported for Kenema Town
1399i\ccording to the OCJ-L'\ report for 16-21 July 1997, in many parts of Pujehun District, "local military
commanders have. good relations with Kamajors and do not support AFRC" but from the information collected
from key people, this could not be confmned.
14m This information was related in such general terms and no more details could be obtained.
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chiefdom, mainly seed rice and other seeds, and continued to steal property throughout the
chiefdom, in particular at Saahn Massaguoi, before returning to Pujehun Town.
Whenever they lost men at the battlefront, RUF / AFRC forces killed a number of civilians similar to
the number of men they had lost. For example, in late 1997, in Gofor (Makpele Chiefdom),
RUF / AFRC forces placed 20 people in a house and set fIre to it. The reason advanced for this was
that these people were coming from a place where the Kamajors had previously ambushed and
killed RUF / AFRC forces.
The Kamajors regrouped their forces and more initiations took place, initiating often children below
the age of 15. 1401 Starting late 1997, Kamajors attacked RUF ll\FRC forces' positions. In October
1997, RUF / AFRC forces in a four-truck convoy fell into an ambush near Fairo in Soro Gbema
Chiefdom. Kamajors killed those caught in the ambush, together with the CIvilians who were
travelling with them, because the Kamajors considered them to be collaborators. According to those
Kamajors, those civilians used to lead the RUF / AFRC forces and show them the Kamajor hiding
places. Between late 1997 and March 1998, many villages were burnt down in Soro Gbema
Chiefdom by both Kamajors and RUF / AFRC forces to prevent the other fIghting faction from
settling there.
ECOMOG forces based in Liberia were carrying weapons sent by the CDF National Coordinator
through the Mano River Union Bridge to the CDF District Coordinator, who in tum distributed the
items to the Kamajors in the District. ECOMOG was also supplying the Kamajors \\rith medicine
and the wounded forces were transported to Tieni in Liberia by helicopter, where there was a base at
that tirne. 1402 \"X!henever arms and ammunition were seized at battlefronts, they were taken to the
District Coordinator, who reallocated them as required. 14m
In November 1997, the Kamajors repelled most of the combined forces from Sowa Chiefdom.
\\1hile fleeing, the RUF / AFRC forces burnt 30 houses in Bandajuma a'nd set many villages along the
Bandajuma-Koribondo (Eo District) highway on fIre. Nevertheless, the Kamajors took control of
the area and people came out of the bush where they had been hiding.

14ill According to the Sierra Leone Humanitarian Report for 29 October-l 8 N ovembel' 1997, "[ ... ] l!1sccmi ty in
Bo, Pujehun and Bonthe districts has also increased due to clashes between the military and the KamaJors. 1t
seems that there is a clear difference between newly-recruited KamaJors, who have access to automatic weapons
and apparently operate outside the authority of chiefdom representatives, and the traditional Kamajors who are
carefully screened and respect traditional chiefdom structures. }\id i\gencies operating in the Southern province are
being increasingly harassed by some groups of Kamajors and are currently being prevented from accessing areas to
the South of Bandejuma on the Bo-Pujehun highway. This is a source of concern as there are known pockets of
malnutrition in parts of Bonthe and Pujehun districts." Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 29 Oct - 18
Nov 1997. REG. NO. 97/0390.
14<12 Indeed, it seems that Kamajors had a base on the Liberian territory.
14m It is alleged that some of these weapons were sold for money by the CDF District coordinator and were thus
kept out of circulation to the Kamajors. Furthermore, some weapons would have been given to civilians who were
not Kamajors for them to benefit from the disarmament program. This rnfo=ation was also re,'ealed dunng the
TRC (Truth and Reconciliation Commission) hearings in Pujehun Town in June 2003
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On 20 to 22 December 1997, Kamajors from Gbandapi (south of Panga Kabone Chiefdom) moved
to Pujehun Town in a bid to recapture the town from the RUF /.l\FRC forces. During this first
attempt, the K.amajors were repelled and sustained heavy casualties. A few days later, on 27
December, RUF/ AFRC forces from Pujehun Town went down to Gbandapi, burning houses and
looting food items on their way; 23 houses were burnt down at Najay. This counter-attack would
mark the first step of a series of reprisals against civilians by the Kamajors. On 8] anuary 1998, three
Kamajors came to Najay, where they fired many shots, burnt down one house and arrested two men
gathered for the morning prayer at the Mosque whom they accused of collaborating with the
RUF / AFRC forces, taking them to Bonthe District. 141l4 Other Kamajors later returned to the town,
stripped naked six civilians and beat them, on the same grounds. On 15 February, Kamajors killed
the Chief Imam of the District and the Section Chief at Bayama (Panga Krim Chiefdom) by tying a
rope around his neck and stabbing him many times before shooting him. These events prompted
inhabitants from Najay to leave the village for fear of further reprisals but Kamajors found them in
their hiding places and took away all their belongings, including food, domestic animals and money.
As they were unable to stay any longer in the bush and as many surrounding villages refused to host
them, these civilians went to Bassaleh, east ofNajay.
Over 20 fierce and repeated battles took place between 28 May 1997 and late February 1998 to
establish and maintain control of Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom), which was a stronghold of the
RUF / AFRC forces in the District. During the two first attacks 14IlS launched by Kamajors coming
from the direction of Gofor, civilians were killed. As the fighting intensified between Kamajors and
the RUF / AFRC in June, the International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) sheltered over
1,000 civilians. 1406 In early July, Kamajors regrouped and launched a third attack, coming from the
main road of the chiefdom, like the previous attack. This attack was unsuccessful although no
casualties were reported. However, the RUF / AFRC forces burnt down houses of Kamajor
supporters, which made them flee the town, leaving their belongings in the hands of the
RUF / AFRC forces. During the fourth attack in early August, many civilians, RUF / AFRC members
and Kamajors were wounded. Some of the wounded died in the bushes and the decomposing bodies
were later discovered by civilians. \X1hile they took control, the Kamajors would control the town
r:
h
. d 0 f hme.
'
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Inhabitants from Palima, half a mile from Zimmi on the road to Kenema District, deserted the town
following the fourth attack and went to the bush for three weeks. They were discovered by the
RUF / AFRC forces, who took the produce from the harvests to Zimmi. During the subsequent
battles from September to December, houses were burnt down and ci-vilians frorn Zimmi and the
surrounding villages suffered heavy casualties; four Chiefs and 14 counsellors were killed, accused of
being supporters of the Sierra Leone President. During this period, civilians also died from

\\!hat happened to those civilians was not specified.
During the second battle on 17 June, the key person recounts that he had the i.mpression that when it came
time for the battle, the I<amajors did not have central command.
140(, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Report 24-30 June 1997.
1407 /'.ccording to Africa News, 25 August 1997, ICRC had to withdraw from its office at Zirmni.
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starvation while others drowned in Mahoi River, trying to seek refuge in other areas. 4<IH On 6
January 1998, another Kamajor attack left a lot of civilians dead.l4<'~
Also in January, Kamajors went to Vaama (east of Zimmi) where they stole all the household
property they could find and took some money from cIvilians. Before leaving, they set some
buildings on fire and took away one civilian H10 Starting on 23 January, there was another attack
described as a 'no retreat battle' that lasted for four days. At the end of the battle, during which both
fighting factions used RPGs, there was a great deal of property destruction and a large number of
bodies, both civilians and members of the fighting forces, were left on the streets. Following this,
the Kamajors went back to Go for. During the battle that took place on 1 February, the Kamajors
were again unsuccessful in dislodging the RUF/ AFRC forces from the town. Thirteen RUF / AFRC
forces were caught by Kamajors and killed opposite the R.C. School on tl1e Zimmi Fairo Road.
Three of their "wives" taken by the Kamajors to Gofor, where they were used as sex slaves before
being killed.
The final battle in Zimmi, which took place on 17 February, saw the Kamajors being assisted by
ECOMOG forces and some SLA forces. Those combined forces blocked all the roads leading to
the town and battled for three days with the RUF / AFRC forces who had not fled the town, wh.ich
some had on hearing that Freetown was no longer under their control. Over 1,500 civilians used by
the RUF / AFRC forces as sex slaves or as workers to do petty jobs like brushing the town, bringing
food or water were freed by the Kamajors, who then made Zimmi their base. From Zimmi,
Kamajors raided surrounding villages, taking property including household items and bicycles. They
also harassed civilians in these villages because for the Kamajors, any civilians near Zimmi were
RUF / AFRC collaborators.
After the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998, the District rapidly became free of
RUF and AFRC forces as the Kamajors took control of it. In Kpaka Chiefdom, for example, as they
were cut off from Koribondo which used to be a stronghold in Bo District Oiama Bongor
Chiefdom),1411 the remaining RUF / AFRC forces left the chiefdom in March. 1412 In early 1998,
Kamajors from Sowa Chiefdom battled with RUF / AFRC forces at Jeoma and successfully repelled
them. From this time on, civilians were forced to feed the Kamajors, the burden of \.vhich increased
when Kamajors opened a new initiation base at Foindu. In Panga Kabone Chiefdom, Kamajors
attacked the remaining RUF / AFRC stronghold in the District three times before eventually dri\'ing
them out in March 1998, when the RUF / AFRC forces were cut off from their headquarters in
Koribondo.
14<18 AJso in September, the fight for the control of Tongo Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District)
intensified.
14<1~ Hundreds of fatalities are mentioned, but this figure could not be confirmed. AJso In January, serious fighting
took place at Tongo Field.
1410 Those Kamajors were described as acting like the "junta" i.e, the RUF/A,FRC forces,
1411 Following the coup in :tvhy 1997, the SL'\ base at Koribondo had become a stronghold of the RUF I--\FRC
forces as part of the general "transfer" of SLA bases and property to the AFRC.
1412 No information was obtained for Kpaka Chiefdom after the departure of the RUF/"-\FRC forces. Kamajor
harassment of civilia~s is reported in the same general terms as for the other chiefdoms, without relating any
preCise event.
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During this period, Kamajors looted Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom), Yonni and Gobaru
(Kpaka Chiefdom). However, after 1998, it is reported that Kpaka Chiefdom was relatively qwet as
was Mano Sakrim Chiefdom, which did not suffer much from the Kamajors after May 1997,
because they were fighting RUF / AFRC forces in other parts of the District Hll
Kamajors controlled the District by conducting patrols and mounted checkpoints, imposing the pass
system in search of arms and ammunition and alleged "enemies". In Barri Chiefdom for example, up
to 1999, Kamajors issued passes to travellers for a fee of Le 500, as a way to control the movement
of people and to search for their enemies. This pass was only valid for a limited period of time and
had to be renewed at the expiration of that period. 1414 Kamajors from Potoru explained to crvilians
that only Kamajors could travel without such a pass. 1415 Civilians were requested to show their pass
that proved they were civilians and not RUF / AFRC members at any Kamajors checkpoints they
passed through. Those checkpoints were also used to request money from drivers and passengers
and to search passengers' bags. For example, from Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom) to Jendema (Soro
Gbema Chiefdom, Liberian border), eight checkpoints were mounted and four were established
between Zimmi and the border with Tunkia Chiefdom (Kenema District).
The Kamajors systematically ill-treated civilians across the District, mainly as a reprisal for their
suspected collaboration with the RUF and RUF / AFRC forces. The District Coordinator used to go
from chiefdom to chiefdom to visit the Kamajors on the ground; such visits were witnessed, for
example, in Barri Chiefdom. In particular, relatives of RUF / AFRC forces were humiliated,
punished and killed. The Mano River was used to drown alleged collaborators; Jijama and Jembe
(Soro Gbema Chiefdom) were two towns where this practice was carried out. Traditional leaders
were deposed and their power seized, some of them being molested. Prominent people were killed,
such as the Assistant District Officer, who was mistaken for an AFRC lieutenant, and the Chief
Imam of Soro Gbema Chiefdom. Looting was also frequently carried out and on one occasion,
when this was being done and civilians were being chased into the bush, the Kamajors stated that
when the RUF / AFRC forces took away their property, they never grumbled or did anything, but
now they were complaining when the K.amajors were taking their property. I-louses, compounds and
communities termed "unfriendly" were burnt down, as happened, fot example, in Nanjay (panga
Kabone Chiefdom). The killing of civilians for whatever reason was mostly carned out along the
Liberian border.

It appeared that in 1997, Mano Sakrim Chiefdom did not sustain much the presence of the RUF /.-\FRC
forces, who were concentrated in other areas in the District
1414 On one occasion, Kamajors told civilians that the pass would be valid only for four days. This is however not a
fixed limit as information from other Districts notes that the passes issued could be valid for other periods of time.
1415 It is interesting to note that this system of pass together with the harassment suffered at checkp01l1ts led some
civilians to be initiated within the Kamajors society. 1b.is type of initiation was however different from the one the
fighters to be had to go through, it was among other things much quicker. Furthermore, this type of initiation ,vas
mostly carried out once Kamajors were in control of the District and not previously while they were fighting
RUF//\FRC forces
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The houses of relatives of RUF and AFRC members were broken into, damaged and burnt down.
It was common practice to send alleged collaborators to "wash" in the river, which was a
euphemism for drowning, or to put them in cages"where they were tied \vith FM ropes, which are
nylon ropes wrapped around two short sticks and which often lead to loss of circulation to the
hands. For example, in Sowa Chiefdom, during the Operation called "Black December" carried out
in December 1997, two civilians who pleaded \'lith the Kamajors authorities to let some vehicles
come in were arrested and tied \'lith FM ropes. Another example is a woman from Bandajuma
(Sowa Chiefdom) who was killed and her head displayed on a sharp stick, as she was suspected of
being a collaborator with the AFRC. Thirty people were killed in Bomborhun (Soro Gbema
Chiefdom) for failing to report to the Kamajors that RUF / AFRC forces had crossed the Mano
River.
\X!omen were sexually abused and some of them had their heads shaved. In addition, women were
also forcibly married to Kamajors, unable to refuse or they would be killed. This information was
given in general terms for Soro Gbema Chiefdom but could most likely be extended to the other
chiefdoms under CDF control. It is interesting to note that this was rather controversial among the
Kamajors as they believed that once covered \'lith their traditional attire and protection, they could
not be approached by any woman or they would no longer be protected. Accordingly, this was used
as an argument to deny the assertion that some of them had corrunitted sexual offences against
women.
The Kamajors established laws, both for Kamajors and civilians, and anyone caught breaking these
laws was punished, including by public flogging, being locked in a guardroom and, for the Kamajors,
being required to give up their weapons. Such incidents happened, for example, at Potom, the CDr
headquarter in Barri Chiefdom. Offices were established in the villages and Kamajors intervened in
domestic affairs. They would settle cases of debts and other disputes, including marital affairs.
Civilians reported cases to them and not to the Government authorities, who had no power or
control over the chiefdoms at this time. Fines were levied on those civilians found guilty and other
type of punishments were carried out, such as putting people in pens of two feet high and five feet
long, built \'lith palm stalks and sharp pointed materials.
One former Kamajor relates how children between the ages of 10 and 15 were initiated when the
fight for Zimmi intensified towards the beginning of 1998. Those children were sent to enemy zones
and battlefronts to act as spies and some became fighters. Others were also used to tnine diamonds
for the leaders. Kamajors also embarked on forceful conscription of men. \'(!hen things started to
become difficult for the Kamajors, they asked civilians to contribute \vith food and money to the
movement. The food was for the forces and the money was used to pay initiators and to buy
weapons. Civilians were also used to carry arms and ammunition, food and property stolen by the
Kamajors. Those who refused to carry out these orders were arrested, beaten, put in cages, tied up
or fined. Children were used to transport gravel from the mining areas to washing sites.
RUr / AFRC forces captured alive during battle by the Kamajors were either initiated into the
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Kamajors or killed, depending on the situation. Other punishments were applied to these captured
1 1
enemies such as imprisoning them, stripping them, tying them up and putting them in cages -l ('
~"

Kamajors also engaged in mining in different chiefdoms such as Sora Gbema, Makpele, Gallinas
Peri and Malen and it 1S reported that the District Coordinator was allocating forces for mining. It
was said that these diamonds were given to ECOMOG to get ammunition, but doubt was raised
over the destination of the gems as the District Coordinator was suspected of keeping diamonds for
his own use. In 1998, at Famina (Sora Gbema Chiefdom), a group of five civilians caught by the
Kamajors mining diamonds without their permission were killed l -l17
In September 1998, at Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom), Kamajors seized seven big trucks loaded with
rice, sugar and other items coming from Liberia and en route to Kenema District. The trucks were
parked opposite the police station, the SLP being unable to do anything. The passengers abandoned
their loads and continued their journey to Kenema.
On one occasion, in October 1998, the killing at Ziffilni (Makpele Chiefdom) of a man from Koya
Chiefdom (Kenema District) accused of being a "rebel" led to a fight between Kamajors from Koya
Chiefdom (Kenema District) and those from Makpele Ch.iefdom. The dispute was resolved through
the intervention of the two CDF chiefdoms coordinators. Other incidents of friction between
Kamajors were reported and in November 1998, some young men from Gallinas Peri Ch.iefdom
decided to form their own society, allegedly with the assistance of the son of the Kamajor's High
Priest. This decision to form a separate group of Kamajors concluded rapidly as, following the
initiation, three of the young men who were to queue to test their bullet proof ability were killed and
many others wounded when the initiator fired at them. The matter was reported to the police but no
action was taken.
In mid October 1998, serious clashes occurred between CDF assisted by ECOMOG forces and
some RUF / AFRC members accompanied by Liberian armed men at the Mana River in the south of
Sora Gbema Chiefdom. According to the CDF Coordinator for Pujehun District and ECOMOG
forces, those armed men were members of the Liberian Army, which was denied by the Liberian
President. To avoid further incursions, the Kamajors created a buffer zone at the Liberian border by
. t h e b or d er v ill ages. 1-11H
. t h'
strengtI1emng
elf f arces 10
Discussions on the disarmament process began 10 December 1999, when the CDF National
Coordinator together with the District Coordinator convened a meeting for Kamajors at Potoru
(Bani Chiefdom). By April 2000, UNAMSIL forces were deployed in Zimtni and Joru and shortly
after, at Pujehun Town, following ECOMOG withdrawal from the country. Possibly as a result of
this, Pujehun District also became a transit area for refugees c01ning back from Liberia and

1-11(, This was apparently done on the advice of civilians, which may refer to the fact that some civilians were
appointed in the administration of the CDF in the Districts.
1-117 No further infonnation is available on this incident.
1-118 This incident was related by AFP, 04 November 1998, and comes from Kamajors source; it was neither
conftrmed nor denied by independent sources.
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originating from other Districts in Sierra Leone. A DDR camp was opened at Pujehun Town' -l '9 in
May 2001 and in October, following a meeting of the Joint Committee on Disarmament,
Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR), comprised of the Government of Sierra Leone,
UNAMSIL and representatives of the RUF, it was agreed that the remainder of the DDR process
should be accelerated between 1 and 14 November l -l 211
At the end of 2001, SLA forces deployed alongside the Liberian border in Pujehun and Kenema
Districts following intensified fighting of the Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy
"
.
. 14'?
1n
t he west 0 f L'b
1 ena.
-(LURD) I-I?I- lorces
Aside from this, there is almost no information available from the end of 1998, 1999, 2000 and
2001, as the District was under the control of Kamajors and ECOMOG forces and, later on,
UNAMSIL troops. It appears that civilians were able to resettle in their villages and were mostly
engaged in farming activities. I -123

3.

Conclusion

Pujehun District was an entry point to Sierra Leone for RUF /NPFL forces as early as 1991 and all
the RUF incursions in the District were carried out following an east-west pattern, RUF forces first
settling into the two chiefdoms bordering Liberia, namely Soro Gbema and Makpele before
proceeding further west by crossing the Moa River. Accordingly, those two chiefdoms were the
most affected, particularly because Makpele Chiefdom is the main mining area of the District.
The first major incursion in the District, carried out by RUF /NPFL forces was done in concert with
a northern flank in Kailahun District; the RUF/NPFL forces rapidly scattered throughout the
chiefdoms of both Districts. From the very start of the conflict, the headquarters of the RUF forces
was, however, established in Kailahun District. Three motorable entry points into Sierra Leone were
thus clearly identified, two in Kailahun District and one in Pujehun District.
The RUF /NPFL forces were repelled from Pujehun District in the middle of 1991, while some
chiefdoms in Kailahun District remained under RUF /NPFL control. At that time, Pujebun District
came under SLA control, with the RUF /NPFL forces being limited to launching sporadic actions in
the District.

1-119 Following a meeting between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF at UNArvISIL headguarters,
Freetown, it was agreed between the parties that DDR camps should be opened as a matter of urgency in Lunsar,
Makeni, Kamakwie, Masingbi, Koidu, I<ailahun, l\likalia, Pujehun and Bonthe, in addition to the eXisting ones 111
Port Loko, Bo, 1I10yamba, Kenema and Dam: UNAMSIL press release, 15 i\1ay 2001.
1-120 IRIN West Africa, 12 October 2001. Furthe=ore, disarmament for the whole country was scheduled to be
complete by 30 November 2001. During this disa=ament period in November 2001, over 2,000 CDF members
demobilised: UN/\.MSIL Press Briefing, 20 November 2001
1-121 The LURD was a fighting faction engaged in the Liberian conflict and challenging the authority of the Liberian
Government. This group had been fighting the Liberian Government since 1998.
1-122 Sierra Leone H~manitarian Situation Report 01 - 31 December 2001.
1-123 The situation was radically different for the Districts of the Northern Province and for Kono District where
RUF/jI,FRC activities were still ongoing, with high fatalities among the civilian population
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In late 1993 and in 1994, RUF forces launched a second massive incursion from the Liberian border
and spread across Pujehun, Kenema and Kailahun Districts, before continuing further westwards,
establishing positions in the whole country by 1995. As such, Pujehun District was for the second
time under RUF control, although for a longer period this time. This RUF presence in the District
led thousands of civilians to flee the District and go to IDPs camps in Bo District, encouraged by an
SLA that was being gradually defeated in the District. Accordingly, Pujehun District was one of the
most affected Districts in terms of displacement of population and of destruction of property.
From late 1995 and especially after February 1998 and the intervention in FreetO'lvn, the pattern of
the conflict in Pujehun District differed from Kailahun District and was more similar to the other
Districts of the Southern Province. This was due to the initiation and deployment of KanlaJors, who
were able to retake most of the RUF positions in the District, unlike Kailahun District, which was
never completely under Kamajor control.
Following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998 and its deployment in the
District, the RUF / AFRC who had stayed in the District during the AFRC regime pulled out and the
retreating RUF / AFRC forces from Freetown did not settle at all in the District. Free from further
RUF / AFRC incursions, the District was thus left under Kamajor control, as with the other Districts
of the Southern Province, which deprived the RUF / AFRC forces of one of their main supply roads
from Liberia. From 1998 until the completion of the DDR process, RUF / AFRC attacks were
concentrated in the main mining areas of the District and in the areas where CDF members did not
have constant and complete control, namely the Northern Province, Kono District, Kailahun
District and the north of Kenema District.
Throughout the conflict, widespread violations were committed in the District, primarily by
RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF / AFRC forces, but also by SLA forces and Kamajors, especially once
they firmly established their control and authority over the District. Those violations were directed
against civilians and their property and included stealing and destruction of property, physical
violence, sexual assault, killing and abduction for use as fighters, workers or "wives". Both the RUF
forces and the Kamajors forces deposed and replaced local authorities and put in place basic systems
of administration. Only a few cases of mutilation were however reported for the Distnct, as most of
the cases reported took place during a specific RUF/ AFRC operation called "Operation No Living
Thing" in the first months of 1998 and following the retreat of Freetown.
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Western Area

1.
Introduction
The Western Area is located in the far central west of Sierra Leone and adjoins Port Loko and
Moyamba Districts on its eastern side; its western side is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean. Roughly
two-thirds of the Western Area is a mountainous peninsula, along the north of which is located
Freetown, the capital city of Sierra Leone. Freetown has been a major international port for
merchant and military shipping for the best part of 150 years.
,.0-',

Unlike the rest of the country, the Western Area is not composed of chiefdoms, but is divided into
four Rural Districts (RD) and a metropolitan area known as Greater Freetown: 1m

Western Area

Main Settlements

Koya Rural District
Waterloo Rural District

Newton, Songo
Fogbo, Hastings, Kossoh
Waterloo
Freetown and suburban areas
Goderich, Lakka, York
Regent

Greater Freetown
York Rural District
Mountain Rural District

Town,

Newton,

Tombo,

Koya RD is in the far east of the Western Area and is bordered to the north by Koya Chiefdom
(port Loko District). Across the River Ribbi, which delimits the southern boundary of Koya RD, lies
Ribbi Chiefdom· (Moyamba District). The main motorable crossing point over the River Ribbi is
located at Mabang, connecting the towns of Moyamba, Rotifunk and Bradford (all Moyamba
District) to Songo, in the far east of Koya RD. This Moyamba route rejoins the main highway at
Tiama Junction, giving travellers access to all major locations in the Southern Province. The RUF
would use this route to enter the Western Area in 1995.
From Songo, moving inland, the main hard-surface arterial route from provincial Sierra Leone
passes through the north of Koya RD and its main town, Newton. From Newton, the villages of
Bath Comp and Fogbo are accessible by a road mnning south. Fogbo is a main transit point for
goods and people westward across the swamp areas of the Calmont Creek and eastward to Shenge
(Kagboro Chiefdom, Moyamba District) and to other locations up the Ribbi River. A large number
of small settlements can be reached from the Newton-Fogbo road. Moving east from Newton, the
main arterial route leads to Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and on to all other major
towns in Sierra Leone. Control of the stretch of road between Newton and Masiaka was a major
strategic aim of all factions in the conflict.
Moving westward from Newton, the main highway leads to the town of '0\laterloo, and the \Xiaterloo
RD. The area between Newton and Waterloo is flat, highly fertile agricultural land. There is a large
Along with the SUDC area of Sherbro Island (Bonthe District), the \\lestern ",\.rea is administered directly by
the Government of Sierra Leone without the traditional structures found throughout Sierra Leone. TIllS is a result
of the early British administration, wlllch did not extend its control over the provincial areas of Sierra Leone until
the late 1800s, at which time it exercised authority mainly through the traditional structures already in place see
General Overview.
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palm oil plantation at Banga Farm, also on the main highway. \X1aterloo is on the foothills of the
mountainous Western Area Peninsula. It has a number of suburban areas, including Lumpa, Kossoh
and Bassu Town to the south and Cole Town to the north. The Prince Alfred Road Bridge, over
which the main highway runs, is a key point in the town. The harbour settlement of Pa-Loko is
located directly north of Waterloo.
The main highway into Freetown runs through Devil Hole, Rokel and Hastings. On the flat area
north of Hastings town and running down to the Sierra Leone Estuary is a hard-surface airfield. The
Sierra Leone Police Training School is also located at Hastings. On the Kossoh Town-Hasting axis,
a number of different routes into Freetown converge. The main highway continues into the east of
Greater Freetown through Wellington and Kissy. From Kossoh Town, two routes lead into
Freetown. The first leads through Mountain Rural District from Grafton to Regent. This winding,
cliff edge road is made of broken asphalt. At Regent, the road splits again allowing access to
Freetown's civic centre through Mount Aureol and to Freetown's west end through Hill Station.
The alternative route from Kossoh Town leads through Allen Town to Calaba Town, where it runs
parallel to the main highway. This road is also of extremely poor quality and passes through the busy
and densely populated areas of Wellington, Low Cost and Portee.
Another road leaves Waterloo and runs south around the \Vestern Area Peninsula into west
Freetown. The road passes through the SLA's Benguema Training Centre,1425 through to the harbour
town of Tombo, which marks the southern-most point of Waterloo Rural District. The peninsular
road loops around along the coast through to York, Sussex and Goderich in the Yark RD. From
Goderich, the road passes straight into the Lumley and Juba Hill areas of west Freetown. The
peninsular road is of extremely poor quality and takes around three hours to get from Freetown to
Waterloo in a regular vehicle. The main highway route, through Hastings, takes only 20 minutes.
In 1991, the conflict that was taking hold in other areas of Sierra Leone had little impact on the
Western Area except for troop movements to other areas of the country and the establishment of
checkpoints - at which there were incidents of harassment of civilians and stealing of their property
by the SLA - and defensive deployments in strategic areas, particularly in Waterloo. Following the
coup in 1992, which saw the NPRC take power, harassment of civilians and stealing of their
property by the SLA increased as more checkpoints were established. This also marked the
beginning of Cleaning Day, according to which on the last Saturday of every month, people had to
stay home during the rnorning hours and clean their houses: those caught on the streets would be
punished by the SLA. However, these incidents were relatively few and there would continue to be
little .impact on the Western Area throughout 1992 to 1994.
Starting in 1995, the RUF began to extend their presence westward, at one point cutting off the
main highway linking Freetown with the rest of the country and occupying much of Koya RD.
There were a number of battles between the RUF on the one hand and the SL'\ and foreign forces
on the other hand, with the SLA establishing more checkpoints in sensitive areas. Throughout 1995
there was an increase in violations committed against civilians, including killing, raping, abduction

1425 The Benguma Training Centre was subsequently renamed the "/inned Forces Training Centre".
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and looting primarily committed by the RUF, with some violations by the SLA and the Nigerian
forces. Elections were held in early 1996, the run up to which was marred by incidents of violence
including the first amputations (of thumbs) in the Western Area by SLA, who believed there should
be peace before elections. There was little fighting in the Western Area in 1996, with SLA, Guinean
and Nigerian forces deployed in strategic areas and tl1e SLA continuing to operate checkpoints along
major routes. Civilians were routinely harassed at these checkpoints and were punished for failing to
produce identity cards, including being beaten, primarily by the SLA and the Nigerian forces.
Towards the end of 1996, peace talks between the RUF and the Government resulted in the Abidjan
Peace Agreement on 30 November 1996.
Nevertheless, the conflict only began to have a major impact on the \:v.estern Area on the magnitude
experienced in the rest of the country in 1997. In May of that year, the AFRC launched a coup, as a
result of which the elected government fled to Guinea. Soon after taking power, the AFRC invited
the RUF to join them and a large number of RUF forces joined the AFRC forces already in
Freetown and the rest of the Western Area. This period saw a massive increase in violations against
civilians, with RUF / AFRC forces in particular targeting students, representatives of civil society and
journalists, especially after the commencement of broadcasting by the clandestine pro-government
radio station, FM98.1 Radio Democracy. Civilians were beaten, raped, killed and arrested and
detained without being charged, sometimes for up to a number of weeks. Despite the fonnation of
an anti-looting squad by the AFRC, which saw the return of some stolen property to civilians,
looting was widespread; civilians were searched and their property, most commonly food, was taken
at checkpoints and in their houses. Civilians were also detained and forced to work for the
RUF / AFRC forces, primarily undertaking domestic work such as cooking and cleaning There was
a large build up of foreign forces at this time and fighting between the RUF /A,FRC and these forces
would lead to massive internal population displacement as civilians fled the fighting In the latter
. half of the year, first ECOWAS and then the UN Security Council imposed sanctions on Sierra
Leone, including a travel ban on members of the RUF / AFRC.
Despite a cease fire signed at the end of 1997, fighting continued with numerous violations of both
the spirit and letter of the ceasefire. The instability in the city and the countlJ at large prompted a
military intervention by the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces, reinforced by CDF and "loyal" SLA
members, in February 1998, as a result of which the RUF / AFRC forces were driven from Freetown
and the majority of the Western Area. The ECOMOG intervention continued to roll back the
RUF / AFRC from every major town in Sierra Leone during March and April 1998. The
Government returned from Guinea and sanctions were lifted, except those banmng the import of
weapons. For the most part, order was restored in the \V'estern Area, although there were inCIdents
of harassment of civilians, including the torture and killing of suspected RUF /.i\FRC members and
collaborators by ECOMOG forces and the CDF. The middle of the year saw the commencement
of a wave of treason trials against civilians and military personnel for their involvement in the coup
in May 1997. The majority of those being tried were convicted, \vith death sentences and terms of
imprisonment being imposed. Some of the military personnel, who had been court martialled, were
executed in October while those who had been tried in civilian courts appealed their sentences and
were still in d~tention awaiting the outcome of their appeals when the invasion of Freetown
occurred on 6 January 1999.
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Towards the end of 1998, RUF forces had begun attacking towns in the west of the \\lestern Area,
including the strategic town of Waterloo, which led-to renewed fighting in these areas. This would
be the prelude to the major attack on Freetown by the RUF / AFRC on 6 January 1999. Thousands
of RUF / AFRC forces converged on Freetown, occupying various locations, killing and amputating
hundreds of civilians, taking their property and burning their houses. ECOMOG forces with
assistance from the CDF managed to repel the RUF / AFRC forces and by the end of January had
regained control of the city, although the destruction wreaked on the city and the loss of human life
during the brief RUF / AFRC stay would be tremendous. In the coming weeks, ECOMOG
extended its control to the areas surrounding Freetown and in April, peace talks began in Togo that
would lead to the Lome Peace Agreement, signed on 7 July 1999. That Agreement Included a
power-sharing arrangement for the elected Government and the RUF as well as a blanket pardon
and amnesty for all combatants for all acts committed in pursuit of their objectIves. From the time
the AFRC and RUF leaders returned to Freetown in October 1999 until :rvlay 2000, the Western
Area was mostly quiet.
In 2000, UNAMSIL began deploying across Sierra Leone and implementing the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration program agreed to during the Lome peace talks. On 8 May, there
was a large demonstration outside the house of the RUF leader, which resulted in the deaths of
some of the protestors and the capture and detention of the RUF leader, accused of violating the
spirit and letter of the Lome Agreement. From then, UNAMSIL deployment continued in the
Western Area, which remained quiet until the war was officially declared over in J anual)' 2002.

2.

Factual Analysis

a)
Events in 1991
At the beginning of 1991, around 2,000 members of the SLA were sent the southern border of
Sierra Leone with Liberia to prevent the incursion of forces from the Liberian war into Sierra Leone.
These would be reinforced by three truckloads of SLAforces dispatched from Freetown on 25
March 1991 and 1 April 1991. 1426
In early 1991, the conflict broke out in the Eastern Province of Sierra Leone. The Government of
Sierra Leone requested the assistance of Guinean and Nigerian troops to prevent RUF forces from
entering Freetown and other large towns. Responding to this request, checkpoints were estabbshed
between Waterloo and Tombo (both Waterloo RD) along the road running from "the north to the
south in the middle of the Western Area towards the border with Port Loko and Moyamba Districts.
Waterloo is of strategic military importance, due to its location on the highway leading from
Freetown to the rest of the country and its proximity to Freetown.
The Nigerian forces operated the checkpoint at Madina, whilst the others at Tombo and Russell
(Waterloo RD) were operated by the Sierra Leone Army (SLA). SLA forces stationed at these
checkpoints required people who were unable to produce their identity cards to pay them money. If

142(,

Xinhua General Overseas News Service, 25 March 1991 and UPI, 2 April 1991.
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civilians did not have money, SLA forces would punish them. For example, some were forced to
clean up a particular area and others were forced to lie down on the ground and stare at the sun
~.

Following news of the fIrst incursions, the Government of Sierra Leone - in 1991, the All Party
Congress (APC) - was quick to mobilise political support for the war effort. The then President
received gifts of food from representatives of the Fullah and Indian communities and entertained a
gesture of solidarity from the Sierra Leone judiciary.1427
In addition, the Government of Sierra Leone made requests for assistance to various foreign
governments, including those of the US 1428 and the UK. OffIcials from both governments publicly
stated they were considering how to assist. 1429 The US provided a variety of direct assistance to the
Government of Sierra Leone. First, the US Government flew in an undisclosed amount of light
weapons and ammunition 1430 A further shipment of materials was reported as scheduled to arrive by
US Air Force cargo plane by 9 August 1991. Also in August 1991, a IS-member US Army mobile
training team commenced a program of training in communications, medical care, equipment
maintenance and setting-up effective command structures for non-commissioned SLA offIcers at
the SLA's Benguema Training Centre. In September 1991, the US Government also agreed to
provide $500,000 to the Government of Sierra Leone to support the continuing involvement of the
SLA in ECOMOG, then operating in Liberia. Freetown was one of the key logistic points for the
7,000-strong ECOMOG peacekeeping force stationed in Liberia.
On 13 April, the Governments of Guinea and Nigeria sent 700 1431 military personnel and
accompanying hardware to Sierra Leone. 1432 The Nigerian forces arrived on 16 April 1991,141:\ at
which time the Government of Sierra Leone cut air, sea and land transport links with Liberia,
restricting incoming flights to Freetown to humanitarian and military traffic 1434 Following the visit
of delegation of Nigerian military officials to Freetown, a further 500 Nigerian forces arrived on or
around 29 April 1991 1435 and were posted to strategic locations in the Freetown area including Lungi
International Airport 1436 (Kaffu Bulion Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and the power station.
In May 1991 a camp for Liberian refugees was established near Waterloo town (Waterloo RD). On
6 May 1991, around 3,000 Liberian refugees were repatriated to Liberia from Freetown aboard the
Nigerian vessel, the River A dada. Over the weekend of 4-5 May, the same ship had ferried an
undisclosed number of Nigerian soldiers from Lagos. 1437
1427 BBC, 15 iipril 1991.
1m UPI, 9 i.l.pril1991.
1429 Independent, 7 May 1991.
14311 AFP, 8 August 1991.
1431 Number initially undisclosed, reported as 700 by Xinhua on 29 .\pril 1991.
1432 Xinhua, 13 "\pril 1991.
1433 }l.P 16 April 1991.
1434 AP, 16 April 1991.
1435 These forces were under the command of the field commander of ECOMOG in Liberia: Xinhua, 28 i\[ay
1991.
143('A short distance. away (7 minutes by helicopter) from Freetown, north over the Sierra Leone River.
1437 iiFP, 6 May 1991.
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Events in 1992 - 1994
In mid-April 1992, a group of low-ranking members of the SL\ Tiger Unit, armed with an anOaircraft gun mounted on a military truck, moved from Kailahun District to Freetown. They bypassed the SLA base at Mile 38 (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and used the MoyambaRotifunk-Mabang (Moyamba) route to Freetown through Songo town (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
District), south-west of the \Xiestern Area. These forces cononued along the main highway and
when they arrived in Freetown., other SLA forces stationed at the Benguema Training Centre were
made aware of this unusual military movement.
On 29 April, the Kailahun group of SLi\ members overthrew the i\PC Government and established
a military junta known as the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC). Led by 25 year-old
Captain Valentine Strasser, the NPRC suspended the Constitution of Sierra Leone and imposed a
State of Emergency. An SLA Major from the Benguema Training Cen~re was arrested and detained
in Pademba Road prison when he tried to persuade those leading the coup to reverse their actions
The ousted President fled to the Republic of Guinea, where he \vas later granted asylum, as 50 SL\
troops acting for the NRPC stormed the presidential offices at State I-louse, m the centre of
Freetown. Lungi International Airport was temporarily closed to air traffic and international telex
and telephone lines were reportedly disabled. 1438
The US Government airlifted 300 expatriates out of Sierra Leone and issued a warning advising
against travel to Sierra Leone. The French Government sent a frigate into Sierra Leone~111 \vaters to
assist with further evacuation of expatriates should the situation in Sierra Leone deteriorate.
On 30 April 1992, the NPRC leader made a broadcast over national radio on the Sierra Leone
Broadcasting Service citing conuption and incompetent governance as the reasons for the coup. 141')
Later in the day, around 700 students marched through Freetown m support of the NPRC COUp.'-l-!'1
In Freetown on 5 May 1992, students and trade unionists staged a much larger march in support of
the NPRC. 1441
A number of foreign Governments, including Nigeria, Japan and Ghana, were quick to recognise the
NPRC as the Government of Sierra Leone. Cooperation between Nigerian troops and the SL-\
against the RUF continued.
Following the NPRC coup, SLA forces in Waterloo (\Xlaterloo RD) and surrounding areas broke
into shops and residences on the Calmont Road, stealing civilian property and loading it onto
military trucks. SLA forces attacked villages in the Koya RD near the boundary with Port Loko and
Moyamba Districts. In these villages, which included Mafonikay, Nyamgba Town and Newton, SL\
forces killed an unknown number of civilians, stole property and milicted violence on many people.

,""FP 30 """pril 1992.
BBC, 2 lvlay 1992, transcribing SLBS, 30 """priJ 1992.
14411 BBC, 30 ,""priJ 1992
1441 """FP, 5 :f\lay 1992.
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SLA forces attacked the Waterloo Oil Palm Plantation and other farms in the \vaterloo and Koya
RDs, taking agricultural machinery, household furniture and other high value items,
During 1992, the SLA arrested an unknown number of people in Lumpa, near \Xiaterloo Town, On
a beach near Sussex village, along the peninsular road, the then Inspector General of Pouce and up
to 12 other people were summarily executed on the suspicion of plotting a coup, It is alleged that
their bodies were buried in a mass grave in that location,
During 1992, the NPRC declared that the last Saturday of every month would be National Cleaning
Day, Between 06,00 and 10,00 only those on official business were excused the task of cleaning their
compounds, residences and commercial properties,l4-C /\ variety of punishments were meted out to
civilians who did not adhere to these rules, Civilians were beaten \'lith belts, made to roll around on
the floor, thrown into the gutter effluent and forced to quick-march 500 metres carrying a heavy
rock on their heads, A common SLA punishment was termed Frog Jump, or "pumping", Civilians
were made to perform squat jumps, crossing their arms one over the other and holding their
earlobes bet\'leen thumb and forefmger, This exhausting punishment could last for hours, Another
gruelling SL'\ punishment was "making civilians fly"; civilians were forced to lie dO\vn on their
backs with their legs held straight into the air, their arms outstretched across the ground,
Shortly after the coup, the SLA mounted five military checkpoints along a 15km stretch of the
peninsula road running from Tombo to \Xlaterloo Town (both \Xiaterloo RD), SLr\ forces operating
checkpoints continued to extort money from travellers,
In late December 1992, a special military tribunal created by the NPRC condemned to death an
unknown number of people for their alleged involvement in a coup attempt in November 1992, The
British Government condemned the executions 1443 and briefly suspended all econornic aid to Sierr3
Leone,l+14 Between 9 and 16 January 1993, the NPRC declared a week of national repent3nce and
1+1prayers for those who had been executed, )
On 18 March, NPRC security agencies arrested 7 civilians and 4 UK expatriates accused of plotting
a coup, On 8 April, concerned with rumours of RUF movement towards the \Y/estern Area and a
growing smuggling network, the NPRC banned movement of heavy vehicles on public ro8ds
between 19,30 and 07,00 every night. In Freetown, the ban stretched from 22,00 until d8wn,
The \X'estern Area was mostly quiet for the rem,ainder of 1993 and throughout 1994,

1+12 Cleaning Saturday is still observed in Freetown to date,
1+13 AFP, 4 January 1993
l+14AFP, 5 January 1993
]+10 lnterpress, 7 January 1993
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C)
Events in 1995
In January 1995, the NPRC contracted Ghurka Security Guards ,1 +1(, a private military comp~IDY, to
run a training program for the SLA and provide security at Camp Charlie, a key SLA base near :tvWe
91 (Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District).

In March 1995, the RUF extended their reach further 'Nest, ,vith RUF movement through :tvfoyamba
District towards the towns of Songo and "Mile 38 (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) putting
pressure on the Western Area. In late f\pril, RUF forces targeted locations on the high quality,
asphalt highway leading through \,;(laterloo (\XlaterJoo RD) to Freetown. RUF forces gained a
foothold in the bush areas of the southern half of Koya RD and managed to create a frontline
spanning Joe Town (Koya RD) to Pa-Loko (Waterloo RD). This had the effect of temporarily
cutting off the main highway, or at least making it too dangerous for civilian traffic. Nevertheless,
RUF forces were unable to penetrate or bypass \"X/aterloo. RUF attacks on locations on the unsealed,
southern route around the Peninsula to Freetown were also unsuccessful.
In February 1995, representatives of the NPRC Government held a meeting at the \"/aterloo
Community Centre, requesting that the local community provide auxiliary support to the SU\ in
preventing the infiltration of RUF forces into the \';(!estern /\rea. Guinean forces moved from
Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) to Bassa Town (\"Xlaterloo RD), less than a kilometre
from \V'aterloo Town (\Xlaterloo RD), establishing checkpoints and numerous mortar positions
facing towards Newton (Koya RD). The Bassa Town Primary School was used as an ammunitions
dump for the Guinean contingent. SL/\ forces armed with light weapons were based at nearby
Lumpa (\V'aterloo RD), in addition to a heavily armed SLA Tiger Unit in the grounds of the
Peninsular Secondary School in \x;!aterloo. To prevent the RUF moving from Pa-Loko through Cole
Town into Waterloo, SLA forces were also deployed at the Prince Alfred Road Bridge.
Between 21 and 30 March 1995, the SUI., established checkpoints along the north-south NewtonFogbo road at Newton-Fogbo Junction, Magbathti and Bath-Comp (all in Koya RD, on the border
with Port Loko and Moyamba Districts). Fogbo (Koya RD) is near the mouth of the River Ribbi
and is a trading centre for fish and salt. It is also a transit point for inland traffic along the river and
to points further along Sierra Leone's coast, with a large wharf to handle the inland river traffic.
Before 10 April, an unknown number of heavily armed SLA forces deployed on foot to Fogbo
Wharf, escorted by a military helicopter. The SLA forces were equipped with a mobile anti-aircraft
gun and numerous RPGs. They established a cornmand point in the house of the then Town ChIef
and confiscated village livestock to use as food.
Newton is an agricultural centre on flat, fertile land between Songo (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
District) and Waterloo (\V'aterloo RD). The SLA forces stationed at Newton-Fogbo Junction
patrolled the area between Newton (Koya RD) and Songo, mainly on a circular route running anti-

For background information see CiDers, J & l\1ason, P (eds), Peace, Profit and.Plzmder: Tbe PnuatlJatiol1 of SecJ(l1~Y lfI
lf7ar-Torn Afncan SoCIeties, pp 129-33: http://WW'\\I.iss.coza/Pubs/Books/PeaceProfitP1under/Chap7pdf [Lmk
alive: 7 January 2004].
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clock-wise from Newton, through Makoibundo, Mabange, Garahun, Kwama l+17 and :Mile 6 (all
Koya RD).
Between 8 and 11 i\p ril , RUF forces attacked villages in a triangular area sketched out by Songo to
the east, \X/aterloo to the west and Fogbo to the south, establishing a base at Mashewureh (Koya
RD), about 2 km north-west of Fogbo. There, they captured fleeing civilians, raped women and
destroyed houses. RUF forces attacked and captured a number of villages adjacent to Songo,
including Mokobech, Maferkalay and Mathonteh (all Koya RD). RUF forces attacked the village of
Kwama to the north of the main Masiaka-Waterloo highway, killing 7 civilians and burmng down an
unknown number of houses. Shortly after this attack, SLI\ forces engaged a 58-strong RUF group
on the main highway at Brima Junction (Koya RD).
RUF forces attacked Newton (Koya RD) on 9 April, moving from the villages of Ragberfi and
Magbafti to the south and Makoibundu and Garahun to the east, but were repelled by SLA forces
stationed in Newton. On 11 .1l\pril, RUF forces attacked Fogbo, where they raped a young mother,
abducted an unknown number of civilians and stole civilians' livestock. The SLA forces deployed at
Fogbo offered limited resistance; the RUF established a base and op,erated out from Fogbo and
nearby Mashewureh.
Between 15 April and 20 April 1995, RUF forces advanced on Waterloo (Waterloo RD), moving
through Nyamba Town l+1R and Joe Town (both Koya RD). They advanced to Pa-Loko, 10 km north
of \X/aterloo, and to the Banga Farm palm oil plantation halfway bet\veen Newton and Wiaterloo.
Between 21 and 22 April, RUF forces at Banga Farm came under heavy air attack from an f\lfa
jet,l+10 which killed an unknown number of RUF members and civilians. On 21 April, RUF forces
attacked Lumpa with RPG and AK-47s, but retreated to Pa-Loko following heavy mortar and other
artillery fire by Guinean forces. During the RUF attack on Lumpa, civilians fleeing from Lumpa,
\Xlaterloo and surrounding areas were stopped by Nigerian forces operating a checkp0lnt at Rokel,
about 4 km north-west of \X/aterloo on the main highway. At the checkpoint, Nigenan troops beat
an unknown number of people \vith sticks and gun butts; saying "Let your brothers kill you", they
tumed the people back towards the \X/aterloo area, which was then under attack.
Over the weekend of 29-30 April, combined SUI,. and Guinean forces engaged the RUF in Pa-Loko
and joe Town, forcing their retreat by 3 May;1450 shortly after, the corpses of RUF members could
be seen floating in the Waterloo Creek. Between 3 and 7 May 1995, the NPRC Government
contracted a South i',frican based private military company called Executive Outcomes to replace
the Ghurka Security Service.
In addition, around 600 demobilised Liberian militia, formerly from ULHvl0-K, were concentrated
in the area around "I\llen Town (Greater Freetown, \\/estern "I\rea), on the outskirts for Freetown's

1+17 Also spelled Quama.
l+1R A.lso called Yal1!ba Town.
1+10 I t is unclear whether the Alfa Jet was SL'\ or Nigerian.
14511 AFP, 1 1\iay 1995, 3 May 1995.
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East end. 1451 RUF forces retreating from Pa-Loko moved towards Newton, ambushing civilian
traffic on the Waterloo-Newton stretch of highway. l\ joint Executive Outcomes and ULIMO-K
"Special Task Force" cleared this road of RUF activity.145:2
Nigerian forces were stationed at Madina, along the peninsula road between \Vaterloo and Tombo
(both \XTaterloo RD). On or around 2 May, an unknown number of RUF forces attacked Kerry
Town (\Vaterloo RD), a village on the peninsula road. Civilians fled 2 kn1 northwards from Kerry
Town to Macdonald (\X'aterloo RD). Although no direct contact was made bet\.veen SLA-aligned
forces and the RUF, Guinean and SLA forces bombarded the area HS3
The beach village of Tombo, which had a large wharf, had increased in significance as a trading and
passenger transit point following the RUF attacks on \"XTaterloo and the main inland highway as well
as the strengthened RUF control of Fogbo jetty and the northern chiefdoms of l'vfoyamba District
.l'\t this time, the SLA and SSD were seeking out suspected RUF members and collaborators WHh
increasing vigour, often beating and killing those they found. After 2 May, residents of Kerry Town
captured a suspected RUF member and took him to the SLA base at nearby Tombo. Follmving
interrogation by the SLA commanding officer, SLA forces took the man onto the beach, shot 111m
and cut off his head and genitals. Residents of Tombo and SLA members danced the severed head
around the village. After failing to set flIe to the corpse using peaol, 1:\vo members of the SLA tied
weights to it and dumped it out at sea. Also after 2 May, unknown perpetrators captured and killed
two suspected members of the RUF by placing burning car tyres around their necks.
On 15 December in Tombo, an SSD Sergeant shot dead two teenage boys and severely injured one
other. The boys were on a boat, the pilot of which had refused to pay the Le500 levied on all boats
entering or exiting the wharf.
d)
Events in 19%
In early January, Strasser accepted offers from both the Organisation of African Unity and the
Government of Burkina Faso to mediate between the NRPC and the RUF. Soon after, Julius
Maada-Bio, the then Deputy Head of State, overthrew Strasser, claiming that he was planning to
cancel the elections planned for 26 February 19%. Maada-Bio continued a policy of dialogue \vith
the RUF. A nighttime curfew was imposed in Freetown from 16 to 23 January. On 24 January, the
NPRC and the RUF announced a ceasefire, which was quickly followed by a 2,OOO-strong civilian
14-4
peace l11arch through Freetown. )
Doubts about the durability of the NPRC-RUF ceasefire, concerns about voter registration and
whether the National Electoral Commission would be sufficiently well-resourced prompted calls for
the postponement of the Presidential and Parliamentary elections scheduled for 26-28 FebrualT
Nevertheless, on 9 Febluary, 5,000 protestors marched through Freetown in support of non-

1451 A.P Worldstream, 11 May 1995.
145:2 It is not clear w~1ether Executive Outcomes participated di.rectly 111 hostilities.
1453 Event reported by AFP, 2 fI/lay 1995
1454 Xinhua, 24 and 26 January 1996.
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postponement. A day later, grenades were thrown into the house of the Electoral CommisslOn
Chief, who was an advocate for non-postponement.
The Electoral Commission organised a national consultative conference at Freetown's Bintumani
Conference Centre on the theme "Peace Before Elections or Elections Before Peace?". On 12
February, the majority of delegates participating in the conference voted in favour of nonpostponement, while all 14 delegates from the RUF voted for postponement. On the same day, 43
Paramount Chiefs from the Northern Province adopted an 8-point declar8tion also supporting
postponement pending substantive peace talks between the NPRC and the RLJF. The SL'\ were
generally in support of "Peace Before Elections" while the majority of the civilian population
supported "Elections Before Peace."
Between 23 and 25 February, NPRC and RLJF delegations commenced peace talks in "'\bidjan, Ivory
Coast, chaired by the Ivory Coast's Foreign IvIinister. The talks were adjourned in the late hours of
25 February, the eve of elections, \vith RUF delegates still calling for their postponement.
Polling in the elections began at 07.00 on 26 February. A curfew was imposed overnight into the
second day of polling. Shortly before the polling centres closed, at around 19.00, machine gun fire
was reported on Pademba Road and at the \X!ilberforce Barracks in Freetown. News sources report
that a 40-strong military unit dressed in blue uniforms assaulted the home of Maada Bio using RPGs
and heavy machine guns. 1455 A polling station supervisor was shot dead while returning to his home.
Also on 26 February, the National Reconciliation Commission was inaugurated. Polling continued
on 27 February. The results of the Presidential election were inconclusive and a run-off election was
planned for 15 March, despite RUF declarations on 1 March in Abidjan that they would not accept
the results.
During and after the elections at Wilberforce Barracks and other military barracks, people's thumbs
were held out by SLA forces and beaten because they voted. I-Ieavy gunfire broke out near Kabasa
Lodge to discourage the voting and have it cancelled, which was unsuccessful. The run-off election
on 17 March, in which Alhaji Dr Ahmed Tejan Kabbah was elected President of the Republic of
Sierra Leone,145G saw the cutting off of thumbs, marking the first amputations in the \X'estern i\rea
Meanwhile, Nigerian forces established a checkpoint at .lui Junction (\X!aterloo RD) in :t\larch 1996,
since their cOlTlmander was residing at the SSD quarters in the .lui SSD Barracks. At the same time,
SLA forces established checkpoints between Waterloo and Freetown. Guinean forces established a
base between Lumpa and Waterloo as a back up for SL'\ checkpoints mounted around that area. As
in other places, both Nigerian ECOMOG and SLA forces harassed people passing through these
checkpoints, inflicting punishment where people were unable to produce identity cards.
Punishments included forcing civilians to clean up the checkpoint area and beating thern with
wooden sticks.

1455 i\FP, 28 January 1996
145(, President Kabbah was sworn in on 29 March 1996.
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Peace talks continued in Abidjan. On 23 April, President Kabbah met with the RUF leader,
continuing the peace negotiations commenced by the NPRC in late February 1996. ThreejOlnt
working groups were established to draft the text"bf a peace agreement, hammer out details for
encampment and disarmament and to work out the demobilisation process. On 15 May, talks
yielded agreement on a cease fire although by 19 May, the RUF leader was already calling for fresh
elections during a viSlt to the Republic of Guinea. News reports 10dicate that remoyal from Sierra
Leone of the South j\frican private military company, Executive Outcomes,l~o7 was an RUF
f or a peace agreement. H5R
.
precon di Don
On 3 July, around 20 senior SLA officers from the disbanded NPRC regime were removed from
their positions in the SLA. On 10 July, the Sierra Leone Parliament re-activated portions of the
Constitution that had been suspended by the NPRC in 1992. On 9 September, Government security
agencies uncovered a coup plot against the SLPP government and arrested at least six SLA soldiers.
The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF leadership signed the Abidjan Peace Accord on 30
November 1996. This provided for the immediate and total cessation of hostilities and the creation
of a Comrmttee for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP). Demobilisation of RUF and other militia
would commence upon the identification of suitable sites and SLA units not required for the
maintenance of general security would be returned to barracks. The CCP would exanune options for
restructuring the SLA and the SLP would be strengthened to ensure realistic police pnmacy. 1\11'
international, neutral monitoring group would be deployed 10 the cou~tll' and Executive Outcomes
would withdraw \vithin five weeks of the arrival of that group. By 30 May 1997, all other foreign
troops would be removed from the country, consistent with the treaty obligations of Sierra Leone.
The RUF would become a legitimate political movement and a blanket amnesty was granted to all
RUF members in respect of actions taken in pursuance of the objectives of the RUF up until 30
November 1996. Provision was made to guarantee the civil rights of the RUF and for the crGltion of
an independent National Commission on Human Rights to monitor and investigate alleged 8buses.
145')

e)
Events in 1997
On 1 January, the Government commissioned into service a gunboat donated by the Chinese
Government to combat poaching in Sierra Leone's territorial \vaters. The boat W8S able to carry
around 200 security personnel and had been donated as part of a $20 million aid pacbge agreed to
by China in 1995 H611 On 6 January, six SLA soldiers were sentenced to 10 years in jail for piracy,

1457 The NPRC had contracted Executive Outcomes on or around7 IvIay 1995 following the extension of RUF
military operations into the Western /uea.
145R Before 11 September, Executive Outcomes was reportedly contracted by Sierra Leone Ore and i\llning Co
(Sieromco) to secure bauxite mined in Moyamba: /'"frica Energy & lIIining, 11 September 1996. The removal of
Executive Outcomes from the country became a specific tenD of the "\bidjan Peace ,\ccord, Signed between the
Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF on 30 November 1996.
1459
For
the
full
text
of
the
}"bidjan
Peace
"-\ccords,
see
http://www.usip.org/hbrary/pa/ sl/ sierra_leone_1 0301996.html.
146<1 "\FP, 2 January 1997 and Xinhua 1 January 1997.
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having raided a Spanish fishing vessel in 1996, attempting to abscond 'Nith $200,000 of fishing
equipment. 141>1
On 30 January, Executive Outcomes completed a withdrawal that began "',Jth the signing of the
Abidjan Peace Accord, remm,Jng around 300 personnel and heav)' weaponry from Sierra Leone]·(,2
Around a month later, Sierra Leone and Nigeria signed a new Status of Forces J'\greement,
redefining the legal status of Nigeria's forces in Sierra Leone and expanding Nigeria's training role
from solely the SLA to other parts of the Sierra Leone armed forces.
In mid-March, there was a leadership struggle within the RUF, sparked by the arrest of the RUF
leader in Nigeria on fireanns charges. On 11 March, the Government of Nigeria confirmed the
presence of the RUF leader in Nigeria, although they denied that he was under house arrest. 14(" They
reversed this position a few days later, admitting that they had arrested him for the illegal possession
of a firearm and detained him in a federal government guesthouse in Lagos 14(,4 Spokespersons for
the RUF leader insisted variously that he was in Nigeria on private business and also that he was
discussing the Sierra Leone peace process with the Nigerian Govermnent. 14 ('S Some days later, a
senior RUF member declared himself to be the new interim leader, which was soon followed by the
RUF taking into custody a number of its senior membership and the Sierra Leone Ambassador to
146CJ
the Republic of Guinea on 31 March
and the issuance of a public statement that the RUF
leadership had not been changed in any way.14('7
On 7 April, 130 troops from Burkina Faso joined ECOMOG in Liberia. On 17 J'\P ril , the UK
agreed to train two battalions of SLA soldiers. 14l>R On 28 April, it was announced that aU civil militia
groups in Sierra Leone were to be put under the command of the Nigerian-led ECOMOG force,
reportedly to make them more effective and to facilitate their rapid demobilisation Hw
On 25 May 1997, elements of the SU\ staged a coup d'etat and formed the J'\rmed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC). The AFRC released over 700 inmates from Pademba Road Prison,
including their leader, who was formally sworn in as I-lead of State on 17 June 199714711 The AFRC
immediately suspended the Constitution of Sierra Leone. President Kabbah escaped to the Republic
of Guinea by helicopter.
The AFRC moved quickly to draw close to it popular personalities, political and civil society groups
and organised labour groups. However, this failed to stave off a month-long strike staged by the
Sierra Leone Labour Congress. Additionally, 50 members of the 80-seat ParLiamel-lt met despite the
1461 ,\FP, 6 January 1997.
1462 AFP, 4 February 1997.
146, Xinhua, 11 March 1997.
1464 He was later transferred to the Sheraton in Abuja.
14(,S AFP, 18 March 1997.
146(, Including RUF delegates to the CCP, see i\FP, 31 March 1997.
1467 AFP, 31 March 1997.
146H il.PF, 17 April1997.
14(,9 ,\FP, 28 j\pril 1997.
14711 Xinhua, 17 June 1997,
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suspension of Parliament, condemning the AFRC's action and demanded the inunediate restoration
of democratic order.
Immediately after the coup, the l'\FRC invited the RUF to share power. On 28 May, the RUF leader
appeared on SLBS Radio, encouraging RUF solidarity with the AFRC. Part of his statement is worth
quoting: "You will always get instructions from me through [the AFRC leader]. They are our
brothers. Let no one fool you. You have to work \,vith them to put the situation under control,
especially in the western area. As you [sic] the field commander, instruct your other Commander.
to stand by for any reinforcement needed by [the AFRC leader] for anv eventualities. \X/e have to
defend our sovereignty. You are to act on these orders immediatelY.';1~71 On 30 May, the RUF
declared their support for the AFRC on SLBS television and radio and on 1 ] une, the },FRC
declared the RUF leader to be the Vice President of Sierra Leone.
In anticipation of a Nigerian led military intervention, the }I,FRC was quick to secure strategic
locations around Freetown. This included Hastings, which was adjacent to the pre-coup Nigerian
base at Kossoh Townl~72 and near an airfield. Accordingly, around 2001,\FRC members entered
Hastings and took over the Hastings Police Station on 26 May 1997. In the wake of the coup, there
was a large build up of predominantly RUF forces in the Hastings area. Hastings, \Vaterloo and the
SLA's Benguema Training Centre were concentration points for RUF combatants entering the
\X/estern Area. RUF forces entering the Western Area camped in public building 111 \i;/3terloo
(\Vaterloo RD), bec3use the town residents refused to lodge them. In \Vaterloo, RUF forces
occupied the Commercial Secondary School, the REC Second311' School 3nd the SDA Prim31-Y
School.
On 29 May, a further 500 RUF members 3rrived in Hastings, bringing the total to around 2,000,
taking over the expansive Police Training School complex <lnd the Kelly's Rural Vocational and
Agricultural Secondary School. That same d3y, the le3dership of this RUF group met with the
Hastings village authorities and complained that they had not offered the RUF / AFRC their support.
On 30 May, RUF forces set up five large checkpoints throughout Hastings, each operated by around
20 people. Civilians trying to leave the settlement had to pass through each checkpoint, where they
were searched for food. The RUF forces also conducted house-to-house searches confiscating
prepared foods from civilians and held an unknO\vn number of civilians at the Police Training
School, forcing them to collect wood and fresh w3ter for the RUF commanders.
There were a number of random shootings and extensive looting in the Freetown lnetropolitan area
around this time. For example, a large number of armed robbenes were comn-utted in Freetown on
25 May. The National Treasury building was completely gutted, most foreign exchange bureaus werc
looted and the Central Bank was damaged by fue as AFRC forces unsuccessfully sought access to
the vaults. As the anned men roamed the city, attacking and looting residences, rnany people werc
raped and other\\Tise assaulted, including girls under the age of 14 and the wives and d;mghters of
foreigners. The son of a prominent businessman was killed when he refused or was unable to meet

1~71

BBC Media ?\1onitoring, 30 May 1997 transcribing SLBS, 28 May 1997.

1m Nigerian forces, and then ECOMOG, were based at Kossoh Town (\vaterlooRD) from 1994 until 1999
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the demands from armed men for money. At an AFRC press conference on 28 May 1997, this was
explained as an accidental shooting.
The AFRC took a number of largely inadequate steps to contain the \videspread looting of civilian
and government premises. These including creating an anti-looting squad \,,~th orders to shoot
looters dead on sight and ordering the return to base of all SLA members who did not have proper
deployment orders. On 9 June, the AFRC gathered property they had recovered at the Cockerill
Defence HQ and invited civilians to search through it for their belongings. 1473
On 25 May, AFRC forces looted tourist locations in the coastal York Rural District along the
coastal, peninsula road. AFRC members from the SLA Juba Barracks in west Freetown and the SLA
Engineering Mechanical and Electrical Battalion near the Guma Reservoir arrived in Sussex village
and looted the Florence Diving Centre and Hotel. j"'-FRC forces also confiscated boats from civilians
at the Goderich fishing village and used them to transport looted fridges, TVs, fans and furniture
from the Africana Hotel Complex at Tokeh Beach back to Freetown. The RUF would later lodge at
Tokeh and Mama beaches, stealing fishing hauls and other food items from civilians. On 27 May
1997, RUF forces also entered villages in the Mountain RD, establishing checkpoints in Regent and
Bathurst. On 29 May, RUF forces mounted a checkpoint at St :Michael's lodge near Lakka Beach,
extorting money and food items from passers-by.
The period immediately after the coup is also marked by a large military build-up of foreign forces
within Sierra Leone, including Nigerian, Guinean and Ghanaian forces. /\ small Ghanaian
contingent stationed in Monrovia entered Sierra Leone to evacuate Ghanaian nationals, referred to
as "Operation Ogyefo". On 27 May, two boatloads of Nigerian forces arrived in FreetO\vn also from
Monrovia, reinforcing the Nigerian base at Kossoh Town (\X1aterloo RD). A.dditionaJ troops were
H74
airlifted to Freetown from James Spriggs Payne Airbase, just outside Monrovia, Libcria
TIllS
build-up placed huge pressure on the AFRC, resulting in intense diplomatic activity to prevent
further escalation.
The armoured vehicles attached to the Nigerian Army 2 nd IvIechanised Battalion had been loaded
nd
1475
onto the NSS Ambe and previously shipped to Liberia.
On 1 June, orders were given to the 2
Mechanised Battalion and 231 Tank Battalion to perform two simultaneous actions in Freetown.
The first was to move from Kossoh (in Waterloo Town, \X1aterloo RD) and take control of Hastings
Airfield and the nearby Police College ('Xlaterloo RD). The second was to capture the Kiss)' Port
Tenninal in east Freetown, which would allow the NSS Ambe to dock and offload the amour and
supplies required by the Nigerians. The codename for operation would be "Sandstorm." However,
the l\FRC intercepted the transmission of the operational orders, giving them ample prior warnl11g
of the Nigerian plans.

147"
1474
1475

A.FP, 9] une 19~7.
/\FP, 28 May 1997
This account of the Nigerian assaults on Freetmvn on 2] une 1997 owes much to Brig. Gen. R"-\. "-\deshina
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On 2 June, at 05.30, two ships147" anchored out at the Cape commenced mortaring the SL\ Defence
HQ at Cockerill in west Freetown. AFRC spokespersons were quick to dismiss this as a training
exercise, but later announced that the Nigerian naval bombardment had caused between 40 and 100
deaths. However, the family of one person claimed by the AFRC to be a victim of the bombardrnent
later revealed that he had in fact been ambushed and killed by unidentified armed men in another
part of the city. His Peugeot car was stolen, his body dumped at the central mortuary and he was
recorded as one of the \7ictirns of the day's fighting. Nigerian forces set up a comlTwnd post at the
Mammy Yoko hotel in Aberdeen,l477 while US marines evacuated some 200 expatriates to the USS
Kearsage,lm stationed in waters off Freetown.
Nigerian forces stationed at Mammy Yoko were isolated, overpowered and captured by the }l.FRC
after running out of ammunition. On 4 June the AFRC released 300 Nigenan prisoners of war, after
reportedly threatening to use them as human shields 1m at the SLA Cockerill Defence HQ and
1481l
Wilberforce in Freetown.
RUF/AFRC forces were lodged in the Mammy Yoko complex until the
ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998.
Meanwhile on 2 June, the Nigerian group moving towards Hastings (\\laterloo RD) met ,vith strong
resistance from RUF / AFRC forces, who set up a defensive position at the Orogun Bridge and
shelled Nigerian forces along their line of advance from Kossoh Town. \\lith no mechanical support
to clear debris dumped on the bridge by the AFRC, the Nigerian advance was delayed Eventually,
Nigerian forces moved further towards to Hastings, arriving at Allen Town. RUF / AFRC forces had
taken positions in the surrounding hills and continued shelling. \'\lithout significant heavy weapons
support and with ammunition supplies depleted, the Nigerians were unable to advance further.
Nevertheless, it is probable that Nigerian advance units were briefly in possession of Hastings
Airfield and with limited artillery support were able to damage RUF positions at the Police Training
School and in the village itself. RUF casualties were evacuated to Benguema Training Centre.
In the evening of 2 June, the Nigerian advance was called off follmving successful negotiations
between the AFRC, the ICRC and foreign governments. Nigerian forces retreated from Hastings
Airfield and Allen Town, returning to their base at Kossoh Town. Nigerian forces continued to use
Hastings Airfield to obtain supplies of medical provisions and food until 9 June, when the RUF took
over the airfield completely. Between 3 and 9 June, Nigerian forces took full control of Lungi
International Airport,1481 although skirmishes with the RUF /l\FRC continued throughout 1997. On

147" The NNS l\mbe and NNS Ekun, joined on or around June 11 by NNS l\radu and NNS Ekpe: Xinhua, 11
June 1997
1477 The seaside location of Freetown's main hotels. Iviammy Yoko would later become the Freetown Headquarters
of the United Nations Iviission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL).
1478 Marines on the USS Kearsage evacuated over 1,200 expatnates between 25 iliay and 2 June 1997 both from
l\.berdeen and a collection point on a beach to the south of Freetown. See US Defence Department Bnding, 3
June 1997.
H7~ A.FP, 3 June 1997 reports: "Sierra Leonean state radio repeatedly broadcast reports of 300 Nigerian soldiers
being held as 'lucra~ve targets which would be targets for any possible Nigerian bombardment' of the city"
148Illl.FP, 3-4June 1997.
1481 }"FP, 9 June 1997
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21 June, Ghanaian-led mediation between Nigeria and the RUF / AFRC led to the withdrawal of the
· · wars 1·
f our N 1genan
ups f rom S·lerra L eonean waters. 148"Throughout June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces began targeting students and prominent people in
Freetown, including journalists, lawyers, human rights acti·vists and others for their perceived lack of
support for the RUF / AFRC coup. For example, RUF / AFRC forces beat up a prominent journalist
when he told another journalist that he did not support the coup, as a result of which he \'vent into
h.i din g. Two students were arrested and tortured for failing to support the coup One was held for
over two months without charge, while the other was cut with a razor blade for possessing a
National Union of Sierra Leone Students (NUSS) card. NUSS issued a statement condernning the
coup and called for the reinstatement of the elected government. Another Journalist was severely
beaten by armed soldiers who accused him of hiding a government, minister in his house. This
journalist later fled the country after receiving death threats.
Also in June, AFRC officials arrested 15 people - seven civilians and eight senior SLA officers - on
allegations that they were involved in a coup plot to reverse the coup. The detainees were ill-treated
in custody and held for over six weeks without charge. The same month, the /\.FRC anti-looting
squad caught two civilians who were alleged to have broken the curfew, cut off their genitals and
limbs and left their torsos on the road as a warning to others.
July 1997 was marked by similar events. In addition, this was the month when the pro-democracy
pirate radio station FM 98.1 came to the air, beginning broadcasting on 7 July 1997 from locations in
the Republic of Guinea and possibly from within the Nigenan base at Lungi International
Airport.\483 Seven media workers and visitors were arrested at offices of a Freetown newspaper on
the suspicion of being connected to the clandestine station. A woman at the office, who was seven
months pregnant at the time, was physically and possibly also sexually abused by her captors; she
died three weeks later from a miscarriage and massive bleeding. The other detainees were released
after over a week in prison. In addition, RUF / AFRC forces shot a 22-year-old woman when she
defended her right to listen to the radio station, which often broadcast anti-i\FRC statements and
speeches from the exiled President.
The advent of Radio Democracy (FM 98.1) also saw increased attacks on journalists in general.
Journalists accused of writing subversive stories were arrested, as were vendors who sold the
offending editions. Many journalists were arrested, including one who was arrested and detained for
several days, accused of sending messages to the Sierra Leonean President in Guinea, while others
fled the counu)'- At the time, the Sierra Leone i\ssociation of] ournalists (SLi\J) issued a statelTlent
protesting against the arbitrary arrest and detention of Journalists as four media workers \vere held
for activities deemed subversive by the AFRC.
People were also lUlled during this period for other reasons, including for the purposes of taking
their property. For example, a civilian was killed in Freetown when a member of tbe A.FRC
1482

AFP, 21 June 1.997.

1483 On 18 May 1998, UK Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook, announced that the Foreign OffICe had provided
£60,000 to support the clandestine radio station. BBC, 20 May 1998
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demanded he hand over an army belt that he was wearing. The RUF I AFRC forces killed another
man when he told them that he had the right to move freely at mght since there \vas no curfe\\' in
place. In addition, a trader was shot and killed nead<line Town on 6 July 1997 when a member of
the RUF I AFRC opened fire at a person he was arguing \\rith and missed. Youth in the area left the
body in the road so that the i\FRC Chairman could see for himself the work of "his boys"
In the Wellington area of Freetown, a businessman was robbed of thousands of dollars when armed
men in uniform ransacked his home. He was then forced to watch as the RUF/AFRC forces raped
his wife. In addition, a Ports i\ uthority worker was arrested on 10 July 1997 on suspicion of being a
supporter of the ousted government and was held for over four months at Pademba Road prison.
In the early evemng of 12 July 1997, RUF/A.FRC forces attacked Nigerian positions at Kossoh
Town, but were overpowered and repelled by heavy gun and mortar blasts coupled with air support
from an Alfa Jet. As a result of this attack, more civilians fled to the hilltop over looking Hastings
and Kossoh Town. Around 450 houses were looted and partially destroyed by the contingent of the
RUF based at Hastings village. Over 10,000 residents fled Hastings and sought refuge at nearby
ECOMOG bases at Jui and Kossoh Town. Around Kossoh Town, ECOMOG expanded the
territory under their control both to extend protection to these civilians and to block the main
highway out of Freetown. Although most intense on 12 and 13 July 1997, skumishes continued
between ECOMOG and RUF I AFRC forces until 17 July 1997. ECOMOG's Kossoh Town and Jw
positions were attacked again in August 1997. RUF forces moved from the Benguema Training
Centre and attacked Jui, while others moved from Regent and attacked the ECOMOG base at
Kossoh Town; both attacks were successfully repelled.
Between 17 and 18 July, a delegation representing the AFRC launched negotiations with the
ECOWAS Committee of Five in Abidjan, resulting in a ceaseflre. ./\ second round of talks was held
across 29-30 July 1997, after which the i\FRC leader announced over 'SLBS that there would be a
return to civilian rule in not less than four years.
The National Union of Sierra Leonean Students (NUSS) organised a pro-democracy demonstration
on 18 August 1997. This met \vith an immediate and brutal response from the AFRC. Over 11 0
people, including 65 students, were arrested and detained for 12 days after the demonstration. Many
of the detainees were seriously wounded with bayonets and cutlasses by the RUFli\FRC forces. In
one case, the injuries were so serious that the prisons officials refused to accept the detainee for fear
he might die. A t least six female students were abducted and sexually abused by AFRC forces One
student was held captive for over a week and forced to go naked for the first two days of her
captivity. In addition, the Secretary General of the Sierra Leone Teachers Union (SLTU) was
arrested and beaten up, because striking teachers declared solidarity with the pro-democracy cause
A Freetown lawyer and human rights activist was detained by the RUF Ij\FRC forces, beaten,
tortured and forced to make a statement on the government radio, calling on students to go home.
He was held incommunicado for over two weeks. A prominent female leader \vas also arrested a few
days after the s!emonstratiop. She fled the country follo\\~ng her release from detention.
RUF IAFRC forces captured a teacher who had participated in the 18 August demonstration at the
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ECOMOG camp at Jui when she strayed on the main road. She was sexually assaulted by at least
eight soldiers on the first day of her captivity then held at the Benguema Training Centre for over a
week, during which she \vas repeatedly raped.
".0"

AFRC forces killed at least six peaceful demonstrators. Two of them were students, one of whom
was shot. After he died, AFRC forces mutilated and ate his body 111 what was described as "ritual
cannibalism", according to which RUF /AFRC forces allegedJy believed that eating human flesh
would give them "more courage".
Following the suppression of the demonstration, hostile activity against the press in particular was
stepped up. Journalists who attempted to demonstrate '"vere injured and detained at Cockerill
Military headquarters. Two journalists required stitches after they were cut deeply on the back and
head respectively with a razor blade. The men were held in a freight container at Cockerill for over
24 hours without food, water or medical attention. One SLAJ Executive member was arrested and
also held at Cockerill in a freight container for several days for alleged participation in the prodemocracy protest. Armed forces attacked another SLAJ Executive member in h1s house, who
subsequently escaped and fled to Guinea. Arrests and detentions of so-called Kabbah supporters
continued. Three people - a teacher, a trader and a student - were all held without charge at the
Pademba Road prison for several days on this basis.
The AFRC banned all movement of commercial and relief food to the estimated 30,000 displaced
people sheltering at the Jui ECOMOG camp. The death rate from disease ;l11d malnutrition rose
from 22 in June to 35 by the end of i\ugust 1997. AFRC forces laid anti-personnel landmines
around the ECOMOG base at the Hastings-Grafton (\V'aterloo RD) road. In j\ugust 1997,
disgruntled RUF members started taking private property from civilians passing through their
checkpoint at the Boys' Society Compound in Regent (Mountain RD). They claimed that this was III
lieu of the monthly salary that soldiers of the i\FRC were receiving.
Calls for a trade embargo against the AFRC had been repeatedJy made since June 1997. Nigerian
forces had imposed a navel blockade on the Port of Freetown between 25 lvfay and 21 June 1997,
but were forced to back down by the AFRC's diplomatic overtures concerning return to Clvilian rule.
On or around 2 August a Ukrainian vessel, the Kapitan l\1odeJt Ivanov, docked at Freetown Kissy
Terminal (Greater Freetown) carrying 6,800 tonnes of rice;14R4 a number of other sh1ps carrying fuel
also docked successfully in Freetown, including a Chinese vessel carrying 28,000 tones of fuel on
. vesse I on 1 an d lOA.
3 A ugust 14H5 an d a P analnaman
"ugust. 14Hr, T I'
1.1S was unaccepta b-l e to t IN"
1e 1genan
Government, primarily since it took considerable pressure off the AFRC to continue immediate
negotiations.

14H4 Lloyds List, 2 c'\ugust 1997.
1485 A.FP, 3 j\ugust 1997.
14H(,j\FP, 24/\ugust 1997.
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However, on 29 August, at its 20 th Annual Sumrnit, ECO\Xi'AS Imposed sanctions on Sierra Leone,
1487
effective throughout all ECOWAS member States.
The ECOWAS embargo included military
hardware, supplies and spare parts, petroleum andJ'petrol-derived products. i\n export ban was also
imposed. l\ travel ban was imposed on AFRC members and their families, in addition to a freeze on
their assets. Moreover, ECO\Xli\S formally expanded the mandate of ECOlvl0G to include the use
of force to Impose sanctions against Sierra Leone]4H8 Effectively, this gave legal backing to a
complete navel blockade of the Port of Freetown and the prohibition of air-freight traffic. From thIs
date, the Nigerian forces present in Sierra Leone operated under an ECOMOG banner. On the
same day that these sanctions were approved, ECOMOG artillery at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) fired on two cargo ships moored outside the territorial waters of
Sierra Leone as a warning not to enter. Aside from shelling incoming ships, ECOMOG forces at
Lungi enforced the sanctions by shelling the Kissy Terminal and the Government \XTharf in east
Freetown. East Freetown is very densely populated, particularly around the port area, where there
are a large number of marketplaces and slum settlements.
On 3 September, EC01l10G gunners fired across the bows of the' Greek-registered Pro/ellS as it
entered the Port of Freetown, forcing it to anchor out at sea. This artillery barrage reponedly killed
15 people at Dove Cote market]4S9 The AFRC clainlCd that 50 people were killed across the eastern
Freetown ward of Mabella, although there was intense scepticism about this number. FollO\vmg
these deaths, ">\FRC forces added further security to the Kissy Terminal. In the wake of the shelling,
at least two Nigerian nationals resident in Freetown were killed; their corpses \vere mutilated and put
on display along the streets of Freetown on 9 SeptelTlber 1997. ECOMOG c>\lfa Jets air raided I<.issy
Terminal on 7 September, reportedly destroying 10 moored vessels H911 The Pro/ells eventually entered
the port, prompting an ECOMOG air sortie, which partially destroyed the boat. On 13 September,
SLBS reported that ECOMOG Alfa Jets had bombed the oil tanker NomiJ'w, killing two members of
the crew]4')] ECOMOG air activity was met with anti-aircraft gunfire from AFRC positions across
Freetown.
Over 200,000 people fled the area follo\ving this escalation of hostilities bet\veen ECOMOG and
the AFRC, amid warnings from ECOMOG that the bombing \vould conanue. The bombings also
led some AFRC forces deployed in the port and other strategic locations to withdr8w from their
positions to safer locations the hilltops, leaving behind many arms and ammullltion of various trpes
Later in the month, ECOMOG also announced that they would be patrolling the h8rbour 8re8 with
gunboats.

1487 Decision on sanctions against the junta In Siena Leone, Twentieth SessIon of tbe _-\ uthority of Heads of Sta te
and Government, AbuJ3, 28-29 August 1997. Source: ECOW"-\S
1488 Ibid. """,rticle 7. The sub-regional forces shall employ allnecessaq· means to Impose the Implementauon of thJS
decision. They shall monitor closely the coastal areas, land borders and airspace of the Republic of SIerra Leone,
and shall inspect, guard and seize any ship, vehicle or aircraft violating the embargo imposed by this deCIsion."
1489 AFP, 4 September 1997
14911 Xinhua, 7 September 1997.
1491 BBe, 15 September 1997
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On 8 October, the UN Security Council unanimously gave its support to the ECO\X1AS sanctions
regime, extending its provisions to all UN member States]492 Between 8 and 14 October,
ECOMOG Alfa Jets destroyed a number of strtlctures in the SL!\ Cockerill Defence HQ and
silenced SLBS TV and radio by destroying a transmitter located on Leicester Peak, in the peninsular
area of Freetown.
Around 8 October, RUF forces attacked and occupied the villages of Bathurst, Mongema and
Charlotte (all Mountain RD) along the mountain road between Freetown and Kossoh Town, where
ECOMOG were stationed. Civilians were forced to prepare food for the RUF forces, who
established checkpoints in all three villages. A few days later, RUF j AFRC forces attacked the
Kossoh Town ECOMOG base from four flanks. The clandestine pro-democracy radio station, FI\1
98.1, announced the impending attack, giving civilians a chance to retreat to safer locations. Two
ECOMOG soldiers were captured, killed and their corpses strung up on trees by the RUF ji\FRC
forces. ECOMOG forces went on the offensive in a bid to repel these forces and capture all the
surrounding towns and villages, including Kossoh Town, Grafton, Jui and other nearby coastal
villages. This expanded ECOMOG control over movement to and from Freetown. RUF j A FRC
forces retreated east to Yams Farm (\Xl aterloo RD). ECOMOG strengthened their position around
Hastings, allO\ving civilians to return to the village.
AFRC actions against civil society continued throughout October. l!\rmed AFRC members beat a
university lecturer who ,vas wrongly assumed to be a relative of the exiled President and looted 1115
house. Another 18 men and two women were taken from a house and held in the container cell at
Cockerill on suspicion of being informants for the exiled Government. AFRC forces shot a
journalist when he went to investigate the i\FRC-inspired burning of the Presidential residence,
torturing him as he lay wounded on the ground. .i\nother journalist was arrested and thrown in
Pademba Road Pnson for alleged anti-AFRC activities. His sister-in-law and her 13-yen-old
daughter were both raped by the AFRC forces during a raid of their residence. In adc:lition, three
journalists were arrested within 24 hours of each other, accused of subversive activities; all were
beaten at time of their arrest and detained in Pademba Road Prison. No formal charges brought
against them. On 15 October 1997, a newspaper editor was arrested -and severely beaten by AFRC
forces. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists, the journalist sustained rifle butt wounds
on his head, was blindfolded and taken to the notorious Sahr Sandi Army Camp H91 near Regent
(Mountain RD) and detained incommunicado ,vith hard labour.
The AFRC shut down one of Sierra Leone's most popular newspapers dunng October, ralc:ling theIr
offices, arresting the editor and detaining him in Pademba Road Prison. All the newspaper's
equipment and vehicles were seized. The AFRC spokesman told journalists that the paper had been
banned. The intimidation and harassment of journalists continued into November 1997, during
which the Committee to Protect Journalists posted a special action alert on the Internet warning that
the AFRC was circulating a "wanted" list of 13 journalists and called on all to condemn the tlagrant
attacks on press freedom by the AFRC. Nevertheless, the editor of another well-known Freetown
newspaper was arrested on 21 November, tortured and left at the SLP Criminal Investigation
1492
1493

UNSC Resolution 1132 (1997).
/l.1so known as "55 Camp".
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Division cells for subversive activities. Many other ecbtors and publishers were also arrested and
detained for a number of days for subversive activities. This clampdown on journalists continued
until December, at which time some journalists w~ht into hiding after receiving death threats from
the .l\FRC.
Civilians fleeing ECOMOG shelling in I<.issy and the east end were forced to use the poor quality
peninsular road leading through Tombo to Waterloo. This movement resulted in a major road traffic
accident at a place called Comfort Bridge near York, during which 67 people were killed.
RUF /AFRC movement to the inland provinces was also limited to tlns route CheckpoInts and
security points at major locations like Tombo and St IvIichaels Lodge on the route were maintained
by the RUF / AFRC.
The continuous shelling of strategic locations in Freetown, the effects of the embargo and the
AFRC's inability to cbslodge ECOMOG from Kossoh and Jui prompted them to continue the
negotiations started early in the year. ECO\)?AS mecbators, led by the then Nigerian ForeIgn
I'viinister, hammered out a peace plan. This led to a ceasefire on 21 October 1997, folJowed on 23
October by the signing of the Economic Community of \Y;l est African States six-month peace plan
for Sierra Leone (23 October 1997-22 April 1998)]494 The central provlslOns of this agreement were
the maintenance of a ceasefire and the return of the elected Government by 22 April 1998. Other
provisions included the hammering out of nationwide demobilisation and cbsarmament plans across
December 1997 and the return of internally displaced persons to their places of habitual residence.
ECOMOG and UN observers would supervise the implementation process, effectively requinng the
deployment of ECOMOG forces throughout Sierra Leone.
Throughout December, numerous of violations of the sprit and letter of the ceasefire occurred
across Sierra Leone. The CDF High Command implemented "Operation Black December", during
which Kamajor units in Boama Chiefdom (Eo District) cut off alJ the highways and roads leacbng to
the villages, restricting the movement of RUF / AFRC forces. Kamajors from Gorama Mende
(Kenema District) also took part, cutting off stretches of the Kono-Make11.i highway. In Pujehun
Distric, Kamajors engaged RUF / AFRC forces around Pujehun Town (Kpanga Kagonde Chiefdom,
Pujehun District) and in areas of Gbondapi (panga Kabone Chiefdom, Pujehun District) In
Bombali District, ECOMOG jets bombed positions outside of Makeni (:tvlakari Gbanti Chiefdom,
Bombali District), claiming that the ARFC was constructing an asphalt rumvay to allow arms
supplies to enter the country more freely in violation of ECO\\lAS and UN sanctions. RUF jAFRC
forces conducted violent food-finding missions in Koinadugu DistrJct, attacking civilians and
stealing from residences ill the towns of Mansofenia and Kurobonla (Neya Chiefdom, Koinaclugu
District).
On 21 December, the exiled President flew from Cona]·cry to the ECOMOG base at Freetown
International Airport to spur on the implementation of the peace process.

f)

Events in 1998

1494 Full text available at http://\X.'w\v.usip.org/library/pa/sl/sierra_leone_09231997.htmL
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Despite the Conakry Accord, RUF / AFRC attacks on ECOMOG and their harassment of civilians,
particularly businessmen and other high profIle people, became frequent in the city and its ennrons.
This instability in the city and the country at large provoked the Februarv 1998 military interventIon
by the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces.
ECOMOG began preparations for an 111vaS1On of Freetown in rnid-January, reinforcing the
ECOMOG fIeld artillery and concentrating its forces at Kossoh Town (\X!aterloo RD), in addition to
flying training sorties over selected positions in Freetown. On 5 February, operational orders were
given to ECOMOG to break out of Kossoh Town and take control of Freetown. Three major
movements were planned. The Nigerian 2 nd Mechanised Battalion was to move along the main
Freetown highway to capture Freetown. Protecting its flank, the Nigerian 5th Mechanised Battalion
was to advance towards Freetown through Upper Allen Town, Calaba Town and Portee (Greater
Freetown) along the old Freetown highway, which eventually joins the main Freetown higl1\1.'ay
through a series of junctions at Kissy. The Nigerian 5th Mechanised Battalion would disperse \\1thin
Freetown and capture strategic governmental and security institutions. The Nigerian 231 st Tank
Battalion was ordered to seize \X!aterloo and the Benguema Training Centre (both in \X!aterloo RD),
1lea di ng away f rom F reetown. 1495
Shortly before dawn on G February, the ECOMOG intervention began on three fronts. One front
moved from Jui (Waterloo RD) towards Freetown; a second front moved from Hastings .l'\irfIeld
towards Waterloo. ECOMOG also opened a third front and moved from Kossoh Town through
the hills to Regent (Mountain RD) and down into the Mount Aureol (Mountain RD) and HiJl
Station (Greater Freetown) entrances to metropolitan Freetown.
RUF /AFRC forces had blocked the road across Orogun Bridge with a large container, delaying the
ECOMOG advance. ECOMOG fought several battles along the route into Freetown. j\t Portee
Junction, a fIerce battle was fought, forcing the RUF / AFRC to retreat towards the west end of
Freetown and giving ECO.f\10G forces the upper hand to flush them out of Freetown on to the
villages via the peninsular, the only safe exit from the city. There is very little detailed information
about the conduct of the battle within the Freetown metropolitan area. It is clear that the
RUF /AFRC put up stern resistance at the Kissy Terminal and used gunboats to fire on some
ECOMOG advance units that reached the Connaught and \\/harf areas of central Freetown.
Eventually retreating from Kissy Terminal, RUF /AFRC forces booby-trapped and vandalised a
considerable anlount of the harbour tnachinery and eguipmcnt. 14 %

The ECOMOG group moving from Kossoh Town (\\laterloo RD) into Freetown along the
mountain road encountered landmines between Mortema and Charlotte village (both Mounta111
RD). RUF / AFRC forces also placed a large cargo container filled \'lith sand across the s111g1e
carriageway road between Mangaba and Mortema village (both Mountain RD). ECOI\10G forces
assisted by local youths managed to dislodge this obstacle and entered Regent (Mountain RD) by
midday on G February, securing the village. RUF forces stationed at Regent and Bathurst (both
This account of the advance plans is taken mainly from /\deshina, pp.22 ff.
The vandalism was comprehensive enough to delay rhe offloading of nearly 800 tons of humanitanan aid from
a UN ship on 22 February 1998: AFP, 22 February 1998.
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Mountain RD) withdrew with their possessions along the route from Regent through Gloucester
into Freetown. AFRC forces positioned mortars at Regent and shelled ECOMOG along the
mountain road.
Between 10 and 12 February, ECOMOG forces advanced into Freetown along two routes Into the
town: through the Mount Aureol (Mountain RD) campus of Fourah Bay College and through Hill
Station (Greater Freetown). Mount Aureol is the highest point in Freetown and overlooks tbe entire
Kissy area and all approach roads into Freetown from Kossob Town. In addition, tbe road from
Mount Aureol into Freetown leads directly to the civic guarter of Freetown. The Hill Station route
leads directly to the SLA \vilberforce Barracks and into the west Freetown areas of Lumley and
Aberdeen (Greater Freetown). Control of this road isolates the TV and radio transmitter at Leicester
Peak (Mountain RD) and Freetown's second hospital.
Other auxiliary forces also fought alongside with the ECOMOG troops, namely tbe Organised Body
of Hunters Society (OBHS) in addition to Kamajors and Gbethis from the CDF. These auxiliary
troops were responsible for carrying ammunition for the ECOMOG forces and some few loyal 1m
SLA forces fighting alongside ECOMOG;H9H they were also responsible for burying RUF /AFRC
fatalities and civilians who were killed during the offensive. CDF forces advancing with ECOMOG
through the Mountain RD villages of Charlotte, Bathurst and Regent were used to screen the many
civilians who used bush tracks to flee the fighting on the main high\vay. The t3CtiC was useful In
preventing the RUF infiltration of territory only lightly occupied by ECOMOG throughout the ma111
assault.
The ECOMOG advance westward into Freetown 310ng the main highway left those RUF / AFRC
forces stationed in Freetown only one option for retreat: east along the poor guality peninsula road.
By 8 February, RUF / AFRC forces retreating along this route using hundreds of commandeered
utility vans and jeeps started arriving at Tombo (\X!aterloo RD). RUF ll\FRC forces threatened to
kill every resident of Tombo (\vaterloo RD) unless the owners of fishing b03ts gave them passage to
Fogbo Jetty (Koya RD). The RUF / AFRC forces abandoned many of their vehicles at Tombo
(\X?aterloo RD). Most were stripped down or burned, but vehicles in working order were taken to
Waterloo beNleen February and March of 1998 by the ECOMOG forces and p3rked in front of the
Rural Education Committee School near the Post Office. A large cache of weapons ab3ndoned by
retreating RUF / AFRC forces was handed over to ECOMOG by the ;ombo village (Waterloo RD)
authorities. An RUF 1l.xrnber who had failed to escape to Fogbo (Koya RD) shot dead a popular
young man who bad arranged the weapons collection.
The ECOMOG advance westward into \X!aterloo from Hastings (both Waterloo RD) along the
main highway guickly dislodged the RUF/AFRC forces based at Yams Fann (\V'3terloo RD) 3nd
pursued them to \X!aterloo. These ECOMOG forces captured Waterloo without any resistance on (j
February 1998. All the villages on ECOMOG's route to Waterloo, inclumng Lower Allen Town,
1497 Namely, those SL'\ forces that did not change their allegiance to the leaders of the A.FRC and instead retained
allegiance to Presicjent Kabbah.
149H ECOMOG reported that 84 "loyal" SL'\ soldiers had surrendered to them in early FebmaI)', but it 15 not clear
whether ECOMOG had under its command any full units of the SL\ that were unaffiliated with the .-\FRC.
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Roke! and Devil Hole (all Waterloo RD), were cleared of RUF jAFRC forces and lightly occupred.
Residents of these villages fled towards Waterloo and onwards towards Newton (Koya RD) as
ECOMOG advanced. Civil militia in Waterloo assisted ECOMOG in identifying the key locations
in the town. During the shelling of Waterloo, ECOMOG levelled a two-story house.
At Waterloo, ECOMOG mounted a checkpoint at the Post Office, ordering local youths to dig
trenches for them. ECOMOG forces shot a man v-rith learning difficulties \vho bad failed to identify
himself promptly and executed a man alleged by villagers of Matal;ky (\vaterloo RD) to be an
RUF j AFRC collaborator. Throughout Waterloo and Lumpa, ECOMOG conducted house-tohouse searches for RUF j AFRC members. Civilians were instructed to clear the streets and remain in
their residences while ECOMOG searched for armaments.
In tbe afternoon of the ECOMOG capture of Waterloo, an Alpha .I et flew over tbe village and the
camp. The ECOMOG forces then moved to Lumpa, where they established a base and a
checkpoint near the Banga Farm palm oil plantation (straddling \X/aterloo and Koya RDs).
ECOMOG forces executed a young man and maltreated an unknown number of otbers before
advancing to Campbell Town (\vaterloo RD), where they attacked the remnants of the RUF ;'i\FRC
forces, killing six. Three days after the capture of \)?aterloo, several unarmed SSD officers
surrendered to ECOI\10G at their Post Office checkpoint Some were sent to Kossoh Town
(\vaterloo RD) while others remained at Waterloo.
Thousands of civilians, together \\rith some of the RUF j AFRC forces based at tbe Benguema
Training Centre, \vaterloo, Lumpa and satellite villages moved towards the Waterloo Displaced
Camp, east of \X/aterloo (all Waterloo RD). The RUF ;'i\FRC forces stationed at the Benguema
Training Centre offered resistance to ECOMOG until they were overrun on 9 Februaryl~')~
Over the next few days, the RUF ji\FRC forces moved from the \X/aterloo Displaced Camp and
counter-attacked the ECOMOG troops based at Lumpa. This led to the renewed shelling of the
camp by ECOMOG and a mass movement of ci\rilians and RUF j AFRC forces towards the main
highway at Newton (Koya RD), where the other RUF jAFRC forces from Fogbo Jetty (Koya RD)
joined them. This group of RUF jAFRC forces subsequently moved inland to MaSlaka (Koya
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) along the rnain highway. They took \\rith them a 18rge number of
abducted civilians, allegedly to prevent the ECOMOG Alpha Jet from bombing them on their way
to Masiaka.

By 12 February, ECOMOG had control over the majority of the Freetown metropolitan area and
had commenced intense "mopping-up" operations. Between 12 and 24 February a curfew was
imposed throughout areas occupied by ECOMOG. They established checkpoints all over the city
and in villages through the York and Mountain RDs. i\t locations in York RD, a civil militia was
trained by ECOMOG to maintain these checkpoints and assist them in identifying suspected
RUF jA.FRC members and collaborators. Other militia groups were trained by ECOMOG at
Hamilton and Lakka (both York RD). The OBHS, who were armed, also assisted ECOMOG forces
1m ECOMOG claimed they had captured Benguema Training Centre (\Vaterloo RD) on ') Febru:uj' _"cFP, ')
February 1998.
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mechanism for trapping suspected RUF /l\.FRC members and sympathisers.
Between 16 February and 3 March, ECOMOG mounted checkpoints at Goderich, Lak}.::a, Hamilton,
Sussex, Bawbaw, Tokeh, York, I<:issy Town (all York RD), Tombo, Russell and Madina (all
00
Waterloo RD). The Nigerian 232 Tank Battalion operated the checkpoint 3t Long Be3ch 111
Hamilton. ECOMOG forces based at Laklz3 imposed a fish tax on the villagers: every fish111g day, a
large b3sket was passed around among the fishers, into which everyone was supposed to contribute
a minimum of four fish to feed the Nigerian contingent. These fish were demanded as a
contribution to ECOMOG's daily food ration, although sometimes they ,vere sold and the
ECOMOG forces kept the money.
Between Freetown and Newton (Koya RD), ECOI\10G erected several checkpoints. i\t each of
these checkpoints, ECOMOG forces intimidated civilians, took their money and beat and killed
people, among other things. For example, people were killed for failing to produce an identity card
or for being suspected of being a relative of any member of the AFRC, RUF or SLA forces.
While Nigerian ECOMOG forces were generally welcomed, there were many instances of
apparently arbitrary punishment and cruel treatment of civilians. In March 1998, ECOMOG solcUers
from the Nigerian 1920d Battalion were stationed at York village (York RD). On finding a vehicle
burned-out by retreating RUF / AFRC forces, the ECOMOG platoon commander demanded that all
the men of the village gather at the Hospital compound so they could identify who was responsible
for the burning. The village elders were made to sit on the floor, which symbolically is extremely
demeaning. The gathered men were divided into groups according to their age and interrogated by
ECOMOG forces. \Xfhen they failed to obtain information about the vehicle, ECOMOG forces
beat the gathered men with doubled-up length of electrical cable. Starting with the Head Man and
moving from eldest to youngest, ECOMOG forces hit each man at least 12 times before deciding
that three young men had the information they sought. These three youths were left out in the sun
for 3 day and then beaten with sticks.
After 2 March, ECOMOG forces began running night and d3Y p3trols between the "i1l3ges of
Sussex and Baw-Baw (both York RD). Local youths were trained to run p3trols between B3w-13aw
and Number Two River (York RD).
In early March 1998, there was also an influx of Kamajors into York RD from Kagboro Chiefdom
(Moyamba District), establishing bases in and 3round Tokeh (York RD). Between 8 and 10 March, a
Kamajor commander order a local youth group to mount a checkpoint at the Number Two River
Road Junction (York RD); ECOMOG later ordered them to cUsmantle the checkpoint. In '1'ombo
(Waterloo RD), Kamajors took up residence in the village, claiming to be providing security. The
Kamajors took property from the houses of two suspected RUF /AFRC collaborators and ill-treated
a number of residents who complained. Following requests from the village authorities, ECOMOG
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ordered the departure of all Kamajors from the Tombo area. Kamajors also deployed
security in Regent and Bathurst villages (Mountain RD).

to

provide

On 17 February, a supervisory task force was set-up to prmr1de joint leadership between ECOMOG
and the exiled Government during the ll11mediate post-intervention period. The t3sk force met with
representatives of key civil society groups and governmental 111stitutions. British and Nigenan
military vessels docked in water off Freetown on 1 M3rch 1998 to prov1de technic3l 3ssist3nce on 3
range of unspecified matters 15i11 On 10 March, the President returned to Freetown, which W3S
followed a few days l3ter by the UN Security Council lifting the ban on fuel imports to Sierra Leone
and deciding to review other sanctions prmr1sions 1s1I:C Nevertheless, the prohibition on the
import3tion of arms remained in force.
Successful ECOMOG interventions in Bo (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District) and Kenema (Nongowa
Chiefdom, Kenema District) took place between 12 and 17 February, coinciding \\r1th operations in
the Western Area. Following their successful offensives against RUF / AFRC forces in the \X!estern
Area and Southern Province, ECOMOG focussed on operations in the Northern and Eastern
provinces of Sierra Leone. In brief, between 1 March 1998 and 5 March, ECOMOG forces took
control of Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom,
Bombali District) and Magburaka (I<holifa Rowalla Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and locations in
Koinadugu District thereafter. ECOMOG moved into Kono District, taking full control of Koidu
(Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District) in early April 1998. ECOMOG forces had also moved as far east
as Dam (Jawie Chiefdom, Kailahun District) by April 1998.
On 17 April, the UN Security Council authorised the deployment of a 10-strong te3m of milit3ry
and security observers to Sierra Leone, who arrived in l\13y 1998 15113 The UN Observer :Mission in
Sierra Leone (lJNOMSIL), comprising 3round 70 military observers and accomp3nY1l1g logistic
support, was established on 13 July 1998.150~
Immediately after the reinstatement of the President, critninal investigations into hundreds of alleged
RUF / AFRC co1l3borators and surrendered SLA soldiers detained at the Pademba Road Prison
commenced, ending in a wave of treason trials. Between 21 March and 14 April 1998,35 civilians
who were alleged members of the AFRC regime were charged in three separate trials with treason, a
crime punishable by death in Sierra Leone. On 24 l'l.Ugust, all 35 were found guilty by jury trial and
the court handed down sentences of death to 16 of these 35. All appealed the death sentence and
were still in prison awaiting their appeals when the RUF invaded Freetown 111 early January 1999;
they were later pardoned as part of the Lome Peace /\greement. On 24 July 1998, 34 members of
the SLA accused of carrying out the AFRC coup faced a court martial. On 12 October, all were
found guilty of treason by a military court and 24 were executed by firing squad on 19 October at

A,P,
UN
15113 UN
15114 UN

15111

15112

1 March 1998.
Security C<;mncil Resolution 1156 (1998), 15 JvIarch 1998
Security Council Resolution 1162 (1998), 17 l\.pril 1998.
Security Council Resolution 1181 (1998), 13 July 1998
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the SLA Juba Barracks in west Freetown. 1505 The remaining 10 had their sentences commuted to
long prison terms. Some 300 SLA members under investigation for their suspected im'olvement
with the AFRC were released from government custody on or around 3 September. A final set of
treason charges were brought against 22 civilians on 14 December.
The RUF leader was repatriated to Sierra Leone from Nigeria on 25 July and charged ,vith treason
on 4 September. Despite efforts to locate counsel for him, he represented himself throughout the
trial, which began on 4 October. "4, jury found him guilty and the court sentenced him to death on
23 October; the RUF leader appealed the sentence and remained in custody until he was pardoned
as part of the Lome Peace Agreement. In September, ECOMOG formally moved its headquarters
from Monrovia, Liberia to Freetown.
On 21 December 1998, RUF I AFRC forces attacked Songo and Six-hIDe (Koya RD) and, by the
early afternoon, had arrived at Newton Village (Koya RD), resulting in a mass movement of civilians
to Waterloo (\X!aterloo RD). The swell of people into \X!aterloo caused widespread panic-buymg of
food and palm wine. Later that same day, residents of \;'?aterloo heard small arms fire cOlTung from
Banga Farm, on the main highway between \Vaterloo and Newton. Late that night, ECOMOG
forces based at the \Vaterloo Post Office and Peninsular Secondary School launched several mortars
towards Banga Farm, followed by an aerial bombardment by the Alpha Jet at the same location.
Heavily armed RUF 1"4,FRC forces attacked Waterloo (\Vaterloo RD) before dawn on 22 December
1998. During this attack, they killed between 15 and 19 civilians, looted extensively and burnt down
at least 53 houses. AFRC forces identified as being comprised predominantly of ex-SLA members
marched down Calmont Road with powerful flashlights, targeting the houses of prominent people in
\X!aterloo. A large RUF Small Boy Unit accompanied them, sprinkling petrol on doorfrarnes and
around houses. The AFRC forces ignited the petrol \vith gunfire, setting fire the to the houses. "4,
Guinean ECOMOG unit entered Waterloo and commenced shelling the RUF I AFRC forces from
an armoured car, resulting in their onwards advance to the Benguema Training Centre (\X!aterloo
RD). The RUF I AFRC forces captured a large cache of arms and ammunition before destroytng the
base's main ammunition dump. l\ prominent AFRC commander was killed in the explosion and
buried nearby Koba, a few kilometres south of Benguema.
RUF I AFRC forces continued advancing southward along the peninsular road, mmring from the
Benguema Training Centre through Koba, DUl:ing Town, Boyah Village and Russell (all \\!aterloo
RD). At Russell, RUF I AFRC forces dislodged the small ECOMOG contingent stationed there. Not
long after midnight on 24 December, RUF I AFRC forces entered Tombo through Worlat Village
(both \\!aterloo RD), to the immediate east of Tombo. The day before, the Yillage authorities of
15115 Those sentenced to death in the court martial had submitted a complaint to the Committee on J--Juman Rights
under the procedure in the First Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
alleging that their right to appeal, guaranteed in article 14(5), had been violated: Commu111cation Nos 839/1998 &
840/1998 & 841/1998. Despite the Committee requesting a stay of execution, they were executed a week after
they had lodged th.eir complaint The Committee subsequently found that their rights had in fact been vJOlated, as
there was no right of appeal from a court martial: Antbon} B 1I1.allJaraj et al; 1I1r Cbone Tamba I't al; AIr Abdul Klnl?l
S esCl)! et al v Sierra LeOlle, decision of 16 JwI' 2001.
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Tombo had received warning of the coming RUF/ AFRC attack from an SLA solc:Jjer who escaped
the attack on Benguema Training Centre.

l\t that time, the RUF were accompanied by a large number of civilians, some carrymg ammunition
and other supplies and some banging drums and chanting about celebrating Ramadan in Tombo
(\X!aterloo RD). To help identify each other in night attacks, RUF /i\FRC forces stuck the
transparent cellophane wrapping from popular boiled sweets called "Diamonds" over their torch
lenses, giving the beams a red tint. The Nigerian ECOMOG contingent was outnumbered and
immec:Jjately retreated towards Freetown along the peninsula road through Kassi to Kissy Town
(\X!aterloo RD), together ,vith thousands of civilians. Many civilians escaped by boats to Shenge
(Kagboro Chiefdom, Moyamba District), Banana Island 150 (, and villages inland along the Ribbi River,
while others moved to Lakka Village (York RD). RUF / AFRC forces left Tombo, having taken the
contents of many abandoned homes, and burned down at least 20 others \vithout attempting to
occupy the township.
Between 22 and 25 December 1998, Nigerian ECOMOG reinforced Waterloo. On 24 December,
Hastings was reinforced by around 500 Kamajors, who immec:Jjately imposed a curfew between the
hours of 18.00 and 07.00. Two days later, Kamajor members arrested two suspected RUF / AFRC
collaborators, who were tied up, their heads forced into a large white plastic bowl and their throats
cut; civilians were forced to bury the corpses. Kamajors also killed four other civilians at Jui
Junction, near Kossoh Town (\X1aterloo RD), leaving a severed head on a pole at their checkpoint.
Waterloo Town was bombarded by ECOMOG on 26 December 1998, causing further civilian flight
from the town. A Guinean ECOMOG contingent from Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
District) reinforced ECOMOG stationed at Waterloo (\lI!aterloo RD) .and set up a base at the SDA
School compound, moving later to the PSS School compound. Guinean ECOMOG provided
limited security around the market area of Waterloo, where traders remained at work until the
RUF / AFRC raided Lumpa (\X!aterloo RD). l\1embers of the Guinean ECOMOG contingent
mistakenly killed eight traders who were running towards the PSS Compound to escape an
RUF / AFRC ambush at Lumpa. The RUF / AFRC occupied Lumpa and other parts of Waterloo,
effectively c:Jjvic:Jjng the town in two. RUF / AFRC forces stole medical supplies from the \\!aterloo
Health Centre. The RUF / AFRC st;ryed in Lumpa throughout January, forcing civilians to perform
domestic services for them; they would not allow civilians to close their doors and performed
frequent house-to-house searches for food. The RUF corrunanding officer in Lumpa personally
executed at least three civilians, dumping the body of one v1Ctim in a pit latrine and cutting out and
eating the heart of another. At this time, the RUF and AFRC forces were not lodging together.
Between 25 and 28 December, RUF / AFRC advance units continued from Tombo around the
peninsula towards Freetown. The villages of Black Johnson and Big \X7ater 0)oth York RD), on the
approach road to York, were infiltrated by small numbers of RUF/AFRC. RUF//\FRC forces
exchanged heavy machine gun fire with Nigerian ECOMOG forces at the York Grass Field area of
York town. ECOMOG gunners killed three members of the RUF / AFRC. Following these attacks

1511(,

/\lso called Plantain Island.
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around the peninsula road, Nigerian ECOMOG redeployed at Tombo (\i?aterloo RD) in greater
force. A Kamajor detachment was sent to guard the bridge at MacDonald (\Vaterloo RD). Nigerian
ECOMOG imposed a strict security regime around the York Town area, organising local youth into
groups to accompany them on a continuous day-and-night patrol routine. ECOMOG also began
collecting and, in collaboration with locals, screening for RUF /l\.FRC infIltrators displaced by the
fIghting on the peninsular at locations. These screening centres included the Cotton Club and St.
Michaels Lodge in Lakka and the Hamilton Community Centre (all York RD). After 6 January,
villagers in Tombo burnt alive an RUF / AFRC member at the Tombo Grass Field area. An
unknown number of other suspected RUF /AFRC members \vere killed witb bladed weapons by tbe
Tombo youth.

g)

Events in 1999
Between 30 December and 5 January 1999, RUF / AFRC forces staged attacks on Hastings and
Kossoh Town (both Waterloo RD). Using bush tracks through the hills from Waterloo (\X1aterloo
RD), RUF /AFRC forces staged major attacks on Hastings, Allen Town and Jui on 5 January. They
encountered sporadic resistance from ECOMOG forces who, considerably reduced in number,
progressively retreated towards Freetown. On 4 and 5 January, RUF /APRC forces, hardware and
vehicles were moving continuously through Newtown and Four IvWe (Koya RD) towards \Vaterloo,
gathering in the 1bo Town area (Waterloo RD).

Just after midnight on 6 January, RUF / AFRC forces began their assault on Freetown. An advance
RUF / AFRC unit, numbering around 300, moved quickly to engage ECOMOG at their Kissy
Roundabout security point. Meanwhile, RUF/ AFRC forces in \X!aterloo started round the clock
attacks on the Guinean ECOMOG contingent at PSS in Waterloo. On 9 January, tbe RUF /i\FRC
granted the Guineans safe passage from the town only in return for their remaining stock of
ammunition.1Sl17 From 1bo Town, the RUF also began sending out units to Yams Farm (\X!aterloo
RD), from where throughout the night they laid down heavy machme gun fIre on ECOrviOG
positions at Hastings. Civilians were often used in these attacks.
The advancing RUF / AFRC forces were reinforced by tbousands of others, who entered the
\\lellington and Calaba Town areas of eastern Freetown. On 7 January, RUF /AFRC forces occupied
a petrol station near 1ussy Road roundabout and started burning every solid structure in ItS
immediate vicinity. The exact chronology of the nlOvement of RUF / AFRC forces through east
Freetown is not completely clear. One of their first successes, on either 6 or 7 January, was a raid on
Pademba Road Prison, releasing many RUF /AFRC members captured by ECOrvl0G and progovernment forces over tbe previous year. Pademba Road Prison is to the west of central Freetown
in Brookfields at the end of Pademba Road, \vbich is also an access route through to the New
England and \"XIilberforce areas of western Freetown. That RUF / AFRC forces made It to Pademba
Road so quickly suggests that they had free movement through both the centre of Freetown,
through the "PZ" junction and also through the Mountain Cut route from 1ussy through to New
England.

15117 The Guineans actually handed the RUF IA.FRe a haul of blank ammunition.
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However, the brunt of the RUF/AFRC assault was in east Freetown. RUFIl\FRC forces quickly
occupied the Clay Factory IDP camp in I(issy, killing at least 20 people. ECOMOG commenced
shelling into the hills behind the Clay Factory. By the early afternoon of 6 January, RUF IAFRC
forces had occupied the main I(issy Terminal, killing eight ECOMOG soldiers in the Terminal's
security office. The I<..issy Police Station and the I(issy Mental Hospital were set on fire and a
number of churches including the Holy Trinity and the Trascott Church were burned dO\vn.
Behind their line of advance, RUF forces made every civilian in the Eastern part of Freetown hoist
white pieces of cloth in front of their houses and tie white ribbons on their heads and wrists to
signify their support for peace. Each night, civilians were forced to burn old tyres in order to light
up the city and to sing peace songs. Some beat drums while others clapped their hands or banged
empty tins together. Some were even forced to dance, especially old people. Those who failed to
obey these orders were shot and killed or had their houses set on fire; many civilians were burnt
alive in their houses.
At irregular intervals, ECOMOG ~AJpha Jets bombed various locations in Freetown lncluding "PZ",
a busy business district centre, killing an unknown number of civilians who had been forced onto
the streets by the RUF IAFRC.
Between 8 and 9 January 1999, the RUF/AFRC forces advanced into the west end of Freetown and
were prevented from crossing the Congo Cross Road Bridge by the combined forces of ECOIVIOG,
"loyal" SLA and CDF. The Congo Cross Road Bridge carries a dual carriageway (dubbed "rnain
motor road") from Brookfields through to Congo Cross, \"X1ilkinson Road, Murray Town, Lumley
and Juba. It is the only way of qwckly moving a large force from central to western Freetown;
alternative routes into west Freetown are longer and far easier to secure. One route moves from
New England to Hill Station up a steep winding mountain road in full sight of ECOMOG's nuin
base at \X'!ilberforce. Other routes to Congo Cross move from I(ing Harmon Road up the \vinding
Old Railway Line through Tembah Town and also through Congo Town along a poor quality road
and a decrepit old bailey bridge. Combined with artillery from \"X!ilberforce and the defence of the
Hill Station route into west Freetown, RUF I AFRC movement westwards was halted at Congo
Cross Road Bridge, from where the RUF IAPRC forces launched missiles l11to Congo Cross.
ECOMOG forces fought with RUF/AFRC forces for control of a key roundabout called Eastern
Police between 8 and 9 January. By 10 January, ECOMOG were putting pressure RUF I AFRC
forces stationed at Waterloo Town. By 11 January, the RUF/AFRC had begun their retreat east
from the civic centre of Freetown, burning down the Law Courts, the telephone exchange and many
government buildings.
Behind ECOMOG lines, a curfew was imposed from 15.00 to 06.00 ..Ahead of ECOlvIOG lines, ;]
24-hour curfew was then announced by the Government on Radio Democracy 98.1 Flv1. Anyone
caught violating the curfew would be perceived as hostile and \vould be executed on the spot by the
ECOMOG forces. By 13 January, ECOMOG had pushed the RUF I AFRC forces back from the
Congo Cross Road Bridge and had taken control over the densely populated, central-west
Brookfields area. The RUF IA.FRC forces started burning houses as they retreated eastwards
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ECOMOG advised civilians to move into the National Stadium,15f1S where ECOMOG in
collaboration with the Kamajors and OHBS screened civilians. i\n unknown number of suspected
RUF /AFRC members were lined up against the walls of the National StacLum and shot dead by
ECOMOG. Other collection points for cLsplaced persons included the National \v'orkshop by
Pademba Road Prison and the Parade Group on Fourah Bay Road. ECOIv10G also began
confiscating satellite telephones and racLo comrnunications equipment from international NGOs,
reportedly to prevent them falling into the possession of the RUF / f\FRC.
On 18 January, the I-IMS Norfolk arrived in Freetown carrying mecLcal supplies and a 200-strong
liaison and reconnaissance group. The UK dewed that it was taking any military part in the conflict,
but had earlier in January released over $1.6 million for humanitarian supplies and logistic support
for ECOMOG.
RUF /AFRC forces started mutilating civilians on 19 January 1999 at Black Hall Road in Freetown,
as ECOMOG forces steadily forced them out of the city. At that time, ECOMOG forces had
control over the Ferry Junction at I<:issy eastward to \);"laterloo (\\!aterloo RD). Civilian volunteers
used carts to transport the corpses of those killed in the conflict to the I<:issy Road cemetery. On 16
January, RUF / AFRC forces they had befriended warned civilians remaining in \"X1aterloo that an
order had been given to amputate the arms of any non-RUF / AFRC found in the town. The
ECOMOG Alpha Jet bombing of numerous RUF / AFRC positions in the east end of Freetown and
Waterloo pushed RUF / AFRC forces eastwards to the outskirts of the city. i\s they retreated via the
hills, avoiding the ECOMOG checkpoint at Kossoh Town, RUF / AFRC forces abducted hundreds
of civilians, many of whom were given narcotics to make them compliant.
Although most of Greater Freetown area had come under ECOMOG control by 20 January,
RUF / AFRC forces continued to stage attacks and attempt to infiltrate locations in the east of the
town. ECOMOG reported having trouble with large numbers of swpers remaining 1ll hillside
locations overlooking their positions following the main RUF /l\FR~ retreat. Across February and
March, RUF /AFRC occupied Waterloo (\"'i/aterloo RD), evacLng ECOMOG Alpha Jet
bombardments by using bush paths and moving mainly during the nighttime from Waterloo to
attack surrounding villages. For example, one night they attacked Susu Tmvn near Devi.l Hole
(Waterloo RD) at a location called Compound, where they raped and killed a police\voman. l'i1any
civilians escaped across the Madonke creek to villages in Koya Chiefdom (port Loko District). In
addition, RUF /i\FRC patrols rounded up civilians hiding in the \vaterloo area and returned then. to
the town.
.
At the end of January, Nigeria announced that it wished to remove its troops fron1 Sierra Leone by
May 1999]509 On 2 February, ECOMOG continued to reinforce with the arrival of over 400 I'dalian
troops15l0 and around 1,000 Ghanaian troops by 8 February]511 A. general mobilisation of
l5n8 l'"t the highpoint of the invasion, UN World Food Program estimated that around 40,000 Clvilians sought
security in the National Stadium by 2 I January 1999.
1509 BBC, 28 Januan' 1999.
15111 IRIN West /'"frica, 2 February 1999.
1511 IRIN West /\frica, 8 February 1999.
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ECOMOG throughout Freetown was announced on 5 February 1999. 1512 The Chief of Staff of the
SU\ reportedly announced that ECOMOG would not hesitate in ~ring on civilians should the
RUF / AFRC use them as human shields. 1513 The ECOMOG general mobilisation was followed by an
intensification of cordon and search operations throughout the city]51~ ECOMOG restructured ltS
operations to include a specific garrison and force for the Freetown area. The UK Government
stated that it would be providing a package of comprehensive logistic and other support to
ECOMOG,1515 followed soon after by the announcement that it would be providing around $1 G
million in military and training support for Sierra Leone and ECOMOG. 1511'
Between 20 and 25 February, ECOMOG launched an attack on \X!aterloo by continuously shelling
the town. Some of the shells landed at the creek at the Christian cemetery. The remnants of
RUF / AFRC forces, who were mainly ex-SLA, pulled out of \,(7 aterloo and Campbell Town along
the Prince Alfred Road towards Cole Town (all Waterloo RD) and proceeding along bush tracks to
the Waterloo Displaced Camp. By nightfall, all of them had left and headed towards Nevton (Koya
RD). In Waterloo, around 700 houses had been burnt down during the RUF /i\FRC occupation
ECOMOG and Kamajor forces secured the town, with approximately 50 Kamajors deploying to
Waterloo. They were shown around town by a local man who identified suspected RUF/AFRC
collaborators, of whom at least two were tortured and executed by the Kamajors. The Karnajors also
deployed at Bath-Comp (Koya RD), where they looted and burnt down an unknO\vn number of
civilian residences. At I<:issy Town, near the IDP camp, combined "loyal" SLP, and CDF on the one
hand and ECOMOG on the other, erected checkpoints.
Responding to demands made by the RUF/AFRC, on 15 April the Court of }\ppeal of Sierra Leone
temporarily released the RUF leader from prison,l517 where he had been awaiting appeal from his
treason conviction, allowing him to meet with the High Command of the RUF / AFRC and engage
in peace talks in Togo, Lome]51H Preliminary discussions between representatives of the
RUF / AFRC and the Government of Sierra Leone yielded a ceasefire, which entered into force on
24 May. Full talks comrnenced on 25 May, leading to the signing of the Peace Agreement Between
the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999
(the Lome Peace Agreement)]519 The Lome Peace Agreement provided for a number of Joint RUFGOSL processes for the provision of humanitarian assistance, return of displaced persons,
demobilisation, management of natural resources and other matters related to the consolidation of
the peace process. Additionally, it contains provisions for a governmental power-sharing
arrangelTlent between the RUF and the Government. The Lome Peace Agreement also pardoned

1512 A,FP, 4 February 1999.
1m IRIN \'\!est _\frica, 5 February 1999.
151~ BBC, 6 February 1999
1515 IRIN West Africa, 22 February 1999.
1516 IRIN West _\frica, 3 G'1arch 1999. The UK starting exporting ammunition and military egLUpment to Sierra
Leone after 7 October 1999.
1517 The RUF leader was reportedly taken from Pademba Road prison into protective custody In the RepubLtc of
GLUnea prior to the RUF/ ,\FRC 6 January 1999 assault on Freetown.
1518 BBC, 15l\.pril1999.
1519 The full text is available at http://UT\\Tw.usip.org/library/pa/sl/ sierra_leone_07071999_tochtmL
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the RUF leader and others and granted a blanket amnesty to all combatants and collaborators for
acts done in fulfilment of theu" objectives.
The RUF and AFRC leaders arrived back in Freetown on 3 October 1999 from Liberia, where they
had gone following the conclusion of the peace talks 152<1 On 22 October, the United Nations
Security Council authorised the deployment of a 6,000-strong peacekeeping rnission to Sierra Leone
to replace the previous observer rnission. 1521
h)
Events in 2000
Between January and May 2000 no violent incidents are recorded for the \X1estern Area. By 12 ApriJ
2000, the DDR program had taken on over 22,000 ex-combatants, comprising 4,227 RUF; 7,474
CDF; 5,590 l\FRC: 3,804 SLA: and 1,463 unaffiliated combatants 1522
On 1 May, the United Nations reported that RUF forces had attacked its positions near Newton
(Koya RD), a few miles east of Waterloo (\,?aterloo RD),152:1 that there had been a number of RUF
attacks near \X1aterloo and that RUF forces had been seen moving towards Hastings (\Vater]oo RD).
However, the BBC reported on 6 May that UNAMSIL had retracted the latter statement and that In
an "unfortunate reporting error on our part" they had confused this with RUF activity near Lunsar
(Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District).1524 Nevertheless, whiJe information gathered for this
report confirms that there were no RUF attacks on locations in the \Vestern Area at this time,
rumours of RUF attacks sparked at least 20,000 ci-vilians to leave Songo, NC'..vton (both Koya RD),
\Xlaterloo and Hastings (\\laterloo RD) and move into the Greater Freetown i\rea 1525
However, UNAMSIL faced a serious crisis between 5 and 28 May: nearly 500 troops from different
UNAMSIL contingents were disarmed and held hostage by RUF forces. On 8 May, the UK rnilitary
commenced "Operation Palliser", deplOying to Sierra Leone theHMS Ocean and other vessels with
around 800 soldiers from the Parachute Regiment. 152e Initially, UK forces secured the airport at
Lungi and commenced the evacuation of UK nationals and other expatriates. Also on 8 May,
ci-vilians in Freetown held a large demonstration outside the Spur Road residence of RUF leader.
The details are not clear, but a number of gunshots were fired, reportedly by RUF members
guarding the residence l527 Nineteen civilians were killed dUrIng the rally and were buried on 13
May.152H The RUF leader apparently disappeared, but was apprehended by civilians on 17 l\1ay whilst
travelling in a civilian vehicle through the Lumley area of Freetown. The UK Secretary of Defence

15211 Both reportedly held talks with the Liberian PreSIdent in IvIonrovia during th.is time: bttp:/ /WW\v.slerraleone.org/slnews0999.html.
1521 UN Security Council Resolution 1270 (1999)
1522 From National Commission from Disannament, Demobilisation and Re1l1tegration (NCDDR), cjlloted 1ll
IRIN West A.frica, 18 A.pril 2000.
1525 IRIN West },frica, 1 May 2000.
1524 BBC Online News, 7 l\lay 2000 (06:40 GMT 0740 UK).
1525 OCH!\ Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 12 May 2000.
152(, On 24 IvIay, soldiers from the 42 Commando Royal j\1arines replaced the paratroopers
1527 BBC Online News, 8l\lay, 2000, (17:13 GMT 18:13 UK)
152H BBC Online News, 13 l\1ay 2000 (01:53 GMT 0253 UK)
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subsequently stated to the BBC that the RUF leader was being held in "protective custody" by UK
forces. 1529
Between 8 and 14 May, RUF forces unsuccessfully attempted to gain control of Masiaka (Ko1'a
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) from pro-Government forces. During the same period, UK forces
bolstered security at strategic locations on the main highway at Hastings and \X!aterloo. On 19 IVlay,
UK Royal Marines rehearsed amphibious landings in the Freetown area 15311 in preparation for
replacing the Paratroops deployed on 8 May.1531 In addition, the UK announced its decision to
provide an ongoing series of six-week training courses for around 8 battalions of the SL\l532 The
180-strong team began arriving in Freetown on 10 June 2000,1533 dovetailing with the \vithdra\val of
the Royal Marines after 15 June 2000.153~ On 24 July, nearly 1,000 SL\ members graduated from the
UK-run training course,1535 the fIrst group of a total of around 8,000 who would eventually be
trained this way. Various rotations of the UK military teams occurred be1:'Neen /\ ugust and
December 2000. The overall number of UK service personnel in Sierra Leone was around 550,
operating from the headquarters of the 1Sf Mechanised Brigade in Freetown.
On 14 August, the AFRC leader announced that he had formally disbanded the AFRC,153(' wl1Jch
had seized power in the coup on 25 May 1997. On 22 i\ugust, a senior RUF member replaced the
RUF leader, who remained in custody.
The \X/est Side Boys apprehended 11 UK soldiers from the Short Term Training Team near IVlasiaka
(Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) on 27 August 2000. j\lthough UK negotiators secured the
release of five of the captives, UK Special Forces and Paratroopers arrived in Freetown and
executed "Operation Barrass", freeing the remainder on 10 September]537 In the \,\/estern Area, no
further significant incidents are reported for 2000.
i)
Events in 2001 and beyond
In January 2001, the Ukrainian contingent of UNAMSIL deployed from Freetown, contributing 534
153H
men, 220 Armoured Personnel Carriers and 220 trucks to the peacekeeping rnisslOn.
Ukrainian
troops were based at Hastings (\X/aterloo RD). The RUF, the CDF and the Government of Sierra
Leone commenced tri-partite peace talks on or around 16 May 2001. 153 ') Disarmament proceeded at
the Hockey Pitch at \vilberforce Barracks. At Waterloo the OBI-IS ~ho used to patrol the village
disarmed at the IDP Camp. By 30 September 2001, the UK had reduced Its military presence 111
1529 BBC Online News, 17 May 2000 (1803 G?lH 1903 UK)
1530BBC Online News, 19 May 2000 (1548 GMT 1648 UK)
1531 IRIN West Africa, 24 May 2000
1532 The UK Military handed over to a UK-led International Military and _\dvisoll' Trallllng Team (I1\L\ TT) in
September 2001.
1533 BBC Online News, 10 June 2000 (1928 GMT 20:28 UK).
153~ IRIN West AJrica, 14 June 2000.
1535 IRIN West )\frica, 24 July 2000.
153(; BBC Online News, 14 August 2000 (0340 GMT 0440 UK).
1537 See Port Loko District: \X!est Side Boys for more details.
153H IRIN West )\frica, 10 Januaty 2001
1539 BBC Online News, 16 May 2001 (0026 GivIT 01:26 UK).
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Sierra Leone to around 36015411 and UNAMSIL reached the ceiling of its authonsed deployment
strength of 17,500 personnel on 20 November 2001.
Following disarmament and demobilisation of members of all the different fighting factions, on
18 January 2002 President Kabbah declared that the war was over and held a symboLc "AnTIs
Burning Ceremony" at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom, Port Loko Dis'tricr).

3.
Conclusion
** TO BE COMPLETED ON COMPLETION OF l\N/\.LYSIS FOR TI-IE NORTHERN
PROVINCE**

1540

OCI-L'\ Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 01 - 30 September 2001.
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List of Acronyms

AFRC
APC
CDF
ECOMOG
EO
NPFL
NPRC
RUF
SLA
SLPP
UNAMSIL
ULIMO

Armed Force Revolutionary Council
All Peoples Congress
Civil Defence Force
Econornic Community of\);-!est African States Cease Fire Monitoring Group
Executive Outcomes
National Patnotic Front for Liberia
National PrmrislOnal Ruling Council
Revolutionary United Front
Sierra Leone j\rmy
Sierra Leone Peoples Party
United Nation Mission in Sierra Leone
United Liberation movement for Democracy in Liberia.
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Address by Major Johnny Paul Koroma
Head of State and Chairman of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
Freetown - 28 May 1997
My fellow countrymen: This is Major Johnny Paul Koroma, the Chairman of the i'\rmed Forces
Revolutionary Council, i'l..FRC, of Sierra Leone. Since my last broadcast to the nation announcing
the overthrow of former president Tejan Kabbah and his government, I now wish to apprise you
of the following:
As already explained to the nation, developments in the country just before .PJRC intervened,
were threatening the cohesion of the country. The policies in the country had polarized into
regional and tribal factions. The former president had lost total control of the situation as
atrocities spread throughout the country. The overthrown government made only half-hearted
moves; but more disastrously was the fact that the former armed civilians from only one part of
the country to harassed servicemen and members of the civil society. The rebel war, which
started in the country, was fought gallantly by our forces, seriously aided by the Guinean troops,
Nigerian troops, the special task force, and the SSD (Special Security Detachment).
My countrymen and countrywomen: In our effort to liberate our fatherland, the only civilians
who volunteered to fight during the difficult days were the Kamaboys, who were fighting
alongside the Army as an auxiliary force, and the cooperation between the .PLrmy and the
Kamaboys was extremely cordial as the Kamaboys defended mostly their localities. Some time in
January 1994, a group called Hindu-Hindu was organized in Kenema, and the formation of
Hindu-Hindu led to a series of breaches of the peace, causing the organizatictl to be disbanded.
In 1996, the same group that had been disbanded re-emerged as the Kamajors, and like in the
days of the Hindu-Hindu, the Kamajors instantly targeted the P"Imy as their perceived enemy.
However, the military overlooked the activlties of the Kamajors and fought alongside them as
local forces, but when the SLPP came to power, the SLPP government emphasized that the
KamaJors should be given ante-military training which caused serious confrontation between the
soldiers and the Kamajors. While the Army was only made up of 14,000 men, the number of
Kamajors has swelled up to 37,000 men, vastly outnumbering the constitutional Pumy.
Welfare of the .Pumy: The SLPP, which got the full support of the Purny after the election,
suddenly became very partisan in handling the security of the state. Welfare of the Kamajors was
treated more seriously that the welfare of the Army. It was not surprising that a one time chief
Kamajor was appointed Deputy Minister of Defense who spent all his energy organizing the
Kamajors. Even though the military had fought the war for five years, the SLPP spent all its time
providing logistics for the Kamajors, and totally forgetting the welfare of the Pwny. The
Kamajors in the eyes of the SLPP suddenly because a superior force, even though the Pumed
Forces in constitutionally responsible for the security of the state. The Kamajors started to engage
the Pumy in battles causing the death of many soldiers.
Even though the SLPP claimed to have spent between 2 billion and 3.5 billion leones on the
.Armed Forces every month, this was not reflected in the status of the ordinary soldier. The
Kamajors, on the other hand, were well catered for as Deputy Defense Minister Hinga Norrnan
alone collected 35 million leones on behalf of Kamajors every month. This does not cover the
amount Hinga Norman collected from government to cover logistics for the Kamajors. Salaries
for soldiers are delayed for long periods whereas monies to Kamajors are paid instantly on
demand. Ration for the fighting men was reduced thereby putting a lot of pressure on the
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commanders who feel hard to handle the same number of men.
The public service: My countrymen, the SLPP government launched an all-out war against
members of the civil service who were suspected to be non-SLPP supponers. Many permanent
secretaries and heads of department were sent on leave just because they were not members of
the SLPP. The civil service came to a standstill when important officials such as the
Establisn..TJJent Secretary, the Accountant General, and other heads of depanment were forced on
leave without explanation. Even though the former head of state promised a 20 percent increase
in the salaries, no such increase took place. Instead, government went ahead to retrench more
workers from the civil service. The teachers remained unpaid for a long time to the extent that
many teachers would no longer pay their way to work. This situation is not tenable, and we
promise to change this immediately.
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Address by Major Johnny Paul Koroma
Head of State and Chairman of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
Freetown - 1 June 1997
•

My fellow countrymen, friendly nations and members of the international community. The big
question at this moment on the lips of everybody inside and outside the country is what prompted
us to oust former President .L\.hmed Tejan Kabbah and his government from power.
Before dwelling on the main above-mentioned theme of my address, I want first and foremost on
behalf of my colleagues avail myself 0 this opportunity to solemnly extend our sincere and
heartfelt sympathy and expression of regret for the unfortunate incidents that occurred during the
takeover operation in which some of our brothers and sisters, as well as foreign nationals, lost
their lives and property.
In this regard, the AFRC, as you have been informed through the media, has taken appropriate
measures to prevent the recurrence of such unfortunate incidents. My address this evening is not
only directed to fellow Sierra Leoneans. It is also meant to enlighten concerned non-nationals and
the international community about the welfare of our beloved country, on the main motive of our
action.
I have already emphasized in my last mo addresses that our action was not motivated by selfish
[as heard] and greed for power. The main objective of the i\FRC to seize power is to restore
lasting peace and political stability in this country, which has been ravaged and continues to be
shattered by a senseless war.
•
On this vital issue of restoring peace and political stability in our country, I would like on behalf
of the .Armed Forces Revolutionary Council and the entire nation to pay a special and fitting
tribute to the Ivorian head of state, His Excellency President Henri Kanan Bedie, with special
mention to his Foreign Minister i\mara Essy, the government and people of La Cote d'Ivone for
the very important role they played in getting Corporal Foday Saybana Sankoh, the charismatic
leader of the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone around the negotiating table, that
resulted to the signing of the Abuja peace accord last November. But for the relentless efforts of
the authorities of this great African country, in the true state of African solidarity, we will not
even have been thinking about...[pauses] talking about inviting the RUF leader to command his
fighters to (?cease) hostilities and to join the revolution with the sole objective of bringing lasting
peace to our beloved country.
The AFRC would also like to seize this opportunity to thank friendly sister countries in the
subregion, namely the Federal Republic of Nigeria, the RepUblic of Guinea, and Ghana for their
effective and invaluable role in averting irreparable destruction of our fatherland at the height of
the rebel war. The i\FRC would also like to behalf of the entire nation to thank the international
community and NGO's [words indistinct] to the United Nations Organization, the
Commonwealth, the OAU, the International Alliance, the International Community of the World
Force for the very important roles they played toward the success of the Abidjan peace process.
Fellow countrymen, friendly nations, members of the international community, I would now like
to dwell on the main theme of my address this evening. The main reason that prompted us to take
the [word indistinct] and timely decision to overthrow the former regime and to extend an
invitation to RlJF CpI. Foday Sankoh and the RUF to operate with us.
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It is true the wind of democracy has blown and continues to blow around the world. Patriotic and
national Sierra Leoneans, old and young, put in everything, sometimes at the expense of their
lives, during the transition process to democratic rule with the obJective of being in tune with
progressive nations around the globe and restoring lasting peace and political stability in Sierra
Leone. After five years of military governance, our country was returned to democratic rule with
great pains, but due to lack of political ingenuity and sincere comInitrnent on the part of fanner
President Tejan Kabbah and some of his lieutenants, the hard-won democracy was being
gradually jeopardized by the flagrant antidemocratic and unpatriotic practices of the lat regime.
The unanimous vote in favor of the new president by SLPP parliamentarians and the appointment
of ruling party stalwarts to most of the key positions of the state's administrative machinery is a
palpable truth of such tendencies.
In an exclusive interview granted to the West African magazine of March this year in
Washington, GAD Secretary General Dr. iilimed Salim iJlIned (sic.) rightly opined, and quote,
"Progressive African leadership must now operate, above all, on the clear knowledge that the
question of peace, security, and political stability of their respective continent is of primordial
importance. Without peace, security, and political stability, it is not possible that any country will
achieve the type of democratic and economic groVv'1h, the type of social development that we
aspire to," quote. [as heard]

This is why my colleagues and I on the .JURC have decided to focus on the question of resolving
our internal conflicts. The war that has shattered our once flourishing economy, with much more
of [word indistinct] efforts and reality. [words indistinct] this priority ofpriorities--the return of
lasting peace and political stability in our country--is achieved, we will then focus on the whole
question of democratization and greater respect for human rights. Military issues, the question of
economic and social development, the question of security and s:ability, and the issue of
democratization and human rights are related. If we are to achieve the objective the i\FRC will
set for itself and address the new challenges that face our country [sentence as heard]. The MRC
will endeavor to address each of these goals and their [word indistinct] within the present context
of the social and political situation prevailing in the country.
Our brother CpI. Foday Saybana Sankoh is quick to understand this when he emphatically stated
in his radio message to the nation from Abuja that a democracy without peace, security, and
political stability is baseless. The remarkable economic gro\vth and social development achieved
by our sister and friendly Republic of La Cote d'Ivoire is due to the legendary peace, security,
and political stability in that country. Foreign investors and economic operators will only pour in
their money into countries that will guarantee their personal security and that of their investment.
Fellow countrymen, you will surely agree with me that the unseated president and some of his
round pegs in square holes collaborators dragged their feet in implementing the priority clauses
stipulated in the Abuja peace accord related to developments of mutual forces to carry out
encampment and disanning of combatants. The Commission of the Consolidation of Peace, PCP,
was never given the attention needed to carry out its functions.
Fellow countrymen, I will not dwell much on the negative [word indistinct], but let me touch on
some of its saddest aspects. The death toll could be estimated at about 15,000 troops. Damaged
property could easily amount to several billions of leones. The economy has been completely
crippled. Thousands of families which once enjoyed the wannth ofliving together have been
separated. Innocent citizens, mainly comprised of agricultural workers in rural areas, were
mutilated and maimed, rendering them physically handicapped and useless throughout the rest of
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their lives. The brain drain in the country during the war reached unprecedented proportions with
its negative effects on the standard of education in our university and other institutions of higher
learning. Children in their thousands have bec9me homeless, orphans, and street-beggars.
Persons traumatized bv the atrocities of the war have become mentallv
unbalanced. Fellow
-'
countrymen, the negative spoils of the war cannot be fully exhausted in this address.

-

:Nationalistic and patriotic Sierra Leoneans as well as well-meaning non-nationals and the
international community will now understand why the A.FRC deem it at this point in time to
drive away the enemies of this nation and to call upon Cpl. Faday Sankoh and the R1JF to join
the revolution so as to bring about lasting peace and to arrest the unmerited and unwa17anted
surlerings of our people.
With the return of lasting peace and political stability in this country, Sierra Leoneans will regain
their lost personality and integrity, but more especially our shattered economy [words indistinct]
foreign investment. Our country will once more regain its rightly place among the progressive
nations of the world.
My fellow countrymen, we are undergoing a very crucial stage in the history of our country. Our
destiny and that of generations yet unborn is in our hands. Shakespeare rightly put, quote, "There
is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken on the tide (sic.) leads on to fortune, omitted all their
voyage is bound in shallow waters," unquote.
We should not leave the fate of this only country that we have to be determin~d by other people
for their own personal aggrandizement. The Lord Almighty, our creator, loves this country. He
has made it possible for us to know our enemies at the right time. The Biblical saying "God's
time is the best" should be an eye opener for us. Prayers said in our numerous churches and
mosques on Sundays and Fridays throughout the national territory for the return oflasting peace
to our beloved country have not gone in vain. My fellow countrymen, our priority of priorities
today is peace. Peace is an inseparable factor for human development. We have been longing for
it for the past six years. Thanks to God, it is here. The ~lIledForces Revolutionary Council and
true patriots of this country are therefore solemnly appealing to all Sierra Leoneans, irrespective
of their ethnic grouping, creed, social standing, and political affiliation, within and outside our
national territory to join the God-inspired revolution for the ultimate salvation of our beloved
fatherland.
I will end my address by declaring three days fasting and prayers throughout the country, from
SundaY,l to Tuesday 3 June 1997. United We Stand, Divided We fall. I thank you very much.
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CDF Statement ofFM 98.1, 22 December 1997 from
the movement for the restoration of democracy,
MRD, civil defence secretariat, Freetown.
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Press Release

Kamajor Press Release issued by Samuel Hinga
Norman, 23 December 1997

Fellow Citizens and Friends,
Greetings from Sierra Leone. I wish to enjoin the recent speech by RE. the President
that the military junta has deliberately upset the timetable for the implementation of the
Conakry Peace Plan as a pretence to hold on to power illegally. It is, therefore, my duty
to accept the responsibility as Deputy Minister of Defence to bring this matter to a just
and final conclusion by every available means at my disposal. In consultation with
ECOWAS and at the behest of the President, the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) have
outlined the following courses of action in order to install the constitutionally elected
government of Sierra Leone and bring to and end the suffering of our people.
• The CDF has declared Saturday, 20 December, 1997 as Black Saturday (pardon
the expression);
• As of that day, all roads and highways in Sierra Leone are to be blocked and any
movement by junta forces anywhere in the country will be considered hostile and
repelled by force of arms;
• Mechanized units of the CDF have taken positions in the East of the country and
in locations within striking distance of Freetown, including the international
airport at Lungi;
• To prevent the ensuing conflict from spilling into Liberia, ECOMOG troops have
taken command of the strategic Mano Bridge;
• The CDF henceforth considers any and all persons or groups who have
voluntarily assisted or collaborated in any way with the junta to be in active
rebellion against the State.
• Ground, air and naval forces of ECOMOG will continue to monitor and repel any
attempt by the junta to circumvent the international embargo in violation of
ECOWAS sanctions and UN Resolution 1132.
I wish to thank all our friends and citizens who have placed their confidence in us to
resolve this matter, for your prayers and goodwill. Such is the gravity of this matter that
I have relocated myself, my staff and my family back inside Sierra Leone for the
duration of this endeavour. We ask you to keep me and my men in your prayers and I
look forward to reporting to you on regular basis.
Merry Christmas and God Bless you all.
Samuel Hinga Norman
Civil Defence High Command

23 December, 1997
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Interview

Summary of Conversations Held with Civil Defence
Force Leader Sam Hinga Norman, 10 January 1998
by Alfred Sam Foray
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SUMMARY OF CONVERSATIONS HELD WITH CIVIL DEFENCE FORCE
LEADER SAM HINGA NORMAN, 10 JANUARY 1998
Submitted by Alfred SamForay
CAPTAIN NORMAN:
The High Command ofthe Civil Defence Force wishes to make known to all interested
parties that Phase I of the Operation Black December has just concluded. This phase of
the operation involved the occupation and/or domination of all major roads and
highways in the country by the CDF. The main objectives of this phase are:
1. to deny freedom of movement by junta forces throughout the country;
2. to isolate junta brigades in Bo, Makeni and Kenema;
3. to deny access to the diamond mines to junta forces
As part of this phase, large quantities of cars and trucks some containing large
quantities of ammunition as well as cash crops headed for the international market have
been confiscated by the CDF from junta forces. These include a brand new Mercedes
Benz sedan now sitting outside my office. As reported in the international press, these
objectives have now been sufficiently met and we are now set to begin Phase II of
Operation Black December the week of 12 January, 1998.
Phase II of the operation involves the encirclement of all major towns and cities
throughout the country. The objective of this phase is to restrict junta forces to their
primary domains and keep them from regrouping or transporting reinforcements from
one area to another. We would hope that they will venture from the cities and highways
and join us in the bush where we can settle this matter once and for all. Efforts are also
being made to neutralize construction of airfields in the country by junta forces.
As soon as Phase II is in full force, the CDF intends to offer its last ultimatum to the
junta to vacate the seat of government or be crushed. This will constitute the final
phase, Phase III of our operation.
We urge all our citizens abroad to continue to be vigillant on the diplomatic and
political front even as we are vigillant on the resistance front and to maintain the unity
of all Sierra Leoneans abroad. As many of you are aware, ground operations in the
North and the West are conducted jointly by Northern millitia forces (Tamagboros,
D<msas, Kappras) along with the Kamajors of the South and East.
We look forward to a speedy and final conclusion to this matter.
Best Wishes,
Sam Hinga Norman,
CDF High Command,
Sierra Leone.
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"Government Statement", 24 May 2000.
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News Report

Inter Press Service, "Children - Sierra Leone: Militia
Admits Recruiting Child Soldiers," Lansana Fofana,
29 June 1998.
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CHILDREN-SIERRA LEONE: NIilitia Admits
Recruiting Child Soldiers
By Lansana Fofan a
FREETOWN, Jun 29 (IPS) - Sierra Leone's pro-government militia, popularly known as the
Kamajor, has admitted to recruiting thousands of children into its ranks to fight the remnants
of the ousted military junta.
"In Kailahun district (east of Sierra Leone) alone, we have 3,000 child Kamajors," said Kamajor field
commander, Patrick Zangalaywah. "These kids are very brave on the frontline."
Zangalayvvah said children are unadulterated and that they keep the laws governing the conduct of
the militia like abstinence from sex, drugs and looting when in. combat.
"We don't tnlst adults quite much because many have breached the rules governing our militia group
and so they get killed by the enemy," he explained in a recent interview.
Last month, the United Nations Secretary General's Special Representative for Children and Anned
Conflict, Olara Otunnu, urged Sierra Leone's belligerents to stop recruiting child soldiers into their
army and to demobilise those already serving in their fold.
"I saw children as young as 10 and 14, bearing arms and in battle-readiness. This is unfonunate,"
said Otunnu, after visiting Sierra Leone's eastern war zones.
Qtunpu told IPS that the Kamajor Movement National Coordil1ator,Chief Sam }{inga Norman, had
givren;hiIP-his word to demobilise the child Kamajors, whose exact number is not known.
Norrnan f Otunnu added, also had assured him that no new child Kamajors would be recruited and
that a process to demobilise them would soon begin.
But until now, there has been no demobilisation of child Kamajors. IPS recently saw dozens of
children being drafted into the militia groLlp in the north of the country, where remnants of the ousted
military junta are committing atrocities against civilian populations.
A top Kamajor commander, Monya Farrnah, told IPS last week that the militia would rather do away
with adult Kamaiors. -"The children know the battle terrain qUlte well and they can meander through
the forests in pursuit of rebel bandits," he said.
This view has, however, been rejected by rights and child advocates groups. ''This is a gross abuse ot~
[he children's rights," said Jonathan Freeman of the Freetown-based 'Save the Child', a new nongovernmental on:anisacion that advocates the rights of the child.
~ ' ~

~
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"It is appalling and I think the govem.'1lent should move fast enough to demobilise the kids within the
KamaJor group," he said.
"These children have killed, maimed and acted as adults. I believe thevo should be immediatelv
demobilised and a process of trauma counselling be put in place for them," said Thomas Sandi of the
Freetown-based Human Rights League.
0

Ironically, some of the child Kamajors interviewed by IPS said they would want to become soldiers
in adult life, as wel1. "I am 14 and a rebel killer. I don't want to be demohiIised, because the rebels.
know I killthein mercilessly," said Sandi who is based in Daru, a military garrison in the east oftl~e
country.
The problem of children involved in the conl1ict is becoming complex. Retreating junta troops have
been abducting and conscripting dozens of children in the north-eastern provinces.
In a strongly-worded message, Otunnu appealed to the rebel forces to discharge all child combatants
within their fold. "It is difficult to estimate the number of children in the rebel movement, as much as
it is to reach the rebels and persuade them to demobilise children," he said.
The United Nations Children1s Fund (Unicef), in collaboration with Sierra Leone1s national radio and
television, has launched a major campaign aimed at demobilising the children and rehabilitating
them.
Discussion progammes are aired everyday and rights groups are eagerly waiting to see whether the
Kamajors will take the lead by letting the children go.
The Kamajors took up arms in 1992, a year after the outbreak of Sierra Leone's civil war, to
complement the efforts of the national army to fight the rebel Revolutionary United Front (RUF).
The RlTF, headed by fOlmer aImy corporal Sankoh Foday, joined forces with the Awned Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC) junta which was toppled in February. Remnants of the A.FRC are
still tlghting to oust the elected government of President i\hmed Kabbah, who remrned to power in
March. (E:NTI/IPS/LF/NfN/Pl'v1l98)
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BBC News, "Sierra Leone diamond town besieged",
20 November 1997.
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BBC News, "Sierra Leone clashes with Kamajor
militia", 17 December 1997.
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The military government in Sierra Leone says

Africa
Americas its troops have been involved in skirmishes
Asia-Pacific with the Kamajor militia at the country's
Europe south-eastern border with Liberia.
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South Asia An army spokesman, Major John Milton, told
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the BBC the Kamajors had attacked their

From Our Own military positions near the town of Zimmi but

Correspondent had been pushed back across the Mano River
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Major Milton said the Kamajor militia was
being helped by Nigerian troops of the
ECOMOG peacekeeping force which has its
headquarters in Liberia, with bases in Sierra
Leone.
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BBC News, "Despatches" by Mark Doyle, 18
January 1998.
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Despatches

Historic day for East
Timor

Mark Doyle
Abidjan
Rebels in eastern Sierra Leone have taken control
of the key diamond mining area of Tongo from
troops loyal to the military government. Revenues
from Sierra Leone's diamond fields, which produce
some of the highest quality gems in the world,
finance both government and rebel activity in the
war. The leader of the Kamajor rebels, Hinga
Norman, said Tongo was taken late last week. The
military government's spokesman, Lieutenant
Colonel John Milton, speaking on Sunday,
confirmed that Tongo had fallen but added that
government forces were now regrouping in the
area. Our West Africa correspondent Mark Doyle
reports from Abidjan:

Diamonds have been both a blessing and a curse on
Sierra Leone. They generate hundreds of millions of
dollars-worth of revenue, but very little of this benefits
the ordinary people of Sierra Leone, as the gems are
fought over and smuggled out to Europe.
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The leader of the Kamajor rebels, who say they are
fighting for the replacement of the Sierra Leone military
regime by the civilian leader ousted in a coup d'etat last
May, said Tongo was a "big catch" from a military and
financial point of view. A spokesman for the military
government, said Tango could be retaken, but that the
government did not want to mount a big offensive
because this would lead to all-out war.
Diamond traders said whoever controlled Tongo
controlled significant revenues. Although there are socalled kimberlite diamonds deep underground in the
region, there are also alluvial stones nearer the
surface, which can be dug up quickly and smuggled
away via the neighbouring states of Guinea and Liberia
to the diamond markets of Antwerp.
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BBC News, "Sierra Leone militias capture two
cities", 15 February 1998.
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Meanwhile, the Kamajor militias, who fought
alongside the ECOMOG troops, have captured
the two major cities of So and Kenema;
A SSC correspondent in So says the militias
were welcomed by jubilant crowds.

From ourdOwn Later, the Kamajors arrested eight soldiers
___~~_~ loyal to the ousted military regime on
suspicion of planning sabotage.
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They were handed over to the crowd who
lynched them.
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suspected supporters of the ousted military
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BBC News, "Unicef calls for the demobilisation of
child soldiers", 2 October 1998.
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The Director-General of the United Nations children's
agency, Unicef, Carole Bellamy, has appealed for the
demobilisation of about 4,000 child soldiers in Sierra
Leone.
She was speaking in the presence of the deputy
defence minister, Hinga Norman, who said he was
committed to the disarmament of all children, but
added that it couldn't be done while fighting continued.
Unicef estimates that most of the child soldiers in
Sierra Leone are forced to fight in the ranks of the rebel
Revolutionary United Front, led by Foday Sankoh,
who's on trial for treason.
In a court appearance on Thursday, Mr Sankoh
complained that he couldn't afford a defence lawyer.
He said the Nigerian security authorities had taken all
the money when they arrested him in Lagos in March
1996. The judge asked the court to take up the matter
with the Nigerian authorities.
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BBC News, "Traditional fighters clash with rebels in
Sierra Leone", 6 October 1998.
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Army spokesmen in Sierra Leone say traditional
Kamajor fighters allied to government forces have killed
at least fifty-two rebels and wounded many more in a
six-hour clash in the east of the country.
They said fifteen of the dead rebels were women.
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Several rebel prisoners were paraded before
journalists.
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The Kamajor fighters, who wear women's wigs and
threadbare dresses, are battling to defeat remnants of
Sierra Leone's former military regime and its
Revolutionary United Front allies.
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Three Kamajors were reported missing after the clash,
which resulted in the recapture of six towns from the
rebels.
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